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Abstract
This thesis focuses upon village oracles in Buddhist Ladakh
who provide ritual services to clients when they are in
trance and possessed by gods. Village oracles are discussed
in the context of a customary division made by Ladakhis
between the lay and clerical components of their society.
They are among the few	 y ritual specialists and are
consequently accorded less esteem than their
	 monastic
counterparts for they are associated with the lower reaches
of	 the pantheon and with inferior ritual
	 techniques.
Moreover, Ladakhi village oracles attract suspicion because
of the manner in which they are created. They are elected
through affliction which is gradually, but only precariously,
contained as the spirits responsible are domesticated in
their human vessels.
The process of initiation is seen in terms of the
transformation of a probable demonic affliction into a
capricious divine power. This process is analysed further
through rituals associated with witchcraft possession and
monastery oracles. Village oracles were once overwhelmed by
affliction, like witchcraft victims, and it is never clear
that these erstwhile patients have become healers, nor that
they have turned their demons into gods. Village oracles are
also related to practitioners in the monastery. The gods
evoked by monastery oracles were converted to Buddhism in
sihistoricali l
 times and, today, they join the side of religion
in the continuing conquest of enemies. The gods embodied by
village oracles may also be seen as converts but, by
comparison, their conversion is a much more uncertain affair.
It is argued that village oracles are best understood in
terms of their position in-between affliction in the village
and a respected ritual power in the monastery. The analysis
suggests similarities with spirit mediums elsewhere who are
likewise associated with movements away from affliction
towards ritual powers.
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INTRODUCTION
"In the monastery were certain junior monks, chosen by lot,
whose special duty was the calling up of spirits. After
preparatory fasts and meditation a demon was summoned and
was supposed to possess the Lhapa, speak through him and
answer whatever questions were asked....
The Lhapas were supposedly possessed by the Lha as was
apparent from their agitated behaviour, vacant stares, and
foaming at the mouth, but at first they gave no answer.
The two unfortunates seemed to be torn here and there by an
unseen power. .,." (Ribbach 1986 (1940):191-2)
"The "Masho Naghrang" takes place about February at the
village of Masho. On the day of the festival, two Lamas
called "hlooiar" are stripped, and their bodies painted
black - after which a devil's face is painted in red on
their chests and backs. Other Lamas then surround them and
read prayers and incantations, while more Lamas play
musical instruments. After a time the "hlooiars" become
possessed with devils and begin to shout and leap abc'ut and
rush c.ver the roofs of the houses of the village. When in
this state of excitement they are believed to be endc'wed
with the power of prophecy, and they are consequently much
consulted. After a time the "hlooiars" succumb to the
excitement and fall down senseless; they are taken away by
the Lamas and the Naghrang ceremony is at an end" (Ramsay
1890:44)
1. Oracles
These are among the few historical descriptions of
c'ra ':les in Ladakh although cc'ntempc'rary accounts are
beginning to appear Cl). Oracle translates the Ladakhi 1b c'r
thab (masc., iha pa)/1rn (fern., lha m':') (2). Sc'metimes, a
distinction is made between this, the trance state, and the
human vessel who is known as jy (lus gyar) or "borrowed
body". Oracles have been described extensively in other
Tibetan speaking areas (see Chapter 4).	 Sc'me, like those
described above, work in monasteries but others appear only
in households. All, however, practice a form of trance or
possession in which a god is manifest in a human body. These
figures are described by different terms in the literature.
They are called shamans largely for the purpose of comparisc'n
with the Central Asian phenomenon (Berglie 1978). They are
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also called mediums (Stein 1972) so as to draw attention to
the nature of trance during which the human vessel loses
normal consciousness and becomes a vehicle for the gods (3).
Sometimes, they are called oracles (Prince Peter 1978,
Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975, Furer-Haimendorf 1964) (4). This last
usage is followed because it is the preferred Ladakhi
rendition in English.
This thesis focuses on those who practice possession in
households, who are described as village oracles. Village
oracles are introduced in Chapter 4 and discussed from the
perspective of other possession practices in Chapters 5 and
6.	 Their everyday work is described in Chapter 7.
is glossed below by the English "possession". Ladakhis name
three categories of people who practice or suffer zhugshes;
first, those who are afflicted in the village by demonic
attacks, mainly women; second, those who are initially
afflicted but who later learn to contain their suffering
within ritual practice, namely, village oracles; third, thc'se
who agree to practice a similar trance cm the o ': ':asiu:mn cif
annual monastic festivals but who are rarely elected through
initiatory illness, that is, monastery oracles.
The possession practiced by oracles is also
occasionally glossed below as "ecstatic trance", in keeping
with other accounts and also in relation to more prestigious
ritual	 techniques	 associated	 with	 initiate	 Buddhist
practices.	 These latter techniques are not discussed but
they are glossed as meditation or "ascetic trance" for the
purpose of comparison and contrast. 	 Moreover, they are
mentioned only in the context of monastic practice. An
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account of Ladakhi Buddhism might follow local attitudes and
point to the solitary yogin as the archetypal ascetic.
However, non-monastic Buddhist practices of this kind are not
discussed at all because they were not encountered in the
course of the study. The term "ascetic" is used to describe
religious practices in the monastery from a villager's
perspective.
A preliminary account of ritual may be found in Part I
of the thesis. Rituals are presented in relation to an
important local division between the monastery and the rest
of the village, which has also been documented for many other
Tibetan speaking grciups (Aziz 1978, Ortner 1978a, Samuel
1978).	 My theme only gradually took shape from more general
interests in the rituals of the Ladakhi household. When I
was introduced to possession practices, some six months after
my arrival, it seemed that these might provide a particular
perspective on the househc'ld which had not been developed
previously.. It is precisely because possession practices
straddle important lo ':al boundaries between sickness and
health, male and female and secular and religious life that
they throw light on central Ladakhi institutions and on
Ladakhi imagery abc'ut their society.
Initially, then, possession practices were studied in
relation	 to	 the Ladakhi	 household.	 Later,	 village
relationships with the monastery were included. These two
central institutions, hc 'usehold and monastery, are described
in Part I of the thesis as background, prior to a discussi':'n
of possession.. Details are given on the embodiment c'f spirits
in the world, the division of labour among ritual officiants
and the structure of the pantheon.	 Possession practices are
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concerned with lower ranking spirits and many of the
associated rituals employ an exorcistic idiom which taps the
anger of higher ranking gods against troublesome local
spirits. My discussion accordingly focuses upon these
dimensions, which are presented from the village perspective.
It should be emphasised, however, that this material has been
selected according to my focus on oracles.
This image of a society divided into two parts provides
the framework within which village oracles are discussed.
Village oracles can be seen in terms of the movements they
make away from affliction and the demonic towards ritual
power and gods. They are presented in terms of their position
in-between village affliction and a respected ritual power,
located in the monastery. A discussion of c'racles shows that
no firm divisions can be drawn between techniques associated
with a prestigious monastic religion on the one hand and a
somewhat suspect village ritual practice on the other. The
ecstatic is contained in the ascetic and ascetic practices
also SLtrrc'LIfld the ecstatic. Nonetheless, possessicen does
form an autonomous domain in the Ladakhi imagination and so I
continue to demarcate the three forms of pcussessicin from
other ritual techniques and experienu:es cince I have shown the
difficulties in specifying exactly where the bc'undaries lie.
An attempt is made to characterise qualities associated with
zhugshes and, in order to step aside from the ultimately
unproductive issues of defining possession, I turn tc. an
alternative	 perspective	 which	 explores its
	 role	 in
dramatising particular images of the process of building a
good life in the world.
	 From this perspes:tive, it is argued
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that village oracles cannot be fully understood in terms of
the customary division between a monastic clergy and a lay
Society.
A number of writers on Tibetan speaking societies have
noted the continuities between possession and initiate
religious techniques (Aziz 1976, Paul 1976, Stablein 1976a,
Samuel 1975, 1978; see section 2 below and Chapter 4).
However, most of these accounts privilege a Buddhist
perspective even when they are discussing village practices
(see, for example, Brauen 1980a on Ladakh). Rituals, gods and
"vessels" (the human bodies) are discussed in terms of
(other) Buddhist practices. Possession is described as a
ritual technique which is cast in an inferior and dependent
rc'le by monastic Buddhism.. This perspective is alsc' employed
below (Chapters 4-7) although it is emphasised that
possession practices create an image of the superior religion
practiced in monasteries just as the monastic idiom creates
an image of inferior village ritual practices (5).
	 However,
an attempt is made to locate possession pra.:tice equally in a
secular village realm that is delineated initially in
Chapters 1 and 2. Thus, the household rituals described in
Chapter 2 are shown to be important to an understanding of
trance activities while more general images s:'f fertility in
the hc'usehc'ld are related to the possibly beneficial results
of oracular possession. In what follows, I attempt to fill
in sc'me of the details surrounding possessicin practices from
a village perspe ':tive with equal reference both to "religion"
and "society" (6).
This thesis explores the ritual position and role cif
village oracles. It is less •:c'ncerned with trance pra':tice.
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Village oracles extract substances from most of their clients
and this is the only activity discussed in detail which does
not bear a direct relationship to the subject of possession
(hushes) (Chapter 7). Trance is not discussed in terms of
its internal dynamics; in terms of the techniques employed or
the performative aspects. The ritual-medical role of oracles
is not fully explored in relation to other ritual-medical
practices (see Chapter 4). Islam as well as Buddhism is
important to the wider environment but Islam is ignored
entirely.
Objections might be raised against the interpretive bias
in the first part of the thesis..
	 Re':ent anthropological
commentaries cm the nature of ritual have suggested that
rituals dci not communicate like speech; what is distinctive
about ritual is precisely the non-referential aspect (Bloch
1974, 1986; Lewis 1980). Many anthrop ':'loqical interpretations
cif ritual are therefore seen as a prc.duct of the process of
writing about a foreign pla.:e rather than a convincing
apprc.ach tcu the nature of ritual(s) (Lewis 1980, Sperber
1975, Rappapc.rt 1979). The presentation of Ladakhi regular,
periodic rituals in Part I of this thesis may seem to ignore
these debates in anthropology. Only one substantive
justification can be made in its defense although additicunal,
pragmatic reasons are important.
Many of the arguments against interpretaticmn are made in
the context of nc'n-literate traditions. Ladakhi approaches
to ritual, however, are influenced by the existence of a vast
corpus of Buddhist texts and teachings.
	 The literary
traditicmn, I suggest, encc.urages an interpretive approach tcs
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ritual; Ladakhi villagers and monks alike attribute
"meanings" to rituals whether or not these have a textual
referent and whether or not the Ladakhi speaker is literate.
Accordingly, an interpretive approach to ritual can be
justified as an accurate reflection of local practice.
Although some of the interpretations given in Chapter 2, for
example, are not based directly on local exegesis, I do not
feel that they would be inm:omprehensible or una':ceptable to
Ladakhi s.
If the perspective employed in the first chapters can be
justified according to local beliefs and practices, this
cannot be said of the selection of one particular theme.
Ladakhis ai:cept a great many alternative interpretations (see
the discussion of one regular ritual,	 in Chapter 5
for an example). Villagers are likely to refer you to monks
for more trustworthy exegesis c' f rituals based on texts but
they prc'duce a range ':'f alternative ways of lookin g at
rituals which are not thought to be based c'n texts, such as
the secular New Year.
	 Monks are likely to cc'nclude a
discussion with the comment, there are 84,000 (with
variations) ways of doing things. Dc 'ctrinal explanations are
certainly valued most highly but it is also true that
doctrine is adjusted to the appropriate level (thabs) so that
a given ritual can be associated with a number of alternative
and equally valid interpretations. Given the Ladakhi style
of interpretation, my selection of a particular theme in Part
I of the thesis cannot be justified in relation to local
practice.
The first chapters cannot therefore be read as an
anthropological account of the nature of ritual nor of
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Ladakhi exegesis of their rituals.
	 The account is intended
rather to delineate a number of central themes within which
possession practices can be situated. As noted above, my
presentation is intended to show that oracular possession
relates as much to secular ritual as to the monastic Buddhist
idiom within which most previous accounts have been situated.
Accc'rdingly, Chapter 2 builds Ltpc'n many earlier accounts of
the Ladakhi household (7) without dis.:ussing the basis for
interpretations that have been made. It is only in the second
part of the thesis that some of the questions which have
arisen in recent debates are addressed. Fc.r example, it will
be seen that oracular ritual ':ann ':'t be said to communicate
any coherent meaning and it will also be suggested that a
so':iolc'gical	 context can help explain
	 certain	 ritual
practices.
I lived in the central area c'f Ladakh, close to the
capital Leh, for 16 months from 1981-3. The Leh region is
described, in what follows, as the central area. Stc'd or
Upper Ladakh lies to the east and Sham or Lower Ladakh to the
west. Buddhist Ladakhis are concentrated in the district cif
Leh (and Zangskar tehsi 1 tc. the south) but number only about
half of the total pc'pulatic.n. The 1981 census reports a
total of 68,376 Buddhists in Ladakh as compared with 61,882
Muslims. Most c' f the Muslim Ladak his are Shiites but there is
an imp ':'rtant Sunni minority and a small Christian cc.mmunity.
The village is presented primarily in terms of a single
village that I know best which I shall call Gongma while
c'racles are discussed in terms 0f the wider Leh area. Gc'nqma
cannot be said to be "typical" of the wider area as every
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village differs from it nei ghbours in important respects.
Inadequacies in my data and shortage of space prohibit a
comparison of different villages in the area. Gongma is
sometimes described as a "suburb" or section (chutso) of Leh.
It had no village oracles of its own; the closest lived in a
neighbouring suburb. Village oracles are generally known by
place name, referring either to their village or a part of
their village. A few have village duties; for example, they
change a collective shrine. They also practice mostly in
their own villages. Little detail can be given c'n the
relationship between an oracle and his or her own village.
However, oracles draw a clientele frcim a wide area. They
also travel and work in their clients' houses. Consultations
of this kind by Gc'gnma villagers provide many c' f the
illustrations in the thesis. Monastery oracles are also
generally	 drawn from the village assc'ciated with
	 the
monastery per forming a drama.
	 They too have particular
relationships with the villa ge, some of which are noted in
Chapter 6. Their trance appearances draw an audien ':e from a
wide area, including Gongma, and the comments and activities
of Gc'ngma villagers once more provide illustrative material
fc'r my discussion. Possession practices relating to the
afflictions suffered mostly by women are discussed primarily
within Gongma itself. These are not necessarily
representative of the wider area; indeed, as noted in Chapter
5, Gongma may be associated with an unusually high incidence
of this type of possession. Data cc'ncerning oracles in the
larger area does not therefc 're correspond to the same level
as data concerning social organisation and some possessic'n
practices in the village.
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Once my topic had been selected, a number of methods
were used.	 Oracles were interviewed. Every opportunity was
taken to attend trances. For three months, I attempted to
gather detailed accounts of all trances practiced by three
senior oracles in the area. I obtained descriptions of all
the work undertaken by Chanspa oracle but failed to attend
even one trance. A comprehensive account was impossible to
obtain from Thikse ora':le even though I was present at some
of his trances and acquired much material through interview.
Only my data from Ayu oracle were at all comprehensive. This
oracle practices at home most days of the week before a large
number of people and I was able to attend at least one trance
a week and collect details on other trances that were held.
Since this approach yielded few results, it is not reflected
in my presentation of village ciracles. I rely instead upon
material from a range c'f trances that I was able to attend
and upon the great help offered by many ciracles in the area
who patiently answered questions, told me their life stories
and offered me endless cups c'f tea. It will become apparent
that those who attend trances are not welcomed as spectators
and, on many occasions, I felt that my presence wc'uld be an
unwarranted intrusis:'n and stayed away. This is particularly
true of possession that involves village afflictic'n, as noted
in Chapter 5.
At the same time, I accompanied other specialists in
their work: a Gelugpa monk from Sankar monastery (see below
for a description cif monasteries), an ainchi or "local doctor"
near Leh and a monk astrologer from Tak Tok monastery based
in Leh.	 Once again, it was not pc'ssible tc' gather detailed
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information on the day to day work done by these people nor
was it possible to generalise about the wider ritual-medical
division of labour from such a restricted sample. My thesis
therefore includes little discussion of the wider ritual-
medical field although comments are made that derive from
these visits.
Finally, my discussion of possession incorporates
accounts and opinions drawn from my life with ordinary
villagers, visiting ritual specialists and interviews with
other central figures such as or reincarnate lamas
(see below). In what follows, possession practices are
related almu:'st exclusively to lay views of Ladakh, drawn
primarily from the middle ranking strata known by a variety
of terms such as the population (mi dman gs) or householders
( gron g ba) in the Leh area.
I have been unable to trace histc'rical material on
Ladakhi possession in the village although monastery oracles
are part c'f a history that is written in Tibetan and also
discussed in Western accounts. Village oracles are therefore
located exclusively in the present day. The third section of
this introduction, however, provides historical background to
contemporary Ladakh. First, references are made to sc'me of
the anthropolc.gy of spirit possession that has been important
in	 my analysis.	 These remarks are accompanied by a
preliminary introduction to Ladakhi Buddhism,
	 which is
amplified in Part I of the thesis.
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2.	 21!1t	 ia	 i LLi
Three approaches to possession are particularly
important to my analysis of Ladakhi oracles, according to
which possessicun is central, peripheral or simply part of the
wider religious and moral field. The first is specific to
Tibetan Buddhism and draws upon the insights of Eliade and
others into the "shamanic" charau:ter c ' f religious practice.
In this tradition, certain forms cuf shamanism or pc'ssessic.n,
such as the journey to rebirth after death cur the embodiment
cuf high ranking deities in human form, are recognised as
u:entral components ':' f m':'nastiu: Buddhism. It shcuuld be
emphasised, however, that the term possession cir shamanism in
this tradition is not used simply to represent a folk cur
local categcury that might be .:ompared with the Ladakhi
zhugshes. For example, magical flight is central ti:' Eliade's
ccuncept of shamanism (8).
The importance cif shamanism tc' the high
	 prestige
religi ':un practised in monasteries can be illustrated with a
general intrcuduu:ticun tcu Tibetan Buddhism
	 (9).	 Tibetan
Buddhism is often contrasted to u:' ther Buddhist traditions by
means cuf the relative impcurtanu:e c ' f the Bcudhisattva
traditiu:un.. Ladakhis say that southern Buddhists fu: ' llow the
"lesser vehicle", that is, they wc'rk for individual salvation
while Tibetans fol lcuw the "greater vehicle" associated with
renLtn':iation by a Bodhisattva who is either on the pcuint ':'f
achieving	 enlightenment or whcu has actually
	 renu:uunced
enlightenment in curder to lead cuthers to salvation.
Enlightenment refers ti: the trans ':endence of this world and
its suffering (see alscu below, Chapters 1-3). This contrast
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does	 not seem to be based upon	 extensive	 dc'ctrinal
differences. Gombrich, for example, emphasises the
importance of MaitrT, the next Buddha whose name means love,
among Sri Lankan Buddhists:
"What many scholars, especially the older ones on whom
Weber relied, have failed to notice is that for all s':hc'ols
of Buddhism, the samyal< sambuddha, who has added love to
sel f-restraint, is infinitely superior to the mere arhat,
who does not benefit others after achieving Enlightenment
himself." (Gc'mbrich 1971a:320-1)
Lehman	 has	 also emphasised similarities	 between	 the
Bc'dhisattva ideal and the Theravada ideal c ' f the coming
Buddha in Burma (Lehman 1972:379).	 Gombrich, Samuel and
cithers have pointed tc. the constant tension between the
ideals ':'f tea':her motivated by a socially c':'mmitted
compassion and the ascetic, the hermit or forest-dwelling
monk who renounces the w ':' rld in both Mahayana and Theravada
variants of Buddhism (Gc'mbrich ibid, Samuel 1975, 1978).
In
Tibet, Bc'dhisattvas are uniquely enshrined in lku ':'r
reincarnate lamas. High ranking religii:ius figures, generally
monks, are seen as rebirths c ' f their predecessors who are
sometimes alsu:' seen as emanations u:u f early Buddhist saints
and Bc'dhisattvas. These "Bu:'dhisattvas on earth" stand at the
hub of the religious system though, in Ladakh, they hold flu:'
formal secular pcuwer. 	 In Tibet, by contrast, they used to
rule an indivisible realm, comprising religious and se':ular
affairs. Reincarnate lamas are the best teachers and the
most powerful ritual specialists. They also provide a field
of merit fc'r others. The instituticunalisation cf Bcudhisattva
figures describes a key feature of Tibetan Buddhism and it is
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suggested in Chapter 3 that these figures can be seen as
"embodied gods". From an analytical perspective, a special
form of "possession" can be seen to lie at the heart of
religious practice and belief. It should be emphasised,
however, that Ladakhis would never describe reincarnate lamas
in terms of	 s (possession).
These comments point to anc'ther important contrast
between Tibetan Buddhism and Theravada beliefs to the south.
A bifurcation has been described between gods and Buddha in
the south. Gods belong to the secular world, Buddha tc. the
wc'rld of reli g ion.	 Vc'ws are made tc' and merit is made fc'r
gods	 in return for assistance in this-worldly secular
pursuits (see, fc'r example, Ames 1964, Obeyesekere 1963,
1966, 1977). In Tibet, by contrast, gods are ranked in a
single hierarchy accc'rding tc' their distance frc'm Buddha.
High ranking g:.ds may be seen as aspe ':ts c'r emanations of
Buddhas.	 Certain categc'ries such as the prc'tective deities
may be divided into a number of ranks; the enlightened are
seen to be much closer to Buddha than the wc'rldly.	 The
lowest worldly gods ':an barely be distinguished from demc'ns
and other enemies of religion.	 The rank c'rder to the
pantheon is des':ribed further below (Chapters 1-3). A number
c'f c'ther distinctic'ns are alsc' noted.	 For example, the
fierce and peaceful aspeu:ts of high ranking gods are often
distinguished.	 Many	 c'f these gc'ds are unfamiliar to
villagers and belong to the realm of initiate religious
practi.:e. In some accounts of Tibet, doctrine (lIia chc 's) is
distinguished from a folk religion (mi chos) and different
gods are related to the different religicius levels. However,
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it is not possible to draw the boundaries between "great" and
"little" traditions or between the religious and the se':ular
with any clarity.
Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism share the sutras and
ass ':.ciated doctrine about karma, sin, merit and rebirth which
are described in Chapter 3 but they dci not share the tantras.
Tibetan Buddhism was much influen':ed by Indian devc'tionalist
movements and tantric esoteric practices. Crudely, the
tantras des':ribe the more magical ':'r mystical compc'nent to
Buddhism, whereby enlightened beings are evc' ked in the bodies
c' f c'fficiants and merged with them.
	 Practices are handed
d ':'wn frc'm teacher tc'
 pupil through initiati ':.ns and spiritual
lineages. In Ladal::h, these prai:tii:es are lo ':ated largely in
the monastery and sci m ':'nks too can be seen tci practice
techniques akin to p.:.ssession in whi ':h enlightened beings are
invc' ked intc'
 their human bc'dies. Once mi:'re, it should be
n.:' ted that Ladakhis w ':uld never des ':ribe these practices in
terms of hugshes (p':issessicun).
The Bc'dhisattvas and tantric deities depicted in the
Tibetan pantheon make it a much greater beast than the
panthecin depicted in the south.
	 It is pecipled by a
bewildering number of fi gures, often only partially
accessible to non-initiates. Descriptions of the Tibetan
pantheon often focus upi: 'n the higher levels (f ':ir a simple
example, see Snellgrcive and Skc' rupski 1990) but some describe
iciwer ranking beings wh ':'
 still live in the world in more
detail (for example, Samuel 1978). As noted, this thesis is
concerned with the village perspe ':tive and with gods which
still live in the world and Sc' descripticins c'f the panthe':'n
fc. ':us up.:'n the 1 c'wer levels and nc't upon mit i ate acc ':'unts of
the landscape of the enlightened. Demons and other spirits
are discussed as well althu:'ugh they are not worshipped. They
are often described as beings which have not been converted
to Buddhism and as enemies of religion; therefore, they are
not generally included in the pantheon.
The three types of possession (ghes) discussed in
this au:c ':'unt are associated with these worldly beings and
with villagers. The general place of low ranking specialists
in Ladakhi ritual can only be underst':'c'd in relation to the
high-prestige religion associated with monasteries. Samuel
desu:ribes m':'nasteries, organised aru:'und reincarnate lamas, as
storehouses of tantric pu:.wer SamLIel 1975). These tantric
power hu:'uses have established a truly hegemi:.nia: pu:'sitic'n in
the ritual field. Almost all ritual functions have been
incorporated in the monastery whilst, in Burma, Thailand cur
Sri Lanka, a number of important functions remain ':uLt5ide.
In Lada::h, the mu:unkhi:u:ud was and is ideally permanent, in
c ':'ntrast	 to southern groups,
	 even though it is	 not
necessarily celibate. Tibetan Buddhism is also associated
with a great many initiate prau:tices CiLitside the mu:'nastery
am ':'ng yu:gins and cuther as ':etics but, in Ladakh, mu:u st cf these
functi .:'ns are i nccurpu:urated within the monastery.
Samuel contrasts mediums in Tambiah's account, who are
located in a field that is separate from Buddhism, with the
hierarchical situation in Tibet:
"The deities who speak thrc'uqh these mediums were bound to
the service of the Buddha's teau:hings throu gh the same
power that the lamas still employ, and the more seri':'us the
problem, the more likely it is that a lama will eventually
be consulted." (Samuel 1975:210)
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In some contexts, Ladakhi and Tibetan oracles belong to the
same set of religious beliefs and practices as rein':arnate
lamas and monks.	 Many c.f them are ranked low and, as shown
subsequently, their possession practices are sharply
distinguished.. However, some are seen as important figures
within the monastic system and, in Chapter 4, the single most
important oracle to the traditional Tibetan government is
described briefly.
	 This is the State Oracle of Nechung
(gNas-':hung).
Reincarnate lamas are central tc. Tibetan Buddhism.
M.:.nasteries and, in Tibet, states grow arc'und such figures
who ccume tcs be seen as the sc'urce c' f all important ritual
pc'wer in the world. This difference helps ti: explain the
small number of lay specialists in Ladakh relative to South
East Asia. The imp ':' rtanu:e ':1 reincarnate lamas at the ':entre
c' f Ladakhi life means that the scope of religion seems to be
defined differently. All that is g ':.c.d in the wc'rld is
religic'us while all that is bad in the wcurld is anti-
religious. There is nc separately defined ritual field that
can be described in terms ':u f the gods and cuther spirits as "a
field ':' f magi.:al-animism" (Ames 1964) or "a field ':' f the
guardian spirits" (Tambiah 1970) assou:iated with inferior but
partially independent practitioners. It seems that, relative
to Tibet, religicun (Buddhism) in South East Asia has limits.
Experts in "magic" can be seen as ritual practitcsners whi:. are
neither bad ncr yet inccurpc'rated in the monastery. In brief,
Tibetan Buddhism seems to give "religion" a muu:h wider scope
than Theravada Buddhism and it dc'es ncut create any sharp
break between religious and se ':ular life, as suggested in
sc'me acccuunts c'f scuuthern Buddhists. While the cc'unterparts
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of villag e oracles in Thailand, Burma or Sri Lanka might be
relegated to a separate, inferior spirit cult, described in
terms cf magic rather than religion, no clear dualism can be
established in the Tibetan or Ladakhi case.
A number of other "shamanic" characteristics of Tibetan
Buddhism are ciutlined in the text, such as the journey from
one life to the next (Chapter 3).	 Eliade's approach is
dis ':ussed further in Chapter 4. At this point, however, it
may be useful to relate the above remarks to monastic
Buddhism more generally in Ladakh.
The Ladakhi state was not formally a thecu ':rati ': one but
it was based upu:un a mu:unasti': hierarchy which held much of the
wealth in land, animals and trade and drew cuff a substantial
but ever-':hanging prop':.rti':'n of the lay male population. The
Ladakhi Chrc.nicles (see below) report that king bKra-shis
rnam-rgyal decreed that every family with more than one male
child had to send one, but not the eldest, tc. the monastery
in the later sixteenth century (Francke 19O7:8, Peteu:Ii
1977:168). It is not clear hc.w far this was followed but
19th century acu:ounts suggest that about one seventh •:.f the
population were monks c:io) . The nature u:'f monastic
institutions is clearly influenced by the type of finanu:ial
spc'nscurship frc.m the state and local lay society CM Allen
1973). In Ladakh (and Tibet), monasteries draw their in':ome
from different types of endowments and local lay support as
well as trading (see als.:' below, Chapter 1).
Buddhism seems tc. have arrived first from Kashmir,
possibly as early as the Kushana period (Petech 1977). In the
8th century and, after the collapse of the central Tibetan
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kingdom in the 9th century, Ladakh became increasingly
Tibetanised (11). The early 10th and 11th century religious
sites are popularly attributed to the great scholar, Rin-chen
bzang-po (958-1055) who was sponsored primarily by a
religious king of Western Tibet during the "second spread" of
Buddhism in Tibet. This early period of Buddhist buildin g is
associated with the Kadampa (bKa'-gdams-pa) order, of whom,
however,	 nc	 traces	 remain in contemporary	 religious
organisation. In the 13th century, the Ladakhi king dNgos-
grub-mgc.n patronised the Tibetan founder c'f the Drigungpa
('Bri-gung-pa) c'rder which is tc'day represented at the
monasteries of Fhyang and Lamayuru. Petech ':omments c'n a
growing spiritual dependency upon Central Tibet (dRus), which
is sc' evident in Ladakh's later history:
"It was perhaps the missionary zeal of the 'Bri-gung-pa
that persuaded king dN gc's-grub-mgon to lay down for the
first time the rule that Ladakhi novices should go to dBus
and gTsang (Tibet) for hi gher studies and ordinations.
This rule had a baneful effect in the long run.
	 It meant
absolute spiritual dependence from Central Tibet; it
hindered the rise of an c'ri g inal philosc'phic and literary
life in Ladakh; it implied the pre-eminen ':e and spiritual
overbearing of learned monks from dBus, which often clashed
(as even today is the case) with the temporal
administration of the monasteries, entrusted to Ladakhi
stewards (phyag mdzc'd). When after 1959 tuition in Central
Tibetan monasteries was no longer possible and the cultural
source dried up, it tended to cause a lowering of
educational level among the Ladakhi mc'nks, and did not
favour the establishment of lo ':al institutions for upper
studies of the clergy." (Petech 1977:166-7) (12)
At the end of the 17th century, the abbot of Thikse was sent
directly from Lhasa rather than appointed locally (Petech
1977:84) and Gelugpa (di3e-lugs-pa) insititutic' ns in Ladakh
were placed under the authority of the chief
	 Gelugpa
institution in Tibet (ibid:85). For a short while, Ladakh
was subject to Lhasa to the extent that Tibetan texts speak
of Ladakhi tax bearers to the Dalai Lama (ibid:87).
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Gelugpa influence was apparent scion after the founding
of this sect in Tibet by Tsongkhapa (Tshong-kha--pa) (1357--
1419). Spituk was the first monastery established and remains
the most important Gelugpa insititution, under the leadership
cif Kushc'k Bakula (see Chapter 3).	 Gongma village primarily
patronises	 Sankar,	 which is one of the three bran.:h
mc'nasteries under Spituk. Thikse is another Gel ugpa
monastery in the area, and perhaps the most respected
representative cif this order is the monastery of Rizong,
founded in the 19th century in Lower Ladakh. According to
F'eteu:h, iielugpa influence waned after a century cinly to be
re-established in recent times, long after the fall of the
monarchy (Petech 1977:169). In the 17th century, Drugpa
('Brug-pa) ascendance was established largely through the
activities of sTag-tshang ras-pa.	 Hemis came to be seen as
the royal monastery, whi ':h preserved ':1 cuse links with the
kin g until the disbanding of the state in the 1840's.	 Hemis
remains the wealthiest monastery in Ladakh. Other Drugpa
institutions in the area are mentioned subsequently; Stakna,
Chemre and Shey. The Drugpa are one of twi: ' Kagyupa (bKa' -
brgyud-pa) sects in Ladakh. The cuther is the Drigungpa ('Bri-
gung-pa). Tw ':' further mcinasti ': .:.rders are menti.:.ned in the
thesis; the Sakyapa (Sa-skya-pa), with a monastery at Mathc'
(which has one branch ms:.nastery in the area), probably
fc'unded in the later 15th century (Dargyay 1985:63) and the
Nyingmapa (rNying-ma-pa), represented at Tak Tcuk.
	 This
latter mc'nastery,	 which follows the traditicins of the
"s':'uthern treasures" is impi:urtant to hu: 'usehold ritual in
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Gc.ngma, as shown in the fc ' l lowing chapters. It is s':'metimes
described below as "old sect" in contrast to the Gelugpa wh':'
are sometimes called "refc'rmed sect".
It might be noted further than religious figures from
Central Tibet alsc'
 played an important role in Ladakh as
arbitrators and peace makers. For example, the Dalai Lama
sent a high ranking lama to settle the rules for inheritance
in the kingdom during a quarrel between uncle and nephew in
the mid-lBth century. Frimcigeniture was cc'nfirmed (Petech
1977:101-105,	 Francke 1926:121, als ':' n ':ted in Carrascc'
1959:166). There is no evidence of organised Bc'n in Ladakh
although this term is sometimes also used rather confusingly
to des ':ribe pre-BLddhist "animist" beliefs (13).
Sin ':e the Dcgra ':cinquest of Ladakh in the 1830's and
1840's, the political importance of monasteries has declined,
a pr ':' i:ess that has been hastened by the severing of ties with
Tibet in the 20th century (:14). Even sc ' , Ladakhi boys still
jc' in the m':'nastery whi ':h still pri:ivides the ':entre of mu':h
lc":al activity, be it ceremonial and religious c'r ec':'nomic.
Moreover, monasti ': life symb ':ulises Ladakhi cultural tradition
tc'
 Buddhists and the heads ':' f monasteries cc'ntinue tc' play a
':ritical, albeit informal r': ' le in political life.
This brief review shows that ritual techniques for
embodying gods in the world have been recognised at all
levels in Tibetan Buddhism. However, they have nc't been
discussed in relationship to ea ':h ':' ther. Village prau:tii:es
have generally been relegated tc ' a marginal place where they
are c' ften related to underlying illness or pathology.
Monastic practices, cm the contrary, have been integrated
intc'
 discussions of religious salvation and state affairs.
If Eliade is seen to epitcimise the first appru:'ach
mentioned above in relation to possession, namely its
centrality; then I M Lewis might be cited in relation to the
se ':c'nd, namely its marginal status (Lewis 1966, 1967, 1986).
Both apprc' a ':hes reflect Ladakhi views of aspects of their
reli g ion but Lewis' emphasis on the peripheral nature of
possessi.:'n has the advantage c'f capturing lc 'cal usages of the
term zhush more accurately. Possessi':un (zhuses) is
regarded with ambivalen ':e in most contexts and distinguished
sharply from what have just been described as related
techniques associated with the embodiment of gi:.ds in mc'nasti':
Buddhi Sm.
Lewis' initial 1966 arti ':le explores the epidemiology u:f
pi:ussession	 in	 s':ucieties	 which are	 chara':terised	 by
"peripheral pcssessi cm cults" (1966: 320). Lewis asks who is
affected and why. In brief, women are seen as the major
practiticuners arid it is suggested that spirit pcmssessi':mn
compensates for women's lack of authority in other spheres
(ibid:310). Possession provides a means of airing grievances
and gaining s ':'me satisfaction which is c ':'mparable ti:' cither
modes of mystical retaliation such as witch.:raft and scmri:ery
(ibid:314, 318'. The relatively low status ':' f women is
explored in relation to a number c'f areas such as marriage
practices and religion (ibid:311:'. This argument is repeated
in a more recent publi ':ati ':.n (Lewis 1986).
Lewis' emphasis cm	 sc..:ial •:c'ntext provides a useful
corrective tc' Eliade's anatc.my of religic.n which isculates a
"shamanic" u:c' mplex independent cif sc' i:ial practice.	 What I
gloss as "witchcraft pcissessicmn" in Ladakh is ac':c'mpanied by
lc'u:al attitudes which, in Lewis' formulaticin, label both the
people and their prau:tices "peripheral" or "marginal".
Witchcraft possession is analysed partly in terms of the
position of certain categories of women in Chapter . Like
Lewis, I attempt tc' provide some explanation of local
attitudes by looking at a wider sc":ial context asso':iated
with religion,	 the Ladakhi household and,
	 especially,
marriage.
Lc'cal views of the marginal do not, however, constitute
an explanation of spirit possession. Lewis has been
criticised largely for his individualism, reductionism and
fun ':ti ':'nal ism; for the view c' f possession as a fun':tic'nal
means of alleviating tensions experienced by individuals in
disadvantaged categories (see, fc'r example, Stirrat 1977,
Lambek 1981,	 Kapferer 1983).
	 The issue raised in this
thesis relates, hc'wever, to another question cc'n ':erning the
peripheral nature of spirit pc'ssessic'n.	 In what sense is
possession peripheral to the "main moral code" of ':ertain
societies (Lewis 1966)? It is argued that pc'ssessic'n
practices assc":iated with "marginal" women, as with village
c'ra ':les, are in fact cc'nstructed through and, in turn,
influen ':e the creatic'n c' f highly valued social and cultural
beliefs	 and	 practices.	 Even though Ladakhis	 dismiss
witchcraft pc'ssessic'n as a matter of no impc'rtan:e associated
with wc'men, it is argued that this	 area is in fact
central tc' the wider religious field (15).
This pc'int can be illustrated with reference tc ' the
third approa ':h t':'
 spirit possessi ':'n mentioned above, which
fc'cuses upc'n the relations between different aspects c ' f a
religious field.	 One example ':an be fc'und in Kapferer's
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discussion of demc'nic possession in Sri Lanka. Kapferer
demonstrates the centrality of demonic possession to Sri
Lankan culture even though pcussession is suffered mainly by
women amc'ng the lower classes (Kapferer 1983). An analysis of
the cultural imagery of women explains why wc'men are more
attractive and vulnerable t ':' dem.:'ns and also why p.:.ssession
cannc.t be understood purely in terms of female interests.
Kapferer offers a corrective t ':' psyi:holc'gical reductionism by
emphasising	 that	 illness	 cannot	 be	 cc.nceptualised
independently of the demc'nic.	 Instead, he analyses dem':'ni':
pc.ssessic.n in Sri Lanka as a building block of •:ultLtre.
This dynamic view of possession reveals l ':'w ranking
practices tc' be central to the construction cif unquestioned
s':'cial and u:ultLIral tenets. Similar appru:'aches are apparent
in •:'ther accc'unts. Dumc'nt, for example, shows how hi gh-
prestige religious practices are built up ':'n Hindu ':.:'nceptic.ns
c' f the demonic, which may cause pc.ssessic.n.	 Dumc'nt sees
pcissessi.:' n	 by	 gods as "an instituti ':unalized	 funu:ti.:'n
complementing priesthood" (1959:56):
"While the priest makes offerings ti: the deities, in turn
the deities impart their c.:'mmands, advice and knc'wledcie
through their m ':'uthpieu:e." (ibid)
and
"The priest's functions ':':'-incide with the ritual u:'f
offerings - that is, c' f gifts tc' the gods. The fun':ti':'ns
of the pc'ssessed perscin rest cm a reverse movement, so to
speak.	 With the possessed, the god is present and ':'ne can
question him.	 The god no longer receives; he gives
(oracles, advice, curders)... " (Dumc 'nt 1986 (1957) :375-6)
Dumc'nt	 draws	 a further distinctic'n between types	 cif
p.:issession, ':aused by gods and demons.	 A demc'n is an
undomesticated spirit; a god is a spirit with a home:
"a demu:'n whi ':h be ':omes the ':'b.ject ':' f a ':ult be': ':'mes a god."
(Dumc'nt 1959:59. See also 1986:349)
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Meat-eating or black gods are socialised demons (1986:460).
Reciprocally, demons are spirits which are not worshipped in
temp 1 es:
"Often a spirit is malevolent cinly as long as it lacks a
cult; once the cult is provided, it becomes tutelary"
(Dumont 1986:449).
This situaticin is reminiscent of Ladakh. My discussion cf
local village spirits addresses the attempt made by Ladakhis
to distinguish spirits with homes from those with.: 'ut. In the
case of village ora':les, these ambiguities are sorted cut by
ensuring that the spirit is properly embodied and thereby
given a (nc' ther) h':'me.
As Dumont notes, gods may still be called demons. In
other words, their past wandering remains part of their
current status (1959:58, fn 11). In Ladakh, local g ods with
homes belcing fully to the w ':' rld and thereby maintain their
links	 with the dem ':'ni ': (as shown in Chapter	 2	 and
subsequently:. They are ranked among themselves according to
the status of their "c Lilt".	 Thus, s':'me are wc'r shipped :' nl y
by villagers while others are important royal g ods and are
al so wcirshi pped in the monastery. But, in general, wor idly
gods are i:ontrasted to and ranked bel ':iw "true" divinities
which have left the w ':'rld behind. Ladakhis aisci stru.:ture
their	 panthe':'n in terms of the behaviour i:'f spirits, that
is, the w.:'rk they dci independently c'f people.
Dum ':'nt's	 thesis	 is	 tied tu:	 specifii:ally	 HindLi
conceptions	 of	 purity and pollution	 which	 are	 not
generalisable to Ladai::h. However, his analysis demonstrates
that any one categcury, be it demc.n, meat-eating god cr
vegetarian god, can cunly be understu:u ':ud in relation ti: the
structure of the panthe.:n as a whole. Thus:
"there are no meat-eatin g
 gods as such, for they would not
be gods. There are only meat-eating dem.:.ns, who are gods
only through their ass.:.ciatic 'n with the vegetarian gods.
One could say as much of the vegetarian gods, mutas
mutandis" (Dumont 1986:410).
It is argued similarly that lower ranking worldly gods which
visit c'racles in Ladakh can only be understood in relation to
the demons below and the gods above. Dumc'nt adds:
"The people believe in demons tc. the extent that they are a
ground for the higher g ':ds; they believe in the higher gods
to the extent that they are a grc'und for the iciwer.
(Dumc'nt 1986:460-1)
Dumc'nt's recc'g nitic'n cf the central role cuf dem ':.ns, which are
in':.:irporated within the pantheon as gu: 'ds, is relevant ti:' the
Ladakhi material. H ':.wever, I concentrate upon the image of
m ':'vement that is en.:c.ded in the pantheon rather than the
purely	 structural	 relati.:unships	 between	 di fferent
supernatural categories.
My approach thus focuses cm the dynamics of pcussessicin
and the analysis attempts ti:s show h':'w seemingly ':entral and
marginal practices are mutually referring. The analysis, like
Dum':'nt's cr Kapferer's, is •:ulturally specifi.: and locates
Ladakhi p ':ussession within a Ladakhi universe.
Brief references have been made t':' the history of
Ladakhi Buddhism. These are related to other aspects cf
Ladakh in the remainder cut the intru:uductiu:n.
3. Ladakh
Ladakh is the largest and most sparsely populated
distriu:t in India, i:uu:cupying the north-eastern area of the
State of Jammu and Kashmir. The Karakcuram range tc' the n':'rth
divides Ladakh from China while the Zangskar and Himalaya
ranges divide Ladakh from the rest of India. These mountain
ranges run south-east/north--west and settled areas follow the
river valleys, which run in the same direction. The heart of
the Ladakhi state was fcuund along the Indus which has
tributaries to the north, the Nubra and Shyok rivers, and to
the south, the Zangskar river. The map attached (Map B) sh.:'ws
that the central area is surrounded by a number of outlying
districts which are currently incorporated in Ladakh but
which have, in the past, cc'nstituted independent kingdoms and
which, to this day, have considerable autonomy in local
affairs.	 The capital city,
	 Leh (sLe),	 prcuvides the
administrative and commercial centre. As noted, my field
w.:.rk was based in this central area and I lived in a village
or suburb (ul, chutso) .just half an hour's walk frcum the
"city", estimated to have a pc'pulaticun of 8,718 in the 1981
':ensus (16).
The road arrives fri:'m the west, from Kashmir. To the
east lies Chinese Tibet, i:urrently closed to travel but fifty
years ago the source and destination for many trade gc.c'ds.
Leh pru:ivided an important trade depi: ' t between Sinkiang and
the silk ru:'ad civer the Karakc.ram passes and India and
Pakistan to the south as well as between Tibet and India.
Lc.ng-distance networks dealt in luxLlry goods, manufactured
produ.:ts from the 18th century and tea. Local exchanges ':'f
grain and dried fruits fc'r wool and salt intersected with
these long-distance networks. In the absence of market pla.:es
apart from Leh itself, Ladakhis traded across eccilcigical
zones, in partii:ular, between agricultural areas in the
valleys and pastoral areas in the high plateaus (17).
The nature of the terrain and climate, fcur Ladakh has a
very low rainfall indeed, have important consequences fcur the
settlement pattern. First, there is an internal
specialisation in agriculture and pastc'ralism as well as
trade. Second, there are few people. Ladakh has the lowest
population density in India, variously estimated according to
the changing definitions c'f Ladakh's external boundaries.
This population is stratified in various ways and ncit just by
mode of subsistence. Perhaps most important is the
Muslim/Buddhist division. Muslim Ladakh is found in the west,
Buddhist Ladakh in the east but, in the Leh region, the two
populations are more or less equal and the Muslim pcupulaticin
includes both Shiites, known as Baltis, and Sunni Muslims,
traditionally linked with Sinkiang through trade.
	 Yarkandi
and Kashmiri traders were granted rights in Ladakh as part of
a trans-Asian trading diaspora. They entered a partnership
with Buddhist monks and notables in the curganisaticin cif trade
for monasteries too formed part of a trans-Tibetan trading
network (for example, Petech 1377: 132). Thus, the lo phyag
mission which was sent to Lhasa every third year and
reaffirmed under a treaty of 1684 was headed by a Ladakhi cur
Tibetan monk of high rank and organised by a Leh merchant
(18). The Muslim population is also associated with conquest
from the west, which begain t u:' affe.:t Ladakh in the 15th
cent ur y.
The partnership between MLIslim and Buddhist traders
refers back to another impu:urtant division in the Buddhist
area, between mcunk and lay person, which has been described
above.
In Buddhist Ladakh, irrigated land around the village in
the lower-lying area is twinned with mountain pasture in the
hinterland and the settlement was generally focused upon a
lo':al monastery acting as landlord and central place for
banking, storehouse, ritual life and educaticun. Pallis
writes:
"Each cuf them (large villages) has sprung up cicuse to the
entrance cif a tributary valley, whence issues the torrent
that,	 through its leats alicuws wide terrau:es to be
irrigated.	 Every	 large village thus owns its
	 own
hinterland, with a chain cf lesser hamlets extending inland
from the river.. Usually in eai:h of these districts there
is one important monastery, which fills the part c ' f feudal
overlord for the valley and receives a contribution ':'f
novices from all the leading families around..." (Pallis
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Much more will be seen ':' f m':'nasteries but little c.f the
traditional state which was slowly and finally disbanded
after the conquests of 1834-1842. However, it should be noted
that the mi:.nastery often shares its central pla ':e with a
secular aristcucracy. Ladakh still has a r ':' yal family at Stc'k
which still intermarries with a l ':u ':al aristu:uu:rai:y. And, in
many villag es, the monastery is replaced by cur shares its
monumental pu:usitic'n with the khar ':'r castle. Tu:uday, that
':astle is in ruins but its previous inmates will still be
found in the villag e where they hold land and office and
generally a ':t as a ful ':rum u:f lc'u:al life that links the
village micr.:.cosm with other areas.
Peasant, past.:'ralist and trader, Buddhist and Muslim,
monk and lay person, ar i stc' cr at and vi 11 ager; these are some
of the important divisions in the area where I worked.
Others will be encountered subsequently.
S ':'urces for the modern period focus on the wars with
China	 and Pakistan (19).
	 The "traditional state" is
described in 19th century accounts written at the time of the
dissolution of the state and in Carrasco's collation of these
sources (20). Datta describes the Dogra wars cf the 19th
century in detail (Datta 1973). There are a number cf
accc'unts by Western and Chinese travellers (21). The most
important source in Tibetan is the Ladakhi Chronicles and, in
English, the commentaries cm these provided by Francke and
Petech (22). Petech suggests that this was pru:.bably compiled
in the 17th century (Petech 1977:1). The C:hr,:nicles provide
virtually the •:'nly source on Ladakh prior to the 15th
century. E:e:ently, a number of general accc 'unts have been
published. M':'st important are the twu:. volumes cm the cultural
heritaq e cf Ladakh by Snellgri:ive and Skc'rupski (1977, 1980);
the •:ollectiu:mns published frm:'m the biennial Ladakhi •:':'lli:iquia
(recent resear':h no.1, Kantowsky and Sander 	 1993; recent
research nc. 2, Dendalet ':he	 . 1985; re ':ent resear ':h no.3, in
press:); E)rauen's disu:ussic'n ':' f festivals (1980a) and
Kaplanian's more general account (1981). Dc":tc'rates ':'n Ladakh
include two a.:counts of Hemis Shukpa Chan and ':'ne of the
nunnery at Rizc'n q , all in Lower Ladakh c:Dc.l 1 fus 1989,
Grimshaw 1993, Phyla.:tou 1989). Other imp.:' rtant works
in ':lude those by Prince Peter ':'n kinship (1956, 1963) and
Pallis on Ladakh and its religi.:'n (1939). A number u:mf
articles have appeared cm the Ladakhi household (for example,
Murdcmu:h 1981, Pcmmmaret-Imaeda 1979) and village (for example,
reports frm:'rn Cambridge Under g raduate Ladakh Expeditions, 1977
and 1979). In addition, the Cultural Ai:ademy at Leh has
published many collections •:m f s.:ings, proverbs and folklore as
well as histc'rical a ':cc'unts in Ladakhi (fm:mr example, the nine
volumes cmf songs published between 1970 and 1985 arid the
-J
annual publication, Lo 'khor gyi deb, from 1976). The
followin q historical summary relies primarily upon Petech
1977, which itself incorporates wide-ranging research intc'
Tibetan and Chinese source material.
The Tibetan expansion in the 8th century involved Ladakh
in ccsnflict with the :hinese. However, Ladakh was not
extensively Tibetanised until after the collapse cif the
central Tibetan monarchy in the middle of the 9th century, as
noted above. The Ladakhi monarchy has always seen itself as
a continuation of the great Tibetan Srong-btsan sgam-po's
rule. The first Ladakhi dynasty was established by the
descendants cuf the murdered gLang-dar-ma who fu: 'unded a new
state in Western Tibet in the early 10th century. It was
from Western Tibet that dF'al-gyi-mgon founded Ladakh in the
mid-lOth century (23:). Few cif the kings of the first dynasty
listed in the Chronicles are known from other accounts.
By the 15th century, Ladakh was faced by Muslim states
to the west which made periodic incursions into Ladakh. The
last king of the first dynasty was deposed and Ladakh was
unified by a side-branch of the family from Basgo. 	 There
seem to have been a number of "capitals"; Shey and Leh in
Upper Ladakh, Basgo and Tim':'s gam in Lower Ladakh. Shey
cc'ntinued to provide a royal residence in later years fc'r
':hildren to the king were bc'rn there. The kingdi:m was
gradually concentrated in Leh during the rule c'f the first
kings of the second dynasty. The first great king of the
secc'nd dynasty, bKra-shis rnam-rgyal, built the castle in Leh
and extended the bu:'undaries of his kingdom into Western
Tibet.	 His elder brother seems to have been left in charge
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of Lower Ladakh at Basgc' . The Pc'rtugese merchant d'Almeida
seems to have visited Ladakh during this period and he
described a rich country with its capital at Basgo.
Seng-ge rnam-rgyal was born of a marriage between his
father and a Balti princess, daughter cf Au Mir who had
conquered Ladakh and held the king captive. Seng-ge su':ceeded
to the thrc'ne in 1616. He is one of the mcust pcipular
historical figures in Ladakh, regarded as an incarnation
(sprul sku) whc.se close cc.ntacts with the Drugpa missionary,
sTag-tshang	 ras-pa,	 and military exploits	 are	 ':'ften
recc'unted. Under the influence of sTag-tshang, the rc'yal
house was ': ':.nverted ti: the Drugpa sect and Hemis became the
royal mcnastery in Ladakh. A ':cc'unts of cc.nfl ict with Gu g e tci
the .Jest are found in letters ':.f the Pcirtugese Jesuit de
Andrade. sTag-tshang seems to have played an important role
as a mediat ':' r in this ': ':.nfl ict -	 Zangskar and Upper Lahul to
the south were annexed. H.:'wever, to the east, Seng-ge seems
ti:' have been w ':irsted in ':.:unflicts with p.:.wers under the new
M ':.ghul empire. The king retaliated by prohibiting commercial
traffic from Kashmir which had a devastating effect on the
Ladakhi eu:c.ni:my. The Pc.rtug ese Jesuit, de Azevedo, visited
Ladakh in 1631 and re ':eived an audienu:e with the king on his
way tci Tsaparang.
Eventually, Seng-ge' s three sons were consecrated as
kings with the eldest, bDe-ldan, as paramount ruler. The two
younger brothers were given Guge, Zangskar and Spiti Mcsghul
sovereignty was formally acknowledged on Aurangzeb's visit ti:'
Kashmir and, later, the king was fc.rced to lay f':'undatic'ns
fc'r a m.:isque in Leh, send tribute and promise to spread Islam
in Ladakh. From the 1CSO's, disputes with Central Tibet
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developed over the treatment of the Gelugpa in Ladakh and the
Drugpa in the dominions of the Dalai Lama, who had emerged as
ruler in 1642 under Mc'ngc.l spc.nscirship. These were to
culminate in the war that ended Ladakh's position as a
pciwerful and independent state. Frc.m the late 1670's, bDe-
idan ruled with his eldest son, bDe-legs, who together
involved Ladakh in a three-cornered conflict with Tibet and
the Mc'ghul empire. Ladakh had championed Bhutanese interests
(also Drugpa) and prompted an invasion by a Tibetan-Mc'ngc'l
army.	 Help was s':.ught fr ':'m Mcighul Kashmir whiu:h put the
cuccupying army to flight in 1683. Subsequent treaties fixed
cc'nditic'ns for trade in favour of a Kashmiri mcincpcily on
shawl wool, defined terms fc'r the annual tribute tc. the
M ':.ghuls which had previously been paid only spc'radi':ally
(1683); returned I3uge and Purang to Tibet and specified
conditions for trade and missions with I::entral Tibet (1684:)
(Petech ibid:74-79).
Ladakh was to suffer another invasion in the 19th
century from the Hindu rulers of Jammu. The intervening
reigns saw the continuation cuf close links with Tibet and the
patr.:.nage c' f m':'nasteries, fl':.urishing trade with Kashmir
under the Mc.ghuls and, after 1751, the Afghans, witnessed by
the Jesuits Desideri and Freyre in 1715, and endless border
disputes. Petech notes a deepening hereditary character to
state appointments in the 18th century, f ':r example, with the
ministers c'f Sabu and Gya, the latter being the ':unly
autonomous feudatory within Ladakh itself (ibid:55, 93-95).
Internal problems are also noted in some reigns.
	 Three
revolts against Tshe-dbanq rnam-rgyal, who ruled frc 'm 1753-
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1782, are recorded. The last led to his retirement at Mathc..
Rebellion had been prompted by the king's marriage to a low
status Muslim girl, his leaning towards Islam and his severe
taxation of the country which was necessary, it is said, for
the upkeep of his Central Asian horses (Petech ibid:115).
During this period, a member of the royal family was
reccignised as the sprLIl sku (incarnate) of Hemis and he acted
as regent for a short time (Petech ibid: 106-8, 118-21, 123:)
(24).
In 1819, the Sikh Ranjit Singh conquered Kashmir and
soon began ti: exact the customary tribute from Ladakh.
Mcic.rcrc.ft's intercession cm behalf of Ladakh for British
protection in the 1820's was f ':.iled by Ranjit Singh's
protests. The Dcigra ruler c.f Jammu, Gulab Singh, sent an army
t.:. Ladakh under Zorowar Singh in 1834, with the blessings of
his Sikh cuvericirds. Ladakh was defeated and placed
	 within
the m:urbit of Ranjit Singh who received tribute and presents
from Ladakh in 1838 (Datta 1973:114-115).
	 Vigne's account
suggests that Ladakh was a vassal state at this time (Vigne
1842:352-8).	 The Ladakhi army was enrolled in Zc'rcuwar
Singh's ccmnquest cuf Baltistan and his invasion of Western
Tibet in 1841. Zc.rc.war Singh was killed on this latter
campaign and his Dc'gra army wiped out. The Ladakhi s revolted
once more, with Tibetan suppcirt, but were again defeated by a
D.:.gra army arriving from Kashmir. The 1842 treaty confirmed
the existing border and previous trade agreements (Pete.:h
ibid:151); Gulab Singh was de ':lared Maharajah cif Kashmir in
1846, under British protection. Ladakh was incorporated in
Kashmir but Lahul and Spiti were placed under direct British
ccuntrol. The British stationed a resident .jciint ccmmmissicner
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in Leh during the summer months from 1870 to supervise
'trade". The Ladakhi monarchy was abolished the king was
given the estate cif Stok and his younger brother was given
Matho. Both remain in the royal family to this day. The
nobility was deprived cif power but the monasteries managed to
preserve m':'st of their lands as well as extensive freed':.m
frc.m taxation (but see Cunningham 1977 (1854):273, F:amsay
1890:83).
Many accounts of the structure of the Ladakhi state
derive from this perii:'d. In brief, Ladal::h is described as a
semi-feudal state centred •:'n a lay monar ':hy in which the
clergy had no formal role.	 Sometimes, the king ruled
t ':'gether with the heir-apparent c'r with his brothers. The
king was surrounded by a ':ourt and officials under a prime
minister and treasurer.. Government was variably in the hands
of king (for example, Seng-ge rnam-gyal) or prime minister
for example, during Mc'orcrc'ft's visits (Mc'orcrc' ft & Trebeck
I 1971 (1837):332-5) and in the reign of Nyi-ma rnam-rqyal
who ruled in the early 18th century (Petech 1977:94)). At
the time of the Dc'gra invasion, there were eight lci:al
feudati:'ries or "kings" (rygal pi:') (Petech ibid: 155) - 	 The
territm:.ry dire.:tly under ri:iyal c:.:tntr':'l was divided among
estates under hereditary tenure. Si:'me land was held "tax-
free" in return for service but some was subject t ':' certain
duties (Moc.rcrc.ft & Trebeck I 1971:425, Carrascc' 1959:173-5).
Rights and privileges granted by the king may, however, have
been confirmed upon accession (F'eteu:h ibid: 122:. 	 They were
also, on c.ccasic.n, rescinded (ibid:102, Francke 1926:226.*7).
Pet ech	 lists documents issued by Ladakhi 	 1:: i ngs	 that
.it
illustrate the kinds of grants made (see, for example, Petech
1977:81-2, 111-2, 126-7, 144). 	 Secular estates were sub-
divided with village headmen at the lc 'west level whu:' played
some role in collecting taxation from named households. In
theory, all land was held by the king and the only proof of
pri:uperty ownership consisted in du:u ':uments issued by the king
(Petech ibid: 158).	 Taxation on households was mostly levied
in kind and in labour. Forced lab:uur included porterage and
military service (Mocurcrcuft & Trebeck 1 1971:320-1, Ramsay
1890: 47). There are some indi ':ations that full househ':ulds
paid in kind as "hand-doers" while poorer houses gave only
labour as "fcu ':it-g ':'ers" (fcur example, Cunningham 1977:269:).
However,	 it is n ':' t clear whether this distincti ':'n applied
su:' l ely tu:' households c'r ti:' houses within a single hi:'usehol d
(see Chapter 1 on differentiation within the household).
Larger and riu:her households were known as gr ':.ng chen while
the lesser and pc.curer were kncuwn as grcung chun g (see also
C:arrascci 1959:169-70). However, tu:' this day, the pu:ui:urer
parts cuf a hu:' usehu:' ld, namely the small houses, often make
cc'ntributic'ns in labour while the richer parts, namely the
main house, pay in gu:.c' ds c'r cash (25). Accordingly, this
distinction may apply ti: internal arrangements within a
household related to taxation. Taxation may also have been
based	 on water rights (Izzet
	 Ullah	 1843:290).	 Tax
cubi I gat i cu ns on the hc'usehc' l d as a whcul e pr c' mc' ted nc'n-di vi si on
as well as attempts t u:' c.:'nserve a large du:'mestic lab ':uur force
through a number of strategies cc'ncerning reproduction and
internal differentiation. Fraternal polyandry has been
traditionally and somewhat misleadingly singled cut as the
most important of these strategies.
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Cunningham	 suggested	 that 4,000	 households	 were
alienated for the support of monasteries and 2,000 for the
crcwn in the early 19th century.	 Government income was also
drawn from taxation on trade and trade on the king's behalf
(CLtnningham 1977:268-275). Ladakh's trade is described in
detail in a number of a ':i:ounts (see fn 17), which all suggest
that the economy depended as much on the carrying trade as
subsistence agriculture.
After the Dogra invasion, government was placed in the
hands ':' f a minister who collected revenue from tehsildars and
usually a ':ted as one cif the Jc' int Cc.mmissi ':.ners. Ladakh was
divided into three tehsi Is which are now part of Kar g i 1 and
Leh Districts. Only the village headmen under the traditional
government seem t u:' have maintained their office at the lower
levels of the new hierarchy. A standing army was established
and Urdu was intrc.du ':ed as the official language.	 As ni:.ted
above, the monasteries managed to keep most of their lands
and es':ape heavy taxati ':'n However, the growing importance ':'f
Urdu and alternative education must have affected their
position. Internal stability was maintained by British rule
within the wider domain c' f great power rivalry that dominated
later 19th century relati ':'ns along the borders between
Russia, China and British India.
Deu:olonisation and parti ti ':'ri led ti: ':lashes between
India and Pak i stan; Leh it sd f was threatened at one point.
There have been various and generally minor alterations to
the ceasefire line arranged under the auspices of the United
Nati ':.ns in 1949. When China took over Tibet in 1950, Ladakh
came under a new threat from the east and border areas were
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again icist. The road built across the Aksai Chin was used by
the Chinese to quell the Lhasa revolt of 1959 and the
insurrection in Eastern Tibet and then the whole border with
India from Ladakh to Darjeeling came under dispute. Warfare
broke out between China and India in 1962. By this time, the
road from Srinagar to Leh had been completed and an air strip
had been in use for sc.me years (since Partition). These were
central ti: ':ommunications between what was now a heavily
militarised area and the rest of India. Ladakh has been
increasingly incorporated in the wider Indian polity with
these developments which also involved the closure of all
previi:.usly important trade routes in the area. Ladakh is part
of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, under the Chief Minister.
Internal affairs are the responsibility of a Development cum
Deputy	 c:u:.mmissicner	 in Leh.	 Three	 important	 Indian
legislative changes might be n ':ited.	 The 1941 Buddhist
Fctlyandrcius Marriages Prohibition Act has rendered formal
pculyandry illegal.
	 An act of 1949 has enabled younger
siblings t u:.
 claim an inheritance from the household ai:ccirding
ti: the prinicple of equal inheritanu:e. An act of 195C)
legislated against large landholdings (above 23 acres) but
cippc'sitictn led to a revision in 1955 and this act does n':'t
seem to have greatly affected the monasteries in spite of
further limits being issued (Erdmann 1983:158).
Ladakh is an area i:'f great strategi: importance between
(the rest of) India, Pakistan and China. Most employment
cc'mes from government and army today. The army provide
empl':.yment fc'r Ladakhis as soldiers and as part of a service
ecc.ncimy; it als ':. acts as a development agency and brings huge
subsidies into the area. Other Indians together with very
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pcipular Hindu cultural baggage such as the film industry have
been intr.:'du':ed to Ladakh with these developments. The
contemporary econc.my rests in large part upon a military
infrastructure and other recent develc.pments cannot
	 be
discussed independently. 	 Two cif them are particularly
important to cu:ntemporary Buddhist life.
	 First, there is
mass tc.urism. The contemporary tourist tradition might be
tra.:ed to 19th century travellers from Kashmir, who helped
fashicun a reinterpretation of Tibetan Buddhism as an exotic
but also ideally philosophical religion. By the 1920's
travel had escalated into a tourist boom (Gc'mpertz 1928:172)
that was soon halted for political and military reas ':'ns, to
be opened again in 1974 Currently, th.:iusands of tc'urists
are attra.:ted to Ladakh every year (26:). They promote the
cultural hegemu:'ny of Buddhism and pr.:ivide employment for fe":'d
produ':ers, those wh ':' market Buddhist ': ':' mmc'dities in the
summer months from shops and stalls, hotel i ers in the capital
as well as pu:.rters, guides and villagers whc ' turn their homes
i nt ci guest houses every summer.
Sec ':.nd, Ladakh has beu:ome a home for Tibetan refugees
who have helped shape cont empi:ur ar y Buddhi sm. Tibetan exile
cirganisations are important ti:' l ':'cal eduu:atic.n and m.:'nastic
supervisicin as well as the training cif Ladakhi novices in
other parts ':' f India. Pein':arnate lamas who are described
subsequently by their Ladakhi term, rin2oche or precious
jewel (27), now run a number of Ladakhi monasteries as exiles
from Tibet. Ladakhi Buddhism thus cc'ntinues to curient itself
towards Tibet, though Tibet itself as an independent Buddhist
political entity has disappeared.
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PART I: RITUAL
CHAPTER 1
GODS ABOVE
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Plate 1 Leh bazaar
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Plates 2 & 3 Thikse monastery and threshing floors
in the village below
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Plates 4 & 5 Ladakhi houses
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1.1 Gods and mountains
If you arrive by plane, all that can be seen are
mountains; peaks that nearly touch the wings, glaciers
sliding through the clouds, a rock face exposed to the sun.
European travellers have left descriptions of the many
intersecting mountain ranges and plateaus that encircle
Ladakh. One view from the "top of the world" reads:
"All arc'und appeared mountain ranges, none of which were
less than 20,000 feet high, whilst to the west rose two
peaks of much greater height; yet in the distance they
seemed below us, for the land around slc.ped away down on
all sides. In whichever directicun we looked the sky
appeared below us and the world slunk out of sight. In
fact we felt as if we had risen abc've the world and were
now descending to it in fr':'nt of us. The Karakc'ram left
behind us appeared like a mere crest on the undLilating
surface of the country and the mountain ranges in front and
on all sides seemed tc' struggle up frc'm belc'w t ':' reach c'ur
level." (the Depsang plateau described by Dr. Bellew in
1874 IN Keay 1981:183)
If you arrive by bus, then, after a long climb out c' f the
valley of Kashmir, the rocky desert appears on all sides,
dwarfing the few patches c'f green, that is, the few settled
places, and ':ut off from the sun by mountains that t':'wer
upwards c'n all sides into the white c' f the snc'w caps and the
white ':'f the cic'uds. Numerous travellers have written with
awe of the scale of this landscape where all sense of
perspe':tive disappears into the shadows cast by one mountain
c'n to another:
"Nothing I had read or imagined prepared me for the
splendour and majesty of the mountains that first day; that
was the first gift Ladakh gave me, a silence before that
phantasmagoria of stone, those vast wind-palaces of red and
ochre and purple rock, those rock faces the wind and snow
had worked over thousands of years into shapes so
unexpected and fantastical the eye cc'uld hardly believe
them, a silence so truly stunned and wc'ndering that words
of description emerge from it very slowly, and at first
only in broken images - a river glimpsed there, a thousand
feet below the rc'ad, its waters sparkling in the shifting
storm-light, the path below on the bare rocky surface
moving with sheep whose woc ' l glittered in the sunlight,
small flowers nodding in the crevasses of the vast rocks
that lined the road, rocks tortured in as many thousand
ways as the mountains they are torn from, sudden glimpses
of ravines pierced and shattered by the light that broke
down from the mountains, of the far peaks of the mountains
themselves, secreted in shadow, or illumined suddenly,
blindingly, by passing winds of light." (Harvey 1983:14)
Ladakhis orient themselves first and foremost towards a
vertical space and it is hard not to see in this a push from
the landscape itself; mountains and snow above, bright
ribbons of water falling into the valleys, irrigating small
patches of green alc'ngside, desert all around.	 Gods live
above in those frozen wastes.
	 Their homes are sometimes
visible in the landscape. A distant path c'ver a wild
mc'untai fl will suddenly focus upon a heap of stc'nes c'r some
bright c ':' lc'ured ':lc'th fluttering in the wind, perhaps a
shrine decked in flags, scarves and the horns of wild
animals.	 spirits of the lower world, live in the water
belc'w and the fertile earth around. Their homes can alsc' be
seen in some villages, less c 'Dnspicuc'us affairs, white blocks
of stone adjacent to the village threshing fl oc 'rs Pec'pl e sit
between gods and lu in their man-made buildings, defended
from the desert with walls of sts:ine.
Life comes from the gods above, from the mountains and
the annual melt as des ':ribed in ':'ne cit the m ':'st famous c'f
Ladakhi songs, the or "wedding arrow" song. Here is
c'ne version sung one evening by a group of men while
d r in k in g:
"The sun melts ice on the high mountains.	 Water flows
downhill to make an irrigati ':'n pond.	 From that pond
appears an irrigation canal.	 The canal waters a mother
field. Barley appears in that field. 	 The barley is
collected in a wooden pot with a	 ("wedding arrow")
standing in the middle. This arrow ':an be handed over to
none other than the precious son cf a noble father. 	 May
there be peace."
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A more literary version ha been published by Hanlon:
"Sung at wedding when presenting arrow encircled with scarf
of blessing:
"Hail! may the happy blessing be accomplished! (repeated
three times). May the head of our valley be like the
blessing-bearing snow-mountain' May the small gc 'ld (i.e.
the sun) rise up to melt the snow-mountain' May the pure
snc'w waters flow into a sea of blessings! May this sea form
into straight and unbroken channels! May these channels
completely flc'od even the largest fields! May all the
fields be clothed with verdure! May this verdure be grain
of all sorts ripening together like brothers and sisters!
May this ripe grain fill up the corn measures! Let the
arrow encircled with scarf of blessing be planted in the
filled-up measure of corn! (this is the j ':'yful symb ':.l of a
splendid harvest). The fire-coloured flag c'n the arrow is
c'ur friends and relatic'ns. The ankle-bones (1) and finger-
rings are c'ur brothers and sisters. All cither men and
women, young and old, are not tc'
 be tc'u':hed with the
blessed arrow, but only the darling son c ' f the good father
and mother.
(1) Anki e--b ':'nes being the bc'y' s ':ommc'n toy, stand as boys'
insignia; the ring f ':'r girls; similarly the arrow for
youths, and the white scarf of blessin g for maidens...."
(Hanl ':'n 1892, song 97, p.625)
The song recounts the prc'mi se held in the glaciers. As ice is
touched by the sun, it is set in motion and br ':'ught di:'wn to
the valleys in the fc'rm c.f water where it brings life to the
land. This image also provides a met aphor f ':'r the 1 i fe-
giving movement of g c'ds frc'm the mountain tops dc 'wn tc' the
valleys. H':'wever, gods are not left to descend naturally in
the snow melt; they are al Sc' brought down by people. Nature
is controlled through ritual, as shown in the follc'wing
chapter.
Ladakhi myth also traces the beginnings c ' f human life to
the gods who came down from the m ':'untains and brou ght life
with them. Perhaps the most famc 'us stc'ries c' f this kind
relate tc' culture heroes in later "history", to Kesar whi:'
came down from heaven tc' be king i:,f Lin g and civilise the
w ':'rld ':'r tc' Guru Rinpc'i:he, the mu:'st popular of "E4uddhas", who
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civilised the barbarian land of Tibet. But many "curigin
myths" tell the same story:
"E221 1i
	 lo tLi big b	 tb	 itb
gç	 t tbi bit	 tb
c!! f Life became very hard. They
planted crops but these did not grow because of the rocks.
They could only grind the little grain that they prcidu':ed
with great difficulty because they had no mills; they had
to grind the corn on rocks. ... These people, left in the
high pastures at Da, did not know where to go. So, they
shot an arrow and where it fell in the valley, they made
the village at Da, and they grew crops and life became
easier ..." (Yongs-'dzin dk ':'n-mchc'g bod rnams from his
bc'ok, La-dwags dgon-pa rnams kyi lc'-rgyus pad-ma'i 'phrenq-
ba; my underlining (1))
The word "god" translates the Ladakhi 1b which itself
refers to a wide range of spirits. Most often, the term is
used to describe these spirits of the mountains, who are als':'
seen to inhabit the t ':'p-most world of a three-
tiered cc'smc's. However, gods may have left the mountains
behind them,
	
just as they did at the beginnings	 of
civi].isation and just as they do every year. Gods are
dc'mesticated and they are found at the summits of human
habitatic'ns. There are c'ds c'f castles, gc'ds c' f monasteries,
gods of the village, gods ':' f the village sectic'n, gods of the
household.	 Everywhere, gc'ds can be found at the top and
shrines are made, offerings left and prayer flags hunq at all
these miniaturised mc'untain tc'ps. These spirits are
regularly h ':'nc'ured and propitiated in ritual and apprc'aches
to them are described in the next chapter. Briefly, they are
seen as guardians and protectors of their particular
territc'ries and as bringers of life to the land and to
society. I3cids who have been brought int ':' the human world are
not, in essence, different frc'm those outside it c'n the
mountain tops and in	 Much of what fi:' l lows shows,
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to the contrary, hcuw the powers of gods on hi g h may be tapped
through a process of domestication and, how, once they have
been lowered tc'o far, their pc.wers wane and they must be
returned ti: the top.
The Ladaihi term, lha, refers primarily to these gods in
the upper reaches of the world who form an integral part of
village life and ritual cyu:les. Yet, the w ':.rd may be used
in an even more inclusive sense, to refer t u:' all gods that
sit above, even those that have left the m ':uuntains and this
whu:ule world behind. 	 Su':h gods are not found cm	 mu:uuntain-
t i:.ps.	 They are not generally found in this world at all
although an elab ':mrate religious iu:on':ugraphy and	 ritual
creates places that they may, at times, be persuaded to
visit.	 When the term lha is used ti: include these latter
figures, then they are ranked. First come gods from .:uutside
t he wc.r 1 d,	 wh ii: h cic c up y t he p i nn a': 1 e cm f t he r el i g i ous c u r d er -
Worldly g ods rank relatively low in this much expanded
pantheon.	 There are many Tibetan classi ficaticmns of the
g ':'ds.	 F':ur example, pr ':' tective gu:uds which have reached
enlightenment are sometimes ranked as inner and secret
pr.:' te ':tu:urs (nang ba' i ':hc's skyong and gsang i ':hos skycing)
in contrast to worldly "ciuter" protectors (phyl ba' i ':hc's
sky ':.ng) Nebesky-Wu:ujku:mwitz 19754). Alternatively,
enlightened protectors are kn ':'wn as those which have left the
world, 'jig rten las 'das pa'i srung ma, in contrast to those
remaining in the wc'rld, 'jig rten pa'i srung ma. This latter
distinction between the enli g htened ':' r "c' ther-wu:urldly' m and
the worldly is used frequently below as a kind of shorthand
referring to the distin ':ticmns made by villag ers between
different parts of the divine hierarchy.	 Villagers also
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often divide this hierarchy in terms of the lower ranking
gods that they worship in the village (worldly gods),
monastery gods including many of the tantric deities abc.ut
which they know little, and the highest Buddhas and
Bc'dhisattvas, some of whc'm are also worshipped directly by
vii lagers.
Much of this thesis attempts to tease ciut the various
signifii:aticins of Ladakhi L, some of whi ':h visit people who
fall into trance and w':'rk as oracles. These few words should
be seen cunly as an introducticin. However, it is noteworthy
that, with my very first words, I come up against what to
Ladakhis fc'rms an important basis to their society, its
division into two parts; monastery and village, which is
described in the next secticin (1.2).
Other-w':'rldly, reli g ic'us gs:'ds are approached especially
through the monastery; this-worldly, place gods can be
approached from the village. Although can be divided
int ':. two classes and ass ':":iated with two very different
visions of the world; religion and enlightenment cm the •:'ne
hand, village and sc":ial reproduction on the other; the use
c' f	 the same term fc'r all gods pciints	 to	 important
continuities.	 Ladakhis are well aware that these two
settin g s,	 which are associated with partially distinct
cosmc.1 ':'gies still to be described, alsc'
 form a single
hierarchy. It is the hierarchical picture that is explc.red
in this thesis and the extent to which images of hierarchy
dissolve the categorical differences between classes cif gods,
their respective cosmc' icmgies and so':ial referents.
	 In this
chapter, the cosmc' l cugy that is mc.re Closely assc.c i ated with
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worldly gods is described. Religious cosmology will not be
addressed until Chapter 3. It is important, therefore, to
appreciate this tension from the beginning. All gods (lha)
are gu:'ds but some are more god-like than others
	 and
accordingly fall into a partially separate sphere of
religion, defined from the mc'nastery and from textual and
cural teaching traditions.
To summarise these differences, the symbol of the
mountain top should be recalled. Mountain summits stand for
height, inaccessibility and the kind of fixed permanence seen
in pure i.:e as well as a promise of life that will come in
the annual melt just as it has done since the beginnings c'f
time. 13i:,ds in mountains therefc're signify the highest, life-
giving beings in our world or in the top-most world of
which nonetheless interpenetrates our world. Yet,
there is another imp.:'rtant dimension which removes
spirituality frc'm the w':.rld alt.:agether and thus dissu:.ciates
it from mountain tops. Fixity, life, purity and power come
from another world, perhaps better described as a ncn-wu:'rld.
Accc'rdingly, gods are ranked by their c'ther-wc'rldly qualities
and thus, gods in mountains come to be encompassed by the
great religious figures who have reached enlightenment.
If the important division between Ladakhi gi:.ds who live
in the wc.rld and those who have left it behind is momentarily
ignored, then gods in their mountains might be described
thus they are more or less fixed in the frc.zen summits but
they have a tendency to float out of the world altogether, a
tendency which is balanced c.ut by assiduous attempts to
dc.mestiu:ate the gods and bring them further int ':' the world.
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L!i at the tcip of the world, in tangiha, are associated
with two lower worlds, the world of 1 below,	 and the
world of people in the middle, in	 !u are found in
water and in fertile, green, warm ground. They correspond tc'
the Sanskrit naga. Although elaborate tales are told of
	 u
kingdoms, of good and bad, male and female	 these
creatures are especially seen in the form of fish, snakes and
lizards.	 At times, they are also associated with women
wearing their traditional the Lu-like head-dress that
is passed from mother to daughter at marriage. This has a
icing tail that tapers from the forehead down a woman's back,
studded with rows of turqus:iise.
Two	 impc.rtant	 points	 emerge	 from	 this	 brief
characterisation, contrasting gods above and i below.
First, lu are imaged in terms of their bodies, in the form ':'f
fish or snakes or lizards. Gods have no bodies, at least none
that can be seen with the normal eye. They may be glimpsed
as phantu:'ms in the night. Gods associated with the monastery
may be constru':ted bit by bit to the inner eye ':' f the
meditator. By and lar ge, however, gods are like the wind;
indeed, they may exist simultaneously in many plai:es, freed
frc.m a b.:idy that anchc.rs them to .just one spot. Lu, hi:'wever,
are seen espe:ially in terms of their bodies, be these fish,
lizards or the cultivated earth more generally.
Second, L	 are built into the natural flux of the
seasu:ins. The earth is cinly cultivated fc'r half the year.
Water flows for i:inly half the year. In the winter, when land
and water freeze, l y sleep. They belong to the annual cycle
of renewal, growth, depletion and death; each spring they
wake and each winter they hibernate. Shrines ti:. lu are found
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at threshing floors in some villages and in stc'rerooms
elsewhere suggesting that are built into the cycle of food
produ.:tion that leads from the earth and water to threshing
floors and grain stores in houses.
Gods are polluted when they are "brciught low", as noted
above. As sh ':'wn subsequently, they acquire characteristics of
the "demonic". Indeed, it is a religious axiom that LL who
live in the world are inevitably compromised by it. ,
however, are ni:tably vulnerable to dirt and pollution bei:ause
they live low down and in water which is cleansing but also
easily dirtied.	 Their offerings must be be especially pure,
"white and sweet".
Such ideas about fertility are general to other Tibetan-
speaking areas. Paul, for example, writes of Sherpa
symbol i sm:
"The universe consists c' f three tiers, man c'ccupying the
middle level. Over him is the sky, ass ':":iated with
maleness, potency, eternity and purity, and the "reservoir"
of Life in its pure unlived state. Below man is the earth
and the primordial waters, associated with the female, with
impurity, and with the cy ':les of birth, growth, death, and
decay that characterize life as it is lived in a material
vehicle. The life cif the earth, of whi ':h "natural"
vegetable life is an example, is ultimately derived from
the sky and, in livin g , works its way ba ':k up to the sky t':u
renew the stc.re of abs ':' l ute 1 i fe there." (Paul 1979:298:)
Although j ':'ccupy a rather different pla ':e in Sherpa
cosmc.lc'gy, they are equally equated with land, food and
water, with snakes particularly, and they are, Paul suggests,
symbolically inseminated frc'm ab ':' ve (2).
These few remarks begin t':u point towards a sel f-
reproducing cc'smc's which will be seen in greater detail
thrc'ugh the household (se ':ti ':in 1.3:) and its rituals (f:hapter
2). People sit between these supernatural bein g s, gods ab.:'ve
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and lu below. Turning towards this middle world, the cupening
description of a natural mc'untain landscape might be focused
in finer detail on the valleys lower down.
Monasteries and castles have been mentioned in passing.
If the visitor looks down from the mountains towards the
settled places, certain buildings stand framed by the desert.
A little cl.:'ser and these fall into two groups; the one,
ruins which turn c'ut to have been castles; the c'ther, well
kept, painted, deccurated with flags and colours which often
divide into a number of buildings closer up. From that
distan':e, this complex can be seen to tower over small
patches of cultivated land and tiny buildings clustered
together close to the river or dispersed in the fields. 	 The
monumental pieces c'f architecture are monasteries, the tiny
stru':tures are houses and the odd government cffi.:e. The
monastery is large, imposing and very conspirucius; it stands
apart from the rest .:u f the village, often at some distance
even from water, and it stands abu:.ve. Monumental, the
monastery is seen in all its permanence; apart, it is
distanced from lay society and especially from agriculture;
above, it is higher, that is,	 for Ladakhi s, c loser ti: the
gods and to enlightenment, pure and powerful.
The visitor s':'on appreciates a number of further
distinctions made between those who live in monasteries and
those who live in houses. The former are men. Reference will
be made to Ladakhi nuns who may live in nunneries which are
small,	 in.:onspicuous buildings below monasteries. Most,
however, stay at home as unmarried daughters.
	 Apart from
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their shaved heads, they appear to the visitor just like
other Ladakhi women. They are called "nuns who wear the j'
(gc'atskin shawl)".
Monks all wear special cic.thes and their heads are
generally shaven, indicating to Ladakhis that such people
have taken the cic.th. This uniform calls forth a certain
deferen ':e from the others, apparent in the way they greet a
monk, seat him and c.ffer him hospitality. For Ladakhis, it
is the uni form that el i':its respe ':t as the cloth .:' f Euddha
and a visiting monk is always placed higher than all laymen.
Sc' to':' ,	 it is apparent t uD the visit.:.r that monks lead a
different life. Inside the monastery, the community is
gathered in ritual at certain times cf the day, at other
times, monks will be found administering monastery business,
g ':' ssiping, studying in their ro ':.ms and, perhaps, ':ookin g . The
monastery may seem deserted for many are outside its
precincts, not working in the fields, rarely in c ' ffices or
schools but usually in houses where they are per forming
rituals ac ':ording ti:' the texts they take with them and with
the help c'f ritual equipment that they ':' ften have to ':arry
to':' .	 Inside the monastery, the vi si tc'r will not be shown
living quarters or a kitchen. Only the more public of the
':entral rooms or buildings will be shown, such as the
assembly hail (ukhang, 'du khang); dark, full c ' f frescoes,
cloth paintings (g}jIj) and statues, in front of which are
p1 aced c' f fer i ngs c' f money, scar yes, lamps. The assembly rcuom
lies in the middle ':' f the monastery while it is the kitchen
that	 occupies the centre of a house.	 A	 one-roomed
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"monastery" (gonna) c'r temple contains only this while a c'ne-
roc'med house is a kitchen, with an altar at the side.
Ladakhjs will describe all this as chos, "religion".
The term, religion, has been used already and, throughout the
thesis, it is intended as a translation of the Ladaihi çFçs.
Although çhos is not dis ':ussed until Chapter 3, a preliminary
translation might be useful at this point.
	 Briefly, the
visitor will learn, if s/he is talking t ':'
 a villager, that
chos consists of worshipping and taking refuge in the "three
jewels" or, as Ladakhis sometimes say in English, the "three
gods": Buddha, Doctrine and Ci:smmunity. Buddha refers to the
historical founder of Buddhism in India and t ':' ':'ther saints
and deities wh ':' have rea ':hed enlightenment. S':'me gods (lha)
are seen as manifestations and emanations of these figures or
individual travellers to enlightenment. Dc'ctrire refers both
to "reli g ion" generally (c]ps) and spe ':ifi.:ally t ':' the
tea':hinqs	 (cbc) brought by Buddhas into	 the	 world.
Community refers to those who practice the teachings under
the guidan':e ':' f Buddhas. It refers generally to all
Buddhists and, more narrowly, to initiates wh ':'
 have renc'un':ed
the secular world; in Ladakh, t ':'
 monks and their leaders
parti ':ularly. Each "jewel" is intimately assc 'ciated with the
other-s and villagers, at least, preferentially l ':":ate the
entire triad of cho, all three of the jewels, in the
monastery where they are enshrined in the persc 'ns cf rinp:'che
(reincarnate lamas, see c:hapter 3:. ci is also given a
hist ':'ry that stret ':hes back t ':' the dawn ':' f time for chos in
Lada::h is sometimes used as a synonym for civil izati':'n
itself.	 F:inp':'che are central to this picture:
	 Duddhis
created D ':'ctrine and the L:cmmunity in the past; today,
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smaller-scale "Buddhas", that is, rinpoche, continue this
process	 as they impart knowledge to
	 pupils,	 keeping
cjvilisation alive and growing. Monk pupils, as noted,
generally .jc' in the monastery for their entire lives unlike
monks in Southern Buddhist countries and they join as
children.	 Even t:.day, there are large numbers of monks
relative to Buddhist cc'untries in the sc'uth.
These are the immediate, crude distinctions that strike
an c'utsidcr. They remain resonant to Ladakhis and orient
their behaviour even when a monk is found living outside the
monastery and working in the fields, even when the monastery
is but a small temple buried in the heart of the village
withc'ut any resident mc'nks and even when an individual mc'nk
is kn ':iwn personally tu:' be an inferior c'ne. This ':an be shown
by mc'ving to the village where I lived, which I shall call
Gcingma. Here is but a small temple that is opened for
religious service which is found on the top of the hill.
Here the .:'nly monk lives in a (grwa shag), a plau:e
fi:ur monks but c.ne that sits with the rest cif the houses in
the village rather than on hi gh, around the assembly hall.
This monk belongs to the monastery of Tak Tc 'k (Brag-thog) in
Sakti, an cud cur "unrefcurmed" order (Nyingmapai, which sends
monks to the Leh area tc' perform domestic rituals. 	 One is
sent tc'
 Gc'n gma, another to an area of Leh and a third to the
h ':uuse of the "prime minister" (LQn) in Leh. Monks fr':'m
Sankar (gSang-mkhar, see below) visit the Gon gma temple
regularly fcur ritual servi ces
It is the small temple that gives Gu:ungma a cu:'rporate
identity cm some c'ccasic'ns.
	 For other purposes, Gc'n qma is
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not a village but a 'suburb" or çjso (bcu tshc 'gs) of Leh,
organised with reference to rituals at the larger monasteries
in the area.	 A villager makes donations to monks, commonly
in the fcurm of harvest gifts. In return, monks perform
rituals for the benefit of villagers. Thus, Gongmapa (Gongma
people) often give tc'
 the monks who live closest, in the
monastery of Sankar, fifteen minutes' walk away. The monks,
in return,	 perfcurm rituals for the benefit of villagers
	 A
Sankar monk says:
"because all the new monks get çyç (3) from villagers to
pay for a day's ritual for the dead and a day's ritual for
the living, rites are performed, in turn, for all the
villagers."
Villagers belong to hc'usehc' l ds. These are equally defined in
terms ':' f m':unasti ': spc'nsu:irship. 13c.ngma is said ti: have 28
households (on, grc'ng pa) because there are 28 spc.nsu:.rs
sbyin bdag) (4).
There are a number of dimensions tc '
 the material
sponsorship of monasteries; endowments, the suppi:'rt ':'f
individual monks and the spcinsorship cif particular rituals. I
have no infcirmati ':.n on the local endowment of Sankar
monastery, which is sponsored by the ma.jc 'rity of Gc'ngma
households. Sankar presumably has a record (Stc 'bdan 1985: 71:)
of gifts cuf land, grain, c'ranaments and other valuables made
by its flidag h.:'useholds. Monastic finances through such
"jisa" mechanisms (spyi sa, spyi thog) have been des ':ribed as
a relatively late development in Indian Buddhism assc":iated
with lay gifts tci monasteries, frc.m which an income •:ould be
drawn (Bareau 1960).
	 Miller describes the c'perati.:.n cf
decentralised treasuries, that is, separate funds within a
monastery,	 in Mongolia and other areas (Miller 1960).
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Ladakhi household chindag could and, in s ':'me areas, still dci
borru:.w frcim such funds and pay back with interest.
Gcungma villagers di:' not ne.:essarily make large
endowments thu:uugh, at death, relatively substantial donat i c'ns
are made which are shared between m ':'nk officiants and two
separate funds in the monastery. A Gongma household may
supp ':' rt one of its members who has j.: ' ined the monastery. 	 It
will make gifts to the monk that visits the house every
m ':.nth,	 whether i:Ir not he is a relative.	 It will i:ertainly
c ':'ntr i hute to the rncinastery as a whole for mcsnast ic rituals,
usually in the form •:f grain and a few rupees.
	 On occasion,
an individual will act as a major sponsor for a particular
rite.	 In addition, patr ':.n househ ':' lds g enerall y contribute to
irregular expenses, ass ':'ciated with buildin g fc'r example (5).
All but twu:' of the households in Gongrna are sp ':'nsors of
Sankar monastery, which houses some 25 monks arid 7 novi ':es
(1902). Sankar itself is a branch m ':'nastery of Spituk (dPe-
thub:1, a major institution with eighty to a hundred monks arid
a further two bran':h monasteries in the area. Spitul.::
approximates mc'st c lc:'sely to the picture first seen by the
visitcur, cf a monumental buildin g that t ':'wers over the
surroundin g c ':iuntry. In actuality, this pis:ture picks out
the major monasteries, .:lustered alcu n g the fertile Indus
valley, close to the traditional seat of secular power whcre
the ma .j':'rity ':u f the population is settled and alon g the trade
routes. Branch mc.naster i es are gr.:uuped under these major
monasteries which, in turn, used ti:. belong to a wider network
that centred upon the Lhasa regi on and the mcinastery cities
there. T.:iday, Ladakhi representatives maintain links with new
Tibetan "repli.:a" institutions in India.
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Spituk belongs to the "reformed sect" or Gelugpa order
which predominates in this area of Ladakh. Of the remaining
two households, one sponsors the Sakyapa monastery of Matho
(Ma-spro) and the other the Drugpa Kagyupa sect at Hemis, the
wealthiest	 monastery	 in	 Ladakh..	 Presumably,
relationships were fixed in the past by monastic grants;
Ladakhi villagers talk c'f these relationships as if they were
immutable and explain them simply as "custom".
Dc.ctrinal differences are nc't important tc' the villager
but Ladakhis do turn to different monks for different
rituals. Gc.ngmapa turn to the resident Nyingmapa monk for
ex':' rcisti ': rituals in parti.:ular and for astrological work
while they tLtrn to the monks they spc'nsc'r for c 'ther purpc'ses.
Many rituals su':h as funerals involve more than one se.:t.
There are no part-time religious specialists in the Leh
area, as noted in Chapter 3 belc'w, but further detai is may be
fc'und cm lay ritual specialists in Chapter 4. Gc'ngma
villagers had little contact with n':mn-mc.nastia: religi.:uus
specialists during my stay. Indeed, they seemed generally
ambivalent about yc.gins wh ':'se p.:.wers might be used for
suspicious ends.
Twci impi:urtant dimensions tc ' the relationship between
monasteries and the rest of the village are contained in
these brief notes.	 On the one hand, the monastery towers
above the houses below and ç .h	 attracts a respe.:t that can
never be shown to secular life.	 Just as religious gods rank
far above worldly gods sc' dci all aspects of chc's take
precedence over se ':ular life.	 On the u:ither hand, mi:mnastery
and	 village	 (6) are sc'metimes defined in	 terms	 of
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reciprcucity.	 Social organisation - the status of village,
villager and household - is outlined partly in terms of
monastic sponsorship. Monks are contrasted to lay people
because they live on charity, provided by villagers. Ladakhi
Buddhist villagers emphasise the reciprcucity between monk and
lay person especially when they are describing the contours
c'f their sc.ciety. Ladakh, they say, is made up of two parts,
monastery and village. These two parts are mutually defining
and mut ual 1 y dependent. Vi 11 ager s support mi: 'nks materially
and, in return, m':'nks make secular life pcissible (see also
Grimshaw 1983) (7).
The most pcitent image of this reciprocity is found in
the relati':inship between a spu:unsuDring household and its
regular monastic officiant. In the ideal picture, a household
sheds a younger son to the monastery. The integrity of the
household depends upon ncun-divisic'n and one cif the key
me.:hanisms whereby this is a.:hieved concerns 	 marriage.
Traditionally, only one marriage is made within the house
each generation.	 SuDme children may marry elsewhere while
others remain celibate. Male celibates become mc'nks while
female celibates are generally called nuns and live at hu:ume.
Hcuusehculd property, specifically land, is attached to thu:use
whcu stay at home.	 A yciunger brother whu: ' has joined the
monastery is likely to becc'me the rel i gi clus guarantor cuf his
natal hu:uusehold. 	 It is clear from what has been written
above that the transfcurmation from layman tc '	monk is
radical.	 All parti ':ularisti': ties to kin, village and
processes cuf reproduction are transcended. As a monk dons
the cloth, he .ju:uins a spiritual u:ommunity in which he loses
his individuality. As a monk, he is equivalent to all other
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monks as far as domestic ritual performances are concerned.
:ertainly, he will learn more çIjI with time and will
eventually become "master" (sicib dpon) of household rituals
and	 take	 on specialised tasks	 in	 monastic	 ritual
Particularistic links such as kinship become theoretically
irrelevant.	 Yet, the man who has been excluded frc.m the
household is generally the one wh ':'
 is fed and clothed by his
kin. In this way, the household is reprcsduced from the
monastery in a spiritual sense, while the monastery is
reproduced from the household in a physical and material
sense. Ea':h of the two parts to Ladakhi society is therefore
cc'ntained in the other (8).
This picture is greatly modified around Leh in the
present day. Even th':'ugh just c'ne marriage is still
generally made in the main hc'use, younger brothers and
sisters are more likely to marry today and set up independent
off-shoot houses, which are des ':ribed bel':'w, c'r nec'lc'cal
units in Leh.	 Fewer men join the monastery. 	 Accordingly,
the kin links between hc'usehc' ld members and their monk
cifficiant tend ti: be more distant.	 At Mig, the name I shall
give to the hc'use where I lived, the monk was not father's
younger brother (FyB) nor younger son (yS)
	
he was father' s
father's sister's sc'n (FFZS).
These comments about the h ':'usehold will be clarified in
the following sections. These initial comments are made
because the hierarchy seen in the landscape and in buildings
is accompanied by a notion of reciprc.city, for Ladakhis,
which is epitomised in the relationship between a sponsoring
hc'usehold and its regular monk cifficiant. This relationship
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is created through the hc'LIsehcsld structure and in biological
kinship cinly to transcend, encompass and yet guarantee these
basic building blocks of se ':ular life.
It should be noted also that this image of a society
made up c.f two parts is accompanied by many cuthers. Moving
down from the monastery ti: the houses clustered around its
base cur dispersed in the fields, further discriminaticins can
be seen. Su:'me houses are ':'ne-rcuc.med shabby affairs; these
often turn out to be the u:' ff-shu:'ot houses mentioned abu:uve.
Others are imposing stru ':tures, adi:urned with flags and paint,
b ':iastinq lar ge glass wind ':' ws.	 These belong to wealthier
vii lag ers whi:' ':' ften turn ':'ut ti: be higher-ranking aristocrats
•:' r	 perhaps prominent local ricitables such as "doctors"
(achi). Images cif se ':ular society, the state and internal
monastic t:irganisation are not developed because they are less
immediately relevant to the f u:'cus of this thesis. Oracles
continually negc'tiate a divide between monastery and village
together with many of their clients and sc' this image cf a
sc'c icty made up cif u:lerics arid lay people, mc'nasteri es and
hcuusehc' l dt, takes precedence. It provi dos the perspective
fru:'m which the first part u:' f this thesis is c' rganised, moving
to the village in the next chapter and the monastery in the
third, all three chapters tog ether provi ding background to
the second part c' ri pcissessiu:un.
rcicusi ng on moniasteries and castle ruins at the top,
houses appear tc' be diminutive structures bel c uw. A ':1 c'ser
1 ':uu:' k reveals many of these tci be wel 1 -prcu port I u:ined arid
substantial three-storeyed buildings. These ti:": are u:'riented
in a vertical spau:e with gcuds above, peciple in the middle and
lu belu:w.
I .J
1 . 3 Houses
Ib Qb91	 tt12O 1 tb	 ir
The house to be described is a khangchen (khang chen) or
main house.	 This is the major or only house of the
household, tron2a (grong pa) or Fjjngkhang (zhing kharig)
which includes land and a cremation oven as well as one or
more houses. A house may be bounded from the outside in the
same way as a village.	 There are dry stone walls, stupa cur
chorten (mchod rten), prayer walls or
	 nj and sometimes
rigsurn	 oo (rigs gsum mgon po), groups of three small
çi-j in colours representing the three great Bodhisattva
who protect the village/house frcum danger.	 House boundaries
generally enclose a small domestic space such as a garden or
a place for storage and washing. A dog may guard the front
entrance which ideally faces east. Gongma, in fa':t, is built
on a hill and so many houses face other directions and Mig
itself faces south.
The house rises in mud brick from stone foundatic'ns. The
walls slope inwards whilst the windows gain in size and
complexity on the upper floors. The whole is whitewashed and
the tc.p is usually picked out in a line of black paint. The
roof is stacked high in fodder and other items but the
corners of the parapet stand above, marked with prayer flags
(tarchok., dar icog ). Marks in red paint at the corners and
sometimes around the house at level of the first floor
protect the house against sar (btsan), spirits of the middle
world or usually transliterated as bar
btsan), who may cause harm to the people that share their
world (9). In some villages, the red paint depi.:ts pecuple,
bows and arrows, guns.
	 The skull of a sheep cur goat
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surrounded by straw and thread crosses, called a
guards the front door to the house (10). A wooden penis may
be hung from the roof or walls to protect against the "evil
eye" (pig	 Qgç).
The main entrance is normally found at the middle level;
it leads to the heart of the house, the kitchen. At Mig,
another three rooms flanked the kitchen at this level; they
were used for sleeping and entertaining. 	 This is the world
of people, it is 2arsarn.	 Below are animals, agricultural
equipment, human manure and, periodically, pots of fermenting
barley beer (cng). At Mig, the stables led out into an
encic'sed space for the cows and dzo (half cow, half yak)
whilst another "door" gave access to a separate room that
held human manure from the outside latrine above. 	 There was
no staircase linking the first two floors. As Mig is built
on a steep hill, direct access is afforded both to the
stables and to the middle level. Twice a year, the manure is
dug out and taken to the fields as part of a collective
village endeavour.	 This lower level can be seen immediately
as	 the	 world of nature,	 specifically animality	 and
ferti 1 iser.
Above the kitchen are the offering room (chc'dkhang,
mchod khang) and often a room with large glass windows
(she1khg) used fc'r entertaining. Mig, in 1982, had no
complete tcsp floor. The offering rc 'om was built on a corner
of the roof.	 This was the place for much domestic ritual
per formed by monks. It is barred to "outsiders", that is tc'
non-monks and non-members of the ritual group known as a
2hS2un, a grc'up of several houses sharing a cc'mmc'n god. The
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roof itself provided much in the nature of a third floor, at
least in the winter, when everyone escaped from the kitchen
up an external ladder to the roof as scion as the breakfast
fire had died down. They sat in the sheltered sunlight with
their spinning and handicraft work, gossiping with the
neighbours, rooftop to rooftop.	 This is the wc.rld cif
religion, and also of gods, associated with stangiha.
The home of the	 the god of the 2hasun, will be
fu:'und on the ro':' f, with religion. The shrine will have a
square white base, decorated with paint and crc.wned with
branu:hes of juniper and white ceremonial scarves (}aag, kha
btag s).	 Some arrows may be glimpsed in the middle, point
downwards.	 Mig had no shrine; its
	 a1ha was housed
elsewhere in twci other houses that belonged to the same
hasun but the offering room was seen both as the place for
religion and fcir the worldly 2lb HOL&Se architecture puts
both worldly gods and religion (chc 's) hi gh, on the rc'of.
This 2haslha is often worshipped as a household gu:'d (see
Chapter 2).	 However,	 Ladakhis dci sometimes distinguish a
secu:'nd god; the goddess associated with the stove (habLha)
(see Chapter 2).	 The term, khii,	 "hc'use gcud", is also
heard but in less specifi.: contexts; for example, village
c.racles are sc.metimes called
	 nj1.	 Offerings are cuften
made to the pillar of a house which, elsewhere, is described
as the seat cif this god.	 It has been suggested that all
three gods are forms of a single hc.usehc ' ld god in Ladakh
(D':.11fus 1988). In Gonqma, at least, the term	 ilha does
not seem ti: have a referent within the buildings themselves
though it would be reascunable to see the 	 1b and
as forms of a single god (Phylactou 1989).
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A shrine to ,j is found in the storerocum, a square,
white unadorned blc'ck, equivalent to the base of the god's
shrine (lhatho, lha tho) on the roof. Mig's storeroom in
fact led off the kitchen and held principally grain, flour
and valuables. The room is dark and small; it corresponds to
the traditional store "below", reached by trapdoors from the
kitchen. Lu, then, are found in the bowels of the house, but
not at the bottom.	 They are also associated with the stove.
An arnchi (local do ':tor) told me:
"J live around the stove.	 If there's anything bad by the
stc've, you' 11 get ill
It may be recalled that u are associated with earth and
water, with natural cycles c'f grc 'wth and decay and with fc'od
produ':tic'n.	 In the Leh area, they are placed at the centre
of the hc'use together with (other) wealth and food.	 The
lubang (shrine) highlights the life-giving qualities of j.
There are ':ountless variations on the basic house plan
but the plan itself is fixed in some ways. The offering rc'c'm
cannot be lower than any c'ther part of the h':'use (except,
sometimes, the shrine tc' the iha built c'n its roof); if it
c'ccupies a corner c' f the kitchen, then the kitchen must
c'c ':upy the highest p ':' int of the house.	 Animals and manure
are always fc'und belc'w while people stay in the middle.	 A
c'ne-r':":'med h':'use may re-orient the vertical axis in
horizontal space sc' that their animals, if there are any,
will be c'utside and to the west, while the offering room will
be fc'und in the hi ghest pc' int c' f the kitchen, in the east.
Three levels t ':' a hc'use, three wi:'rlds to the cc'sm':'s. It
has been implied that these worlds interpenetrate; house
ar ':hite ':ture provides a central example cf the linkage
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between worlds in the pillar that joins each level to the
next (or, in some houses, four pillars). The pillar (ka)
supports the main or mother beam of the roof ()
through a scalloped wooden capital (u). Pillar and beam
support the topmost level of gods and religion and join it to
the world of people. The pillar rests upon the lower natural
and animal level.	 Two aspects of this symbolism resonate
with other aspects of Ladakhi ritual which will be introduced
in the next chapter. The pillar is a "soul wood"
(shrokshing, srog shing) which holds life just like the soul
woods found in shrines, statues and chorten (stupa). The
pillar is a repository of life linking the three floors of a
house but centrally connected with the middle level
(Kaplanian 1981, see also Corlin 1980). Tibetan and Ladakhi
mythology are full of stories about trees of life, heavenly
cords and the like which join the worlds together. 	 The hole
in the house, through which smoke escapes, is likened to the
hole in the top of the head (Stein 1957, 1972). 	 It is
through this hole that the spirit enters a fc'etus and escapes
from a dying person. it is also at this point in the head
that the kings of early Tibetan mythology were linked to
heaven by a cord. They are said to have des':ended from the
sky on to mountains which have since become especially
sacred. They went back to the sky at death by means cif their
heavenly cords and vanished without leaving earthly traces.
Then, the cord broke and corpses remained (for example, Tucci
1980:225).
Alternatively, the pillar might be seen as an arrow
which brings gods into the world of men and pierces nature,
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releasing fertility. Ladakhis call the pillar's capital "bow
for the pillar" (kazhu). An arrow is divided into three
sections which are often said to represent the three tiers of
the cosmos as well as the continuity of qenerations in a
family. The house pillar might be extended metaphorically to
the top and bottom levels so that it begins in tngiha where
it is cc'ntinu':'us with other arrows in the shrine c'n the rc'c'f
and ends in
	 where it is continuous with implements
stored there, such as the plough tip that pierces the earth.
As shown in the next chapter, arrows are central ritual
items in Ladakh. At present, it is important cinly tc '
 pc'int
c'ut the gendered cc'smc' lc'gy asso ':iated with their use. Arrows
are quintessentially male items used in huntin g , marrying and
killing demons.	 The arrow is also evc":ative of the plough
(11) and a potent image of male sexuality. Accc'rdingly, the
':entral suppi:.rt :' f the h ':'use, that is, pillar and beam, can
be seen as symbols c'f a central cc 'mplementarity between male
(arrow, pillar, pl ':'ugh) and female ("mother beam" (12)).
The three wc'rlds located lc'c'sely in the landscape and in
a more complete form through ar ':hite ':ture form a single
cosmos, linked by the world tree, and a gendered cosmos, seen
initially in the arrangment of pillar and beam at the middle
level. One c'f the many nc'tic'ns c' f cc'mplementarity has been
des ':ribed initially be ':ause mu ':h of what folicaws elaborates
instead the hierarchical gender relatic'ns developed ritually;
Chapter 5, in particular, concerns afflictions associated
sterec'typically with village wc'men.	 It is	 important,
therefore, to point cut the impc.rtance of complementarity in
household space.	 This image is predictably extended to the
lower and upper parts of a house.
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It has already been suggested that the erag
traditionally worn by married women when they milk the
animals or work the fields in summer is an image of it.
Inside the house, women are likewise associated especially
with the middle level of the hc'use, with the kitchen and the
storeroom, where the i lives. Women do most of the food
preparation and cc'c' king.	 The stove provides a seat for the
stove goddess,	 Men, in contrast, are accomodated
more than women to the upper level where the 2]J2	 lives.
This g':ud, it will be recalled, identifies a which has
been des':ribed as a ritual group of houses. It should be
appreciated further that, for ritual purposes, it invc.lves
primarily a group of men.	 A child should be born in a house
belonging to the parents' which it joins.. But,
should that child later marry elsewhere, then s/he leaves the
natal has2un and joins that of her or his spouse. W':'men are
the ones who generally marry out and men, specifically, elder
bru:'thers, bring a wife in. Even though some women may stay at
home and even though some men may leave, a gender asymmetry
operates 5':' that all men come to be seen as "insiders" wh':'
are closely assc'c i ated with household ritual and all women
come t ':'
 be seen as "outsiders" who are likely to leave. 	 It
might also be noted that means father and male so that
2haslha means male/father gc'd and 2h8s2un means siblings of
the man/father.
The lower level of the house is less associated with the
imagery of gender seen in the middle and top floors. The
lc'wer level is for animals and nature.
Sacred	 ar':hitecture ':reates the cosmc's within its
boLindaries and orders relations thrc 'ugh which the cc'smos is
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reproduced. Evil is excluded. Male and female domains can be
seen as complementary parts which together bring abc'ut life.
Gods and lu are joined through hc'usehc' ld architecture and the
movements of peciple. Yet, this complementarity is easily
moved into a hierarchical "vertical" ordering. Women, Lu and
the female domain are lower d ':.wn and closer to a more animal
nature.	 Men and gods are closer tc'
 the top, closer to
reli g ion and ti: g u:'ds in general.
As suggested, the house is nc't reprc'duced c'nly from the
inside.	 Religic'us	 personnel ultimately guarantee
	 its
reproduction from m ':'nasteries This hierarchical evaluation
':' f gender must be situated also within the realm cif reliqi':'n
where, in karmic terms (that is, in terms c ' f rebirth and the
possibility of eventual enlightenment), monks rank higher
than lay people and men rank higher than w ' .'men.	 The
partnership that I have described between m ':'nastery and
hc'usehc' ld mi ght be represented as a partnership between men.
Men who stay at home assure househc' ]. d c on t i nui t y through
ritual	 and biolc'g ical repri:idui:tic'n while their bri:ithers wh':u
join the monastery assure h ':'usehold continuity through the
powers of rel I gi ':'n. L.Ju:'men are br ciught in t ':' reproduce the
household materially with fi:":ud and children and they are not
seen as true insiders as far as the ideal permanence and
continuity of a h ':'useh ':' ld is cc'ncerned.
These di scr i mi nat i i:ins wi 1 1 ':arry more wei ght with the
descriptic'n of household ritual found in the next i:hapter.
Moreover, it shc.ul d be emphasised that the imagery out lined
belongs to an ideology that rei fies the household as a
permanent, fixed instituti ':'n that can never chan g e c'r die
c'ut •	 Houses are named and a hc'use-name provides the prime
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indenti fier of people whc' move through houses, who are born
and die. Mig is a hc'use name which is atta.:hed in the manner
cf an English surname to house members. This name is part of
an ideal order where it is assumed to exist in perpetuity.
Sacred architecture, brought ti: life in dcimestic ritual,
provides the ma.jcsr way through whi ':h this eternal cirder is
fixed. Numerous social strategies such as the patterns of
marriage and inheritan ':e mentioned in passing are also
oriented t ciwar ds the r epr c ' duc t i cm ci f an autonomous hc' usehu:' l d.
In pr a ': t ice, h ':'wever, s.:'me houses have n ': names, •:' thers die
out ':' r divide and all daily enter into exchanges beyond the
walls of their universe. The above describes the ideal and
not the actual. It is only in relation tci this ideal order
that men come ti: be seen as the true insiders.
Views of Ladakhi space, from the mountains to the valley
floor and from monumental buildin g s on the hilltops ti:. main
houses beneath, have Sc' far focused upon the vertical
i:urdering of space. Similar dis ':riminaticmns i:iperate on the
hu:' rizontal dimension. The Ladakhi kitchen in the middle of
the house provides the main space for in for ml social
hospitality.
A stove is at the .:entre of a ':tivity; ncuwadays, it is
generally made of metal but some are still made cif the
traditional clay. Dung is burnt and the stove is kept aiqht
by women usual 1 y, working skin bell .:.ws. The smoke winds
around the room for chimneys are still rudimentary affairs,
i: ft en merely "smoke holes'. Some houses have an add it i c'ral
winter kitchen without any windows somewhere in the heart .:'f
the house and the smol.::e there has even less chance of
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escaping. One wall of the kitchen is lined with shelves and
all the fine cooking equipment; today, one area may be
glassed tc'
 keep the new pc'pLllar china and glass imports
clean. The other side of the stove provides the best seat in
the kitchen, with the wall behind and a tray of warm ashes
from the stove in front. This is the t.:ip of the seating line
which wcurks its way around the rest cif the kitchen towards
the d ':'cur,	 ideally in a clo.:kwise direction.
	 At the top
(agç, gral mgo) which is alsc'
 ideally at the right of the
kitchen (curiented towards the shelves),	 sits the most
imp.:.rtant g uest or, in the absen.:e of guests, the oldest man
in the house. At Mi g , the seating line, in fact, ran in the
wrong dire ':tion Si:' that the man at the top, opposite the
st c.ve, sat tc. the left of the shelves and the line ran anti -
':lu:' t:kwise t.:'wards the d ':iu:.r.	 At the bott ':' m	 (ralhug,	 gral
gzhug) by the d.:u:.r, no-one Will be found unless the l':'w-':aste
M ':'n and Gara are visiting.	 These names refer to traditional
musicians and blacksmiths and 13i:ingma village contains one
household of each.	 They are described further in the
follcuwing section.	 If guests are present, 	 then this
hierarchy is elaborated through the use of carpets for
seating and tables for eating. Those at the top will sit
highest and eat from the highest tables while those at the
bi:' ttom may have neither •:arpet nc.r table.
Men and women do not normally sit in the same line. If
a few guests are entertained in the kitchen, then, women are
1 ikely to cluster around the mc'ther of the house at the stove
while men sit "pr.:.perly".
	 On c.ther mc're formal c.ccasic'ns,
women will sit in a separate line, c ' ften a left-hand rather
than right —hand line, or they will sit in a separate room.
Seating arrangements will be described further in the next
chapter (see also Kaplanian 1981); at this point, attention
is drawn simply to the hierarchical ordering of space.
Members cif hc'usehc' lds that rank higher in a village will sit
higher (close to the stove) in the line when hospitality is
ciffered. Their houses may still be found hi gher Lip in the
village.
These discriminations concern the individual person as
well.	 He should sit with his back against the wall and
certainly not with his back facing anyc.ne else present.
	 His
ri g ht sh ':iuld be hi gher than his left. His feet, the li:'wer
part ci f the per son, shriul d be t Licked away .: 'ut ci f si ght. When
a persi:in finally negotiates his position in a line, he must
shuffle towards his place, crouching, so as nu:'t tc' stand
much higher than i:ithers present. He must move behind those
already seated, that is, between their backs and the wall.
The trip of a person ranks above the iciwer parts, sc' too dries
right river left and frcint civer back.
The vertical orderin g of space is central to a reading
of the physical landscape, the situation cif buildings, sai:red
archite ':ture and the c.rientatiu:.n of individuals and social
groups in space (13).	 Gods sit above and below them crime
pei:.ple of the highest ranks. The trip, fri:int and right :if
the individual are ciriented uupwardsh. Befc're lc.c4::inq at the
movements ':' f gods into lower spai:es, the subject of the next
chapter, it is important to prcivide a little backgrciund on
this house ar.:hitecture and to explain some of the terms
menticined,	 such	 as main hciuse (Lhangchen),	 hciusehcild
(tron2a), Mon and Gara, village and household rank.
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Ul2	 c.iL	 Ua
The ideal permanen':e and continuity of the Ladakhi
household has been described thrc'ugh the use cii a hc'usehculd
name and its ':onstruction as a microcosm of the universe.
Al lusicins have als ':'
 been made to strategies designed to
repru:'du.:e this unit throu gh non-division of fixed property
and a single marriage each generation. These remarks are
clarified bu:' th with reference to processes ':'utside the
hc' usehc' l d that encourage non-division and prcuu:esses within
the hc'useh ':' l d which ':c'nt ai n di vi si ':'n
The Ladakhi hc'usehc' ld ':'r tron2a was traditionally fixed
from ab ':'ve as the named tax-paying and landholdin g unit.
Land belonged ultimately to the kin g but taxes were often
passed through 1 c":al mc'nast i c and secular est ates. In
theory, seu:ular estates held land throu gh grants that could
be rev':' ked but, in practice, estate h ':ildings seem to have
been inherited. Ladakh was never highly centralised and sc
estates probably maintained a high degree ':' f ccntr ':' l over
their constituent tax-paying units. In the earlier part of
this century, however, q c'c'ds and 1 abc'ur seem to have been
demanded by the state from 8':'nqma as a whole and these dues
were divided between the ;6 named hc 'usehcl ds in the village
(14:). As Ramsay noted in his 1890 dictionary:
"When the son takes pc'ssessi cm cii the "khan gchhen , al I the
duties attaching to the family land (zhin g ) devolv	 upon
him. The state di:mes nc't rem:oqnize the division of the
land, and re g ards him as the owner u:if the entire hc'ldinq,
and he alcuric has ti:' pay the land revenue, and supply fcmrcec
labour, etc, when required by the State" (Ramsay ia:,
under dictic.nary entry "Entail").
Taxation by the state scarcely exists in Ladakh today but
this picture still applies tci lc' cal	 "taxatic'n",	 that is,
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village and local dues for the repair of village property,
the performance of communal ritual and so forth. Households
remain the ma.jc'r landholding units although some prc.perty is
developed by the state and some belongs to the village as a
whole.	 Land is scald nowadays and, in Gongma, one additional
hl house l
 (ga) has bought land. It is not des':ribed as a
"househc' ld" (tron2a) and it is nu:'t bound to contribute to
village funds but Gc'ngmapa c' ften describe their village in
terms cf the 26 households, plus Mon and Gara, plus this
Muslim (khache) h':'use.
This picture of peasant households is familiar from
':' ther Tibetan speaking areas. Peasant strata (irnas) whc'
live in households (trona) form tax-paying and landholding
units in the l':":al p ':' l ity (Carrasco 1959). Aziz '5 accc.unt ':.f
the D'in qri is particularly sensitive to this middle ranking
strata ':' f peasants (grcang pa) wh ':'se household is
"the unit of production, the unit c'f taxation, the land-
holding unit and the unit for political representatia:in"
Aziz 1978:108)
There are a number cf other accounts of Tibetan speaking
gr':u ps in Nepal t:fi:.r example, Clarke 1980, Goldstein 1974,
1975, 1977, Levine 1980, Ramble 1984, Si:huler 1987) as well
as Tibet (based upon Tibetan refugees) (Dargyay 1982,
G.:uldstein, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1986).
In these accounts, it seems that such peasant
h ':'usehc' l der s were relatively distinct from 1 c'wer-r anki ng
strata. Thus, Aziz describes three strata amongst the mi ser
"commoners", themselves ranking above "ya-wa" c 'utcastes and
below ar i stcacrats ("ger-pa") and hereditary priests ("ngag-
pa " ). She mentions traders (tshong pa) and landless peasants
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(dud chung) in addition to the landed peasant classes (grc.nq
pa).	 These landless peasants are described as sharecroppers
and artisans who form dependent relations with
	 ç:
"dud-chung are commonly conscripted by a grong-pa family
who is cubliged to give a member to the army or to a
government monastery. Unwilling to lose its own members,
the house sends a youth from one of its indebted dud-chung
families. (1978:72)
Dud chung are clearly poor but, as Azi emphasises, they have
no tax obli g ations and form a fluid social rank through which
people move rather than a prc'letarian class (ibid: chapter
3. Goldstein's a ':cc'unt of Central Tibet, based cm refugee
settlements in S':.uth India, sLiggests that all mi ser were
tied ti: the land and can therefore be described as "serfs"
(Gol dstein 1966). However, the corporate families, khral pa,
formed estates assu:u ':iated with the mc'nc'marital stem family
while land was attached to dud chung as individuals who were
a ': i: ':' rdingly less concerned ti: maintain an undivided family
for the purposes of inheritan.:e. Monogamy and divisicun are
ass ':u ':iated with dud chung "ser fs" (G ':' ldstein 1971a, Dargyay
1982:33-4). The family cc'rp':.raticmns ass':'ciated with
relatively large landholdings and heavy taxation, similar to
Ladakhi grong pa (tron2a), contrasted with the individual
arran g ements among different types of dud chung (Goldstein
1971a), ass ':'u:iated with relatively little taxation.
Those who did not inherit land were, however, often
linked ti: grc'ng pa thrs:'ugh marriage and kinship. Goldstein
sh.:'ws how Limi grong pa are f ':.rced into the lower strata
through the developmental cycle of the landed household.
Among the Limi, three status groups are described: the
hi ghest ranking corporate households, "grcung-pa", the "mi -re"
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and the lcuwest-ranking smallest units of an individual man cur
woman c'r a mother and her children cal led "mo-rang" which
had the lowest tax and cc 'rve c.bligaticins (Goldstein 1975,
1977:. The lower ranks seem t': u
 be created as individuals are
shed from the cc 'rporate qrc'ng pa household. Thus, one who
left the h':'use
"e'tblished a new unit which is usually releqated to a
lower status level if cine exists. In Tibet, eg, "taxpayer"
serfs who split be ':ame "du-jung" (dud chung) and in Limi
the "throng-pa" (grong pa) be ':c'me "mi-re" (1977:55) (15).
Nyinba "grc'ng-chen" (great house) are the residences ':'f
former Nyinba "masters" while the small hc 'uses (khang chung)
are associated with former slave status; slaves were
emancipated in 1926. Levine repi: 'rts that slave descendants
are originally said to have been created through indebtedness
and the sale cf land (Levine 1990:); in other w ':'rds, they tc":'
or i gi nail y bel ':'nged to cc'r por ate hc'usehol ds.	 Subsequent
endogamy maintained a dependent ':lass attached to "master"
househc ' l ds and provi ding them wi th 1 abour.	 Slaves were seen
as the chi 1 Ur en of the main house though they could be bought
and s':'i d. After ernan: i pat ion, these khan g ':hung residents
were generally evicted. S ':' me be':ame heirs t ':' child1es grcng
chen fami lies, some cleared new land, others re-':reated
•:lient ties with the "great h ':uuses" (Levine ibid:). The
Nyl nba earnp1 e shows h ':'w resi dents ':' f sniai I houses fc 'rm an
inferior dependent class in sc ' ff,e ': i:'ntexts rather than a
"fluid social rant:", even though they are said t:.
have been created in the same way as their D'ingri or Limi
equivalents (16:).
	
These accounts illustrate interesting difference 	 and
similarities with Ladakhi "peasants", 	 rnimans.	 tats
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differences are less clearly articulated in Ladakh than in
other Tibetan speaking areas but it is possible to talk of
fc'ur kinds cur types (jg); the ruling family, the
aristocracy, the smal lholders and the three "low caste"
artisans; Sara, Mc'n and Beda (Dc' llfus 1988) (17). A four-fold
division is described elsewhere and compared with Hindu varna
system (Allen 1978). Among the D'ingri and Chumikwa, these
divisions are known as brgyud pa (see belcuw) (Schuler 1987,
Aziz 1978). The middle ranking smaliholders or peasants in
Lada::h may be described as "big" and "small" hc'usehc'lds
(fl	 and	 The	 "big"	 higher-ranking
h ':'useh ':' lds include hereditary c' ffi':ials su ':h as "d':":t':'rs" and
"astrologers" (with names such as lharje2a for the doctor)
while the "small" ordinary households are known by a wide
range c' f names that may include references t ':' their loi:ation
c'r to some idiu:isyncracy (see F'rin ':e Peter 1*356 for lists of
h ':'use names).
Strategies that reprc'duce both the main house and the
monastery, which en ':c'urage just one marriage per generation
and no household divisic'n, als ':' reproduce the household as a
whi:'le, whi ':h may ':c'ntain "small houses" and, in
sc'me accounts, "still smaller houses" in addition t ':' the main
house (khangchen). This internal division between a main
house and one c'r more c' ffshoc't hc'uses can be related tc' the
distin ':tic'ns made between peasant strata in other Tibetan
speaking areas. The descriptic'n cf the landscape
discriminated between large, well-proportioned h ':'uses and
small one-roomed buildings. These latter are the traditional
khangun which were, in the past, chara ':terised as "h':'vels"
(Ramsay 1890).	 Today, however, some khangun look just as
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grand as the main houses and they can no longcr be
distinguished on architectural grounds, for reasons that will
become apparent in the brief description below.
Inside the household: offshi:ic' t h ':'uses and social status
An offshoot house is created as members of the main
house leave the main unit but stay within the household as a
wh ':' le. Ladakhis des':ribe an ideal process cif flgun
formation and dissolution in terms of a parental couple who
have watched a marriage formed and prc.geny prc.duced. 	 They
retire ti: a Lhngun with small strips cf land allotted for
their subsistence.	 Ideally, the	 dcses nc' t reprc'dure
itself. When parents or •:' ther .:u':cupants die, the hngun
with its small pl.:its of land should revert t u:. the main house
cinly tci be re-occupied in the next generation as family
members are c'nce more shed fri:.m the main uni ':'n. Au:':ordinqly,
hangun are sometimes known by the name cf their maji:ir
o ':cupant in a way that si qnals the temporary nature of the
residential unit.	 The main house, in contrast, is known by
the	 househc'l d name which is assc'c i ated with an ideal
permanence and uninterrrupted occupation.
It scon becomes •:lear that khangun may be occupied by
other family members who have not .joined the marriage in the
main house. In practice, many hngun around Leh do reproduce
themselves thr ':.ugh marriage and form independent units for
many purposes. The proliferation of independent khangijn in
13i:ingma has clearly been promoted by recent developments in
Ladakh, especially the availability of employment off the
land. But it is unclear tcu what extent khangun deviated from
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the ideal traditionally to form reproductive units without
much land, analagous to the lower peasant strata des':ribed
above.
gjrj can be described briefly as parts cuf the
household (tron2a) and as independent units. Dependents,
hbt gyn are defined in terms of their hearth, as units cif
consumption. Khanguna (khangun occupants) rarely have enough
land to reproduce themselves. Even if they dci, they depend
upon the main hi:iuse for the wherewithal t i:u ':ultivate the
land, fc.r plough, plough animals and so fc'rth.	 Moreover,
they have nc independent ritual status, signified especially
through the absence of a shrine. 	 They belong to the same
as the main h.:.use, they are described by the same
house name as, fc.r example, Migi (offshoot house of
Mig) and they are unable to sp.:insi:ur muu:h domestic ritual
independently.	 Whilst they avoid tax obligations, they are
equally ex.:luded from independent village membership. They
cann.:' t vote at village meetings nor fill village posts. Like
the dud chun g desi:ribed by Aziz, they provide dependent
labu:.ur fc.r main houses.	 In the absence of taxation today,
khanguna fulfil most of the labour •:ibligati.:sns inside the
villag e.	 Fc'r example, }hagna labour on the fields of the
main house in return fcir the li:.an of an animal to piciugh
their ':'wn fields.	 fulfil most cuf the village
labour obligations in the same way. Traditicinally,
helped a househi:uld to conserve family labs:iur in a system that
demanded diversi ficaticin - lab.:.ur fi:ir the state,
	 fcir local
trade, Icr the fields and f ':'r pastoralism. Ideally, men stay
in the main house as part of the main polyandrc.us union while
women are kept at home, ciften in an of fshc.c.t hc 'use, unmarried
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(see alsc'
 Aziz 1978:106) (18). In practice, as I have
suggested, men, specifically younger brothers, may als': '
 move
to offshoot houses.
Traditionally, khangura are seen as dependents of the
main h.:.use who dci not form a distinu:t status group iii the
manner of the D'ingri •:'r Limi peasants described above.
Today, however, khangu are in ':reasingly independent of their
main houses in Gongma and other villa q es arid it is p':'ssible
that they may be q in to form a distin ':t rank. It is clear that
very few ':'ffshciu:' t houses in Gcingma are g':'ing ti:' revert to
their households; most contain married i:ouples with children.
In scale, this phei:unomeni:in appears to be new and,
althouqh khangun have little land and little voice in
ccirpi:'rate village affairs, it shi: 'uld be appreciated that they
are relatively wealthy tu:day in Gongma.
	 Land is nc i':'nqer
the maji:r source of wealth arid are able to support
themselves thr c.ugh salaried empl c 'yment fc'r which they have
often been edu ':ated to a greater de g ree than their elder
brothers. If men marry, they are less likely than bEfore tc'
Join their elder brother's marriage and more likely to move
ciut of the main hc'use. If wc'men marry, they Will move ciut cf
the main house as before but they will not ne':essarily move
to another main house.	 Gcungmapa live riecil ':'cal 1 y in the Leh
area but they al sc' move out partial ly t ci 1 i ye as independent
khanguna with a secure i ricc.me and few "over heads". The
marked gender asymmetry asss:'ciated with the "traditic'nal" c'r
"ideal" picture where more men than women marry and where
unmarried men beccirne hi csh status monks while unmarried wcmen
become l ':'w status flUflO is thus mc.di fied in the present day.
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Goldstein shows how younger brothers in Limi Panchayat have
als ': begun to marry owing to new economic opportunities in
herding and tourism followin g the Chinese conquest c' f Tibet
(Goldstein 1977) (19). Between 1960 and 1970, 25 of the
younger brothers in the village ':' f "Tsang" left home to marry
necilocally	 (ibid).	 Goldstein	 notes	 the	 demographi':
cc'nseqLtences in a "noticeable pc'pulatic'n growth" (ibid:5O).
Many	 ':'ther	 l':u':al	 factors u:'utside	 the	 household
maintained offsh ':'ot h.:.uses in their dependent status. One is
found in the	 hasun •:'r ritual J:iri gri:'up centred upon a
common gc'd which, as noted above, is not di re.:tly accessible
ti: khanun2.
	 All independent Buddhist houses bel ':'ng ti:
and, th ':'ugh membership is usually attributed to the
distant past, it is possible to form a new hasun, with the
blessing of a rinpoche, as in the new "Housing Cculc 'ny" belu:'w
Leh, or to change membership with the consent ':' f the has2un
arid, u:ften, the village as well.	 In the Leh area,
usually involve 3--ic:) houses (see al sci Pr in ':e Peter 195C who
gives an average size u:'f 5.4 for Leh tehsil) which may have
their separate shrines.	 If there is cinly ':'ne shrine, men
from the congregate at the time c' f the se':ul ar New
Year to renew it. Phasun members g uide an individual th y ':uugh
the rites c' f the life cycle and they are especially central
ti:' funerary rites c:see f ':' r example Brauen 1930b, 	 1982: .	 It
is said that	 rj cannot marry each cithor, any nicur c than
other kin.
The relaticinship c' f k.hagun	 tc' their g od is u,eiated
by the main h ':'use. Chc'uld a khangun split entirely from its
main hc' u5e, it may he denied hasun member shi p and	 cc
status al tc'gether fc'r it will not then be able tL Iicr,cur thc
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2b1b or to confer protection upon the newborn, full
married status upon adults and rebirth for the dead. In all
these spheres, the hasun fixes the identity of a household
from above.	 A khanun can only achieve independent status
with the blessing of the main hc'use and the i-j. It may
be admitted t ':' the same ritual grc'up or it may petition
another group for membership.
Full h ':'useh ':ild status depends also upon the agreement of
the village whc'
 will allot the new house a role at meetings,
in various r ':'tas and in financing the village. Elevation in
status will prove to be expensive for the house will now have
t ':' c ':'ntr i bute a full share t ':'
 village funds rather than the
traditional half-share paid by I3on gma khangun, become hindag
or patron of a particular mi:inastery and take turns in a':ting,
for example, as the village steward (yrpa, gnyer pa).
In I3ongma, the new 	 have not (yet) become fully
independent in this way.	 rrj still hc'nour births and
deaths in their	 Marriages are constructed in other
ways. Proper marriages (agcj ) must be negotiated by two
households and their respective	 Although only ':'ne
marriage is san':tic'ned in this way each generation,
additional unic'ns which take the f ':'rm ':'f "stealing" ':'r
"el.:pement" (skuchs, shc!rches) and, today, court marriages
are made in khagun. As for village membership, 13.:ingma
have not Sc' far shown great interest in this sphere
and seem rather to circumvent the "traditional" self-
government of the village through informal means. It is true
al s ':' that the main houses whi cli t c' get her gc'ver n the viii age
have not shown great interest in excluding the khangun voice.
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Grandfather from Mig claims that permanently occupied
hangun are a new phenomenon in Gongma. In his youth, he
says, there were thirty houses (that is, residential units).
Khangun were ciccupied occasionally and fell into disuse fcir
icing periods cf the hciusehcsld cycle.	 When they were
occupied,	 old parents or unmarried siblings, generally
iiflLtflSu, lived there without producing children wli.: '
 might
claim an inheritance from the main house.
	 Dogma still
asserts that Gcingma has 26	 as well as the Mon and
Gara units but Gcinqma also has 26	 agn today as well as
the new kbache khana, making a total of 55 residential
units (excluding the monk's dwelling). 	 Most of the offshoot
hi:iuses	 have partially split from their hcuusehu:' lds and
claimed, by default, a small inheritance consisting of the
land alli:itted as temporary shares.	 Some have been alicitted
or claimed larger inheritances throu gh the courts (see
appendix 2:) and their current status as 	 gun is un':lear.
The ab ':'ve strategies desi:ribe households with children.
If a marriage fails to produce children, a househi:.ld should
n.:it be al li:iwed to die i: 'ut.	 There are a number cif ad.:iptii:in
practices.	 Most commonly one cir two young relatives are
ad ':upted. If twi:i are adopted, i:ine will come from the father's
side and one frcim the mother's and they will be married to
ea ':h ':'ther
The 1 anded househol d
The ideal permanence attau:hed to a household name has
been	 related to state and monastery organisation,
	 to
strategies concerning residence, marriage and inheritance and
to internal division.
	 This picture also rests upon a
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valuation cf the land belonging to a househcild which, as
noted above, seems to be fixed from the state level (20). In
fact, new land is cleared and irrigated and, today, land is
bought and sold. Moreover, products from the land in 13':'ngma
provide only a small part of hc.LIsehc.ld wealth. Vet, the ideal
autonomy of a household depends upon farming, parti':ularly
the prc'ductic.n of barley which is an essential ingredient of
fcu:'d and barley beer. A house without land cannot become a
household. Each household has named picits of land which, in
Gc'n gma, are generally planted with barley, some wheat,
lucerne and vegetables. Trees are cultivated for building
purposes. Cattle (cows and dzo) are cared for by individual
househu:ulds in the h ':'usehc' ld ccumpound and the high pastures.
Sheep and goat are herded on ':ommunal village land and
village-owned hi gh pastures in the summer. An official, the
1oraa, is elected every year to oversee a rota for this
task. A "master of the water" (chur2on) is elected at the
same time to arbitrate the cu ften acrimonious disputes that
develop cuver irrigation (21).
Aspects c' f the agricultural cycle will be described in
the next chapter but it should be appreciated that household
and village identity are constructed partly through the
•:ultivation of fields and, to a lesser extent, the herding u:f
animals even thcuugh the majority cif the G u:'ngma pu:'pulaticun may
be emplu:yed cuutside this econc u my for much ':uf the time. The
tempo of village life is set to the agrarian cycle which is
itself .:rchestrated thru:uugh the per formance c'f domestic and
village ritual and, in winter, monastic ritual. MaUS has
delineated a movement to the annual cyu:le from social
atcumi sat i on in the summer to communal soc i ability in the
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winter among the Eskimoes:
"In the dense concentrations of the winter, a genuine
community of ideas and material interests is formed. Its
strong moral, mental and religious unity contrasts sharply
with the isolation, social fragmentation and dearth of
moral and religious life that occurs when everyone has
scattered during the summer." (Mauss 1979:70)
The Ladakhi year cc'ntains a similar though less dramatic
movement; it opens and closes to communal effort which
separates individual hc'usehc' ld enterprise in the summer from
the ritual gatherings of people and gods in the winter. This
movement coincides most perfectly with the activities in a
h ':'usehc' ld with land but the a ':tivities of those with ':'ut land
and those who work in the "city" are forced into the same
mc'ul d.
Vinshi2 and the household
Land should never be alienated frc 'm the h ':'usehc' ld and it
is seen primarily as the object of hc'usehc' l d 1 abc'ur even
thc'uqh, as shown above, it involves a range c' f ties between
villag ers and alsi:' , in Gc'ngma, the hiring of wage labour. In
Ladakh, hc'usehc'ld labour involves unequal relations between
the parts .:' f a h ':'usehc' ld whi ':h, in other Tibetan speaking
areas,	 become	 relations between peasant hc'usehc 'lds of
different social status. These relations were fixed through
varic'us tax c'bli gatir'ns attached to the land and through
':'ther obli gations assc":iated with village membership, ritual
and monastery sponsorship.
The relationship between househc 'ld c'rganisatic'n and
so':ial stratificatic'n has pr ':'vided a ma.jor theme in studies
c' f Tibetan sc'cial ':'rganisatic'n. Another prominent theme
':c'n ':erns kinship and, particularly, the question of des':ent.
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A brief consideration of kinship provides an opportunity to
show how extensively kinship is conceived,
	 like other
relations, in terms of hc'usehold ideolcigy.	 Kinship refers
below both to ritual and biological relations.
A number of the terms mentioned above for social groups
around Leh are ass':":iated with lineal kinship in c'ther
Tibetan speaking areas.	 The "type" or "kind" (rigs) of an
individual, for example, derives from both parents.
Elsewhere, similar social strata are based on patrilineal
recruitment; on heredity (brgyud pa) that passes throu gh the
male side or bone (rus) (see, for example, Aiz 1974:25). In
Ladakh, as elsewhere, a f ':'etus forms fri:'m the father's b':'ne
and the m ':'ther ' s flesh and bli: 'c'd. But, these substances are
not used tc' refer t ':'
 lineal groups. Ramsay suggests that
bone (rusga) provides a synonym for "type" (jg) in Ladakh
(F.:amsay 1890); the term bone can also be used to refer to
relatives ':'n the father's side (hachc'g u2) and the
m':'ther's side (machc rusa). Similarly, the term "c' f one
flesh and blood" c:sarak chig) can be used to spe ':ify kin ':'n
the mother's and the father's side. More generally, the
phrase sha rus cigna, ':'f one bone and flesh, is used to
describe relatives (ye) in general. Social status among
middle ranking Ladakhis is established thrc'ugh descent from
both parents.
In Ladakh, the term gyuda (brgyud pa) or "heredity" may
also seem to indicate patrilineality. Ladakhis ask if the
pra':titioner of a particular craft or profession is
If they learn that he is, they will often find that the
individual was tau ght by his father, father's brother 	 ':'r
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g randfather. However,	 !d2a refers to a much wider ':c'ncept
of descent.	 In the second part u:.f this thesis, it will be
seen that village oracles describe their powers as hereditary
.:'r non-hereditary by reference to the term gd.
	 It will
als':'
 be seen that women as well as men refer to heredity from
any apical ancestor, man or woman,
	 in the ascending or a
more distant qenerati.:.n. Mcure':ver, gud is used to refer to
relati.:.ns with particular places c 'r supernatural beings.
Indeed, the term is perhaps mc 'st often used in Ladakh to
refer to spiritual kinship relating ti: Buddhist teachings.
Bec ause gyud is generally translated as "1 i neage", of
whatever kind, the same usage is preserved with reference to
or a ': 1 es.
In additi.:un tc. these twc. contexts describing "bone" (in
relati ':'n to social status ':'r "type") and "heredity", a third
':c'ntext involving the ritual kin group described above, the
hasun, has suggested patri lineal organisaticun to scamo
':c'mmentatu:srs (22) . This i mpressi c 'n is fostered by Ladakhi
imagery •:' f kinship whi ':h suggests that	 membors are
kin wh ':' share an api cal , male ancestor.	 Thus, Carrasu: ':' and
Prince Peter are led tc' ci:'nclude that Ladakhi 2has2un are
equivalent to the patrilineal clans	 bone) ':' f Central
Tibet (Carrascc' 1953:33, Prince Peter 1956:130).
In the Leh area, amc'nq the middle social strata, none of
these three terms rigs, guda and hsjn; refer to
patrilineal links althc'ugh all may be dis ':ussed within the
realm c' f ki nship; rel atin g tc' endc'gamc'us s ':":ial strata fcir
the first term, spiritual and biolog ical des ':ent fc'r the
secc'nd, and ritual kinship for the third.
A discussion of descent in Tibetan speaking areas
unfcurtunately lies beyond the scope of this brief review.
However, it might be noted that patrilineality, which is
d ':'cumented espeu:ially in areas south of Tibet such as the
Sherpa and Lepcha (Furer-Haimendorf 1964, Gc'rer 1967) is not
the only lineal re.:k.:'ning ti: be found. Matrilineal
recruitment has been reps:irted, for example, by Cc 'rlin in
Northwest Yunnan (C:cirl in 1979). It also seems that the
patrilineal element in Tibetan kinship has been exaggerated.
6 ':' ldstein compares kinship among the Sherpa with the Lhasa
area and suggests:
"The term ru (rus) which is sometimes claimed to mean clan
in Tibet and is certainly used in Khumbu (a Sherpa area:) to
mean that -	 in Lhasa simply u:c.nnotes paternal relatives.
The term sha ("flesh") is used f ':ir maternal relatives.
(6 ':' ldstein 1975:62)
Space also pre ':ludes a discussion c'f other aspeu:ts of
Tibetan kinship.	 Marriage pra ':tices are often related to
.:c'ncepts of descent. In Ladakh and C:entral Tibet, the
kindred is excgam ':ius and marriages within it are in':estu':'us.
In practice, Ladakhi trona rarely count kin as far as the
nc'ti cinal seventh degree c'r "rib".	 In areas assc' c i ated with
exc'qam ':'us patr id ans, such as the Sherpa, marri age practices
vary. 6oldstein has contrasted the prohibition on cross-
c ':'usin marriage in the Khumbu area with its preferential
practice in HelambLi (G ':' ldstein 1975; see also I::larke 1.900,
Schuler 1987).
My focus rests with the hc'useh ':' l d and recent wor k hs
suggested that Tibetan kinship ti:": is better seen in terms of
hc'usehol d residence. Az I z, for example, argues cc'nvi nc i rgi y
that lineality should be replaced by concepts ':' f resider':
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with reference to the middle strata cf D'ingri scui:iety (Aziz
1974, 1978 chapter 2).
In Ladakh and many other Tibetan speaking areas, it is
residence that defines sc":ial identity. Those who marry u:'ut
or ju:' in a monastery li:use all ri ghts to property in their
natal hcuseh.:.ld while those whu: '
 remain at home, even in the
khanun, cur whu:' marry in, maintain rights. The inheritanu:e
passes down to all children of the main and ideally cinly
marriage even though the eldest s ':.n is singled cut as the
most 1 i kel y t ci maintain his inheritance rights as younger
siblings leave the househ':'ld over time.
H':uusehc' lds may be represented as if they pass d ':'wn the
male line. Ladakhis say that the father's side ( 2hachcuks) is
more import ant than the mother's side (çhçs: but I suggest
that this statement reflects the impcurtanu:e cf continuous
residence by men in one place and the symbolic valuatiu:tn cif
'maleness" (desu:ribed previously) rather than patrilineality.
The an ':estors who are remembered at Mi q, for example, in the
New Year cu:immem ':' rat i i:'n ':' f the dead (shirni), include
grandfather's father and mother and his father's father and
m.:' ther. As men are the ones who tend tc' stay at home,
residen:e civer time •:an be seen in terms ':' f a mini-
patr iii neage. Two further individuals are cu: 'mmemc'rated at New
Year; they are grandfather's FZ and grandfather's Fy.
	 The
former stayed at h '..ume unmarried and the latter was, i r;
practi ':e, part ':f grandfather's father's marriaqe. The
pattern of worship at New Year can be understu:ucid better in
terms of residence than patrilineal links.
Az i z has shown how a bilateral trmi nc ' l c'ciy, associated
with an ego-fc' u:used kindred,	 is mcdi fied in torma cf
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hc'usehc' ld rank (as well as c.ther ranks, age and sex) (23).
Some words des':ribe both "kin terms" and "househ ':' ld ranks"
(Aziz 1974). The same is true cf Ladakh, as shown by c'ne
small example c ':'n ':erning address terms for a father and his
brothers. The child in Mi g addresses his ("real") father and
his father's two younger brothers as father () whilst he
':al ls his father's yi:iungest brother, who w ':'ul d have been
excluded from a pc'lyandrc'us union and who has subsequently,
in fact, moved out, father's younger brother (FyB, agu).
If the re':koning ':'f kinship within the h ':'usehol d is
mediated by h ':'usehc'ld c'rganisatic'n, it should not be
surprising to find that the same applies to the wider
kindred.	 Relatic'ns with kin cm the ground are seen as
relations between households which are themselves biased by
features such as relative status. Ladakhi rarely
trace relatives bey ':'nd the second "rib" ':'r degree f ':'r general
purposes. Relationships are ':alculated in terms of the first
and se': ':'nd ascending generati ':un; cc'usins,	 for example, are
described as ahang	 MB (mother's brother's) and
FZ (father's sister's:) ':hildren. Mig regularly treated about
fifteen households as kin (nsn).	 With some perseveran':e,
genealogical relati ':'nships could be tra ':ed. Most ':'f the
houses were r el at ed thr c 'ugh c'ne c' f grand father ' s sisters whc'
had married out and grandfather's mother. But, closest
relations were maintained with twi: ' hc'usehc' lds related thr':'ugh
the mother. Aziz cc'uld find n ': general discriminati ':'n made
between hc'usehc' lds related thr':'ugh father and mother Aziz
1974) but ':learly, on the ground, differen ':es will be
established according to patterns c'f marriage and residence.
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Furthermore, ritual ties of great importance are established
on the mother's side. The relationship with a MB (fla) is
key to the development •:' f an individual, as shown through
many rituals cif the life cycle. Mother's elder brother (MeB)
is mu:'st likely to live in that same household from which the
mother married. At New Year, ancestors who remained at home
are commemorated and these are likely to ins:lude links trai:ed
through the father, as noted above. At the same time,
relations between daughters and mothers are honoured through
gift exchanges (see Chapter 2). If gifts to ancestc'rs are to
be read in terms of a patrilineal bias, then gifts frs:'m
m ':' thers must be seen to reveal a matri lateral theme. Both
sets of ties are, however, best seen in terms ':' f residence.
The celebration of the h ':'usehc' ld and those who move thrc'ugh
it is a':c ':mpanied by the celebration of ties with other
h ':'usehu:ulds which have provided wives.
These few n.:.tes sh.:'uld n ':' t be seen as an ac':':'unt of
Ladakhi kinship but they provide enou g h background to show
that the household is a key part of this sphere. Indeed, an
argument could be made for an extensicnist apprcuach tc. the
reckonin g .:f kin in Ladakh, where the atom of kinship
consi st s cuf households and hu:uusehu:ul d posit i cuns rather than
biolu:.gically based genealogies. It should be emphasised
further that ritual kinship carries the same value as cuther
types i:'f kinship.	 The impu:rtanu:e u:f the has2un has been
noted. An ':' ther domain of ritual kinship, between siblinqs in
religion" see Chapter 3), is just as important as
the "biolog ical" dc'main.
Finally, it should be emphasised that the picture
outlined d ':'es nu:st apply tc' all Ladakhi sc'u:iety.	 Lc.w-caste
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Mon and Sara as well as high ranking aristocrats "marry
close" for different reasons; a practice that cc'mes cic'se to
incest in Ladakhi eyes. Low-caste individuals are forced
into endc'gamous unic'ns because they cannot marry outside
their small status groups. All children in aristc":rati':
households are married where possible; pc'lygyny is cc'mmcin but
polyandry rare. Aristocratic h ':'useholds do not often divide
internally into main and offshoot houses but divide instead
into bran ':hes of a particular line which does indeed reveal a
patrilineal	 bias.	 Ladakhis often gossiped about
	 the
disgraceful marriage pra ':ti ':es among aristocrats wh ':' were
always marrying cic'se. Sisters were commonly exchanged (24)
and close relatives adopted and married to each ':'ther.
Aristocrats lc'c'k outwards to their class c'r status as a wh':'le
with whc'm they attempt to build and repeat allian ':es and so
their rosidence,	 marriage and inheritance patterns are
siqnifii:antly different from th ':'se dest:ribed. The Ladakhi
Chr ':'nicles c' f the royal family, to which referen':e has been
made in the Intr':'du':ti':'n, illustrate these differences.
The main houses described in the last section belc'n g to
ranked and als ':' ideally aut ':' n ':'mc'us h ':'useh ':' lds in a vii lage.
The household may cc'ntain more than one residen ':e. Offsh':'c't
houses t ':'day 1 c'c' k less like the tradi t i ':'nal "hovel " and more
like the parent house.	 The blLrring of architectural
distin ':tions	 ':c'mes not fr ':'m wealth in land but	 from
employment in Leh and the army. Higher rankin g hc'usehc'lds
are still the wealthier f ':'r they have had privileged ac':ess
ti:' new employment c'pp ':' rtunities thrc'ugh which they maintain
their more substantial iandh':'idin gs and they are the ones
most able tc' achieve the ideal hc 'usehc' ld sel f-sufficiency.
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Lower ranking households are less likely to be autonom.: 'us and
this is particularly true of the lc'w-caste Mon and Gara.
Villages may also contain h.:'uses (g) which di: ' not form
true households (trcln2a), such as the Muslim house in Gongma.
Villages, like hc.usehc' lds, are conceived in terms of an
ideal autonomy with their ':.wn monastery or temple, c':.mmcin
land, specialist artisans and shrines. In practice, village
and h ':uusehcald auton.:'my are always created thrc'u gh links with
the outside; tci their wider status groups, to different
categ ories of kin and affines, ti: the money economy, to a
wide range of ritual specialists and ti: the outside
government. N ':'netheless, all these crc.ss-cuttinq links are
mediated and •:hannel led through the "inside" sc' that
h ':'useh ':' lds, especially the richer ones, and their villages
come to look as if they were repri:iduced from the inside.
Ritual pr ':ivides ':.ne of the key me ':hanisms through whii:h
this auton.:'my is ':reated. In the next ':hapter, I return to
the position of g ods above in order ti: show how they are
bri:uught int ':' the world to guarantee social reprc'ductic'n from
the inside. Domestic and village rituals are described. Only
the richer main houses are able to per form an extensive
ritual cycle; khangun and khanga are largely excluded whilst
poorer main h.:'uses are able to perform only some of the rites
(see appendix 2).
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CHAPTER 2
EMBODYING THE GODS: HOUSEHOLD RITUAL AND THE AGRARIAN CYCLE
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Plate B Skarra oracle's offering room (Qjrjg)
Plate 9 Altar with offerings
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2.1 Ritual (skurim)
In the last chapter, gods were described on top.
	 They
sit above the middle world of people, 	 and the
underworld of lu. At the same time, it was shown that gods
dci sometimes come down. At the beginnings of the world, they
came to fertilise the ground and they have been regularly
persuaded down ever since. In this chapter, a few household
rituals are discussed in order to show how gods are brought
down; to conquer demons and to ensure life. This theme is
developed so as to show that the embodiment of grids in
c.racles prc.vides just one of many ways in which grids are
brought into the wc'rld and hi:iused. Therefore, it is argued,
possession practices sh ':iuld not be seen as a peripheral or
distinct category of ritual but as an elaboration of a
central theme.	 It is best seen, I argue, in relation ti: a
hierarchy of practices where possession ranks relatively low
Cl). In fa':t, Chapters 4, 5 and 6 outline an internal
differentiation among the p':issessed where village oracles sit
abu:ive those who are afflicted by possessicin (mainly village
women)	 and below thc'se who pra':tice pi:issessicin in
	 a
controlled fashicin (mcinastery ora':les).
These remarks call for a preliminary sketch of Ladakhi
ritual or	 can be glossed as rituals, but
Ladakhi villagers tend also to contrast urirn as rituals
performed in order to change the state of the world with
other-wc'rldly ritual which villagers locate predominantly in
the monastery. Even when this distinction is made, it is
qualified. carry a "religious" element; they make
merit for all sentient beings which, in the lon g term, will
help them on the road to enlightenment (2). Ladakhis have a
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vast repertoire of
	 which are performed regularly
during annual or life cycles and as standard responses to
particular types of misfortune.	 Much of this repertoire
belongs equally to other Tibetan speaking people.
	 A few
preliminary remarks establish the importance of bringing gods
into	 the	 world;	 parti.:ular	 rituals	 are	 described
subsequent 1 y.
Earlier visitors to Tibet often focused up ':.n what they
saw as a preoc ':upatic'n with devils and demons. They dwelt
upon the numbers of qu:'ds and BLtddhas and their "fierce"
aspects in whi ':h they i:i:'nquered enemies.	 They saw little
distinction between the fierce forms of powerful and
religious gods and the demons to be conquered. Conway quotes
a letter from Waddell:
.. Nc' one seems to have realised that Lamaism is
essentially a demc'n ':' latry ... Even the purest of all the
Lamaist sects, the Gelug-pa, are thorough-paced devil-
worshippers, and value Buddhism (the Mahayana) mainly
be':ause it gives them the whip-hand over the host of
malignant demons which everywhere vex humanity with disease
and disaster, and whose fercucity weighs like a ni ghtmare •:'n
all. Even the purest Gelug-pa Lama, on awaking every
morning, and before going outside his room, must first c'f
all assume the spiritual guise of his fearful guardian, the
kin g o the demons named Vajrabhairava or Sambhara. The
Lama, by uttering certain mantras, culled from the
legendary sayings of Buddha in the Mahayana Tantras,
coerces this demon-kin g int ':' investing the Lama's person
with his own dreadful guise. Then, when the Lama emerges
from his room in the mu:.rning, and wherever he travels
during the day, he presents spiritually the appearance of
the demon-king. And the smaller demu:'ns, his wu:uuld-be
assailants, ever on the cuutic'ok to harm humanity, are
deluded into the belief that the Lama is indeed their .:uwn
vindictive king, from whc'se dread presence they flee, and
leave the Lama unharmed. " (letter from Dr Waddel 1 Jan 13
1894, quoted in Conway 1894:607)
Many u:' ther writers have commented upon the "grc'tesque"
aspects of reli g ious iu:u:unc'graphy. Fu:uscc'
 Maraini remarked upon
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the "chapel" to a protective enlightened deity (of the status
of Buddha) in a monastery:
"At the entrance are hung the decomposing bodies of bears,
wild dogs, yaks, and snakes, stuffed with straw, to
frighten away the evil spirits who might desire to pass the
threshold. The carcasses fall to pieces, and the whole
place is as disgusting as a space under a flight of stairs
with us would be if it were full of rubbish covered with
cobwebs,	 ancient	 umbrellas that belonged to great-
grandfather, and fragments of bedraggled fur that had been
worn by a dead aunt. 	 On top of all, of course, there is
the rancid butter. Pictures of gods are painted on the
walls.	 At first sight yciu wc'uld say they are demc.ns,
m ':insters, infernal beings. They are, . however, good
spirits, protectcurs, who assume these terrifying shapes to
combat the invisible forces of evil.
...a dark, dusty pocket of stale air, stinking of rancid
butter, ci:intaining greasy, skinless carcasses, with
terrifying gods painted on the walls, riding monsters,
wearing diadems of skulls and necklaces of human heads, and
holding blood-filled skulls in their hands as cups." (Fosco
Maraini 1960:52-3 quoted IN Beyer 1978 (1973):48)
Later accounts dwel 1 less on this "devil wcurshi p" and base
themselves more extensively c'n Tibetan doctrinal traditions.
Accordingly, "devils", "demons" and "enemies" are seen also
as cyphers fc'r the cc.nquest of the self or, at least, the
lower parts of the self; and the fierce deities are described
thrc'ugh	 their evocation in meditation practices	 whose
ultimate goal is enlightenment (see, for example, Beyer 1978,
Sneligrove 1957).	 Nonetheless, villagers still fc'cus upon a
terrifying icc.nc'graphy.	 Nebesky-Wojkcuwitz introduces the
iconography of wrathful protectors:
"(they) are mostly described as figures pc'ssessing stout
bodies, short but thick and strong limbs and many of them
have several heads and a great number of hands and feet.
The colour of their bodies and faces is frequently cc'mpared
with the characteristic hue of clouds, precicius stones,
etc. ... The sadhanas (texts describing forms and
attributes of deities evoked in meditation; methods cif
evocation; Tib: sgrub thabs) often mention that the body of
a ferocious protective deity is smeared with ashes taken
from a funeral pyre and with sesame oil or that the skin of
a wrathful god or goddess is covered with grease-stains,
blood spots and shining spei:ks cf human fat. ... The faces
of many prc'tectc'rs of religion possess a typical wrathful
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expression: the mouth is contorted to an angry smile, from
its corners protrude icing fangs - often said to be of
copper or iron -, or the upper teeth gnaw the lower lip. A
"mist of illnesses" come forth from the mouth and a
terrific storm is suppc'sed to be blowing from the nostrils
of the flat nose. The protruding, bloc 'dshot eyes have an
angry and staring expression and usually a third eye is
visible in the middle of the forehead." (Nebesky-Wc'jkowitz
1975:6, see alsc' pp. 6-21).
As far as villagers are concerned, higher ranking gi:'ds
are called down and trapped, hc'used or seated in order to get
rid of demons and all other potentially harmful worldly
forces. As Samuel has noted, monks and their gods are valued
especially for the powers thcy hv c'ver lower ranking
spirits which harm people:
"A Sherpa could s ':ar ':ely be an animist without being a
Buddhist be':ause only Buddhism provides the pi:'wer to keep
the spirits under control: and most Sherpas wc 'uld hardly be
Buddhists if they were not c'nly animists, for the same
reas':'n " (Samuel 1978: 112)
(The labels "animist" and "BLlddhist" simply gloss beliefs in
local spirits as cc'ntrasted to beliefs in higher rankin q gc'ds
associated with lamas, m ':'nks and m':'nasteries.)
These few cc'mments already introduce a picture at
variance with the one sket ':hed in the previous ':hapter.
There, gc'ds ciccupied the highest level in a three-tier
universe; lu occupied the lowest and tsn, "the spirits
with ':'ut ba ':ks", c' c ':upied the middle level with pe:pie One
theme assc'ciated with village perceptions c' f the Buddhist
supernatural c'rder c ':'n ':erns the continual battle between gods
and demons. This theme is developed subsequently in rElation
to p 'Dssessi ':.n practices.	 Many ritual perfcirman ':es	 are
concerned with the creation of a supernatural hierarchy where
the highest gods sit at the c'ppc'site p':' le from demons. In
this scheme, many of the local spirits mentic'ned previously
':":cupy roughly the same rank, between the higher gods and the
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demons.	 These middle ranking spirits; tha, lu and even the
c'ccasional domesticated a; might be seen as those with
homes. They can be described as spirits cf the place, w':'rldly
beings, housed in some natural sp.:'t such as a mountain or
stream and in man-made homes such as shrines. These spirits
are generally benevolent but extremely touchy and quick to
anger if they are disturbed ':'r p.:ulluted in any way. They are
honoured as local masters cif the place and as guardians. One
way •:' f l ':'cuking at demons ('dre) is ti: see them as spirits
without homes and without food which wander the wu:'rld and, in
their frustration, atta':k reli g ion and pe ':.ple.	 Givers a h':'rno,
they ray be turned intc. lc.cal protective spirits. A':cc'rding
ti: this perspei:tive, demons are only included in the Euddhist
pantheon when they have been converted and givers homes.
If demons are seen at the bottom without homes, in
contrast to l.:.cal protective spirits whi ':h are housed in the
landsi:ape and in man-made edifi ':es, then the next rank can be
seen simply as spirits h ':'used in the mcinastery. Lower
ranking mc.nastery protects:irs are also li:ical village gods
which have been gradual 1 y i ncc ' rpc'rated inside the mc'nast cry
walls (see Chapter 6).	 Some prcite ':tors still live in the
world but others have reached eni ightenmerit from which place
they continue to guard the doctrine. Monastery pru:'tectors
include al sci the g reat gods c'f the Hindu pantheon, which have
been in ':c'rporated below the £uddhas and Esodhisattvas.
Abc.ve all these ranks and, again, frc.m a village
perspective, there are an en ':rmous number of "monastery gods'
that are largely unfamiliar tci rsc.n-initiates, though a few
are well-knc'wn cult figures.	 These will therefore be
I I
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discussed only briefly and from a village
	 perspective
(Chapter 3).
	
At the top are Bodhisattvas and Buddhas which
may appear in various aspects..	 Lay approaches to these
"supreme" figures of are described in the next chapter.
Buddhas have supreme power and demons have the least power.
The rank order to the pantheon is cc'nstru':ted in more or less
detail at most of the rituals described in this thesis when
it is superimposed upon the picture described previously.
During rituals, the highest relevant ranks are called
into the ritual space first.	 Malevolent beings are called
later. Local gods, j	 and sometimes other domesticated
spirits are c'ften called together as a relatively
undifferentiated rank "in the middle", unless the ritual
directly involves c.ne cf these classes. Many of the rituals
described in this thesis are exc'rcistic; as Ladakhis say,
they are "rites to finish bad things"..
	 In this cc'ntext, a
further discrimination between fierce and pea':eful spirits is
impc'rtant.	 As noted, demonic figures are angry.	 Village
oracles are especial ly valued for their "f i er Ce"
drag po) g ':'ds (see Chapter ). Higher ranking deities appear
in various fc'rms and their "fierce" c'r "violent" forms
(tragc' ) are often assc":iated with the defense of Buddhism
and a generally protective role.. These fierce qualities are
opposed to the "peaceful" or ":alm" (b.iwa, zhi ba), which
villagers ass':'ciate especially with the supreme religious
figures who have attained enlightenment.
	 Indeed, the same
term is used to refer to enlightenment and one wh': ' possesses
such peace is a Buddha. Possession ritual in Ladakh is pre-
c'c.:upied with both the damaging violence of low ranking
spirits and the prc'tective anger that can be engendered in
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high ranking gods. Accordingly, my discussion of ritual is
biased towards the fierce moods and states portrayed in
"rites to finish bad things".
Beyer's discussion of the cult of Tr provides one of
the best)
 detailed accounts of Tibetan ritual (Beyer 1978
(1973)). It illustrates how ritual power can be used to
generate a pantheon with Buddhas at the top and dem ':'ns at the
bc' ttcim (strictly, c'utside) as well as indicating other
important structures and ritual functions. Differences
between rituals intended to change the world and those
intended to change the state of the practitioner are well
dcn:umented	 in the se':ticsns entitled "application"
	 and
"worship". The former type c'f ritual includes similar steps
to the latter but fc":uses upon an intended change such as the
destruction of an enemy and earlier stages concerning the
generation of a ma.j:'r deity are shortened. A "thread cross"
ceremony sp ':'nsc'red by Beyer provides a gc'c'd example of the
summoning of gods into the w':'rld to destroy demons and a
brief summary will reveal the basic structure c'f a ritual
performed by monks. A full account can be fc 'una in Beyer
1978:321-359.. Thread crosses are used in Ladakh and other
Tibetan areas to trap demons, to offer them a "substitute"
for those threatened by their predaticins and tc' satisfy them
with an offering c' f the entire universe.
An altar is constructed for a hierarchy ':' f offerin g s, as
in all such ceremonies. Dough cones decorated with butter,
cc' lc'ur and often sticks or flags are constructed for
different classes of spirits. These are described as gt.: 'r ma
in texts but Ladakhis use the wc'rd choda (mchc'd pa),
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offering, to distinguish c'b.jects that will be kept from those
that are thrown away. Only the latter are called gtc 'r ma
cr). The gtc.r ma fc'r the ma.jcir deity sits higher
together with offerin g s to her (the majc'r deity in this case
being Tr). Gtor ma for lower ranking "guests" are found on
a lower table.	 Beyer describes four for these lowly beings;
"hindering demons", "creditors" and those that will clear the
road when the thread cross is thrc 'wn The first twi:. gtc'r ma
are de':c'rated with ':han g bu, pieces of dough squeezed within
the fist and passed over the b.:.dy of those present. Ladakhis
say that (':hang bL:1 remove "dirt" or "defilement"
from the person; Beyer describes them as a substitute
offering that will placate the demon and prevent it from
attacking the real persc'n. The thread cross occupies another
table with a range of further offerings.
The ritual preliminaries introduce the sel f-generat ion
of the major deity: Tr is evoked bit by bit in the bodies
c' f the c.fficiants, according tc ' the relevant teachings. The
pra ':titic'ner becu:'mes the deity but this initial step is not
elaborated for the deity is then generated in front s ':' that
her pc'wers ':an be dire.:ted int ':' the world. These tw ':' steps
might be des ':ribed as the first twci basic parts to the
ritual. The highest g ':'ds are called d ':'wn, created in the
bodies of suitable vessels and then placed in front, where
their powers ':an be manipulated for the benefit of the world.
In this example, the monks visualise that they have invited
all the Buddhas and Bc'dhisattvas who are given a bath, music,
clothes, c'rnaments and seats.	 Offerings are made tc' them,
inv':'lvin g here the "outer i:' fferinqs" which generally include
water for the fa ':e, water fc'r the feet,	 fi ':'wers,	 incense,
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lamps, perfume and food. In this example, music is offered
and water for the feet is not. Praises are sung and then the
gtc'r ma are given. The offering gtor ma cm the high altar is
given first to the retinue headed by TZr. This gift is
accompanied by a prayer for the pacification of all evil. In
effect, the hi g h gods who have been summoned, seated, fed and
entertained are now asked to di:'
 their work (ibid:342). The
i:.fferings, praises and gti:.r ma are then presented ti: the
hindering demc.ns to satisfy their desires rd hj them on
the way t u:' Buddhahcucud and then ti: the creditors. The fourth
gtor ma is presented t u:.
 clear the ru:uad for the thread cross
and it is thru:'wn outside in the direction that the thread
cross will be carried. The climax cuf the ritual comes in the
i:.ffering of the thread i:ross and substitutes to the evil
spirits. In order to expel the evil spirits, a fierce high
patron deity is visualised:
"Instantaneously I become the Blessed Lotus Lord
(Hayaqriva:, his body ':olc'ured red, havin g one face and two
hands, with his right hand brandishing in the sky a cudgel
of khadira wood and his left hand in the threatening
gesture upon his breast. His three round eyes gape and
stare, his mouth bares fu:uur fangs; his eyebrows and beard
are red-yellow, blazin g like the fire at the end of time;
his hair is pale yellow, bristling upward, and on his ':rest
is a green horse head, whinnying. He is adorned with the
eight great serpentkings, his lower garment is a tiger
skin, he stands with his right fcuu:it drawn in and his left
stretched out, in the center of a mass of blazing fire of
kn ':iwledge	 my body is unrivalled in majesty, to burn
spiteful bringers of harm and all sin and obscurations.
"Tr and her retinue generated before me are there as
mediat':irs; as I present the substitutes and speak the words
to avert the evil spirits, they perform their active
functions, that all the guests (that is, dem':'ns and so
fcurth)	 obey,	 and their active functicun is
	 quickly
accomplished." (ibid:31)
A icing prayer lists all the evils to be averted and the
thread cross is dispatched to gether with the substitutes and
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gtcsr ma added to it. In Ladakh, gtor ma are generally thrown
at a crossroads or burnt. The ritual concludes with an
excuse fc'r any deficiencies in perfc.rmance, a prayer that
merit made in the ritual be dedicated to all living beings
and then the highest gods are asked to depart, either into
their image or painting (the basis c 'r support) or in general.
A brief summary of Beyer' s account has been chosen
because it derives from the literate traditic.n; from mc'nastic
practices, texts and teachings; which is not developed
below. Villagers are likely to emphasise specific aspects to
the ritual. They will fc' ilc'w little of the text which is
reu:ited in Tibetan. Even though Ladakhis can understad some
cculi.:iquial Tibetan,	 few are familiar with literary Tibetan,
particularly when it is read at the speed associated with
ritual recitals. (Often, individual mc'nks will also be
reading different pages of the same text sc'
 as to complete
the ritual mc.r e quickly. ) Vii lagers are 1 1 kel y to emphasi se
some interpretations rather than others; for example, in this
case, they may say that the demons are killed rather than
liberated (see Chapter 6 for further details). The
uninitiated will kncuw relatively little abc'ut the process cuf
"sel f-generation" cur the "generati ':'n in front" and they are
likely to focus upon the perfcurmative aspects of the ritual;
in particular, upon the cub.jects whi.:h are manipulated. Dough
cufferings	 are seen as seats for different classes of
deities and cuther cufferings are seen as seats for
malev ':'lent spirits which will be expelled as the object is
thrown away. These dough objects (tu: 'gether with othor ritual
containers) merit closer attention for it is suggested that a
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major focus of Ladakhi ritual concerns the creation of bodies
in which spirits may be created or trapped and manipulated.
The thread cross ceremony employs a structure common to
a wide range of rites. The highest gods are summoned or
invited, initially, into the bodies of monks. The gods are
then placed "in front".	 In this example, they are evoked
into the altar hc'lding the gtcr ma fc 'r Thr g, images of her,
cuter offerin gs for her and other food offerings. Most
Ladakhis understand the gods to be contained in their
':' fferings as they are generated in the ritual arena. From
this pcusiticn, their powers are tapped for the benefit of the
world. Their powers are often directed against low ranking
spirits which have been conjured into their c'wn distinct
offerings.	 Sometimes,	 they may be used to sacralise
offerings fc'r a congregation; sometimes, they are simply
honoured.	 On':e the "work" of the ritual has been done, the
gc'ds	 are sent away again and the	 ritual	 structures
dismantled.
Ortner has analysed the symbolism c ' f Sherpa rituals of
this kind in terms of hospitality (Ortner 1975 and 1978a).
Although the specifics of her analysis might be questioned,
there seems little doubt about the importan ':e cf the idiom of
hospitality. In brief, Ortner argues that the gods are
pitted against the demons but the g ':ids must be persuaded ti:
engage in the battle. The offerings, together with the texts
recited, constitute a coercive hospitality. 	 High ranking
gods are honoured guests invited to enjc 'y seats, bodies and
food in their particular dough
	 arranged cm the altar.
In accepting these gifts, the gods are rendered "humanoid"
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for they are embodied and engaged in a social world based on
eating and drinking:
"He 'the god) has been, it seems clear, turned into a human
being, trapped in a body and suffused with sensuous
desires" (1975:155).
Many c'f the prayers cited by Beyer which have not been
included in the above summary illustrate this process of
embodying, flattering, cajc'iing, coercing and feeding the
gods very clearly (ibid:321-359). They are thereby motivated
tc'
 fight the demons.
Ortner's analysis is particularly important in relation
to general m':udels ':'f hospitality; human guests are coerced in
much the same fashic'n (Ortner 1978a, chapter 4; see aisci
below f':'r Ladakh). Her analysis also highlights the effects
of hospitality fc'r she suggests that guests are progressively
polluted.	 The highest g ods, it is claimed, might float out
of the world altogether because they are so remote and "anti-
social'	 ("anti-reciprocity,	 anti-exchange, anti-marriage"
Ortner 1975:165):
"What the Sherpa ritual seems tc' do, among c'ther things, is
to reinvent, recc'nstru':t, the Mahayana "solution" to the
problem cit the remciteness and asociality of Buddhism. Just
as the Mahayana B':'dhisattva rein ':arnates in the w':'rld t':'
help those who remain mired in the ii 1 usi c 'ns c' f w':'r idly
existence, instead ':' f dissolving in t ':' the nirvana t ':' which
he is entitled, Sc' the Sherpa gods, with a bit of coaxing,
in ':arnate in their tc'rma to help the lay pei:iple in their
struggle tc' lead a better, and hopefully also more moral,
existence." tibid:166)
This insight is important to my discussion cif Ladakhi ritual.
Hi gh ranking gc'ds are engaged in the world through ritual
gifts; in particular, they are made angry. However, this
process can only be understood in relation to the gifts given
to c'ther spirits.	 While the higher gods might be said to be
an g ered, lower ranking spirits such as dem ':'ns and lc":al g':'ds
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are already angry.	 The anger of these lowly spirits is,
however, socially destructive and must be purged. If it is
ac ':epted that the higher grids are "peel luted" through their
bodies, then the reverse reading applies to the embodiment of
lu:'w ranking spirits who are ipurifiedh.
This reading
 is amplified in the course of this and
subsequent chapters. Initially, its plausibility mi ght be
established in relation t u:' the thread .:rc'ss ritual described
above.	 It is clear that the c':'nstru':tic in ':if b ':.dies and gifts
u:f fi:":ed are imp ':'rtant fc'r all classes of spirits invited to
rituals and ni:'t Just the highest ranking. Offerings f ':'r the
ma.jc'r grid sit highest but there are als':'
 c' fferinqs for
guardian deities, lower ranking gods and demons, which are
presented one after the either. The rnchc'd pa Ccj ) for g.:'ds
may be ranked on one altar and separated from the g tor ma f':'r
demons (3: but demc.ns, .just like grids, are invited, embodied
and fed durin g a ritual (4).
Ortner fai is to relate the pr.:icess ref emb ':'di ment tee the
type e:ef spirit cc'n ':erned. This appr i:'ach seems to have been
prcemeited by the divisicin i:'f Sherpa ritual into two ':iasses.
There are rituals 01 ax ':'ra:isrn whi di get rid cif demons either
by showering them with gifts or b y killing them and these are
distinct frs:'m rituals ':if offering where gifts are presented
ti: the hi g h gods:
"It will be useful to distinguish between rituals of
':. fferin q t.:' gods...and rituals of ex.:rrism ':' f demons,
alth':'ugh this does not cc.rrespond tee a native distin.:ticin.
in fau:t, rituals ':'f .:iffering and rituals ref exorcism
wi:'u].d bc'th be classed by the Sherpas as kurim (j)"
(Ortner 1978a: 92-3)
Ortner' s
	
apprciach enables her te, deal with only	 two
categories in the pantheon, at the trip and the bottom, in
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relation to two types of ritual analysed through very
different frameworks (Ortner 1975, 1978a chapters 5 and 6).
However, offerings to demons can be analysed in the same
way as offerings to gods. They are traps into which spirits
are •: ':ierced; they are also palaces, luxuries, bodies and
foods (as Ortner herself recognises in her discussion cif
exorcism (1978a, chapter 5)). Distinctions are related tc ' the
position of gods and demons in the pantheon rather than any
intrinsi ': difference in the ritual mechanism.
	 Those called
first are coaxed rather than trapped and their pc.wers are
used t ':. impru:.ve the w':'rld.	 Those called last are more
obviously coerced and they are changed through the powers of
gods already present. In almost all rituals to demons, a
double interpretati.:.n suggests b.:'th that demons are killed
and that they are turned into something better thrc'u gh the
ful filiment of their desires.	 It is therefore difficult to
supp.:'rt Ortner's classifi ':ation of exorcism as a distin':t
type of ritual. The embodiment c' f lower ranking spirits is
better seen in relaticir, to a single ritual pr ':.cess mediated
by rank pcsitic'n.
The hierarchical nature of the pantheon ccunstructed
during rituals requires emphasis. First, the hi g hest gods
are •:alled and, as Ortner suggests, they are progressively
polluted during a ritual which dire':ts their powers into the
world.	 Only the highest gods can guarantee ritual success.
But they are not the cinly ones called. 	 Worldly gods and
demons are also invited. 	 While the hi ghest echelons of the
pantheon might be said to be p.:illuted by the ritual proi:ess,
lower echelons are purl fled. 	 The hindering dem.Dns are fed
and housed sc that they ':an .ji:' in the quest for enlightenment.
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The focus of this thesis is upon thc.se who sit between the
highest gods and the lowest demons. It is argued that local
gods share qualities with demons and it is shown that they
too are cleansed in ritual.
	 But local gods also share
qualities with the higher ranking gods and their powers are
ritually employed against demons, illnesses and other
problems in the world. In curder to understand the place of
l.:u ':al gods in domestic ritual and in possession practices, it
is crucial to generalise Ortner's insights to the ritual
process as a whole and to the entire span of the panthecin
(5).
It might be objected that this discussic.n has made
general statements about Ladakhi ritual on the basis of
performances by monks. I dci not want to impute a false unity
t ':' Ladakhi ritual but simply to delineate a common ground to
much of the ritual described in this thesis. Oracles too call
gods into their bodies but it is generally thought that they
cannot summ.:'n enlightened gods, nor do they rely upon texts
or monasti ': training but upon an initially involuntary
possession as described in Chapter 4. Laymen, both other
specialists such as lay astrologers and ordinary villagers,
also perfcirm rituals. They to.: call gods into ritual bodies
but they generally call cinly local gods which are certainly
not always evoked within the bodies of ':uffi.:iants.	 In spite
of the diversity of Ladakhi ritual pra.:tice, there are
impc.rtant similarities in basic structures.
	 Ritual is c.ften
emplc.yed to call gods into the world.
	 The gods are invited,
seated, embodied and fed according to their pc.sition in a
rank order.	 Secc.nd, the creation of "bodies" is central
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to the ritual process for it is through these containers that
spirits are manipulated; higher beings may be polluted, as
Ortner suggests, in order to engage their powers on behalf of
humanity whilst lower beings may be purified through the
fulfillment of their desires and the consequent destruction
of their thwarted caprice. "Ritual bodies" include the
bodies of offi ':iants, dough b':udies and also shrines, statues,
paintings, particular trees cir stones and a range c'f other
c .:'ntai ner s.
2 Ib
It is not p.:'ssible here to present a broad or even
representative range of ritual i:ycles in the monastery,
household and villa ge but, in this and the fol l .:'win g chapter
(as well as Chapter 6), a few rituals are dis ':ussed in terms
of the annual cycle. This f:.cus is chosen for a number of
reasons. The rituals of the annual ':y ':le ': ':'nstitute a
particularly central metaphc'r fc'r images cuf fertility and
decay in this world and other rituals ass':.:iated with the
life cycle and the victc'ry of Buddhism, for e;ample, are
partially mapped onto the year. Second, rituals of the year
provide a particularly gc'cid example of the negc.tiatic 'n cf
divisi ':'n and mutual dependence between mi:inastery and village
which is the focus 0f this first part csf my account. Third,
these rituals involve a secular dimension which is important
b ':' th to an understanding c' f the picture of Ladakh des':ribed
in the last chapter and tc' the nature of possession pra':ti':es
discussed subsequently.	 Finally, they provide important
ba ':kground	 to the discussion cf c'racles	 specifically.
Mc'nastery oracles only appear during rituals of the annual
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cycle, as discussed in Chapter 6. Village oracles may
perfc.rm rituals of the kind described in this chapter; they
may, for example, change local shrines to gods. Although they
deal primarily with affliction (6), they perform or recommend
many of the rites that are embedded in c'ther ritual cycles.
Acs:ordingly, the ora':le's "rituals of crisis" cannot be
understocud withc'ut reference tc'
 both contexts of perfcirmance;
part of the regular passage of the seasons on the one hand
(as well as other cycles) and unexpected affliction on the
other.
A brief description of the annual cycle in Gc.ngma
provides the context in which a few rituals may be located
(as summarised in Tables 1 and 2). It should be appreciated
that this summary des ':ribes only a local variant, f ':'r the
rituals performed in one village vary substantially from the
cycles constructed elsewhere (see, for example, Dcullfus 1988
cm a vi 11 age in Lc'wer Ladakh). However, summer field wc'r k is
generally assc'ciated with farming c'n the part of individual
hc'usehcmlds and peaceful offerings to gods and L
.	
Winter is
the time of maximum sociability, the worship of gods,
excircistic ritual and religion. Marriages and funerals are
also ideally celebrated in the winter. Summer and winter are
divided by transitional pericuds associated with collective
work and colle ':tive ritual (7:).
"The first ploughing" () provides a convenient
starting point tc'
 the year. It occurs "when the earth warms"
at the end c'f the first c'r the beginning of the second
Buddhist month in March (8). The ritual cipens the ground for
the s':uwing of crops, as des ':ribed below (section 2.4), which
usual 1 y begins a month cur two later; wheat is sown in the
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third month and barley in the fourth. Before fields are
ploughed and sown, the village organises one of the most
important collective work periods of the year when manure is
taken to the fields Meanwhile, in the se':ond
month, a procession of monks from Sankar visit the Gongma
monastery and a large scale exorcism is staged in Leh (called
stor1 ' k (9)). By the third month, househ':.lds have begun to
repair their walls and irrigation channels. Animals are
sheared, work begins cm the vegetable garden and wheat is
sown. In contrast to the manuring of fields, plc.ughing
usually involves the exchan ge of labour and animals between
Just two houses (langde). This partnership is made c'r
reaffirmed dLtrinq the earlier ungiud or at one c ' f the
monthly village celebrations of the "10th day" (chishu,
tshes b ':u). In the fourth month, village meetings will
appoint individuals to look after the animals and the water
and,	 usually,	 a smaller "earth carrying" (ç)
pre ':edes the planting of barley (only one crop is s ':'wn in
Gonqma). Spring is celebrated in the fourth month. Many
households per form a ritual to h':'nour their gods (c' Ja), the
village is whitewashed and, throughout the region, Buddha's
birthday is celebrated in this, the second most auspicious
rn ':'n t h ':' f t he year. The sh r i n e t ci cm e o f the vi 1 1 age g c'd s i n
Gr.nqma is changed on the same day. A feast is staged soon
after and four new village stewards (nr2a) are elem:ted to a
year's office.
With the cinset cf summer, the vi 1 1 age is ful 1 y m:'ccupi ed
in field work and hc'usehc' lds are dispersed between fields,
the hi gh pastures and sometimes an additional summer house
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( i ).	 The other village shrine is changed. An important
ritual to li (sada	 sa bdag gdc.n 'grol) is performed
in many households. Lu are housed in a palace, given "white"
and "sweet" offerings and washed. Their palace is generally
thrown into "good, deep water". Afterards, lay participants
throw water at each other and monks take offerings to the
fields which they sprinkle on to the growing crops. A
village close to Gongma spc'nsors this ritual in the sixth
month where it is explicitly linked to the purity of the
water supply and successful growth.
In the sixth month, a pr ':i.:essic'n of monks circles the
cultivated	 areas and the village c'f Gongma during 	 a
circumambulati':'n of the Leh area (burnskor) 	 this ritual is
als':' linked to the growth of ':rc 'ps.	 Summer field w ':'rk is
ritually brought to a close with the "festival of first
fruits",	 on the 9th and 10th of the seventh month
when a sheaf of cc'rn is ceremonially cut and hung on the
h ':'useh 'Dld pillar.	 An "untouched offering" of c ':'rn is alsc'
placed in the offering room. 	 Both are left in place until
the next	 N':'w, the sickle can be used again. It had
been banned at	 for fear of harming the growing crops.
The harvest beg ins.	 Barley and wheat are usually harvested
ab ':'ut a fortnight later (in the middle of September) after
the harvesting c'f grass and fodder. Labour may be exchanged
and hired between hc'useholds and individuals but not on a
village basis. Monks, Mc 'n, Gara and Beda collect harvest
gifts. Animals are allowed back in the fields.
The harvest is completed by the ninth month 	 and
h ':'useholds then plough their fields with the	 partners
they had at the spring plc'ughing (iangde).	 Field work is
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closed with another collective wcurk period as earth is taken
back from the fields to the houses and preparations for
winter beq in. Skangso are now performed in most houses to
excuse any damage caused thrc.ugh cultivation; apologies are
made particularly for the murder of insects which were your
mother and father in previous lives.	 These per fcurmances are
ac':c.mpanied by drunken village parties.	 Meanwhile, the
grain is threshed, winnowed, washed and dried. 	 Straw is
stored and grain roasted fc.r ficiur. 	 are completed
befu:ire the secular New Year begins in the middle of the tenth
month.	 New Year includes a series of rituals and feasts
which last over a fortnight and provide the highlight u:u f the
village ritual cycle.	 Nciw that the crops have been stored
and all sin ex ':used, the house is shored up from the inside
and evil is excluded.	 Exorcistic ritual c'f all kinds is
generally restricted to the winter when crops and j cannot
be damaged. In G':'n gma, the major theme of New Year concerns
the hruuseh ':uld. F.:elatir'ns within the house are reaffirmed;
anu:estc'rs	 are	 honoured and affinal links	 celebrated.
Fertility is brought inside and evil is thrown away. 	 The
shrine tu:u the is changed. In other villages, the
excircistic theme is elaborated in masked dances and village
rituals (see, for example, Rigal 1985 cm Chiling, Brauen 1980
':'n Chogi omsar, Dciii fus 1988 and Phyl artcuu 1989 run Hemi s
Shukpa Chan). In Gu:ungma, the excurcisti ': theme continues into
the eleventh month with performances in individual households
and the village as a whole.
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Table 1: THE ANNUAL CYCLE:
!tL	 i2	 icL	 LLL	 !.1.tL	 fi:.i	 t±
QI !t	 lQL th QUQfl 11.L
The year usually begins around the middle of February, on 23
February in 1982.
Lad a k hi
Month/Day	 Activity
	
15	 Village ritual (jQ)
Dig up pcltatl:Ies
F'rune trees
I
________._____.______________________._
------------------------------------------------------I
Take manure ti:. the fields (bun1ud,
cc' -c.perative labour in village secti':.n)
	
9	 Leh storlcik
	
13	 Ritual with Sankar monks
2	 Building activities and repairs
Irrigation in preparation for sowing of wheat
-------------------------------------------------
Shear animals
3	 Sankar archery festival
Plough and sc'w wheat (use ':' f	 labI:Iur :
and then c'ther crops such as peas and mustard.
Prepare vegetable gardens
Plant pi:itati:ies
----------------------------------------------------
Animals excluded from the fields until after
the harvest. Scime taken to the high pastures.
Ele ':t officials to loi:ik after animals and
irrigation.
Irrigation for s.:'wing of barley
	
8	 Whitewash houses and buildings, renew prayer
flags (usually c.n 13-14).
Exchange of labour within the village section for
taking earth ti: the house for building etc.
Plant vegetables
	
14	 S1ka ritual in Mig (offering to gods).
Plough and sow barley. Mon and Beda given grain.
4	 15	 Change village shrine to Traltse gyam.:I
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table 1 contin
Ladakhi
Month/Day	 Activity
I	 II	 I
Village feast (a), usually in 4th ms:inth.
Leh archery festival
I	 II	 I
in Mig
I	 II	 I
5	 15	 Change village shrine to Nezer gyapo
I	 II	 I
Collect and dry vegetables frc'm mountains
I	 II	 I
I __________________________.______.___.____________	 - - -
	 I
•	
-------- I
I	 I
I	 I
Cclle:tive	 in neighbouring village
circumambulaticin of village with texts.
6
Finish collecting wild vegetables
-.---.----.--
I	 I
•	 I
I	 I
10	 çj2jhj f cit Leh irrigation masters (churon).
9-10	 briba (festival of first fruits) at Shey
and in hcluses.
Harvest begins with alfalfa and grasses, then
7	 barley and wheat. Hire labc.ur.
Animals allowed back in fields
*	 I
Mi:in, E4eda, Gara and monks collect shares cf
harvest.
--------
t
I	 I
I	 I
Threshing
B
Wash and dry grain
Store straw
--	
-	 I
Additional yngu} at Mig
Cci-c'perative •:arrying of earth
Roast grain
Plough fields (iang	 Or hired labi:'ur).
9	 Co-ciperative labour in village section to carry
earth.
l in Mig
Grind flour
Collect dung from high pastures
L ..J
table 1 contin
Ladakhi
Day/Month	 Activity
New Year preparations; buy supplies
10
•	 S
S	 S
25Beginning secul ar New Year
1-3 New Year visits
3 Welcome the new moon
New Year continues in some villages
I	 I
I	 I
Household rituals; gazhi,
11 15	 Village ritual (bLt)
I	 I
I	 I
Buy in fodder, animals etu:
I	 I
12
Tibetan New Year celebrations among refugees
28-29 Leh dc'srnoche
I •
L _?
Table 2: THE ANNUAL CYCLE:
th	 1c	 2.jy QI itg
12L t!
Lad a k I, i
Day/Month	 Ritual
1-15 First circumambulation (tango skorra)
5-16 Leh monastery, rnni tngchur
9- 1 C) St c'
 k 'C ham
14-15 Matho '':ham
1	 14-15 Sankar nyenEs
14-15 Leh gochak (circumambulation)
19-19 Phyang 'cham (*)
Recital of religious texts in village, as part
cuf Leh.
29-30 Shey uo
Religious recitals in village by monks
9	 Leh storicik
2
__:EE:_1
3
4	 15	 "Fourth fifteenth", "Buddha's birthday"
15	 Sankar monastery	 g21
9-10 Hemis 'charn
5	 14-15 Sankar monastery	 gy	 ritual
-•- 	 -	 _--	 -- --
Burnskor, circumambulation with texts around Leh
6	 and Gcungma
9-ic) Shey bL1b
7
I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
8
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
9
22	 Celebration of Buddha's return to the world
28-29 Tak Tc' k and Chemre 'cham
.t ')
.L	 I ...
table 2 continued
Ladakhi
Day/Month	 Ritual
10
25	 Commemoration of Tshi:ingkhapa
11
29-29 Spituk ":ham
12
18-19 Thikse 'cham
28-29 Leh dosrnc'che
(*) By 1932, in fa':t, the Phyang ha had been m':ived to the
summer m.:'nths It took place on 22-23 July 1982 which
pr.:'bably corresponded to the 28-29 of the 5th Buddhist month.
I£ ..J -I
The big monastery festivals have now begun.. They
cluster in the 12th and 1st month of the year (in February),
culminating with Matho festival in the middle of the first
and most religious month of the year. These are also
concerned with the destruction of evil but the fc'cus is upon
religion rather than secular life. The victory of religion
is celebrated cc'ilectively and cc'mbined with individual
pilgrimage and asceti ': practii:es whiu:h welc': 'me the seccindor
"religic.us" New Year at the beginning of the first month,
normally described by Ladakhis as Tibetan New Year. Recitals
of texts are spu:.nsored in households on a viii age basis and
in monasteries. Large monastery festivals in the winter
provide the highlight of the monastery ritual cycle as far as
villagers are cc'n ':erned. It is time to i:.pen the agrarian
cycle again..
Some u:'f the rituals mentioned, such as the first
pi.:uqhing and the festival of first fruits, are only
per formed as rituals of the annual cy.:le. Most are not.
Thus, the ritual t u:.	sdag. dc.ndol, is performed in the
summer in relati ':in to the health of the crops but it may also
be sponsored in response to a misfortune attributed ti:	 A
pcipul ar ex ':'rc i st i c ritual in Gc.ngma, gah (rgya bzhi, see
Chapter ), is sp.:insored after the winter solstice in
relation to the exclusion cif bad things from the household
but, it may als.:' be sps:.nsored in resp.:'nse to a misfortune
attributed to demons.
Hi:'usehc'ld rituals are not per formed in the same way by
all 28 households in Gongma 	 As rioted previ.:iusly, the richer
sponsor more	 and the wealthiest, highest ranking
household in Gc'ngrna sponsored four monthly and thirteen
•1 'i
J. ._I
annual household rites during my stay. The poorest household
sponsored just one monthly rite and one annual ritual (see
appendix 2). This house had also recently joined the village
chishu cycle where pairs of gcn join a village rota to
celebrate the 10th day of the month in their houses with a
party during which men recite texts.
Only the first ploughinq, and aspects of the
village New Year are dis.:used below. Aspects of the religious
times of year are discussed separately in Chapters 3 and 6.
These examples are chosen in ':irder to illustrate the ritual
embodiment of g.:ids in the world and their role in initiating
life and destri:'ying evil. The unifying theme concerns the
ritual arrow which is used to release fertility and conquer
evil. It may also be seen as a u:c'ntainer and "tree of life".
In Ladakhi ethnoqraphy,	 the "wedding arrow" cur
(mda' dar) has ':'ci:upied mcust attentii:.n (10). This arrow is
classically Lised at weddin gs to "capture" a sp':'use and
install her cu t:i:asionally him) in a new home, as part of a
hopefully fertile union. This arr ':'w will not be discussed
dire ':tly below; instead, another "ritual arrow" (sangda),
which has received little attention in the ethn ':ugraphy, is
i nt r ciduc ed.
The comments made below depend upon a brief introduction
t u:' the ritual use of arrows. It is common ti: see a sta ':k c'f
arrc'ws in some cc 'rner of the offering room but it is only
during ritual that	 arrow will be singled cut.	 The
"ritual arrc'w" can usually be distin guished by the five-
':olc'ured u:loth attau:hed ti: it. 	 This cl ':'th u:'r strips i:u f •:lc'th
signify reli g ion.	 One that I saw used in an oracle's
4 'c
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initiation had dried white flowers tied on with the cloth, an
auspicious symbol. A white scarf is often attached. The
wedding arrow can be distinguished through its own special
attachments. There is, for example, the knuckle joint that
joins two people together as it joins two bones and the
mirror which, some say, joins husband and wife thrciugh their
reflectic'ns.	 Some arrows may be fashioned c'ut of pieces of
wo.:'d while ':' thers are "true" arr':'ws with points at the end of
the shaft (11). This point, whether or not it is a metal
arrow tip, "finishes dem ':'ns () and devils (d)" during
rituals. None of the ritual arrows that I saw preserved the
feathers at the other end. Aithc'LIgh arrows are not enerai ly
distinguished on a day ti:' day basis, a particular type i:'f
arrc'w is constructed when necessary from a makeshift piece of
w ':":'d or frc'm a real arr ':'w kept in some corner of the ':'ffering
r c'c'm.
The di scussi on below is built upon three sets c'f
ass ':'i:iatic'ns. First, arrows are weapons. As noted in the
last chapter, they are important symbols c' f male conquest -
Conquest is ritually linked to the release of fertility as
seen through central images concerning, for example, marriage
in the secular sphere and the destruction of demons in the
religicsus	 sphere.	 Secc'nd,	 arrows are also	 important
containers whose ability t ':' link or connect different levels
is particularly central.	 The arrow is divided intc' three
sections which j ':.in the three worlds ':' f gods, people and
or the three generations in a family. When the arrc' w is seen
as a weapon, it is often seen al ':'ne In c'ther contexts, it
is ':' ften seen "planted", in a pot of barley ':'r, in the
example given belc'w, a "bag of fortune" (section 2.).
I ':'
Moreover, the ritual sequence often invc'lves the
transformation of an arrow, used as a weapon, into a tree of
life which is planted. Third, Ladakhi arrows are integrated
into a wider ritual domain which includes related items. In
the last chapter, the house pillar was compared to a soul
wood as well as an arrow. This soul wood is singled ':'ut frc'm
the wider context for discussicin. Three aspects of arrows
are therefore imp.:.rtant ti: the fcillcuwing discussion in which
arrows are used as weapons and receptacles fc'r life and in
which they are likened to other ritual objects such as the
soul wu:.cud.
4ith these preliminaries, the discussion opens with a
monthly performance which constitutes a rite ':.f purification,
f.:'r the gu:.d of the	 in particular
iit	 c'l t i1icatic .!t2
d e mc'n s
bsangs: to clean, to purify; rites of incense-burning,
incense
2 Ptt.ic
Sangs is performed every day and every month to purify
the house and, more specifically, the 2haslha.	 In special
circumstances su ':h as birth, death or illness, extra an
are offered. A brief descriptii:un is followed by a disu:ussic'n
of the links between the god and its "territory" and a
discussion of the way the ritual cleans this hc'useh ':' ld god.
Every mcurning in Mig, the house was cleaned.	 One type
of burning incense, sur, was taken outside the wind ':'w cur ac":'r
or to the lu shrine (12).	 Another type made of bLirning
juniper was taken around the house and left in the offering
room.	 This burnt juniper c':umprised the daily sangs. 	 The
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people of Mig made an interesting distinction between these
offerings, describing	 as a gift to ij and	 as a gift
to the god. More commonly, the former offering is decribed
as a gift for those who live on smells (tj, dri za) who
are generally thought to be awaiting rebirth. Every morning,
someone in the house would also renew the seven small bowls
in the offering room, and light incense and a lamp.
The monthly is more elaborate. It is performed by
the monk who has enduring ties with the household and it is
ideally performed in the first week of the month. In brief,
the mu:'nk reads a text in the ciffering rc'c.m which lasts just
ten or fifteen minutes. At appropriate points, he wields the
ritual arrow, offers smc.uldering incense and scatters food
and	 drink.	 c:c,mmentators claimed that the ritual was
specifically directed to the and they drew attention
tu:. the ritual arrow which, first, finished devils, demons and
defilement and, second, c.:ullected fc'rtune in the household.
Ib 2b1
The	 has1h	 has been described in terms of	 its
territory. ng provides an important context in which
links between gods and their territories are drawn In brief,
sans removes polluti':.n from the god and this action thereby
cleans the entire territory; individuals, animals, household
and scu forth. The Lada::hi ti ( g rib) is glossed as pollution
but it refers also to many different kinds cif defilement or
dirt, ranging from dirty substances to a spiritual ill-being
(13).	 These different senses can be discerned in the
explanations offered by the people cif Mig:
"(Bangs) cleans the house"
.L ..J
"it removes defilement (tin) from the haslha"
"it raises spiritual power (2arkha)."
Mc'nks added:
"Sangs removes polluticin from the 	 More generally,
it finishes pu:illution of men, animals and all gods,
including	 the highest protectors.	 The ritual arrow
cc' llects wealth and prcisperity for the household."
"Sangs finishes polluticun of the 	 and all house
spirits like l, "masters c' f the place" (dg) and the
goddess of the stove (thabLh).	 It cleans the	 and
raises the spiritual power c' f yu:'ur birth god (y)."
These comments require elucidation, particularly in relation
ti: the supernatural hierarchy. As noted in the first
.:hapter, worldly gods which have been called down from the
m ':'untain tops are gradually polluted. Vii lagers say that it
is i:inly worldly grids that deray other-worldly bein gs are, by
definition, immune. It has been sh ':'wn above that rituals
"p.:d. lute" the highest eni i ghtened gi:'ds. These grids are
aroused thrc'ugh offerin gs Sc' that they will participate in
the fi ght against the enemies of religion. Rituals t ':' wc'rldly
g ods, by r':'ntrast, "purify" them and remove their dirt. It
might be said that, while the hi ghest g ':'ds must be ritually
en ':ited t ':' anger sri that they will •jriin the side ':' t religion
in the world, the anger ':if lowly grids must be purged Sc' that
they di:' not descend t ':' the level of demons.	 Accordingly,
may be seen as a ritual of renewal that restores the
2haslha (d cth• hOLtSehc' ld gods) to their godly status. At
the beginning cit the mr'nth, after sangs has been performed,
the has1ha is a g rid. At the end ':' f the month, it is dirty
and not quite a god.
This prcucess cif depletion can be understood in two ways.
First, Buddhist dog ma hi:' lds that life in the world is a life
.i .-,-
of suffering. Transcendence provides the only escape from
suffering.	 At this point, just one implication need be
drawn.	 Pollution (cr suffering) is an inevitable by-product
of being alive, as far as villagers are concerned.	 Second,
and more immediately relevant to the subject of lou:al g':'ds,
activities in the world cause damage. 	 When people cultivate
the land or build a house, when they burn fuel or cook, they
disturb other beings. 	 The imagery varies according to
context; for example, building a.:tivities may
	 r.t. jj whilst
offensive smells produced thr ':'ugh burnin g may	 L2	 g':'ds.
The worldly al theref':'re gets dirty as a matter of
course and it is further polluted by specific activities as
people fail to keep ritual ':bservances or spill substances ':'f
the wrong kind in the wrong place. Whatever the precise
imagery, the effects are the same for the "spirit" is angered
and retaliates. As Ladakhis say, the gi:.d causes problems and
illness when there is dirt; cc'ws will die, people will fall
ill, the crops will suffer and sc' rites such as 	 have ti:'
be per formed regularly. Furthermore, members of the household
and 2has	 are, in some sense, cc'nsubstantial with their
q ':'ds as shown, for example, in the vari': 'us avoidances
(zernchs, 'them-) following births and deaths. If these
avoidances are not observed, members of the 	 may fall
ill. When I asked about ':ases cf this kind, I would be told
with a wondering lo ':' k at my continued failure ti:. grasp the
pi:.int
"when you break	 it is not you but the 2hs1h that
is damaged.
It seems, therefore, that members of the household arid
hasun are automatically ':leaned when pi:ullutic.n is removed
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from the gods. Although Ladakhis normally describe local gods
as touchy protectors who will look after you as long as you
look after them, a closer analysis suggests that these gods
are not so easily separated from pecuple and cuther living
beings in their territory.
C) The ritual
At the beginning of the chapter, it was implied that
many Ladakhi rituals simultaneously ':onstitute rites cuf
offering and rites of exorcism. angs provides an example.
Fcuc.d, drink and incense are offered tc' gods while badness, in
particular, the dirt attached to lower ranking gu:ids, is
remu:sved. The ex ':'rcistic element to ng might be explored
through a tentative and speculative analysis cit the ritual
arrl:iw used.
Although Ladakhis normally say simply that t, dirt, is
finished, there is in fa':t little to distinguish dirt from
the demi:'nic. When the god is dirty, it causes harm, just like
demons. When demons are cleaned and given h ':.mes, they cease
their malev':' lence and become gods. In what follows, dirt and
demons are seen as near syni: 'nyms and the rite as a wh ':' le is
said to make a god-turned--demon back into a god again.
Two pri:perties cit the arrow might also be recalled.
First, it is connective and is often said to •ji:iin three tiers
of the universe or three generations in a family. Second, it
is a weapon whi ':h kills demons and devils. It is suggested
that the arrow at sng csrders a supernatural hierarchy
thrc'ugh the shaft which is set to work through the point that
kills. The supernatural hierar.:hy is assembled in relation to
demons which are to be conquered.
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It is not clear where exactly the hslha fits into this
scheme. However, the god certainly ranks low in the general
pantheon and might be placed iciw down the arrc 'w and cic'se to
the dirt that is finished. It might even be seen as a demon
to be killed, outside the pantheon and the arrow shaft
altogether. As shown in Chapter 6, religious murders can be
seen tc' kill and save enemies. The a1 might be seen as
c'ne such vi.:tim which is first of all finished through the
point of the arrow before it can be saved as a god and
restored to the world.
Further spei:ul at i on is nc't useful.	 The general point,
however, must be emphasised. 	 The supernatural hierarchy
cannot be described simply in terms of high ranking gods and
demons.	 Wi:'rldly gods, which form the fc":us c' f this theis,
sit in the middle. They share some qualities with demons,
which must be removed in ritual, and some qualities with
hi gher ranking gods, which must be ritually reaffirmed.
Whatever the precise plau:e cf the in the ritual as a
whole, it seems to be separated from pollution and restored
tc' its place in a supernatural rank order and in the world.
The dem':'nic, dirty aspect is separated from the godly and
thrown away.	 The arrow seems tc' provide an important means
of effecting this change.
The excircistic aspect of	 has been emphasised in
this aci:.:'unt, in accordance with Ladakh exegesis. In most
other accounts, however, it is the offering element that is
stressed. Thus F:ibbach writes of Western Ladakh:
"According to ancient custom a ceremony was held in the
house in the first "ascending" half of each month, that is
with the waxing moon. Tibetans call it the lha bsans c-
ces which cc'uld be translated as "appeasement cf the gods".
The hc'usehc'lder himself wc'uld visit each room of the
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house with a bowl cut incense (ç), usually
glowing embers of juniper twigs on which he would blow
continually. After this tour of the house he added more
incense (1duU-sos) and made a food-offering of dough mixed
with butter, salt and onions over which he sprinkled some
beer. Both food and incense offering were placed on the
edge of the hearth for the pleasure of the gods. At the
same time the monks up in the house-temple read extracts
from the book They are not prayers. Without
any particular sign of reverence the gods are bidden to
kindly accept the offering, to enjoy it and in return to
spare the donor any harm." (Ribbach 1986 (1940):165) (14)
Sangs describes more than one ritual performance. The
most basic sangs consists simply of an offering of burnt
incense which is made alcune and also as a component of many
other rites while the mu:unthly	 in Ladakh includes
additi':'nal elements which set it apart. These have been
described in order tcu outline the characteristics cuf village
gods in more detail and in order to shc'w how they are
manipulated in ritual. One remark made by a Ladakhi
commentator has been igncured fc'r the sake of clarity. It may
be recalled that a monk said that the arrow collected wealth
and prosperity f ':' r the hc'usehold This c ':imment is elu':idated
in section 2.5. The next section moves into the annual cycle
directly and it focuses upi:in the cc.nquest of the land rather
than the cc'nquest of demons/dirt.
Ita 1i.r..s.	 is2.	 ths	 gst. 21 th Lo
"sa-ga name of one of the lunar mansions, ... and hence
also name cit a month, part of March and April" (Jaschke
p. 570)
sa kha ghe - "open the mouth cu t the earth"
2 fli2i2
Saka is discussed as a ritual cit conquest which brings
life to the land. It is staged as the earth warms. Ice melts
and	 the land begins to change. 	 It becomes wet and green.
Things begin tc' smell and food begins t u:' rc't.	 aka marks a
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time of transition.	 Collective labour begins outside the
h':'use with the manuring of the fields.	 emerge from their
winter hibernation:
"we stop telling stories now because the are awake.
After sk.asl (the autumn ritual of excuse), after the
harvest, we can begin again because they will go back to
sleep." (Gc'ngma villager)
Two changes are specifically linked with the perfc.rmance of
After the ceremony, a sickle cannot be used until the
ritual c'f first fruits which opens the harvest. If the
sis:kle were used, deformed ':hildren would be born (1).
Villagers are also exhc'rted to observe death and birth
taboos.	 If these are broken, the fertility of land and
pe ':'ple will be compromised. Once more, it is the period ':'f
growth, until the ritual of first fruits, that is specified
as a particularly vulnerable time.
The date for saka in Gc'ngma is set by the headman for
all ':' f Leh at the end of the first or the beginning of the
seu:c'nd month (usually the end of March). The 1902 in
Oc'ngma is described briefly (16). Early in the morning, the
town crier appeared in the ':entre c' f the village wearing a
spe':ial (natita) hat and carrying two small "welcome cakes"
(drangyes, 'brang rgyas). 	 This hat is also wc'rn by the man
in a wedding party who picks c'ut a spouse with the wedding
arrow (17).	 Welcome ':akes are also important at weddings.
They are distributed to guests just as they are at
Although their f':'rm varies greatly, they are all built in
three tiers with four wings c'n the topmost level. They evoke
images of the central mountain that links the three tie y s of
the universe and the four cardinal points or continents of
Buddhist cosmography. Indeed, there are parallels between
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cakes and arrows, both in three levels with four wings. At
some weddings, the arrow is planted in the cake (Brauen
1983).
The town crier joined the Mc.n who was drumminci fc'r the
attention c' f the village as well as a boy and girl in
ceremc'nial dress.	 Both had "mother and father alive", both
held welcome offerings.	 The boy carried smouldering incense
and the girl carried a pot of the best "mother water" (beer)
(18). As this group assembled, the town crier declared,
"from nc'w c'n birth and death tabc.c's must be c'bserved, from
now c'n, no-one may g':' outside without hat and g':'atskin
shawl ".
	 These precautic'ns are designed to protect the
fertility ':' f the land (especially Lu) and people.
By this point, men and children were gathering with
their animals, dzc'. The Mon drummer led a prc'cessicin tc' the
appointed mother field. He was fc' ll ':'wed by the town ':rier,
the bc'y and girl and, lastly, by men and children leading
their dzo.	 All dzo must be brought by all who have land.
However, no	 (female dzo) are allowed f':'r fear they
should miscarry or stop giving milk. The procession settled
in the field around a man in their centre who began to read
the "trashi agya" text(s) (19). By this point, women had
jc' ined the assembly. The blessings were recited in a few
m in Ut e s.
Next, twc' dzo were chc'sen according to their auspicious
signs to plough the first seven furrows. The Mon drummed.
The girl annointed each dzc' with beer cm the forehad and then
walked ahead sprinkling beer, followed by a man leading the
animals and anc'ther man steering from behind. 	 The boy came
last sprinkling barley.
	 An':'ther team fc' llc'wed though they
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plc'ughed c.nly three furrc'ws. The rest, about thirty
animals, were yoked turn by turn but they were not given the
same offerings.
When all the dzc. had plc'ughed the field, they were
turned loose. Men encouraged them ti; run amok, to trample
the field and terrorise the audience, particularly women.
Laughs were mixed with s ':rearns. Eventually, the animals were
rounded up and tethered; the welcome cakes were distributed
and the men drank beer. Food and drink were financed by
contributions from all th.:ise with new-born babies and all
those who had bought dz ':' the previ ':'us year.
Later, hc'usehol ds in Gon q ma al Sc' stage a small rite on
their main field before the crops are a.:tual].y sown. The
first three furrows are planted in the same way as at
A man or woman sprinkles spe:ial beer in front ':'f the do
after annointing the animals' foreheads. A man or woman
follows, scattering grain.
£t	 1L1II
One image cif g ender rel at i ':'ns stands out: men and male
animals pl ':'ugh the earth, trample it and then atta ':t: women.
This male violence brings about life. Another picture of
complementarity between the boy and girl who together make
offerings, s':' ften the earth and sow the seed stands apart
from the central focus i:'f ska but provides nonetheless an
important image of the agricultural division of lab':'ur.
The activities of men and male animals (dzcr) class land
and women together as ones who are f':'rced to be fertile.
Suc ':esstul g rowth, however, depends upon a number of ritual
cubservances.	 Use of the sickle will produu:e deformed
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children; failure to observe ritual taboos will damage crops
and people. also seems to promote grc'wth, as the food
and drink are financed by people with new children and new
dzo.	 These individuals are turned into special sponsors who
will thus gain special benefits from the ritual.
While seems to bring about "gestation" in the land
and in women and to promote growth in new household members
as long as ritual taboos are observed, it is nonetheless a
dangerous prc.cedure.	 Dzc'mc', female animals, are excluded
from the ritual.
	 It seems that violenu:e here is ccunstru':ted
in terms c'f its life-destroying rather than life-bringing
aspects.	 If dz ':'mc' were present, they w ':'uld mis':arry and stop
producing milk. Unfortunately, I d':'
 not know whether
pregnant and lactating w ':'men are ex ':luded in the same way.
Interestingly, cane exception is made:
"very occasionally, a dc'mc'
 might be taken if she had r,cat
':alved for three or four years" (man fr ':'m Mig)
It seems that sterility •:an be cc.nqLtered, with vic'len':e.
Certain types c'f fertility must be removed fr ':'m the ritual
sphere (dzc' mc' ) but others may be wu:' ken (nc.n-prcaduu:tive
dz':'m':')
Gods have not been discussed directly fc'r they are nc't
mentioned at The wider context, h ':'wever, ass':'ciates
gods with arrows. Saka establishes a clear correspondence
with the mythical beginnings of cultivation, when an arrow
was shot and pier':ed the land which was then settled and
cultivated.	 The plc'ugh has been likened to an arrow: the
hc'riz ':'ntal beam is called "plough arrc'w", with a "plough
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iron" that pierces the soil at one end and a man guiding the
plcuugh at the other. Kaplanian writes:
"ii ne me parat pas absurde de comparer le lancer de la
flche	 Da (comme	 Chilling)	 un premier sillon,	 un
saka.	 On comprend alors mieux pourquoi,	 l'occasion du
saka, un natitpa tient une fleche dans le main, la pointe
dirige vers le bas.	 Nous avons l un exemple de rapport
mythe-rite. ..." (Kaplanian 1983:9)
Twc' types of conquest have been described.	 At	 a
ritual arrow is used to destroy evil. 	 At	 a plough-
arrow is used to bring life to the land. Conquest becomes a
subsidiary theme in the next section where arrows are seen in
another aspect, as repositories c' f life. A household ritual
is described where the arrow is first used to conquer demons
and then to "colle':t fortune and prosperity." Arrows and
similar items are also seen to hold gods in their shrines
which are changed at New Year.
c'	 Y!±	 i
.1	 tgi± !gy og !. g .g2 	 tcnir tb
Yanguk	 is performed every autumn by mast	 Gc.ngma
households (see appendix 2). 	 It is also performed when a
bride (c'r sometimes a groom) leaves her natal home so as tc'
prevent the bride taking the household fortune with her. It
is re.:ommended too in resp.:'nse to a crisis in the h':'usehold,
rather like the similar tegug (tshe 'gug), to collect life.
Yanguk is described in the literature on Ladakh and only a
broad outline will be given below (20).
Mig sponsors two yg: one is performed by Gelugpa
monks during the three days of	 ggL; the other i
perfcirmed by a Nyingmapa monk independently in one day. This
latter performance provides the basis for the fc'llc'wing
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description.. In brief, a monk reads the relevant text facing
a representative of the household and an arrow resting on a
bag of fortune. The monk directs this household member to
take the arrow and collect all fortune that may have been
lost during the year into a plate of auspicious materials.
This fortune is put into the bag which the monk seals at the
end of the day.
The boy of the house was appointed to the role of
hu:'usehc' ld representative. He was hustled on to a barley
swastika in front cf the monk, smirking with pleasure and
embarrassment and dressed in a cerem': 'nial hat and scarf.
Near him was the ritual arrow deccirated with a white scarf,
which had just been used to per form a preparatory sans. The
arrow was resting on the bag ':.f fortune which was still
sealed and next to a plate of auspicious materials.
The mu:'nk, facing the boy, sat by the altar with its
dough offerings arranged in tiers.	 All but three cif the
offerings on the altar were to be kept in the house. At the
beginning of the rite, c'ne was taken tci the roof for the
prc.tectors i:, f reli g ion. Later, a smaller floa was taken to
the r':'.:'f "to raise the spiritual power (arka, spar kha) of
the hasLha".	 Towards the end of the day, a third offering
which had been placed to one side of the altar was thrown
outside for demons, "to get rid cif hindrans:es". 	 The monk
began to recite the text.	 He told me later that he made
cit ferings to Buddhas, t':' the high grids and then to all other
beings.	 Next, the "lucky things" were listed.
	 Two Mig
people collected five kinds ':'f grain, five precious minerals,
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sweets, coins, medicines, tea leaves, butter, salt and
incense as directed by the monk (21).
The plate was put back near the bag and more offerings
were made.	 Then, the boy was told to prostrate himself and
take the arrow in his right hand. A bowl of the first beer
was placed cm his right side. A sheep leg, in fact the right
foreleg of a sheep, was brought from the kitchen and placed
in his left hand. The monk returned to his recital as the bc.y
sat down again but, flOWs the two wat ':hed each other clu:sely.
At intervals during the reading, the monk would nod and the
child would respond with a shout: "vi':tciry to the g ':.ds", "may
tc'rtune be c ':illected" (yang guk.). He would then sprinkle beer
and prostrate himself.
Once the tcrna to demons had been thrown, the boy was
told to add the lui:ky things ti:' the bag.
	 The arrow was put
ba':k or tcip. Finally, the monk sealed the bag but I did not
see him add the mantra and eight auspii:ious signs as
prescribed. Bag and arrow were returned to the ciffering rc":m
(the ritual had taken place in the " guest room").
These prc":eedings ':an be clarified initially
	
with
reference to comments made by participants.	 I was told that
the arrow was used tu:' recall f.:'rtune lost cr mislaid during
the	 year and I was told that the rite was directed
parti.:ularly ti: lc":al spirits. This is c.bvic'us ti: Ladakhis
because of the sheep leg which they say is an appropriate
offerin g f:'r only lower ranking spirits:
"the sheep leg is food fu:' r the masters of the place which
keeps them at home and happy" (man from Mig).
Fc'rtune is cc' llected intc'
 the bag which has a mythic c'rigin:
"One of the great Tibetan kings suffered ill fc' rtune.	 He
went to ILIru Rinpci ':he and asked him what to dci.
	
He was
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instructed to perform yg
	 using the stc'mach c' f a sheep
as the bag and kidneys as wealth to put inside. Nc.wadays,
an ordinary bag is used and the kidneys are represented by
auspicious materials" (version from a man in the hc'use).
Below, I explore what might have been mislaid in relation to
the timing of the rite as well as the symbolism of the arrow
resting c'n the bag. The identity of the insider is also noted
in relation tc' comments made in Chapter 1.
! Ib	 t.	 th
The choice of a representative to participate in ngk
provides a ':lear illustration of the privileged relationship
between hc'usehc'ld ritual and male gender, mentioned in the
last chapter. I asked why the boy had been chosen:
"One person has to d ':'
	Usually, it is the father c'r
the eldest son because the person who dc 'es anguk is n':'t
allowed t ':' leave the h ':'use.	 If he leaves the house, i f he
marries sc'mewher e else, c'ur prosperity wi 1 1 run away. 	 We
wc'u 1 d 1 ':'se all our 1 u: k and g ':'od f cr tune.
(in reply t ':' my questi ':'n) "Women can do	 but they
never have here. It has to be someone who will never leave
the hc'use and take away its fc 'rtune.	 This is the first
time	 that	 Non':' (the young boy) has	 done
I y andfatF,er is to':' old.	 (The child's father) is at w':'rk."
The b':'y was chosen because he was not expected to leave Miq.
He I s t he ':' n I y son of t he e 1 des t son ':' f the h ou s eh o 1 d and s':
he is seen as the most permanent c ' f male resi dents. In fact,
the eldest daughter of the h ':'use Wi 11 not leave either. I
was told that wc'men might, in the':'ry, be chosen but, in
practice, they are not. A male household member is seen to be
nearer to the gods and spirits of the place and thus more
able to apprca ':h them in ritual.
Ladakhis say vaguely that the fortune in the bag
contains: "anything lc'st durin g the year".	 it is possible,
however,	 to	 interpret the ritual in relation to the
appropriation from the land that has just taken place.
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takes place when the	 go into hibernation. It might
be said that have been cut down in the crops and taken
into the storeroom where their shrine is found. Perhaps, they
are also symbolically sealed inside a "bag -of fortune",
containing crops, tc' provide for the household dLtrin g the
':c'ming year (22).
Ladakhis focus upon the bag of fortune but the ritual
arr':'w is equally important tc' my analysis.	 The central
image, in this cc'ntext, is the 21atd arrc 'w	 The bag, it
will be recalled, is a stomach. It contains food that
nourishes the life planted on t':'p ':' f the bag. Since the rite
is described as a ritual to the local spirits, it seems
plausible to suggest that these are anchored firmly in the
house, in their bc'd I es and fc 'c'd supplies. Suppcir t for th I s
reading ':an be found in the f ':' llc'wing dis':ussion of a type of
arrow, the soul wood, that holds a god in a more permanent
ritual pla':e, a shrine.
anguk cic'ses the harvest season together with
the autumn "excuse" fc'r damage caused to living bein gs during
the agricultural i:y':le. If the ritual is tied to the
agrarian cycle, then it may be seen tc ' seal crops, related tc'
inside the house. The planted arrow contains life in the
household; in particular, lc":al spirits but also all life
that will be nc'ur i shed over the cc'mi ng year.
Li	 tb	 bt g c'l tb	 ii1btb	 -a'!
New Year, Losar (lc' gsar), begins in the middle ':' f the
tenth month.	 It is s ':'met i mes des ':r i bed as the farmer 's or
agricultural New Year (Q	 ) to distinguish it from
4	 •._)
J. i..,
the kingsP or "Tibetan" New Year which leads into the first
month. A brief summary of the major events in Gongma is given
to add depth to the picture of the household described
earlier but the focus remains with gods and their homes.
Winter is a time of plenty.	 Marriages are celebrated;
s':' too, ideally, are deaths.	 There is time and fc'od to
celebrate New Year now that the last agricultural tasks have
been completed.	 In Mig, c'ne wc'man was sent tc'
 buy white
sugar and white wheat flour. 	 A brother was sent to fetch
foods for ritual. Another brother was commissioned to bring
back a quarter of a yak fr ':'m the frozen plains of Chang
Than g . Ani busied herself making beer and bread.
On	 the 15th,	 children appear with fireworks and
firebrands to announce that "the auspicious time has begun in
Leh". On the 25th, butter lamps are lit on every windciw and
rooftop as well as threshing flc 'c'rs, stables, water mills,
reli gic'us structures and traditionally appointed mountain
tops and trees.	 The birthday of Tsongkhapa (founder c ' f the
Gelugpa sect) is celebrated. 	 Frc'm the morning of the 25th
until the 30th, Mon drummin g wakes the villagers in the early
hours.	 Children rc'am the village to collect straw and fodder
for the firebrands that they will burn on the 30th. 	 They
sing repeatedly until they receive a contributic 'n from every
house.	 From the 1st to the 3rd of the month, visits are
made.
The major household events begin on the evening of the
29th when everyone, generally even mi:'nk relatives, has
returned home.	 The "sc'up of the nine" is served, with nine
ingredients in small dough balls. 	 The "earth of the ninth",
which has been blessed, is sprinkled in the stable. 	 Small
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dough "ibex" (j) are fashioned and arranged on the
kitchen shelves.	 One (or more) of these will be "killed"
later this is all that remains of animal sacrifice in
Gongma. At Mig, the family slept for a few hc.urs after
dinner. At 3.00 am, early on the 30th, the household awoke
and made c.fferings of untc'uched foc'ds and incense to the
skin and to gods (L a Lfl) . 	 The eldest son of the h':'use
then colle ':ted offerings to take to the cremation ground
(ji). He collected some of the untouched foods together
with the central c'fferin g , a special round dough pudding with
oil in the top, seven of the special new year pastries
( bi ) and seven "s ':'ur breads" (rcbk).	 The dc'ugh,
aba, is made c'f pea and barley flour that is partly pre-
cooked befc're grinding and later boiled with water. This
offering is known as the foc'd of the 30th (tonzan) and it
bears a ':lc'se resemblance t ':' the	 given subsequently.
I accc'mpanied the eldest son to the ':remation ground.
We circumambulated the monastery befc're rea ':hing the
cremation ':'ven where a lamp was lit and a ':learing made. The
man from Mi g lit a fire and made offerings to six named
ancest ':'rs. Untouched f':":'ds were offered individually to ea':h
c'n stone plates.	 We waited for c'ur shrni partners, whc' were
making c'fferings to their ancestors at neighbouring cremation
c'vens,	 and then pooled all our c'fferings to divide them
afresh. After eating and drinking tc 'gether, we returned to
the hc'use at 8.00 am with our share. The remains of the meal
which is offered first to g ':'ds and ibex, then to an':estc.rs
and to the men whc'
 made offerings to them are shared out
finally at home.
1 4
During the day of the 30th,	 irnj partners feast' each
other.	 Mig belongs to a group of three houses, which n:w
includes khangun.
	 A new rota has been established recently
a':cording to which one house hosts the party every three
years.	 The party is markedly informal with men and women
sittin g and drinking together.
The evening ':' f the 30th marks the height of the
celebration of the house. Outsiders are barred. The
flickering ':' f butter lamps is suddenly swamped by the flare
c'f a great fire that has been lit outside by village
':hildren, with materials c': ' llected during the week.	 As the
fire dies down, children run as far from the village as they
':an with firebrands (rnthc.).
	 These are thrown away with
shc'uts.	 The children brin g back blc":ks of ice to their own
houses.
From the kitchen, we heard hs1a he from the boy of the
house, the exclamation that is made whilst u:arrying a heavy
l ':iad. His father called out from inside, "What are you
bringing?"
The child replied, "I have a golden stone."
From the house: "Where are you taking it?"
I am t a :: i ri g i t t 0 t he st ':' r e r o om -
The dc":ur was opened and the boy took his block of ice to the
storeroom.	 This was the versi ':'n of the " golden store" (sen
2hL) exchange at Mig (23).
At	 all that had been lost during the year' was
gathered into the house.	 It was alsc' suggested that the
cr.:ups were ritually appr':'pr i ated from nature. At New Year, a
further appropriation takes place. 	 Ice, representing wealth
and life, is taken inside to the shrine of L and the store
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of grain. While anguk focuses primarily cm the cycle that
is ending, New Year looks forward to the next. Ice is a
pledge of future life that will come with the spring melt.
The secc'nd now takes place. It involves
similar untouched offerings although the dough pudding is,
this time, called "stove pudding" or "stove food"
Grandfather offered incense to all the local gods from the
village above Gc'ngma to Leh below. He then made offerings to
each, more c'r less repeating the same names in the same order
(24). A dedication to the stc've sh ':'uld have fc' llc'wed but it
was for gotten. Instead, grandfather made offerings to other
parts c'f the kitchen. Plates c'f fu:'c'd were given to "the
turqu ':' ise capital;" "the main or m':' ther beam c' f gold; " the
small twigs which fill in the gaps between the cross beams,
"the sti ':ks of pearl;" and the earth whi ':h is s':attered or
top, "the rciof soil of 2hernar" (a sweetened dough mi>ed with
butter) (25:,.	 As the c' fferings were made, Grandfather said:
"Eat harm ':mni ':iusly together, this is your share for the year.
Irand father's	 eldest son then threw some c'f 	 the
unt ':'u':hed fc'cud backwards out of the kit':hen d ':' c'r and the
"sm':' ke hole" in the roof, saying:
"0, large-eyed wind ':'w, this is f ':'r those who listen at the
window. This is your share fc'r the year. 0, lock, please
dci not bring outside things inside nor take inside things
c'utsi de. This is yc'ur share for the year."
The ':'fferin q s remain in place for three or f':'ur days. 	 The
round dough pudding is cut up and shared between everyone,
in':luding animals. Remains from the meal must stay inside the
house.
Afterwards, another firebrand (gale) is dispatched. It
is a more typical	 for it is stuffed with bad things
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and surrounded by	 small pieces of dough clenched in
the fist and passed over the body. The 	 was lit inside
the house and a younger brother stamped out the fire, crying:
"I have come from heaven	 I am a hero
dpa' bo).	 May all the enemies (a, dgra) from the right
be finished. I have come from the underworld ( gi1), I am
a hero.	 May all the enemies from the left be finished. I
have come from the middle world 	 I am a heroine.
May all the devils from every directi':in be finisheth"
With this, he ran from the house and threw away the torch.
No-one could leave the hc'use until the following morning.
At Mi g , this was the end of the day but most households
de':orate their walls to celebrate the reaffirmation cif the
household. Offerings have been made to all inside, in':luding
gods, an.:est':'rs and living hc'usehold members. Evil
has been discarded while wealth has been installed in the
stc'rer ':.u:um.	 There are other traditi ':'ns which are n ':t kept by
Mig.	 Most shrines to 2a1h in Gcingma are changed on this
night, the night of the 30th. The to which Mig
belongs changes its shrine, at another house, on the 3rd. Mig
members dci not attend the rite and su:. I describe it at secc'nd
hand below, c.n ':e the intervening events have been briefly
out ii ned.
The dcsors of the house are c.pened on the first of the
month and, according to fashion in Leh, colleagues and
friends are welcomed for meals or just biscuits and tea.
Relationships in the village are als ':' reaffirmed; ties with
Mon and Gara households are recognised and many pay their
respei:ts to the ka Lon family, the hereditary prime minister,
in Leh.	 Gongmapa dci not visit the monastery or the headman,
as in many villages.	 These visits are ':c'nstru ':ted in
hierarchical fc.rm where the visitor or supplicant prc'strates
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him/herself as s/he makes a q ift.	 The one visited returns a
gift or hospitality. This hierarchical pattern is not
evident dLring the visits between friends who may act both as
host and guest at different times of the day.
On the first of the month or shortly afterwards,
relatives may also be invited to feasts celebrating their
recent marriage or the birth of a child. From the first to
the third, w':men take beer to their relatives and receive
bzn gifts, which include the same round dciugh, bread and
pastry that was earlier g iven to gods, ibex, ancestors and
household members. This series of exchanges between women is
discussed in the next sectic'n
In G':'n g ma, New Year draws to a close when the new moon
is welu:omed cm the third of the month at tshe tshe. As the
m ':.u:'n appears,	 incense, klç	 (or	 chjç., pure offerings),
a variety cif unt ':'uched fc ':'ds, a spindle with wu:sc' l, the dcvugh
ibex and a sour bread painted white c'n one side and black on
the other are taken t u:' the rcmu:if. Turn by turn, every ':'ne in
the house offers incense and kalchor to the new moon.	 The
dough animals are held on a plate towards the mocn	 Jhen I
was present in 1981, Grdndfather sang:
Ib tsb we have finished the bad year and now
we welcome the new. It is an auspicious day. May there be
no illness until next year and may we find everyone
laughing next year in the same way that they are nc'w."
Grandfather "ki lied" one ':' f the dough figures (Dzomo F:uyon)
by pulling off her head and everyone ate a little together
with something of the u:uther foods. The ':'ther animals were
turned on their sides "as if they were dead" and later given
te. u:hildren (26).	 The bread was ciru:led arc'und the outside
of the group, white side up, while the woman of the house
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span some yarn.	 A brc.ther then threw it as far as he could
in the direction of the new moon, shouting:
"May all bad things be finished; illness, fever, enemies,
"bad lu':k", "misfortune", hindran:es, whatever there is..,
(27)
A firewc'rk is let off and everyc.ne goes back inside (28).
On the third of the month, the shrine to Mig's haslha
is ':hanged. It may be re ':alled that the shrine is made of a
base c' f clay with .juniper branches tied cm ti:ip with s':arves.
Arr.:'ws are often interspersed with the branches. In the
centre cit the structure is a soul wood (shrc.kshing), an arrow
shaft cr similar piece of w':'od which rests upon a pot
(urna), ccmntaining all types of grain and shavings cit
precious minerals. The pi:it is found in the base arid the soul
wc' c'd in the centre m:'f the branches.
A suitably purified senior man is chosen to open the
p ':' t, renew its c ':intents and the branches. Brief ac':c'unts
frc'm Mig revealed that the cc'ntents cif the pc't were first of
all examined sc as to f ':' retel 1 the future of the cri:ips in the
coming year. T f c'ne type cit grain had dried out, that crop
wi:iuld be bad; if another had swollen, it wi:iuld be plentiful.
The pu:it is tilled afresh or simply tc'pped up and replaced.
Then, new bran ':hes cif juniper with scarves and prayer flags
are added to the top. Finally, the base is repainted white,
with red c ':' rners "ti: fri ghten away the san"
A man fr ':'m the villa ge of Chilling des':ribed a more
el abc'r ate' proceedure which I paraphrase:
The pi:it is renewed; a black and a white stone, which have
been cleaned, are added together with £0 to 70 arrciws whi':h
are put in the middle of the new .jurtiper branches.	 Before
the pot is chan ged, the soul wc":' d cm	 top of it is
transferred to a	 douqh offering) sc' that the god
can be m.:'ved while the shrine is prepared. Afterwards, the
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god is put back in the shrine in the soul wood. The horns
of the goat that is killed are added to the juniper
branches every year.' (see also Rigal 1985:182-5)
These additional arrows are akin to the central soul woc'd
for, as Grandfather from Mig said,
"There are many arrows in a b2 (shrine). If you want
to steal the god, you have to take an arrow and run very
quickly to build a new shrine (with it)."
Other a ':cc'unts mention additional ritual items. A man
from Leh described the pc't in the shrine and said that the
1 hat h ':'
 a 1 Sc' Ii as
"an arrow which is far spiritual power (rja), to make the
spiritual power c'f the god high in the same way as prayer
flags. It has a spear for the soul (ho}&) of the god."
In this acc ':'unt, the arri:iw raises the g ':id's spiritual power
like the ritual arrow at sangs while a separate spear holds
its soul (see also Kapl ani an 1981:209:'. The di s':ussi on below
focuses just upc'n the central soul wood planted on top ':' f a
pot cif pre ':ic'us things. This is generally described as a
wooden arrow but, sometimes, as a wooden spear or dagger.
Other shrines in Gc'ngma are assc'ciated with slightly
different pri:":edures. Gc'ngma has two village shrines which
are changed in the fc'urth and fifth months. The two gods are
associated with their respe':tive village divisions but Nezer
g 2g i s al Sc' seen as the pr otector of the whc' l e vi 1 1 a ge. The
shrine to the lesser g':'d, Traitse is ':hanged on
"Buddha's birthday", on the 15th of the 4th month. Untouched
beer is offered and the sticks c'f various white wc 'c'ds (which
contrast with the juniper used in household shrines) and
white scarves are replaced. 	 Beer is left in a yak hc'rn in
the body of the shrine. I was tc'ld that there was a pot
inside the base but, as it was never changed, villagers were
understandably vague on its ':':'mp.:'sition. The shrine ti: the
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major village god, Nezer	 is changed on the 15th of the
5th month.	 This is sub.ject to the same attention; the
branches are renewed and beer is left in a yak horn. Below
the horn, however, there is a pot like the one mentioned
above and this is read and changed in the same way as in the
household ceremony. The yak h ':'rn is also filled with
untouched beer at many village events such as the 8th and
10th days of every m ':'nth and during the largest colle':tive
endeavc'LIr cif bunglud (30).
New Year is drawing to a close. All that remains,
appropriately, is the party celebrated by the new generation.
From the 4th to the 7th, children collect contributions for a
picnic in groups that tour the whole Leh area. 	 They sing
for f':'c'd (29) which is shared out at a picnic held on or
after the 7th. These are the children who per f':'rmed the
first exc'rcism, who brought fertility into their households,
who eat the dough ibex and who now celebrate their coming
1 i yes in the New Year.	 They al sc' wreak hay : ':, playing the
hc ':ul i gan and the foci
There is one last exorcism that mi g ht be mentioned even
though it is not formally tied to New Year. On the 15th of
the 11th month the village stewards arrange "street soup"
(shrangtu).	 The village assembles for a meal of soup and
then storma are thrown. 	 The stewards stand at the top of a
line cuf flour with three breads, painted white cm one side
and black c'n the other.	 They sh.:'ut a refrain similar tcm the
one heard at New Year and throw the breads as far as they can
outside the village.	 As they run, the line c'f flour
attaching them to the village is quickly obliterated, as in
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many exorcistic rites, so that the evil cannot return.
Additions are made to prayer flags in the village and
rooftops of houses and Gongmapa begin to turn their attention
towards other matters. The monastery festivals are beginning
and then there is the king's New Year leading into the
religious devotions of the first month, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.
! Ii	 g
Secular New Year renews the household.
	 All house
members,	 including the dead and spirits,	 have shared
cc' mrnLtnic'n meals together with central structures of the
house. The bi:'undaries of the unit have been reaffirmed as
the bad from the old year is thrown away and the shrines
tended. Overall, the earlier events fciis upon the household
and its internal order whilst the later events look outwards
to relations between friends and the nei ghbourhood (on the
first day of the month) as well as affinal ties celebrated
between w':'men with their tban exchanges (as disu:ussed
below). At New Year, the h ':'usehi:;ld is ritually i:onstrui:ted
as a world in itself, a microcosm cif the universe, before it
is turned ':'utwards, t.:'
 other like units, ti:' superiors and
inferiors, and ti:' affines.
	 Some of the rituals focus cm
excircism and some m:.n ':iffering but, overall, tne two themes
are combined. A summary cif Gcingma New Year has been given in
':'rder to reinf':' r ':e the pii:ture of the househ.:ld described
ear 1 i er.
Previously, the embodiment cit spirits has been described
largely in terms of dough objects. Alth.:.ugh I saw no shrine
chan ged, the accounts cited in this section all describe a
soul wood that is combined with a p':'t of valuables. The s':'ul
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wood is said tc' hold the god while the pot is said to keep it
happy, to keep it at home. The pot can be seen as an anchor,
kin tc. the d ':'ugh objects that provide more temporary ritual
places fc'r spirits and also to the bag at The
divination associated with the shrine establishes that the
contents c' f the pcit chan ge over time. Since the god is
planted directly above the pot, it may be assumed that the
g ':'d consumes this fc' u:'d and that the future is predicted in
the g ':'d's leftovers.
The pot can be seen then as a body or food supply that
anchors a g ':'d in its h ':'me in the same way as ':' ther ritual
i:ontai ners. However, this particular confi g uration u:'f pot
and arrow enables more specific associations to be made
between dc'mestic ritual,	 the lar ger household and the
agrarian :ycle. There are two cc'ntains. One is the
"arrow'. The scuul wu: ' .:'d is the "arr ow " that is most explicitly
described as a c ':'ntainer f ':' r the q ':'d. The other is the "p':'t",
a bi:dy, st ':'mach c'r stc're of fc' c'd.	 In earlier sections, this
latter container was related t':'	At saka, it was
suggested, lu were associated with the land and wc.keri by the
plc'uqh-arrc'w. At it was suggested, j could be seen
in the gathered crcips, "sent to sleep" as they are brought
inside and underneath the ritual arrow. The New Year rituals
pr:vide an appropriate point at which to refine the
i:haracterisatic'n ':' f these spirits by ': ':'mparing the two types
ci f I c'u seh ':' 1 d sh r i n e.
Shrines to jj are similar to the base of a gcids shrine.
They generally form an unad ':'rned white clay block thc'unh, in
I
some parts of Ladakh, the block is capped with a white clay
ball. This unobtrusive block is generally found in the
storeroom. The base cuf a god's shrine is called and
stores of grain in the floor of a storeroom are called
(bang ba); the shrine to
	 is called a
	 store,
From the outside, then, the L shrine is comparable ti:. the
base of a g ':'d's shrine though it lacks any decoration.
Inside, the shrines are more difficult to compare. I have
never seen inside shrines and few Ladakhis were clear about
the internal cirganisatcin cuf a jj shrine for it is nc.t
regularly changed. Some Ladakhis sLtppcirt Kaplanian's a':count
of lubang, containing both p.:'t and arrow (Kaplanian
1901:212). Mc.st, h.:.wever, claimed that there is no s ':'ul wood
in a ju shrine, only the p ':.t of precii:.us materials. The pot
never includes iron for fear of wounding the lu. The man
cited above, who spoke ':' f a spear to hold the god in its
shrine, spoke also of shrines to lu:
"A stc.rerc'c.m fc.r the lu is made in the You ccii lect
the lu and much wealth together with untouched offerings c'f
grain and yi:'u put them all in a pot. A monk consecrates it(ane, rab gnas) and then the lu stays there."
This strui:ture is contrasted tc' the pala ':e (ahQdn) made
for a g.:.d:
"The palace for the god is the 	 which has a pot like
the lubang for the god ti:' live in if it likes. But, the
ag also has other things. It has an arrc.w which is for
spiritual power, to make the spiritual pu:.wer c.f the god
high in the same way as prayer flags.
	 It has a spear for
the soul c' f the gc.d.	 The whc' le thing is its palace. This
is different from the	 which has only a pot and a
h.:.use for the lii."
Whatever the internal configuration of a shrine tc'
	 it
clear that the p ':t is seen as the m.:'st integral part of this
type of shrine (31).
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The pu:.t inside a 1 shrine is changed only in unusual
circumstan ':es.
 Earlier descriptions of anuk and the
"g ':lden stone" episode at New Year suggest that the shrine is
renewed from the cuutside. It is possible then to suggest that
the l shrine is part of a larger structure, of the household
itself. The house can be seen as a shrine writ large,
composed of a stu:mau:h cr store underneath a soul wood.
	 The
soul wood	 can be seen as the central pillar •:apped by the
god' s shrine c 13) . The i:u:urporate "soul " of a hc'useh ':l d is
held in its "fc.c'd" or "bcidy", that is, the stc.rerc":'m and lu
shrine.
The Ihtho then replicates this larger
	 structure,
holdin g a god above a body and food supply. 	 The lhatho and
the house as a whc' le mirror each c'ther.	 They are i:c'ntrasted
to the j shrine which cc'nsists simply of a store.
This particular interpretation is Just one of many that
mi ght be suggested. It is chosen in relation to the
di srussi on in Chapter 1, which showed that the urn on bet ween
god and lu was a potent image of fertility. 	 Gods and	 are
individually inert; g ':'ds sterile in the frozen wastes and
hibernating in the earth. People initiate a partnership
between them, through which they bring life but also threats
to life. The discussion of ritual arrows and pots that has
beers presented in this chapter help to explain the evocative
power cf the dadar scrig, ':ited in Chapter 1, with its image'
cuf a wedding arrow planted upon a pot of barley. This song
speaks to the cc'mpl ex movements of the hc.usehol d jr rd aticri
to its fields and pastures over the c ':'urse c' f the village
year.	 It speaks also to the mt:ivements ass ':'ciated with other
uni c'ns; between husband and wi fe and, as shown in chapter ,
.4 /_ :-
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between god and person in an oracle. More generally, this
fc'cus on the embodiment cif gods is chosen in order to provide
background to the chapters on oracles. This interpretatic'n of
household shrines has been selected because it suggests that,
in some ':ontexts, lu may be seen as bodies and food for gods.
It is clear that the incorporation cuf food into the
household and the person over the year is fraught with danger
and hedged around with rites of protection. In the last
se':tion of the chapter, the feeding of human rather than
spirit guests is described in order to explore the dangers
assc":iated with ingestion. This last section does not deal
directly with the domestication ': ' f gods but it is important
to the wider topic. First, the rituals discussed above are
set in an annual cycle of hospitality and work just as much
as a natural ':y ':le of seascins.	 A brief des':ription makes it
easier to see the continuities between the entertaininc of
spirits and people. Second, this material is important to a
subsequent discussion of possession and particularly to the
top i': of women's affli ':tion dis':ussed in Chapter 5.
2	 grir.
Hospitality offered to spirits is coercive; so is the
pr ':'cess ':' f entertaining people.	 Ortner's analysis ':' f the
angdzi mechanism am.Dngst the Sherpa provided the basis for
her discussion of hc.spita]ity in general:
"The manipulative power of food and feeding is embodied in
the Sherpa institutic'n of yangdzi. In a yangdzi
trarisactic'n, an individual brings a token gift ':' f beer
and/or food to anc'ther in a culturally formalized manner,
and then asks the other for a favour. . . " (Ortner 1978a: 68)
As Ortner notes, social hospitality provides an explicit
framework for ritual acti':'n:
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"The Sherpas make the explicit analciqy between the offering
ritual and social hospitality. 	 The people are th	 hosts,
the gods are their quests. The people invite the gods to
the human realm, make them comfortable, and give them foc'd
and drink, all of which is meant to give them pleasure, "tc'
make them happy" so that they will want to "help" humanity
by providing protection from the demons." (ibid:141)
In Ladakh, a gender asymmetry is constructed through
hospitality. Women and particularly younger women are seen to
live partly between hc'usehc' lds in cc'ntrast to men who are
firmly contained within .just one unit. Women's cross-cutting
ties are ':elebrated f ':'r the life they bring to the house, as
shown in the descriptic'n c ' f thazan exchan ges. At c'ther
times, h ':iwever, these ties are devalued and women are not
allocated to r ':' les during f ':' rmal entertainments c'r certain
1 abc'ur ex ':hanges between hc'usehc' l ds. Nc'rec'ver, women are
th':'u q ht t ':' be particularly likely t ':' suffer and cause harm at
such occasions.
!	 i1
From the 1st t ':' the 3rd of the month in Ic.ngma,	 aaQ.
is given t ':' visiting relatives, almost always women. The
visitor bring s a pot of beer into the house and salutes
everyone, beginning with the stove and then the hi ghest in
rank.	 She is forced tc' eat a proper meal nowadays before
leaving with her	 bzan, the same r ':'und dough, bread and
pastry that was such a prominent part ':' f the New Year
citferings. She is als ':' given sweet "butter dough" (hemar).
Durin g these few days, a woman makes careful cali:ulatic'ns
about gi fts she wi 11 receive as some of these wi 11 general 1 y
be redistributed from her own house. The exchanges are made
relatively informally in contrast to the earlier offerings of
stove food and food c' f the 30th (toza) (p. 154, 156 above:).
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These New Year exchanges between women are initiated by
marriage, mc're specifically, by the "feast for relatives"
(yenches or
	 that is arranged in the girl's hc'use
tc'
 celebrate the alliance that has taken place (32). A wife
makes her first visit to her natal home after the wedding
when she i s wel corned by al 1 her own relatives as wel 1 as a
few affines. The ties that are affirmed between the wife and
guests c'n her side c' f the family are those that are
commemorated annually in 	 aa ex':hanges. In the Leh area,
a wife begins her married life with many visits; she may
c':' lle ':t g ifts from twenty houses at New Year. Over time,
h ':'wever, fewer visits are made and a w ':'man tends to visit
just two or three houses at the time that she be g ins to make
gifts	 to the next generation.	 It is generally well-
established "mothers" who give thaban to women in their
"daughter' s" generation. 	 Indeed, it is the mother-daughter
relaticinship that is seen as the core exchange and, in other
as of Ladakh, a wife only ever visits her own natal house
and, after her mother has died, her mother 's natal house.
These exchanges c':'mplete the regeneration of the
hc'useh ':' ld described in the last sectic'n. The cc'ntributic'n ':'f
th ':'se whc' have married int ':'
 a h ':'use are celebrated with the
gifts they bring every year from the ':'utside.
	 Women thus
keep i:'pen the paths created between affinally related
h ':'usehcilds and, during the redistribution of food, they c'pen
up c'ther paths with, for example, the kin ':'f affines.
Individual w ':'men have unique thabzan relati':'nships.
I h i s ':a n b e sh c' wn b y 1 ':":i k i n g at t w ':' worn en;
Chc'rc'l wh ':'
 had .just eloped and ani whc '
 had never married.
Ch ':'rc' l 's marriage had not been "properly" per f ':'rmed and so it
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was difficult to arrange a feast for the relatives.
	 I was
t cii d:
"The	 feast for relatives has tcu be done
	 prc'perij,
otherwise, she (Chc'roi) will only get from her very
closest relatives. The close ones are those who will
continue to give to Chorol's child after her death."
A feast was promised by the groom's household.
	 Forty houses
were to be invited on Chorcil's side of the family.
	 Chc.rc.l
would receive thabzan from all of these peciple.
	 The feast
never	 happened..	 New Year approached and the
	 family
complained:
"Chorc.l now has nc' value (rin med)."
However, when the time came, Chorc ' l did cc' llect gifts from
her family and she t ':' ld me that she had visited about ten
houses:
"I got lots cif invitatic'ns.	 I accepted most of them
because I liked the people.	 But, I would not go to K.
because. .."
c:hc.rc,l collected but did not make gifts.. She will not give
than until she c'ci:upies a senior position in whichever
household she choc'ses or makes. At that time, it was unclear
where Chc'rol and her husband were living.
j in Mig house had never married and sc'
 she had made
nc' new thb links. However, every year, she did cc'llect
gi fts from twc' houses, from her mother 's house and her
father's mother's house. Relationships with women fri: 'm these
hc'uses, who married intc' Mig, are also commemorated in
another way at New Year.	 These w':'men are tw':' of the named
ancestors honoured at h! j.	 j explained her visits in a
number of ways:
"I go cm behalf of the women who married here but who are
now dead. The gifts are for their daughters."
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"Thabzan is just for me because the others have the land.'
However, she also said that the gifts were shared out at home
and that, sometimes, she sent her elder brother to collect
them:
"It is airight for him to go on my behalf.
	 We all share
the f ':.od at home.
2j also claimed that she made gifts to visiting women but,
at the two New Years when I was in Gongma, she gave nothing.
These few comments show that differences are expressed
between women with the giving and receiving of
Younger women who are recently married visit a number of
houses, as they please.
	 They accept gifts from their
-iors, both from their real mother and women in her
generation. They do not make gifts. Older women visit only
their natal home (if they have married out) and the household
from which their mother came, if she has died. Miqi ani, in
fact, als ':'
 visited the house from which her father's mother
had married. Elder women usually give more than they
receive; they give to their (real) daughters and ti: women in
their daughter's generation.
Ib exchanges are virtually ign ':'red in accounts of
New Year and .:arry n ':'ne cuf the imp ':'rtance attached to the
c'ther focud offerings described. However, it is apparent that
women's links between households are celebrated for the life
they bring ti: their own homes.	 At the same time, it can be
seen that a contrast is established between yi:.uriger and
re':ently married women and their "mothers". The former go
where they like, irrespective ':' f househc' ld membership, which
is still unclear. Y':'un ger women are al so ass ':": i ated with the
witchraft attacks described in C:hapter 5 and it seems that
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they are t c'o much "in-between".	 WI th time, however, they
visit fewer hc'uses and their visits are based on household
rather than perscinal ties; they also give rj tc' the next
generation. The older woman, then, is firmly established as a
senior in just one househc' l d, often as a mother. The 1 i fe
that she has brought and c.:'ntinues to bring to this one house
is celebrated without any of the negative connotations
associated with younger women.
Ibt in the Leh area involves feeding as well as the
exchange of gifts. Youn ger women are forced t ':' eat and drink
where they visit.	 New Year is also the time when relatives
are invited to meals celebrating a recent marria 	 re
b i r t h i: f a ch i 1 d. At su': h c'c ': as i ':'n s, women b eh ave i n
di fferent ways from men, b.:'th as guests and as hosts. There
is n ':tt spau:e to describe village hospitality in detail but a
short des.:riptic'n will illustrate the di fferen':es in gender
roles assc'ciated with informal and more formal hospitality.
These differen ':es will be linked to exchanges of labour
between h':'useh':'l ds.
b2.	 iUty
Women are largely responsible fc'r everyday production,
in:luding the preparation ':' f fcu ':.d and drink. Their everyday
work is associated with informal exchanges between neighbours
and friends;	 in the fields,	 fetching water, spinning,
cc' lleu:ting wild vegetables c'r elsewhere.	 Thus, ani, the
woman c' f t he h c'u se i n Mi g wou 1 d c' ft en be f ':.un d w i t h
neighbours.	 She mi ght be baking bread but she never had the
"sour dough" used ti:' leaven bread.	 So, she wc'uld visit her
neighbour ti: borrow some. 	 If the neighbi:'ur had nc'rie, she
w.:'uld tell	 where to go.	 The nei g hbour would havo a
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slightly different personal network to which ani would be
referred. If a piece of sour dough were followed back to its
incepticin, it wc'uld be found to have travelled through most
•:if the houses in the village. Similar patterns can be traced
in the exchange of beer or other household items, information
and general village gossip. When a woman drops in, she is
given a cup of tea and, sometimes, she is fed. During such
infc'rmal hospitality, the women will work tcigether.
Women are seen to curganise household production through
persi:'nal ties with other wc'men as well as more formally
constituted ties between hc'usehc.lds. Men rarely "drop in" to
ea ':h other 's houses 1 ike women though they wi i i gather
out side. Ch r en, however, are cuften sent ar ':'und the
villag e on errands.
On more formal occasions, women are displaced from
hosting roles and they di:'
 not participate as guests in the
same way as men.	 It is suggested that images of women's
everyday	 work	 inform	 their behaviour	 during	 formal
hi:uspitality.	 The c'rganisatiu:.ri of h.:ispitality is best seen
through an example.	 }janso1 in Mig pru:'vides an illustrati':'n
as c'ne cf the simpler but still formal village entertainments
- Mi q, the hosting h ':'usehold, is t ':' fc'rce food and drink
on quests Fc":'d and drink are seen to haVe' natural
properties which will alter the mood of guests tSE'C also
Ortnur 1970 (S Paul), 1978a: 86) and negi:itiatic'ns, such as
marriage, are named after the "beers" offered: tc ' au:cept food
and drink is tantamount to a': ':epting the proposal.
Hospitality, then, is a power ful social f ':'rce. Hc' ts hope to
engender the right m ':":'ds and they fear that they mi ght be
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refused or that their offerings might ':ause illness and
quarrels. Guests are, at least initially, reluctant to
aci:ept what they are given; they are especially worried ab':'ut
jealousy, pollution and poison (34) which might be ingested
with fcii:id.	 Accordingly,	 hosts press food and
	 drink
tirelessly upon their guests who initally refuse with equal
per sisten ':e.	 All guests show	 ngs; m.:.desty, shyness, the
"polite refusal" (35).	 Hi:iwever, a guest's initial refusal
must be broken down.
	 In the end, guests are bound to accept
because, ti: continue t':i refuse for ti:':' icing is ti:' cast
aspersi c'ns upon your host and the quality of his f ':'od and
drink, to be seen no i':'n g er as m':'derate arid p ':lite but, all
c' f	 a sudden,	 c'so,	 pr':uud or	 arrc'cjant.	 At	 fc.,';
entertainments, it is men who press food and drink upon their
guests and women who are generally seen ti:' sh ':'w most zans.
Monks spent three days. at Nig during	 s.ol.	 On the
last day, they were fed by men rather than wc'men accordin g tc'
the fi:'rmai hu:ispitai ity they received. Meanwhile, focid was
prepared f ':'r a wc' man whu:' had re':ently married from the
viii ace, who ':ame with her husband, his parents and maternal
uncle and the w.:' maii whc' had acted as "helper" crç) at t
weddin g , the wife's father's sister. This party wa. ted in
anc'ther r':'om. Finally, a feast was held for the viii age c'nce
the monks had left.
As usual,	 had prepared the scene; brewin g beer,
preparing sc'me of the fc. ':'d, c'rganisinq invitations and,	 for
the previous tw':' days, serving monks.	 On the day, she was
displaced. A brc'ther acted as cook and a br ':' ther-in-law tc'c'k
over as "server" (drena).	 Twc' other r ':' ies had	 been
allocated. Another brother was ritual assistant tc' the monks.
-7.-'11.-i
and an outsider, a woman, was appointed as "the one to tend
the stove" (tbb). This allcuu:ation was explained by one of
the brothers as fc'l].c'ws:
"it is better to have a man because people aren't afraid to
eat what he has cooked. We should have asked an outsider
because then we wouldn't be blamed if everything wasn't
perfe ':t... But, we left it to ':'
 late and no-one was free."
The conversation turned to Sh. mother, the stove-tender:
A few days before, some of her relatives had c 'mplained c'f
sc're throats. The dau ghter-in-law at Sh. had been the cook
at their skangsoi some two or three weeks before the
illness. N. from Mig spoke about the quarrel that developed
with some relish. The ill relatives threatened to g ':' tc'
Sh. mother and tell her that they had been poisoned. The
daughter--in--law told them that they were stupid, what c':'u].d
they prove? N. interpreted the incident f ':' r me. The coc4::
must have wished ill against one persi:.n in particular,
maybe she even put poison in her food. But, he added, there
is always a dan ger that you will affect ':uther people as
well, especially if they share a similar "sigr" (an
astr ':' loqi':al term, lit. "element", kharns). N. had told me
all this in c'rder to explain why the mother was available
f,:tr help - everyone else was afraid that she too might
cause damage. There was nc' question c' f askin g her to c':'ok,
n ':' t only was she a woman but s.:.me':'ne who might p ':' is ':'n and
p ':illute others.
For similar reas ':'ns, "it is better for a man tc' dc' the w':'rk
of server".
This inc i dent shows that women shc'ul ci nc't cook and ser 'IC cm
formal occasions because they might cause illness. This
propensity is intrinsic to the lives they lead in a partially
separate woman's w ':'rld that is not bound by househ ':' l ci
boundaries and to their natures which, it will be recalled,
are lu:'wer fin the karmi: scale than men's. They are also said
ti:' have iciwer spiritual power (p) than men.
The	 that women shc'w as guests is related tc' a
similar di stincticin. Just as wc'men are more likely to cause
harm, s: they are more vulnerable to harm. 	 They must be
careful riot to lc'se their eel f-restraint altc'gether for fear
that they uiiht take in something bad that they will not 	 e
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able to digest. At the "bride feast", the major guest did nc't
quite fit this picture.	 She resisted classification as a
guest, trying to stay in the kitchen. 	 She also drank beer
but only in the kitchen and she shc'wed no more than her
menf ':' lk. This behaviour was possible because she knew her
hosts. Even sc' , she was seen to conform to etiquette in the
end because she did eventually accept her role as guest and
as she began tc' behave formally, so she sh':'wed
The g uests were eventually ushered into a special room and
fc'r ':ed tc'
 behave like guests. Endless pots of beer and tea
were taken to the guest room. 	 Periodically, there was a
bowl ':' f chapatti and sauce or some breads. Dinner (based
on meat and rice) was served 3 cr 4 h':'urs after the guests
had arrived, just as the men were falling into a drunken
stup ':ir and the women int ':'
 a t ':' rp ':'r of b ':' redc'rn. Ea ':h ':'f the
guests ate a little, then the men handed fc ' c'cI t ':' the women
and the women emptied their own plates into their bags,
stuffing the stickier sauces in between the chapatti and
breads. Tashi, the bride, began the evening by giving some
breads and m':'ney to ani in the kitchen.	 returned a gift
cif money and scarf to the new cc.upl e when she brought
dinner.	 A further exchan g e took place at the end ':f the
evening as bride and groom made formal farewells and j
gave ea ':h guest two breads. (She told me, shamefaced, that
they were bazaar breads). Tashi took advantage of her
initial presentation ti: avoid leaving the kitchen. After a
while, she was forced to join the others but she kept
returning tc' the kit ':hen to qc'ssip. She even drank sc'mc
beer.
In the q uest r ':'om, Tashi joi ned the others in a ':curLspi ':uc'us
display of zas.	 1.:'ne covered their bowls and cups
saying i tg , "I shan't drink", Ju e, "please
don' t serve. " At the begi nni ng, n ':'- ':'ne would sit arid
everyu:une tried t ':' demean themselves by sitting l ':' w, thiDugh
they agreed to sit in the proper places eventually.
Once the men had agreed to drink, there was a nc'ticeable
difference. They resisted the first drink for some time.
At last, they were persuaded to drink three bowls ':f the
first (strongest:) beer in the proper coremc'ri al 1 hi on,
drinking the bowl dry. Later, they were served normal beer
in a n':'rmal way, that is, they did not have to drain the
cup every time a host passed. But, they f ':'und it much
harder to refuse, partly because they had shown that hcy
did drink (alcc'hol:) and therefc're had no reas ':'nable grounds
fc'r refusal. They were placed in the pc'sitic'n of all male
guests: they c ':'uld not refuse beer without leaving and they
could not leave until they had eaten.
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As the evening wore cm, men from the hosting family spent
more and more time with their guests, crouching the ':'ther
side of the table, joining the drinking, chatting and
laughing happily with the ones who had so recently elicited
very formal and correct behaviour as well as obvious
embarrassment. Tashi and her aunt .joined in, they knew the
family well. The mother-in-law, however, looked restless
and ill at ease, she scarcely spoke.
This account confirms the importance of alcohol in
dis.:riminating between men and women during feasts. Alcohol
comes tci be seen as a crucial mechanism for achieving both
gi:sod and bad relations among men and these stand f ':ir the
relaticmns established between households. At the bride feast,
alc.:mhc'l was first served fc'rmally, refused and eventually
accepted formally. Later, it was accepted more readily.
Eventually, the distinction between host and guest virtually
disappeared and alcohm:ml was shared. The feast had become a
drinking session for men, prc'dui:ing, in this case, a new
warmth between near strangers but often ending in quarrels
and ill-feeling. The momentary transcendence of the normally
impenetrable wall of mu:mderatirsn and self-restraint between
men is also seen to bring their househm:' lds together. Women,
it seems, are said to show more zangs because their refusal
tc'
 partake is never overcome; they dci ncit drink alcohol
(publicly).
	
Behaviour	 during the entertainment is related
	 to
a':tivities befcmre and afterwards, as hinted in the account
above. Tashi brought scmme offerings and took m:mthers away.
The women took their meals (or a substantial amount of cooked
focmd) home with them. Fom:d is typically taken tcm and from
feasts and women take, ccmllem:t and distribute most items. Men
do this work as well but less often. Women can thus be seen
as	 the primary mediators between everyday and spem:ial
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oc':asions, gradually constructing and deconstructing the
formal world. Ibo have provided an example of the
ambiguity involved. Items are given relatively informally,
usually by wc'men to women. They are often dismissed as items
of little importance but they are also
	 celebrated as
ex ':hanges which make the household itself possible.
The bride feast began as the monks were leaving.
	 A
third entertainment was also taking place:
j gave soup to the village children in t, afternoon.
They tocuk special "butter dough" home with them. In the
evening, when the monks had left and the guests to the
bride feast arrived, I was surprised to see Fl. lcicking most
of the doors. I understood why when I saw the children
coming back, somewhat ahead of their parents. They stood
outside and periodically roamed the h':uuse, helping
themselves to beer in the cups that they had kept tucked
into their clothes. Several got drunk, several were beaten,
almost all were thrown out of the house at least twice
before they decided to leave a couple of hours later.
None c'f the girls came back in the evening. Almost all the
adults were men. There were 3 or 4 women who sat resolutely
in the kitchen. It was impossible tc' make them behave like
guests: one got up to fill a pitcher of beer, another
tended the fire while Sh.. mother went to find dung, a third
u:hecked the ri ':e as Fl.. disappeared to help serve. 	 They
drank tea and the occasional glass of beer. As far as I
could see, they also ate what was given to them at about
11.00 p.m., by whoever happened to be in the kitchen at the
time.
About 20 men were eventually seated in a single line after
the usual negotiations. They were persuaded to drink
ceremu:unially and, later, they were given cirdinary beer in
the ordinary way. They were served by men all evening and,
though there were no qL(arrels this time, there was a lot of
nu:' ise and a few .jokes that worried the hosts.
All the guests had left by midnight once the meal had been
dispatched with the usual speed, in about five minutes.
The hosts then ate. Only the stc've tender abstained. She
was given a little of everything to take home.	 The next
day, the dcuugh cones blessed by monks 	 were
distributed tc' all the houses in the village.
Once more, men entertain men.	 In this case, most village
women refuse to attend. Only cl.:'se neighbours ':ame, "to
help".	 At large feasts, where wr'men are obliged to attend
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and forced to behave formally, they are still full of ns
and detached from what is seen to be the central procEss of
getting drunk.
Earl i er, it was suggested that women are assc'c i at ed wi th
an image cif informal work and hospitality. During feasts,
women hosts are replaced by men and women guests do not
participate as fully as men.	 However, formal entertainments
are constructed and deccinstructed by women collecting,
taking, receiving and redistributing f ':'c'd thri:.ugh their own
personal networks. It is appropriate, then, that the central
part cf the feast should inv ':' lve men whc' get drunk fc'r, if
women are sen to stand somewhat ira-between h ':'useholds, then
men can be seen as true insiders. One impi:irtant aspei:t cf
feasting ':c'ncerns the prcicess of gathering representatives of
hciusehi:l ds together and then breaking down the separating
walls. The transcerden.:e of hc'usehc' ld b ':undaries comes tc' be
seen as a prc.i:ess generated by men who drink su:'ciabiy
together (36).
This brief account of hospitality may be completed by
reference to formal exchan g es between hc'useh ':' l ds. Two types
of exchange have teen rneint i oned.	 The ma.ji:' r manuring ':' f the
fields,	 i:alls for a wider formal i:o-ctperatii:in in
G':'n g ma than any cit her agricultural task. There is a vii 1 age
r ':' ta which organises each house in turn to recEiv all the
di:'nkeys in that half of the village cm a given day tc' carry
manure ti:' the fields. Labour is also exchanged and
calculations are based on strict reciprc ':ity between men.
H ':'wever, the work process al s ': depends upon a less visible
pattern •:.f or g anisaticun, feedin g , that is organised by women.
4hi le the lab ':sur of men was exchanged between househclds on a
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formal basis, labour in the kitchen was recruited through
informal ties between women. The three women who helped i
on the day of Mig's bnld were invited by rj herself on
the basis of personal ties that were not formally calculated.
Angmo also helped in the fields that day but, unlike the men
of the house,	 she was not obliged to return her labour to
any other household.
A second limited exchange was mentioned in relation to
ploughing. A nq partnership is often made between two
househc'lds in order to put together a team of two dzo.
Again, formal calculations are made and each day of dzo or
adult labour is returned.
	 During this pericid, women's work
is reckoned as well as men's.
	 Once more, however, work in
the kitchen is nc't calculated:
"For bunglud, only men can do the reciprocal labour.
	 Fc'r
at ploughing, women can go as labour to sow the
seeds, to distribute the manure and to make the fields
level." (Mig man)
Both these work processes depend upon f cod and drink that
"make people work" without "making them lazy". Hospitality
is formulated around conventionally defined grades of beer
and f ':'ods but it is informal relative to the village feast
just described. Accordingly, women are appropriate coc'ks and
servers but their work is marginalised, invisible, according
to the formal reckoning of labour among households.
Village hospitality and associated work are informed by
gender differences where women are seen to be part of an
informal pattern that cuts across households in contrast to
men who represent their households and a mc're formal social
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life.	 This contrast based on gender adds depth to the
description of household ritual, where men were seen as the
major participants. It has fo.:used largely upon the woman's
perspe.:tive in anticipation ': ' f a discussion of possession
where i n for mal ties among women are cast in a negative I i qht.
This dis.:ussion of hospitality has been selective and
gender roles have been sketched crudely, with ':'ut reference to
relative status, age and h ':'usehold p ':sition	 Differences
between women have been sketched while differences between
men have n ':ut, because of the material on women's possession
in Chapter 5. Nonetheless, this brief section illustrates
the cc'ntinuties between the coercive hospitality offered to
spirits and people as well as showing that the organi sation
cf both "ritual" arid "social" hospitality is informed by
çender differences among people.
2.7 Gods in the wcr id
In Chapter 1, gods were seen c'n top of a threetiered
universe which is built mt ': the landscape and house
architecture. Gc'd were said to m ':.ve down intc' the c'rid and
bring life t ':'
 it.	 In this chapter, these m.:ivements have been
des ':ri bed through the embodiment c ' f gods in dc'mesti ritual.
A ritual process was first des ':ribed where qods (and
other spi its) are enticed down into houses and bc 'di es. They
are fed and trapped.	 Speu:i fi ': rituals were des ': iced which
elab ':'rated the nature of certain ritual items, notably, the
arrow and also the ritual pot. Others will be dest:ribe which
c ':'ncern c'racular trance and the embodiment of g c'ds in people.
These rituals will likewise be seen in terms cf a urdc'n
between g od and body which br i rigs Ii fe to the wc' lc. As shown
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subsequently, oracular possession is distinguished from other
rituals according to the nature of the visiting spirits and
the ritual style rather than any difference in the basic
ritual process. Are the spirits gods or demons? Is the
"vessel" master or slave to them? Many of the rituals of the
annual cycle also belc'ng to the repertoire of village oracles
and certain rites will be encountered again in this context.
The embodiment of spirits concerns an essentially
coercive hospitality which cc'nstructs a rank order out of
assembled guests whc' are forced to eat and drink. In the
latter part of the chapter, the continuities between "social"
and "ritual" hospitality were elaborated. Yet, an important
difference is apparent. The entertaining of spirits in
domestic ritual was seen to have the desired effects more or
less automatically. The entertaining of people was seen as
m ':'re ':' f a prciblem for hosts cannot necessarily produce the
desired effects. Guests fear that the natural properties of
food and drink together with any associated ill feelings will
harm them rather than produce the ideal sc 'cial harmony.
Every trance of a village oracle involves the extraction of
pollutic'n and ill-will from at least some c' f the clients
attending.
Household life has formed the basis fc 'r a description cif
lay society, one of the two parts tc' an image ':' f Ladakhi
society.	 In the next chapter, the c'ther part is described,
monastic life.	 As mentioned previously, the perspective
remains with the villager, nc't the mc'nk. Accordingly,
Chapter 3 completes my discussion of the village and forms
the context in which possessic'n practices are situated.
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CHAPTER 3
RELIGION (CHOS) AND THE MONASTERY
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Plate 12 The first circumambulation (tango
skorra) in Leh
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Plate 14 Making religious kin (cbQ2Q) at Shey
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3.1 Intrc.duction
In Chapter 1, a Ladakhi vision c'f society was described
which is made up of two parts, monastery and village.
Aspects of the village pole have been described; in this
chapter, the monastery is introduced from the villager's
perspective (1). Because my general fcucus concerns oracles,
this dis ':ussion negleu:ts important themes such as the central
impu:'rtance of charity and the role of experts practising hos
outside the monasteries (2). A sketch of the annual cycle is
completed with a description of the religic.us times of year
and the devotions of villagers. Mortuary ritual is also
briefly described. "Merit-making" au:tivities are then l.:'cated
in a wider discussion of karma. Rinpoche are described
finally as the centre piece to village perspectives cif çhos.
Villag ers visit monasteries less often than monks visit
households. They make their devcuticuns for individual
reasons; to commem ':.rate a death or to deal with misf':srtune.
They also visit at particular times of year and it is these
:.:llectively orchestrated visits, embedded in the calendar,
that are described below. Individual pilgrimages and
requests for help will be noted in subsequent chapters.
Whatever the purpc.se of a visit, villagers will go around the
site which is united with a sacred past. They will make a
measured circumambulatic'n (jorra) of the monastery
precincts, turn prayer wheels in the ciutside walls and enter
the buildings ti: prostrate themselves (chak hu1ches) before
images, texts, r i npu:. ':he. When vi 11 agers appr c'ach a
monastery, they see themselves in the presence of a higher
rel igic'n than that practised at home, and they gu:' both to
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make merit and tc'
 gain access to the other-worldly powers c'f
gods in the monastery.
In Chapter 1, b2! was introduced by means of the three
.jewels; Buddha, Doctrine and Community. Buddha does not refer
only to the historical founder of Buddhism in India but also
to many other saints and deities. As villagers worship, they
may recognise images of some of the most popular figures such
as Guru Rinpoche, who is seen to have introduced religion to
Tibet; Chenrezig (Spyan-ras-gzigs), patron deity of Tibet;
Chamba (Byams-pa), the coming Buddha and Dolma (sGrol-ma).
Villagers are unlikely to distin guish many images clearly but
they will be able to recognise these supreme figures who
taught chc's to the wcurld and ensure its supremacy to this
day. In Tibetan Buddhism, the ccincept c' f enli g htenment has
tw':' aspects; first, transcendence of the world and sec.: 'nd, a
voluntary return to the world to help free others frc.m their
sufferin g (see also belc'w, section 3.4).	 Buddhas are ns:'t,
therefc're,	 clearly disting uished from Bodhisattvas and the
historical Buddha can equally be seen as a Bc'dhisattva:
"For the Mahyna, the ideal of the Bc'dhisattva was first
articulated in this wc'rld age in the person of Bc'ddha
C::yamuni. The term Bc'dhisattva is understc' c'd to apply to
him fr ':'m the time he t ':' .:uk the vow under the Buddha
Dipakara tc. achieve full enlightenment down to his actual
enlightenment at Bodhgayä more than three incalculable
aec.ns later. During this immense period of preparation,
his m':' tivatic'n and activity are understc'c'd to have been
characterized by selfless ccimpassion for c 'thers (karu)
and by the develc'pment of wisdom (pra.j), the two major
character i sti Cs cif the classical Mahyni st Bcdhi sattva
ideal." (Ray 186:36)
The presence of Buddhas or Bc 'dhisattvas is guaranteed today
in the persons of smaller scale fi g ures, rinpoche. Rinpoche
means "precic'us jewel" and is generally used by Ladakhis as a
synonym f ':'r the Tibetan tL	 t:sprul sku), usually rendered
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in English as "reincarnate lama". Tulku represent the third
of the three Buddha bodies, the "apparent" or physical body
which is manifest in the world (Skt:nirmnakäya). Tulku are
reb':'rn of important religious figures and some are also seen
as emanations of deities. As far as villagers are concerned,
rinpo ':he are special people who have died and then decided to
be reborn in the present. "Lineages" may link a present
incumbent back through a series of rebirths to deities such
as Chenrezig, in the case of the Dalai Lama. The fact that
rinpoche voluntarily and deliberately determine their next
birth in human form implies very special abilities which
c':'uld equally be applied to transcendence cf the world.
F.:inpc.che appear on earth to follow in the Buddha's footsteps:
"The bodhisattva cc.n ':ept is thus a part ':f the conceptual
support for the role of lamas (i.e. rinpc'che), who are seen
in scime cases as emanations of partii:ular bc'dhisattva, and
in al 1 cases as per forming the conduct of a bc 'dhi sattva."
(Samuel 1975:71)
Rinpc'che are described in further detail belc 'w (sectic'n 3.5).
Chos refers both to religion generally and to d':'ctrine
more narrowly.	 Two aspects of Doctrine are particularly
important to villagers. Ideas about karma or "work" (1s)
are assc'ciated with the sutras (mdc ' ) and they are familiar to
villaqers from pc'pular serm':'ns and dramas as well as varic'us
graphic representatic'ns su':h as the Wheel ':' f Life. This
topic is addressed belciw but another aspect of doctrine, the
tantras (rgyud), is nc 't discussed be ':ause it is largely
inaccessible tc' villagers.	 As Stein remarks, the prc'ductic'n
cf tantric deities:
"underlies every ritual practice; for tc' have any effe ':t a
rite requires the presence of the appropriate deity, wh':'
thereby bestows a "blessing" .byin rlabs) - the power of
acti ':in - on the ':' fficiant." (Stein 1972:181)
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When villagers visit monasteries, they come across countless
paintings and statues of these tantric divinities, in fierce
or peaceful aspect, painted in unnatural hues and with non
-
human bodies, extra limbs or hands or eyes. One deity has
several forms and villagers are rarely able to explain which
images are permutations of each other and which are distinct.
They know little about these gods and they have no access to
them except through the mediaticin of monks, who assume their
forms in ritual.	 At charn, the monastery dramas des':ribed in
Chapter 6, some of these gods come alive to villagers in the
masks and actiu:'ns of monks. This is the only ': ':'ntext in
which tantric ritual is discussed, and frc.m the village
per spe ': t i ye.
Buddhas created the Doctrine which they taught to the
Community. Community refers to all Buddhists but als':'
specifically to initiates who have dedicated their lives to
chos in a quest for knowledge and liberation. "Skilful
means" (thabs, Skt: upaya) in Tibetan Buddhism imply that
tea ':hers must use means c'r methods of instruction appropriate
t ':'
 the stage c' f development in their pupils. Monks are ready
for more knowledge than mu: 'st villagers and so the "meaning"
of a ritual is different for different people. Layers of
interpretation have been glimpsed in the a.:counts of domestic
ritual given previously. Ladakhis assc'ciate the initiate
lifestyle above all with the monastery where mu:unks are guided
by rinpoche to use their knowledge on behalf of all.
In Ladakh, there are a few rinpcs ':he and yogins who live
c'utsi de mc'naster i es.
	 Ycugi ns are generally called
	 ij
(sgrub grwa) and many are associated with monastic centres c'f
training such as Lamayuru and Hemis (3). As nc.ted in Chapter
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1, Gongma villagers have little to do with yogins and
suspicion was often voiced about their powers, which might be
used for suspicious ends such as destructive magic.
There are no communities of part-time religious
specialists similar to those described in other Tibetan
speaking areas such as southern Tibet and Nepal. Such people
practice agriculture, marry and perform much domestic
ritual. Aziz describes one fifth of D'ingri agriculturalists
as chos pa (religious ones) who live in their c.wn hamlets,
erkhyirn	 ona, with temples. Each su.:h goa has patron
villages,	 a parish,	 for whom religious services	 are
performed.	 Half of the gc.npas among the D'ingri are of this
type and carry little prestige as compared to the ':sther half,
"ascetic gc'npas" or mi:.nasteries (Aziz 1978:chapter 4). As
A:iz notes, D'ingri serkhirn gc'na are comparable to Sherpa
institutions. Among the Sherpa, there is a similar division
between reincarnate lamas (rinpciche), hereditary priests
(sngags pa), monks and ser khyim pa (4). H':'wever, married
monks are fc'und in Sherpa areas as well. C:larke notes that
Yolmc' villagers (Helambu Sherpa) rarely use monks f': 'r ritual
and rely instead upon the Lama community which is like the
ser khyim pa des ':ribed by Aziz (Clarke 1980). The Sikkimese
analc'gues to D'ingri ser khyim communities, which involve
Kagyupa and others, carry a much higher status. Nakane notes
a divisic'n between these cc'mmunities and Gelugpa monks who
generally	 practice celibacy inside monasteries	 (Nakane
1966:226-229).
These few examples provide points of comparison with
Central Ladakh. In Gc'ngma, villagers rely upon monks and
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rinpoche (reincarnate lamas) for religious guidance. As
noted in Chapter 1, they also make distinctions between
different orders, relying upon Nyingmapa practioners for
certain rituals, especially astrological and exorcistic ones,
and Gelugpa monks for much of the rest of their domestic
ritual (5).	 Non-monastic practitioners are consulted less
often by Gc'ngmapa but it is possible that lay astrologers
22c!), doctors (bj) and oracles (1bb.L) fulfil some of
the functions provided by non-monastic practiciners in other
areas. Clearly, the divisicun of labour am.: 'ng religious
personnel has important implications for the ritual division
of lab ':.ur in general, whi ':h is discussed further in the next
chapter.
!2 Ii2	 EL
Visits tc'
 monasteries are prompted by calendri.:al events
which are described bel.:sw and in Chapter 6. Villagers around
Leh make visits to all the local monasteries, regardless c'f
se':t. The fc' llowing decriptic'n is located c.nce more in this
area and constructed from the perspective cif Gc'ngma villagers
in particular.	 In the last chapter, winter was discussed as
the time of transiticun between the old and new year. 	 The
first part ':' f that transition was outlined with the village
New Year.	 I turn now to the second part and to religious
rites in the monastery.
The present discussic.n cc'n':erns rituals presented in
Table 2, Chapter 2. The rites of the first and most religious
month of the year at the end cif winter are described and
brief references are made to "Buddha's birthday" in the
fourth month, which is also an auspicious mc'nth in religious
I£ .J
terms (6).
	 Ladakhis always emphasise the separation between
the village New Year and the king's New Year which oc':urs at
the end of the 12th month together with the
	 Tibetan
celebrations. Secular New Year involved the consumption of
meat and alcohol and the "finishing of bad things". The
later New Year introduces religion; from the end of the 12th
month, villagers practice religion properly, avoiding meat
and alcohol, avoiding killing anything and making merit. The
contrastive qualities attached to this period can be seen
with "the first circumambulation",	 skorr	 (dang p':'
skor ba), at the beginning of the first mc.nth.
Everyone completes at least three cuf the lcucal
religious sites which, for the people of Gc.ngma, means
walking around Leh tc' finish at the new monastery in the tc'wn
where '2	 (the ubiquitous six syllable prayer, c'm mani
padme hum) are recited. Many villagers dci 	 ngo	 for
the first ten days of the month and some spend the night in
the monastery reciting prayers.	 The prayer recital is known
as	 (ma ni dung 'phyur), the hundred million
mani. Every villager is supposed to contribute tc 'wards the
total.	 The Buddhist Society organises sponsors to provide
fc'od and tea, a rinpciche attends and m ':.nks officiate. During
the day, it is virtually impi:.ssible to get inside; at night,
the numbers drop and there are more young people who are
reputed tc' keep various se':ular assignments as they walk
around the monastery after counting their
sor and mani tunchur involve asceti':ism,
pilgrimage and merit-making. Merit is made for the wh ':' le of
Leh. It is said that these rites will bring snowfall tcic ' , so
that there will be water for the cr ' ps in the coming year
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The next monastic rites are cm the 14th and 1th c' f the
month. Aside from charn, there is a procession known as "head
prostration" (gççk, mgo phyag) and nyenes (bsnyen gnas), a
rite which is named after the first of two days' fasting.
ohak is sponsc'red by the families of the men who join in
and by some of the shops in the bazaar while is
sponsored by all the households who sponsor Sankar monastery,
where the rite takes place. Only young and middle aged men
join the procession because "you need to be strong", strong
enough to withstand the two and a half days it takes to
prostrate yc'ursel f, move fc'rwards to where y ':'ur head tc'uched
the ground and sing mani each time, together with the refuge
formula, and in this manner travel the religious sites of
Leh. Shopkeepers bring tea and fc'od as the procession moves
through Leh and children line the route singing and a':cepting
charity fr c'm onlookers. These c'ther s make mer i t by f: ' l 1 c'wi ng
the route, reciting prayers and giving charity even though
the men are the main a':tc'rs.
Children also line the path to Sankar and "sing for
sweets". Inside the m ':'nastery are the c'nes who fast and pray
for twc' days. At Sankar, they are mostly young women but,
elsewhere, the whole village takes part. Around Leh, it is
said that yc'ung wc'men participate in preparation for marriage
but this is not true elsewhere (7). The women have tea and
lunch cm the first day (nens).	 They wash their mouths c'ut
when they leave the monastery and eat nothing at home. On
the second day, they return to the monastery where they fast
and keep silence from nc'c'n until the following morning
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(yunges, bsyung gnas cur smyung gnas). Both days are spent
praying according to the directions of attendant monks.
These activities are important to everyone whether or
riot they participate directly. Everyone makes merit by
abstaining at least from certain substances on some of these
days, by going on some kind of pilgrimage, by praying or
reciting texts and giving charity, in short, by uuprau:tising
reliqion h
 (chc's chc'ches).
A final important occasicun occurs in a local monastery
at the end of the month. Shey (sbrul lo) celebrates the
theme of asceticism as the month for religion draws to a
close. A special, powerful shrine room in the monastery at
Shey is opened on the last two days of the first month and
monks g ive offerings to the prcutectcurs there. Women are not
allowed inside but male visitors enter the shrine, prostrate
themselves and make small offerin gs of oil for the lamps or a
few rupees.	 Visitors then circumambulate the mcinastery,
reciting rnni and turning prayer wheels. 	 Old men and women
cuften spend mcust of the day in this way. Afterwards, they
enter the main buildings, prostrate themselves befc 're the
images and leave offerings, congregating at the feet of the
main, huge Buddha image, lit by thousands of butter lamps, tu:
perform as many prcustrations as possible, punctuated by the
orn mani which are sung there all day lcung. In these ways,
rulc is like a special pilgrimage, singled cut from others
because it is a day when every sin and virtue is magnified
many thousands of times. 6j' is attended by many old
people and, it is said, by women who want to become pregnant.
Ldadakhis say that visitors "make themselves clean", "like
washing dirty clothes"; all sin, cur what is called lanchaks
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(lan chags), the (bad) karma accumulated from previous lives,
is finished (8).
is also the time for forging special kin links in
the Leh region. People attach their names to bits of
jewellery, rosaries and other belongings which they give to
monks. All are collected in a big pot and left by the Buddha
statue overnight.	 On the second day of cjLQ, monks take out
these belongings in front of their audience to find that many
of the items have been joined together.	 They call out the
names that have been paired in this way, making public the
bonds of kinship that were fc'rmed overnight.
	 Most Buddhists
and some Muslims form such ties as they are moving from
childhood	 into adolescence.	 The new kin are	 called
"religious brothers and sisters", 	 (chos spun). They
are treated in the same way as other kin, invited to the same
c'ccasions and visited just as often. The voices of
are said guide your soul through the intermediate state after
death.
The activities described are perfcirmed by villagers in
or in association with monasteries. During the first month,
rites are also staged outside the mc'nastery, which are
des':ribed separately.
On the 8th, 10th and 1th of the month, there are
village gatherings at which prayers are recited, texts read
and fc'ods distributed. New prayer flags are raised. Towards
the end of the month, sometimes at the beginning of the
second month, two further recitals occur but this time the
villagers sponsor monks to read the texts rather than
per forming themselves.
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At Gongma, the first recital is sponsored with other
parts of Leh in the new monastery. 	 This recital of the
gy (bka' 'gyur) by monks is said to make merit necessary
for success at the rite of exorcism (1ok, gtor-bzlog) on
the 9th of the 2nd month. The second recital is spc.nsored by
most villages at this time and it is performed by monks in
households.	 Gongma sponsors a recital of 'the hundred
thousand" prajFipramit) which takes place in half of
the main houses (khangchen) on alternate years. Villagers
said that the recital would ensure a good water supply for
Gongma itself.	 A rinp.:iche is often invited to augment the
power of religion at this time.	 In 1982, Tak bk rinpoche
came to read texts,	 distribute blessings and amulets,
supervise the fire c' ffering and organise the consecration of
food (tshogs) to be distributed to houses. The ashes from
the peaceful fire offerin q (zhi ba'i sbyin sre q ) were
scattered over the fields "to make the crops grow". In that
particular year, the rinpoche also recc'mmended further rites
to get rid of illness that had been troubling the Leh region.
The Leh recital, culminating in an exorcism, together
with the village recital complete the transition into the
early spring when the earth begins to warm. These later
recitals are performed by monks and sponsored collectively by
villagers. The village is still governed by the same mood of
piety. Individuals continue their own ascetic regimes
throuqhc'ut this pericid, until the first ritual plc'ughing
dis ':ussed in the last chapter.
These activites are best understood in relatic 'n tc' the
annual cycle as a whole. At the first New Year, I suggested,
the bc'undaries c'f a household are redrawn. This image c'f the
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secular world is transcended in the first month, after the
king's New Year, for the household is opened up; the
boundaries between one household and another and between
household and monastery become blurred. Instead, it is the
individual who is addressed, on a religious quest for merit
(and salvation). The two New Years together achieve a
successful transition for people in their normal lives so
that "the crops (and everything else) will grow".
This description shows that merit is made especially
through the monastery but it can always be taken back to the
household, the rest of the village and this life. It is clear
that the significance of merit-making and the monastery
change according to context, even within the first month.
Villagers first move to the monastery to make merit which
brings "inner cleanliness" and "spiritual power", which'
"finishes sin" and "brings water fc'r the crops". Villagers
imitate the behaviour of monks as they go c 'n pilgrimage,
practice as ':eticism and offer devotions. At the end of the
mc'nth c'r at the beginning of the second month, villagers
employ monks to work on their behalf. The recitals which
close this religious period c'f the year can be seen to mark a
transitional	 period	 which return villagers	 to	 their
households. The importance of context can be shown further by
looking at a similar merit-making rite that takes place in
the spring-time.
The fourth month is in May - June, the crops are
planted, animals are excluded from the fields and it is
spring. It is also the other religious month in the year
because it is the time when Buddha was born, rea':hed
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enlightenment and left the world. Villagers practice
asceticism and they say once more that the effects of sin and
virtue are magnified out all proportion. There is a monastery
celebration	 on the 15th when every villager goes on
pilgrimage	 and visits the local monasteries,
	 "to	 do
religion". In Gongma, there is also a village celebration
and, in the Leh area, spring archery festivals (rtses) are
celebrated.
The pilgrimage in Leh is different from those described
insofar as it is organised around a procession to the four
local monasteries, led by musicians, boys and q irls carrying
auspicious offerings, a jeep with a Buddha statue under an
umbrella, monks and bc'ys carrying sacred texts with which
they bless bystanders, who return buttermilk schoc'l
children singing victory songs and, finally, other villagers.
The procession is a celebration and the children sing
"victory to the gods, it is the holy day of Sangyas (that is,
Buddha)". In winter, rites in the monastery and village
establish the transition to a new year but, at Buddha's
birthday, it is spring and the victory of religion that are
celebrated. They are celebrated in the village as well where
new prayer flags are made, c'ne c' f the village shrines is
changed and the entire village repainted.	 There is another
feast when elected village c' fficials are changed. All these
a ':tivities mark the end of colle':tive village life, summer is
about to begin again and households will shortly separate to
w':'rk in the fields and pastures until the harvest festival in
the seventh month.
This rite is similar to the others, fc 'cused c'n homage to
chos	 ("religion")	 in the monastery,	 influencing	 and
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coordinating activities outside as well.	 However, the rite
is, above all, a thanksgiving for spring and growth. The
prominent part played by children, the offerings of welcome
and the images of abundance such as the buttermilk and water
offered by spectators can all be seen in this light.
Finally, it should be noted that the festival is called the
fc'Llrth fifteenth (that is, the 15th of the 4th month) but
invariably described as Buddha's birthday. It is also the
day cif Buddha's enlightenment and death but these latter
associations are not recognised at all in the village. No
doubt, monks celebrate Buddha's transcendence cuf the wc'rld
but villagers, on the rc'ntrary, celebrate his birthday, his
life in this world and his cc'ntributicun to fertility and
growth. The village perspe.:tive draws upon the ima ge of
Buddha who left the world only to return again and again,
through compassion, to help c'ther sentient beings (9). This
is the image of a Bodhisattva which is sc' central tc' Tibetan
Buddhism and which, it is suggested, is integrated into the
annual cycle and related to the attempt that people make ti:
transcend the se ':ular world temporarily during the first
month. The world was left behind and then a new cycle of
g rowth is initiated. On the fourth fifteenth, the first signs
of life are celebrated together with the reintegraticun cuf
both Buddha and people into the world.
Although some material on the religicius times of year is
still tc' be desu:ribed (see Chapter 6), the above summary
shows how villagers practice religicun (chcis choches) in the
mu:.nastery and take merit bau:k to their se.:ular lives. Merit
has been seen to clean and improve the person and to bring
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fertility to the land. In the next sections, it will be seen
that merit made in this life is also impc'rtant to the next.
The rituals performed by monks at death are described; these
are situated below because they ideally fall in winter.
Ladakhis do not map the entire life cycle on to the year but
they insist that the proper time to die is in winter. The
body will nc't decompose before it is burnt and so it is
offered whole, not imperfe ':t and riddled with worms. The Lu
are asleep and Sc' they are not defiled by the cremation.
a!.	 itL
Death is not a purely religious celebratic 'n though this
is the aspect emphasised below and by most Ladakhis, who
consider funerals to be the most important rite of the life
':ycle. Kin, and villagers will orchestrate and help
pay fc'r the feasting which begins on a small scale as
visitors pay their respects t ':'
 the deceased, build up to the
grandest and largest of life cycle feasts about a week later
on the day of crematic'n, and ':lc'se with smaller ':elebrations
on the fourth day after crematicin, 30 or 49 days after death
and sometimes each anniversary thereafter.
Cremation is the most cc'mmc'n but nc 't the only form of
mortuary ritual. As Wylie ':autic'ns:
"Nc'
 generalization should be made without ailciwing for the
exception.	 Funeral customs in Tibet vary accc 'rding to
region, reascin and rank. Some variatic 'ns seem to be
withc'ut reason other than lc":al customs as in the case of
water burial, while cither variations are dictated by
natural environment, such as the lack of firewood f':'r
cremation." (Wylie 1965:242).
In Ladakh, cremation is the norm. Hc'wever, children are
buried cr thrown in the river (10) and those who have died c'f
certain infectious diseases, notably leprosy, are buried
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(11).	 High status Ladakhis, monks, and rinpoche also have
different mortuary rituals.
Cremation follows a good death, which depends on merit.
The self must be sacrificed voluntarily in order to make the
greatest of gifts which will earn the lay donor enough merit
to achieve another human life. Ideally, the sacrifice is
staged in the winter, as noted previously (12). On the whole,
this self-sacrifice is associated especially with the old.
To die young is to have "your life cut off" before its time
and suggests inherited bad karma. The elderly, however, have
time to orient their lives to the makinq of merit in
preparation for death. Old people give away their material
possessions, they retire and, in sc'me Tibetan speaking areas,
join religious communities (13). The elderly are in a
position to make merit simply by giving goods to their
children though, of course, there is more potential for merit
in giving charity to monks (14). Old people plan their dying
carefully as they give away their property, "do religion"
(chos choches) and accumulate and set aside gifts for monks
and mc'nasteries. Gifts are auctioned (Qhulches) after the
cremation by officiating monks, who keep the proceeds. The
auction and a number of other gifts and rites rid the dead
person of all belongings and the household of their surplus.
Social relations are dissolved in the giving of gifts and a
number of spe':ial attachments must be carefully broken so
that the dead person will not stay in the world, as a ghost,
in sin. As March has written of the Sherpa, these gifts
constitute the final reciprocation of outstanding exchange
obligations which free the dead person from commitments that
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rebirth (March 1979:76-7). In this way, the karmic idiom is
intertwined with household organisation. The process of
inheritance effected as the elderly retire and pass property
on to their children can also be seen from a religious
perspective according to which the old give away their sin
in preparation for death (15).
A good death requires the particpation of monks above
all else. If there is no monk to take the soul of a person
out of the body (or a substitute body if the corpse is
unrecoverable),	 to	 address the sc.ul before and after
cremation and to organise the sacrificial fire, then it is a
bad death. Three key activities of monks will be described,
as derived primarily frcum I3elugpa informants. I did not see
any of these rites apart from the beginning of the funeral
procession. After death, the body cannot be touched until a
senior monk has performed a rite to transfer the soul. This
is the first key rite.
	 The follu:wing day, a number of monks
congregate to perf.:irm chga, rituals" (16:, which last
several days, fewer in summer and among the poor, more in
winter among the wealthy. These rituals are summarised. Then,
the corpse is cremated by many monks dressed in the
appropriate clothes for empowerment or initiation (dbang
rdzas) in a version of the fire ceremony (hinshrek, sbyin
sreg) mentioned previously; this provides the third p.:uint cf
di scussi on.
Before turning to these rituals, another preliminary
point might be made about the idiom of merit employed in the
context of death. Discussic'ns of merit in other areas focus
upon questions of orthodoxy. 	 There is no question about the
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orthodoxy of "merit transfer," "counter-karma" or the "death
wish" in Ladakh as there seems to be in other cc'ntexts (17).
The transference of merit, that is, making merit and (then)
giving it away or the sharing of merit is completely orthodc'y.
as far as Ladakhis are concerned for it is central to the
concept of Bodhisattvas (18). Counter-karma, that is, the
making of merit to balance out previously accumulated sin,
seems almc'st to be celebrated rather than dismissed as
"unorthodox". It is always possible to cancel out and
eradicate sin and the most popular saints are those who have
lived in the greatest sin, atoned for it and achieved
enli ghtenment (Ardussi and Epstein 1978). One last tendency
that is discussed in the literature on S.E. Asia is the
"death wish" and this is often compared directly with Tibetan
traditic'ns where the thoughts c' f a dying person are extremely
impc'rtant	 to	 her c'r his rebirth in
	 the	 "c'rthc'dc'x"
imagination, as shown in the famous Book of the Dead (bardci
bar d':' thc's grol).
The wider setting of death rites is important to an
understanding of village religic ' n. Unfortunately, shc'rtage c'f
space prohibits an extensive discussion and the following
cc'mments are confined to the reli g ic'us rituals c' f death (19).
My cc'ncern lies with the "gc'ds" and "demons" that are
generated in ritual and their associatic 'n with internal
states of sin and merit. It will be seen that gods and
demons are nc't simply spirits out there but also ritual
products and it is suggested that this link between sin,
merit, demc'ns and gods is important, albeit impli ':it, at
other ritual events.
	 A few concluding comments are made
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about the state between one life and the next before turning
to a wider consideration of the Wheel of Life.
ELc	 !bQ	 c2.
A senior monk arrives to liberate the soul from the
body. No-one else can touch the body beforehand for fear
that the soul will leave there and then from the point of
contact:
"the lama coaxes the soul/breath 	 dbugs) upwards along
the channel that connects the stomach to a hole in the
crc'wn of the head.	 That is the proper way for the "soul"
() to leave the body for it is not defiled." (monk)
Scume accounts suggest that the person has to be brought back
to life in order to extra ':t the soul:
"the lama makes prayers, collects the breath, brings the
person to life and then transfers the "sciul" () tc ' a
good life." (monk)
This	 first rite is critical to a gc.od	 death.	 Its
effectiveness is the subje ':t of endless stories, such as this
one:
"Some Baltis (Shiites) didn't believe that 2hoa tabches
could kill. So, they covered a friend who pretended to be
dead and called a high lama who performed the rite in all
sin ':erity for he believed the body to be a corpse. He
left, the Baltis lifted the sheet, to find their friend
dead."
The corpse is bound in a f ':'etal position and wrapped in a
shrc'ud. It is generally kept in the offering room. Monks
arrive tc' perfc'rm cga: as noted, these rites vary and the
fc' llc'wing is an abbreviated description from Gelugpa monks.
P2 ic!	 Icfl'2	 !
Monks recite texts to guide the soul (ss) in the
itermediate state and they perform rites of purification.
Food offerings are made to fc'rtify the soul on its way:
"The whc'le point of çflg is to purify the dead person and
send him somewhere." (monk)
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Monks dispense "power" (wang, dbang (20)) and they wear the
associated clothes which villagers sometimes describe as "god
clothes" because they are similar to those worn by oracles
but with additional items.
	 The most important point of
similarity is the five part crown (jjga,
	 rigs lnga)
representing the five Buddha classes which villagers also
describe as the five kinds of gods. During rites of this
kind, monks identify with their tutelary deities. They become
incarnations of gods and the power that they dispense is the
power of gods.
Although	 the first rite separated body and soul;
althc'ugh the reading of texts guides the disembodied soul
(21);	 the rites in the offering room are effective because
the soul is present.	 It is called back. In between guiding
the soul and at sc'me point during each day of çga, which
rarely last more than seven days, the scul is recalled for a
purification and despatched on its journey once more in a
better state. A Gelugpa monk described the central ritual act
as the "ritual empowerment" (oga wang). The sc'ul, it
seems, is called back into two "bc'dies"; one is the corpse
and the other a paper printed with the image of a man or
wc'man, depending on the sex of the deceased, and the name.
Monks pray and call the soul into these two bodies which
are firmly distinguished:
"You put an arrow in the paper body (ng) and it becc'mes
the person himself.	 Then, you per form an empowerment
(waflg) and put special clothes on the corpse.
	 The cc.rpse
is in the middle of the monks and he also gets power
(wang). You have to do this gg wang at least once but
it is better to do it every day (of the rites). Then, you
burn the piece c'f paper over a candle and take the clothes
off the corpse." (monk)
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The arrow has already been described as a soul wood, which
brings life.
	
The paper body is clearly brought to life by
the arrow. It is subsequently burnt, like ! in other
rites which are burnt to get rid of sin, enemies and demons.
I suggest that defilement is separated from the soul, put
into the paper body and burnt. The other body, the corpse,
is treated very differently. It is dressed in the clothes of
gods. Officiating monks wear these same clothes and it seems
that the corpse is elevated in status and identified with the
monks or, more accurately, the high ranking gods temporarily
sitting in their bodies. I suggest that the corpse, at this
p:int, contains only the good part of the soul which is
enlarged through identification with divinity. The corpse is
thereby rendered a fit sa':rific,al ciffering, containing a
purified soul which may be sent to paradise (or, in the wider
context, ba':k to its Journey through the intermediate state).
If it is recalled that the mc'nks are orchestrating a
good death which depends on merit, suggestive asso':iations
between the different terms emerge. 	 I was told that
defilement (j) was rem.Dved as the paper was burnt.
	 It
seems reasonable to deduce that monks are manipulating sin
and merit in the form of demons and gods.
	 These spirits are
at the very least analogous to karmic terms. it is suggested
that	 the effe':tiveness of ritual lies partly in this
transformation: sin and merit are translated into visible and
external demons and gods which can be ritually changed. This
transformation is central, I suggest, even when spirits are
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denied an independent, "real" existence (22). It is worth
noting further that the practices of merit transfer and
counter karma that were mentioned above are constructed as
the most orthodox of Buddhist activities in village death
rites. At this point in the ritual, monks do not only guide
the soul but, if my interpretation is accepted, they expel
its sin and magnify its virtue.
There are other rites of purification; for example, "the
soul is washed", members of the household call and feed the
soul daily and visitors pay their respects while the
preparations for the funeral are made.
!QbL.
During cremation, the soul is separated frc'm the gross
bc'dy for the last time and the corpse is burnt. Monks and
corpse are dressed again in the same god clothes and a
procession makes its way to the cremation ground. The route
is thronged with onlookers though only men are allowed near
the oven.
The corpse is brought to life and that life is once more
transformed:
"we don't think of it as a corpse but as a tutelary deity
(of the sect concerned; idarn, yi dam)." (monk)
"the monk imagines himself to be (or "the monk becomes")
the tutelary deity and he makes the dead person into one of
his attendant gods." (monk)
It seems that the senior monk in meditation effects some kind
of union between the soul of the dead person and divinity.
The corpse is placed on top of the oven, in the pc'sitic.n fc'r
prayer, facing the senior officiant who is to orchestrate the
burnt offering.	 Its special clothes are taken off for they
belong to the monastery and cannot be burnt (23). 	 Then the
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fire is lit and the soul is separated from that particular
body for the last time.. The peaceful offering is made (th
As the body burns:
"all sin is finished (diga 	 (monk)
"when you make the fire offering you don't
think that you're burning a body; you imagine that you're
burning the three sins in the Wheel of Life.." (monk)
Sin is separated from the sc'ul and burnt in the body while
the soul is liberated. In this way, the possibilities of a
good rebirth are once more emphasised for the good part of
the person is again saved in the form of divinity while the
bad is burnt with the corpse and, transformed or "digested"
by fire, it becomes an offering for the gods.
Cremation does not complete the mortuary ritual. 	 There
will be c'ne day's choga ("ritual") after the cremation. A
monk or astrolc'ger will als ':' perform rites to make sure that
the soul does n ':'t come ba ':k t ':' close friends and relatives as
a ghost.	 On the fourth day after cremation, the ashes will
be dispersed.	 They are generally thrown in the river. Monks
will	 be	 involved in further ceremonies such as	 the
c ':'nse ':ratic'n of a religious pi ':ture and the making c' f small
conical funerary mc'numents t) made of ground-up
bc'nes, ashes from the fire and clay. These are yenerally put
in chorten and on mani walls. The corpse of the body is thus
distributed together with her c'r his belongings. Monks will
recite from the Book of the Dead c 'r an equivalent at weekly
intervals until the 49th day, when the soul will have been
reborn. They may be called back for ceremonies after c'ne
month, 49 days and each subsequent anniversary.
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d) Bardo (bar do): the intermediate state
These few notes on mortuary ritual have focused upon
speci fic details concerning the ritual mechanism, namely the
embodiment and subsequent transformation of "souls" and
" spirits "
 which can be compared In some respects to the
manipulation of spirits described in the last chapter.
Further continuities between the process of rebirth and other
ritLial processes might be outlined with reference to the
journey undertaken between the moment of death (in our terms)
and rebirth 49 days later (24). Village perceptions suggest
that a "soul" is guided through the intermediate state to an
appropriate rebirth. This is the only point that is
d':":umented belc'w and it is not necessarily cc'ngruent with
doctrinal interpretations of the process (see, for example,
Stablein 1980, Wayman 1974 and English editions of the bar do
text (25)) nc'r with other village practices such as the
hc'nouring of an':estors at New Year mentioned in the last
chapter.
Rituals invcilving "bodies" provide c'ne technique
designed to effect a good rebirth; recitals of the Book of
the Dead (bar do thc's grol) and other texts provide anc'ther.
Western translations of this text are widely available (25)
and it is generally known that a recital of the Book is
thought to guide the dead person's "soul" through the
intermediate state to a hopefully better state.
	 Many
Ladakhis will have familiarised themselves with the text,
generally, through explanations by teachers, so that they
will recognise the words they hear seven times during
(the intermediate state).
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In brief, the "intelligence" (which, as nc'ted, Ladakhis
generally describe as the in contrast to th text which
specifies the rnam shes) begins to lose consciousness and
this is a moment for initiates to attain liberation. Later,
it realises that it has "died" and watches weeping relatives
and the crematic'n of its own body. Initiates put their
training into pra ':tice and leave the world altogether. Most
Ladakhis are not equipped to do anything but travel through
bardo, with a bardo body, to encounter horrific visions,
including a parade of the fierce and terrifying gods of the
Tibetan pantheon (26). visions are produced through
a':cumulated karma. Villagers suggest that later still the
soul is brought before the Lord of the Dead to watch over
its own "death" c'nce more.	 As noted below, the deceased is
judged and allotted an appropriate rebirth (27).
This cursc'ry summary shows that the "soul" is variously
embodied in the world and the intermediate state (28). It is
worth emphasising this p ':' int in the context of possession
practice. The bar dci thos grol text lists six kinds of bardo,
three c'f which d ':' not refer to the process of death. One
refers to existence in the womb (skyed anas bar dc'); one to
dreaming (rmi lam bar di:' ) and one tc' meditation and trance
(bsam gtan bar dc' ). In this way, the bar do text makes
explicit the similarities between a range of "altered" states
when the consciousness is displaced from its normal position.
Possession and meditation involve changes in the composition
of the person which may be compared with the process of
rebirth and, indeed, extraordinary processes of reincarnation
in rinpc'che. As noted below, rinpoche c ' ften construct
continuities across their lifetimes; they remember previous
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lives, recognise disciples and teachers from the past and
collect their former belongings.
Ordinary processes of rebirth are set within a larger
canvas than that described. They are lc'cated in a wheel of
life, which is now introduced. They are, as noted, also
counterposed	 to	 the	 extraordinary	 returns	 made	 by
Bodhisattava, which are des ':ribed in section 3.5.
3.4 The Wheel of Life
The language of karma, usually described simply as
"w':'rk" ( Las ) has been used in the above descriptions of th
(religion). In this section, talk of karma is lo ':ated in a
larger picture cif the world which is tau ght to children and
used	 in commentary upon a
	 particular	 death,	 spirit
manifestation cr an act of unusual cc 'mpassicn. It is located
at the entrans:e of every monastery and known as the Wheel ':'f
Life (chc's kyi 'khc'r lc' )	 The Wheel can be described in a
number ':' f different ways, as derived frc'm the texts and from
a brc'adly Tibetan monastic "great tradition" but the
perspective chosen below is once more based upon the village
and a lc'cal cc'nstructic'n c' f the Wheel, which combines textual
fragments with monastic teachings and l ':":al ideas about local
spirits. Villagers often described thc to me by means c'f
the Wheel but it should be appre ':iated that such discussions
are alsc'
 part of everyday gossip, framed by reference to
karma, rebirth and religion.
As pec'ple learn "doctrine", they learn that all living
beings are born again after death, all have a "soul" (serns)
which is liberated and born in a new form after a period in
the intermediate state. Exceptionally, it is not reborn in
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the world but freed altogether as an enlightened being.
	 The
soul is not immutable. It is in a state of constant flux
accc.rding to the work that had been done during present and
past lives. Its state at any one time depends on the results
of "wc'rk" or "action" (karma, ias), the relative amounts c'f
merit dge ba (29)) and sin (jg, sdig pa). After
death, Ladakhis say that these amounts are measured precisely
by the "king" ':'r "Buddha" of the dead (Yama, Dharmarja,
gShin-rje chos-rgyal). There are various representations c'f
the day of .judgement but it is often said that every merit is
represented by a white stone and every sin by a black stone;
the white are counted c'r weighed against the black and a new
form of life is determined. If sin outweighs merit, then a
bad life in the world results which is sh ':'wn schematically in
three spheres of the Wheel of Li fe; as an animal, a hungry
gh ':' st (idags, yi dwags) c'r in hell. If merit outweighs sin,
then a good life in the world results, depicted in the upper
three spheres cf the Wheel of Life as gods, "not gods" (ifia
ma yin) and people. After death, an appropriate form c ' f life
is determined in which a new gross body is correlated with
the quality of the soul.
Mc'rtuary ritual and winter religiosity are located in
this wider framework. 	 In practice, villagers are not overly
concerned with two c' f the unfortunate rebirths.	 Hell
represents a straight forward punishment for sin. The realm
c' f animals is mentioned c'nly with reference to the sins of
killing (30). But, the hungry ghosts symbolise a whole series
of unhappy and demc'nic spirit rebirths. The ones in the
Wheel are creatures with huge stomachs and tiny throats s':
that they can never eat c'r drink enough to satisfy their
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appetites. The others, which are not depicted in the Wheel,
are similarly frustrated by greed or jealousy and they have
voracious appetites for food, possessions and, sometimes,
sex.	 These others live in the world with people and they
interact with them. They have not attained a proper life
because of the sins they have cu:'mmitted. Alternatively, it is
sc'metimes said that these creatures have not yet achieved
rebirth at all; they are stuck. All the unhappy spirits are
said tca have defc'rmed bodies or none at all and they can cunly
satisfy their appetites by preying upon people. As sh ':iwn in
the last chapter, villagers placate cur imprison these spirits
with offerings tu:, keep them away.
Born a demon, the soul ccummits yet more sins fcur it is
governed by desires which can never be fulfilled. People whu:u
die in the midst of desire are likely to be reborn to that
life of suffering, never realising that suffering can be
minimised thrcuugh the practice of and the making of
merit. Consequently, just one bad birth is likely to begin a
downward spiral:
uIWe pray to be reborn as men, especially as mcunks, fcur
animals have no brain, they don't know what sin is, and
they will sink lc'wer and lcuwer' (layman, eager to teach me
the basics.)
In my brief discussion of mcurtuary ritual, I suggested that
merit and sin were turned into or visualised as gu:ids and
demons dLtring ritual and they were then manipulated by monks;
demons are thrown away and gcuds purified or enlarged. The
Wheel constructs a related image: sin in this life is turned
into demons in the next.
Even the fortunate rebirths are viewed with 	 scume
ambivalence. Villagers are not interested in birth as a "nu:ut
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god" but they contrast life in the human and godly realms.
There are many kinds of gods and villa gers only consider some
tci be fortunate rebirths. Thus, it is unfortunate to be born
as a homeless god (a) who wanders the world for that "god"
is	 a	 demon-like creature,	 liable to	 attack	 people
capriciously for fu:.od and warmth.	 Some gods, then, are
classed with the bad rebirths mentioned abcuve. The god
country (ihuL) seen in the Wheel of Life is different.
Only people who have died a relatively good death and lived a
relatively good life will be born there. But, birth in this
god country may suggest too g reat a concern with happiness
and the fulfillment of desires. LiiL is separated and
pla:ed above people as a kind of heaven, a world of luxury
and bliss. At least, this is how it seems initially. 	 The
virtuous are rewarded by a birth:
"in 33 countries, each cuf which has a king. One is the
world of prosperity where the gods are invisible and s':
rich that they just have to imagine what they want and it
appears." (layman)
Su':h luxury is enjoyed for hundreds of years and the gods who
live longest:
"watch how the w':'rld begins and how it finishes in fire
when every.:ne turns to dust. Then the gu: 'ds cause rain like
plc.Ltgh ycd::es to fall and they submerge the wu:' rld in water.
Later, the world starts again." (lay astrologer)
The lowest gods have failed to achieve bodies and their
desires are frustrated. The higher gods in their heaven have
achieved bodies through which they fulfil all their desires.
Sometimes, this realm is thought to merge mt ': the highest
heavens where celestial gc.ds live after reaching
enlightenment, having trans ':ended their bodies along with all
desire and all ties to the world. 	 Accordingly, the god
I
country is a good place tc' live, achieved through merit, in
between the worst who are governed by desire and the best who
have transcended it.
Nonetheless, the gc.d country is also a suspect place.
Suffering draws people towards
	 but, in this heaven,
there is n': suffering and no religion.
	 To indulge desire is
to block the develcupment of finer feelings and it becomes
impossible to di:'
 gou:id work, to make merit like people:
"It is gc'c'd tc'
 be born a man because all the suffering
involved gives you an opportunity to help others.
	
To be
born a man is like being bc'rn in India. To be bc 'rn a god
is like being born in the U.S. Americans are so prosperous
that they never think cuf helping each cuther, nor of death
and rebirth.	 People in India help each other because cif
their suffering. Gc'ds live in many heavens which get more
and m.:.re luxurious the higher they go but, like Americans,
they are only higher in material things, ncit in things of
the spirit." (lay sch':'lar)
Eventually, these gods feel the first signs cit discc 'mfc'rt; as
their li g ht dims and their flowers fade, they know that they
are about to die. There is nc.one tc' help. The gi:'d is
fearful be ':ause it knows that it is likely tc' achieve a bad
life as it has made no merit:
"Gods are very happy for 500 years. But, in the last few
days, you suddenly realise that yc'u are abciut to die. Yc'u
are distraught. Yciur distress is not worth the pleasure of
the last 500 years. There is no cune tc' advise yi:'u how to
prepare for death. You tell all the other gods but they
don't believe you. They treat you very badly. Your
suffering is terrible. After you die, y ':'u go to the "cold
hell" fc'r 500 years. And sc' , everyone always prays not tc'
be reborn in the god country. Every night, my mother prays
tc' be rebc'rn a "person" (rni, person or man)." (lay wc'man)
Some Ladakhis suggest that life in the country of gods is a
gci ':id one, others display an ambivalence towards the sensu':'us
wc'rld by stressing an eventual fall from a g ':' c'd life to a bad
one.
In the bad rebirths, sin is translated intc' the demonic
after death, but the relationship between merit and gc 'ds is
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more complicated. Some god births come from sin such as the
homeless spirits who wander the earth. Others come from
merit such as the blissful spirits in their god heaven but
even they only reap the rewards of gocud work for a limited
period. Finally, there are gods who have transcended the
merit that binds life to a cycle of rebirths, they have left
the Wheel of Life altogether.
The links between peciple and spirits are also emphasised
in the Wheel. The six realms surround a small ciru:le; half is
white, showing monks and lay peciple moving upwards to the
three comparatively happy rebirths; half is bla ':k, showing
hal f-naked creatures dragged downwards to the miserable
lives. At the centre of the Wheel are the three desires
which keep the Wheel turning and unite all six spheres into a
single picture.	 There is a c ':.u:k representing lust, a snake
for anger and a pig for ignorance. Around the edge cf the
•:ir ':le, outside the six realms, are the twelve causes which
bind worldly beings and, in turn, cause the miseries of death
and rebirth.
People also learn that they occupy a special place in
the s.:heme. The spirit rebirths have exaggerated human
characteristics: essentially human desires which are either
fulfilled or frustrated and a physical form like humans;
per fect in the god's heaven and deformed for demons. In
comparison with the spirits, pe:.ple have control over their
destiny.	 They can practice Ijç in its widest sense by
moderatin g their desires and tempering them with compassion.
Eventually, it is claimed,	 they will be able to put an end
tc' their suffering. They will be able tc. escape the clutches
of the "king of the dead" who holds the Wheel by stepping
outside, like Buddha who stands to one side of the picture.
It is generally said that human life is essential to the
attainment of Buddhahc'od and only the enlightened trans':end
suffering as they leave the wc'rld.
This	 privileged place derives from moral
	 chc'is:e.
Villagers can make merit in the ways described by practising
religion	 (.hc!!	 narrowly defined around 	 the
monastery, broadly defined as all that is good in the world,
to improve their c ':'nditic'n.	 The various idioms of merit
present too large a topic for this chapter but it is possible
ti: sketch some the contrasts that are drawn between
villagers and m ':'nks in curder to add depth to this descriptiu:in
cf the Wheel of Life.
Villagers assc'ciate doctrine closely with the monastery
and so it is not suprising to find that the ambivalence
towards human life in the wi:'rld is also formulated in terms
a ':ontrast between monks, whc' stand for the good side c'f
the equation, and lay society, which stands for the bad. The
f:'rmer are learning tc ' leave the world, the latter are
enmeshed in all the attachments deriving frc 'm agriculture and
family life. Even the elderly, wh':' are severing their
attachments to the world, remain "part-timers", inferior
"monks", with a restricted access tc' doctrine.
The difference is sometimes formulated in such a way
that the quest f':'r merit is appropriate only to the lay
person. This image is presented in a majc'r Gelugpa text
where the villager is a "small man" who tries to make merit
to achieve a good rebirth as a man or god.	 He is contrasted
to the "medium man" who realises that even good rebirths must
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be seen in terms of suffering; such a man strives for
enlightenment so as to transcend the world altogether.
	 The
most advanced is the "great man" who strives for
enlightenment only to free others from their sufferings (31).
In this perspective, merit is particularly closely associated
with the lay lifestyle which,
	 as described,	 includes
financial sponsorship of the monastery as well as direct
participation in
	 It is associated also with the
limitations of a lay status.
However, Ladakhis use the vocabulary of merit in a
number of ways. It has been shown above how merit is made in
order to make peciple and crops grow. It might also be useful
to distinguish three types of behaviour: avoiding sin, making
merit through the practice of religion and showing
compassion. Indeed, the word which is usually translated into
English as merit or virtue (ge) is normally used tc'
describe	 the	 compassion of the "great man" and
	 the
B':'dhisattva element within every perscun.
The monastic way of life is valued more highly, partly
because it is not "real life". Monks do not live like normal
pec.ple for they have retired to a twilight world where they
are kept alive and reproduced by villagers. In Chapter 1, an
image of reciprocity was described in which lay people
provide for monks, in particular, they provide food and sons
fcur the monastery. 	 In the present context, these are the
very activities fc.r which they are damned. To pra.:tice
agriculture is to commit sin through killing small creatures
who, as the saying goes, "were your mothers in previous
lives". To have sex is to indulge a desire that keeps the
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Wheel of Life turning and promotes particularistic ties to
household and kin. Villagers are well aware of the "sins"
inherent in village society and they frequently contrast
their way of life to that of the monk. They also say,
however, that their efforts to reproduce the monastery enable
them to transcend the worst aspects of the world.
What seems at first a straightforward contrast between
renunciation and the embrace of worldly life is complicated,
however, by the emphasis on compassion and what might be
glossed by reference to "a common humanity". This
qualification is captured in a mumber of standard phrases,
such as the one qui:'ted previously (fn 14):
"A villager can do better work through lighting a single
lamp on behalf of all than a monk with superic'r knc'wledge
who nevertheless uses that power c'nly to achieve his own
enlightenment." (monk)
Similarly,	 a	 sin committed knowingly by a monk
	
has
consequences far worse than a sin cc 'mmitted in ignorance by a
villager.	 It is not the ascetic who is automatically
respe ':ted but the one who shows the qualities of a
Bc'dhisattva; the one who shows compassion. The Bodhisattva
has refused transcendence and returned to the wc'rld to help
others.
The	 central	 place of compassion	 is	 illustrated
beautifully in the story of the "sinful butcher":
"A meditator was watching a butcher about to kill a sheep.
The sheep was so terrified that it hid the knife when the
butcher was not lc'oking. Then, the butcher realised that
the animal knew its impending fate and he was so ashamed
that he jumped off the mountain. As a result of his
cc'mpassion (ijgj, snying rje), he be ':ame a Bodhisattva.
The meditator, watching on, compared himself to the butcher
and thought, "if that sinful butcher can be ':ome a
Bc'dhisattva by Jumping off the cliff, so can I, after so
much meditation." So he too jumped off the mountain edge:
to his death."
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It is n':'t enough to avoid sin c'r practise merit automatically
and	 none of the specialist knowledge associated
	 with
ass:eticjsm is of any use without the right intentions. It
was the butcher who achieved enlightenment in spite of all
his sins because he showed cc.mpassicin and it was the
meditator who fell to his death in spite of all his training
because of arrogance.
These comments on merit and the associated contrast
between monks and villagers a':cordingly lead ba ':k to the
figure of the Bodhisattva and his representative on earth,
the rinpoi:he. Monks are admired nc' t .just for their asceticism
but fi:'r their humanity. Under the guidance of rinp.: 'che, they
will learn the impersi:inal and dispassi ':unate compassion of a
Bcsdhisattva, which they will practice at every ritual
performance as they dedicate the merit made to all living
beings. Just as merit-making dissolves into an empty
f ':urmalism with ':'ut cc'mpassii:in and right intentions, so does
asceticism diss ':ulve into an empty and suspect way of life
wi thc'ut the gui dan.:e of Bodhi sattva/r inp.:ache.
1_	 b.
Brief references have been made to the curdinary process
cif rebirth with referenu:e to mortuary rituals This section
addresses the very special process of reincarnaticun that
applies to rinpoche. At death, rinpc 'che under go special
mc.rtuary rituals, often surrc.unded by miraculous events
(Ramble 1982) and their remains are not scattered but
enshrined in chc'rten. Sometimes, indeed, the bodies cif
especially high-ranking rinpc'che in Tibet such as the Dalai
Lamas are mummi fied rather than cremated for the body
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contains no sins to be dispelled but only a sacred power that
continues to be transmitted even after death:
"his spiritual qualities are considered to have permeated
his flesh and bones,... the preserved body will continue to
radiate its benedicticin as long as it is kept ..." (Ramble
1982:350. See also Wylie 1965)
Rinpoche, "precious jewels", have been described in the
intrc'duction to this chapter as the third of the three Buddha
bodies. The "apparent" cr "emanation" body (nirmanakaya) is
the one in which Buddha manifested himself as a human being,
in a physical but perfect and pure fc 'rm. Villagers worship
rinp ':'che as the consummation of c2s and also as guarant':irs
of religion in this world. The speech, touch c 'r breath of
rinpc'che is inherently powerful at all times in blessing,
':uring and prc.te ':ting ordinary people. All serious problems
are taken to rinpoche fc'r they can dc' the work of every other
spe:ialist, only better. As far as villagers are concerned,
any visit to a monastery is happily cc'ncluded by offering
devotions to the rinpc 'che and re.:eiving an "amulet"
that ':ontains his protective blessing in return. Ladakhis
sometimes say that mc'nasteries are organised around rinpc'u:he:
Buddhas u:reated Doctrine and Cu:'mmunity in the past; today,
smaller-scale "Buddhas", that is, rinpc":he, cc'ntinue this
prc. ':ess	 as they impart knowledge and pt:'wer t ':'	their
c ':'mmuni ties.
As nc'ted, rinpc'che is generally used by Ladakhis as a
synonym for the more spei:i fic term ul or The most
commc'n translation of tulju in English is "reincarnate lama"
though it might be more accurate to use the translation
"incarnate lama":
"The concept of incarnation, that is tc ' say an "emanatic'n-
body" (nirmnakya in Sans::rit; spru1-s::u in Tibetan:) dates
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from the early days of Mahyna Buddhism and is widely
accepted	 in conjunction with the bodhisattva	 ideal.
Reincarnation, however, is uniquely Tibetan in
conceptualization and late in origin, emerging for the
first time in the fourteenth century. Fcir comparative
purposes, "reincarnation" is used in this paper to render
the Tibetan term yang-srid, literally, "to exist again"."
(Wylie 1978:579) (33)
In c'ther wc'rds, the emanation body is not necessarily
also a reincarnation (Wylie 1981:87). Commonly, however,
sprul sku is Llnderstoc'd to refer to both emanation and
reincarnation. Thus the more important rinpoche are seen as
manifestations (emanations) of particular enlightened beings;
the most famous is the Dalai Lama, incarnati ':in •:' f Chenrezig
and the supreme authority in traditional Tibet. A Dalai Lama
is also seen as a rebirth or rein ':arnatic'n c' f a previous
Dalai	 Lama and then':e back to mythical ancestors who
established a direct link with the deity (Stein 1972:138-9).
A number of Western accounts locate the development cif
reincarnati ':'ns in Tibet's political history. Wylie, f':'r
example, concludes the paper quoted above:
"In cc'n ': 1 usi on, this paper ': ':'ntends that "rei ni:arnat ion"
developed in Tibetan Buddhism primarily fc 'r political
reasons, and that its immediate purpose was ti: provide the
Black-hat Karma-pa hierarchs with a metaphysical 1 ineaqe
devoid cif patrimonial cc'nne ':tions as a preliminary step
toward the replacement of the quarrel some 'K:h ':.n family as
regents of Tibet." (ibid:586)
F.:eincarnates were also political-religious rulers. Over the
centuries f ':' llc'wing the first Karmapa "tulku", the tradition
was adopted by cither se':ts and became the most important fc'rm
c' f abbatial su':cession in Tibet. With this development,
reincarnatic'ns were no longer separated by icing gaps but
began to follow one another in ':lose chronological suc':essic'n
(F:ay 1986:47, Tu ':ci 1980:135). The tradition was adopted f':'r
succession to the thec.cratic government in Central Tibet,
established in the 17th century.
In Ladakh, rinpc'che never ruled directly over any realm
but the monastic where they generally fulfilled the office of
abbc't. Mc'reover, they tended to c 'ccupy the lower ranks of
sprul sku within the Tibetan area (34). Ladakhi villagers
rarely use the word tulku and they know little of the
spiritual lineages or hierarchies cif tulku within the wider
Tibetan area. Nonetheless, villagers assou:iate their rinpciche
with an aura cif divinity and indeed of kingship like the
higher ranking Tibetan sprul sku:
sipart i c Li larly the higher Tulkus are conceived in royal
imagery, and are understu:uu: 'd ti:' be in possession of wisdom,
miraculcius power and sovereignty civer the natural world."
(Ray 1986:58)
The special sas:red qualities of rinpcss:he are construu:ted
thr:sugh the ev.:'i:atic.n .:s f the life of Buddha. This mi ght be
illustrated with reference to a well-known Ladakhi lineage
whose rinpcsche act as abbots at Spituk. The current
incumbent is the 20th Bakula (de Vries 1983). Few Ladakhis
kn ':'w mu':h about Bakul a' s hi st.:.ry: they know him u:'nl y as the
immediate successor te' the last abbot, who died in 1917, and
des ':endant of the first, c'ne of the sixteen followers or
arhats of the historical Buddha who helped to spread the
doctrine. Nonetheless, Bakula is seen to reconstruct the
life c.f the historical Buddha in the present. The previous
Bakula died and, motivated by his Bc 'dhisattva vow, he
selected an appropriate rebirth in the wc'rld. His birth is
understood tc. be, in some sense, miraculous, and the infant
Bakula is understood to have exhibited special signs leading
ti:' his re':c'gnition by monks and disu:iples of the last
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reincarnation. In these ways, Bakula, like all other
rinpoche, reconstructs the pattern of the historical Buddha's
life (Ray 1986:50) and establishes an identity with the
beginnings of Buddhism in India as well as the recent past.
Other features confirm these ideas though they are not
familiar to many Ladakhis. A recent article has brought
together historical, textual and iconographic information
about Bakula which is relevant to the points made above (de
Vries 1983).	 First, the lineage is tied more closely to
Buddhas and to historical figures of local relevance. 	 A
Tibetan text reports that the founder of the lineage was the
Buddha 'Od-dpag-med Skt: Amitabha) and so the arhat Bakula
is seen as an emanaticin of a Buddha; later Bakulas are
emanations of divinity as well as reincarnations of the
saint.	 This text lists the tenth incarnation as Rin-chen
bzang-pc' (959-1C)55), a great translatcur who established many
temples in Ladakh. Thus, the present Bakula is seen as a
reincarnation of one of the great figures in early Ladakhi
Buddhism.
Second, the continuity of this lineage is asserted. A
folk tale links the last two abbots more firmly to their
early ancestors: before 1860, it is claimed, the incarnations
were heads of another monastery and they were cinly
established in Spituk by a mistake. Two wall paintings in
Spituk depict the entire series and the present Bakula is
seen to be the twentieth in succession; the Tibetan text also
gives twenty names.
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Third, biographical informatic'n shows that the present
Bakula was set apart from people at an early age and trained
to act as a rinpoche. There are several autobiographies
written	 by Tibetans which illustrate the
	 process	 of
selection. The 11th Trungpa Tulku, for example, describes
how he waved ti: the monks sear ':hing for him and how he hung a
welcome scarf arciund c'ne of the monk's necks when he was a
small baby (Trungpa 1969:27). A few days later he was tested
to see if he remembered his previous life. I have nc.
information on the present Bakula's selection but, judging
frc'm Ladakhi accounts, the account in this autobiography is
typical:
"pairs cii several cib.jects were put before me and in each
':ase I pi ':ked out the ':'ne that had belon ged to the tenth
Trungpa Tulku; among them were tw':' walking sticks and two
ri:.saries; alsc' , names were written ':'n small pie ':es ':if paper
and when I was asked which piei:e had his name c'n it, I
':hc'se the right c'ne." (Trungpa 1968: 28)
The narrator remembers his last life and he has special
powers t ':'
 reveal hidden knowledge; he is accordingly ac':epted
as the next incarnation and enthrc 'ned :35. Such tests have
been systemat i sed and Ladakh is des ':r i be how the results are
referred tc' the "state c'ra ': 1 e" of Ti bet or to the Dal ai Lama
f ':'r ratifi':ati':'n.
Dakula was taken from his family and enthr ':'ned at five
years of age. He was taught by monks in his monastery and by
an ':'ther Ladakhi r i npc'che. Later, he studied in Ti bet for a
few years before assuming practiu:al headship of Spituk.
Thus, he was incorporated in the monastery and inserted mt':
what are usually ':alled "spiritual lineages" of tea ':hers and
pupils or "lineages of initiation" (see Stein 1972:179, Tucci
199o:44-s,	 Samuel 1975:225,	 Karmay 1975.)
	
Particular
teachings are passed on from a teacher to his pupil who, in
turn, passes them on to his pupil.	 Rinpoche are taught by
other rinpoche and so they form additional,	 exclusive
"lineages" amongst themselves.
Rinpoche are sometimes bound together 	 by other
relationships too.	 The last Bakula was son to the queen of
Zangla in Zangskar.	 The present Bakula is his nephew or, in
some accounts, his great-nephew from the royal family of
Mathc'
 village, near Leh. The present abbot of Rizong,
incarnation of Bakula's teacher, is also a nephew of the last
Bakula.
On the assumption of teaching and religious practice,
Bakula began to "turn the wheel", standing in for Buddha.
Ladakhis say that rinpoche have perfect knowledge, often
described as knowledge of the past, present and future, which
makes them the best of teachers. They also say that rinpoche
have supreme power (wang, dbang) which is often described in
terms of the magical power of their blessings (ththI, byin
rlabs) and mantra (ngags, sngags) (36). As noted at the
beginning of the section, a visit to the monastery ideally
culminates in the offering of homage t ':' a rinpoche and the
receipt c ' f magical power in return.
The pastoral and ritual a ':tivities of rinpi:iche place
them at the centre of Ladakhi religion where they distribute
knc'wledge differentially tc' lead people forwards and deploy
their powers to help c'thers. It should be appreciated that
rinpo ':he are approached very differently by initiates who
are, as it were, rinpcache in the making, and villagers who
are, on the whole, mc're concerned with tapping a source of
power. A general account of these practices would take this
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chapter tc'o far afield (37). However, attention is drawn to
one factor that has been mentioned previously concerning the
evocation of gods in ritual and the practice of meditatic.n or
"ascetic trance." The rinpoche/Eodhisattva is an embodiment
of divinity in human form.
	 However, during rituals, he
manifests a "deeper" communication with the source
	 cf
religious power:
"he induces anc'ther brief but controlled trance ... during
which he is indeed believed to be in direct communication
with a deity.
"One lama I observed rc'lled his eyes when entering a
tran ':e, cl ':'sed them for thirty sec ':'nds and upon reopening
them jerked very quickly as if returning frc'm ancither
': ':'ns ':iousness." (Aziz 1976:35)
Aziz describes these practices as dc 'uble or ':'verlappinq
possession in order to capture the sense in which rinpcu:he
are bc'rn tc'
 a permanent relatic'nship with divinity, to a
permanent trance, which is nonetheless deepened during ritual
events. Many accounts dwell upon the spiritual presence cif
rinp ':":he. Pallis writes of the Dalai Lama:
"That functicin c' f his which chiefly attracts the interest
of Euri:'peans, namely his political rulership, imp':'rtant
though it is in its own way, must yet be cc'unted as a side-
line; one ml ght al Sc' say that a similar, though less
categorical reservatic'n applies to his ecclesiastical
status, as an eminent member of the Buddhist clergy... In
fact (his) essential functic'n is neither the exercise c'f
the Tempc'ral P ':'wer nor yet of Spiritual Authority, but it
is a function bound up with the fact that he is the
representative on earth of a celestial principle
thrc'ugh his persc'n flc'ws an uninterrupted current of
spiritual influence, characteristically compassionate in
"flavc'Ltr", and it can be said that (his) ':' ffice, in
relati ':'n tc' the w':'rld generally and Tibet in parti ':ular, is
neither the chiefly c'ne c'f rulership nor teaching, but an
"activity of presen':e"..." (Pallis 1960:161-2)
Samuel devel c'ps a similar met aphor; the r I npoche is seen as a
storehouse of power, the point at which the "other w':'rld"
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erupts into this c'ne.	 The "current" or "power" is released
intc. the world most especially during rituals.
It is rinpc'che who ':reate a single picture of religic'Lts
life frc'm the village perspective. This first part of the
thesis has established the mutual dependency between
monastery and village but this final section shc 'ws hc'w
rinpoche unify the two into a single whole.
	 Aziz's metaphor
for D'ingri religious life provides an appropriate image:
"The rules that give the system a framework and its
motivation are at the centre where the la-ma operates, and
at the edges with the population of laymen and other
clients.	 The chc'spa, whether itinerants, ycigin, mc'nastic
officers c'r serkyim,	 a':t as agents facilitating the
interaction between the twc'
 parts of a wheel-like system.
Ib	 1 t. tfl	 LLnt	 th r..ta
he skes. This model ':an also be seen as a symbol cf
the Buddhist wheel c' f life, with the vagaries c' f samsaric
sufferings and needs spread ali:'n g the edges, but drawn
together through their links towards the central
Bodhisattva with a pr:'mise for release and unity at the
centre." (A:iz 1978:28, my emphasis)
These few comments illustrate the unique attributes ':'f
rinpc'che that place them at the centre c'f Ladakhi Buddhism.
In some respects, rinp ':'che unify what have been presented as
twc'
 distinct parts to an ideal Ladakhi society. Famc'us
rein ':arnations constru ':t 1,ne central image ':' f hist.:ry. They
bring Bc'dhisattvas into the w ':'rld, and with them, lineages
that	 stretch	 back to the dawn c' f	 civilisati':'n	 and
repetitively re-create c'r return tc'
 the life cif the
historical Buddha in the present. The ':c'nstruction ':' f ranked
lineages c' f saintly rebirths might be described less as an
image c' f past history than as an image of an unfolding
present, determined by the vows of Bc'dhisattvas. These
lineages are not "historical" at all; rather, they provide
the unchanging centre tc' which the vagaries of histc'rical
time are a ':c ':' mc'dated and thr ':'ugh which they are interpreted.
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PART II, POSSESSION
CHAPTER 4
THE MAKING OF A VILLAGE ORACLE (I). ELECTION
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4.1 Introduction
An overview of the first trance I attended sets the
scene for this and subsequent chapters. The trance was an
initiation and, because initiations are so unusual, this
section concludes with a more general introduction.
	 Two
further introductory sections fc' llow.	 The first looks at
scime •:f the literature cm ora ':les and their equivalents in
other	 Tibetan	 speaking	 areas.	 The	 second	 locates
practitioners in the Leh area.	 The rest of the ':hapter
deals with the makin g of a village oracle.
I was asked to the house by the oracle's husband. He
appreciated that the spectacle would appeal tc. tourists and
he obviously wanted to do M., my friend, a favour. I knew
oracles were possessed by spirits and dia gnosed problems in
tran':e. I knew that there were two types u:'f ':' racles whu:'
appeared in m':.nasteries and in hu:.uses. I had even seen some
mc'nk-c'ra.:les the day before at one of the great winter
festivals, described in Chapter 6. I was l ':'oking forward to
cs:.mparing the ':":casic'ns and the people, wh ':u are des ':ribed as
"village" and "monastery" c 'rac 1 es.
I learned subsequently that this tran ':e was not typical.
It concerned a novice oracle who had finally decided tc'
accept her gods. She was in her late thirties and she had
first been possessed sc.me years previously. She had banned
the spirits (tarn tangches, dam gtong-) cm several occasions
but could do so nc' lon ger without risk to her own person.
This was an initiation. An c'lder well-established ora ':le was
in charge of a "separation", the first and most essential
stage of an oracle's training.
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I barely met the wc'man novice for she was extremely shy
and, deeply unsettled by this divine election, unwilling to
discuss anything that might touch cm her status as an oracle.
She was a housewife and a mother of six; a farmer in the
village of Sabu, 5 miles from Leh. Her teacher (gergan, dqe
rgan or guru) obviously felt differently. He spoke little
before the trance as he was arranging his equipment and
direi:ting a monk in the manufau:ture of offerings (cfl22).
Afterwards, hc.wever, he sat drinking beer and telling stories
about his life as an oracle, his father's and forefathers'
before him; more generally, he spoke of mira ': 1 e cures and the
supernatural. Once I had met other oracles in the area, I
':ame to expe.:t wide differen ':es between them for village
oracles shared nothing that distingLlished them as a group
from	 their neighbours apart from a cru.:ial period of
"madness" that preceeded initiation, as discussed below (1).
The rc'om was prepared for three u:' fficiants; seni':'r
c'rau:le, monk and novice. An altar had been prepared for the
m ':'nk at the tc'p cf the room. Ancuther two altars were
arranged cuppc'site each other on a single table. On the floor
were five arrows in pots of barley. 	 The •:entral one was a
dadar, a "wedding arrow". Above was the teacher's personal
shrine, his latho, hanging from the roc' f. It was a bundle
with a sword and twcs spears. As noted, most gods have stone
shrines built for them on housetops and elsewhere but this
particular gcud apparently lived in a mcubile structure when
the ora ':le was not himself possessed. Martselang lhaba said
that the shrine had been given to one of his forefathers by
the local and powerful monastery of Hemis.
1
The teacher was possessed first. As he came into
trance, he put on the clothes which bring gods into an
oracle. The five-piece crown or ringa (rigs inga) is perhaps
the most important single item for, when it is fastened,
onlookers see a state of pu:ussessicin while, when it is taken
off, c'nlookers assume that the god(s) have departed. It may
be recalled that this crown is worn by others embodying gods.
Mc'nks wear inga in ceremonies of empc'werment or initiaticin
(dbang) when they evoke gods into their bc 'dies.	 I argued
that the corpse ':ould also be seen as an incarnate god during
£ba yang (Chapter 3.3). It is nc.t surprising, then, that
the five lc'bed crown signifies the immediate presence cuf gods
in their vessel ti: Ladakhi villagers.
The teau:her jcuined the monk in prayer once HE had become
p ':'ssessed (2). The novice then entered f ':'r the first time
and sat opposite her teacher.
A plate of ra which had been made by the monk were
thrown. It may be recalled that these objects are thrown to
dispel hindrances, demons and sin. On this c'c ':asic'n, jhasurn
storma (cha g sum) were thrown which are popular in curing
ceremonies and als ':'
 at weddings when they are thrcuwn as an
in-marrying spouse is about to enter his or her new home.
The teacher gradually abrogated the main role and HE
began to sing as the woman became pu:ssessed, trembling and
shaking. HE sang:
"If you are a gc.d, then take this apron. If you are a gc'd,
let us ':over y.:uur mouth as befits a g ':.d. And take this
drum and this bell. ..."
HE mentioned every article cuf the god's dress and equipment
as they were given to the woman by her relatives.
As the novice became pcussessed, her teacher sang a
second song that asked the god to join the present company:
"If you please, don't stay at the top of the mountain but
come here to us people. Come to this woman. Speak tc ' us."
The monk prayed again; this time on behalf of the novice who,
because she was unaccustomed to the god and because the god
was unaccustomed tc' her, did nc.t know hc 'w to pray.
The monk and teacher began to play a game of dice while
the c.racle sang a scing from the Kesar epic which told cit
Kesar's game with the dwarf, The epic tells of the
conquests effected by Kesar, a gi:'d invited di:'wn to earth ti:
rule as king of Ling, and it is pcipular in Ladakh as well as
many ':' ther parts cit the Himalaya, China and Mu:.ngi:ilia.
	 As
suggested below, this epic is important to the initiations cit
ora ':les;	 it has also been related t ':' marriage ritual
(Phylactc.0 1989) (3).
	 The episode with the dwarf lies at
the heart cit the ceremony. Kesar has learned that his wife
has been captured by the enemy who are invading his country.
He is travel 1 ing h ':'me when he meets the dwarf and they play a
game cf dice.	 The song relates this game which is repeated
by the m':'nk and teacher.	 Kesar starts badly and he icuses
everything; kin g dom, wife and horse.	 Then, his guardian
deity tells him to stake his right rib and Kesar wins the
thru:'w. The	 Lj is sci tern tied at the thought c' f losing his
ribs that he promises, and afterwards gives, great help to
F::esar during his journey home.
	
The dwarf is himself killed
during the following ordeals. A plate cit nine white and nine
bla':k st.:'nes were used for the game. The mc'nk played with
the black stones and the teacher with the white. There were
five throws and the teacher (who is now a g od or Kesar) won.
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I was later told that the game is played until the god wins
and so the monk (who takes on the role of balu) has to lose.
The small audience had not expected to hear extracts
from Kesar and they were spellbound. Afterwards, they pointed
out local Kesar landmarks and discussed the exact signficance
of the dwarf episode.
Next, two offerings	 glud) were thrown.	 can be
described as a kind of but they are seen more
specifically as substitute offerings for an afflicted person
or group which are given to the spirits causing damage as a
ransom during curing ceremonies. One of the offerings was a
black model of a girl and the other, a white model of a boy.
The teacher asked the novice god to speak and SHE
finally said:
"I've come to help you and I shall return."
The teacher god asked:
"What do you have to say? Do you want to be here or not?
Do you want me as your	 or would you prefer to have
anc'ther god come and teach you?	 If you have nothing else
to say now, you may go."
The novice did not reply and so the monk gave "golden drinks"
(serkern, gser skyems) (4) to the two gods and the teacher
summed up the procedure:
"Shemul gyarnQ (the novice's god) has not come (properly)
because a birth taboo was broken A small baby was
taken to the queen's shrine in the village and SHE
therefore requires cleansing. Two washes (trus, khrus)
should be performed before next time. The oracle must also
visit Stakna rinpoche before then to receive another
initiation (lha2hok)."
Water was put on the nape of the woman's neck to help
her out of trance and she slowly came back to normal as the
assembled company repeated the victory shouts to the gods
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that they had cried when the woman was possessed. 	 The rest
of the session saw the teacher treating three patients.
The first, a child, was told that his illness concerned
"masters of the earth" (sada, sa bdag) and the god su':ked
out something which he spat onto a plate. HE said nothing
more. The next child, a boy, complained of watery eyes. The
god agreeed they had a dirty cc' l ':'ur. This, HE said, was
"pollution" (U2) caused by u.
	
Questic'ning of the boy's
mother su gg ested that there was a black stone by a spring on
their land.	 The god said that a jLj lived there and must be
built a "house" (a Lg).	 The last ':hild, a g irl, had a
pimple which was also attributed to lu. The plate was
brought back with a bc'wl of water and the c'ra ':le sucked blc'c'd
frc'm the spot on the girl's face. He spat the blood intc ' the
plate and rinsed his mouth ':'ut.
The gc'd said that there was nc' more time. 	 Further
questions mi ght be asked the following mi:'rning. HE threw
offerings c'f rice, barley and sugar with his prayers. HE
then threw a bundled up scarf ': ':'ntaining barley at me.
Apparently, the scarf brings a child to a married person and
marriage to an unmarried one. HE finished praying and took
cu ff his clothes to begin a technical discussion, instigated
by myself, c'n the differences between these spirits of the
earth and water.	 Apart frc'm the absen ':e of a few stock
phrases su':h as a distinctive way c' f saying "dci yu:iu
understand?" (with a final m, hg), a favc'urite expressic'n
cif oracles in trance, it was hard tc' tell that the c'racle had
come ':'ut of tran ':e; his v ':' ice was the same.
At the time, I found the trance Linintelligible.	 I had
been in Ladakh six mc'nths. Some explanatic'ns were ':' ffered by
my Ladakhi friend who translated a number cf terms and
described the importance of the more common activities SLICh
as su':king c'ut illness. But, muu:h cit the imagery, such as
Kesar's game of dice, the collection of arrows and the songs
made little sense for months. At the time, I did nu:it
appreciate how infrequently initiations were held before
strangers and, unfortunately, I was to see only two more.
Because this trance was so unusual, it may be useful tcs
complete this introdu.:tion with a ms:'re general summary cif
trance and treatment.
As noted below (section 4.3), there are relatively few
village oracles in the Leh area. Appendix 3 summarises
details abc.ut the 22 cirau:les (10 Ladakhis and 4 Tibetan
refug ees) who I met in the area. There are wide variations in
c'racular practice. Some oracles wcsrk every day while others
work infrequently. Some w:'rk mi:.stly at their own homes while
others visit their clients. Treatment may be s':'u ght by just
i:ne supplicant c'r more than eighty, whcu may ask the g ods ti:'
reveal the truth about the past, present or future, cure
affliu:tic.ns or re.:ommend appru: 'priate treatment. Some oracles
are knc.wn for particular ski 1 is, such as ex.: 'rcism c:cIapter 5)
•:.r training novi ':es (belu:.w). Certain features are, h.:'wever,
standard. All but cune of the 22 oracles that I met extrau:ted
substances frs:im their clients and the context in which these
extract ions took place fcul iciwed a basic pattern. The general
structure of tran':e is summarised and con':rete examples cuf
treatment are given.
A room, generally the kitchen c'r guest rc'c'm, will be
prepared for trance with an altar in the "hi gher" part of the
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room. The altar will be arranged according to the task at
hand but it will include items found on all altars, such as
the offerings of homage to Buddha in small bowls, items fu:'r
offering during trance, the bell, prayer beads and
thunderbolt and, sometimes, the ritual dagger, some dough
figures or other icons representing the high gods and Buddhas
as well as butter lamps and incense. 	 Further items are more
specific to the altars used by oracles. There will prc.bably
be a pipe, used to extra':t substan.:es from people, an empty
plate to hold such substances, and certainly the small two-
sided drum, usually called	 after the Sanskrit damaru.
This drum pr ':.vides music for the gods and it is an impu:.rtant
instrument for divination. Grains, usually barley, are
placed on the drum and their movement reveals the answer to a
question (5).
Clients will probably be seated before the curacle enters
this room. The .:'racle is possessed as s/he puts on the
cicuthes and this change in state is clearly seen in
trembling, a strange voice and an altogether different
demeanour.	 Every oracle wears a slightly different set cuf
cicuthes but all have an apr ':tn pang khyebs), which
is usually put ':'n first and a ':ape (stçj, stuDd le) as well
as the essential •:rc'wn (jng) which is put on last cr just
before a final item, a scarf, is tied rcuund the mouth. This
scarf is said to prevent pollution (j) cif the gc'ds by
pe ':.ple. S.:.metimes, the •:rc'wn has "hair" hanging frcum it - the
nun-oracle from Skarra boasted multi-coloured hair cf this
kind, made of silk -; s.:imetimes, just welc ':.me scarves.
Oracles may have prepared themselves befc're donning
their ci c.thes. They may al so have begun ti: invite their gods
down with a mixture of enticement and coercion, as in rituals
perfc.rmed by monks.
	 The gc.ds are invited into their vessel
spyan 'dren);	 a forceful (bskul ba) request
(solka, gsol kha) is also often made.. "Golden drinks"
(sekyern) are offered to the gods, which often continue
during the first few minutes cf trance. As the ritual clothes
are donned and the lamp of offering (horne) lit, the spirits
are definitively drawn into their vessel. As noted below,
some ciracles alsc'
 meditate c'n a tutelary in order tc' indLice
possessi cm.
As the oracle is dressed, S/HE will immediately pick up
sc.me ritual equipment, usually bell and thunderbolt, often
prayer beads tc' c' , for the offerin g s and prayers that cc'ntinue
fc'r the first few minutes c' f a trance. The oracle will
pr ':'bably be facing away frc 'm the audience or to the side,
towards the fixed kitchen shelves, c'ver the altar.
With these preliminaries, the c'racle will turn to his c'r
her clients and invite questions. Most oracles are possessed
by more than one god and there is generally a marked divisicmn
':' f labc'ur in trance.	 Some gods may not talk, s ':'me may not
knc'w how to pray. One may be responsible fc'r bringing
needles out cf animals; another may bring poison fr.:.m people.
There is, in fact, a tendency to acquire gods over time (see
below) and so wel 1 -est abi i shed oracles are 1 i kel y to show
more changes of character during trance than novices. Senic'r
c'rau:les generally .:laim tc' be possessed by relatively high
ranking prc.tectc.rs of religic.n as well as village gods while
novices claim just one or two low ranking lc":al grids.
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As the curacle answers questions, S/HE will be offered a
su:arf by every petitioner. This will generally be placed
before the incarnate god and occasionally hung directly from
the crown or right arm.
	 Someone from the house will have a
bundle cif scarves ready to sell. Small amounts of money are
offered	 too,	 but generally less cubvicuusly and
	
after
consultation.	 The g od(s) may have an interpreter to render
their elliptical statements cf divine authu:'rity intelligible
to an audience of villagers.
	 In the Leh area, such
interpretation is informal and ad ho':.
The oracle will deal with questions, sometimes speaking
and su:'metimes simply gesturing and sucking out pi:' llutiu:'n from
pecuple cur rushing ':uutside to extract needles from cattle.
Vu:ui ':es and behaviour will ':hange with the succession of gods
and, often, a major contrast is created between the peaceful,
wh ':u is ii kel y t u: serm':'n i se, and the fi er.:e, who may harangue
':ur beat a customer. Speaking is ':uften punctuated with song,
prayer and, cuccasiu:unally, dance.
Oracles may come cuut cit trance abruptly, kneeling cuver
their altar cunce more and sh ':uwing brief signs cuf pain cur
difficulty, particularly in the back, before they doff their
':lcuthes (6:). The gcuds ciften make a dramatic exit; praying,
singing, throwing cifferings into the air and wafting incense,
then rubbing the vessel's back upon fl ':uu:ur or wall and perhaps
leaving the vessel hiccuping u:.r fainting as the g cuds depart
and the clothes are taken off. By this stage, suppcurt will
have been offered by scumecune in the room. As the dc unnin g cuf
the crown signals trance, its removal signals normality: the
cur ac 1 e is cuut of trance once the ringa has been remcived (7)
and the lamp taken to the offering room. The end cut the
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trance may be anticipated in a number of concludin g episodes.
The audience are often blessed dire:tly, one by sne, kneeling
before the god, and receiving the thunderbolt, prayer beads
or ritual dagger on head and sh ':'ulders () (8). Gods
sometimes throw blessed grains, usually mustard seeds c'r
rice, which are to be cc'c'ked in water that will then be
drunk. Often, the gi: 'd will give a sermon on the state of the
world and advice for those present.
Another very general feature of trance c ':'ncerns the
extraction of substances.	 This is apparent even in the
initiation des.:ribed above, for Thikse c.ra ':le con ': iLided by
extracting subtances from two of the three patients he
treated. Some idea of the range of problems brought to an
oracle and the overwhelming focus on extraction as a form of
treatment can be seen thr.:'ugh a short summary of treatment
offered by Ayu oracle cm three occasions. These trances were
open to all-corners and s ': they provide an apt contrast with
the private trance described above. 	 Ayu c'racle is selected
partly be.:ause she will be en ':cmuntered subsequently. One c'f
her trances has also been described in detail in Kaplanian
1985.
. ) 31. 10.82.
There were 28 people; 14 men, 10 women and 4 children.
The majority were lc'cal Euddhist Ladakhis but I was aware of
femur Indians and twc. Baltis (Shiites). These visitcirs were
sitting towards the ba ':k of the kitchen, behind an altar
facing the shelves. The oracle came down from the cuffering
room, washed, ':arne into trance and prayed in the manner
described above.	 Her husband and son helped in these
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preliminaries; lighting incense and distributing scarves to
those who wanted to ask the oracle questions. The oracle then
invited questions from the room.
Twenty-four people had substances extracted from them;
ten of these were not given any advice. In most cases, a
black liquid was sucked out from the stomach, often with the
help of a pipe. This liquid was spat into a small bowl and,
generally, the god rinsed her mouth with water and spat into
that bowl again. The black liquid mixed with water was then
emptied into a larger dish of ashes. I failed to ask how the
substances were eventually treated. I am told that they are
usually buried outside the house compound (pers. comm. A
Schenk) but, sometimes, oracles swallc 'w substances and simply
rinse out their mouths.
Three of the clients who were treated in this way also
had liquids extracted from the channels (rtsa) around the
eyes, sinuses, thrc.at and wrists. One ' was told that he had
been given poison (L) by a relative. He was told that this
relative had a black m':ule on his face and red hair.
Substance (which I did n ':'t see) was taken from his stomach.
The god spcike to a number cf further clients:-
A local man said that his wife was ill. He was told that she
was suffering frcsm tip. gy and rj (wandering spirits,
see C:hapter 5). He must bring her to the oracle.
A man from Lower Ladakh was suffering from adag (masters of
the earth). He should sponsor the rite of sadag dc 'ndol (see
Chapter 2) but not now, not until the summer.
A cc.uple from Phyang brc.ught their child who could not walk.
They were told to make him clean (g) with juniper
incense and rhododendron bark in the water. The husband was
told that he would receive his discharge from the army.
A man from Lower Ladakh was told that the pain in his child's
ear was due to yenak ("pus", "bad wax"). The child should go
to a (Western style) doctc'r but he might nc't be completely
cured.
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An Indian man agreed, yes, he did have kidney tr.:.uble; yes,
he had visited the dc.ctcir; yes, he was taking medicine. He
was told to carry on.
A man and child frc.m Lower Ladakh, who had substances
extra ':ted from their channels, were told to do a ritual wash
The man was told that it was possible to move his
shrine ( 1b t b9 ) to the	 if he had the help c' f a very
good mc'nk.	 After more talk about the state c' f his home, he
was eventually told to spu:'ns':.r a particular rite.	 The ':hild
was given an amulet made from a scarf and blessed (2kj).
A man from Lower Ladakh, wh ':. als ':. had substances extracted
from his channels, was tc'ld to do sadag dod1 for his house.
A taxi driver from Leh was given advice though nothing was
extra':ted frc.m his b.:.dy. He had lost his radio. He was tu:'ld
that it had been taken by a friend of a different "status"
(rigs) and of different "ribs" (non-kin). He would n.: 't get
it back.
ii)	 7.11.82.
Twenty-three of 34 people (26 adults and 8 children)
were treated on this c..:casic'n. The general stru':ture of the
trance was the same. All 23 had substances extracted, m ':' st in
the standard fashic.n; that is, a black liquid was extracted
fr ':'m the stc.mach with the mouth or pipe and spat into a small
bowl. There were three ex.:ept ions. A woman brc'u qht her
child for ward and substance was suc ked from the chi 1 s
stoma ':h and thr ':'at; prayer beads were applied t ':; her eyes and
the god said that pc.sic'n (tuk) had been given by her
"father's sister" (ani) in a meal. A man from Lower Ladakh
and a woman from Stc'k had paper taken from their stomachs.
This was "bad magic' or sor ':ery which was unravel led in the
small bowl with the c'racle's pipe so that all could see. The
woman was told to do a ritual wash (the hc'nc.ri fi': was used
implying that this should be done by a dncb!) and get an
amulet.
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Again, the oracle spoke tc' a number of other clients:
A Muslim boy from Leh was told to go to an rTjFj for fire
treatment (moxibustion). The do ':tor could cure him but it
wc'uld take much longer. The boy said that people were
"renting" his house and they would not move out. He was told
tc'
 work very slowly, tc'
 make them happy and then he wc'uld be
successful.
A man frcum Lower Ladakh was told that his illness was due tc'
2}in ("gastric problems", "digestive juices") and blood.
He should gc' to a doctc'r. There were no (curative) rites
() ti: be performed.
A cc'uple from Sankar approached the c'ra ':le. After extracting
pollution, ti2, from the girl's stomach in the form of black
liquid, the god became very angry with the girl and screamed,
"Do you have contact with Muslims? Yc'u shc'uldn't."
The ora ': le tc' l d a man from Phyang, "You' 11 get better in a
few days with ':'ut further treatment." SHE beat him f':'r
checking up (tsc' lta) on her status as a true ciracle.
The oracle treated a group c' f Indians. SHE was angry with
two and cried, "D ':'n't check up c'n me like this." SHE told
one child not tc' drink sweet tea and SHE gave another child
an amulet. One man was told tc'
 sponsor a particular rite.
Another was told that he might be suc ':essful in getting a new
job.
iii)	 14.11.82
Abc'ut fifty individuals were treated out of a total of
74. The vast majority had substances extra ':ted but a handful
ware simply told the truth. All but two c'f the extractic'ns
cc'n ':erned the su':king out of a bla ':k liquid from the st':'mach.
The twc'
 exceptions concerned a SLinni Muslim and a Buddhist
from Leh. Substan ':es were taken from the neck as well as the
stomach in bc'th cases. The Buddhist was tc' ld tc' g ':' to a
dcict ':' r: "You have bruises and "yellow water" (huser)
	 fin
your bc'nes.	 Show the doctor quickly be ':ause it is what they
call cancer."
The oracle c' ffered advice and revealed the truth tc ' some of
those whc' had substan ':es extracted from their bodies:
A woman frc'm Gc'n g ma, whc' nc'w lives in Lali, came up with her
child.	 The mother had a sw':' llen ':heek and she was told to
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have an inje.:tion every five days. The child was told not to
wash in dirty places and to have a ritual wash.
A man from a village close by told of a w ':'man who called out
the names of dead people. Why did she do this? The doctors
and arnchi could dci nothing, he said. The oracle said that a
particular exc'rcistic ritual must be performed, otherwise
there would be great danger.
A woman from a nearby village brought her child. She was
told that the child was ill be':ause it was always left dirty:
a ritual wash would help.
There were two Sunni women from Leh and the oracle told one
that the pain in her legs was an old illness.
	 She should
show it to the doctor. The oracle would take all
responsibility for an operatic 'n (that is, it would be a
success).
A man from the vii 1 age was tc' l d, "It is nc't 2tkan as you
think, but "stomach pr.:'blems" (oa, ph ':'
 ba) from dr inking ti:':'
mu ':h beer. Y':'ur "brother" (sun) has illness in his lung."
There was a group of people from Kargil.
	 One bc'y was told
that the "channel" Crtsa) in his kidney was not g.:' c'd and he
sh c'u 1 d sh ':'w i t t ':' a d c'c t or. An cit her was t 01 d that h i s
illness was due to yarna (wax?:) in the ear; he should get fire
treatment from an arn ':hi ().
A man from a neighbouring villa g e was referred to an arnchi
for the pain in his ba':k.
I could not hear much c'f what was said to a gr ciup of I ndi ans.
However, one man was told that his illness was due to c':'ld.
A woman from Leh was told that she was in great danger.
	 She
must raise "wind h':'rses" (iungsta, see Chapter 5).
Further advi ':e was offered to ':lients wh ':' had n ':'
 substan':es
extracted frc'm their bodies:
Am ':'ngst the gr ':iup ':' f Indians were four men. One was told that
he might get a prc' mc'tic'n if he paid and got someone to help
him from the "backside": "Whether you are in the army or a
civilian, everywhere yc'u need these two kinds of help." Two
were told that their transfers were possible. One was told
that he would get his registratic'n papers for a Ph.D. within
a m':'nth.
Two brc'thers frc'm Lower Ladakh brought forward a third,
younger brother. They asked if he was a thief and the oracle
said, "Who asked yc'u tc' bring these thin g s?	 The pressure
c ':":' ker? The Mon boy? If y':'u do it again, I'll put fire on
your hand." (Apparently, the elder brc'thers had agreed to
have the b ':'y branded.)
The oracle told the son of the house (the vessel's son),
"There is .jealousy.	 Di:' a rite (one cif tw ':' ex':'rcistic
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rituals)." A wedding was to be celebrated.. A monk was
making wind horse flags (1ungs) upstairs fc'r the same
reason, tc. dispel jealousy that might be arc'used by the
marriage.
A girl from Leh complained of an "unsettled mind" (jtbes,
see Chapter 5).
	 She was tculd that the	 and
spirits were all coming together and she should do and
g Lç (that is, spons':' r the making of thread crosses (mdc's)
tc'
 trap and get rid of the spirits).
These examples illustrate the range of problems brought
to village c'racles and the diverse sc' lutic'ns offered. As
noted in the Intrc'ductiu:'n, treatment is nc' t explored in as
mu':h depth as the general position ci f vi 11 age c'r ac 1 es in
Ladakh. However, this sh ':' rt summary illustrates imp':irtant
aspects of c'r ac Lii ar treatment which wi ii be disc USsed i n
Chapter 7. Appendix 2 includes data on treatment from the
perspective	 ':'f	 13c'nqma	 village,	 listing	 househcsl d
': ':'nsultati ':'ns with a variety i:'f practiti.:iners. Village
c'racles were called tc' Gc'n g ma hc'usehu:ulds more frequently than
astrologers, arnchi, doct ':' rs and rinpi:":he in 1982. Appendix 4
includes c'ne complete transcription cif a tranu:e session as
well as a summary of the variety cit problems treated by l':":al
or ac 1 es over the course ':' f a week. Al 1 cit her mater i al cm
treatment	 is presented from a	 different	 perspective,
cc.ncerning the general significance of rituals of p':.ssession.
As suggested in Chapter 7, problems treated through
extractic.n are ciften seen as the result cf exchanges between
villagers and, in partiu:ular, the result ':' f h.:uspitality.	 The
prc'blems which villagers attribute to relatic'ns among
themselves are dealt with in different ways by ritual
practitioners. While mc'nks and rinpc'che administer blessings
and sacred substan ':es such as water ti: the body, oracles take
out poll Lit ion, pc' i sc'n and bad magic. Crudely, monks might be
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said to put good things into the body while village oracles
take bad things out.
tb	 Iit
The term oracle has been chosen tc' translate the Ladakhi
th	 LLLh	 for reasons given in the Introduction. The
most common term for the trance practiced by village oracles
is Iha zugshe (iha '.jug-). Zhushes means "the gi: ' ing intc',
the entering, the beginning of a disease, the incarnation cf
a deity" (Jaschke p.177). As noted in the Intrc'ductic'n, the
same term is used fi:.r the tran ':es of monastery c'ra ':les and
fc'r c'ther types c' f village affliction involving demonic
bein g s.	 The link that is made linguistically between ritual
pra ':tices	 concerning	 pc.ssessi.:'n by gods	 and	 village
afflicti ':ins asso':iated with possessi ':sn by demons prompts the
discussion in the next chapter.	 The importance c'f this
conne':tion is often noted by Ladakhis. Interestingly, the
similarities in the vc'i:abulary used to describe monastery and
village oracles as well as their trance practices attra':t
little attention frc'm Ladakhis.	 However, it is explored in
Chapter 6.
Ladakhis sometimes alsc' say that " g ':'ds des ':end" (lhabab,
lha 'bab) •:'r, simply,	 "come" and "go"	 skycid-
(H)). The former usage was uncommon and seemed tc ' be
cc'nscic'usly literary cr, perhaps, imitative of the Tibetan.
The latter term is used f ':'r any coming and going and it was
comm ':'nly used when oracles were understc'c'd tc' be the subject
of conversation.
The	 vocabulary of pc'ssessic'n is simple:	 the gc'd
comes/goes, the god enters and the g ':id descends.	 These
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phrases all show the god(s) to be the active agent and the
"body" or person more or less passive. Althc.ugh trance
a ':tivities imply a more elaborate imagery (Chapter 7), there
is no explicit suggestion that the spirit sits in a
particular part of the body or that the spirit and person
enter any mc're specific relationship (10).
This vcu:abulary d ':'es, however, provide a context in
which the trance practiced by oracles is distinguished frc.m
the meditati.:'n pra ':ticed by monks or rinpc'che. In the last
chapter, it was suggested that bc'th rinpoche and oracles
"incarnate gods. " Yet, the manner c' f incarnatic'n is quite
different. Zhugshes refers to a loss of ccinscic'usness; the
persc'n's "mind" is displaced by a spirit and c'racles say that
they di:' not remember what happens during a tran ':e. There are
many different techniques ':' f meditation but, fcir the purpose
of contrast with zhushes, meditation might be said to refer
ti:' an enlargement of cc'nscic'usness. When a mc'nk meditates
up.:in his tutelary deity, the process can be described as one
cif evc'cation, when a mental picture c' f a deity is cc'nstru':ted
little by little,	 and unifi.:ati ':'n,	 when the practiti':'ner
merges with that picture. Once this identity has been
a:hieved, sa':red power can be used within the wu:'rld and tc'
move towards enlightenment. The most common term used by
villagers is	 (sgi:im-) whi.:h ':onnotes ccncentrati ':'n and
deep thought.	 Another is "to think",	 bsam-; a meditatic'n
room or hut is called sarnkhang. These terms all connc 'te a
carefully •:c'ntrolled activity where the persi:'n dissolves his
mind into a wider divinity. Whilst the c.racle's mind is
displaced by a spirit, meditation ideally expands the mind so
that consciousness and divinity are one.	 As noted in the
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Introduction, possession and meditation are also glossed
crudely as the ecstatic and ascetic.
Nonetheless,	 it	 should be appreciated that	 this
distinction is not always Sc' clear cut. It has been
suggested that the word, shaman, which is normally associated
with ecstasy, is historically asso':iated with the "ascetic"
or "one who practices austerities" (Bailey IN
	 Blacker
1975:317-8, fn 4). A more exact contrast might be made
between enstasis and ecstasy (Eliade 1958) but, as Peters
notes, it is possible for shamans to have meditative trances
and for yogins to have ecstatic experiences (Peters 1982:29).
Moreover, following Eliade, Ladakhi oracles cc'uld not be said
to experieni:e "ecstasy"; they dci not practice shamanism in
Eliade's sense (see bel ':'w). It is important to emphasise that
the	 contrast,	 which	 I	 have glc'ssed	 in	 terms	 of
possesssic'n/meditatic'n and ecstatic/asi:etic trance, is used
in descriptic'ns of Buddhist sc":ieties as a g loss fc'r	 lc'cal
c ':'ntrasts ':' f the kind sket ':hed above. Gombrich aptly notes:
"Eliade has called the state at which the yogin aims by
stopping sense perceptic'n "enstasis": the meditator "stands
within" himself. This should be the polar opposite cif
ecstasy "standing outside" c'neself as the shaman does.
to this day Buddhism preserves the traditic'n that enstasis
and ecstasy are totally different and c 'nly enstasis is of
sc'teric' logical value, yet we shall also see that to the
outside investigatc'r there are striking affinities between
the two states which suggest that the rigidity c' f the
distinctic'n depends on cultural context." (G.:'mbrich
1988:45)
Published material refers to a range of practitioners in
the ecstati': throughc'ut Tibetan speaking areas. Material on
specialists in the monastery is largely descriptive and
includes	 accounts	 of the nature of trance	 and	 the
extraordinary feats performed as well as the identity of gods
possessing c'racles.	 The critical importance ':' f the "state
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orau:le" is explored at length and the god concerned is
described briefly, in anticipaticin of later discussions (11).
The state oracle has been an important arbiter of state
policy. He was, for example, influential in choosing the 7th
inu:arnation of the Dalai Lama and he is said to have revealed
the 13th. The csracle is currently in exile at Dharamsala
where he apparently still deu:ides between rival candidates
for office; for example, he continues tcs ratify the higher
ranking cracles by testing them all in trance. 	 There are
various traditicuns about Nechung oracle which canncut be fLilly
described here (12). 	 Accu:urding tu:' c'ne traditicun, Guru
Rinpoche established the monastery of Samye in the 8th
century and he brou g ht Pehar fru:um the north, fr ':um H':'r, after
he had subdued him in a duel. He turned him into a guardian
whose ferocity is displayed in the mask worn by his oracle
I
Pehar was later settled in the sanctuary of Nechung
( g Nas-chun g ) (Lama Chime Radha 1981:29). He is believed to
have moved in the reign of the 5th Dalai Lama, seven
centuries after he first came to Tibet (Nebesky-W':u.jkc'witz
1975: 104). Many accounts suggest that Pehar left Samye in the
reign of the 5th Dalai Lama, after quarrelling with a monk.
The guardian was caught in a trap and found by the Dalai Lama
fl ':uating dcuwn the river. The gu:ud then chose its abode near
that place in the form of a dcuve. A small temple was built
around the tree ti: which he had flown and, ever since, the
state oracle cc'uld be found at Nechung (14).
In the Gelugpa tradition, Pehar is thought to be the one
that possesses the state oracle. In cuther traditions such as
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the Drigungpa, the god is thought to be rDo-rje shugs-idan,
an important lama (rinpoche) who committed suicide in the
time of the 5th Dalai Lama because of persecution. He became
a demon which was turned into a god through conquest (Lama
Chime Radha 1981,31-2).
Whichever the tradition, it is often thought that the
guardian god has made so much merit since his conquest that
he has achieved the status of a celestial Bodhisattva (Lama
Chime Radha 1981, Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975). Sometimes, then,
these defeated enemies of religion make enough merit as
guardians to become high ranking gods and eventually achieve
enlightenment. Nebesky-Wojkowitz refers to Pehar's 'chief
minister", rDo-rje grags-ldan, and suggests that:
"Pe har, who will shortly become a 'jig-rten las 'das pa'i
srung ma (i.e., enlightened protector), feels more and more
reluctant to speak through the oracle-priest of Nechung,
and (that) in many cases rDo rje grags ldan answers in his
place." (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975:125)
In other words, Pe har is on the way to enlightenment and his
deputy has taken his place in the world. The significance of
this movement towards enlightenment and the transformatic 'n of
demons into gods through conquest is explored in Chapter 6.
Literature on the state oracle shows that "shamanism" is
central to the monastic system. At the heart of the Tibetan
theocracy, ecstatic and ascetic trance are combined. The
Dalai Lama, reincarnation of the earliest Tibetan kings and
c' f the Buddha Avalokitesvara as well as more recent Dalai
Lamas, is assisted by this oracle, who practices ecstatic
trance, possessed of a g':'d that was originally conquered by
the Dalai Lama. Work on monastery oracles often acknowledges
a debt to Eliade in this field (see, for example, Nebesky-
Wo.jkc'witz 1975).	 Eliade recognised the importance
	 c'f
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shamanism in monastic Buddhism with references to the early
Tibetan kings ascending the sky after death, the skeleton
dancers at 'cham (see Chapter 6), the "mystical heat" and
flight generated by meditators, the use of drums, the
healers' search for lost souls, death rites and especially
the Tibetan Book of the Dead, practices like offering up the
body to demons and so forth (Eliade 1964:108-9, 409-10,430-
40, 443). Eliade suggested that these varic 'us techniques are
integral	 to a much wider religious complex than	 the
specifically shamanic.
Eliade must be the single most important figure to have
inspired work c'n spirit possession and shamanism in the
Tibetan speaking area. Distinctions drawn between possession
in the monastery and the village on the c'ne hand and between
themes emerging from work in Nepal and Tibet on the other may
be explc'red briefly in this context.
Monastery oracles in Ladakh will not be discussed in as
much detail as their village counterparts. The biographies
of their gods are skeletal as compared to Pehar's but similar
in structure and what will be emphasised is the theme of
conquest.	 Monastery	 c'racles,	 unlike	 their	 village
counterparts, are rarely initiated through an involuntary
madness in Ladakh. They are generally elected or appointed.
They appear in trance at çarn, annual dance dramas, whilst
village oracles generally pra ':tice regularly (15). Mc'nastery
oracles	 wear highly individualised clothes and perform
special feats as well as "telling the truth" from the past,
present or future.
	 Unlike village c'racles, they do not
perform curative rituals for individual clients. Ladakhis
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often distinguish the two types of oracle by emphasising
that monastery practioners do not extract substances from
petitioners.
Writers on other aspects of the monastery have also
noted the importance of shamanism. They have followed Eliade
in recognising the importance of shamanic features to the
high prestige religion in the monastery and they have rightly
extended this observation beyond ecstatic trance to the
"ascetic". Aziz' important article on the double trance
practiced by rinpoche has already been mentioned (Aziz 1976).
Aziz suggests that the tulku can be seen as a routinised
shaman c'r a "para-shaman" (1976:358). Others have made
similar points.
	 Stablein, for example, coins the term nec'-
shaman for the master of tantric ritual.
	 He explains the
term thus:
"If a shaman can say, "I am possessed by a spirit", the
vajramaster, after the invitation phase of the ceremony,
can say "I nj Mahäkla." (Stablein 1976a:368)
These authors have pointed to important cc'ntinuities between
shamanistic and orthodox Buddhist ritual techniques. However,
they have not explored the intercc'nnectic 'ns either between
different monastic pra.:tices or between (ecstatic) possession
(that is, zhushes in Ladakh) in the village and monastery.
Aziz concludes that reincarnate monks (rinpoche) are in no
way comparable to village mediums (1976:358). Paul, in the
same volume of essays, deduces a historical shift among the
Sherpa, suggesting that possession has become less important
in the village as it has become more important to an
expanding monastic system (Paul 1976). While Aziz refuses to
relate different trance practices and while Paul c'utlines a
historical displacement of one type by another, a third
4- .J
approach, illustrated by Holmberg with reference to the
Western Tamang, describes a compelementarity and a tension
between ritual specialists inside and outside the monastery,
showing how they co-exist (Holmberg 1980, 1984).
Possession (ecstatic trance) and meditation (ascetic
trance) are sharply distinguished by Ladakhis and other
Tibetans, as shown by reference to the vocabulary of trance
described above. The literature on shamanism has pointed to
continuities between ritual techniques but it has also
introduced a further distinction between different types of
ecstatic possession (hugshes) which is based upon local
exgesis but not upon the vocabularly used.
	
There are
monastery oracles and there are village oracles. My research
with village oracles led to an exploration of their
relaticinship with monastery oracles. To my knowledge, no
attempt has been made previously to trace any systematic
links	 between these two types of practitioner in the
ecstatic. Indeed, my research also led to work in a third
area associated with involuntary affliction in the village.
This topic is crudely glossed as "witchcraft" and it too has
been discussed quite independently of other types of
possession in the literature. One possible reason for the
lack of discussion on the relationships between different
forms of "possession" (h) seems to relate to the
division that is so much emphasised between monastery and
household. This and the following chapters attempt to relate
different types of possession (gF) to each other rather
than	 addressing	 the equally important topic
	 of	 the
relationship between possession and other ritual techniques.
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In pursuit of this theme, the division between monastery and
village is not given great prominence, nor is it presented as
a fixed division.
The literature on village oracles is also largely
descriptive (16) but it is less unitary. Material from Tibet
is not interpreted in the same way as material from Nepal.
Eliade seems to have had a rather different influence in
Nepali studies which are more preoccupied with definitional
issues and with the relations between Nepali groups and
neighbouring "great traditions". Eliade cc'ncludes his great
work on shamanism:
"the specific element of shamanism is not the embodiment of
"spirits" by the shaman, but the ecstasy induced by his
ascent to the sky or descent to the underworld; incarnating
spirits and being "possessed" by spirits are universally
disseminated phenomena but they do not necessarily belong
to shamanism in the strict sense." (Eliade 1964:493-500)
This follows a discussion of the shamanic heartlands of
Central and North Asia and of shamanic elements all over the
world, from the Plains Indians to the Andamar-is.
	 While
Eliade's approach to Tibet promoted a spe':ial perspe ':tive on
"shamanism", his search for traits seems to have inspired
studies of syncretism in Nepal. There are many publications
on Nepal which suggest that spirit pc'ssession establishes
greater contintuities between neighbouring groups than other
social practices (see particuarly the collections published
in Hitchcock and Jones eds, 1976, Fisher ed, 1978 and Furer-
Haimendorf ed, 1974). Spirit possession provides a theme
that links "orthodox" Tibetan speaking groups practising a
Tibetan	 Buddhism focused on monasteries
	 with	 tribal,
bilingual and Hinduised groups to the south.
	 Some of this
work is also oriented towards a distinction between a "pure"
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Central	 Asian	 model of classical shamanism 	 and	 the
"degenerate" Indian practices of spirit possession. Is a
particular practice possession c'r shamanism? Does it derive
geographically and historically from Central Asian, Tibetan,
Hindu c.r any other source? Note:
"Many of the themes of classical shamanism can be found
with varying degrees c' f mc'dificatic'n in c'ther ethnic qrcuups
of Nepal as well, at least in kernel form. ... Does this
suggest, perhaps, that there was a prc'to-traditic.n of the
non-Indic peoples of Nepal which may have very closely
resembled the classic Inner Asian traditic 'n? The incidence
of Kham-Magar shamanism (where the author worked) shows
that such a traditic'n can and does, in fact, exist in
Nepal." (Watters 1975:155)
In the Intrc'ductic'n, c'ne prc'blem was associated with this
definitic'nal apprc'ach for it was claimed that village ora':les
in Ladakh could not be sharply separated frc'm shamans c 'n the
one hand and th ':'se afflicted with possession c'n the other
(fn 3, Chapter 1). Anc'ther prc'bl em has been discussed by
Lewis who questions the validity c' f Eliade's distinction
within the "shamanic hearti ands" themselves (Lewis 1986,
chapter 5).	 More general problems relate to the validity of
this style of explanation. An explanation of the present in
terms cf a putative history or the diffusion •:' f traits may
mislead. The comparison c ' f superficially similar "traits"
from different places, abstra':ted from their n ':' rmal i:':'ntext,
has been castigated as "butterfly collecting" (Leach 1961)
(17).
The influence of El jade has been disc ussed by other
writers on shamanism in Nepal. Reinhard, for example,
cc'mments cm Eliade's use of the terms "shamanism", "spirit
possessi':'n" and "e ':stasy" (Reinhard 1976a). 	 He notes the
si gni fi cance of pc'ssessi on for El iade; it is "more mundane"
than shamanism.	 Finally, he points ':'ut that soul journey
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(or, more generally, ritual journeys) and possession might
be appreciated better as two aspects of the same reality
(Reinhard 1976a. See also Allen 1974, Hofer 1974).
The literature on Tibetan "village oracles" does not
reveal the preoccupations described above although, as noted,
it is not closely integrated with an analysis of other types
of possession in monastery oracles or village illness. There
are notable exceptions to this generalisation, including
Peters' study of Tamang shamanism (Peters 1982). Peters links
Tamang bombo to tantric practices. He notes, as I have dc'ne,
that both yc'ga and shamanism involve the embodiment of gods
and he questions the distinction between enstasis, as applied
to yogins, and ecstasy, as applied to spirit possession
(Peters 1982:29). Peters suggests that the most obvious
parallel concerns the tantric concept of cakra or centres of
energy and the Tamang concept of three souls in the body.
Initiation of the bombo (oracle) involves gradual mastery of
the souls in the solar plexus, then, the heart and finally
the forehead, between the eyes:
"To a large extent, yoga has "somaticized" the symbolism
and rites of shamanism. The axis mundi so typical of
shamanism, the ladder reaching through the numerous levels
of heaven, corresponds in Tantric yoga to the spinal column
and the cakra that are likewise traversed in order to
attain the final initiatory experience. The Tamang
shaman's activation of the three souls, as undertaken at
different levels of initiation, culminates in the ritual
ascent to heaven during gufa and parallels the ascent of
the kundalini in Tantric yoga" (Peters 1982:29)
These parallels enable the continuities between different
forms of altered states of consciousness to be specified more
concretely than general comments about the embodiment cif
gods. They lead Peters to conclude that the main contrast is
	
to be drawn between the goals of shaman and yogin.
	
Unlike
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the shaman, the tantric practitic.ner seeks enlightenment;
deta ':hment, autonomy and liberation from the world (ibid:40).
The largely descriptive, ethnographic material cm
oracles in other Tibetan speaking areas reveals a range of
practitioners in the ecstatic who may be compared to Ladakhi
village ':'ra':les. The position of these practitioners varies
in relation to the wider ritual divisic'n c' f labour and, in
the next se.:tion, the position of Ladakhi ora ':les in the Leh
area is explored.
At the m':'st general level, it is worth notin g that
Ladakhi Lb share their name with some Tibetan speaking
pr act it i cmner s such as c'r a ': 1 es among the Sher pa (Berg lie 1976,
1978:) and in Dolpi:' (Jest 1975) S':'me Tibetan ':' ra':les are
however kn ':'wn as "herc.es", dpa' b.:' (Bergi i.e 1976, 1979, 1980).
Although Ber g l ie implies that the "heroes" he studied are
standard, fc'r he does not refer to any c'ther Tibetan
traditi ':'ns, Nebesky-Wm:..jkc.witz writes differently. Their
spem:ial dress, he says, is rare (1975:413) and they are
qr ':.uped with the female bsnyen .jcm rn ': or rnyal 'bycmr ma, b':'th
types being found mainly in the Chumbi Valley, SiI::kim and
Bhutan (see also Nebesky-W ':m.jkc.witz 1952, David Neel 1967:36-
38). Aris describes trances c' f these "heroes" at the
agri ':ultural new year in Bhutan and he tc":' n ':' tes that male
or ac 1 es are known as "her oes" whi 1 e wc 'men are kn ':'wn as r nal
by ':r ma cir bsnyen jc' mo as well as dpa' mc' (Ar is 1976: 605).
Another	 term is lIia kha.	 Waddell,	 for example,
describes ora ':les in Western Tibet as iha kha who are said to
resemble the	 bsnyen jo mc' and dpa' bo c' f Sikkim (Waddell
1972 (1895):482). Prince Peter also writes:
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"Village oracles are of varic'us categories; they are known
as lha-k'a (lha-kha), ku-tan-pa (sku-bstan-pa), ngag-pa
(snag-pa (sic)), etc. Their pcipular name is ch'b-je (that
is, chos-rje)." (Prince Peter 1979:53)
All these terms refer tc' oracles.	 Some cf them may aiscu be
used to refer to yogins and tantric practitioners. Chos rje
is commonly used of monastic specialists in Ladalh; rnal
'bycur pa are best known elsewhere as hermits or yogins.
Important regional differences are apparent from the
literature. For example, it is said that Sherpa lha pa are
ccunsu]ted fc'r diagnosis and prcugnosis rather than curing;
neither they n ':' r the Tamang bombc' are said to be possessed
during trance (Berglie 1979:45, March 1979:237,273). Tibetan
"heroes", however, are consulted for ':ures as well (Bergl ie
1978:45). Furer-Haimendor f, who wc'rked in a different Sherpa
area, claims tu:' the contrary that orau:les di: ' n ':ut travel tu:'
the world of spirits as suggested by cuther commentators
(Furer-Haimend 'Drf 1964:256) and his case studies illustrate a
number of cures (ibid:256-7). Ladakhi lhaba/lhamcu di: ' not
travel to the w':'rld of the g ':uds and they are c':'nsulted
primarily fi:'r cures.
A number of related prau:tices are described in these
areas There are u:lairvoyants, mig thong, wh ':' see the truth
(18). Aziz writes c' f pha mc' or mediums whcu cannot directly
cure and exorcise clients. They are pc'cur, uneducated women
who practice tranu:e (Aziz 1976:357). An important u:ategcury of
"shamans" are those who suffer death (or cc 'ma) once, .ju:uurney
tcu the land cuf the dead in spirit and are finally reborn to
their u:' ld bodies. These figures are known as 'das log (19).
In different areas, the ritual field is carved up a little
differently and, in Central Ladakh, there were no separate
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"soothsayer" or "clairvoyant" roles even though villagers
commonly talked of itinerant phra men mo in the recent past
who read signs in mirrors and water. 	 Nowadays, villagers go
to monks or astrologers for this service.
	 Specialists in
dance, mime and story telling such as ae lba_m_o_ (a che lha
mo) performers have been evident in the recent past in
Central Ladakh and the link between shamanism and story
telling is still seen among Tibetan refugees in Ladakh and
elsewhere. Note the following history:
A Tibetan "bard" had a dream in which Gesar (Kesar) was
recited to him. He had a similar visitation every night
for two years and so he knew the entire epic by the time he
was 15. At the age of 16, he was "called" by gods to
accompany them and he did. He became a madman (smyon pa).
Many years later, he passed tests to prove that he was a
"hero" (dpa' bo) and he recieved a blessing from a lama.
(paraphrased	 from Berglie 1976:89.
	 See also Brauen
1980a:155-9 on a Tibetan in Ladakh.)
Bards, especially those who tell the Kesar saga, are
specialists in trance. Stein, for example, notes in a summary
that:
"They (the singers or bards, sgrung-mkhan) are said to be
inspired, when singing, or even in a kind of rapture or
trance (sgrung-'bab). In any case their attitude at that
moment has largely a religious tint. They wear a spe':ial
hat, the parts of which are symbolically explained in a
special song (zhva-bshad) in the same way as do other
specialists or on other occasions (the "clown" 'dre-dkar
chanting at the New Year; the ritual "explanations" of
every ingredient or instrument, like the sword (gri-bshad),
the horse, etc., in various not specifically Buddhist
rituals). The hat of the bard is characterised by two big
asses or kyang ears, by sun and moon on the forehead and by
flc'wer-like oranaments made of little shells (cowries)."
(Stein 1981:3-4) (20)
The initiation rite described above showed the importance of
Kesar to Lb	 traditions in Ladakh. It may be recalled that
the teacher oracle was identified with Kesar.	 Another
example is given below. 	 It is worth noting that Kesar is
seen simultaneously as a Bodhisattva who subdues demons and
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and as a secular king, involved in the secular world of
exchange and marriage. In Ladakh, the precise correspondences
between Kesar and his entourage and the Bodhisattvas of the
Budddhist pantheon are a topic of major interest (as too are
the correspondences with the earliest Tibetan kings). The
role that Kesar plays in Ladakhi oracular traditions echoes
the theories of Eliade. As noted, Eliade contrasts
shamanism, which is defined in terms of ecstasy and magical
flight, to possession, which is found everywhere. Kesar, who
might be described as a shaman-king, travelled through all
three worlds in the cosmos and joined them together in true
Eliade fashion.	 Today, his descendants might be said to
practice a corrupted tradition in which the most they can do
is attract visitors from these other worlds.
	 Ladakhi
attitudes to village ora':les evoke Eliade's image of a pure
shamanism	 that	 is contrasted to a degenerate 	 spirit
pc'ssessi cm.
Elsewhere, close links are constructed between shamanic
and early Buddhist traditions. For example, Berglie writes of
a foundation myth for Tibetan dpa' bo in which Guru Rinpoche
is	 said to have invited four shamans from the
	 four
directions, who cured in different wayS. These are the
archetypes mentioned in trance today (Berglie 1976:96).
Berglie also describes the association between Guru F:inpc.che
and the area of Mount Targo and Lake Dangra where su.:h heroes
are initiated (Berglie 1980:40,43).	 It is Guru Rinpoche who
permitted or even originated shamanism.	 In other foundation
myths, Guru Rinpc'che or another Buddhist figure defeated the
first shaman and then prescribed permitted practices.
	
Among
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the Tamang, it is an elder Buddhist brother who defeats his
younger brother. Holmberg writes:
"The lama bound the following oath: "Look, I will take care
c' f the dead and you will take care of the living." Bc'mbo
now go crazy i f they eat the food of the cc 'mmunal feast at
a gral (funerary feast). The bomb ':'
 cannot touch the dead
either. The portions were divided between lama and bc'mbo."
(Hc'lmber g 1984:714. See also Hc'fer 1974a:173).
In other a ':counts, the defeat is more final and Das writes of
Nar c'-Bc'n-c hhun, the shamani c (Bc'n) figure i n Tibet:
"When Nar ':' -B.:'n-chhun was attempting to rise above the ne':k
c' f Tesi (the mountain), he fell dc 'wn and his tambourine
rolled d.:'wn towards the southern valley of Tesi." (Das
1970 (1BB1):25)
These few cc'mments show that village c 'rac les are common
throughout Tibetan speaking areas thc 'ugh they may be kn ':'wn by
different names, associated with variable tran ':e practices
and situated in different ways within the ritual division of
lab ':'ur. Finally, it can be seen that village oracles
ass':": i ate themselves wi th the past thr c'ugh 1 inks that are
drawn tc' I:esar, Guru Rinpoche c'r ':'ther "historical" figures
(21).
Fc'r my purposes, it is important tc ' establish the
continuities between village and m ':'nastery ,:irai:les. It has
been suggested that Eliade has had a rather different
influence on Nepali studies, where he has inspired works ':'n
"syncretism", than on Tibetan studies, where the contrast
between a "pure" shamanism and a "corrupt" mediumship never
assumed great importance. Instead, the relevant contrast has
been between m ':'nastic and lay s ':":iety. Writers such as Aziz
and Stablein, cited abc've, ':learly challenge the syncretist
approach Icr they examine possessi ':in in context and establish
its impc'rtance.	 Pc'ssessic'n is rightly seen tc' be central tc'
the high-prestige reli g ion in the m:'nastery. 	 However,
'-I
generally speaking, they fail to treat Tibetan culture as a
whole, just like the syncretist writers, insofar as the
divide between monastery and household is taken for granted.
There are good reasons to frame an account of spirit
possession in terms of the division between an initiate
Buddhist and a lay society. The emphasis on this division
undoubtedly derives from local constructs as well as Buddist
literate and monastic traditions. I do not intend to dispute
this framework in any general sense but only to focus upon
the links between forms of possession rather than the
distance that separates them.	 After all, village and
monastery oracles are both called 	 and jy	 and they
practice ecstatic trance.	 Ritual practice and village
affliction	 are equally subsumed under the single term
"possession". I attempt below to link these trance
practices. The first stage in my argument is presented in the
se':ond half of this chapter with an analysis of the training
of a village oracle as a conquest that leads from village
afliction towards lay religiosity.
i	 t1 Lb
Ladakhi ritual has been discussed with reference to the
division between monastery and the rest of the village.
Almost all ritual functions have been incorporated in the
monastery. Reference has been made to monks, particularly to
their performance of domestic ritual, and to rinpoche. Monks
are themselves differentiated; 	 there are scholars	 and
teachers, tantric virtuoso and meditators. As noted in
Chapter 1, sectarian affiliation is important to villagers as
far as the perfc'rmance of domestic rituals is concerned. Some
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monks are also called upon individually for their specialist
skills; some, for example, work as doctors ('ji). Two
monks appear as monastery c'racles at Matho festival every
year (see Chapter 6).
The extraordinary concentratic'n of specialist ritual
practi ':e inside the monastery implies a corresponding pauu:ity
in the village.	 As ncuted, laymen perfcurm much domestic
ritual, particularly in the w ':'rship of village gods. Nuns
who live at home also play an important ritual role.
Individual villagers are knc'wn for certain skills; perhaps
divinaticun, the interpretatic'n c' f omens c'r their knowledge of
religious texts.	 In addition, there are village spe':iaiists
who are trained in a vc'catic'n and spend substantial amounts
of time practising it; notably lay astrolc'gers	 db':'n
po), arnçhi and c'racles. Such lay ski 1 is may be "hereditary"
c'r gudpa (see c:hapter 1) thou gh many are n ':.t.	 Ladakhi s
claim	 that	 "non-hereditary" practitic'ners are 	 a	 new
phenc.meni:in, related t ci devel c.pment and mc 'derni sat i ':'n.
Many villages traditionally boast one village dc ":tc'r and
s ':'me al so have an ast r ol cuger ' r ':'r a': 1 e. Wh ii st or ac Lii ar
practice connotes n ':' particular village rank, "hereditary"
arnchi	 and,	 t':' a more	 variable	 extent,	 astr':'logers
traditionally rank high. Thus, an will almost always
re':eive free labour from the village as a whole in return for
his services and as apprc'priate tc' his rank.
Little will be presented on jj or o. Lay arncj
deal with illness and, nc'wadays, particularly with certain
kinds of illness that are thought tc' be beyc'nd the cc'mpetence
of	 Western-style medicine (22).	 Tibetan medi ':ine	 is
inseparable from Buddhism (Stablein 1976a, 1976b, 1900,
- ', ._J
Wayman 1973) and so illness connotes as much a spiritual as a
physical condition. Lay astrologers in the Leh area perform
a number of rituals of the annual cycle that might equally be
performed by astrologer monks, such as the rite of
described in Chapter 2 and exorcistic rituals such as gyFj
(see Chapter ) which Gelugpa monks will not perform. They
perform rites of the life cycle such as the rite to return
the soul of a dead person (L2) so that it does not
trouble kin and friends. 	 They are consulted in the event of
misfortune and illness when they frequently suggest
"astrological" rituals in the English sense of the word.
Thus, rituals are performed to avert the misfortune suffered
at particular ages and brought about by an unfortunate
conjunction of elements in the twelve year cycle (iorngyak,
urnig).
Although reference will scarcely be made to astrology, a
note should be made cm the name (dbon po) as it has
attracted attention in the literature. In Tibetan, dbon is a
kinship term (Uebach 1980) but it is also used to refer to
ritual practitioners.	 Indeed the latter sense has been
derived from the former in a number of accounts (23). 	 Dbon
seems to refer to a range of ritual specialists; married
clergy, secular clergy and astrologers. Thus, Jaschke
suggests that dbon refers both to a certain sect of married
lamas and to lamas skilled in astrology (Jaschke, p.389).
The term, dbon, also seems to provide a synonym for other
terms such as sngags pa. In Ladakh today, onpo is used with
reference to astrology, which may be practised by monk or
villager.
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These few references are intended to situate village
oracles within the wider ritual division of labour.
	 The
framework	 that has been presented,	 within which	 lay
specialists are accorded very little importance, is reflected
in numbers.	 There are approximately 1,500 monks in the
monasteries of the Leh area (24).	 During my stay in Ladakh,
there were between 20 and 25 village oracles (see appendix 3)
and about the same numbers each of lay astrologers and
	 i
in this area.
Map C (in the Introduction) isolates the area in which I
collected information on village oracles. This area is part
of Upper Ladakh or Stod which is distinguished from Lower
Ladakh or Sham to the west. The location of oracles
practising in 1982 is shown on the map. Ladakhi village and
monastery oracles and Tibetans are included. The map should
be read as a regional map of village oracles constructed from
the perspective of Leh and espe':ially Gongma village in 1982.
The area is not an administrative district but it loosely
represents the area in which a Gongma villager might travel
or request visits from ritual specialists in general. The
area stretches westwards from Leh to Phyang and south-
eastwards as far as Martselang, Hemis and Sakti (Tak Tok),
but excluding the Markha valley. The Sakti area is very much
at the outer limits of this region and is included largely
because of the special services offered by Nyingmapa monks in
the valley. Hemis is also an important centre. It should be
emphasised that this region derives from a consideration of
oracles in particular and ritual specialists in general. A
Gongmapa's picture of important ritual sites, for example,
would contrast with this one for it would include the area of
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Sham cur Lcuwer Ladakh, west and slightly north of Phyang.
Similarly, kinship and marriage links with Lower Ladakh are
more important than those with the area to the east c ' f Map C.
Just 25 village oracles, but Ladakhis in the area say
that there are more today than before (25). Scame attribute
the increase to the develu:upment of Leh and the increasing
amcuunts csf cash which may enccuurage oracles to pursue their
prau:tiu:e.	 Certainly, there are more orau:les in the Leh
region than in other parts cf Ladakh. For example, there
were Just four wu:urking cura ':les in Sham in 1982. The Leh area
has attracted immigrants from outside Ladakh as well. At
least four Tibetan curacles have arrived t u:' the refugee camps
near Leh since the Chinese takeover of Tibet. 	 Ladakhis
attribute an increase ti: the influx of gods as well as
people.	 For example, Martselan g
 1b	 decribes the g cu d who
pi:ussesses her as a refugee fr ':um the Chinese.	 Ladakhis
further attribute the increasing number ci f cur ac 1 es tc ' the
wu:.rsening state cf the w ':.rld. They are unclear whether
curacles are a feature cuf our worsening c ':'nditiu:un cur a
speci fi ': means cf c':'mbatin g it.
In •:' ther Tibetan speaking areas, the number of mediums
is similarly said to be in.:reasing (see, fu:ur example, Pignede
1966, Allen 1976b). These changes may be attributable to the
gru:uwing importanu:e of immigrant Hindu and Buddhist ritual
specialists while, in Ladakh, it is the number of Buddhist
monks that is declining (26).
The necessity cuf lcucating curacles within the wider
ritual division u:f labu:uur has been emphasised repeatedly.
Monastic specialists can dci all the work csf lay specialists,
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according to dogma, only better. The gods evoked by monks
are far more power ful than the gods associated with oracles.
Moreover, the actual practices of oracles depend upon this
wider context. Nc. lay-person can become a true oracle
without the permission of a rinpoche and both rinpc.che and
monks play a part in diagnosing, curing, training and
validating village curacles in Ladakh (27). A successful
initiation also depends upon the ties novices cc.nstru.:t tu:'
sau:red places, through pilgrimage, and sacred practices,
through meditation and prayer (28). Novi.:es may consult
doctors cur astrc' lc'gers early on, when they are suffering
illness and before they have been reco g nised as ':'racles
If the making cuf a villa q e oracle depends on other
ritual specialists and especially the mu:snastery, sucs:essful
practice involves a similarly wide range of practitioners.
The brief summary in the last section shows that oracles are
centres cif referral, who send many of their clients to monks,
dou:tcurs and astrs:.l ':'gers for further treatment	 (see alsu:u
Chapter 7:.	 Occasionally, these other specialists will also
refer individuals ti: oracles (29).
Finally, it should be appreciated that individuals who
consult .:.rau:les also cu:.nsult other specialists. They may gcu
from one expert to another (as shown in some of the histories
of nu:vice curau:les given belcuw) cur take different pr ':.bl ems ti:
different speu:ial ists. 	 Some Ladakhis said that they would
never cc'nsult a	 Oracles may be preferred for a number
of reasons but they are general I y recc.gni sed as the best
experts in three areas. 	 Senior oracles will be called to
train nc'vices in almost every case (see below).	 Oracles are
commu:unly	 called	 tci	 deal with intractable	 cases	 ci
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"witch ':raft" (Chapter 5) and they are the only specialists to
extract substances from people and animals (Chapter 7).
In conclusion to this overview, it should be noted that
village	 oracles	 in	 the	 Leh	 area	 are	 internally
differentiated.	 Mention has been made of three factors;
first,	 the distinction between "hereditary" and
	 "non-
hereditary" pra ':titioners; second, the relaticins between
novices and senior c'racles and, third, immigratic.n. Two-
thirds of the pra ':tising oracles in the area "inherited"
their gods and belc'nq tc' shallc'w "c.racle lineages" (lhe gud,
lha'i brgyud) which often in ':lude a grandparent and sometimes
a m.:.re remote an':estc 'r as well cr c'ccasic'nal ly instead ':' f a
parent (30). It is no surprise ti:' hear that a relative c'f a
recently deceased oracle has "inherited" the same calling
yet, before this is said, before the lineage ora ':le is
rec':'gnised,	 s/he will have undergone exactly the same
prc":edures as her ':'r his non-lineage cc'unterpart.
As noted in Chapter 2, "lineage" or "hereditary" is ':'nly
a rough translation for gud and ideas of family des ':ent are
at least partially determined by locality. An example might
be ':ited with reference t ':' SabU c'racle, who was introduced at
the beginning of the ':hapter. One of her g ':'ds als':' visited a
neigb ':'uring senior c'racle, Ayu Ayu c 'racle had
inherited this village g ':'d (yul llia) and ':'ne other from her
mother. In trance, Ayu lbarn2 explained to the nc'vice:
"you	 are	 gud and yc'u must receive very	 many
initiatic'ns because yc 'u have banned the god so many times."
In other words, she belongs to a "lineage" be ':ause she
shares the same place (yul) not because she shares the same
genealc'gi ':al des ':ent line.
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Novices are trained largely by senior oracles. There are
three senior orau:les in the Leh area who are generally
reccignised as teachers. The teacher-pupil bond is ideally
close and life-long; in ideal circumstances, teau:hers and
pupils visit each other in the same way as kin. 	 Indeed, the
ties may be cc.ntinued a ':ross generations between two
	 or
"lineages". For example, Thikse oracle was trained by Sakti
c'racle/nun. She, in turn, was taught by Thikse oracle's
father and the Thikse lhaba is ':urrently training her nephew.
In pra':tice, however, relationships are often soured by
financial considerations because large amounts of cash and/.:'r
g':'ods are given in return for teachings (see appendix 3:).
Sometimes, cc'mpetitic.n for clientele can also lead ti: bad
feelings.
The Leh area, as nc'ted, attracts immigrants. 	 All the
Ladakhi c'ra ':les practising in 182 were lc":al but there were
alsc' four Tibetans wh ':' worked from the refugee i:amps. Their
traditions were :omparable but by no means identi ':al with the
Ladakhi and they will nc't be dis ':Lssed in detail.
In C:entral Ladakh, men and women be ':ome village ora':les
in equal numbers, post-adc.l escen ':e. Pract i sing c'rac I es are
more likely to bel ':'ng to c.ra ':le lineages in the trona
(gr ':'ng pa) or middle rankin g groups. I never heard of an
aristocratic (kurag; sku drag) c'racle and, as far as
Ladakhis are concerned, the lack c ' f hi gh ranking c.racles
indi ':ates both the lowly status of these specialists in
trance and the intrinsic prc.tectic'n conferred upon the higher
ranks by their own gods.	 I have met a musician (Ms:'n) and a
beggar (Beda) oracle.	 They were not p ':.pular because it was
feared that the god, blessing a client by bli:.wing cr
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spitting, might be mixed up with the person, whose touch is
polluting. Predictably, given the close association between
oracles and the monastery, the majority of oracles are found
in Buddhist families. However, oracles (of the type
described in this thesis) are not exclusively Buddhist. In
1982, there was one Hindu soldier oracle in the army (see fn
48 below) and, in the recent past, at least one Muslim in
Kargil district, who died in the late 1970's, as well as a
Christian in Leh, who stopped practising a few years ago
(described further below). 	 All seemed to conform to some
Buddhist conventions: I was told that the Muslim used incense
and butter lamps in trance while the Hindu followed simple
Buddhist practices such as reciting gnj rjj prayers. There
may be others in Ladakh who practice spirit possession in
distinctive Muslim and Hindu contexts, of whom I am unaware.
All the practising oracles in the area were possessed by
gods (h) though it will be seen below that they are also
associated with demons in certain contexts. Oracles are
possessed by ha, j and san in other areas where they are
associated with somewhat different cosmologies (see, for
example, Berglie 1976 and 1978, Holmberg 1980, March 1979,
Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975:234). I only ever heard of one oracle
who was possessed by another type of spirit in Ladakh; this
was a woman who had practised some years previously and, in
trance, she was visited by a	 g or female 1 (31).
The	 one and only essential criterion to oracular
practice is a god-inspired madness.	 This is the subject of
the next section.
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Ib	 Lc.t.iQ r1 QI	 iLL
a) Madness
The novice is elected through madness. S/he experiences
a violent loss of control which suggests, to other Ladakhis,
a certain initial weakness and vulnerability. Novices may be
rendered incapable by "fits" and "unsettled minds" for months
or years while families and friends search for cures and
specialists provide no help at all.
	 Eventually, a diagnosis
is made by novice, senior oracles and monks together. This
diagnosis must be ratified by a rinpoche before it will be
generally accepted.
Tukchikpa	 was a woman of 28 from Matho, whose
services were in great demand at home and increasingly from
other villages. She described what had happened two years
previously.
"I was very, very ill for a month.
	 My body was so heavy
that I could barely move.
	 Yet, if I stayed at home I'd
have a fit, that is, everything would go dark and I'd feel
as if I were about to faint.
	 Then, I'd come to with no
recollection at all of what had happened. But, I didn't
feel much better afterwards.
	 I'd feel very weak and my
head would hurt. I was ready to die, I was terrified.
"So, every day, I used to go somewhere. I'd go to Leh or
to a mc.nastery because it was so difficult to stay at home.
But, sometimes, I'd have fits outside as well.
"I spent Rs 1,200 (nearly 80 pounds sterling then) that
month on rituals, travelling and consultations. I got
amulets from every monk in Leh and I visted most of the
At that time, there were six rinpoche in Hemis
and they each gave me a blessin g . But, none cif them told
me it was a god. I also visited the oracle, Taklangsha, but
he didn't tell me it was a god; he said I'd get better.
"One day, I visited my elder sister in Leh. It was the
first time I was possessed. My elder sister told me that I
said (mchod (32)) and then the god came. No, I don't
know what the god said, but then we realised what had
happened and so, the next day, I went to Sabu but the
oracle wasn't there. Then, I went to Thikse but there was
no-one there.	 Then, I went again and again to Skarra but
grandmother oracle refused to give me my permission (33).
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So I went back to Thikse and he agreed to take me on. That
was just before our festival here so it was nearly two and
a half years ago..." (October 1982)
Tukchikpa novice requests amulets and blessings in the
hope of a cure.
	 Still ill, she visits senior oracles as
well.	 Two are known as teachers who train novice oracles.
The third, grandmother from Skarra, has never trained novices
but	 she is so highly esteemed that the young woman
undoubtedly imagined she could help.
	 The initiatory illness
described by Tukchikpa oracle is by no means standard in its
length, symptoms or recognition. Ayu the famous
teacher, described a much more generalised malaise that
lasted many years:
"The god first visited me when I was four years old. I
was in Stok castle with my mother who was a servant there.
My mother arranged for a ritual wash because she thc'ught I
was afflicted by something.
"The gods didn't possess me often before my mother's death.
But, afterwards, I was unsettled for many years - in the
sense that I was very talkative and rather foolish. I used
to visit all the açjç.	regularly to get blessings and
directions. It was they who eventually recognised the
presence of the gods and, about twenty years ago, I started
my training... I only completed my training 8 or 9 years
ago." <June 1982)
The newly trained Kakshal or Kirzi a policeman in his
late twenties, described his more violent and dramatic
electi on:
I joined the police in 1976.	 Two years later, I was on
duty in Lamayuru (in Lower Ladakh). It was the third month
of the year and I was on traffic duty.	 Suddenly, I saw a
lot of smoke and I went to that place but I was very
thirsty.	 I drunk seven cups of tea with butter and then I
gave some tea to someone else.
	 Scion after, I was in the
D.C.'s	 (Development Commissioner) vehicle
	 approaching
Khaltse (a local landmark). I saw lots of apple
trees with big apples and small apples and I brought four
apples back, big ones and small ones. I told the D.C. but
it was difficult to speak so I gave him an apple. Later, I
realised that I shouldn't have given him one; if I'd kept
the apples, I wouldn't have had to have the initiation(Lbfl2L) . I don't know how we got back to Leh.
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"Afterwards, I was transferred to Choglomsar (a village
close to Leh on the Indus). Normally, I wouldn't be able
to reach my house in two hours on foot but, once, I covered
the ground in five minutes. I don't know how I got home
because there were many religious paintings (ijg}) on
the road and I couldn't walk over them.
"During this period, I was possessed again and I dived into
the Indus at Choglomsar bridge. I stayed in the water
seven days but the water parted either side of my body.
Everyone thought I was mad at first but, then, they started
to look after me, especially the Mulbek (lha bdag)
(34). I remember the incidents that happened at the
beginning but I don't remember the later ones.
"Then, I had my initiation with Taklangsha (the Thikse
oracle). It lasted two years. I never visited rin2oche
deliberately but when the god(s) came, I often ran to
Bakula (Spituk rinpoche) in the middle of the night. I
lost thirteen shoes in this manner, one of them was
returned by the S.P. (head of police)." (December 1982)
One last account is given of the Skarra nun.
	 What she
told me agrees in most respects with other
	 published
ac':ounts, for example, in Brauen 1980a, but aspects of her
election are described in order to illustrate
	 special
features of her initiation. Skarra Iharno had always wanted to
be a nun but her family found her a husband when she was
still young and she had two children by him.	 It seemed as
though she would never follow her chosen path:
"One day, the children were out playing with a servant.
Then, the L!aQ came, as I was churning butter. I felt
someone pushing into my body, into my back and my hands. I
fell senseless and I don't know what happened.
"The LbQ began to come often.	 Everyone thought it was a
gçgo or gg
	
("witch", see Chapter 5); they thought I'd
gone mad.
	 I used to run alcsrig the shelves in the kitchen.
My husband used to beat me because I didn't do any work.
"My father took me to visit the rinpoche. 	 It was Bakula
who said this was a	 '2. At the time, Tibet was ready to
finish (it was the time of the Chinese invasion).	 The
rinpoche made clothes for the god and found that it was a
Tibetan goddess that visited me.	 This harno broke my
bracelets. (35)
"For my initiation ( 1bQbQ ) , the goddess possessed me and
the rinpoche asked questions.	 He gave me a ritual wash
(trus)	 and invited the gods (çede). 	 He	 asked
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questions: why are you here and what would you like to do?
The goddess answered with a story.
	 A king and queen were
ill and a meditator came and made a very big
	 He
prayed and threw the	 away. Then, the king and queen
were cured.	 The goddess said I have come to cure people.
People won't die if they have faith. The goddess expained
that people in the world think we have to make a shape of
people or animals to get rid of evil but, in fact, you can
do this just with your mind if you have faith.
"The rinpoche made the first clothes for the goddess. He
gave her lots of advice and books.
	 He made a throne for
one of the goddesses who came later.
	 He was going to make
me a room in Sankar where I could go into trance just on
auspicious days.
	 Then, there was a lot of gossip and I
stopped going to Sankar ..."
I was sceptical of this history but found it confirmed by the
nun's relatives and neighbours who only added that Bakula
later became disillusicined with her powers.
	 Another notable
feature of this oracle's history concerns her "journey along
the rc'ads of the dead" (Qg). Early on in the process of
electicin, the oracle did indeed become a nun. She described
how her conversion occurred during a journey to death and
back:
"Early on, I became unconscious for five days.
	 My body
stayed warm but my "breath" (s) left the room. I went
through a very small hole, along a dark and narrow path.
After a while, I came across three of my goddesses c'n the
path wearing crowns (Jjja).
	 I found that I was naked and
so I begged them for some clothes.
	 They said nothing.
But, then they talked to each other and one handed me a
cloth	 gzan gos, a cylindrical cloth worn as a
skirt by nuns).	 I woke up five days later to find my
father bending over me to see if I was dead. Then I knew
that the gods had tcsld me to become a nun." (Compare with
Brauen 1980a:146-151 where another longer journey of this
kind is also reported, agreeing in general with what the
nun told me.)
Few are convinced that the oracle travelled the path cf the
dead in this manner but it is true that she became a nun,
studying at a nunnery attached to Rizong monastery for three
years.	 The nun's divine election, so different from other
Ladakhi oracles, and her recognition, which involved only a
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rinpoche, sets her apart from other village oracles. She
continues to dissociate herself from these others in her
wor k:
"I have never sucked out illnesses; that is the business c'f
nj	 (household gods).	 Occasionally, I send patients
to (these oracles) for this purpose. If the sun rises in
the west and if water flows uphill, then I will suck poison
from the body."
Even though the nun's history and practice contrast with
other oracles in these respects, she is included as a
"village oracle" because she worked in the village, at her
own or other's houses, where she was called to cure illness
and reveal the truth in the same way as c'ther village
orac 1 es.
All four oracles dwelt upc'n their loss of control;
"fits", "an unsettled mind", the experience of "death" and
generally "abnormal" behaviour (see also appendix 3). It is
worth emphasising the importance that this "madness" assumes
above all other factc'rs. Three of the four oracles described
were in fa ':t self-defined guda albeit, in one case, by a
rather circuitous reckoning and, in another, after a gap of
one generation. Only the nun said that she knew of no other
oracles in her family.	 None of the "lineage" oracles
stressed	 heredity in explaining how they came to
	 be
recognised.	 In all cases, the spirit affliction is critical
(36). And this affliction has certain further implications
that help explain why village oracles are ranked low in the
ritual hierarchy.
Madness, loss of control and unpredictable behavic'ur
evoke negative attitudes from Ladakhis. On the one hand, the
problem is likely to be attributed to demons or other local
capricious spirits.
	 On the other hand, the afflicted
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individual is held responsible for the success of this
attack. Many kinds of illness are attributed to local
spirits; to local gods, jLj, an and a host of other figures.
These spirits are thought to be angry, at a neglected rite or
a polluted site, or greedy, for people's food or wealth. Many
village afflictions are attributed to 	 "living	 demons"
gson 'dre) and almost every Ladakhi woman as well as
children and some men will be told that they are suffering
from living demons at least once in their lifetime.	 This
topic is discussed in the next chapter. 	 Most cases of
"madness" are initially attributed to these demons. An
oracle in the making is therefore seen first as a victim of a
local demonic spirit and only later as one elected by local
gods. Ideally, people are not susceptible to incessant
threats from such wc'rldly creatures; they are protected by
ritual devices and performances, good karma and relatively
high "spiritual power" Newly elected novices must
be suffering frc'm "low spiritual p ':iwer" (parka rnarnQ) which
has opened them to the predations of worldly greed, jealousy
and anger (37).
Accc'rdingly, involuntary electic'n through madness
constitutes a highly ambiguous initiation. No-one can be':ome
a village oracle without going mad. Such loss of control
implies weakness and worldly attachment.	 Moreover, the
initial stigma is perpetuated through certain ritual
practices described in the following chapter which suggest
that disapproval can only be dispelled if the individual
stops practising as an oracle. It is possible also to see
this violent initial frenzy in muted, positive terms. Madness
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may be a sign of divinity, a form of divine revelation and
direct communication with the spirit world. In this way,
newly elected novices construct continuities with other
religious traditions associated with the wandering ascetic
and the saintly madman who form similarly unmediated but
voluntary relations with the sacred (see, for example,
Ardussi and Epstein 1978 or Milarepa's autobiography (one
translation can be found in Evans-Wentz 1969 (1951)).
The elected novice is represented primarily as a weak
unfortunate. The afflicted attempt to overcome censure and
the rest of this chapter explores how far the initial stigma
is, in fact, contained.
b) Contr ':' l of madness
Gods may reveal themselves, as in the case of Tukchikpa
In addition to the elect, senior oracles and rinpc'che
both play important roles. Senicir oracles will install the
g ':d(s), as described below, while rinpoche, considered tcu be
infallible, confer authc.rity cm the diagnosis. The negative
attitudes of rinpc'che towards village oracles are reflected
in what they tc'ld me of their cc'nsultatic'ns.
Skyabgun (sKyabs-mgu:un),	 one of the two	 Drigungpa
rinpc'che, is a Tibetan who has been in Ladakh since abc'ut
1980. He told me how he would consult his divinaticun books
to find the cause cif affliction in visiting villagers.
Demons were expelled by a "blessing" ( Lhako) and novice
orau:les would be referred to their seniors for training.
Rinpoche rarely train village oracles; the single generally
accepted exception concerns Skarra nun.
	 Skyabgun rinpoche
found referrals from village oracles trc'ublesc'me.
	 As he
said:
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"Sometimes, oracles like Ayu 1b send patients to me. As
a rinpc'che, I know what the lha has said and advised. If
she has made a mistake, I call her, thunderbolt in hand.
Then the god is frightened and reforms her behaviour."
In November 1982, I was tc' ld, a soldier from Lower Ladakh
visited the rinpciche. The soldier needed certifi':ates f':'r
various officials tc'
 prove that he was an csra ':le. Skyabgun
rinpc'che said that he per formed s ':'me tests and found that the
man's gc'ds knew the present and the past but nc't the future.
S.:' he wrote a re ':c'mmendat i on which said that this was a
"normal lha". He con fessed that it might have been a Penpe
lha whose rel igic'us status and pc'wer f ':'r good was very
un ':ertairi (38).
The ':'ther Drigunqpa rinpc'che, a Ladakhi, has played a
part in diagnosing four ':' ra ':les who are still pra':tising.
His descriptions revealed an irnp.:.rtant cc'ntributic'n tc' their
training:
"If the ':lient is possessed by a g ':'d,	 and if it is
established that p ':issessic'n will pr ':'mcte the wel fare c'f
pe:iple and animals, then I give the persc 'n a specifi':
permissi ':'n. Ea':h g ':'d has a "tutelary" (j j , yi dam) and I
have t ':'
 tell the nc.vi ':e which is whi ':h and give him
permissic'n Sc' that he can meditate (on) be':':'min q his c'wn
tutelary when he goes mt ': trance."
Medi tat i on upu:'n a tutel ary is a standard prc":edure for monks.
However, few estab 1 i shed ':' ra ': 1 es r epc'r ted this te ':hni que
(39).
A third rinpoche, from Stakna, described hc'w he cc'uld
ban a gc'd.	 F':'llc.wing diagn ':'sis,	 a novi ':e may fc' llc'w ':'ne c'f
two paths.	 Spirits many be banned, usually by rinpo:he, and
the wc'ul d-be or a ': 1 e is restc'r ed to health as an ':' rdi nary
villager.	 Such was the path initially chosen by the novice
des ':ribed at the beginning of this chapter. 	 Alternatively,
the elect may fc' llc'w her or his calling and attempt to become
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a true oracle.	 As rinpoche hold village oracles in no great
esteem, they often recommend an exorcism (or banning) of the
troublesome spirit(s):
"A monk was possessed by a god and he came to ask my help,
for he disliked this god. I told him to arrange the
(zhi khro) ritual in his village, which lasts three or four
days. I said that he would have to come into trance during
the ritual so that we could check the status of this god.
During the ceremony, other monks made offerings and invited
the god to join us and then the monk was possessed. I held
a sword in one hand and I asked the god why he had come.
He replied, "I have come for the welfare of all sentient
beings". I told the god that this monk was unhappy and so,
"You must not return again." Then, the god cried and asked
me why I was stopping him.	 I repeated, "Don't come back
here." Then I made the god swear not to come back. He
swc're thus in words and, after much hesitation, he bowed
his head under the thunderbolt that I held in my other
hand.	 Thus he swore by speech and gesture. The oath must
have been binding be':ause the god has never returned."
This action,	 nj	 cb	 (dam gtong-), is normally described
as banning or swearing the god(s) to oath. 	 These oaths are
acts of cc'nquest which involve religious and military weapons
in the subjugation of an inferior.	 Nc't surprisingly, the
oaths or bans executed by r i npcu:he are the most power ful but,
as shown subsequently, "lc'wer order" acts of conquest are
also central to oracular pra':tice (40).
These examples illustrate the prominent role of rinpoche
in confirming a spe':ific diagnosis of god-inflicted madness
and either banning the spirits or referring villagers to
senior oracles for training. 	 They show that validation from
the monastery, which is sometimes described as ]j	 1rg,
"permission to be an c'racle", and which is essential to a
future career of this kind, also invites disapproval.
	
In
s':'me	 contexts,	 this	 disapproval may
	 have	 political
implications (see fn 1, Chapter 6 for an example).
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Should a novice decide cm further training, a teacher
curacle must be f ':'und who will u:urganise the various neu:essary
rituals.	 Only the first "separation" ( 2heches , phye-) is
critical. One such rite has been des ':ribed above (4.1) and
the cinly c'ther example that I attended is described in the
next se':tion.
Ib	 1 c'
Ladal.::his call the entire process c' f training 1hahok
(iha 'bog s) but individual rites also have spes:i fic names:
1b	 2heches (iha 'dre phye-) is the name of the first
important rite (41).
Sbu oracle, it will be recalled, had reluctantly agreed
to try and install her spirits.
	 The rite was not very
su ':cessful.	 Bad things were thrown away in the two types ':'f
orrna while the gods and demons battled ':'ver a game ':' f di':e.
The log ic of the rite will be':u:'me clearer with another
example, whi ':h was more su':':essful.
Ib	 t1!'Ei c!1 c•b1	 ic
It was an auspicious day, the 8th day c'f the 6th month.
Teacher (Ayu ciracle) and n ':'vice had emerged fr ':'m meditation
the previcuus day. There were thirty tc'
 forty clients present
as well as a m ':'nk who had been ':al led to help and t ':' ':he':k
the g ':'ds. This same m':'nk had been present at the tea ':her 's
initiatic'n several years previously. As I arrived, he t':'c'k
teacher, novice and their fami lies upst airs where he pcuured
ritual water int ':i their hands. They rinsed their mouths,
per forming a "ritual wash" (trus). The monk blessed them with
the thunderbolt Ckhako). He stayed to make chasurn stc ' rrna as
the others went to pray in the ':' ffering room. The •:'racles
then went back tc'
 the kitchen where they had prepared altars,
a dough cake offering of welcome (ranges), five arrows in
tins ':u f barley and a barley swastika.
	 The five arrc'ws were
dec c' r at ed with c cul c'ttr ed ci cit hs:	 c'ne was b 1 ac I, c'ne b 1 Lie, one
green, one red and one yellc'w; there was also a "wedding
arrow", a Equipment for trance was ready; the clothes
by the big pcit c' f water at the side of the room and ':'ther
items such as the drum (aru, damaru, the small two sided
drum:) and bell (tilu, dril bu) ':'n the floor in frc'nt of the
altars.
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The two oracles washed at the side ':' f the room and were
possessed as they individually put on their own god clothes.
As the ringa crown was put on, the women were possessed and
all that remained was the scarf that was tied over the mouth
sc'
 that spirits speaking through their vessels are not
pu:' lluted.	 The pupil, Dc' lma, sat cm	 the swastika; the
teacher, Ayu sat "above" t': '
 her right and they prayed
in unison as they gave "gcmlden drinks" to the gc 'ds, inviting
them down to the world and to their bodies. The monk came in
and passed the tc'rn over their heads which the scm of the
house threw ciutside.
Ayu drank a glass of special beer brought by Doirna's
family; a welcc'me scarf was draped civer her arm and SHE began
to dance, at first speechless f ':'r SHE was pm:'ssessed by a
wc' l f-qc'd, but then singing as SHE held the dadar, possessed
by a se ':ond g':'d:
"Today, I saw a very auspicious dream.	 I saw a very
auspi ':ious dream.	 In this dream, I saw a carpet lying. On
the carpet was a thunderbolt. 	 Then I saw mysel f wearing a
crown (ringa) c'n my head.	 Then I saw myself wearing a cape
and apron (42:). I am obeying my teacher's advice.
"You may stay three years at the t ':'p of the g la':ier and you
may stay three years at the bc'ttc' m ':' f the sea. You may stay
three years at the top of the three m ':'untains and three years
at the crc'ss-roads where three valleys meet. 	 When you are
there, speak three lines c' f advice tc' me. Speak." (43)
Dolma replies:
"I stayed at the glacier, I stayed in the sea.	 I stayed at
the top of the three mountains and I stayed at the cr ':' ss-
rc'ads where three valleys meet. 	 Now I have come to hel p all
thu:' se wh ':' have life."
Ayu	 says:
"If you have come tc' help all living beings, then ym:mu must
f ':' llow the advi ':e of the "high lamas" (44).
SHE sirgs:
"Then tel 1 me wh ':' is D':' r je Semba of the east, F.:i n ':hen Juqde.n
c' f the sc'uth, Nawa Taiya ':' f the west and Doyod Druba ':' f the
nc 'rth. Where are they?" (45)
Dcml ma takes f ':'ur ':' f the ar r ':'ws and SHE explains which is the
Buddha c' f the east, south, west and north. Then SHE takes
another black arrow and breaks it, sh':'uting,
"This is the devil (dud, bdud) ". The son c'f the house throws
it outside tc' a chorus cmf "vi ctc'ry tc' the gods" (lha galo).
Ayu lharnc' c ':'ntinues her sc'ng as she adds the dadar tc ' the
remaining arr':'ws:
"That dadar, yc'u should put five different cc' lc'ured cloths c'n
it. Then put a rnirrc'r c'n it.	 On the mirrc'r, put	 five
different coloured materials. I am the teacher, Ta:lang
Anchul:: (this is the god currently pm:'ssessing the ':'racle
introdu ':ing himself). Dc'n't stay three years on top of the
g 1 ac i er, nor where the three valleys neet. D ':'n' t stay there."
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Dolma speaks in a very high-pitched voice:
"I come with Dorje Vuron on auspicious days. I possessed a
person who left Ladakh and stopped being an oracle. Then I
wandered. Then I came to you, ua (lus gyar,"vessel").
Ayu L!aQ sings:
"Take a dadar. On the arrow, put a mirror and on the mirror,
put a bone joint. Put a bone joint on the mirror. If this
is an auspicious day, then we may give you a village god (yul
iha).	 I saw a dream and, in this dream, I saw someone
ploughing the mother field (thjn) with crops.	 Then I saw
a big storeroom being filled with grain.
	 On the trapdoor of
the storeroom an arrow was standing.
	 On the arrow, I saw aLo (?) (I do not know what this means). On the arrow are
the five coloured cloths. On the cloth is a mirror, It is
like the filling up of a lake. Then the lake is offered to
the sun and moon."
SHE continues with advice that is described below.
The novice comes out of trance first, after SHE and her
teacher had together blessed everyone present with their
thunderbolts (khaEko).
Meanwhile, the mc.nk had performed the mc.nthly purification
(sans) for the house in the offering room. He had also
performed a ceremony to raise the spiritual power ( 2aka) cf
the gods. He had read the full version of the "coercive"
(skul ba) text which, he said, also forced the gc'ds to behave
in a certain way so that they could be controlled.
	 At one
point in the trance, he remained alone with the two oracles
in the kitchen to perform a test. He had hidden a piece of
paper in c'ne of two small bowls and each oracle had to reveal
which bc.wl it was, and what was written on the paper. When I
asked about the test, he seemed embarrassed and shrugged
rather dismissively. He was clearly not convinced by the
answers he had been given.
After the trance, he consecrated dough offerings
tshogs) which were distributed to every house in the village
as well as to the novice and her family.
The overall ritual action is clear: gods, or what will
be gods, are first of all invc 'ked and then evil is thrown
away in dough models. The throwing of t2a can be seen as a
preparatory clearing of the sta ge. Indeed, as the monk said
of the chasum:
"this is necessary for the new god which is particularly
susceptible and vulnerable t':s anything bad that might be
around the place".
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Finally, the spirits in the novice are manipulated.	 These
are called gods (lha) and also "gods and demons" (ih), as
in the title of the rite. It is suggested that the demons
are separated from the gods and thrown away so that what in
fact happens is a transformation of gods and demons into gods
alone. The demons are embodied in a single, black arrow
which is broken and discarded before the gods are put into a
separate "wedding arrow" and planted (47).
It might be helpful to recapitulate briefly what happens
with the three different kinds of arrows. Dolma sat in front
of the arrows on a barley swastika. 	 The swastika is an
auspicious sign cic'sely linked with fertility.	 Dolma has to
separate the five arrows:
1. Four represent the Buddhas of the four directions.
2. One is a devil.	 This devil is removed from the Buddhas
and destroyed. The novice, who is initially identified with
"gods and demons", with goc 'd and bad, is now identified with
a pure "religion", unsullied by any demons. But, SHE is not
yet fully included.
3. There is a sixth arrow, the which I have translated
previously as the "wedding arrow". The guru holds this arrow
as SHE sings. Only when the devils have been destroyed does
SHE relinquish control c'f it. SHE plants it next to the
Buddhas.	 It is suggested below that this arrow represents
the novice herself.	 As the gods are properly installed in
their vessel, the novice is equipped to work for the welfare
of all living beings. In this way, "gc'ds and demons"
afflicting the ele ':t become pure gods, prc'perly domesticated
(48).
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The	 general structure of this separation rite is
standard but the details vary quite widely, judging from
accounts that I have been given.	 Comments about the third
guru in the area, Thikse oracle, are illustrative.
	 His
pupils generally spoke 	 Ltb	 of the separation of five
arrows with different coloured cloths attached or of the
separation of white, auspicious objects from black pebbles in
a pot of water.
	 A few talked of both.
	 Tukchikpa
described 11-12 visits to Taklangsha (Thikse oracle) for her
training, which I paraphrase:
The first two or three visits were tests of my status. I
was also taught to make simple offerings. Half of the
visits took place in my village and half in Thikse. Each
teaching was given in bc'th places. On the fourth occasion,
there was a separation at my village. The
headman was there, as well as two or three monks who made
offerings to the god. There were villagers tc'
 welcome the
god; with food offerings and scarves carried by five boys
and five girls, all of whom had fathers and mothers alive.
There were also villager-witnesses to publicly authenti':ate
the god.
First, I was tested. The guru threw grains on to his small
drum and he asked me how many there were and what they
meant. If it were a devil, I could not have answered.
Next, I had to separate five arrows arranged in five pots
of barley. All I remember is an arrow with a black flag
which I broke. Someone threw away the pieces outside.
Finally, I had to take things out of a big brass pot full
of water.	 Rings, coral, turquoise, pearls and black and
white pebbles had been thrown into the pot.
	 I had to take
out all the auspicious and the white objects together. 	 I
succeeded. (Had she brought out a black stone, she wc'uld
have shown that god and demons were still mixed together in
her body and the initiation would have been repeated on
another occasion.)
Every time I received an initiation, I became well again.
Gradually, I became so much better that I did n.:'t suffer
when there were long gaps between visits.
Thikse oracle confirmed the importance of tests before the
separation itself. He explained how HE might ask a novice to
distinguish two packages, of black and white stones, and say
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how many stones there were. Alternatively, "witnesses" might
test the novice. Often, the elect had to find things that
had been hidden.
I asked all the oracles I met about their initiation;
about half of them "could not remember" (classically, the
vessel knows nothing of the trance after s/he has regained
consciousness); the other half spoke only of these tests (see
appendix 3) (49).
The separation rite shows that a novice is possessed by
a mixture of bad and good, demons and gods. Over time, the
afflicted will become a healer, hcisting gc'ds. Aspects of the
separation rite are discussed further before turning to the
wider trajectory of a village oracle's career.
c.2. 8	 c! t	 U
The general structure of trance has been outlined above
(section 4.1). Unfc'rtunately, space does not permit a mc're
detailed discussion of trance form, its aesthetics and drama.
However, the division of labour associated with oracular
practice might be characterised further by exploring the
contrasts established between the two types of guru, senior
oracle and monk, during separation rites. Rituals performed
by monks and oracles are similar in some respects as they
conform in general to the basic ritual structure outlined in
Chapter 2. Yet, the style is very different. Martselan g guru
performs a much more vivid, concrete exorcism in the first
example, presented at the beginning of the chapter. HE fights
a real adversary, pitting his god(s) against the demons. HE
plays a game of chance, unsure of victory and, indeed, largely
unsuccessful in the end. The demons are spirits who once
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caused him to go mad and now HE gives them no quarter. The
guru shows his pupil what success will mean: control of the
gods has turned him into a powerful figure, working "for the
welfare of all living beings".	 HE, the vessel, is also a
healthy and financially prospercius practitioner.
At the same time, it should be recognised that even
successful oracles attract a slight unease. Their gods might
revert to their inherently capricious natures and join up
with the demons again. It is not clear that such gods can
ever be fully controlled by mere villagers. This unease is
frequently confirmed when gods make mistakes and when oracles
fall ill, inviting a re-examination of the initiatory process
and, often, a re-definition of the status of that ora':le
This process is captured in a well-known story about a
pru:'minent Christian woman in Leh who worked as an ora.:le for
about two years some time agci. She had been possessed by what
various specialists agreed to be a messenger god with wings,
probably the Angel Gabriel, and she began tc' offer her
services in trance without further training. 	 Unfortunately,
the god's pronouncements proved tc. be inaccurate. 	 Most
damning was an answer SHE gave the vessel's husband when he
asked whether they wcuuld ever have children. 	 The god
answered in the negative, the couple proceeded to adopt a son
and the wife/oracle became pregnant a year later. Not
surprisingly, she stopped practising and most people agreed
that she must have been possessed by one of the "living
demons" described in the next chapter. Accordingly, the
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battle waged by the guru should be seen as a personal
confrontation which must be won in order to re-confirm
Martselang ihaba's status as a true oracle.
The game of dice is replaced by the manipulation of
arrows in the second example. While Martselang guru conquers
the demons himself, Ayu guru guides Dolma, so that SHE, the
novice, can overcome evil.
	 There is a greater emphasis on
teaching	 "religicin"	 in this second example
	 and,	 in
particular, to do as the monks and rinpoche recommend.
The differences between these two rites illustrate the
originality and inventiveness with which oracles effe.:t
cures. Each one has an individual and idiosyncratic style
which differs In some respects from all other practitioners.
Objectively, monks probably differ one from another to the
same extent. But, they are seen to follow the precise
details of a text, dressed in uniform, and attempting to
repeat a rite in the same way that it has always been
performed by all monks since the beginnings of Buddhism.
Monks are not individualised. In both examples, monks prepare
the novice and her god and they per form a general i sed
exorcism but their other tasks differ. In spite of the
differences, they are are seen in much the same light; above
all, as representatives of the monastery. They are defined,
in lay terms, by their privileged relationship to the triple
jewel as described in Chapter 3.
	 Their ritual practice is
seen as an exercise in self-control that contrasts with the
loss of control suffered by novices and induced by senior
or ac 1 es.
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Moreover, the monks themselves often emphasise their
impersonal qualities. The "gods and demons" (L) do not
pose a threat to monks because monks follow a text or
teaching which encodes sacred authority, tapped through the
ascetic lifestyle and monastic training, which calls down
high ranking gods who could never be harmed by local spirits.
Once these deities have been evoked, the consequences are
automatic: demons are trapped in dough offerings which are
thrown away according to the specifications of the
text/teaching.
The monk in the first example acted the role of dwarf or
demon in the game of dice and yet he remained remote from the
combat. From a dc'ctrinal perspective, the exorcism is
impersonal, for the spirits pose no threat; and abstra ':t, fc'r
the spirits do not "really" exist. The rites may be seen as
gentle delusions with which to educate ('dul) the assembly.
Neither god nor demon really exists; both are imagined by
villagers through ignorance ac.:ording to their collective
karma (Samuel 1975:111). In this interpretation, a patient
falls ill be':ause of karma and will be cured by getting rid
cif sin and accumulating merit through the monastery. To
monks, oracular initiation may be the first step in drawing
the novice towards the monastery for, as shown above, novices
turn to the monastery for help and they try to make merit so
as gain strength with which to expel demons (50). The roles
played by monks and senior oracles in the further training of
novices are described in the next section.
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Two other aspects of the separation rites might be
considered further. First, the importance of Kesar should be
reiterated.	 In the first example, the teacher oracle/Kesar
fights the dwarf.	 In the second, Druguma's wedding song
about the arrow on a granary evokes the epic, for Druguma was
Kesar's wife.	 The links made between oracles and Kesar are
seen most clearly at separation rites. As noted, the kinship
claimed in Ladakh is of a particular kind.	 Kesar was a god
invited down to earth to rule as the King of Ling. He might
be des ':ribed as the first "shaman", a god (re-) born in human
form on earth, who travelled at will through different parts
of the cosmos.	 Today, "shamans" have lost the power to
travel and they have lost the ability to merge god and vessel
so completely. Today, they invite gods down to earth and to
their bodies to "work for the welfare of all living beings".
Striking parallels were suggested betwen this image of
Ladakhi oracles and Eliade's view of possession as a
corruption of classical shamanism: at the beginning of time,
shamans were all-power ful but today they are lesser beings,
as are all of use wh ':'
 belong to this degenerating cosmos.
The action of the initiatic'n rites also evokes the epic
in which Kesar subdues devils, demons and evil beings. In
the first example, the oracle, Kesar, enacts a victory over
the dwarf and the demonic aspe':ts of the 	 .	 The second
example includes themes of conquest but the Kesar theme is
more explicity concerned with fertility.
	 Druguma's dream
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occurs the ni qht before her wedding to the hero and it tells
of agricultural plenty (51). This theme may be explored in
relation to a second aspect of separation rites, the role of
the arrows.
This discussion develops the earlier analysis of arrows
as instruments for collecting and holding spirits. The
demons, caught in one arrow at the separation rites, are
broken while the gods are installed in another and, I
suggest,	 subjected	 to	 further	 transformatic.ns.	 In
particular, I suggest that the wedding arrow or
	 ad	 is
turned into another type of arrow, a
	 or ritual arrow
(52).
At the beginning of the second rite described, Ayu Iharno
holds the and reports a dream which shows that SHE is a
true oracle who is able to teach cithers. Then, SHE calls the
new god which pledges her go.:id intentions.
	 The new god is
asked to prove herself by picking cut the four "Buddhas" frc.m
the five arrows in pots. The novice points to the Buddhas
and breaks the black arrow, shouting that it is the devil.
This is proof enough of the new orau:le's religious nature and
the teacher now plants the amidst the Buddhas. SHE
tells the novice how to treat this arrow and how to behave
properly.
Druguma is said to have dreamt of a
	
the night
before her marriage and, as the arrow is planted by Ayu
iharno,	 Druguma's song is sung.	 This song celebrates
agricultural fertility and its association with Druguma
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speaks further of human fertility, resulting from marriage.
The separation ritual suggests a third theme. The song brings
attention to the hoped for fruits of a " marriage "
 or union
between god and person in the novice, which will work towards
the welfare of all living beings from a particularly village
perspective, associated with the exchange involved in
agricultural life and particularly marriage.
Interestingly, the	 is subtly transformed at this
stage. The novice is told to add five coloured cloths to the
white welcome scarf already hanging from the arrow.
	 These
five colours of religion are generally added to angda.
Moreover, the dadar is also planted amidst the four Buddha
arrows, assembing the "five Buddhas" in their five colours
for the first time (53).
The	 initially symbolises agricultural and human
fertility as well as the successful union of god and person
in the teacher.	 When the dadar is planted, and the tea':her
relinquishes control, it becomes a symbol of the hc'ped-f.:'r
union of god and perscun in the novice. This unic 'n invc' lves a
religious dimension and the planted arrow can also be seen
as a ritual arrow, a anchored firmly in religion.
The symbolism is clear although a sanda never features as
such in the rite.
This analysis suggests that the distinctions between
various arrows are not fixed. The "wedding arrow" has
attracted much attention in Ladakhi ethnc'graphy, but an
analysis of the separation rite confirms that the dadar must
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be understood ccuntextually. The initiation rite c.nly beccumes
intelligible when the final arrangement cf arrows can be
related both to the dadar and the sang.
The per fc'rmances described therefore involve more than
the separatii:.n of g:ids and demons and the destructi ':'n ':' f the
demons.	 Further actions with the "wedding/ritual arrow"
suggest that the g ':'ds are properly taught and planted in
reli g ion fc'r the good of all.
Instructicin in the use of equipment and proper behaviour
f ':'r ora':les usually accompanies or precedes the separation
rite des':ribed. Further specifi: permissions are alsc '
 given
where the pupil learns by imitating the teacher. Novi ':es are
generally given at least twci specific permissions tc ' extract
needles fr ':'m animals and pi:' llutic'n frc'm people. As shown in
appendix 3, the sequence of these initiations varies; abc'Ltt
half the time permission to extract needles is given first
because, it is said, the extraction c' f pollution is more
dan gerous and might harm the person and/or god. About half
the time, this order is reversed because, it is said, the
teaching to extra ':t pi:lluti':'n alsc' all ':'ws the oracle tc'
absc'rb	 ':'r neutralise) pc' llutic'n in general. A few c'racles
have also been given speci tic permissions ti:' extract other
bad substances frc 'm people such as pc' isc'n and bad magic.	 In
many cases, however, the permission t ':' take c'ut p ':' 1 luti':'n
also allows the oracle tc' extract csther substances. A small
number ':' f c'ra':les have also taken tea':hin gs later to finish
demc'ns by burning. These teachings may be summarised:-
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1. !^b	 pjgçJes (khab 'byin-), "to extract needles". The
substance is "taken out" (2ingches,	 'byin-;	 sometimes
tenches, 'don-)). "Needles" and other small metal items are
sucked out from cattle (including dzo). They are extracted
from different parts of the animal, but most commonly from
the neck or abdomen. "Needles" in animals are more or less
comparable to pollution in people as they are thought to be
ingested naturally with fodder and not given intentionally or
maliciously (54).
2.	 jp or	 pjgçi	 (jib, grip 'byin-), "to extract
(pollution)".	 i2 means simply to suck, jp means defilement
c'r pollution.
As noted, one permission is generally given to extract from
people (jj ingches). Sc'metimes, however, further
permissions may be given for the extraction of specified and
more dangerous bad substances, which may be given
intentionally rather than ingested naturally in the course of
everyday life:-
a) tuk ingches (dug 'byin-), "to bring out poison".
b) ijg	 jges (shog bu 'byin- ), "to bring out paper"
(a form of sorcery or bad magic).	 4g	 ingches or
jadu	 gç	 (ngan chos 'byin-), "to bring out bad
magic." Kaplar,ian cites further synonyms: nganstat and
tais (Kaplanian 1985:145).
Bad magic or sorcery is more serious than poisc'n, as
discussed in Chapter 7.
3.	 bbg	 L'mg (sreg-) "permission to burn". Only two
oracles are generally called upon to "burn demons", according
to the permissions they have received. A third, the nun, has
burned demons in the past but she never had any formal
training. However, as noted in appendix 3, a further two
Ladakhis say that they have received this permission and two
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Tibetan oracles also	 practice shrakches. Three of the
younger oracles intend to take this teachin g shortly. They
will learn, as before, by imitating the officiant, who
':oliects the soul of a dem ':'n, puts it in a "body" (ling ga)
and burns it, generally in private (55).
A few oracles mentic 'ned additional permissions but th':'se
described form the standard repertoire. Brief references to
Sabu ora ':le illustrate the diffiu:uities ':' f training and
provide further infc'rmatic'n ':'n the division of iabu:.ur between
the twi:'
 gurus, that is, senior monk and senior oracle. A more
extensive acc c'unt c' f Dcii ma' s training shows how a permission
for the extra ':ti ':' n ':' f polluti.:.n is given.
Sabu c'r a ': le had been part-cured and part-trained ':'n many
occasions. The event described at the beginning ':' f the
chapter was the second c' f four initiations with Martseiang
guru. Sabu lharno would never tell me her life history and
the fc' l 1i:'winc summary is drawn frc'm comments made by her
husband:
At the very beginning, a Tibetan lama (geshe, dge bshes)
made offerings t ':' the g ':'d and performed various rites ti:
purify gc'd and nc'vi ':e.	 Then, there were twc' separations
with Thikse guru.	 After this, Stakna rinp ':'i:he banned the
gc'd for a period of three years because c' f the novice's
small children 56). Then, she was possessed again until
I: :ush,:ik Bakula banned it fc 'r another two years, after which
a geshe repeated the ban f ':'r two years more. A third
initiation	 was	 attempted by Ayu guru but	 it	 was
unsu':':essful.
All in all, includin g her recent training, Sabu nc'vi ':e has
had eight 1hahoks c'ver the last 13 years. The husband
said that she had been possessed intermittently during the
last seven ':'r ei ght years but the god n ':' lc'nger gives
reliable answers: "it has probably been weakened/lc 'wered by
all these bans".	 The god has warned that any further
interference might damage the woman's health.
Consequently, the 1hrno has visited Sras rinp ':":he (from
Rizc'n g ) in Leh fc'r advice. He told her tc'
 visit on a day
that was auspicic'us for the gods.	 He then che':ked the
gods. He wrote the names c' f the 360 village gods on pieces
o raiec	 i1	 thoe'1hr 1"	 The	 --
went into trance and picked out the name of Shemul Gyamo
correctly for SHE had been told to produce the paper that
named her own god. The rinpoche advised her to proceed with
the initiation and to read a particular text with a good
lama (to raise her spiritual power, the husband explained).
Bras rinpoche did not have the specified text arid he sent
them to Rinpoche Bakula. ut this had just lost his
copy in a fire and she has not been able to find the text
to date.
It was at this point that she sought out Martselang guru.
In the initiation after the one described, the novice's
husband described how both Martselang gurus (husband and
wife) went into trance. THEY asked the name of her god and
THEY asked how many brothers and sisters there were. THEY
asked where her palace was. Then, THEY taught her how to
answer questions, how to use the drum and the bell, how to
wear her clothes and how to offer "golden drinks" to the
god.	 The husband was particularly interested in the
descriptions of various ritual items:
	 (offerings)
were white glaciers and
	 pIj	 (chu phud, untouched water)
was the wide, full ocean.
In the fourth and last training session while I was in
Ladakh, the oracle was given her first permission or
teaching (rung) when she was shown, by example, how to take
pollutic'n out of a patient. The husband was not allowed to
watch but he was told that SHE copied the guru by sucking
pollution from a client's body through a scarf.
So far, the Lh
	 has paid Martselang teacher a cow with
calf, worth about Rs 1,00C) and clothing, worth Rs 500.
These extracts show how senior monks and rinpoche test
the spirits/oracle, ban the gods and strengthen the novice
while senior oracles give specific teachings to their pupils.
The one training session that I saw provides further details
on this process of instruction.
a) Novice and senior oracle
Permission to extract pollution was given to Dolma once
she had broken the black arrow. This instruction was
ommitted from the above account for reasons of clarity but it
may now be described. Ayu LbQ said:
"These are the words of advice and there are many more. If
you don't work fc'r the welfare of sentient beings, it is
not good. If you can't recognise the illnesses of humans
and animals, it is not good. Now I am giving you ji lia
(the permission to extract pollution).	 Bring a child who
has both father and mother alive.	 Bring a plate for the
"extract" (.jLp.) we suck out. You have to take great care.
People may give you tests. They may hide a number of things
which you have to find. They may hide barley in their hands
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and ask you how many grains they hold. If you don't look
after the welfare of living beings properly, the people of
the world won't believe in you. Do you understand? To suck
out a needle that someone swallows, is it possible for
you?"
"No, without a proper teaching (jrjg), I can't do that."
The teacher prays. A small child is brought. She is held
by the guru's son who, as the main helper, is dressed in
the special natit2a hat mentioned in Chapter 2. First, the
guru sucks from the stomach of the child and then Dolma
does the same.	 Both spit a black liquid on to the plate.
The teacher adds water and holds up the plate. Everyone
shouts, "Victory to the gods, may their spiritual power
become high."
Ayu oracle treats a number of patients and
	 answers
questions. Then, SHE speaks to her pupil again:
"If you don't go to the lamas of the past, present and
future and if you don't investigate (your status), then
you're not a proper god. Then it is a demon These
are bad times. Kangka Shamed, Shemul Gyamo, these two
(gods) are the same. These gods are living in bad times.
How do the gods come? What is their ancestry? These
questions might be asked by the monks. They might ask how
many generations there are and how many followers the gods
have.	 Such are the questions they will ask. Do you
understand?	 There	 are	 twelve (followers) and
	 five
(generations).	 Do you understand? Which gods do you
possess?"
Dolma replies, "Shemul".
"No, you're not Shemul. You're Shemul ma tid sonq. ... I
am going now. You may also go and practice welfare for
people and animals."
Other oracles described teachings that seemed very
similar although each permissic'n might be given just once or
as many as fifteen times. Thus, Tukchikpa c'racle was given
the permission to extract pollution once while Dolma was
given it twice and Ayu oracle claimed to have been instructed
on ten to fifteen occasions: jealousy had hindered her
training (57). According to their pupils, Thikse oracle
generally completes an initiation in six months while Ayu
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Oracle takes between one and two years. The process of
learning by example also varies. For example, some oracles
learned to extract needles from animals; others from the
bodies of their gurus. Tukchikpa oracle learned in both ways.
She first copied her guru who had sucked a needle out of a
dzo and then she took another needle, completely covered by
threads of five different colours, from the throat of her
guru.	 Monks were sometimes called to witness teachings,
together with villagers.
Specific teachings (yg) are accompanied by a more
general training in religion and trance practice. A number of
restrictions surround trance. The novice is taught to avoid
alcohol, onion, garlic and sometimes cow or dzo meat before a
trance.	 Restrictions concerning death and birth in the
phas2un	 must be stringently observed.
	 Pregnancy and
childbirth may pollute the god(s) and so they are often
sibanned ul
 for a period (see fn 56).	 Manure is polluting and
many oracles say that they never handle it. Delightful
aneu:dotes are told of malefactors and frightened children
hiding in the toilet during a trance for gods can never
approach them there. Some teachers also encourage their
pupils to invite the gods on auspicious days (zhag bzang)
and, regularly, for the sake of their vessels' health. Some
change their village shrines.
Novices often accompany their teachers on pilgrimage.
When Choskid, the Shey 	 went to the Chilling area with
her guru, Thikse	 she was involuntarily possessed by
gods at every monastery they visited. She was, at the same
time, introduced to a potential clientele: villagers from the
area always called Thikse oracle for help and, nc'w, they will
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call	 Choskid if he is unavailable. 	 Dculma went intci
meditaticun with her teau:her during training.
Al though cr ac 1 es generally r ec ei ye at least t wc'
permissions from their teachers and although they generally
also receive further informal training in trance practice and
religion, it shu:'uld be appre':iated that there are great
differences between one initiation and the next. As noted,
the Skarra nun does ns:'t extrai:t ps:.isc.n or bits of metal and
she has never been tau g ht by anu:'ther c'racle. The Chanspa
lhaha likewise refused ti:' au: ':ept permission ti:' take cut
metal. Some ciracles are pious while others are per funu:ti:ury in
their rel i i OUS u:ubservances. Sr:.me are fam ':'us f ':'r spe.: i al i sed
wu:' rk such as the burning cif wit.:hes while others are known
f ':'r their ability tc'
 answer questii:ins truly even if they have
n ':' t received any further permissions.
b) N civ i .:e and mc' n k
c:u:intact between m ':' nk teachers and c'r a': 1 e pupi 1 s is n':'t
':onfined to the ritual events desu:ribed
	 that is, treatment
':' f madness, di agri ':'si s and the separati cm rite. Monks and
r inpi:'che play an imp ':' rtant role in pun fying b ':' th g od (s) and
vessels durin g the earlier stages cf trainin g arid the
monastery plays an impm:.rtant leqitimising role thr ':.uqhout an
c.racle's career.
At the time cuf the initiatic.ns described abu:.ve, novices
and their gods were i nvc' l ved in rituals to raise their
spiritual pc.wer. The discussion of sangs in Chapter 2
illustrated the diffi.:ulty in distinguishing unambiqucmusly
the spiritual power cif g c'ds/demc'ns from that cuf people.
	 The
same point applies in the present ':cmntext.	 Rites are
3C)O
generally performed to raise the spiritual power of both gods
and vessels and each rite has a reciprocal effect on the
other: host or visitor. In other words, a rite that raises
the spiritual power of the god will also strengthen the
novice while a rite that purifies the novice will also affect
the god. The mutuality between these rites can be illustrated
with reference to Sabu novice.
Sabu oracle sponsored three offerings ( L oL, iha gsol)
to her god, Shemul I3yamo, while she was apprenticed to
Martselang ib in 1982. Two were staged at home by one
monk. The third was performed by fc'ur monks at the village
shrine to the goddess.	 In trance, the god had cried
"atsatsasi",	 declaring	 herself	 polluted.	 The	 novice
accordingly	 consulted Stakna rinpoche who advised this
ceremony.	 At the offering, I was told, many coloured cloths
were hung like flags on a clay mould which already had a
scarf attached.	 Novice, family and monks took this offering
to the shrine, accompanied by seven village women and seven
village men. Incense, food and
	 were offered to the
god.	 All participants had been ritually purified and, on
arrival, the	 shrine was likewise cleansed with incense.
Then the monks honoured the god with many (dough
offerings) and the company shouted "victory to the god, may
the power of the god increase". They returned to the lower
village for a meal, leaving the clay mould and incense at the
shrine.
The offerings were designed to raise the god's spiritual
power. Stakna rinpoche had also recommended religious
practices for the direct benefit cuf the novice: 100,000
prostrations	 1,200,000 repetitions of a short prayer, Benza
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guru or, if she could not recite so many, she should at least
visit all the (local) monasteries and recite the refuge
formula (dQ, skyabs 'gro) 100,000 times. During the
period of the separation rite, Sabu told me, she spent
at least an hour reciting prayers and performing prostrations
every day under the guidance of rinpoche. She also visited
many monasteries. Clearly, these activities were not enough:
at the end of her initiation, she was referred back to
rinpoche and she was told to "wash" the god in her village
shrine. In cither words, she was to redouble her efforts to
raise her own spiritual power and that of the god.
Choglomsar novice was engaqed in even more intensive
religious practice before her initiation, largely be ':ause Ayu
oracle kept intimating that the god did not come properly
because the vessel was lazy. The rite described took place
after novice and teacher oracle had meditated together for a
month.
Oracles sometimes maintain cic'se ties with monks after
the first and most important rite of their initiation. Thus,
Ayu oracle asked the very same monk to her pupil's separation
as trained her many years ago. On the whole, however,
established oracles turn to the monastery in general rather
than a particular monk during their later careers. It has
been noted that well-established oracles tend to be pc'ssessed
by more gods and, particularly, by higher ranking religious
protectors.	 These are often acquired through religious
practice, notably meditation and pilgrimage. Dolma expected
to add a new god to her repertoire in meditation. Ayu 1ha
has acquired five "refugee" Tibetan protectors (shrungrna) on
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pilgrimage in India.
	 Three were recognised by Tibetan
in Dharamsala who welcomed the gods
invitation) and gave her, the vessel, amulets (rg) to
help induce trance. Ayu oracle must put these on with her god
clothes as she falls into trance; and she must take them off
before the gods are able to leave her body. The amulets thus
serve as a shrine or home for the gods in the same way as the
personal shrine carried by Martselang oracle (section 4.1,
above). The gods that possessed Choskid on pilgrimage did not
return with her but, in the future, she may add higher
ranking gods to her repertoire through pilgrimage or
meditation. Religious devotion in itself also enhances a
reputation. The most popular oracles of recent years spend
half their days in prayer and meditation and some months on
pilgrimage nearly every year. They thereby demonstrate their
ability to host gods taught in religion rather than village
spirits compromised by the demonic.
However,	 village oracles can only move a certain
distance towards the monastery.
	 A telling episode was
described to me which concerned Skarra nun. After her
conversion and initiation, the nun continued tc' work as a
religious practitioner. After her stay at Rizong, she went on
pilgrimage and preached all over Ladakh; in Sham, Nubra and
Purig as well as Lahul and many sites in India. In the early
years (the 1950's and 1960's), she was famous for her work in
converting Muslims to Buddhist practices such as lighting
lamps or refraining from taking life. In recent years, she
has travelled little though she comes into trance regularly
and treats clients at her own hc'me. She is still very devout
and spends much of her income on religious monuments.
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Her status is questioned in accounts of a meeting with
Thikse oracle. Both Thikse oracle and Skarra nun referred to
this occasion when they had both been in trance:
SHE told him he was false. SHE said that it was impossible
to suck poisons and metals out of the body without piercing
the skin. HE did not reply to this attack but HE said that
the nun was behaving improperly: she was doing work that
rightfully belonged to monks. Once, Thikse guru told me
that she would be punished in hell during her next life for
this behaviour.
In other words, the nun has gone too far. She is not behaving
as a village oracle should. Instead, she is appropriating
the work of monks and she is described as an impostor.
In general terms, it can be seen that the life
trajectory of a village oracle involves a definite but
restricted movement from the village towards the monastery.
Ib 1i1 bitc y
 1	 iL1	 Qc1
Village oracles are caught "in the middle". All that is
distinctive	 about their ritual power depends upon its
derviaticin outside the monastery thrcsugh an
	 initiatory
madness,	 located in a village world of exchanae
	 and
reproduction. These distinctive attributes are developed with
the cure and training provided by tea':her oracles (except in
the case of the Skarra nun) and the practice of ecstatic
trance (discussed further in Chapters 5 and 7). Yet,
initiatory madness also creates an ambivalence towards all
practitioners which is restimulated thr.: 'ugh trance practice.
Oracles relinquish control during possession and they
relinquish control to gods that behave like demons, to gods
that cannot be fully controlled by villagers.
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This suspicion is to some extent allayed through
oracles' religious devotion and their dependence on the
monastery. Successful practice depends upon the cultivation
of links with the monastery for this is the only route
through which a good reputation can be established and
maintained.
Village oracles sit "in-between": on the one hand, they
have to stay in the village to maintain their distinctive
attributes; on the other, they have to subordinate themselves
to the monastery in order to consolidate their position. Not
suprisingly, oracles evince contradictory attitudes towards
monastic institutions: in trance, THEY are often the most
vocal critics of the monastery through the highest ranking of
their gods, the monastery protectors; while, out of trance,
they are the most religiously devoted of villagers who
constantly reaffirm monastic hegemony.
It is sucgested that the very first initiation rite,
"the separation of gods and demons" describes a process which
also applies to the life history as a whole. Gods and demons
are separated; demons are destroyed and gods are taught to
behave properly. Over time, oracles are seen less and less
as in':arnations of the demonic, the enemies of religion, and
increasingly as incarnatic 'ns of the divine, who operate under
the umbrella of chos within the village.
This process of movement is relevant in other fields.
It resonates with ethnc 'graphy presented earlier; with the
movement towards that is part of the ideal villager's
life cycle; with the transformations enacted at death rites
as merit is enlarged in the form of gods and sin destroyed in
the form of demons. Further parallels are presented below in
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Chapter 5.
	
The position of village oracles is explored with
reference to (other) village affliction. It will be seen
that the experience of other afflictions involves a movement
away from the worldly and demonic towards village religion.
A direct comparison awaits Chapter 6 and the introduction of
monastery oracles, who are similarly caught between the
demonic and higher ranking gods, and simultaneously moving
ever closer towards chos.	 It will then be seen that the
ethnography described in this chapter illuminates central
preoccupations of Ladakhi ritual and religion. Based upon
the perspective enacted at monastery dance-dramas, çjnj, it
will be argued that the making of a village ora.:le involves
the very same processes that, in the long run, have made a
civilisation from people and other worldly beings.
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CHAPTER 5
THE MAKING OF A VILLAGE ORACLE (II), TMWITCHCRAFT" POSSESSION
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The position of oracles can be explored further in
relation to village affliction.	 Oracles are likened to
victims of "witchcraft" (1) and they play a central role in
formulating and negotiating ideas and practices associated
with "witchcraft" when they treat clients in trance.
Witchcraft is only gradually and partially separated from a
host of other village troubles.	 The first section attempts
to locate witchcraft in relation to a range of other problems
such as bad luck, bad karma, spirit damage, people's
jealousy, superstition, bad magic and poisoning. Section 5.2
explores "witch possesion" (specifically
'gong mo 'jug-), which is then related to village oracles in
section 5.3. I conclude by reiterating that village oracles
are inevitably "caught in-between" the worst and best aspects
c' f village life even though they also move haltingly towards
the monastery during their careers (5.4).
5.1 Trouble
! Ib
Witchcraft is sc'metimes described as "supernatural
damage" (U2p, gnod pa) and sometimes as trouble caused by
other people. It is closely linked with (other) spirit
attacks, including the attacks by "gods and demons" c'n novice
oracles described in the last chapter, and also (other) types
of damage caused by peciple through talk (tkha, mi kha), the
evil eye (g 2gth,	 mig 'phog-) and unintentional
pollution	 (2).
A widely disseminated medical classification divides 404
illnesses into four types: 101 will get better on their own,
101 require rituals, 101 require medicines and 101 will not
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get better (3). Much 0f the damage caused by spirits and
people falls int':' the category of illnesses requiring
rituals. Illnesses requriring medicines mi ght be crudely
disting uished as "naturally occurring troubles". Food and
drink have natural properties which may cause illness; sc'
to ':' , d ':'es an imbalan ':e of bile, air (or wind) and phlegm,
properties of the climate, positioning of the stars and
(other) astr':'lc'g i cal ':on figurat ions.	 There are numerous
naturally occurring troubles which will not be listed.
Medical	 framew':'rks have been used in ': ' ther a':':':iunts :'f
Tibetan illness and treatment (4:.
In practii:e,	 it is hard to distin g uish different
i 1 1 nesses and later descr i pt i flS Wi 11 show how or a ': 1 es are
preoccLtp i ed with attempts ti:' .
 separate prc.bl ems of jeal ciusy
from the natural effects of living in this world, partly so
as tc' refer tr ':'ubles appropriately to d':'ct':'rs,
	 m ':'riks and
astrolog ers (5).
Whilst trc'ubles requiring medi ':ines feature little in
the fc'll':'wiri q chapters, trc'ubles requiring ritual provide a
major fc":us. Damage by spirits is generally glossed as
noda. A vision c' f the universe in three layers was desu:ribed
in chapters 1 and 2. Some of the beings that share this
universe with people were des': r i bed, who •: ause tr club 1 e when
they are disturbed. People's problems may be attributed to
':':'ntagi':'n, that is, pollution passes automatically fr':'m
spirit tc' persc'n, c'r to the spirit's fury when an individual
but n:'t necessarily the immediate transciressc'r is puni shed.
Gods and II! were described in greatest detail. But, tsan arid
demc'nic beings who share the middle wc 'rld with people were
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also mentioned. These •'spirits" will be described in greater
detail in this chapter.
Supernatural damage is generally seen to be morally
unjustified and so the spirits involved are typically lower
ranking spirits, not part of religion. is associated
with many other terms. As noted above, Ladakhis do not draw a
firm line between spirits and the jealous feelings projected
by people. Other terms that are often heard describe "cause",
"fault", "damage" and "hindrance":
i) n or rdon (gdon) and	 (gdong) were occasionally used
more or less synonymously for 	 The term gr (gdon) is
also associated with particular disease-causing demons.
	 A
series of fifteen demons which attack children was often
mentioned (6).	 Qg	 seemed to refer to a general causation
but it was used very rarely in my presence.	 It is possible
that the term is also used to refer to a type of nod2a, as
described for other areas. Lichter and Epstein also mention
gdong 'dre or "ghosts" in an account of Tsum, in Northern
Nepal, and Tibetan refugees (1983:248).
ii) The words	 ygrj (skycin) and	 (rkyen) were used to
specify "cause",	 which sometimes relates to damage by
spirits.	 Thus, a phrase such as Lt	 da jrok, "it's
damage caused by ij" might be rephrased thus: ]j
(klu'i skyon yin nog), "it is due to a j" (7). means
"fault" and, in more ethicised contexts, the fault is often
a karmic condition or sin that has nothing to do with
spirits. Sken (sometimes yrj or rj) may refer to
misfortunes caused by spirits but the word is also used to
refer to other misfortunes and the reasc'ns for them, as among
the Tsumba and Tibetans:
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"The Tibetan word for co-cuperating causes ... is rkyen
If we were to select an Aristotelian glu:'ss for rkyen, we
wc'uld call it the "efficient cause" ... In one breath,
Tibetans will assert that almost any bad thing that can
happen to a perscun is rkyen. In the next, they will
restrict rkyen to supernatural causation (gnod-pa)."
(Lichter and Epstein 1983:239)
Das gives three headings:
"I In Buddhist science this important term expresses any
co-operating influence which serves t ':'
 shape and bring
about an event as distin guished from rgyu, its direct and
obvi ':'us ':ause
II	 ... (the types of rkyen in Buddhist metaphysics)
III	 misf':'rtune, ill-luck, ':alamity. .""
On ':e more, it should be noted that "spirits" are often
reinterpreted in ethical terms and Epstein quotes one such
interpretation involving the term rkyen:
"Pec'ple (laymen:) d ':'
 not realize that (rkyen) is a fun':ticin
':' f karma, and they attribute tc '
 it in independent
existence, generally calling it harm by spirits (.gd':'n).
However, this really means that both the demc'n and the
human wh ':' is affe':ted had some relationship in a past
exi stence, and this now becc'mes mani fest." (monk, Epstein
1977:08 quoted IN Lichter and Epstein 1983:239))
iii)	 Obstacles may be related to nod2a.
	
The most common
terms fc'r obstacles are yeg or gaj (bgegs) (8) and archad
or	 archod (bar chc'd, bar chad, bar g ':c'd).	 may be
distinguished fr ':'m 2archod as a g eneral term f ':ur "tr ':'uble" in
cc'ntrast to an inter ference ':ur hindrance. Parchc'd alsc' refers
to a sudden c'r unexpe':ted accident.
(iv)
	
	
A verb meaning to hit ':'r injure (2hoches, 'phc'q--) is
often used in cc'n.jun ':tic'n with supernatural dama ge (9).
Witchcraft may be classed with noda because it irivc'lves
a persc'n's spirit. During witchcraft pc 'ssessi ':'n, bad feelings
acquire an independent life c ' f their ciwn and acc':'rdinqly
behave like any (c' ther) demc'n. Other problems caused by
people such as pc' is ':'ning are n ':' t described as ncud2a. Damage
c aused by pec' p 1 e include the intent i c'nal malice as ':' c 1 at ed
especially with occasions ':' f h ':'spi tal i ty (see Chapter 2).
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Occasionally, individuals are said to place poisons, perhaps
nail clippings, hair or polluted substances, in food and
drink. Bad magic or sorcery, u (U), ganchs (ngan chos)
or Fgu (paper, describing one common form of bad magic) are
usually distinguished from poison, ik (dug). All these words
convey a sense of conscious and immoral activity, in contrast
to damage caused "by the way" while looking, speaking and
feeling (10).
Unintentional damage includes all sorts of defilement or
pollution (tin); witchcraft can be described as a particular
and dramatic case of this kind. Distinctions between
unintentional damage and poisoning or bad magic are common in
the Tibetan area. Note, for example, Lichter and Eptstein's
contrast between the Tsumba poisoner (intentional) as a bad
host and the Tsumba witch (unintentional) as a bad guest
(ibid:250). There is however a particular twist to
conceptions about poisoning in Tsumba which is absent in
Ladakh:
"Poisoning's peculiar relationship to ideas of karma is
that poisoners hope to acquire their victims' merit (bsod-
nams) by murdering them." (ibid:250-1)
Lichter and Epstein suggest that poisoners consequently lock
for those with high status, with good karma.
	 This quest,
they	 say,	 is	 even	 more true in	 the	 context	 of
(unintentionally caused) jb:
"Anyone who is too outstanding in any way, even in
happiness, risks mi-kha, a type of rkyen such that
universal gossip becomes reified somehow as a malignant
agent and then must be exorcised just like a demon."
(ibid:251) (11).
The	 three broad categories of trouble
	 described;
naturally occuring troubles and troubles inflicted by spirits
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':' r people; are ass':":iated with three rather more spe ':i fi':
categories which both constitute prc 'blems in themselves and
conditions that make the first three troubles more likely to
c.c c ur.	 They mi gut be label led "inner states":	 first,
spiritual	 power;	 second,	 karmic cc'ndition and third,
"scruple" c'r "superstition".
Numerous references have been made to spiritual power
spar kha) whi ':h des ':ribes an individual	 strength
that waxes and wanes over a lifetime.
	 It alsc' describes a
strer,gth	 that	 is	 differentially	 distributed	 between
':ateci':'r i es ':' f pec'pl e: w':'men have less 2i than men and
laymen have less than mu:inks; ':h ii dren have less than adults
and c'rdinary villagers less than aristocrats. The effects of
work	 karma, astr ':' l.:.gi.:al ': ':'nfiguratii:'ns, general health and
many c'ther factor s influence the p ':' si t ion ':' f an individual 's
rj	 (12).
Parka rnamc' c:spar kha dma' mi:' ),	 low pc'wer,	 is in itself
debi 1 itating and makes the individual vulnerable to c'ther
troubles. F:ites ti:' lower the spiritual p ':'wer cf "wit':hes"
and thereby weaken their hold ':' n their vi ':t i ms are ment i ':'ned
later in the ':hapter. They involve "going low"; for example,
mal:.inci a wit ':h 1 i ':k a shoe. M':'re ':ommcinly, rites are
performed to raise an individual's spiritual power. The
rItual, apprc'prl atel y enou gh, makes USC of hel qht - Prayer
flags ':' r wind horses are hung from rc 'c' f t ':'ps,	 mountains,
trees or bridges where their messages will be carried in the
wind.	 Generally, the age ':' f the weakened individual is
specified in the number of flags hung. 	 The person's birth
year is given in the elements printed on the fla gs and the
colours used, that is, in the lostag uo rta q s) or year--sign.
., I '
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The wind horses •:'r flacis are known as	 (rlunq
rta), a name which also refers to the rite as a whole, "ti:
raise flag s", and to spiritual power itself (13:). In many
areas, the wi:'rd Lag t. is the only term cited for "spiritual
power" (see, for example, Lichter and Epstein 1983:240).
The effects of karma may l ':":'k very like the effe ':ts ':'f
spiritual power. Merit-making activities and the vcu:abulary
':1 karma were des ':ribed in Chapter 3 and will not be
elab ':'rated further. However, it is important tc ' nc'te that
Ladakhis c ':'mmi:.nly point •: 'ut the conne':tions between spiritual
power, fortune (wanthang, dban q thang) and the effects c'f
karma (14:). In the':iry, merit and sin are produced from "work"
and altered s:'nly throug h ethical behaviour while spiritual
power is affe ':ted by a range .:' f features, as described above,
and it can be altered ritually. In practi ':e, as Lichter and
Epstein note, the differences between these states are hard
t ':' recognise:
"Very ':.fteri the di f ference between bsc'd-narns and r 1 unci-rta
can be and is i q nc'red,..." (Li ':hter and Epstein 1933:240)
and, later cm,
"It must be recalled, of course, that the results of good
karma and the results ':f hi g h rlun g -rta l':'cuk: the same in
the world." (ibid:241)
13c.c.d karma protects the individual and explains high sc'ci al
status .just like hi gh spiritual pc'wer, parka thono. Sin
makes other troubles more likely while merit makes them less
likely (iS).	 Indeed, it is impossible tc' know whether
happiness and pr.:ssperity result fr ':'m merit,	 luck c'r high
ark.a since karmic states are largely inscrutable.
Narnstc.k (rnam rtc'g ), "superstit ic'n" or "scruple",
describes an attitude ':'r c'rientatic'n that invites prcublerns.
To believe in supernatural harm c' r peu:'ple's ill intentions
1
makes it more likely that you will suffer an attack from a
spirit cur witch. Most commonly, I was tc' id of superstition
surrounding "dirt": if you drink from a dirty cup cur if yu:uu
share a cup with a (lc'w caste) musician, then you may cur may
not fall ill depending up ':un your attitude.
The sense in which is understood depends on the
context and I have used twc' words in translation Sc' as to
preserve both the village notion where belief brings about a
r esul t and the mc'r e phil c's ':ph i cal not i on where doubt poses an
':'bstacle t ':' results (kncuwlege:i .	 Thus:
"Ccuiicuquially, rnam-rtcuq means both suspiu:ic 'n :as of a
thief) and distaste (as of a dirty teau:up). Tibetans will
de ':l are strai q ht f ':urwardly that p ':' l lution is a function cf
distaste and hen ':e its causes can be m ':udified by ':hanqes in
taste. Fhilu:usophicaliy, the term refers t u:' discriminati':'n
in general, a c ':'gnitive fun ':tic'n which acc ':' rdinq to Tibetan
Buddhism is an c'bstac 1 e ti: eni i ghtenemnt. A bodhi sattva cur
a saint must c'vercu:'me all distincti ':ins between oppi:isites,
even q c":'d and evil." .Lichter and Epstein 19O3:24-6)
This i:rude dictionary has descr ibed trouble frcum the
perspective cf village affiictiu: 'ns and, particularly, village
pi:issessi on. The vocabulary shares much in ':ommc.n with other
Tibetan speaking areas but a brief c ':'mparison with Sherpa
ethnu:ugraphy illustrates how analyti ': perspe ':tives influen':e
the f ':' rm that ci assi fi cat i ':'ns take.
The c 1 assi c m ':' nc'gr aph on Sher pa so ': i et y by Fitrer -
Haimendc'rf (1964:) prcuvides many des ':riptive details that are
absent frc'm later ac,:i: 'unts and therefore provides a
example for cc' mpar i son.	 Furer -Hai mdendcur f is c ':'ncerned ti:'
pi:irtray the Sherpa as ethical individualists (Samuel 1c178,
see alsc' Furer-Haimendc'rf 1964, preface:) and an explanation
cf this morality is found in Buddhist ':on.:epts cf merit and
Si fl	 t cuget her with a relative autonomy fr ':'m the ':uut side
D I
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weurid. This perspective is perhaps responsible for the
presentation, whi ':h deals with supernatural ':ausatic'n in one
chapter (chapter 7, "The control cuf invisible foru:es" :i and
ethical causation in the next (chapter 8, "Values and m':'ral
concepts").	 As Samuel notes, the material that is said tc'
explain an ethical individualism takes up just one quarter of
the ethnc'graphy c'n religion (ibid). Furer-Haimendor f's
approach, therefore, locates morality and ethical beliefs in
the realm c' f Buddhism which is radically separated from other
beliefs in the supernatural. 	 This appr ':' a ':h has a long
history in Western exegesis c' f Buddhism as the ethical
reli g ion.	 In c ':intrast, the perspective taken in this thesis
mal. :es it difficult to separate the "ethical" (BLddhist:	 arid
"supernatural" ("animist").
The ethnc' cr aphy al Sc' seems super f i ci ally di st in ': t from
the Lada::hi f ':'r ':' ther reas.:'ns. Thus, the •:hapter on
invisible forces mentions shrindi, spirits. These may have
once been human, in which case they are al sc' kncuwn as nora
cur g hosts (presumably the same as Or t ncr 's Or tner
1378b) - We also hear ':' f witches or em (also sndirn) and the
l ':ically important lu as well as spe':ialists wh ':' deal with
"invisible forces" such as c'ra ':l es
	 Sc'me cf these terms are
glossed differently by other writers. 	 cern, f ':' r example, may
be seen as an aspect c'f a pers ':'n rather than a witch. Funke
"talks consistently c' f the	 even when its effects are
evil , as the "ni cht kurpel i scher Tei 1 des Merise her,"
(1969: 343), never uses it to refer t': u
 a rc' le, and suqqcts
that it is n ':' t clearly to be differentiated frc 'm sirn c'r scm
p.l4ü (mind)" (Allen 1976(b):539).
Ortner similarly glosses em as a force within people that
may become active in witchcraft attacks (Ortncr 1970b:270).
Many of these terms might be tentatively related to
other Tibetan words. Shrindi, for example, might be derived
from the Tibetan shi 'dre or "demon of the dead", like the
Ladaihi shinde (ghost). Samuel suggests the possible
derivation srin bdud or "devil-demon" (Samuel 1978:102) (16).
Similarly, soirn might be dreived frc'm the Tibetan for
"living".	 In Lada::h, "living demons", including wit ':hes, are
called Sond!e, gs ':'n 'dre.	 Again, na may have s ':'me wider
significan ':e as "wr':'ng-d':'er" (Tib:
	 n ':ir ba;	 t ':' d ':' wri:'ng,	 t':'
mat::e a mistake).
These examples suggest that what initially l ':":' k like
purely l ':":al Sherpa usages may be related to other terms in
Tibetan speaking areas. It is misleading to ign ':'re the wider
Tibetan ':':'ntext (Snellqrc've 1966) as it then becomes
di fficult t ':' perceive the lin g uistic links between c'ne area
and the next. The likely lin g uistic links suggest that Sherpa
make distinctions between demc'ns and lcii:al spirits and
between different kinds of demons (from dead people, living
pec'ple and Si:' forth) which are very similar t ':' the Ladal::hi
distinctions,	 described below.	 Once these similarities
become visible, signi ficant di fferen ':es in language and
b?lief are also illLtminated. 	 Lu seem t ':' play a far more
signifii:ant r ':' le in Sherpa aeti ':ilc'gy than in the Ladakhi:
"am ':'ng the Sherpa, as al sci among other Dhc.t i a pc' pul at i oils,
they (L have assumed the character cif spirits very
closely associated with individual families and h':'uses.
This association invests them with an impi:'rtance in the
esteem of the average Sherpa far surpassing that cf most
other classes ':' f gods, and the maintenan ':e of friendly
relations with its h':'use-1 is a vital cc'n ':ern of every
family." (Furer-Haimend ':'rf ibid:269)
The c ':'nfigLlratic'n of "invisible" troubles among the
Sherpa begins to lc":' k more like the Ladakhi with a CI LCr
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reading of the ethnography. The division between "Buddhist"
and "animist" aspects of Sherpa religion may be attributed to
the analytical perspective employed. In Ladakh, the
difference between a gyao who causes damage "morally" in the
protection of religion and another kind of gy
	
(see below)
who causes damage capriciously for selfish reasons is never
obvious and requires considerable negotiation. 	 I argue
further below that witchcraft (in the household, secular,
animist, is central to the creation of the sacred (in
the monastery, rinpoche, Buddhist, karma, ç. Q) and cannot be
fixed, therefore, in a separate sphere. A similar approach
could be applied to Sherpa ethnc'graphy.
A dictionary irons out the very great differences
between the naming of trouble in one context rather than
another and it is already clear that trouble is dealt with in
a number of distinct situations. Two types of situation have
been	 outlined concerning the experience of	 misfortune
(Chapter 4) and calendrical ritual (Chapters 2 and 3). At
regular rites, all potentially malign or destructive forces
in the world are expelled in cc'ntrast tc' rites of affliction,
where just cine ':ategory is isolated. It has been seen, for
example, how novice oracles "go mad", how they are blamed for
"low spiritual power" and "bad karma" and how a diagnosis is
only completed when one or more local gods have been named.
While regular rites list all hostile beings with a process of
labelling misfortune that is correspondingly general; rites
of affliction involve the opposite process, in a way that
continually tries to specify a unique set of factors. The
vo ':abulary used differs accordingly.
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A third type of situation is sketched in the next
section; where trouble "lives". The topography of evil is
highly localised and the landscape around Gongma is described
so as to illustrate another but related way of specifying
trouble. This approach is selected because of its relevance
to ideas about "witches". Others would be relevant to a more
general discussion. There are, for example, stories, notably
Kesar and associated myths which list devils bdud) and
witches or cannibal demons (hrno; srin mo/po) that conjure
images of beings roughly analagous to witches and devils in
our fairy tales (17). Before the landscape is described,
aspects of one calendrical ritual are explored in order to
show how Ladakhis themselves bring different interpretations
to bear upon their vocabulary of trouble.
! Lbi itti2
Ladakhis themselves bring alternative interpretations to
bear upon the same words, as shown in the following example.
None of the exorcistic rites of the annual cycle were
discussed in detail in Chapter 2. In Gongma village, yflj
(rgya bzhi) is the most commonly and regularly performed of
these rites, staged "after the sun has turned" in December or
January. Gazi is also performed to solve a specific
problem on the advice of monk, doctor, astrologer or oracle.
The formal performance is the same in both contexts.
The ritual has been described in a number of accounts
(for example, Ortner 1978a, Paul 1979, Nebesky-Wojkowitz
and Gorer 1950.79) and it is only the interpretations offered
for the Li	 (glud) that are discussed below. 	 Lud are
variously described as substitute offerings, ransoms or
scapegoats (18).	 They were arranged c'ri a central device
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which was thrown away at the end of the rite. They included:
1. 100 miniature j	 (ngar glud) arranged around the
perimeter of the central square board
2. four larger	 also called mdos (g! or "demon traps"
placed below and behind the square
3. two further moulded into the shape of a boy and girl
and placed to either side of an offering in the middle of the
square (19).
The officiant, a Nyingmapa monk, explained each category:
"the miniature ngar glud are to get rid of badness and
trouble"; "the boy and girl are substitutes for the
people of the house" and "the four outer jj are devils". The
monk gave these four devils their textual names: the white
one was called	 the red,	 ynjrjg i; the black,
chitag	 and the yellow, pogg	 According to Das,
these names should be understood as follows:
"There are four bdud devils:- (1) phung-po'i bdud, the
devil originated from the aggregates, i.e., the
constitutents of the living being; (2) nyon-mongs-pa'i
bdud, the devil ruling over sufferings and diseases; (3)
'chi-bdag-gi bdud, the devil of death, the messenger of the
lord of death; (4) lha'i-bu'i bdud, the lustful god or
Cupid.	 The first two are classed under the rnam-par rtog-
gi bdud as devils of the imagination or Vikalpana, the
last two are figuratively called mi-ma-yin-pa'i bdud, the
demons that are not human beings ..."
The monk thought differently:
"They (the 1) get rid of the whole year's troubles (gy)
from gods, demons,	 srj, "not gods" (1bj), animals,(the'u brang) and so forth. ... All the
are also food, decorated with clothes and precious
things for those who are jealous, for the demons who cause
damage be':ause they are jealous..."
The monk's interpretation, perceived as "doctrine" (chc's),
named spirits which share a village world with people as
well as remote beings from other worlds (in this case, the
yidags and Lr) (20).
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Lay spectators added another layer as they explained the
monk's exegesis.	 They told me cunly of problems in their
everyday world.
	 They spoke first of trouble
	 g) and
supernatural harm (oda).
	 Next, they commented upuDn the
category of nod
	 by specifying gods, tsan,	 zhidag t:gzhi
bdag, masters of the place) and demons (dre).
	 The dre were
said ti: be the m':'st trc'ublesome.	 I was tu:uld of the "people
demu:uns" midre (cur 	 mi 'dre) and "god demons"
iha 'dre) whiu:h would be trapped in the fcuur outer effigies.
The former, I was t ':ul d, include "dem ':'ns of the dead" (shinde,
shi	 'dre, gh':'sts) and "1 iving demons" (sondre, gson 'dre,
wit ':hes) (21:).	 I was also told of more colour ful types which
will be mentiu:'ned briefly below.
The m':'nk ':'fficiant did ni:ut challenne these
interpret at i c'ns and the lay audience clearly thought they
were explaining rather than chan g ing the monk's a':;:ount.
The interpretation u:' f .jL(st these four outer lud shu:'ws, then,
that w':'rds fu:.r tru:'ubles ':an and do ':arry a range ':'f
interpretations. Lay spectators talked only ':' f spirits that
shared their everyday world and these lived, for the most
part,	 li:":ally. The range ':' f interpretations offered in this
particular context also illustrates the diffi':ulties of
distin guishin g	in prau:tice between Buddhist and	 "non-
Buddhist" framewu:urks.
c2 it t tb
The ru:uad frcum Leh to 13i:ingma passes under the old castle
and monasty, through a sparsely settled hamlet, Ch. , whi .:h
sits under the shadow of a mountain. The ru: ' ad pases tu:. curie
side of the next hamlet, K., recently settled by people
mu:iving ciut of Leh to the "suburbs". There is a row of flQrten
on the ri g ht and a school on the left, which is baked by the
sun. Approaching Gc'ngma, there are a few ciutlying houses •:.n
the right of the rcuad and the main village off to the left,
past ancither row c.f çhortn and the shrine to queen Traltse.
The road continues to the hamlet of H., 6. and the high
pastures before it ':limbs a number of passes; the smaller
c.nes lead to l ':u.:al villages and the hi gh one ti: Nubra and
Si nki ang.
These roads are mar ked by var i ':'us 1 andmar ks. 	 Al 1 wal k
around the chc' rten and some greet the three gc' ds wh ':' live in
shrines on the way.
	 On spe.:ial days, the lc'wor streti:h of
the r ':'ad be': i:'mes part ':' f the Leh pilgrimage route and
offerings are left on the shrines tn 1 ':. ':al gi:'ds.	 Villagers
als':'
 walk around G':ungma ' n such days and up the hill to the
1 cical mcunastery. There are other auspi ci c.us landmarks such
as the stone ':'n the road where women sometimes st.:p. They
reach into a h ':' l e tc' pull out hair; bla ':k hair means a
daughter and wh i te a son.	 1. is s':.met i mes des ':r i bed as a
partii:ularly blessed place, an erstwhile	 or hidden
u:ciuntry (22). Grandfather said:
"It used ti: be a great lake and, when the water carno ':uut,
3. was revealed. Part .: ' f the lake remains in the mountains
behind. The sounds fr':'m the lake shc'w that it is a bayul
but the rinp.:u ':he says it would be a great sin to brin g it
out .	 (23)
At ni ght, h ':iwever, or after some unsettling event, the
ri:' ad becomes mu ':h more sinister. In the winter, all those
frc' m Gc' n g ma who wu:'r I:: in Leh have ti: retLtrn h ':'me in the dark.
Women	 go in •:':'mpany,	 men scumetimes travel alone and
unprcutected.	 Mr:ust Ladakhis are w ':urried about travelling at
night:
*
"When we're young, we're always told that it's lba if we
misbehave, or gc'nrno (a kind of wit ':h, see below:) if we're
depressed. We're always tc ' ld that babies who have died have
been eaten by barno (alsc. a kind c' f witch, see beli:'w).
That's why we won't go ciut at night alone. If I'm ever
frightened travelling at night, it is not because c ' f the
people but because of lhande and rnanrnc'
 (see below)." (young
man from Gongma)
Strange apparitions are reported. Ch. is c'ne of the
dangerous places. The people ':f Leh say that it has been more
or less deserted be':ause cif an c'bstacle (archc'd) which leads
t':u mi sf ':' rtune and they pc' int t ':'
 the man whc' moved to K. after
his wife and child were killed in extraordinary accidents.
N ':' -c'ne is very ':1 ear about the shape cif this ':'bsta ': 1 e but all
hurry under the shadow of Ch.
	 Further up the road, spirits
live:
"There are two stories past the schc' c' l which are famc'us fc'r
Nearer to S,
	 ( a hc'use c'n the ':' ther side c' f the
road), there used to be a manmo." (Gc'n qma villager)
Others Just talked ':' f ':'dd feelings as they walked by. On the
':'utskirts cf Gi:'ngma, strange sights are reported near the
hc'uses c'n the ri ght of the r ':'ad. Some described an
appariti ':un of a donkey whi ':h, they said, was prc'bably a
1 hande.
Lb appear as phantoms, like En g lish gh ':'sts, which
may be absc'r bed i ntc' r ':":ks and trees c'r float wi thc'ut
t ':'u ':hing the g round, dim t ':' the eye and usually ':unly glimpsed
at ni ght. Villagers w.:'uld tell how 1hancJ€ appear in the
middle of the night tc spirit you away and they would
attribute accidorits and deaths tc' ihande:
"F:igin was beset by 1hand at night in a hc'use he had
rented in Leh. He si:'c'n mu:'ved. Later, he learned that the
hc'use had been deserted befc'rehand because a child had (fled
there. " (man from Leh)
On the road to Gongma, there are just two special spots for
the one in stones by the school and the other,
according to some, on the outskirts of the village itself.
All figures are frightening at night but it is hard to
know what you have seen. A phantom might turn out to have
been a god:
"A year ago, the Muslim X met someone who looked like a
monk at Ch. (near the place of the flrjde). The "monk" was
ahead on the Gongma road and he circled the chorten. After
his circumambulation, he was absorbed into the shrine(Lbt2) there." (Gongma villager)
He was the god who lived in the shrine. Gods also travel at
night and move between their shrines. Migi grandfather says
he has seen queen Traltse moving in the shape of a white
animal at night, making her way up the hilltop to visit the
other village god, king Nezer.	 Grandfather also says that
his	 comes in the shape of a nun at night.
There are no special spots for tsan (btsan) on the rc.ad
from Leh but they are often mentioned: spirits without a
back, the sight of which will cause illness c 'r death.
are sometimes said to warn passers-by of their presence:
"If you don't hear the whirring noises of a tsan (and, it
is implied, get out of the way), they might get angry and
empty their bag of illnesses () on you." (Gongma
villager)
are often twinned with gy
	
(rgyal po). The term gyg
is used in at least three distinct ways. Some gy are
wandering demons while others form a powerful group of
monastery protectors in the world, who inflict madness upon
transgressors. Gyapo Pegar is the most powerful local god in
Ladakh and he protects Hemis monastery. He has a quite
merciless brief to punish theft, trespass and all other
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infractions cif religion (24). 	 Third, the name, gyao, is
als ':. used as a courtesy title for ordinary pla.:e g ods (25:,.
	
are twinned just with the wandering gy.	 Like
these gyç' are homeless and liable to inflict prciblems
capriciously on anyone who bumps intc' them. Like
are	 s:imetimes desu:ribed as rebirths of the proud and
arrogant, especially cuf monks.	 This is true cif c.ther areas
t co:
"rgyal-po are the most p.:.wer ful ghosts; the standard idea
':' f rgyal-pi:i is that they attain a preeminent status among
ghosts by outstanding suc ':ess, especially in pc'ssessinq
human bein g s. They are also especially iras ':ible. Larnas,
already being powerful in life, are likely, if they become
gh ':sts, ti:. bei:ome rgyal-p ':' . For Tsumbas, this is the
criterion by whi ':h rgyal-p ':i are distin guished fr ':'m c'ther
q hc'sts, and the 1 amas who become rgyal -pci are di st i gui shed
by greed and irasu:ibility - inappropriate character traits
for beings whose karma is suppi:.sed ti:' be too good for su':h
faults." (Lichter arid Epstein 1983:249:)
"Some Ti bet ans would n ':.t i i mit the produ.:t i cm of rqyal -pci
to lamas al ':'ne. But generally, rgyal-p.:. di:' ':.ri q inate from
power ful , fir particularly irascible, individuals. Some
Ti betans al se' add that the demons kni:'wn as btsan may al Sc.
ori g inate in this way." (ibid: footnote) (26)
These qualities cif arrogan':e and anger are interestingly
c ':' rrelated with gender stereotyping. Lndering g' and, in
some c.:;ntexts, tsan are the only speci fical ly male chara':ters
met ':'n the ru:'ad fir around the village. While female "wi t':hes"
are .jealc.us, an emotion assc'ciated with toe. mu':h
(Ltnrequl ated) ci:.-ciperat i on arid dan g er c'usl y 1 itt 1 e awareness
i:'f the bm:'undar i es between the sd f and .:ithers, the male
demons are arrc'garit. In "real life", wu:.men are seen to get
ti:.c' close while men are seen to destroy scicial harm ':.ny by
behaving as if they were better than their neighbours.
Though tsan and gao are often singled out by these
characteristi cs, they are also mentioned as members cf a
triad, "tL gao and timo" ('dre mc.) who together cause
damage, often minor illnesses. IL' (27) are described as one
of the "living demons" (see below) but the name is also used
as a general term for a number of types of spirits.
Sometimes,	 (gdung zhon ma), the riders of beams,
are described as a kind of 	 They are relatively remote
from everyday life:
"I met someone who knew a 	 ngzhonrna" (Gongma villager)
"About 15 years ago, a woman tried to file a suit against a
man who accused her of being a
	 ghnrna" (man from Leh)
Demons have been described as anti-religious in previous
chapters. A number of these highly lc 'calised characters are
imaged rather in terms of their threats to local secular
institutions such as the household. Beam riders, for
example, are anti-domestic (see also Levine 1982):
have very long hair. They replace the beams in
your house with their hair. Then they attack people with
the swinging beam and they may kill you in the street."
(Gongma villager)
"These are ladies who take the beams frc 'm people's houses,
but they take them in such a way that the house does not
fall dc'wn.	 Normally, these women cannot walk but they can
ride these beams.	 Sometimes, people are crushed by them.
But, bold men can catch up with the women and threaten to
reveal who they are.
	 Then, they are bribed." (man from
Leh)
Other accounts suggest that
	 gnrna run with the beams
rather than riding them, as if they were pole vaulting
(Kaplanian 1981:215-6)). 	 The beam rider can be seen as an
evil mother who steals the main or mc 'ther beam of a house and
destroys rather than sustains the household. This
characterisation is important in relation to gongrno who are
young women, daughters and wives, rather than evil mothers.
Gongrno can also be described as neighbours in contrast
to wild Circes from the mountains, that is, manmo (28). Manmo
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are not generally located in settled landscapes but in
mountains with gods and wild things; they are beautiful,
solitary women who, for Gonyma people at least, are slightly
unreal. They are remarkable both for their wild natures and
their voracious sexual appetites.
"Deer are the sheep of	 If deer approach the village,
as they do in winter, you know that are close by
looking for husbands. Once, a hunter shot a deer and he
found a lot of mustard seeds when he cut open its stomach.
Meanwhile, he heard shouting from one mountain top to the
other, "Where are the deer?" "Why haven't they come home
with the mustard seeds?" These were manmo." (man from
Markha valley)
Manmo eat clay (kartsi, dkar rtsi) and salt; in Zangskar,
apparently, they carry you away for yciur salt (K. Hoffman,
personal communication).	 They also like human husbands and
spend	 their days searching for
	 single	 men,	 usually
travellers. There are very many stories about these wild
women but, in the Gongma environment, it is the contrast set
up between "wild" and "tame women" (witches) that is most
relevant (14).
Ghc'sts ( bjE! ) have no particular places on the road c'r
in the village at present (1982). In theory, ghosts are only
created by bad deaths but, in practice, most deaths are
accompanied by some kind of ghostly manifestation. Villagers
usually attribute unexpected noises, sights or illnesses that
occur soon after a death to the ghost of the dead person who
does not want to leave the living. Soon after an old woman
died in Gongma, several households reported sounds of clay
falling in the night. These sounds were attributed to her
ghost and described as "bad back" gy2 nganp, see fn 6,
Chapter 4).	 are usually named in the context of
illness and are thereby distinguished from that aspect of the
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dead person, the (gshed), which is exorcised during
mortuary ritual (shedlok, gshed ziog) (30). Oracles and
probably other specialists too play an important role in
selecting individual ghosts who are remembered for some
years. In Gongma, two children who died of measles have been
selected out of all the deaths in the last twenty years to
account for the majority of ghost attacks in the village.
This selection seems to have been promoted by just one man,
who used to be an oracle. His words in trance are always
remembered and quoted when a diagnosis involving ghosts is
made and so the children are named repeatedly (31).
Ghosts are generally demonic but, on occasion, they a':t
as local protectors. Like gyao, ghosts may be either "good"
or "bad". The minister of Wanla is a local long-dead hero
who sometimes possesses oracles like gods:
The man was originally a mere householder but he was Sc'
powerful that a inoche said he should be made a minister
(p).	 He was heartily disliked by the king and other
ministers	 partly because he was always shaming
	 the
traditional high families with his prowess in war and his
magical abilities. They conspired against him. After his
(engineered) death, they had his head cut off, buried
beneath a chorten and tied down with four chains while
monks banned (tamma tangs) his soul from rebirth in the
world. According to some accounts, this is in the
north of Ladakh, in Nubra, and nowadays it is cracked and
the chains have vanished sc'
 perhaps the hero will soon be
reborn.
Meanwhile, his soul has turned into a ghost because it was
not taken out of his body in the proper manner nor accorded
the proper death rites. This ghost wanders the earth and
possesses many people. During my stay in Ladakh, several
people in the Purig area were said to have been possessed
by the minister. During possession, however, he does not
act like any other ghost, he does not cause harm like a
demon. Instead, he behaves like a god, he foretells the
future and "comes fc'r the welfare of all sentient beings".
It is said that some of these villagers have been trained
as "vessels" Certainly, one of the established
oracles in the region names Wanla 12n2o as one of the
spirits which visits him regularly in trance.
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Once more, it is apparent that spirits cannot be immediately
classed as demonic or divine. In the last chapter, it was
shown	 how the spirits afflicting novice oracles	 were
gradually purified and domesticated as gods. Similarly,
local spirits are often described as demons if they are
homeless, hungry creatures and gods if they are properly
housed and fed (Chapter 2). This ambiguity is central to the
nature of local spirits and applies as much to gyao,
and sj-de as to the ]Ja and thr	 discussed previously.
Thus,	 include homeless demons, local protectors and
more powerful religious protectors in the world. in
other Tibetan speaking areas possess oracles in the same way
that gods do in Ladakh and they are seen as potential
prote':tors.
If the journey from Leh to Gongma is extended intc. the
village; if the account moves from night to day and from the
unfamiliar to the familiar; then a very different group of
demons appear, as shown in the following account:
"In P. angj, there is a gongrQ. She possessed our
neighbour, Dol, twice. In T., there is one. The Sh. mother
from Yurtung (a suburb of Leh) has been notorious as a
gggnjQ over the last 2 or 3 years.	 She is c'ften called
upon at village feasts to cook.
	 We were worried about
poison from her at Chorol's "wedding feast" recently. She
is the second wife and has no children so her powers will
not be passed on. In H., the grandmother, who died 10 or 12
years ago, used to be a 	 Now they say her son's
daughter is too.	 She's about 25. She may be a grjg
because of her mother from C. in Chanspa (that is, she may
have acquired powers from her mother who married from C.
house). The oracle said that house was a "lineage house"
(gyuda).
"In T., it is only the mother who married in from Stok. In
Zh., there is none now. The mother was a but she is
dead and her daughter has married into Choglomsar so now
there is none. Grandfather says that the Zh. mother
poisoned and killed c'ur mother. T. mother said that the
wife of Sp. was a	 and that she possessed her child who
died.
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"Mother Dol, the one in the law case, is active now as a
g2Q!2 . She has possessed many people in Gongma. She
doesn't have any children. Diskit, who goes around the
village complaining about Dol, even at night, has only one
child alive. The other two died because of these quarrels.
"K. house is gyLj. The grandmother from Sankar and
her daughter-in-law were definitely ggg. There haven't
been any complaints about the daughter who married in Ch.
village, but the son's daughter is a gggg, that is, the
one who married in Sham.
(Me: what about gongo?)
"I have heard of one gong	 (male gggnjQ) but not in our
village. G. house (in a nearby village) was gyij. 	 The
mother was a gonrno and her husband left her, saying "why
are you jealous all the time?" Apparently,	 her son
possessed someone in Leh.	 Q!22 attacks are much worse
than onrno.
"It's difficult to know which are gud (in which households
these qualities are passed on) because all the young girls
possess each other. Yc'u usually stop possessing people at
about forty and you also stop being possessed at that age.
If you know that there are gQgrng in a house, it doesn't
stop you marrying there. 	 ig	 will not attack family; if
they do, it is curable and anyway stops with age. It's nc't
like families with bad bcidy smell !jj g); you would
never marry there. You can't get rid of that smell and y':'u
would never borrow their clothes as you can catch it.
There are no jj in our village but a girl from such
a house in (the nearby village) married into G. house in
our village. Her beautiful daughter made a bad match with a
Khaltse policeman who nearly divorced her as soon as they
were married because of this. The brother-in-law of the
first woman - the one that married into 6. - his daughter
married into Go. house here. But, there are few complaints
about her and maybe the distance is too great (that is, for
inheritance). The other daughters of that house (from which
the 6. wife came) never married. One is a nun and one is
still at home. The sons did marry but not well. You can't
keep this sort of thing secret because the go-between will
find out before a marriage is arranged.
"About gg
	
thc'ugh, there may be others.
	 People don't
talk about it much in case someone should overhear. 	 We
tell a story about Langdarma (the Tibetan enemy king):
"Langdarma kept his horns secret. When his wives found out,
he used to kill them so he married again and again. Then,
he told one wife that he had killed her predecessc'r and she
called upon the "leaks in the roof" to act as her witness.
She rushed "to court" and told what had happened. This
shows that even leaks in the roof can act as witnesses."
(32)
"You only know about the ggg in your own village. I
don't know who's a gc'ngrno even in (the two nearest
settlements). It's never publicised or taken to court. How
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w':'uld yciu prove it? (33:) But, Kirzi oracle said there were
many more in our village and this side of Leh than in most
places. He said about half the women were gongrno. He
didn't blame the pe ':iple but the times; these are bad times
which will finish in a couple cf years." (male speaker)
Witches are generally w ':'men who unu:.:'ns.:icuusly afflict
others through jealousy. They have bad thoughts c 'r bad
feelings (34) whi.:h are stimulated by the sight of gcu:'d
f.:srtune. Perhaps a nei ghbour has just married or wears
exi:eptic.nally fine s:lcithes; perhaps she has just given birth
tc' a child. Ladakhis are vague abu:.ut how these feel incis
travel but one stereotype attributes su ':h feelings to the
birth demi:' n whu:' c an travel ii ke any ':uther demon. Thus:
"Every per son is born with a . . . b 1 a ':k demi:'n.	 The
•:auses harm. During possession	 your demon
copies yi:iu (the pers ':'n) ,just like a tape rec ':'rder.	 At the
time of possessi cm, it bec ':umes very power ful and changes
mt.:' an angry person (by copying y.:.u). 	 It then g ':'es tu:.
possess someone." (rinp':i':he)
Usually, it is ':' ther women wh ':' are afflicted but all sc'rts of
everyday problems are vaguely attributed t ':' gongrno and then
ignored - If a girl d ':' es no w ':' rk for a week or two, she
mi ght be given a protective amul et, she might get better and
everyone will attribute her 1 az i ness ti: gongo. Children who
':ry a lot are said ti:' suffer from gpgrno; su: 'metimes, their
parents read a short text ti: get rid of the troi.tble.
The word barno al s ':' appears in the account cited and is
s ':'rnetimes used as a synOnym. Tirno is closely linked and may
be substituted for the words gongrno and There are
subtle and shi ft i nq di f feren ':es between the words for types
of	 living demc'ns ( g s':'n 'dre),	 parti ':ularly fr ':'m :.ne village
tc' the next but, in many c' f the .:oritexts described below, all
three terms ':an be gl ':issed by the En g lish "witch"	 The
account qucted above reveals str i ki nci di f ferences between
S_J s.J
gg	 and other local spirits. Every villager can point out
gg	 in their midst.	 They discuss the village, house by
house, saying that there are witches in this house or the
un of that house, pointing out whether they are found in
more than one generation and whether it is then reasonable to
assume that
	 qualities are "inherited".
In Gongma, at least, ggrno were the only demons who
were definitively located in a world of people working,
eating and living together, that is, in a practical everyday
life. Knowledge of other demons and spirits is always
oblique and fragmented, acquired through stories and the
occasional close contacts of spirits with people. Gongrno, in
contrast, are almost tangible aspects of people living close
by. Nevertheless, it will become clear that the effects of
gongrno on others are not always immediately recognisable for
what they are. They cause problems of the same kind as other
spirits and other people (5.2) and their effects are
sometimes confused with the effects of gods and god-demons
(5.3). They are only positively identified in rather unusual
circumstances of full-blc'wn possessic'n.
Indeed, all the spirits des':ribed are identified only
gradually in special circumstances. When a spirit is named
in regular ritual cr in stories, its precise identity is of
no great concern. When a spirit is seen c'r felt fleetingly
on the road, it is a matter of only passing interest.
However, in the experience of misfortune, especially illness,
the exact nature of the problem is a vital part of the cure.
And then, half-remembered encounters will be re-analysed and
the naure of regular ritual performances re-assessed; other
relationships with people and spirits will also be explcured;
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all in order to discover what might have gone wrong. An
example concerning the naming of different types of
	 is
illustrative. Gya2o demons are usually related to minor
illnesses, often together with tsan and tirno. The client is
told to throw a storma or wear an amulet. Initial vague
symptoms are given a provisional diagnosis and an all-purpose
treatment.	 Protector king-gods,	 in contrast,	 must be
immediately appeased. They are named individually in severe
illnesses, generally after some time has elapsed and a
particular chain of events uncovered, which links god and
person and shows how the patient might have caused offense:
A girl from Chemre had recently married in M.
	 I first
heard about her when she had broken wind':'ws in the Housing
Cclony.	 The following morning, she was returned to Chemre
in a taxi, tied up.
Up tcu this time, it seems that her problems had been
attributed to bad magic (jadu) but, now, they were
redefined to match these new symptc'ms of madness. The girl
later went to Ayu ciracle and I was told of two diagnoses.
The god extracted .jadu and said that it had been given by a
Muslim. SHE also asked about a piece of gold which, SHE
said, belonged to Gyapo Pegar (see fn 24) and must either
be returned or thrown away. SHE said that the end was nc.t
certain, in other words, SHE did not know whether the girl
would recover.
Subsequently, I asked the oracle about this case. She
explained:
"the girl's husband's brother is a converted lama from
Hemis (that is, a derobed monk). He took some earrings and
Gyapci Pegar was offended. ...,'
I never heard about the girl again so I do nc.t kn.: 'w what
happened later.
This case shows how diagnoses are much more sharply defined
when troublesome symptoms persist. Protector king gods are
generally isolated at a late stage of illness in association
with symptoms of madness (36). The misfortune is, in some
sense merited. By contrast, gyao demons might be mentic'ned
from the beginning of an illness in relation to almcust any
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symptom. The misfortune is only indirectly deserved, insofar
as the patient allowed her/himself to be attacked.
Misfortunes create more intimate relations than normal
between people and spirits and they prompt a closer look than
normal at these other beings who share our world. All
specialists who deal with misfortune accordingly play a major
role in negotiating the form that trouble takes and village
oracles define the shape of local spirits in their own
distinctive ways as suggested in the remainder of this
chapter.
2	 itbc1t	 Q.g2g ?2 i:2
Material on Ladakhi 'witches" and livinci demons is
compared further with data from other Tibetan speaking areas
before iceoking at Ladakhi beliefs and practices. Two aspects
to gQg attacks are explored. The first is a description
of symptoms, how they are negotiated and treated. The second
is a brief sociology of witchcraft, that is, who is attacked,
when and by whom. The first aspect provides material for a
comparison between oracles and witchcraft victims in section
5.3, but the background provides an important amplification
of the material on hospitality given in Chapter 2 and also
helps explain the low rank of oracles in Ladakh. The account
is based largely on reports and on mild attacks attributed to
witches (37).
2.	 L!2 ItO 211LO
Sherpa	 seem to be similar to Ladakhi gongrno. The
word is sometimes translated as witch and sometimes as bad
feelings (soe section 5.2 above). Ortner notes:
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"a woman (usually an old widow) whose	 becomes regularly
active may be called (though not to her face) a
	 and
further, it is pcussible, though rare, for
	 to be.:ome
active in a man.	 The ern of a man tends to cause fatal
illnesss, while the	 of a woman tends to cause non-
fatal, although potentially serious, ailments, usually
centering on digestive discsrders.
	 E	 are aroused to
violence by the sight of others enjoying good foc'd and fine
things, and not sharing any with them. They strike thc'se
people with illness either dire ':tly, or thrc'ugh spoiling
their fc'cid; in their lowest grade piques they may simply
curdle the household's supply of milk for the day." (Ortner
197Bb: 270)
Ladakhi o-grno might be described in similar terms, with c'ne
exception. B':' th Furer-Haimendorf (1964) and Ortner Cibid)
single out cud w':'men in their accc'unts c' f In Ladakh, one
type of wit ':h, the barnc' , is sometimes seen as an ':' ld widow
but gongrnc'
 are ass ':": iated with y ':'unger women.
A number of similar figures are mentioned in other
Tibetan speaking areas. Lichter and Epstein nc ' te that some
Tibetans contrast two types of witches, bdud mc'
 and sbag rn:',
to a third type, phra men ma (1983:250 fn 17). Phra men ma
are particularly devout women and it seems that they may
attract suspicion be ':ause they have withdrawn from social
1 i fe. The cut her fi gures, bdud mc' and sba g mc' , may be too
rnu ':h involved, ':onstantly dropping in ':'n their neighbours
and, accc'rding to some Tibetans, they actually have evil
intentions. In another article, Ardussi and Epstein say that
bdud mo or gsc'n 'dre al so 1 abel women in somewhat marginal
roles, such as ri ':h women traders (Ardussi and Epstein
1976: 329:'.
One accc'unt deals extensively with living demons among
the Nyinba from Northern Nepal (Levine 1982). There are 'gong
qc'nq pci, fern: 'gu:' ng m ':' ) wh ':' behave just 1 i ke their
Ladakhi ':ounterparts:
-J -J
"(the 'gong po) is described as the product of a parasitic
demon which takes root and lodges permanently within the
minds of receptive persons - those consumed by jealousy
(Tib. phrag dog) or anger (Tib. zhe drang) towards others.
This demon operates through the of its
possessor-host, so that whenever the person afflicted sees
someone or something arousing its envy or dislike, the
'gong po directs an act of aggression agianst
	 it."
(Levine 1982:261)
While gQgrng are a type of gson 'dre in Ladakh, Levine
describes a reversed classification; gson 'dre are one of two
types of 'gong po. Gson 'dre are particularly jealous of
property and small children while food demons (za 'dre) are
known for their greed. Again, witches tend to be women but
Levine notes that they are poor, widowed or of low social
status, which is not true of Ladakh.
There are other Nyinba witches who are less easy to
control. While gong
	 cause harm unintentionally, 	 gan
("women who do evil') inherit their witchlike attributes and
are trained by their mothers. Stories about these characters
are evo.:ative of the Ladakhi and They have
long canine teeth and, at night, they remove the central beam
from the house to ride it and they poison their victims
(ibid:263)	 Such characterisations seem to be quite general
for	 another	 description of Tibetan witches	 is	 also
reminiscent of Ladakhi barno. Bell writes:
"A witch appears at night, in dark deserted spots.
Probably in the distance it takes the form of a beautiful
young girl. But as it draws near it changes into an old hag
of terrifying aspect with long hanging breasts and two long
tusks..." (Bell 1928:153)
In Ladakh, an important contrast is made between those
who	 know not what they do (gq) and others who
intentionally practice witchcraft or sorcery.	 The same
distinction is drawn among the Nyinba where 	 seem to
provoke much more horror than 'gong po (ibid:266). 	 Levine
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does not mention possession as a problem but it is unclear
how far the Nyinba ethnography differs from the Ladakhi in
this respect. In other accounts, possession is mentioned in
passing (by Lichter and Epstein for example 1983:250).
The ethnography shows correspondences of detail as well
as overall outline between Ladakhis and other Tibetan
speakers. Contrasts are made between those who cause evil
intentionally or unconsciously, between bad guests and bad
hosts, between outsiders and neighbours. 	 Many problems are
cicusely related to hospitality including poisoning,
cannibalism and greed. Levine also discusses the issue of
gender: Nyinba witches are (predominantly) women, like their
Ladakhi counterparts. She provides an explanation in terms
of women's place in the household but additional factc 'rs are
discussed below.
One last feature might be noted from literature on the
less Tibetanised groups in Nepal. In many accounts, the links
between shamans or mediums and witches are carefully pointed
out and anlaysed. Thus, the Limbu yeba/yema, a priest who
deals with witchcraft, is also sometimes seen as a witch
(Nep. boksa/si) through association CR. Jones 1976). In myths
of origin, this priest was created together with envy,
jealousy and greed. And, in treatment for witchcraft, the
yeba is indispensable because his tutelary deity is a witch
who can help remove substances from victims' bodies and
retrieve souls. Limbu say "when jealousy appears, one needs a
yeba" (ibid:39).
Another example from the Rhujel region of Nepal groups
witch and oracle together because the major task of the
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shaman is to counter witchcraft. Hitchcock writes of the Nine
Witch Song in which the first shaman spares a ninth witch so
that he will always be called to cure her evil effects. He
reminds her to leave his patient when he brings her share to
the crossroads (Hitchcock 1976) (38).
	 In Tibetan speaking
areas, oracles are often suspected of working for ill rather
than good because of their links with the demonic. For
example, Berglie notes how demons might sneak into an
oracle's body (Berglie 1976) while Jest claims that only iha
pa can deal with Dolpo gson 'dre or sorcerers (Jest
1975:371). March reports that Sherpa shamans may be likened
to witches (March 1979:272). The material to be described
shows that demonic possession is common in Ladakh and
constantly linked to a more beneficial possession by gc.ds and
it is possible that this theme is more standard than
suggested by a brief review of the literature.
! W!2	 gQcgp'2 dQ
Around Leh, it is gçgnjg who are twinned most often with
village oracles. I therefore restrict my discussion of
different types of village possession to the links between
gongrno and Iha. Three aspects of the ethnography are
addressed; (i) the unremitting connection between ognrno and
women, (ii) the drama of full-blown possession and (iii) the
relationship	 between	 witchcraft	 attacks,	 household
and religious organisation. The discussion addresses
questions of gender that emerge from the ethnography on
possession.
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i2. Ib	 c.'^	 L	 t
As R.L. Stirrat has argued in a paper on demonic
possession in Sri Lanka, percepticuns of what is appropriate
tc' a demonic atta ':k, that is, the "idei:.lcgy", shape the
"incidence" (Stirrat 1977). 	 Stirrat offers a valuable
corrective	 to	 previous	 analyses by	 suggesting	 that
idec'lc'g ical categc'ries logically precede the actual inciden.:e
of attacks. In Ladakh, being a woman is part of the category
"witch ':raft" although men are, on •:.i:casic.n, involved. What
might look like similar symptcims in a man and a woman t ':'
 an
outsider are mc 'st unlikely to be labelled in the same way by
a Ladakhi (39). A few examples will sh ':'w that sympt ':'ms c'f
"witch ':raft" are non-specific, ranging frc'm headaches and
sp':'ilt milk t ':'
 depressii:n.	 It is shown that diagnosis does
not depend c'n any speci ficity ':' f symptom; rather, witchcraft
is seen as a w ':'man's trouble frc'm adi:' lesu:en ':e to middle age.
All manner ':' f daily prc 'blems are attributed tci gçrg
when little interest is shown in the identity c ' f the witch.
My examples come from a slightly m ':'re unitary set cuf symptc'ms
- anxiety, depression, palpitaticuns, an unsettled mind -
because, in these cases, the witch herself is m ':'re likely tcu
be discussed and the relations between wit ':h arid victim can
then be explc'red.
One	 cc'mmc'n term is,
	 literally,	 "tc' be unhappy"
(mirdeches c 'r mideches, mi bde-). My friend said:
"I yawn a lc 't and my ba ':k is painful.	 I'm very restless
and I don't like having people around. I don't talk very
much. This is irde hes due ti: gongrno. I am cured by an
amulet c'r a blessing frc'm the rinpc'che."
It is assumed that su ':h symptc'ms will develop int ':' pu:ussessicin
if they are ncit treated:
_, -
I was staying in a house where Diskit worked as a servant.
She looked miserable arid I asked what was wrong.
"I feel illness/pain in my heart (yj3g 	 yongeraj)."
I asked what sort of illness she felt. She said that it was
not heart pain, nyingka, but an agitation, an unhappiness
She was incoherent ( 121jp). Diskit said:
"This happened when I saw the	 who had once possessed
me at Tak Tok several days ago. Since then, the has
come to me three or four times; once last night and once
this morning. The last time that I was seriously possessed
(h ) was in Martselang. It was stopped with amulets
and I still wear all three that were given to me; one from
Stakna rinpoche, one from Tak Tok rinpoche and one from
Hemis rinpoche. These were enough then... (40)"
Over the next fortnight, Diskit remained edgy. She asked
two close friends in Leh for help and they took her off to
get more amulets. Within a month, she was back to normal.
Diskit's symptoms are a little more severe than those
described in the first case but they are equally described in
short-hand as This is a generic term that glosses
a number of others such as:-
to be agitated or anxious (see fn 40).
cb1,b21, ('chal la 'chol le), to be confused or disordered
2hararak ('phar ra rag), palpitations (or, in Jaschke, "I
have heart throbbing")
sabsub onches, "to be startled" (41)
dented ('dre 'ded), to be unsettled, taken over or pursued
(42)
Although Diskit's symptoms are linked to the first case, they
merit the additional label, "possession' s (ghes), albeit
in a mild form, because the context is more finely drawn and
the problems are attributed to a known witch.
Diagnosis during full-blown possession describes a
rather more specific prc'cess but it is an inclusive one that
retrospectively incorporates all previous symptoms. Chorol's
case will be cited at length and so it is worth sketching the
bac kground:
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Chorol was troubled on and off for six months. Later, her
illness was attributed to onrno.
The symptoms that I saw were similar to those described
above. At times, Chorol looked tired and pale; she used to
retire to her room for two or three days at a time to
sleep. She gave up cooking, shopping and agricultural work
during these periods through she only missed a few days of
work as a caretaker in Leh. At these times, she complained
of pains in her back and sometimes also in her arms.
She exhibited no signs of serious shes in my presence
but I draw on accounts by her family and herself about such
episodes in August, September and December (43).
An oracle was called in mid-September and it was he who
first jyed possession, as described shortly. Up to that
point, no-one was very clear what was wrong. The first
signs of illness, in August, were a sore throat and a cold
which got worse and wc'rse.
	 Chorol lost her voice for
several days. She also developed boils which, she said,
did not begin to get better until the end of September.
When I asked what was wrong, the family usually said they
didn't know; sometimes, they said "she's lazy and stupid"
and, when she had complained of back ache, they sometimes
claimed "it's gongrno, it must be gQngrno, Chorol has been
possessed before". They thought that amulets from the
village monk might help and they told anyone who asked,
"she's got a bad throat and she's resting."
Again, symptoms of witchcraft are altc'gether vague - sore
throats, boils, tiredness, unsociability - and they contrast
with episodes of full-blc'wn possession which were also
suffered by Chorol:
In August, Chorol's brother came home late one night. He
was just about to go to bed when Chorol's younger sister
rushed in, terrified. Chorc'l had suffered Ishes for five
minutes; she had laughed hysterically and her eyes were
rolled back so that you could only see the whites. ... On
Saturday, Chorol and Tsering (the younger sister) sent the
child to look after the cows. Then, they locked the door so
there must have been signs of approaching
	 Still
the	 ongrno managed to get in. 	 Chorol had slight
convulsions and she breathed in sharply.
	 Then she was
possessed. She laughed hysterically again just like the
Indian	 film stars in Hindi films.
	 Chorol said she
remembered nothing about these episodes.
Chorol said that something must have happened a month
later. She remembered nothing except that her husband was
very frightened and cried. Over the next three days, there
were further episodes. One brother described what happened
when he was alone with Chorol:
"She cried and screamed a lot. I could have stopped it if
I'd had my ritual dagger (phur pa). Instead, I read texts.
Chorol snatched the book from me and began to read in Bodi
(that is, Tibetan which Chorc'l does not normally claim to
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understand). She arrived at the word gyao and became very
happy. She must have remembered something nice about a
ceremony or some other occasion involving Qy2Q. Then, she
spoke to me in English (which she does not normally speak).
Then, she said in Ladakhi, "Brother, I know your sort, I'm
not frightened. I've met lots of people like you before."
The barno was very clever and hid from us. On the third
day, we called the oracle ..."
In De':ember, Chorol was staying at home again. She hadn't
got up for two days and she was looking very thin. Even
though there were no other signs, her family called the
oracle again and she became possessed while he was in
trance. Later, she visited a rinpoche.
I was told that there were no further problems but I left
Ladakh in January and I doubt that I would have been told
of any developments by letter.
These symptoms are very different from those described
earlier. Chorol loses her memory and witnesses see a complete
change of character.	 Chorol was said to laugh, shc'ut or cry
hysterically; she loses control.
	 She was said to speak in
languages she did not "know" in a voice that was not her own;
she changes personality. All of this indicates full
possession which is later diagnosed by the c 'racle partly
through the identification of individual witches (see below).
In retrospect, every symptom pointed equally to witchcraft.
In fact, the family emphasised early symptoms of rn ches and
ommitted to mention the sore-throat, the cold and the boils.
They began to talk as if they had always known it was
Ideas and practices concerning witchcraft incorporate
diverse troubles and assc'ciate all of them with wc 'men. They
may accordingly be glossed as assumptions or "collective
representations", in the words of Stirrat (Stirrat 1977).
There is also a more detailed processual dimension to ideas
about witchcraft which emerges from the above examples.
The	 labelling	 of	 witchcraft	 organises	 symptoms
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retrospectively and anticipates developments prospectively.
Restlessness, for example (case 1), is not actually equated
with full possession (case 3) but it is seen as a problem
that will lead to
	 jghes unless appropriate steps are
taken. In effect, the first case cited above is seen to
contain seeds of the second and the third. In this way, talk
of gongrno gives the impression that all women from their
teens to middle age are continually possessed. This sequence
suppresses the obvious differences and particularities in
illnesses suffered by women of the appropriateage in favour
of the links between gongrncu and younger women. In fact, it
is my impression that rather few cases of Hrestlessnessii
culminate in possession. When restlessness dcues nc 't culminate
in possession, Ladakhi faith in preventative steps, such as
amulets, prayers, blessings and religious practice generally,
is confirmed. Reciprocally, any case of full possession is
given a histciry which includes some episodes of
	 eçs. An
illness is accomodated to ideas about the typical,
predictable progression and any anomalous aspects that dci not
fit the image are forgotten.
	
.0 E1L:1Q	 (44)
Ladakhis talk of spc'ntaneous s but dramatic
symptoms are encouraged and developed during curing sessions.
Full possessicin is important in the prcscess of diagnosis and
healing and so the following description combines 	 the
ethnography cf illness and healing (45).
During mild attacks or jdeches, the witch (gcinrnc.) is
generally	 ignored while the patient is protected	 and
strengthened.	 Chorol was given amulets, and mustard seed
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incense (dugzes, bdug zas (46)), which had been blessed by
the rinpc'che, was bLlrnt at home. Chc'rol 's younger brother
said:
"I ignored her. You mustn' t tal k (to an a f fect ed per son)
then, be ':ause the attentic'n might encourage possession. If
you ignore her, the gçgrno mi ght go away."
When prc.blems persist, further steps are taken. The same
brother told of his attempt at the "finger test":
"I grabbed her two middle fingers hard.
	 SHE (Chorol) hid
her face and tried to ':c'ver her shadow which I wanted to
beat. Then, she came round and almost cried. She must
have realised what had happened because I was still h':'ldinq
her fingers." (47)
Ia 1tgr..
This is a highly cc'nventic'nalised prc 'cedure which is
supposed to	 indu':e pc'ssessi ':' n.	 Ignoring the wit ':h has
proved ineffectual; n ':'w, she must be cc'erced. The details
vary from one place ti:' the next but the versic'n frc'm the
house where I lived provides c'ne example:
"You must make her (the wi t ':h) talk (shedches, bshad-). T':'
d ':'
 this, you grasp the middle finger on b ':' th hands. As yu:iu
grab the fingers, the gc'ngrnc'
 may be persuaded tc' say who
she is. At the same time, yc'u burn c].c'th sc' that SHE smells
the smc'ke. SHE says tu and spits c'n the cloth in disgust.
This t ':":'
 makes the witch c ':'me Sc' that yc'u can ask whc' SHE
is. SHE will prc'bably answer. Finally, you beat the shadow
of the patient. It is the gc'ngrno who is hurt, nc't the
persc'n.	 SHE will start talking and tell y':'u tc ' st':'p
hurtin g her.	 Then the witch will say where SHE has ':ome
frc'm and why."
In c'ther wc'rds, the witch is summc'ned thrc'ugh the fingers,
through bad smells and through physical pain. In this
accc'unt, it is the middle fingers that are held but, in
':' thers, it is the ring (fourth) fingers and, in still others,
a cross is apparently made with the fin gers. Kaplanian
rep ':'rts a special link between gongrno and the middle fingers
and he nc'tes that a ring is supposed to stc'p the witch g':'ing
to your heart by this route. At cune tran.:e, he saw the five-
cc'lured threads c'f religion tied around the middle fingers of
a patient (Kaplanian unpub.ms (a):18).
	 The witch is clearly
associated with the back too.
	 She lives in your shadi:'w
(gae dirna, rgyab kyi drib ma) and she can be hurt there.
If the finger test is su':cessful, then the witch will
tell y:uu whi:'
 SHE is. N':'w, it is easy to expel her. You
threaten tc'
 publicise her activities and SHE is silenced by
shame.	 Indeed, the physical beating is n ':' t thought t u:. be as
effective a weapi:.n as this humiliation.
The finger test is not always su ': ':essful as in Ihoru:l's
case when the witch hid her face: "the barno was very clever"
and SHE refused to tell her name. Then, someone more
pi:'wer ful than a layman is required to force the wit ':h to go.
Spes:ialists dire':t their attenti.:.n both t ':' the perscin (the
witu:h victim) and the spirit (gc.ngrno), as discussed bels:.w.
Rinpci ':he collect wit ':hes and ban them in the same way that
they ban g ':'ds while astrolc'g ers (villagers and monks:) and
ciracles expel witches in stc'rma .:' r c'ther effigies (linga) as
well as swearing them to oath. Village ':.ra ':les are the only
experts to identify individual witches and delineate the
exa ':t cir.:umstan ':es of attack.
The vessel fc.r a witch, that is, the victim, is
stren g thened in the same way as the vessel fc'r a god, a
nc'vice c'racle.	 Rinpc.che give their patients protective
devices and blessings; all spe.:ialists are likely to
recommend reli g ious practices of the kind advised fc'r n:'vices
and for those suffering from anxiety or depressicun (see
ab.:.ve).	 Hc'wever, treatment for witchcraft carries its own
unique connotations.	 In particular, treatment tries t u:' alter
.1
the balance of one woman's spiritual power against another's
and whoever wins the highest 	 wins the war.
As the finger test had not worked for Chorol, the family
called an oracle:
"I (one of Chorol's brothers) finally persuaded him (Kirzi
oracle) to come. ... He stayed all night. He came into
trance and, first, HE sucked something out of grandfather's
leg, saying that	 (grandfather) was ill because he
drank too much.	 Then, HE sucked something from Chorol's
stomach. HE put mustard seeds in the fire and blew the
smoke over Chorol. HE blessed her (with a
	 blessing)
and immediately grasped her two middle fingers.
"But, the
	 came and went very quickly. HE called her
Yangchen and said that she was the girl from K. main house.
Just as HE was about to beat the
	 with a stick, Chorol
said,	 "No,	 don't,	 I'm not	 possessed".	 Yangchen's
grandmother was also possessing Chorol, HE said, but she
didn't appear at all (48). Because the go went so
quickly, the god couldn't ask the normal questions. HE
stayed all night in case they should return but they
didn't.
"The god said that an amulet would cure Chorol so we got
one for her the next day and we also took her to Tak Tok
rinpoche who gave her a
	 blessing.' (49)
Although this report reveals little about possession
itself, it shows very clearly how laymen and experts induce
or attempt to induce possession in order to control it. This
example, then, shows that possession belongs to the context
c'f treatment just as much as it belongs to everyday life
(ZO).
Kirzi oracle returned in December:
"Kirzi oracle had said that today (Tuesday) was good for
gog	 possession. He made offerings and he washed, then he
pushed back against the wall very violently. As he became
possessed, HE put on his god clothes. First, HE sucked
something from Chorol's stomach which, HE said, had been
given in tea. Then, HE tied a knot in Chorol's hair so that
the gg
	
would be locked in when they arrived. 	 Then, HE
took her two middle fingers, burnt mustard seed incense,
whistled and called "Come! Come!" (hebs, 	 hebs (H)) to
the witches. He beat Chorol with a stick but he was really
striking	 the gognjQ for Chorol herself was	 already
possessed.
"SHE had stretched her back and her face had changed
completely. You could only see the whites of her eyes.
But, SHE said nothing at all.
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"In this way, HE managed to collect five	 Then, HE
sent everyone out of the room except for Chorol and HE
told the witches to come back with the people (51). 	 They
came back ten or fifteen minutes later.
"There were three gods. The first was the ordinary one who
answers questions (jqak, thugs rtags?). The second was
Nezer Gyapo.	 The third was called Shangongka (52). HE
said, "I'm from your family" (yg
	 jo). "I sent you
to bring meat (53). Why haven't you brought it?" After
some time, HE said, "Call me again in half an hour, I need
to rest."
"The oracle came back into trance from about 3.00 to 4.00
that afternoon. The god said that the witches had only
gone as far as Chorol's throat. HE told them to go to her
heart so that they might speak. Then, they would be easier
to finish.	 HE said that the witches had come to Chorol
three days ago. HE also said that they only came when she
was in Gongma, not in Leh. HE did not reveal their names
but HE pointed out the directions, which sugested their
origins. All were from the village.	 HE gave Chorol an
amulet which was a welcome scarf with three knots
containing barley. HE told her tc' keep the amulet with her.
HE said that HE would take responsibility and she would
suffer no possession for a year.	 Then, he turned to the
other people, to treat them.
"In spite of the god's promise, Chorol did not get up the
next morning and so she was taken to see the Tibetan
rinpoche in Choglomsar."
It is clear that Chorol was out of control	 and
"unconscious", that is, she remembered nothing that had
happened. To Ladakhis, her behaviour is closely linked to
the tiredness and depression she was suffering at that time
and her behaviour in trance made the witches, who had been
there all along, visible.
I saw another case in a very different setting, at a
trance of Ayu oracle's. I knew little of the antecedents or
developments to this single episode:
There were twenty people at the house on a Monday morning.
The oracle was about to conclude her treatment with a
khko blessing when a girl from the neighbouring village
knelt before her.	 Nothing was said but I saw at once that
this was a case of QOflgrnO as the god took one of
the girl's middle fingers in her right hand. SHE blessed
the girl with a ritual dagger and SHE waved another bowl of
incense containing mustard seeds over the girl.
The god said, "Speak! speak! (bQL hç) Say why you have
come! What is your name?"
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The girl replied very softly, "Dolma." SHE paused and sp.:'ke
again, "Angmo."
The qod asked. "Why have you come back? Never come again!"
There was another pause. Then the god said, "Swear on oath
after me. Swear by religic ius protector	 ung
(ch':'s skyong Sha -za khrag - ' thung) that you will not return.
Swear by this prc.tectc'r that you will not come back."
The girl nodded. SHE said nothing. So the god cc'ntinued,
"Then, swear by your son Rinchen." The girl spoke, "Angmo
and Dolma, the ones who possess, swear by the s ':'n F.:inchen
not to return."
The god tc' ld the girl to take c' ff her shoe. SHE tc":' k off
her right	 abu (ba bu) and li ':ked the inside sole very
happily three times.	 Then, her expression changed and she
began to cry.
The entire episode lasted abc 'ut five minutes.
The girl was not c'bvi ':'usly c'ut of ':.:'ntr':'l. She was quiet and
': ':'wed. Yet, she did lick the inside c ' f her shoe, a
hc'rri fying si ght t ':' a Ladakhi and ':'ne that dramatically
signals s ':'me altered state c' f cc'ns ': i ousness. This state
contrasts with the crying. As the girl began to ':ry, she
became more aware c' f her surrc'undi ngs. Chorc' l had al Sc' begun
t ':' ':ry as she regained ':ons ':iousness. It seems that crying
often si gnals the end c' f the wi t ':hes and the reappearance cf
the person As in Ch ':' r ':' l 's ':ase, pc'ssessi on is induced during
treat merit. First, the witches are summc 'ned. Then, they reveal
their identities.	 The god ':an nc'w force them t ':' go.	 Ayu
':' ra ':le first tries to make them swear an oath. 	 SHE tries to
bind them by a fierce protector, a flesh--eater and a blood-
drinker.	 But, SHE is n ':'t ':c'nvinced by a nc'd.	 5 ':' , SHE binds
them by another oath, which names the s ':' n ':' f ':'ne c'
 f the
witches. It is wc'rth reiterating that gongmo ':an be subdued
':'nce they are named for then they can be bound by oath and
shamed. After the ':' r ac i e has bc'Ltnd the witches, they are
redu ':ed completely by the shoe-licking episc'de. In this case,
they are not pubi i ci y shamed nc 'r physically beaten but forced
t ':' defile themselves.	 As they li ':k the girl's shoe, they
lower their own spiritual power dramatically and thus their
ability to possess a victim. The girl told me afterwards that
she had been to the oracle two or three weeks previously when
three or four witches had been diagnosed.
Witch victims look rather like their healers during
trance insofar as they behave unpredictably and
uncontrollably, speak in different voices, through an altered
face and with changed movements. Moreover, trance in the
witch victim is often induced by the specialist and I suspect
that trance occurs unequivocally during treatment more often
than at other times, as suggested by Chorol's history. These
links between oracles and witch victims are explored after
looking at the relationship between aggressors and their
victims.
iii2. Ib	 tUt 1	 itcbt!.
The circumstances of the two victims described above are
summarised in order to explore the aetiology of witchcraft
attacks.
1. Chorc'l
Chorc'l eloped after her first attack and before her second.
Her husband was despised by her elder sister, ani. Ani was
extremely reluctant to lose her sister's labour at home.
Almost none of the proper steps were taken, even for a
"stolen" wedding (see Phylactou 1989) and all the relatives
were upset.
Chorol's position is the first aspect that is explored in
detail. Once the cause of illness is suspected, she is seen
in a new light. She is very tired from doing all the work
at home and, in all probability, she is vulnerable to
witchcraft. Once her family knows abc'ut the marriage, the
jealousy and slighted feelings of others are emphasised
more that Chorol's weakness.
The witches attack when Chorol comes home.	 They are all
ex-neighbours; they do not attack in Leh.
Only one of the five witches is taken into consideration as
Chc'rol's environment is explored in detail.	 She is a best
friend who is still single.	 She had been in the mountain
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pastures when Chcsrc'l eloped.	 On her return, she asks,
"where is Chor cil, I want to see her". She had known n ':' th i ng
of the marriage.. Two factors are singled out: she misses
her friend and she is jealous because she has been left
behind, still single.
Ib
Both witches were relatives; ':'ne was an affine, a w':'man
frc'm the husband's family, the cither was related thrc'ugh
the girl's mother. The girl herself was recently married
and she had a small child. The affine was said to have
attacked the girl because ':' f jealousy: she had nc. •:hildren
herself. I could not discover why the mother of F.:inchen was
impl i':ated.
Even these few details suggest similarities with C:hc,rol's
':ase. The witches are u:lc'sely u:c'nnected t u:' their vii:tim:
in this case, they are relatives rather than neighbours.
The wit ':hes are jeali:.us but, in this ':ase, fertility is the
issue rather than marriage.
The examples given ab ':'ve illustrate the three factors tc
a Ladakhi aeticilogy of witchcraft: low spiritual pc.wer, bad
feelings arid close ci:.nnectic'ns between aggressor and victim.
Issues of marriage, reproduction and affinity, which are
impi:'rtant to anthrc.pol ':' giu:al analyses .:' f wi tch ':raft (4) , are
also merit i cined insofar as destru ':t ive emc't i c'ns among ci u:usel y
':':'nne':ted wc'men are likely tcu flourish and cause problems in
these contexts. As such, they describe the ciru:umstanu:es ':'f
an atta ':k but not an explanaticin f ':'r it.
L	 !2
1 wu:'men have low spiritual power relative to men.
Thus, women cannot di:' the "finger test". It was a man who
commented cm ':.ne ':' f Chorol 's attacks:
"Ani was ns use, she cried.	 Women cannot COPE with
Vc.0 have to be a man because women are
frightened c' f men. Men have higher spiritual pc'wer."
Ani herself simply said that she would nc't have been able
tc' make the witch talk, in contrast tc' her neighb.:ur, an
ex-nun, wh ':'
 was dealing with a similar illness ir, her
mc' t her
"the girl is very strong, she is an ex-chornc".
3 0
However, there is an important additional asymmetry between
victim and aggressor during witchcraft attacks:
In August, when witches had been blamed but befc're the
oracle's first visit, I asked who was troubling Ch':'r':'l.
N':'-':'ne would tell me. Event ual 1 y, I persuaded the younger
brother to gesture towards the village. So, I asked if it
was the Mon woman. He was amused and explained patiently
that it cc'uldn' t p.:'ssibly be her be':ause she had low
spiritual power ( 2 ka arno).	 Only someone stronger than
Cli cr i: 1 ':ou 1 d s u c ':e e d.
The victim is seen to be weak and, like the novice ora':le,
culpable.	 The witch is certainly culpable to ':'
 but she must
be stronger than her victim in order to penetrate her person
and take her over.
11ttg
The aeticilogy of Ladakhi witchcraft suggests that the
act of aqqressi.: 'n is effected through bad feelings or bad
thoughts.	 This explanation carries an important ambiguity.
On the ':'ne hand,	 it refers ':nly t ':'
 negative feelings,
	 f:'r
exampi e:
"My friend was possessed recently. The barn
	 explained:
"yc'u're always w':'rkinq,	 mal.::inq hats,	 knitting gicives and
socks,	 d ':' i nq cool i e w ':' rk and yciu just bought all my g ':ul djewellery.	 I wu:un't go.
	 Maybe,	 I'll thr ':'w you in the
r i ver.
The wit ':h is simply .jealcsus.
Tc'wards the end c' f her illness, Chc'r': ' l's brother explained:
"It's .jealc' usy because Chc'rc.l is always staying here."
I replied, "Surely, they would be just as jealous c'f
Tsering (her husband)."
I was told, "It ' s the bu:iys who are .jeal c'us i: f him.
Usual 1 y, men feel .jeal ous when they see you, when you meet
in the road c'r somewhere. But, they forget about it
afterwards.	 Girls think and think, even at ni ght. That's
what causes tgshes. Sh':'uld a boy behave like this; if
it' s a gongo, then it' s much m':'r e ser i cus. Maybe, they
didn't atta':k Tserin q because he's cic't hi gher spiritual
pc'wer. You know, if you've a bad mind (serns tsoEo), you're
mu ':h more likely to be attacked.	 If yc'u've a bad mind,
you' r e mu c Ii m or e 1 i k e 1 y t c' h U r t Sc' me ':' n e e 1 s e •
L'Jc'men are less p ':'wer ful than men but they dwell ':'n their
jeal ousy.
'-I
On the other hand, so-called bad feelings refer to any
(particularistic) feelings of friendship at all. Buddhist
doctrine devalues this-worldly attachments and it has been
shown that all sorts of spirits and demons are produced
through attachments to the world. Women are seen to have
closer friendships than men and they produce gçqg through
their attachments to families and friends:
Dol began to generalise about young women and ggg.
	
She
said that young women were involved most of all because
they were always thinking of each other. 	 When I asked why
this should cause problems, she said, cryptically, because
they lead such difficult lives. So, I asked instead why
they should always be thinking of each other and I was
told, "because they spend so much time together."
Young women, then, simply feel for and think about each c'ther
mc're than men.
aggressor and victim
Witches and their victims are close to each other; they
both have bad minds, they think about each other a lot.
Ladakhi aetiolc'gy actually assumes a pre-existing link,
almost a channel, along which feelings can travel on':e they
have been aroused (55). This channel is created throuqh
"spending time together". In fa':t, Ladakhis are associating
women with a particular kind of informal contact rather than
simply more contact, as noted below. Diagnosis and treatment
depend partly on tracing these connections. Nc'te for example,
the following report:
Martselang oracle performed a cure for one of Ayu lharno's
grand-daughters. The girl was possessed and the oracle
performed a burning rite	 sreg-). HE managed to
collect three of the five 	 into pictures and, according
to one of Ayu oracle's daughters:
"When the oracle wanted to put the pictures into the fire,
they rolled away and one ended up in another room. At
last, the papers were burnt and they smelt like burning
flesh.	 When the papers caught fire, they turned red, the
colour of a lung, and they took a long time to burn.
	
On
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one of those pictLtres, the
	 had painted black marks
jL(St below the eyes. The next mc'rning, I went to look at
that woman and her face had gone bla ':k in those very
places." (see also fn 49)
At the time c' f the cure, the nei ghbc'ur seems to be in a
different place and she seems to be behaving independently cf
the patient. Yet, the cure proves, to the ccuntrary, that
witch and victim remain linked through the ggrnf's .jealc'usy.
It may seem that women meet tcu chat, work or eat and then
separate t dci other things but appearances are misleading as
':ases cif wit ':hcraft show.
For Lada::his, the sc'cioli:ugy of witchcraft describes
merely the c' c ':asic'n f ':.r an attack and n ':' t the reason.	 I dci
nc't have enou g h data t ':' de's ':ribe the incidence u:'f attacks in
relaticiri t ':'
 marriage, affinity and reprl:' dLI ':ti ':iru but, as I
have described 5':' few cases, a further example mi g ht be
useful in con firming the impu:'rtan.:e of these contexts. The
acc ':'unt is given by a man and c ':'ncerns his househcul d:
"Perhaps the wc'rst ':ase was about ten years ag ': when nno' s
(a young boy in the house) mother lived here. She was
possessed f ':' r a few months. I cml y remember the worst bits.
One day, SHE was shout i rig and i:ryi ng all day 1 c'ng. Everyone
was at home and we caught her but SHE refused to say
anything. We said we'd tell all 5':' the witch begged us not
to and revealed her name. SHE was a nei g hb':'ur without
children wli ':. was .jealc'us and threatened tc' harm	 The
wit ':h said SHE mi g ht go but SHE mi ght not. In fact, SHE
didn't leave and when we tried tc ' thrc.w her cut cf the
front gate, SHE fou ght with f:hcurcl. Anc' ther day, we put her
alone in a room. SHE was ready to jump from the window. We
all stood by the windows and doors making jokes. We asked,
"Why are you behaving 1 i ke thi s? How dare you try to .jump
from the window here?" We beat D ':' l 's (the witch':raft
victim) shadc'w. Eventually, we called a nei g hbour to help.
The	 rjgc began ti: fi ght with him.	 I lost patience,
cau g ht them and threw bc' th ti: the g round.	 The neighbour's
watch broke. Finally, the witch was ready to gc. ba ':k tc'
her own hc'use. We tc":' k Dcii up the hill behind c'ur hc'use. At
the top, she fell tc'
 the g r':'und, senseless. When she came
rc'und, she was better and we t ':'c.k her back home. Perhaps,
there were twc'
	the c'ne whc'
 laughed and the one wh':'
had nc' children.
"Abciut	 four or	 five years ag:' , ani and	 :h,:,r,:.l were
possessed all the time. There were so many ongrnc. in the
village then. ... All the in our house were from the
villag e. (He describes the rite of burning performed by an
cud sect monk.)
"More re ':ently, in the last two years, Chc'rol has been
possessed and alsi:' Ncirzin, our neighbour who lived with us
last winter. Chc'rol was possessed by our nei ghbu: 'ur from D.
house because of jealousy. I can't remember what we did. It
happens Sc' often that it's not very interesting.
Norzin was pcissessed when she was staying with us. 	 It was
another neighbour. Norzin saw the gongmo woman u:uutside our
hc'use c'ne day and she fell down. 	 That evening, after she
had made dinner, her eyes went red and stood out cuf her
fa ':e. SHE looked very badly at us. Si:' , we put her to bed
in the kitchen. In bed, SHE laughed hysterically. We caught
her but SHE hid her fa':e and wouldn't let us see it. Later
that ni g ht, we grabbed her third c:that is, middle) finger
and asked who SHE was. SHE replied with the name of the
nei ghbcuur and sai d SHE was jeal c 'us be ': ause Nor in wc'r ked
at our house every day. SHE didn't talk pru:uperly ':'r for
icin g . Norzin began to cry. The next day, the gçgrn came
back in the same way; lau ghin g and saying nothin g . We beat
N ':urz in's shadow and Nor in (the person) beat it to ':' . The
witch did not stay for lon g but Norzin' s eyes were red and
strange all day. We burnt mustard seed in ':ense. After two
or three days, s':'me':'ne tocik her to Stakna r i npc 'che. She was
given an amulet and the witch did not come ba: k.'
Nc'rzin's attack was attributed ti:' the wit ':h's .jeal ':iusy cf her
work. This sort c' f .jeai ousy is prcubably as common as that
related spei:ificaiiy t ':' marriage and reprodu ':ticn. It might
he emphasised alsc' that the reports di: ' nc't suggest that
.jeal ciusy is a hein ':'us ':r ime; it may des ':r ibe one of the sins
in the Wheel but it is alsc' part of village life, part of
being a woman and rarely the ':ause of fatal pru:'biems.
The first case was the most violent and it cucu:urred as a
wife married intu:' the house. This is always a difficult
time, especially when the family includes a number cuf
unmarried brothers and sisters. Jealousy was attributed c'nu:e
more tcu repru:iduu:tive SUCCeSS and, in this context, it is
important to realise that a woman's spiritual power is
weakened with the pcullutiu:'n u:u f sex and childbirth. Ladakhis
often talk ':' f wit':hcraft when they talk cf marriage.
	
They
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talk both of the rites which dispel jealousy when a wife
enters her new house and of the attacks that occurred during
a particular marriage. Usually, the wife is the one who is
said to suffer, but sometimes it is one of the women in the
house that she has joined.
Comments made by Ladakhis actually apply more to some
women than others. As suggested previously, witchcraft is
associated with young women of approximately equal status who
might feel jealous of or close to each other, who are
marrying and having their first children.
	 Women of
	 higher
staus ("aristocrats", 	 rje ma) are less susceptible.
c. 2L2!aL	 !O
Witchcraft	 beliefs and practices are important to
analyses of more formalised ideologies about the place of
women in Buddhism and the household. It is suggested that
they constitute a life crisis for women and a hazy, uncertain
rite of passage intc'
 motherhood and full household membership
as well as a more respected religious position (56). A
tendency in Tibetan studies to birfuracte society into
monastery and village has already been described. Witchcraft
is generally located in the village and explained in terms of
village beliefs. It is suggested, however, that witchcraft
also provides one of the contexts in which doctrine makes
concrete sense to those unschooled in philosophical doctrine.
Subsequently, witchcraft will be related to other forms of
possession, some of which are staged in the monastery.
Relatively speaking, the symbolism of witch and witch
victim remains unsystematised and invisible. However, I
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suggest that it provides an important context in which
discriminations are made between men and women and between
yu:.unger and older women (57). Witchu:raft sh ':'uld not therefore
be seen as a separate field bLit an integral part of m':re
visible dcimesti ': and religious ide':ilc.gies.
U EiL
Al though ethncsgraphi es of BLlddhi st groups generally
claim a relatively high status for w ':'men, it is equally clear
that women are ranked lower than men in rel igic.us matters.
Wc.men are nu:.t admitted to monasteries and they di:' nu:.t make
g ':'c'd ascetics ':'n the whol e	 Cel ibate flLtflS are ranked bel ow
their male counterparts and women are universally seen to be
lower down the kar mu: scale than men. In Chapter 3, the
karmi.: idiom was u:'utiined in relatic'n ti:. chos and the
monastery.	 Vii lagers consider themselves to have at beet a
partial knowledge of that won th H.:iwever, karma is clearly
as mui:h a village notion as a rnc 'nastic one; it d.:.es not live
just in texts and monasti ': pract ices but aiscu and equally in
the villag e. When villag ers make bald and unelab':irted
doctrinal statements of the kind, "men have achieved a
happier rebirth than women" or "men have better karma than
w':'men", these cc'mrnents must surely be under stood at least
partly in terms of village beliefs and practices. Witchcraft
gives these comments a cc 'ncrete reference: women suffer from
witches and men do not (on the wh ':' l e).
Yet, the ethnography in C:hapter 3 and many other
accounts of Buddhist groups show that ':' lder women have a
relatively privileged position as compared to yc 'unge women.
They make gc'c'd rel igic'us donors, better lay ascetics and they
are seen to have wc'r ked ':' f f the wc'rst effects cif their karmi c
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inheritance.	 Dc'ctrinal images of the life cycle
	 were
described and it may be recalled that sin is asso':iated with
those most engaged in the wcsrld.
	 These images are equally
brought ti:' life in village pra':tices; it is younger women who
are involved, not their grandm ':uthers. Both the overall
status of women and the relatively lower status of young
women in reli g ious terms are, I suggest, negi:.tiated during
witchcraft atta.:ks.
Indeed, dis.:ussions ':if the aetiology of witchcraft scion
led ti: treatises on reli q i':'n or, at least, ':c.mments cc'u':hed
in the language of religion. Jealciusy, anger and greed,
feelings attributed ti: the wit.:h, are immediately des':ribed
in terms of the cardinal vices at the centre of the Wheel cf
Life. Lu:'w spiritual power is ':' ften re-presented as bad karma
clanchaks).	 Mc'reover, the differences between wit ':h and
victim are cinly relative; bu:'th suffer bad karma and, in all
uikelihc'od, vii:tim will turn agqress ':' r in a future attack.
Many Ladakhis deny any reality to gongmc'
 at all, witchcraft
is erit i rely a quest i cm i: f kar ma. One wc'man, a headmi stress,
ti:' ld me that women simply imagine gc 'nrno; they delude
themselves abc'ut the nature cut their illness. A monk told me:
"Gc'ngrnc., barnc'
 and timo are the same kinds of things which
are produced from the minds (serns) c' f people, mostly women.
If you're pcsssessed by a gongrnc', ym:.0 mustn't blame that
per son for the fault is your own. It is sc'me sin, maybe
frc.m your previ.:.us ii fe, and yi: 'u must make an excuse. Yc'u
mi ght	 read	 a "c ':'nfessicun c' f sin"	 (itung bshag s pa)
containin g the thirty-five names ':if Sangyas, f ':ur example.
Yc'u will only be pu:ussessed by such thin gs if you're
susceptible anyway."
Acu:curding to the headmistress, dem ':'ns di:'
 nc't exist; au:ccurding
ti: the monk, demonic mani festations are produced from sin.
Ladakhi cc'mments abcuut witch':raft tend to move fr':um thea
':
trimmings or particularities of a witchcraft case toward the
doctrinal image of bad karma described. Indeed, most talk of
emotions and individual differences in fortune and health are
quickly appropriated by the same language.
Finally, it has been shown that witchcraft attacks are
associated with too much unregulated contact among (younger)
women. This imagery is also negotiated within a wider
context which refers to the ideal of renunciation in Buddhist
doctrine as much as the picture of exchange associated with
village life. The ascetic withdraws from the daily give and
take and he thereby stands aside from the feelings that are
also exchanged.	 He is immune to the problems caused by
jealousy, anger and greed.	 Women, on the other hand, are
associated with particularly problematic types of exchange,
sharing and contact, as discussed further below. Their
susceptibility to qQQ may also be contrasted to the
relative immunity of laymen, who are associated with more
highly regulated and formal contacts in the village.
It is not possible to divorce witchcraft from religious
ideology and it seems that the influence of doctrine on
witchcraft is not a one-way process. Witchcraft attacks show
what bad karma looks like in the world: bad karma means that
you are accused of having bad feelings and that you suffer
illness. It may not be stretching the point too far to
suggest further that, in a classification based on age and
gender, being a young woman means that you have bad karma.
ii) The household
The previous ethnographic section shows that talk of
witchcraft contains ideas about what younger women do as well
as what they are.	 They work hard, they are just married or
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about to marry.	 They are barren or Just borne of a son.
They associate with their peers independently of household
affiliations. The lives that young women lead are evaluated
negatively with respect to the household imagery described in
Chapters 1 and 2 and, to explore this, I shall refer back to
the descriptions of work and hospitality.
In Chapter 1, a partnership was also noted between male
household heads and their monk relatives who together
reproduce the household spiritually, in rituals, without the
direct intervention of women and domestic life (58). In
Chapter 2, women were associated with a picture of informal
labour, governed by ties of co-operation and friendship that
exist somewhat independently of household boundaries. The
imagery of labour was closely related to the provision of
hospitality. At feasts, women hosts and guests play a much
less visible role than men. Hospitality provides a key focus
for the elaboration of fears and accusations about poison,
pollution and witchcraft. The fine food, drink, clothes and
ornaments all provide cubjects that arouse jealousy or greed.
Food and drink also become a medium through which bad
feelings, pollution and poisc 'n travel. In my brief discussion
of hospitality, I suggested that the success (or failure) of
an entertainment was attributed to men, partly through the
material properties of alcohol. 	 I also suggested that men
were thereby seen to set up cordial (or unhappy) relations
between households.	 I did not,	 however,	 discuss the
reciprocal evaluation of women. 	 One important	 sphere
concerns the topic of this chapter. The perceived non-
participation of women is not seen as I described it. 	 Women
are highly constrained by rules of etiquette; "they do not
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join in " and (therefore) they are thought to be busy creating
their own informal contacts which cut across the formal
relations between households set up by men. It is feared
that they are informally, indeed, surreptitiously casting the
evil eye, thinking jealous thoughts and generally subverting
the formal dimension. The behaviour of men at feasts belongs
to the public domain and to a formally defined set of
relations among households. Women are not only seen to
abstain from this arena but, at times, to subvert it as they
set up their own private links which are evaluated negatively
in terms of witchcraft and pollution accusations. The
behaviour of women at feasts and the understanding of what is
seen to be the almost excessive rjg shown by women can be
understc.od more fully in the context of witchcraft and
polluticin fears.
Most of the ethnography on feasting applied to women in
general.	 However,	 older women are not bound by
	 the
constraints on behaviour nor the related witchcraft
a':cusations to the same extent as younger women. Ideas about
karma and household position are mutually reinforcing in that
younger women, with low spiritual power and jealous feelings,
are simultaneously the ones who accord least well with the
ideal of the hc'usehold as cosmos, sufficient to itself.
Younger women often move between households. A description of
marriage would take this chapter too far afield but ideas
about witchcraft can be related to the movements made at
marriage. As noted above, witchcraft is related closely to
the wedding period, to the period of accomodation with
affines (less frequently, kin), and to the production of
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children.	 These	 times of particular danger might be
contrasted with later periods of relative safety by looking
once more at the gifts of stove food,
	 described in
Chapter 2.
Ibbt relationships are initiated by marriage and
exchanged at the end of New Year. In Chapter 2, it was
suggested that women could be seen to renew a household that
had already been strengthened internally by opening up
relations with the outside world, along paths of affinity
established previously through marriage. This discussion
showed that women's work between households is sometimes seen
to bring vitality rather than disorder. At the same time, a
difference was noted between exchanges that occured shortly
after marriage and long-established links.
It may be recalled that gifts are initially exchanged
between a number of houses, at least in the Leh area. A
newly married woman chooses where to go according to personal
preference as much as kin and household relations. However,
women who are more firmly established in one place make their
visits according to specific household and kin links. In the
Leh area, it may be recalled that, eventually, a woman visits
just her natal home and her mother's natal home (after her
mother has died). During this later period, a woman settles
in one house, whether or not she has married. A final staae
to hbzan exchanges was discerned in the giving rather than
receiving of gifts. It is the senior woman in a household
who gives and, in the ideal picture, the core gift is to her
(real) daughter. When a woman begins to give thabzan, she is
seen to belong to just one household where she occupies a
senior position.
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While young women are associated with peer groups and
personal friends, older women are not. Whether or not they
marry, their household allegiance becomes clear with time and
the links that they commemorate with their mothers and,
later,	 daughters	 are seen simultaneously as links of
relatedness between the households involved.
	 By this time,
the process of marriage and/or household allegiance has
finally been negotiated. The promise of fecundity and
househc'ld continuity that is celebrated at weddings has
finally been delivered, perhaps twenty years later.
A matrilateral bias has been noted to these gifts.
Although Ladakhis see as mother-daughter links, what
they particularly emphasise are the links created through
movement.	 Houses remain, symbolically, the fixed points and
rj keep open the paths between them that are created
through marriage. Eventually, the paths opened by marriage
are recognised fc.r what they really achieved; the renewal of
the house and a prc'mise of continued viability. Initially,
however, they are often seen as potential threats to the
hc.usehol d.
These comments on aspects of the marriage process
hopefully contribute to an understanding of women's illness.
Ideas about gg epitomise the negative connotations of a
life which is in some ways detached from the household and
lived in-between. The contribution made by young women in
sustaining and recreating the household will only be
celebrated after the fact: older mothers are seen as life
bringers while younger women seem to threaten the vitality
which is precariously contained inside households.
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References have been made to a number cii factc.rs in this
attempt to relate witchcraft in Ladakh to a wider sc ':ial and
cultural context. A cc'mpcsite picture has been outlined with
referen ':e to gender, age, h':'useh':'ld and religious
c'r g anisatic'n. In ccinclusion, the importance of these various
con ':erns might be emphasised. Levine explains different f':'rms
':' f Nyinba witch ':raft in terms of the isc' latiu:'n and division
of w':'men in patril.:":al and usually patrilineal hc'useh':'lds
(Levine 1982). My brief references ti:. marriage confirm the
impc'rtan:e ':' f this d ':'main but it would be misleading t':i
suggest that witchcraft can be explained purely in these
terms.	 To give .just one example, as Levine herself n':'tes,
men ar e al scu i nvs:al ved wh ii st nuns are rarely a f fec ted. I f
witchcraft is not i: ':'nfined ti: women and if it does n ':' t affect
all women, it clearly cannot be explained adequately in terms
':' f the pi:' si t i cm ':' f women in the h':'useh':.l d al ':'ne (59) . As
Kapferer has sh ':'wn, witch ':raft can be seen as a general (male
and female) hc'useh ':' l d ':on ':ern even when pcissessi ':'n victims
are	 women (Kapferer 1983:)	 My di scussic.n shows that
wit ':hcraft is assc'ciated with general
	 c:male and female)
househc' l d ideal s and pr a': t ices even thi:'ugh women are usual 1 y
the fines to be directly implicated.
	 Kapierer shu:'ws how
dramatic cures i nv ':' l ye the entire househcml d; this is al so
true cif Ladakh.	 M':'reciver,	 the "ncmri-r i tual" arena is ol sc
in fi Ltenced by witchcraft in Ladakh: a younger bru: ' ther in one
hc'use u:i:immi:.nly afflicted by gQng married nei:' lc'cally and he
said that this was partly because he did n ':' t want his wife tc'
fall ill.
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Kapferer cc.nsiders the wider cultural as well as sicial
arena. For example, he puts forward an explanation of the
vLtlnerability of women in terms of the symbolisation of
disorder and he analyses the cure of victims in terms of the
imp ':isitic.n of a religicius curder upon a female, demonic
disorder (60).	 I begin to explore an analagous impc'sit.:sn of
cirder on gongrno victims in the next section.
Kapferer 's approach provides a useful corrective tci
redu ':tic'nist explanatii:ins su.:h as Levine's. Other approaches
which single ciut one particular explanati:mn include the view
':.f female spirit pc'ssesiu:.n as a psychi:ilcigii:al res ':ilutii:in ti:
scucial /psychculc.gical traumas (Obeyesekere 1981) •: ' r a form of
rebellii:'n (Lewis 1966, see Introducti ':'n). Ladakhi witchcraft
cannc' t be seen simply as a sc":ial or psychc' lc'gii:al rebel 1 i':'n
by individuals even thou gh partii:ular cases may in ':lude these
m.:.tivatic.ns.	 As suggested, witchi:raft can be related ti:
( ':' ther) life crises such as marriage. Stirrat has analysed
demc.ni ': possession in Cathc' l ic Sri Lanka in exactly such
terms where he identi fies p i:i ssessic.n as a ':ultural and sc.ci al
rite of passage which separates wc'men from the "bad sacred"
and reintegrates them intci the "gc":'d sa ':red" as wives and
mothers, in Christ c:stirrat 1977:.
	 As noted previously, he
ti:":' disputes a redu':tionist approach t u:.
 spirit possession
when he suggests that the system of ccli ect i ye
rapresentaticmns defines incidence and cannc 't be seen simply
as the prcidu ':t of social cr psy':hc' lemgical illnesses.
Kap ferer, St i rrat and others have argued ':onvi n ': i n q l y
that demonic possession shcuuld be integrated with wider
sr,ciai and m:ultural concerns. I have attempted tc ' ic":'k at
the part witchcraft pLays in creating married women out c'f
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unmarried girls and in creating a particular vision of the
demonic in the religious field.	 Witchcraft constitutes the
wider arena as well as reflecting it. 	 My focus is on
possession rather than gender and the remainder of this
chapter	 explores the links between demonic
	 possession
(witchcraft) and oracular possession in the village.
5.3 Oracles and witchcraft
A	 dictionary definition illustrates the	 confusion
between different forms of possession:
"POSSESSED - b1	 or hlaba (of a good or evil
spirit).	 The first word is used to signify a man only
while actually under the influence of the spirit. 	 is
applied to a person who is at times so possessed.
Gongo (or feminine gongrno) is the term applied to the
"spirit" with which a person is "possessed"." (Ramsay 1890)
What better summary of the general links made between oracles
and witch victims. Treatment of ggg affliction by oracles
is discussed first. Then, links between witch victims, novice
oracles and established oracles are elaborated.
a) Treatment as a fc.rm of domination
Treatments offered for
	 affliction vary but all
are based Upon a categorical distinction between the affected
persc'n and the	 onQrno (which is rarely apparent to the
onlooker).	 Rinpoche and most monks work from a distance by
helping a victim protect herself, often with amulets, minor
rituals	 and religious practices which will raise her
spiritual power. Thus, efforts are made to raise the
spiritual power of the conscious victim high enough to
conquer those who had initially conquered her. Village
oracles, by contrast, and occasionally astrologers or old-
sect monks induce possession during treatment.
	 When the
victim is unconscious, oracles (and some c'ther specialists)
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will shame, beat or, in extreme cases, burn the
	 out of
their host's body. Should host and witch remain
intermingled, intervention is very difficult because the
processes applied to host and witch are the opposite of each
other. It is the radical cures offered by oracles that are
discussed.
Oracles are generally called to deal with severe or
persistent affliction.	 They make the witches visible and
audible,	 thereby precipitating extreme symptoms in the
patient.	 When	 treatment	 induces	 possession,	 all
interventions are seen to affect the witches and not their
host. When Chorol hid her face from her brother and covered
her shadc'w, she was not seen to challenge his right to
subject her to possession; it was the ggrno who were hiding.
Similarly, Kirzi oracle's first trance failed because of
Yangchen, the gg who was "so clever". Later, in December,
one of the gods located the witches in Chorol's throat and it
seemed to me that HE was explaining his failure to make the
gg speak and thus amenable to treatment (61). Possession
can only be induced through the subject's more or less
voluntary participation. She has to agree to the diagnosis,
place herself in the hands of a healer and, finally, give
herself over to the witches. 	 This last sacrifice replays or
invents the perceived origins of the illness when a person
was irs taken over by low-ranking demons. Chorol does not
seem to have agreed to this process of subjection for the
first few months and it is only with Kirzi oracle's second
trance in December that she participates fully. At the first
trance, she had a substance sucked from her stomach and she
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had her fingers grasped. Vet, she did not allow herself to be
beaten. During the second trance, however, she allows herself
to be subjected to more radical interventions; she is
metaphorically tied up by a knot in the hair, she allows
herself to be rendered senseless, she lets the god fill her
with foreign spirits who are then beaten in her (Chorol's)
body.
Chorol's treatment is described as if it involved only
Similarly, the case treated by Ayu oracle is seen
only to humiliate the witches. When the woman is forced to
lick a shoe, it is the who are weakened so that they
can be forced to swear an oath and leave the patient. Yet, it
is apparent that victims, at the very least, give themselves
over to a greater authority. Only then are they able to act
out their initial and unwitting subjection to lesser beings,
to witches. They agree to re-enact their initial downfall in
the promise of a cure. Moreover, it is equally apparent that
the victim also agrees to the conquest of a part of herself,
even according to Ladakhi aetiology. Ladakhi explanations of
witchcraft attacks point to close connections between
aggressor and victim which imply further that a victim on one
occasion will become an assailant on another.
During treatment, the victim agrees to sever close
connections with other women which have led to even closer
and obviously harmful co-mingling. Aspects of women have
become confounded within a single vessel instead of living
separately in their respective bodies and houses. A cure
depends upon the expulsion of wit':hes and, in "real life",
friendships are also likely to be affected for a short while.
Even if patients are unconscious for mu ':h of their treatment,
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their voluntary subjection to gods at the beginning, their
tears at the end and their willingness to temporarily break
important personal relationships afterwards indicates that
witchcraft victims are conscious of and agree to a process of
subjection directed at aspects of their own selves.
Accordingly, illness in young women may be seen as part
of a wider process of domination, composed of episodes of
radical treatment, during which individuals agree to be
transformed into "older women", wives and mothers, living in
just	 one house and following the appropriate path of
religion. Conventional sterotypes associate all young women
with the process described even though, in practice, only
some are affe.:ted. Younger w ':'men are initially weak and
vulnerable. They are taken over by aspects of their stronger
peers. And, to transcend this unenviable position, they must
agree tc' another conquest. They subject themselves to a
cure, whereby the bad is thrown away with the gogrno and the
good retained and strengthened.
The	 ideolcugical	 link between younger	 wc'men	 and
witchcraft is a political construct as well as a "collective
representation". On occasion, possession may be seen as an
a':t of rebellion or insubordination on the part of the
disadvantaged (see Introduction, Lewis 1966) but it must be
re':ognised equally as an act of authority on the part of a
diagnostician and healer. In cases of witchcraft, laymen and
experts make diagnoses stick and, even though witch':raft is
so common that it is not seen as a particularly serious
problem, these diagnoses and cures do affect the position of
witchcraft victims, at least in the short term.
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Stirrat	 further interprets demonic possession 	 and
physical illness in Sri Lanka in relatic.n to life cycle
rituals (ibid). Althc'Ltgh witchcraft attacks in Ladakh have
also been described as rites of passage, it should be
emphasised that they are assc'ciated with a period of many
years and the distinctions between who is and who is not
implicated are fuzzy. As suggested, the propensity to become
either an assailant or a victim is not clearly transcended
until later middle age. If this is tc' be des.:ribed as a life
.:risis ':'r a rite of passage,	 it must be rei:u:'gnised as a
rather hazy and extremely 1 c'n g process.	 Nor eciver, there is
more than ':'ne form of village pi:.ssessi ':'n. This analysis
has suggested that younger wc'men are transformed through
af fi i ':t ion. The "bad" (demu:'ni.:) sa ':red is removed and the
" g ood" confirmed. Y':'ung women are turned into members cf just
one hu:uuseh ':' l d, ci ft en throug h mar r i age and mi: ' therhc' c'd, and
they are associ ated with a superior vii la qe rel i gi cusity.
Nu:'vice ':uracles are, however, turned into ritual specialists
as well. The following section explc'res the similarities
between novice ':'ra.:les and witch victims which will, over
time, be scurted into very different types c' f life crisis c'r
rites of passage.
b) Novice c'racles and wit.:hcraft
As future oracles fall ill, their symptoms are vaguely
i:lassed with pri: 'blems cf the kind des ':ribed in this chapter.
It might be pc.l 1 ut i cm or pu:ii son frcim f.:":'d and drink,	 the
anger ':.f l ':ui:al gods, the jealousy of pei:'ple and sc forth.
When they go mad, as most do, the ran g e cif explanations is
narrowed ti: rabid dog s Ckhi nyonba), a possibility that is
n.:'rmal ly confirmed ':'r re .jei:ted rapidly by lcs.:.king at past
history,	 vengeful king gods (gyp),	 b g thrj, agents
causing possession and, rarely, a kind of natural senility.
My description of has concentrated upon those
mentioned most often in and around Gongma, that is, jJ and
gongrno (also called barno).
The early and general confusion about the agent
responsible for possession is illustrated in the following
case:
Thikse oracle told us that he was going to treat a case of
zhugshes (possession) and direct the making of a
(a protective device hung outside the house, see Chapter 2)
at a house in Z.
	 We met him at a neighbour's where he
began to explain that living demons
	 were much
worse than ghosts.	 The gcid, he said, has to get rid of
living demons by burning. Their names are written on
pieces of paper and burnt with the appropriate materials.
Ghosts, he said, can usually be finished with a
"I'm usually called to Ch, some 2-3 days away, to burn
but, closer to home; here, Spituk, Thikse, I'm called for
all sorts of reasons. ..."
We moved next door, wondering what sort of demon we would
see. Thikse oracle made offerings and put on his god-
clothes. HE held a bell and a spoon in his left hand, a
small drum (damaru) in his right. HE began to speak in a
high-pitched voice, calling angrily for juniper incense.
Then HE asked,
"Chi nda?", "What 'S the mat t er?"
While HE spoke, my friend pointed across the room and
whispered, "that's the	 A man sitting by the
window was shaking and trembling but saying nothing. My
friend whispered that it was unusual for men tc' be
possessed.
Shortly afterwards, the god addressed this man and both of
us were surprised at what he said:
"I have tried to collect the lha. He couldn't come because
of the pollution (tj2) of smoke and beer. I'll try again.
I have a plan to collect the god once you (the man in the
corner) have stopped smoking and drinking. ..."
This was no case of gongrnoLo th! g be; it was a would-be
oracle. Later, we learned that the man was a distant relative
of the oracle who came from an orau:le lineage. Our confusion
may have been encouraged by the oracle, who knew the case,
but it may also have been common to everyone watching for no-
one could know exactly what was happening until the god
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spoke.	 Al 1 pecupi e who behave in similar ways; who shake,
tremble	 and lose consciousness;	 are simply	 possessed
hugste.	 The differences between cune form of possession
and another are not initially cubvicuus.
All victims ':.f possassi.:un have invited an atta ':k thr':'uqh
low spiritual power and ':lc'se involvements with a village
world. As n ':uted in the last chapter, it is a gainst this
background that a novice oracle must struggle to establish
herself cur himself as a vessel f':ur a god, trained by a
teacher and guided by the monastery. At the same time,
wc'ul d-be or a: 1 es are al s u:' di st i ngui shed by g ender. Mu:' st ':. f my
data about n ':' vi ces are ne ':essar ii y derived from est abi i shed
':' ra ': les. Many ':' f them dci nc' t remember their mit iatcry
madness and so it is difficult tc. reconstruct the way in
whi ':h their problems were singled out of the mass of village
af fi i cti c'ns and given su ':h ar unusual shape.
	 Even s ':' , it is
pu:'ssible	 to detect a gender asymmetry to the initial
diag noses.	 I collected detailed life histories from nine
Ladakhi men and nine Ladakhi women.
	 N':ine cif the men
mentioned jealcuusy and gc'ngmo in ':ontrast tcu six of the
women. Just one man, Kc'rpc' n u:'racle, who had only been
practising fcur twcu years, hinted at the complexities c'f
di aqru ':.si s:
Ku:urpcin oracle fell ill aLiciut five years ag:' while still
	 in
the army.	 He was discharged be':ause he was mad.
	 He says
that gods were di a g nc'sed early cm by 1 ama and r i npcuche but
ncit with any certainty. He explained that he was very
short-tempered, he beat his wife who left him. He cince sat
on his baby daughter when she was asleep and nearly killed
her.	 He slept by a shrine (lhatho) at night.
	 He fell
unconscious. He was scm angry that he didn't believe what
the rinpc'che told him and refused initiaticmn.
	 He had lu:.ts
of pain in his body and he still can't walk properly. He
has to have an inject ic.n from the army dcuctor, even now.
Tcuday, he knows it is gods and he has accepted initiation.
'-I
But, before, he did not know what was wrong. Some people
thought him possessed, some thought him mad, some thought
he had angered the local
Accounts from the women are different. Skarra chomc' suggests
that it was only onlookers who suspected witches:
"Everyone thought it was a gçg
	
or a	 One person
threw a carpet on me. I thought I would die."
Tuckchikpa oracle was unsure herself what was the matter:
"... everyone thought I was mad and some people said I was
suffering from ongrno. There is a lot of "damage" (!2da)
and, these days, there is more poison (}) and possession
() than before. We are richer now and people
suffer more from jealousy because they have fine clothes
and ornaments. There was a festival at Shey when I was ill.
I went to make a circumambulation. Afterwards, I became
unsettled (mirdeches) and they told me it must be jealousy
because I wore ornaments that day."
In another account, Choglomsar oracle re-interpreted an
illness at school in the light of later developments. 	 At
school, she blamed	 Later, she married and took over
her husband's god and she has nc'w assimilated the earlier
experience to a god-inspired madness (62):
Choglomsar oracle reports two stages to her illness.
Re:ently, she married. A god came to her soldier husband
who, she says, was too dirty for the god. The gc 'd said it
would come to her instead and she is now more or less
established as an oracle. Dolma says that pec'ple still say
she is afflicted by	 they say it isn't a god but a
speaking in trance.
Dc'lma also mentions earlier episodes when she was at school
in the eighth class. She was with three friends when she
suddenly went mad and ran to the roof. The others thought
it was a Qongrno and put carpets on her and shoes in her
mouth, to lower the power of gçg
	
and make it easier to
get rid of them.	 Now, she thinks it must have been one c'f
the gods.	 She got better after a ritual at that time and
wasn't affected again until she married.
Her teacher has taught her religion in meditation to keep
away the
	
and tsan that she hears c'utside the hut.
Women are much more likely to be seen as witch victims than
men in the early stages of affliction.	 With yet further
exploratory efforts, men and women are linked once more as
victims of gods or, at this stage, potential gods (63).
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Similarities established between those afflicted in the
village are related further to the nature of local spirits.
The earlier parts of this chapter have shown that there is no
obvious difference between gods and demons in the village.
Discriminatic.ns are made through their relaticuns with people.
Thus, g ':'ds are spirits who have been given hc 'mes such as
shrines (lhathc' ) and the bodies of trained c'racles.	 The
differences between grgrno and gods, witch victims and
':sracles are sorted out gradually through their
	 mutual
relationships.	 However, ideally cate gorical distin':tions
between spirits are also asserted by Ladakhis.
"A barno is the c.pp ':'site cf a lha" (y':'ung wi:'man)
but ':inly in carefully ': ':'ntrc' lled circumstances whi ':h are n':'t
necessarily true ':' f today.
"There are many more gods today than before. This is nc't a
g ':":'d thing because every lha that comes brings a t2 with
it.	 It is very necessary to have a proper initiatis:'n
with a good lama and a g ood guru because,
sometimes, a tirnc' pretends tc' be a 1h. I remember ':'ne
su ':h case in Che. The tio came along to the 1b.bc± but
cc'uld cinly say a few words for it did not know the truth."
(c'ld woman)
Much cf this thesis concerns the ways in which differences
are made out of gods and demons. Ladakhis ':laim that it is
per fec t 1 y ':1 ear that a gc'd is a g od and a demc'n a dem':'n in
ideal cir':umstan ':es but, demc'ns lie. In the village, we
never know which is whi ':h and nowadays (when lies and
pr et en ': e are anyway r i fe), it is i mpc.ssi b 1 e to tell them
apart.	 The cii d wc'man claims that the con fusi c'n between gods
and demc'ns is a function c'f the times (64).	 Others make a
different claim: when gods are incarnated, they are polluted
Sc' mu':h that they behave like demons.	 It is impossible tc'
put a gc'd in a human vessel and expect it tc ' remain god-like:
s_.,I ,_p
"We don't have	 (vessels for the gods) in our village.
We believe in 1h but we think that 1uy are like
they are bad." (man from Sham) (65)
Whatever the ideal contrast between god and demon, Ladakhi
agree that, in practice, they may look rather similar.
Individuals are accordingly classed together in terms of the
nature of those who afflict them as well as svmotoms of
possession.
c) Established oracles and witchcraft
Similarities in the behaviour of healers and their
patients have been noted. These have been related to the
past history of an oracle. The oracle was once a patient.
Trance was induced, the demons conquered and the gods
domesticated. Would-be oracles may, indeed, have been
subjected to witchcraft cures in their early days.
The past experiences of oracles are central to the
treatment they offer in general but most especially in the
treatment of including possession. Oracles claim
special powers to heal cm the basis of their own experience
of a	 similar suffering in the past which they 	 have
transformed to a greater extent than cither victims of
possession. They were not re-integrated into the status of
ordinary villager but into the new and special status cif
village oracle. They claim a kinship with other viu:tims of
possession but they also claim a superior power.	 This is
illustrated clearly by Kirzi oracle when he is treating
Chorol. Just before his rest, the	 is possessed by a god
called Shangongka (or Shang-kong-ka, Brauen 1980a:152). HE
says:
"I'm from your family (or "I'm of your kind"): I sent you
to bring meat. Why haven't you brought it?"
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The god claims to hold authority over all onrno as their
head. These demons are his immediate subordinates. Unlike
other healers, who distance themselves from the world of
village spirits, the gods that possess oracles during this
type of trance describe themselves as senior kin. Ayu oracle
was also possessed of a fierce demonic god when she dealt
with gogrno. Most oracles are possessed by at least one such
god who can do fierce
	 drag po) work and it is these
gods who are valued mc'st by village clients.
	 An oracle from
Phyang who is now dead
"came frc.m (Lower Ladakh). He brought with him a god which
was a thebrang, a -like, thande-like god. (This god) was
very good and fierce." (villager)
The fierce gods that visit oracles establish close relations
with their clientele. They do not, however, cause illness:
the oracle shows that he is no longer a patient but one with
power, gods, abilitites to reveal hidden knowledge and cure
afflictions. His personal experiences and his fierce gods
give him a special ability to call forth and overcome similar
illnesses in other villagers (66).
The Ladakhi truism - village oracles can do nothing as
well as monastic specialists - makes it difficult to
understand why oracles are consulted at all. The material in
this chapter provides c'ne answer. 	 An oracle's gods are
village gods and their vessel is a villager. It is n':'t
simply that they demonstrably understand and know the village
world; more important, they have jointly (that is, gc'd and
vessel) conquered the wc'rst aspects of village life in the
past and moved towards their specialist work, suitably
informed by religion.	 Therefore,	 oracles are uniquely
equipped to induce a similar movement in their clients.
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The close links that are established extend beyond the
patient and her assailants to the shape of the village in
general. Kirzi oracle does not talk simply of the jealousy of
friends. HE explains exactly who the witches are, why they
appear in Gongma and not in Leh, where they are situated in
the patient's body and why they are jealous. Such details
enable onlookers arid, probably, Chorol herself to construct a
palpable picture of relations between family, friends and
village. This dimension of trance pratice can be illustrated
further through an extended example of the style of treatment
offered by oracles as contrasted to rinpoche.
Us22c.!i
During a visit to Stakna rinpoche, I watched him offer advice
to three clients.	 The first was a woman who asked about her
pregnant daughter. The rinpoche mumbled inaudibly over his
book and said that she did not need to go to a hospital. The
woman had brought butter for a blessing, which the rinpoche
duly provided; this "mantra butter" would ensure an easy
delivery.
The second client was a man who implied that his family were
quarrelling. The rinpoche did not ask for details nor did he
divine the future. He gave the man amulets (b) for the
entire family, as requested, and an extra one fc'r his ill
father. These also had mantra murmured over them. The man
had brought a bottle of water which the rinpi:che blessed
thP . He said there was no need to do any ritual
(skjrn) but he told the man to return if his problems
persisted.
The third client, a wc'man, wanted advice about her scn. He
was mad she said. She didn't know if he was
unsettled (mirdeches) or possessed (hugs) but he rolled
about the floor, quarrelled with his sister and behaved in a
generally hysterical way. The rinpoche sat for a moment with
his eyes closed. Then he said that the man was possessed and
he should make his mind higher ). He
must take the blessing (chinlab) that the rinpoche gave the
woman. He must wear two amulets that he also gave her: one
was for damage in general (od2) arid the other was a
isrung, an amulet against tjp.
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The rinpoche is wholly composed, he sits still, often in a
meditation pose, counting his prayer beads, handling dice or
fingering a text. His authority is complemented by the words
laid down in sacred books	 He remains detached from the
problems of his clients and gives rather vague diagnoses and
all-purpose cures as compared to oracles. The examples that
have been given show a marked contrast between oracles in and
out of trance. Their gods are unhampered by normal logic,
elliptical, difficult to understand, often violent and angry.
The oracle changes physically into a jumbled sequence of
seemingly disordered forms; the frenzied interrupted suddenly
by a beatific countenance; the speechless all at once
punctuated by a high-pitched recitation. A more extensive
extract from an oracle's trance will show that this contrast
is a general one, which applies to a range of problems that
will be discussed further in Chapter 7. A trance in a private
house by Skarra oracle is quoted because her speech is more
discursive and easier to understand than other oracles (67).
Skarra chomo
'... you will see all this as you are about to die. Everyone
can see and your soul leaves your body and you are in
One soul () goes downwards and one upwards.
	 But there
are not two souls - it is our own power (gi sh) that
makes the soul act in different ways. If we follow the advice
of guru, follow the ten merits and stop the ten demerits,
follow the advice of our lama, then our soul will leave
straight from the top because of our spiritual strength. If
we behave badly and go against the advice of lama or ih,
then the soul may go straight downwards. Just after dying,
when the lama takes the soul from the head (2hoa tabches, see
Chapter 3), if the person has behaved well, when the lama
makes this sound "chargh hop hop hup" to encourage it, then
the soul goes straight upwards. The soul goes up with the
lama to catch the feet of the lama. Then he'll get a good
path, thinking that he (the lama) is his guru. If someone is
against the religion, speaks against the lama, does damage to
animals, then, after death, through greed, he won't find the
proper road and his soul may stay at home inside.
	
It may go
by the earth road or the water road.
	 Staying at home may be
due to his wealth or the pull of his children. Somec.ne who
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has done half sin and half merit faces many difficulties.
It's much better for such a person to read the texts
before he dies to a lama and then the lama can explain the
parts he doesn't understand. The text explains how the soul
can go from the bottom or from the heart and all this must be
kept in mind as you die so that you have the power to send
your soul where you will.
	 So, familiarise yourself with the
text.
"After you die, it's important to read
	 ("the book of
the dead") every seven days.
	 It's important to be familiar
with this too so as to find the right path.
	 Have you ever
read it? (SHE quotes and explains parts of the text ...)
"The jy (the vessel) is very old now and the god (who is
speaking) can't come again and again.
	 Some people speak
badly of me and we are not all in harmony. Have any of you
smoked? Smoke tastes good in the mouth and puts the mind at
peace. But, if I tell you where it comes from. It comes from
the blood of a menstruating devil woman njç). She
prayed, "if the smoke doesn't cover the whole world, then I
may vomit a snake and an elephant." Then, she vomited a snake
and a big elephant which breathed fire from its mouth.
	 Why
is it a sin?	 The leaves of the grass are sinful and the
prayer that devil woman made was bad.
"There are no animals or insects that haven't been our
fathers and mothers. These are simply peciple who have not
found the right path. It's like a blind man who is left on a
huge plain. If someone of good mind comes and asks, "What
are you doing?", the man may reply, "1 can't see so I can't
go anywhere." Then the sighted man guides him and explains,
"Here is water, come this way. Here is a big stone, follow
me." Then the blind man can find his way. ... Chos is like
this and the blind man is the one without knowledge while the
sighted one is a religious person. If the blind man goes
toward the sighted one, he can go everywhere with his help.
If you don't drink beer, smoke, eat onions, then maybe I'll
return. ... What is your question? Have you just had an exam
or what? In your house, there has been a quarrel. What kind
of quarrel was it? It was about land. There were many reasons
for the quarrel. sworn many oaths and so you need to
make many excuses. You might succeed in your exams but
there's someone in the middle (causing trouble). If you
behave properly, you'll do well. You were disparaging abc'ut
the protectors so light a butter lamp, put up a
big prayer flag (tarchen) and do lungsta ("raise prayer
flags"). You are very hasty. You sometimes don't feel well
because of gossip (ja). Sometimes, you get very angry.
There are very many big and little problems. But, I've
already spoken with you and given you a lot of religious
advice and so now you should understand.	 Internal problems
and external problems and illnesses, all may be finished with
consultation. I'm not a "household god" (yj 1b) but a
protector goddess (hungrne th2 ). I'm not a house god who
sucks out poison and needles. I have come to the people of
this land to give advice about the people's religion and
enlightenment (çflrg chubi semba)".
"You've got a lot of pimples. How did they start?"
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("I've had them a long time.")
"This is due first of all to lu. You did something in a place
where lu live. It would be good for you to visit the hot
springs."
("Which direction is best?")
"The east side is better.	 After crossing a mountain. ... Go
to Panamik and it will provide an effective cure. ..."
SHE blesses the audience with her thunderbolt as SHE recites
a text. Then, SHE enumerates the gods that come in trance:
"Now Jetsun Dolma may come for a little while to do the work
of Nastan Bakula. Then Dorje Trakgyal, I call this name.
Jigsten Odzinma is to do the work of the whole world. That's
why I was called.
Then I call Tronyingma.
I call Jetsun Padma Dolma for the work of the gods.
	 SHE is
also for enlightenment.
Then I call Kachodma to get rid of devils (pj).
Then I call Uljangma who interprets what Jetsun Dolma has
said (for the latter does not speak).
Chezungma comes to work with ij.
Khandro de chokma gets rid of bad people who damage the world
and SHE protects you against them.
There are twelve goddesses altogether.
Kolo de chenma is for the welfare of animals. SHE teaches
religion to animals.
Chuchodma is for c'fferings to the gods.
Norgi kapelma is for the benefit of all; eyes, stomach.
If it is possible, you should have a second trance in the
morning because people may have eaten onions or garlic by the
evening and that is not good. I may throw a
	 tomorrow.
There are two kinds of s
	 to finish bad things.
Mostly, are coming to you because people are jealous of
the animals. Near here, there is great gossip (jLh) as
well. You need nothing apart from faith and then I can throw
these two	 Without faith, it won't do you any good
even if Buddha comes."
Three gods come in quick succession, pray, sing and play
music. SHE comes out of trance after the last goddess,
Jigsten Odzinma, has sung:
"Now the time has come for me to go. ... Life is limited and
we have many sorrows. There are many internal things at
variance with religion. There are many channels (s) inside
which are also at variance with one another and so there are
many diseases in the body. There are many enemies (dra) which
interfere with our work. Be':ause of the lama's work (lit:
plan), we can get rid of all these problems. If we don't work
well now, we might repent after death. We've prayed in such a
way that we may reap the fruit. That's the way to acquire
merit. You don't know now, but everyone has to fa ':e the
problems after death. If you don't repent now, you'll have to
on that road. Try and harvest the fruits of what I've told
you."
There is a second trance the following day which begins with
a ritual to finish bad things and the throwing of a sçrrna.
Then, SHE tells a man how to recite a particular payer to
control his mind. SHE tells him not to drink beer. SHE says
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he is suffering from a	 jmo, perhaps a woman he saw
butchering meat in Chang Thang, where he works.
	 There is a
friend he sh ':'uldn't trust.	 The y.:'ungest brother is als ':' told
nc't to trust someone close tc' him. 	 He must free the life ':.f
a fish (an act c' f merit, tshetar). And, a compromise sh':iuld
be made at work where everyone is quarrelling.
	 The elder
sister is told that she is ill frc'm bad blocid and bile.
	 She
h ':uuld go t ':u a d.:'ctor and make lots of prc'strati.:'ns The
eldest brother is told that he is often unhappy without
cause. ijrandfather is t ':' ld n ':' t to eat bad food. The family,
SHE says, has thrcuwn bad things in the water. An excuse
shi:iuld be made but the storma will finish all these troubles
(gak). She turns to the youngest brother again. He is ill
because of a tirn. He must make many prayer flaqs (iungsta)
and fetch an amulet of Dukar (Avalc'kitesvara):
"One day,	 s ':' me:'ne wanted ti: marry y ':.0 and yi:'u didn't acree.
Now her tirnc' is troubling you.
Then, the god says that there are troubles from the house.
When it was built, there were many broken bones in the old
walls which are n ':'w ':ausinq trouble. During building, a
number ':' f stones were broken too. And a ritual performed by
m ':unks was ncit done properly. The entranu:e ti:' the hc'use is ':'n
the south side which is bad.	 Si:, all the animals riced
amulets. They are also suffering from qcissip.
"Why have all the wives left the house?" (Three ':.f the men
are divcrced. ) SHE prays that the inside ':' f their souls will
stay clean but it is like a room which always gets dirty
again. Then, there is some di scussi on of pr obi ems in the
village and more advice about behavin g virtuously. The trance
is ccumpl eted again with s ':uncls and prayers, with advi ':e cm how
to pray and prepare for death and, finally, fi:' r the hu:'use:
' 1 My there always be wel ccume/luu:k f ':'r this h ':'use. May the
sign of welcome not be ruined and everything ': ':'me to pass.
May the mind remain strong."
The cur a ': 1 e has drawn upon chc's and the immediate
envirc'nmerit of lu and jeal ':uusy in c' rder tu:u explain her
clients' pr c'bl ems. Her diagnoses and recc 'mmendat i cins re not
unique, they mi g ht be suggested equal 1 y by a mu:ink, astrol c'qer
cur rinpciche. Yet, the style is very different, nc't simply
be':ause of the ':cuntrast between ecstatic and as: etic, but
al sc' becasue cuf the ':c'ntrast between ':une whc' is ci c' sel y
involved in village life and ':'ne who is remc'ved. Unlike the
rinpoche, wh ':'
 did not elabcurate any of his remarks, Skarra
iharno has filled in the details and explored the village
setting . Each trouble is specified arid described with a
wealth of detail. The gods demonstrate their cl ':'se ties with
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as they know the village people individually. They draw
attention to the idiosyncracies of a house or person and
build narratives around their clients which refer equally to
the immediate setting and to death and rebirth. The rinpoche
is not closely engaged with the world of his clients, a world
that he has left behind.
	 He has not individualised his
discourse in the same way, partly because his procedures are
based on a much higher and universally valid authority
deriving from texts and teachings. From a village
perspective, this style is true of all monastic specialists,
though in varying degree (68).
These accounts confirm that village oracles continually
demonstrate their intimate knowledge of village life. They
do not, however, work simply with a given body of village
knowledge and practice; they play a central role in shaping
it. In trance, they formulate and negotiate ideas about
local spirits and local problems which remain unspoken,
fragmented and opaque at other times.
	 Much of the material
cm	 local spirits in this chapter has been focused with
reference to what is said in trance. Oracles play an
important role in making detailed discriminations between one
form of possession and another, between one spirit who has a
home and
	 another who has none and all those other
distinctions described in this chapter.
5.4 Oracles in the middle
In the last chapter, it was suggested that oracles
remain in-between the worst and best of the village. They
can can never command the authority of monks and rinpoche:
Chorol's	 eventual	 cure was attributed to	 her	 final
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consultation with the rinpcu.:he rather than Kirri oracle.
Rinpc.che command a supreme power and co-ordinate the
in':orporation of mi:.st ritual fun':tic.ns in the monastery while
ciracles remain ambiguous fi gures who practice in the village,
cm the margins of
In the last chapter, a move towards the monastery was
described. In this chapter, the limits to that movement have
been defined. Oracles are consulted for special abilities
whi ':h in ':lude a partii:ular style of cure for witch':raft
pcmssessi on. Treatment for pc'ssessi on is based espec jail y
upon the incarnation of similar agents of possession who are,
however, more p ':iwerfui than the spirits afflicting the
patient.	 Ora':ies call a "head witch" cir a similar fi g ure tcu
combat the demon on its own ground. In these Ways, village
c;rac 1 es separate themselves Ircum monastic practices (69).
Eut, in order to establish that their powers are religic'us
rather than demcuni c and, di stan ': i ng theirisel yes as healers
from their patients and their past hi stc 'r i es, curacles must
u: ':'mbine	 the powers derived in afflictic'n outside	 the
monastery with the leg itimation given by a life-long
religicius training. All established ':' ra ':les .juxtapc' se images
c' f their religious powers given by prcitei:tc 'r g ods with images
of a virtually demonic pu:'wer, ass,:tciated with initiati ':'n and
fierce, local spirits. c:cmnsequently, it must be emphasised
that the ambivalence shm:uwn tc 'wards village oral: los can novor
be overcome fc'r it is ccunfirmed with every episode cif trance.
In ':cun ':lusiu:' n,	 hc'wever, I turn to a speci fic and pu:utont
image cf rel igicin which can be fu:uund in the life tra .jectc' ie
of curacles.	 Many Lada..his dismiss curacles as charlatans.
Yet, there was c'ne aspect tc'
 their lives that all endorsed.
—I
Even the most sceptical commentator pointed out one redeeminq
feature, affliction leads many oracles to religion. A friend
who had launched into a tirade against village curacles
stopped, paused and concluded:
"There is one good thing. Yclu bec c 'me a pr c'per 1 y r el i gi ':'us
per son. When the god str i kes, it is best to be very
reli g ious because the gt:.d will then come and go easily."
Oracles are seen to experience unusual sufferin g and sin, t':
be overwhelmed by negative aspe ':ts cuf the villa g e and then to
beg in to build a religious life. Their devotion is that of a
viii ager, invol viny n': spe': i al renunci at i ':'n c'r textual
knc'wled g e, and combined with normal everyday a ':tivities in
the household and family.
	 It is consequently pret:aricius.
Ora ':les are liable to experience misfortune c 'r to be
overwhelmed by afflicticun c:'rice more. This is a key image.
H ':'wever trance is evaluated, c' ra ':les embody an image of chc's
and a "proper life" in the pr':'cess ':' f ':u:.nstruct ion out of the
worst aspects u:'f the world.	 It is an image that focuses on
the pr ':'u:ess of building, the unu:ertain advan ':es, the
diffi':ulties of villa ge life rather than the achievements
that are normal 1 y taken for yr anted with any m ':'vement tc' war ds
reli q i':un and the m':'nastery.	 In c'ther words,	 the initial
afflicticin is always in the process cf being c' vercc'me but
suc ':ess remains fc'rever elusi ye. The image dwells upon the
pcusitican of oracles ':au g ht between ill health and the powers
brcu u ght by rel iqic'n, between uc'ds and demons and between sin
and merit.
A di scussi on of viii age prussessi on suggests that the
life tra.jecti:ury cif village curacles is built upon and, indeed,
influences the better worn path travelled by other villagers.
c,
Images of conquest and transformation are central to ideas
and practices of all types of possession in the village and
not just the careers of future oracles. In the next chapter,
I return to the monastery in order to show that these ideas
are not confined to a village setting. I turn to an
exploration of monastery oracles, the third and last of
Ladakhi practitioners in the ecstatic, and I explore their
significance in relation to what Ladakhi villagers consider
to be orthodox Buddhism. I shall argue that the movement
accomplished by village oracles, the distance they put
between their current status and their witch-like beginnings,
is continuous with the journey travelled by mcinastery
oracles. The biographies of these figures also tell of murky
cirigins, past conversions and a steady movement towards
religion.	 What I shall emphasise is the way in which this
transformation is seen as a centre piece to Buddhism in the
monasteries.
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CHAPTER 6
/
ORACLES AT MONASTERY FEST I VALS ('CHAM)
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Plate 19 Monastery oracle at the Stok 'cham
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-Plate 20 A "black hat" (zhanag) dancer at 'cham
(photo: H Phylactou)
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Plate 21 A skeleton dancer at 'cham
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a) Introduction
Monastery oracles have been mentioned with reference to
their biographies (Chapter 4) and it is these histories which
provide the focus of this chapter. In Ladakh, monastery
oracles appear at cFjm, monastic dance-dramas, and the
following account is based largely on the appearances of two
monks at Matho (14-15 of 1st month) and two laymen at Stok
festival (9-10 of 1st month). In the Leh region, outlined in
Chapter 4, monastery oracles also appear at other 'cham.
Thikse festival in the 12th month is conventionally
associated with an oracle who did not, however appear at
either of the two performances during my stay. A layman has
appeared at Hemis festival in the 5th month, but he is not
accepted by the monastery (1). Finally, an oracle features at
the heterodox harvest festival in Shey which is not a 'cham
(2). The other dramas included in Table 2 (Chapter 2) dci not
feature c.racles (3).
Charn have been described in many Tibetan speaking areas,
from a variety of perspectives (4). Jerstad, for example,
focuses upon the performative aspects of
	 irndu among the
Sherpa in Khumbu (Jerstad 1969). Aris's account of the
official New Year at Punakha in Bhutan highlights the theme
of conquest and victc'ry, not just on the part of religion but
also the state:
"the entire theme of the festival is still today one of
spiritual victory over the suprnatural forces that are
believed to hinder its ('Brug-pa) dominion and martial
conquest of its external human enemies." (Aris 1976:602)
Cantwell's account of the exorcistic rite (zlog pa) at the
end of the 12th month in the Nyingmapa refugee monastery in
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Rewalsar expl:'res monastic and textual perspeu:tives, dwelling
equally upon the realisation of enlightenment (stc.d las) and
the liberation of hostile forces (smad las) which impede this
realisation (Cantwell 1985). These accounts show that charn
rituals vary widely, featurin g different masked figures and
follc'wing different texts. In Ladakh, they range from
rituals perfc.rmed at the end of the year such as the d gu gtc'r
at Spituk tc' the celebration c' f Guru Rinpoche's "birthday" at
Hemis tshes bcu •:'n the 9th and 10th of the 5th m ':'nth. Only
some 'cham are associated with tantric ritual and so cinly
s.:.me culminate in the grand exorcisms des:ribed belu:iw. In
Ladakh, villagers see harn as a marshalling of the forces c'f
religion which culminates in an exc'rcism. Villagers are
little interested in the finer differenu:es between one
per fc.rmance and another and tend to focus on a few themes.
One includes the appearan ':e cif m.:'nastery ora ':les, whose charn
are the best attended. 	 A second concerns the prc. ':ess ':'f
c cunquest carried out by GLIrLI Ri npc.che whc'
 brought rel i gi on to
Tibet.	 A third concerns the defeat and liberation/murder cuf
Langdarma, the apc.state Tibetan king. A fourth cc'nu:erns the
motivations for attending
	 preparing for death and
rebirth. These fu:iur themes, which derive from a village
perspective that is nu:.t neu:essarily reflected in monastic and
textual traditiu:uns, frame the following account.
The last three themes are discussed in the literature on
çflarn, particularly the earlier s ':'urces. Guru Rinpu:uche is seen
as the great civil iser whcu defeated authcuchtons in Tibet and
brc'uqht them to religion. Sometimes, the first conquest is
assc'ciated with the building of the first monastery at Samye
(bSam-yas):
-J
"The performers of that mystical dance wore masks of mighty
gods. While dancing they read formidable invocations and
spells. All this performance was organised because of the
attempts of local heathen deities and ghosts to prejudice
the erecting of the monastery - the hearth of the new
religion." (IN Fedotev 1986:50)
The conquests of the "second" Buddha are repeated in a number
of charn including the Hemis tshes bcu described so often in
Western accounts, where the eight emanations of Guru Rinpoche
appear together and one by one in the staging of the life
story (Helffer 1980). Ladakhi villagers associate nj
generally with the civilising influence of Guru Rinpoche even
thc'ugh Guru Rinpc'che features in relatively few.
	 Indeed,
most of the characters at 'cham come from the ranks of the
oath bound gods described below.
One of the enemies who is vanquished is Langdarma
(gLang-dar-ma), the great opponent of early Tibetan Buddhism.
As far as Ladakhis are concerned, his murder in 842 AD led to
the revival of religion. It is said that his monk assassin
wore the clothes of one of the more important characters in
the dances, the black hats zhwa nag). The monk,
dPal-gyi-rdci-rje, entered the king's court with a bow and
arrow hidden up his long, wide sleeves; he danced to the king
and aferwards shot him. Then, he rode away on his black
horse and the king's guards never found him because he
crossed a river which washed his black clothes and black
horse white.	 Villagers identify these black hats with the
conclusive rule of Buddhism in Tibet which was brought about
through a distinctively religious murder.	 Such murders are
also seen as liberations, as described below.
Althc'ugh the significance of the Langdarma myth may be
disputed from a doctrinal perspective (Stein 1957:202),
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Ladakhi villagers described the "black hats" at	 in
relation to Langdarma's assassin. Earlier a ': ':ounts frequently
distinguish the two themes described. Waddell, for example,
n ':.tes how Guru Rinpc'che is intimately asso.:iated with the old
sects and so the Gelugpa offer a rival interpretation of
their charn, based instead up.:.n the murder of Langdarma
(Waddell 1972 (1895):519). Ocivinda writes:
"The struggle between the forces of light and darkness,
between the divine and the demc'nic, between the titanic
forces of decay and dissolutic'n and the innate urge for
eternal life — this struggle is depicted bc'th cm the
historical as well as ':'n the timeless plane of the human
soul. The coming c' f Padmasambhava (that is Guru Rinpoche)
and his victory c'ver the bla':k magicians and the host c'f
evil spirits, whom the latter tried tc' appease with bloody
sau:rifices, both human and animal, is the main sub.jeu:t of
the first day's perfc'rmance in the mc'nasteries of the Old
Schools (Nyingma, Kargyud, and Sakya) while the Gelugpas
depict the slaying c' f King Langdarma in the bow-and-arrow
dan ':e ':mf the hermit, who appears in the guise of a black
mag ician, attired in the robes and the black skull-
surmounted hat of the Bc'n priests,.." (Gcivinda 1966:177)
Whilst bcuth these themes echc' the past and sin q ie •:'ut
two great victories whi ':h are ret ':' ld and thereby re-enau:ted
in the present; the third prominent theme refers primarily to
the individual.	 Ladakhis give many reascuns f ':r attendinq
but c'ne of the most prominent is reflected in comments
of the kind:
"I g ':' to get ready for death"
c'r
"I go to make merit"
These comments are generally elaborated in the following way:
after you die, your s':'ul travels to a new life but it is
ciften terrified on the way by figures .just like those secn at
'.:ham. If you familiarise y ':.urself with their grotesque
fc'rms befcurehand, yc'u will be able to listen m ':'re attentively
-m
to the advice of monks and thereby achieve a better rebirth.
One woman commented upon the skeleton dancers who appear on
stage:
"the skeleton dancers are those who take life and when they
cut the enemy and take out its internal organs, it is just
how they take your soul after you die."
It was in the context of charn that I was told of the day of
judgement, described in Chapter 3. Every individual, I was
told, is born with a demon on the left shoulder and a god on
the right; at the day of .judgement, the god speaks for yc'u
and the demc'n against. Ladakhis did not draw explicit
parallels between the enemy as a representation of Langdarma
and the enemy as a representation of their own (future)
corpses.	 H':'wever, a number c' f a ':cc'unts combine the twu:'
themes.	 Waddell describes the rite of "killing" the enemy
with disapprcival:
"The enemy of Tibet and ':'f Lamaism is now represented in
effigy, but before cuttin g it t ':' pieces, it is used t':'
': ':'nvey t ':' the people a vivid conception cf the manner in
which devils atta ':k a ':c'rpse, and the necessity for
priestly servi ':es c' f a quasi-Euddhist s ':'rt tcu guard it and
its sc'ul" (Waddell 1972:27)
l3cmpertz, drawing upon Waddell, dwells rather on the .ji:;urney
after death:
"Most cif the play deals with Langdarma's adventures after
death and thereby serves the purpc' se c' f teachin g the people
what to expect if they have nc't been good." (I3cimpertz
1928: 202-3)
Gc'vinda pr-c'vides an interpretatic 'n which is mc're in keeping
with accounts by Ladakhi villagers and, indeed, mu:'nks:
"More important, however, than the histc'rical allusic'ns
are those related to The Tibetan Bc": ' k of the Dead (Bardc'
Thodol), Padmasambhava's greatest work, which makes it
clear that all the gods and demons, the forces of li ght and
darkness, are within us, and those who want to conquer the
Lc'rd of Death will have to meet him and tc' recognise him in
the midst of life." (Govinda 1966:177).
Ladakhi villagers bring all three themes to bear upon their
explanations of any one çInj. They talk of the victory of
Buddhism, associated especially with Guru Rinpoche; the
conquest of enemies, associated historically with Langdarma
in particular and the process of rebirth. Villagers spoke
only of the path to rebirth but monks may be engaged on a
more thorough "conquest", of death and rebirth, that is, the
realisation of enlightenment:
"The gradual domination of the groups of dancers by the
central performer in preparation for the destruction refers
to the gradual bringing under control of the different
aspects of the personality on the path to Enlightenment and
the final destruction of the lingam is the destruction of
the ego." (Pott 1975:277-B IN Samuel 1975:124)
The following account should not be read as a general
discussion of 'cham for it is focused upc'n monastery oracles.
These figures will be placed within the orbit described,
which villagers represent as orthodox Buddhism.
1L QU!
Table 2 in Chapter 2 shc'ws that are staged
throughout the year in Ladakh (5) but, as noted in Chapter 3,
the winter çnj are considered to be the most impc'rtant.
These should be understood as merit-making rites and part of
the New Year complex, associated with the activities desribed
in Chapter 3. Qb!, the religious New Year and winter go
together. The most important drama, at Matho, occurs half
way through the first month and it is critical for the
successful transition of the state to a new year. References
have been made to Ladakhi ideas about the victory of religion
and the good rebirth that will be attained through attendance
at çharn. These suggest that
	 nj bring about a renewal of the
better side of life in the world.
	 Further associations
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between çharn and the New Year suggest also an annual renewal.
Gonyma villagers date the more important winter charn in terms
of the melt that will follow. They incorporate çflarn into the
wider complex of winter religious ritual which are seen to
bring about the new agricultural cycle.
Winter, in Ladakh, quickly becomes monotonous for the
extreme temperatures mean long hours in bed, long hours at
home and few at work. There is little fuel, the fields are
frozen, schools are shut and offices shorten their working
day. relieve this monotony. The only regret mentioned
by the lucky ones who escape to India are the festivals they
have missed: complicated calculations are often made so as to
catch just one at the beginning c'r end of the season.
Villagers know the approximate dates of festivals and
impatiently work out how much longer winter will last with
reference to an occasion gone by and the next to come. The
precise date is hard to know given the difficulty of marrying
the ordinary (Western) calendar to the Buddhist one, which
itself comes in different versions according to whether it
is "run straight", without missing or adding any days, or
adjusted tc' season and local cirmcumstance. Consequently,
villagers only know exactly when the festival will happen a
few days beforehand and there are always sc'me who turn up on
the wrong days. For Gongma villagers, the most important
dates concern Stok, Thikse, Spituk and Matho (6).
Most dances last three days. The first "practice day" is
open to a lay audience but was largely ignored by the people
of Gongma. On the second and third days, however, they would
snatch a hurried breakfast, dress, call out to neighbours and
friends and hurry down the hill to Leh.
	 Men would gc' alc'ne
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or with a man friend but women would gather in groups of five
or ten, dressed as for all festivals in hats, embroidered
shawls and ,jewellery.	 Children would try their hardest ti:
tag along but many were left behind.
	 Convoys of buses and
tru ':ks would pi ':k up the crowds from Leh and it was the best
time of year outside the tourist season for taxis.
Approaching the mi:inastery, a "car park" would appear first
and then a fair with stalls selling ':lc'thes, food and tea and
with cc.vered tents f ':' r gambling and alcohol.
	 This fair is
always set up u:.utside and below the monastery.
	 Then, a long
straggling line up the mountain side. 	 New arrivals join the
fair or set off for the mc'naster y. I f there is time, they
circumambulate the bui].din qs and visit the interior to offer
devotions, especially in the rooms opened only on these days.
If there is nc time, they g u:' straight to the c ':'urtyard and
visit the rest of the monastery later during an interval.
The perimeters cf the ': ':'urtyard are pa:ked with people, the
centre is marked with one ':' r twu:'
 flagpc' les and .ju:uined t u:' the
main assembly room by a steep flight of stairs. Facing the
m ':'nastery, paintings and flags c' ften hung on its walls, are a
number ': u f monks. Usually, the rinpcuche is there in his thru:;ne
directing pro':eedings; c.rchestrating the offerings and the
movements of the ritual. It is usually he who plays the part
':' f rDo-r .je si u:ib-dpcun, "thunderbcul t master":
"wh ':'
 sits ':'utside the dance cir ':le, often on a balcc'ny
c'verlc":' king the ':c'urtyard and whc' , by prayers and secret
spells addressed to the deities appearing on the scene,
directs the 'chams cm a mystic plane." (Nebesky-tJ:.jkcwitz
1976: 68)
Spe ':tators wat ':hinq the drama are aware cf the central
position of the rinp ':'che. Mc'st watch the opening with
1
interest,	 particularly where it is accompanied by the
"setting free of animals" (tshe (m)thar): the lives of
speci fied animals are "saved for religion", "through
compassion", as Ladakhis say (7). Mc'st are only hazily
cc'nsci ':'us of the series cif dances that follow, mimed to music
from the orchestra. Ten cur more dance episodes occupy the
better part of the day, introduced by loud music that
ccunjures the gods into masked figures who then appear from
the interior, ':c' n ':luded by musi ': that sends the g ':ds home.
All sorts of figures appear; fierce protectc 'rs, animals,
skeletons, qr ':utesque l ':ioking peu:uple. Major gods can be
picked out at the ':entre of a retinue which disperses tu:;
leave the god dan ':ing with a c ':'nsort and dancing alone.
Subsequent dances may depict different forms assc 'ciated with
c'ther events in the g od's life histu:'ry.	 The audienu:e takes
in a general atmcusphere the masks, swaying antlers,
shufflin g feet, mcuving with the music whi ':h is at one point
slu:'w and solemn and at anu:uther quick, sharp and loud. These
features are much imitated by smal 1 children.	 Types cit
dancers are distinguished. There are the major qu:u ds with
their attendants, alsu:' clowns who ':' ften speak and mime a
burlesque, terrifying skeletcun dancers and "black hats"
who appear unmasked.	 Every sect and monastery
features its c'wn protectors and visitors will see lCam-sring
at Spituk cr the four-fau:ed prote ':tor (mgcun pu:) at Math ':' . In
addition, some monasteries present their most local worldly
defenders in the form cf ':'ra':les. Their festivals are the
best-known and the best-attended (B).
By late afternoon, so many figures have appeared that it
seems as if all important gods have come down to the world
-'.
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The audience become bored by the pageantry only to be revived
by the build up to a religious murder and, at the relevant
charn, by oracles. Oracles appear with helpers who attempt to
protect both the vessel and bystanders from the god's
violence. Entranced men run barefoot along precipitous
monastery walls, brandishing swords. Gods cut their vessels,
sometimes drawing blood, and strike any onlookers in the way.
When blood is spilt, the wounds have miraculously healed by
the following day (Heber and Heber 1926:205-8,
	 Brauen
1980a:141).	 Gods drink strong beer and spit it out in
blessing.	 The revelations that an oracle gives further
attract his audience.
	 HE reveals the future and the past to
the individual petitioner, who scurries behind, scarf in
hand,	 hopefully	 shielded by the oracle's
	 attendants,
otherwise by judicious and rapid retreats, from the blows
that ought to be welcomed as blessings. HE also tells the
truth to the village and, in the case of Matho, the whole of
Ladakh. All of this is in striking contrast to the peaceful
beatitude of an immobile rinpoche on the edge of the
courtyard (9). These scenes are amplified below.
The execution is the last and climactic act of the day
at all Ladakhi 'cham that I have seen, often heralded by the
black hats who reappear in the late afternoon. They are the
most important ritual specialists, highly trained monks, led
by a dance master who has prepared for his role by a week or
sometimes a month of meditation. Black hats have no masks
but their mouths are covered by scarves and their heads by
large black hats, supposedly made of skin with a skull at the
centre surrounded by fire and intestines.
	 The story about
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the origin of this dress has already been noted, according to
which black hats are seen as Langdarma's assassins dressed in
the clothes of "Bon priests". Villagers also describe black
hats as tantric masters and as vessels for high ranking
divine protectors.
At most 'cham, there is more than one enemy, often one
male and one female, called	 (dgra' bo) by villagers and
sometimes	 Lj! g	 Cling ga) to specify the enemy killed
ritually in a burnt offering. Thus, at Hemis, a Litg is
killed publicly and distributed on both days of tshes b':u
but, at other 'cham, only one effigy of dough is destroyed in
the courtyard. It is often brought on to the stage in a tray
and it is just possible to see a human figure, often painted
bla':k or blue and red, with hair and, sometimes, sexual
organs. Inside are intestines. Spectators close to the
stage can see that the doll is naked, ugly and chained up on
its back. Everyone kncuws that it is evil and must be killed.
It is usually the black hats, especially their master, who
purify the stage and then make the enemy real; bring it tc'
life, conjure demons, devils, enemies, evil into the doll.
Once the master of the black hats has brought the enemy to
life, he or the main god, generally Yama, kills it viculently
with a sword, knife or hatchet. The human dc'll is chopped to
pieces, dismembered and displayed to the audience is a
striking dance. Sometimes, it is then distributed (see
below) and, sometimes, it is carried off stage to join the
stcurrna which is carried out of the monastery at the end of
the second day. The throwing of the gtor ma (gtor rgyab)
draws the festival to a close.
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c.2.
The brief allusions made to possession in the monastery
suggest similarities with village practices. Both types of
oracle practice	 during which THEY reveal the truth.
Both are described as	 (vessel) and	 (god) though
monastery oracles are also described more respectfully as
those with divine wisdom, 	 ye shes pa). Both types
of oracle recommend ritual cures for the individual
petitioner or the wider congregation and make prophecies.
They bless their audience, typically with violence, through
beatings which drive sin or illness out of the body. This
violence reflects the violence with which both monastery and
village oracles were created. Both may change their own
shrines where the gods live ciutside their human vessels.
Ladakhis tend to emphasise these similarities less than
the equally striking differences. Monastery ora ':les fall
into trance during collective festivals held to celebrate
Buddhism and not at private seances; THEY have rarely been
afflicted by an involuntary initiatory madness and THEY
provide containers for named gods who belong, at least
partially, to the monastery. The evocation of gods is also
integrated with other monastic practices including the main
'cham tantra. Thus, the Matho oracles are said to visualise
the two Rongtsan gods that visit them through their liturgy,
which is recited during a retreat.	 On the 14th of the first
month, other monks participate:
"the congregation of monks chants a text which evokes the
vision of the Rong-btsan. The monks participate in making
the Rong-btsan manifest by meditating on the gods emerging
from their heart with a flood c ' f light." (Dargyay 1985: 57-
8).
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The personal histories of the gods are marked through
individualised clothes which differ from the village oracle's
uniform (10). The gods do not extract pollution, poison or
needles from clients.
Monastery oracles, like their village counterparts,
prepare for trance appearances.	 The men, for all are men,
are recruited in different ways.	 Some are gyt, such as
the oracle at Shey who comes from a particular house every
generation (11).	 Others are chosen by lottery, elected or
appointed. Thus, each oracle is chosen at Matho by lottery
every five years, so that a junior serves with a more senior
oracle (see also Dargyay 1985:56) (12). At Stok, a delegation
of villagers requests a man to undertake the role. In
theory, anyone might be asked but, in practice, only three
households have been involved in the last ten years and so it
seems that an oracle, c'n.:e chosen, is likely to be asked to
appear again as long as he is willing and suitable (13).
Only two of the widely a.:.:epted oracles are monks though the
Thikse oracle is an ex-mc.nk. In general, Ladakhi monastery
oracles seem to be regarded with less	 esteem than their
Tibetan counterparts. They do not have property, servants,
temples and clothes of the same permanence or quality as
Tibetan oracles nor are they elaborately graded (14).
Most Ladakhis, ins:luding the men who fall into trance,
emphasise the voluntary nature caf the occupation. In
practice, many are elected in the same way as village
oracles.	 The current Shey ciracle as well as the claimant to
Hemis and a man who recently appeared at Thikse festival were
all	 afflicted unexpectedly.	 Election is followed	 by
training; Matho oracles go into solitary meditation for a
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year before their first trance. 	 Every year, there are
additional preparations. For reasons of space, an account of
the preliminary preparations is confined to Matho and Stok:
At Stok, preparations are fairly cursory. between one and
two months before the festival, both oracles begin to
recite ritual formulae, particularly 	 grj, and they stcsp
eating meat, onion and garlic. They also refrain from
alcohol and smoking. One of the current practitioners said
that he then had to use his own cup and plate; ideally, he
said, he should not eat in other people's houses.	 The
other said he did not have sex during that last month.
During the last ten days (15), each receives a daily ritual
wash (trus) from the monastery teacher. Apparently, they
sometimes sponsor their own private rituals too, to keep
away jealousy and to raise their spiritual power.
From the 6th to the 12th of the 1st month, both live in
individual rooms in the monastery where they are fed by
village contributions. Rites are performed on their behalf
in the monastery.
On the 8th of the month, the oracles, in trance, takejuniper and other offerings to their shrines in the valley.
On the 9th and 10th, THEY join the 'cham (see below).
These preparations are similar but more rigourous than those
of village oracles.	 Matho oracles are still more careful in
their cibservances:
In subsequent years, follc.wing the initial meditation that
lasts a full year or, in some accounts, nine months, Matho
oracles seclude themselves fc'r c'ne month and 29 days.
During this period, they read spe ':ific texts associated
with Hevajra and the Rong-tsan gods. They fc ' llow a standard
ascetic regime with weekly purifications, a special diet,
little sleep and little social interacticun - just twc.
people visit the cells (see also Dargyay 1985:56-7) (16).
Cleanliness is very impcirtant during this period and there
are a number of preparatc'ry ceremonies in the monastery
that involve the monk-oracles.
Matho oracles appear in trance before the festival when
THEY answer questions and complete their preparations by
choosing four villagers to fetch juniper, which will be
used later in the renc'vatic.n of the gods' shrines. I did
not see this trance on the 10th of the 1st month but I was
told that the oracles appear with uncut hair, like others
emerging	 from meditation,	 and THEY	 are	 apparently
relatively calm on this, their first appearance.
The following day, their hair is cut and a ceremony to
raise their spiritual power is performed. THEY fall into
trance to answer questions from monk guests. Apparently,
the gods now appear in full force for they are fierce
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spirits, and, after they have answered questions,
they emerge into the courtyard flinging barley and "golden
drinks" (serkern) (17).
From the next day, the 12th, a five day is
performed in the monastery; the oracles appear in trance
briefly on the 12th and 13th before joining the public
drama on the 14th and 15th. A final and important trance
episode occurs in the following month, on the 8th day, as
described below.
I was told that the oracles also come into trance on
auspicious days during their meditation; during two
festivals in the 12th month and on the 8th day of the first
month. On these occasions, THEY appear on the roofs of
their rooms (18).
These preparations are intended to clean and strengthen the
vessel, just like the more cursory preparations undertaken in
the village. Public trance appearances are distinguished
however by the wider setting in which monastery oracles
appear with c'ther incarnate gods to celebrate the victory of
Buddhism.	 THEY join some of the dance episodes involving
masked monks, incarnating monastery gods. Even sc, oracles
remain apart. THEY create their own dramatic space at the
peripheries of the larger festival as THEY run along the
perimeter walls with their swords, or displace the setting
frc'm monastery down to village and up to the pastures. Their
activities may be summarised, again with reference to Matho
and Stc'k:
On the first day at
	 oracles join the other
characters in the central courtyard. THEY wear little and
appear with long matted hair, wielding swords. THEY
appear after several dances have been staged, to a ripple
of excitement and fear in the audience. THEY help a monk
wearing a stag mask and the dance master to prepare the
stage for the killing of the enemy.
	 Before and after this
central act, THEY run bare-foot across the stage, alcang the
roofs and walls of the monastery. Attendants try to stay
ahead so as to protect bystanders from attack and also to
stop the gods inflicting damage on their own vessels, after
drinking quantities of strong beer. Gods generally attack
the forearms and mouths of their vessels. The oracle can
often be seen spitting out beer and blood before returning
to his tour. Several pec 'ple were apparently hospitalised
after the 1983 festival at Matho. When the oracles make
their tours, THEY answer the questions of petitioners who
offer scarves as they do to village oracles but no money.
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THEY frequently make for the shrine rooms to their own
gods, which houses images of the white and red Rong-btsan
on horses. THEY hold a robe over their heads that is said
to have belonged to the founder of the monastery. The
rinpoche has reported that THEY used to fly with this robe
in ancient times. On the second day, oracles appear before
the great dance and the final procession. THEY wear very
little, only a tiger skin skirt, bone oranaments and a
thick blindfold with hanging yak tails (19). A fierce face
is painted on their chests and backs through which THEY
look, for their vessels' eyes are blindfolded. THEY carry
a drum and a whip and THEY run to the village and back.
Villagers line their route to ask questions. One of the
most popular episodes, a prophesy for the nation, occurs at
the end of this secc.nd day. The c.racles throw barley flour
in every direction and the amount of flour that falls in a
particular area tells the audience whether the crcips will
be good or bad. Questions are asked on behalf of Ladakh by
the radio station (and formerly by the king) (20).
Apparently, the ora':les wear red if there is to be war
during the coming year (21). Eventually, the oracles begin
to calm down, THEY pray for religious law and for the
country, then THEY retire and come out of trance. Only
Matho oracles answer questions for the benefit of the
entire nation.
At	 ciracles do nc't join the main dances nor dci they
help to kill the enemy. THEY do run around and above the
stage and audience; THEY too answer questions, wield
swords, drink and spit out strong beer and travel to and
from village, castle and monastery. On the se.:ond day, the
oracles are scantily dressed like thc.se appearing at Mathc'.
THEY have special duties outside the monastery on this day.
First, THEY run to the castle in trance where THEY drink
quantities of the strongest beer and give directives to the
royal family (whc'
 have lived in Stok for 150 years). Then,
THEY run to a field in the village, still in tranu:e, where
they join the villagers' çjFu (tshes bcu) and proclaim on
the future. THEY stand on a pot of beer and tell all the
assembled villagers what must be done (in the way of
ritual) during the coming year. THEY cut a large dough
offering which, now that it contains divine blessing(jjb),	 is distributed to every household and to some
visitors (22).
The brc.thers at both Matho and Stok are related to church
and state. On the second day at Stok, it is said that one
oracle appears in the king's palace wearing a black wig
while the other appears in the m.:.nastery wearing a red wig
(Brauen 1980a:135).	 At Mathci, one oracle is said to hold
the king's god and the other holds the lama's. The lama's
god is said to be much stronger than the king's today
because the royal line has died out (23).
Monastery oracles come into trance before 'cham; they
are also possessed afterwards.
	 All but the Stc.k oracles
change their own shrines (24). At Thikse monastery, the
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shrine is changed at secular New Year by the oracle who is
possessed during the ritual. 	 HE provides the god with a
temporary home. At Shey jha, which is not a 'cham, the
oracle changes the wood and the pot of grain in his shrine
with the help of assistants originally appointed by the king
on the second day of the festival. At Matho, the oracles
come into trance for the last time on the 8th of the 2nd
month to change their own shrines:
Horses and servants arrive from the royal family of Matho
and the royal monastery of Hemis (25). The oracles ride to
their shrines in the high pastures; some say that they go
into trance cm the way while others claim that they are
possessed when they reach their destination (26), the two
shrines. The pot of grain is removed from the shrine and
examined, in this case by the oracles themselves who
predict the fc'rtunes cif the crops for the coming year. The
juniper that was collected earlier by villagers is n': 'w used
to repair the ciutside cif the shrine. The oracles tie a
cloth around the juniper and then the protectors leave the
bc'dies of the monks and are absorbed into their renewed
shrines (27).
Trance activites are explored below in relation to the
broader drama of The revelation of truth, espe.:ially
in the future, the violence, the s.:.mewhat marginal position
of oracles and the part they play in renewing the se.:ular
world are explored from the perspective of the killing of the
enemy. The major stimulus to this analysis is found,
however, in an aspect that has not yet been described, namely
the biographies associated with gods who appear in monastery
oracles.	 Villagers know little of the histories attached to
most :uf the figures who appear on stage.	 H.:'wever, they
narrate the biographies cif the gods appearing in c 'racles with
great relish.	 Two examples show these gods to be recent
additions to the monastery:
The gc.ds who appear at Matho festival, Rc.ngtsen Karmar
(white Rcmng-btsan and red Rong-btsan) used to live in
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Eastern Tibet. They became so attached to a Tibetan
scholar there that they followed him to Ladakh, where he
founded Matho. However, they were found to be very violent
and so they were settled in shrines outside Matho in
	 the
upper valley. According to some of the Matho monks, the
oracles were initially consulted only within the monastery
but, later, the villagers petitioned for their help as
well. The two gods were from a family of eight (sometimes
seven) brothers. Two other brothers were settled at Stok.
Alternatively, some versions claim that there is just one
god at Matho and one at Stok, each of whom appears in two
men (28).
While most of the accounts of Matho dwell upon the partial
incorporation of the still very vic.lent gods into the
mcsnastery, accounts of Thikse focus rather upon force with
which the gu:'ds were converted:
"The god jumps, it doesn't walk. Long ago, it flew away.
The pe.:iple asked the Matho oracles and the Shey oracle what
had happened. THEY said that it had tried to fly away to
the ci:untry of gods (1hau1, see Chapter 3) but, failing to
reach that pla ':e, it had returned. The monks did not want
to lc'se their god sc' they put chains around its legs and
around the legs of its statue in the shrine room where it
also lived.	 New, it can no longer walk or fly away."
(Thikse monk)
All versions of the biographies cuf all monastery c'racles tell
c' f violent c'r uncivilised spirits who lived outside religion
until they were brought into the monastery by E(uddhas, saints
cr monks (29). These short Ladakhi biographies are
reminiscent of the much more elaborate account c ' f Pehar
summarised in Chapter 4, who possesses the supreme ora ':le c'f
Tibet. As noted in fn 10 above, a true medium of Pehar bears
signs of his conquest just like the Thikse oracle. He bears
the sign of the thunderbc.lt with which he was subdued upon
his head.
Brauen quite rightly links these "oracle gods" with
(other) place gods (yul lha). He notes that their shrines
are fc'und outside the monastery where they are tended by
villagers and he notes that their human oracles (that is, the
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vessel) had little to do with the monastery in the past; only
today are monks gradually appropriating these roles. Brauen
concludes that the oracle gods were local gods; over time,
the Buddhists took them over and, as they gave local gods
Buddhist names, so they proved that the gods belonged to them
(1980a:145).	 Brauen	 has outlined the local view very
accurately and it is his conclusion which provides the
starting point for the following discussion.	 Brauen, like
most Ladakhis, does not incorporate oracles into the wider
drama enacted at They are discussed below as part of
this drama rather than a sideshow and it is suggested that
their appropriation is not an isolated event; it repeats
every cuther conquest back to the dawn of civilisation.
Iia	 2.
As noted, the destructic.n of the enemy provides the
major climax to çflrn, apart from the appearance of oracles in
trance. Ncurmally, the enemy is contained in a dough effigy
which is likened to the corpse of a person and also the enemy
king, Langdarma. It is also seen as a bc'dy for other types
of evil. Heber and Heber quote a Ladakhi who says that the
enemy is
"an evil spirit that had been made to flee but had come
down from the hills to harm religion again" (Heber and
Heber 1926:272).
Villagers say vaguely that the enemy is filled with "bad
thoughts" as well as demons. Some said more specifically
that the enemy contained sins (iga) or demerits (mi gewa).
At this point, I was always referred to monks for further
discussion of	 To monks, it is a matter of dc'gma that
the enemy contains internal evils of which the external, such
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as demons, are merely projections. Thus, Phyang rinpoche
told me that here were ten internal evils in the enemy
according to the new tantra and seventeen according to the
old. When the doll is killed, he said, these evils are
exorcised from living beings and it becomes possible for
everyone to follow the path of virtue. Whilst this may lead
to rebirth for villagers, the goal for initiates may be to
transcend the world altogether, as noted above.
The gods which visit monastery oracles are recent
converts, "ex-enemies". The destruction of the enemy, which
is identified with Langdarma's corpse, the abc'riginal
cipponents of Buddhism and a vessel for all that is bad in the
world today,	 is explored from this perspective.
	 If
monastery oracles are recognised as ex-enemies, then the
contemporary	 conquest	 can be related to
	
their	 past
conversion.	 This topic is addressed directly in the next
section on the pantheon. However, the nature of the
pantheon constructed at 'cham cannot be fully understood
without looking at other impc 'rtant themes and, in this
section, the nature of the ritual murder is explored.
Ladakhi comments about the enemy suggest that çjarn are
actually death rites of a kind for the enemy is c'ne's own
future corpse which, from a village perspective, is
travelling towards rebirth. Villagers say that they will die
a better death if they are familiar with charn.
	
They will
make merit and acquire knowledge. Their comments suggest
that they will learn especially to control the terror which
will be generated through accumulated karma and experienced
during the process of finding a new life.	 are a
preparation for death, a trial run.
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A	 brief consideration of textual sources suggests
similarities between the destruction of the enemy and other
rites discussed previously.	 The word for the execution also
means 1 to set free,	 release" (sgrol,
	 bsgral)	 (Stein
1972:190). The murder is also a liberation. In fact, as
Stein shows, the enemy is divided into two parts: one is
murdered while the other is saved. The "black hat" brings the
enemy to life but then he saves either the enemy's soul
(Stein 1957:203) or the good parts of the soul (ibid:225-6)
with the power of tantric gods evoked in meditation. The
officiant separates the good part from the effigy and unites
it with his own life and with the gods before sending it to
paradise, purified (ibid:221-2).
	 Only then is the effigy
killed and dismembered. Stein notes that the bad part of the
soul is called a demon, and the good part a , god
(ibid:219-29). Stein also draws attention tc'
 a more general
association between this liberation and the transference of
consciousness at death ('pho ba, ibid: 231-3, see also the
discussion in Chapter 3). Accordingly, the murder/liberation
of the enemy may be seen as as a death rite which, in sc'me
textual sources, is followed by rebirth. In c'ther sources,
the soul is fixed in paradise after the doll has been cut up
(30).
Villagers are familiar with none of these texts but it
is nonetheless relevant to draw attention to the parallels in
ritual structure between and mortuary ritual. In
Chapter 3, it was shown that a good death depended on merit.
However, merit alone is not enough. The help of monks is
equally critical and material was presented on selected
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aspects of funerals which suggested that monks turned sin
into a demon and merit into a god that were respectively
murdered and liberated. Sin, in the form of a demon, is
placed first in a paper body and then a human corpse before
it is burnt.	 That body is bound just like the enemy at
'cham.	 Ladakhis say that the human corpse is bound
prayer" but it might also be seen to be bound so that it
cannot come back to life. Merit is enlarged in relation to
the divinities assembled at death. It may be recalled that
the corpse is dressed in the same clothes as the officiating
monks and that, when the soul is saved, it is projected in
the form of a god, either one c'f the tutelary deities ':'r one
of their followers. In this way, it was suggested, the merit
a person has made can be magnified in ritual; it is
visualised as a god which is, as it were, elevated in status.
Althouqh villagers always talk about rebirth after death, it
should be appreciated that monks also attempt to fix the soul
in paradise. Thus:
"when you do the first rite to transfer the soul, you pray
to Odpagmed ('Od-dpag-med) who was the guru of Chenrezig
(sPyan-ras-gzigs). YOU try to send the soul to Odpagmed's
"paradise" (jgFarn, zhing khams)." (monk)
"You collect the soul and send it to Sangyas (Sangs-rgyas)
"paradise" (two words were used:
	 wachen, bde ba can, and
inharn). That is the place where Buddhas live." (monk)
Later, monks attempt to close off the path of rebirth to all
six spheres of existence, thereby ensuring that the soul
reaches enlightenment (31).
The parallels with the murder/liberation at 'cham are
very close indeed. The physical body becomes a container for
all that is bad which, accc'rding to some of Stein's sources,
includes a bad part of the soul.
	 But, the good part is
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united with the officiant's own life and saved. It is turned
into a god and liberated to paradise or nirvana and/or to an
eventual rebirth. So too is the dead person's soul saved.
It is separated from bad things, which are burnt; united with
the officiant's soul and gods; sent to the intermediate state
in	 a better condition, equipped to achieve a better life
next time round.
After the enemy has been murdered and liberated, its
remains attract attention. These are treated in different
ways according to particular jnj traditions. At Hemis, for
example, the dough effigy clearly carries sacred power:
"The Demon-king then seizes the bleeding fragments, and,
eating a morsel, throws them up in the air, when they are
caught and fought for by the other demons, who throw the
pieces about in a frantic manner, and ultimately throwing
them amongst the crowd, which now takes part in the orgie,
and a general melee results, each one scrambling fc'r
morsels of the fragments, which some eat and others
treasure as talismans against wounds, diseases and
misfortunes." (Waddell 1972:531)
Gc'mpertz and Govinda both add further notes:
"the ghouls will clammer around and carve it (the enemy)
into little pieces, which they stuff into their cavernous,
skeleton jaws" (Gompertz 1928:220)
"a wild scramble ensues, in which the host of demons pick
up the scattered parts of the effigy and, after having
devoured some morsels of it, throw the remainder into the
air and among the spectators, who likewise take part in the
sacrificial feast." (Gc'vinda 1966:178)
Gc'dwin Austen simply notes that bits of the enemy are thrown
into the air as an offering to gods (Gc 'dwin Austen 1865:73).
I did not see this episode at Hemis but, at Lamayuru,
the monks put pieces of the enemy in their skull caps and
threw them at the audience. People grabbed the bits and told
me that they later fed them to animals at home. They also
smeared pieces of the enemy on each other: "so as to stay
well all year".	 At the "king's New Year",	 se (mdc's mo
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che), I also saw spectators grabbing parts of the mdos before
it was burnt. Heber arid Heber claim that these pieces would
be put on the outer walls of the house, to protect from
disease and death (Heber and Heber 1926:174) while Ribbach
writes:
"everyone tried to snatch as large a piece as possible of
wood and coloured strings, then carry home their prize and
guard it carefully the whole year as a talisman against
evil spirits." (Ribbach 1986:127)
The enemy is eaten at 'cham in other Tibetan speaking areas
as well. Paul des':ribes how the "black hat" stabs the Lth,
takes a bite out of it and passes slices to other lamas
during the Sherpa "dumje" (Paul 1979:281). He also suggests
that the Lthg brings life to those who eat it (ibid:288)
(32).
In other Ladakhi	 the remains of the enemy are nc't
treated in this way. 	 The	 (enemy) is added to a tçrna
inside the monastery and both are discarded	 together.
Usually, there is a procession, led by monk musicians with
Mon drumming evil out cif the monastery from behind.	 In
between are masked figures, monks in their ordinary clothes
and the rest of the audience. 	 The prc'cession circles the
monastery and the village befc're reaching a spot where the
gtc.r ma are thrown away or burnt. This spot is chosen
through astrological readings so that none will be harmed.
Even sc, there is often a house close by which will have to
perform some prophylactic ceremony, to avert harm. At such
charn, it is the potentially destructive qualities of the
effigy that are emphasised thc 'ugh some say that the bits
provide food fc'r gods (as they are burnt) and for other
sentient beings (as they are thrown away).
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At some	 but not all, the remains of the enemy seem
to have been transformed. They contain sacred, life-giving
qualities which are eaten, digested and in other ways
incorporated by gods, people and other sentient beings. The
enemy becomes food to nourish the living. Before looking at
other aspects of the murder which are related to the pantheon
assembled on stage, some more general comments might be made
on the central ritual action.
As far as villagers are concerned, 'cham construct a
blueprint for other monastic ritual activity. Rites "to
finish bad things" in the household or village carry a
legitimacy, in village eyes, by virtue of 'cham. As noted,
these generally conform to a basic ritual structure according
to which bodies are constructed and powers created inside
them which are then manipulated. 	 Lower ranking powers are
evoked through higher ranking ones. At 'cham, the enemy is
summoned by higher ranking gods, in particular, by the senior
black hat and the yi dam of the monastery concerned. Bad and
good are then separated at exor ':istic rites ("rites to finish
bad thin gs"). Ladakhis always emphasise this process of
separation when they talk of exor ':istic rites and I suggest
that their focus raises issues about the analysis
	 of
sacrifice.	 Without	 entering into a debate about the
distinctic'ris between Tibetan ransoms, scapegc'ats and
sa':rifices (see fn 18, Chapter 5), it is possible to gloss
gtc'r ma (storma) as sacrifices in order to make a cc'mparisc'n
with just one classical account by Hubert and Mauss (1964).
Gtor ma pr ':'vide seats as well as food for powers which are
then destroyed. Indeed, the term gtor ma is c'ften translated
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as "sacrifical cake" or "sacrificial offering". Some gtor
ma, such as that used for the enemy at 'cham, are known more
specifically as ling ga. When other "enemies" such as witches
or ghosts are burned in a fire offering (thjhr), the
effigy is also described as a LLci, like the bodies that are
destroyed during mortuary rituals.
The Ladakhi data raise a question about the distinction
made between two types of sacrifice by Hubert and Mauss.
Hubert and Mauss distinguish a sacrifice from an offering by
at least a partial destruction of the victim. Sacrifices of
sacralizatic'ri transfer sacred qualities from the victim to
the sacrifier (Fr. sacrifiant, the one(s) to whom the
benefits of sacrifice accrue or who undergc ' (es) its effect).
Sacrifices of desa ':ralization pass sa ':red qualities in the
opposite directic'n from the sacrifier to the victim and they
expel dangerc'us sanctity. The same sacrificial prc'ceedure
may both induce a state of sanctity (sacralisaticin) and
dispel a state of sin (desacralisation) (Hubert and Mauss
1968:58). But, the first type of sacrifice is associated with
elaborate rites of entry, the transfer of sa ':red qualities
after the immolation c'f the victim and, often, a communion
meal of food while the second type of sacrifice is associated
with elaborate rites of exit and the transfer c'f sacred
qualtities prior to immolation: expiation is stressed more
than communion.
At first sight, Ladakhi rites to finish bad things seem
to provide clear examples of sacrifices of desacralization.
At 'cham, for example, bad thoughts and enemies are trapped
in a dough effigy which is then destroyed. The people
watching and performing the ritual are thereby freed frc'm
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sin, impurity and evil. Yet, I suggest that such Ladakhi
rituals can only be seen as "sacrifices of desacralization"
through a static view of the ritual, which focuses upon one
particular moment at the expense of the wider ritual process.
The Ladakhi stress on separation points towards this
interpretation. At the separation rite fc'r oracles, the first
and most important step is to separate demons and gods then
the demons can be placed in one body and the gods in another.
Similarly, demons and gods are repeatedly separated at
mortuary rituals. At 'cham, according to the texts cited by
Stein, bad and good are again separated, demons are placed in
the dough effigy and gods are united with the life of the
cifficiant. In each of these rituals, the victim is divided in
two parts. Only then can either part become the object of
sacrifice and, in most rites, bc.th parts become cibjects fc'r
different types of sacrifice. At ritual murders, after the
victim has been separated into two, the bad is put intu:' cune
object and thrown away while the gu:u.:id is put into another and
saved. Acccurdingly, the fc'cus on rites of entry and exit may
be equal and the alternating rhythm of expiaticin
	 and
cc'mmunion becomes part of a single ritual.
Sacred qualities are transferred at several points
during these rituals. Demons and sin are passed to the victim
before imm':.lation, as predicted by Hubert and Mauss' scheme
for descacralisaticun. But, gods and merit are equally passed
from victim to the officiant before immolation. M':.reover,
the bad sacred is subject to further transformations, at
least, at some	 A communion meal follows the killing
of evil rather than the sacralising of a victim. The "food"
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that is sometimes eaten comes from the body that contained
bad things. Clearly, these remains are no longer associated
with the "bad sacred". They have been transformed into "good
sacred" through processes associated with religiously
sanctioned executions (33).
The murder at 'cham, and other rites, involve a "double
sacrifice". Both bits of the enemy are transformed. In some
'cham, the soul or consciousness is reborn, on the side of
religion.	 The demon, killed and dismembered in a bodily
state, is sometimes digested by the congregation.	 Enemies
are	 only driven c'ut initially;	 ultimately,	 they are
incc'rporated in the "congregation".
Several	 c'bje':ti':'ns	 might	 be	 raised	 tc'	 this
interpretatic'n. First, the enemy is discarded at some 'cham
and, in some texts, the liberated god is fixed in paradise.
In other wc'rds, the enemy is altogether expelled from the
world and it is not reincorporated. This interpretation fits
with	 many Ladakhi comments but the above reading 	 is
emphasised in order to thrc'w light on the position c'f
monastery oracles. Secc'nd, there are di fferent
interpretations of 'cham. Villagers focus c'n the destruction
of evil at 'cham. Similarly, at the initiation of oracles,
villagers emphasised the destruction of demons which leaves
the novice cleaner, stronger and in closer touch with gods.
The exc'rcism of witches is als ':' explained in terms of the
expulsion of demons.
While villagers c' ften see these sacrifices in a way that
corresponds with Hubert and Mauss' desacralising type, monks
tended to stress the opposing perspective. When I talked to
monks about these ritual murders, they generally stressed how
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they saved the good part of the victim rather than destroying
the bad. The murder was merely a prelude to liberation (34).
In the last chapter, it was noted that witches are sometimes
exorcised by burning sreg-). This is a dangerous
procedure and I was often told that only those who had
received the appropriate permission could perform the rite:
Both Thikse oracle and a man from Chilling independently
described an occasion that illustrates the point. About
nine years ago, it seems, Thikse oracle was called to the
village of Chilling to perform tj çfls. An
astrologer monk from Leh who happened to be passing was
called to help. The oracle had the lama play musical
instruments and perform certain dances. The oracle heated
a pot of oil in the middle of the village and prepared
linga to burn in the evening. The oil was blood, according
to the man from Chilling, and the papers were burnt in
blood. But, then, the monk's throat stopped, that is, he
choked. He didn't get better and sri he went to Hemis
monastery where he stayed for 15 days. He could only drink
soup because his throat was so painful. One day, he was
outside and a mad (rabid) wolf bit him, after which he
died.. The peciple from Chilling and the oracle himself said
that the monk died because he had not re ':eived the pru:.per
permission for this ritual.
The proper permission enables an officiant to first separate
bad from gocud, then destrc'y the bad and finally liberate the
good. A Sakti (Tak Tok) lama who sometimes performs shrakches
said:
"Guru Rinpc.che's advice is this: if you
	 raise the
ongrno or arnQ to a high status, then you are no better
than a hunter. The status of the gçigrn9 is raised by an
"instruction" (fl., khrid). It's like archery. You need a
very gc'od bciw and a gciod iron. 	 You need a straight arrc'w
and fine feathers. If you're very strong and young and you
shoot properly, then yOU can break the target. 	 But you
need all these things.	 Because I myself have re ':eived the
instruction, I can make the soul of a ongrnc. high."
Another m':unk from Leh stressed that only rinpc'che can truly
collect the witch and make its soul high by burning.
The soul, he said, is raised so high that it can never
cause damage again, nor will it be damaged itself fcir it is
taken to the place of the highest gods. If someone performs
this ceremony who does not have an impeccably high
spiritual status, then he might damage the gonrno. The
person/witch will have an accident, perhaps she will break
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her leg. This is very bad in itself and also for the
person who performed the rite because he will not be reborn
for 500 lives.
Monks often explain their comments in terms of teachings that
are adjusted to the appropriate level for the individual.
What looks like an exorcism to the villager appears in a
different light to the monk who has been taught that it is,
in fact, a liberation, and so a rite is seen to have
different menings according to levels of knowledge.
In an almost paradoxical way, Hubert and Mauss' scheme
could be preserved to explain Ladakhi interpretations. No
Ladakhi suggested that the sacrifice was simultaneously
desacralising and sacralising: monks described liberation as
the final goal even thc.ugh it involved the destruction of
evil as a preliminary while mc'st villagers emphasised the
exorcism, as a preliminary to the renewal of life in this
world. Were Hubert and Mauss' analysis to be relativised, it
could be used to explain the different aspects of sacrifice
that are stressed by different participants. Nonetheless, the
transformations effected on the remains of the enemy (both
"soul" and "body") in some dramas suggest that the sacrifice
as a whole can be better understood in terms of a
transformative model. Such a model also helps to explain the
relationship between monastery oracles and the wider drama,
as discussed below.
Ib 2tbn E! tb	 a^.
In the last section, one interpretation of the ritual
murder was privileged over others, according to which a
defeated enemy is reincorporated into the world rather than
removed from it (35).	 This interpretation was emphasised
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because of my focus on the gods which visit monastery
oracles. The gods are "ex-enemies", converts. Their
histories as well as narratives attached to other figures
that appear at 'cham, known as the oath-bound
	 dam
can), can be linked to today's defeat of today's enemy.
The word aj has been mentioned previously, in the form
tarn, as it is more generally pronounced. When rinpoche or
senior monks ban the gods that possess village oracles, this
is the word used (nj
	
When rinpoche, monks or
oracles ban "witches" from their victims, the word is
used. When local spirits are bound to religion, "to work for
the welfare of all", as they are installed in village
oracles, the same word may be used. In the present context,
the word tarn is part of a term, which refers
especially to characters described previciusly as monastery
gods occupying the middle of a ranked pantheon as protectors
and defenders of the faith. Pehar belongs to this group and
his vessel should still bear the mark with which he was
subdued (fn lCD. Another oath-bound god, lCam-sring, appears
at Spituk. He was once a worldly gi: 'd antagonistic to
religion.	 Ladakhi villagers did not know the details of his
past but Nebesky-Wojkowitz suggests that he was defeated:
"when trying to obstruct the Journey of the Dalai Lama....
to Mongolia in 1575...(he) began to be venerated by
Tibetans after bsod nams rgya mtsho (the Dalai Lama) had
turned the defeated enemy of Buddhism into a protector of
the Buddhist creed.
"At first, he lived in the world but he seems to have been
promoted to the ranks of the enlightened in recent times"
(Nebesky-Wojkowi tz 1975:88)
These histories set the oath-bound protectors apart from
the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and holy men who began the wc 'rk of
conversion.	 While lower-order spirits have been bound by
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oath (dam), the supreme figures carry out a legitimate
conquest described by the verb j ('dul ba). 1 means
conquest, conversion, education, civilisation and it is a
term used more by monks than villagers (36). It is almost
always used in an active sense that refers to the process of
carrying out a conquest or education. My discussion of the
pantheon focusses on this activity and suggests that 'cham
enact the process of creating a civilisation out of spirits
and people from the beginnings of time to the present day.
It depends upon a reading of the enemy which refers equally
to prototypical acts of conquest in the past and today's
conquest of spirits that cause trouble and the negative
aspects of the individual.
The term 'dul ba applies to people as well as spirits.
Langdarma was murdered. The extent to which the apostate can
be said to have been inccurporated into the Buddhist cirder
depends upon the perspective taken in analysing the ritual
murder. Today's audience consider themselves to be
participants insofar as they too are subject to this process
of 'dul ba which will culminate (for the time being) in their
own death rites. While most spirit conversions fo':us upon
the forceful conquest of adversaries, people are subjected to
a more gradual process of education as they are taught the
dharma.	 Both prc.cesses are, however, described equally by
the same term.
Oath-bound gods were once enemies, with no Buddha
qualities, antagonistic to religion and unwilling to accept
the superior authority of Buddhas. But, they were defeated
and	 joined to the Community (37).	 'Cham recall this
historical process.	 When rinpoche, continuing the work of
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earlier Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, recite texts containing
Buddhas' words and employ teachings handed down from Buddhas,
they reassemble the order of gods created through history.
This order may be ranked according to the time that has
elapsed since conversion; those who were converted long ago
stand above more recent converts and the greatest protectors
who have left the world rank above those left in this world.
As suggested by numerous narratives, defeated gods gradually
accept the dharma and, through good work, move up the
pantheon. lCam-sring, it seems, was not only once an enemy
and subsequently a protector of the doctrine; he may have
achieved enlightenment. Although the historical defeat
creates a distinctive break in the pantheon between the
supreme figures who began the work of civilising the world
and the lower ranking gods who were once converted, this
division beccimes fuzzy over time as the oath-bound perform
their religious duties, acquire merit and move up the
pantheon. Narratives associated with 'cham show that the
pantheon is a representation of histciry or civilisation;
converts are incorporated forcibly at the bottom of the
pantheon, they work their way up and, eventually, swell the
ranks of the enlightened (38).
The principle of might be said to explain the
entire rank order of the pantheon constructed at 'cham, at
least from a village perspective. Sacred oaths and actions
have been repeated by religicius figures through history in
order to conquer native spirits (39). At the top are those
who are binding enemies and, at the bottom, the mc'st recently
bound. At the top there are Buddhas or Buddha-like figures
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and, at the bottom, the most recently converted enemies. In
—
between are previous converts stratified according to their
time of entry into civilisation.
The process "binds together" Buddhas and enemies as well
as intermediate ranks created through past conquests.
Buddhas (in the form of Bodhisattvas or, more literally in
the present context, rinpoche) are kept in the world by those
which have not yet been converted. If there were no enemies,
they might float out of the world altogether, as suggested by
Ortner in a rather different context with reference to hiqh
ranking gods (40). Enemies provide the raw material for gods;
they are fodder for religion. They cc'nstitute that
metaphorical "last blade of grass" which keeps Bodhisattvas
in the wc'rld, for Bodhisattvas have renounced enlightenment
until that time in the future when they can take the last
blade of grass with them.
This	 view of religion and of history carries an
apocalyptic tone. Under the guidance of rinpoche,
civilisation is assembled on stage to take in yet another
enemy who will one day become a god as other gods leave the
wc'rld behind.	 The panthec'n expands upwards. 	 The links
between	 "Buddhas"	 and enemies	 carry	 an	 interesting
implication: the whc'le world will be extinguished,
enlightened, at the same moment, when there are no more
enemies to be converted. Universal enlightenment lies in the
distant future and contrasts with the beginnings of time in
Ladakh when there were cinly enemies living in a state of
barbarism. The present lies between these extremes and, I
suggest, will continue to dci so as long as there are new
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enemies to be absorbed into the Buddhist order.	 The
principle	 of	 'dul ba isolates an image of	 constant
transformation (41).
In fact, villagers are only vaguely familiar with the
biographies attached to monastery protectors; they are much
more interested in the histories of the most recent converts,
the gods which appear in monastery oracles.	 These gods are
not normally described as	 indeed, monastery oracles
are often relegated to a marginal place in the exegesis of
'cham. However, my discussion suggests that the gods which
visit monastery oracles may be given a central place in the
dramas, as those which have joined the side of religion, yet
are still like enemies, recently converted and s.:.metimes
physically imprisoned.
As noted above, Brauen suggests that the gods be seen as
nature	 or village gods which have only re.:ently been
appropriated by the monastery. This is indeed the principle
enai:ted at the festivals in association with the telling of
histories. I suggest that their appropriaticin be seen not as
an isolated event, but as a repetition of every other
conquest back tci the beginnings of Buddhism. Tciday, the gcuds
on stage, ranked according to their time of conquest, are
engaged in a new battle. The enemy can therefore be seen as
an oath-bound god of the future and the civilisatiori
marshalled on stage can be seen to extend beyond the cirder
created through history to a picture of the future.
This interpretation minimises the differences between
the various "bodies" that take part at 'cham. It has already
been suggested that there are important similarities between
the evocation or visualisation of deities in rinpcche and
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monks and the incarnation of local gods in oracles (Chapters
3 and 4).
	 However, a further example may make these
continuties more evident.	 A Nyingmapa monk described his
part in the festival at Tak bk:
The çharn, he said, features a protector called Tsemara
(rTse-ma-ra) who came to Ladakh recently with the present
Tibetan rinpoche. Before the festival, the god is invited
to a room where clothes have been placed on a wooden model
to which offerings have been made. During the drama
itself, this monk was to wear these clothes as well as
Tsemara's mask with its three eyes and three-cornered hat.
The monk prepared himself with various purifications during
the preceding week.
	 He was then able to dance as Tsemara
with attendants and to carry out the critical task of
throwing the
	 at the end of the festival for Tsemara
is the "owner of the Interestingly, the monk
described his part in much the same language that oracles
use. He said that he lost his mind; literally, that he had
no life and remembered nothing afterwards.
This example shows once more that the differences between
"meditation" and "possession" may become blurred. The monk,
like oracles, became an empty vessel for the god; his own
being had been displaced.
It is equally apparent that a single ritual process
links the evocation cif gods into human bc'dies to the
evc'cation of enemies into a dough effigy. Human and
manufactured bodies equally provide seats for c'ther powers.
"P'Dsession" employs standard ritual techniques and cannot be
set apart in terms of the ritual process but only in terms of
the general status of ecstatic trance (which is discussed
below). Ai:ccrding to this interpretation of the oath-bound,
civilisation is assembled on stage under the guidance of
present day "Bodhisattvas", structured "historically" by the
time that has elapsed since conquest. The rank of "other-
wc'rldly" powers correlates with the status of the ritual
officiant.	 Rinpc'che	 embc'dy the upper reaches of the
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pantheon. Monks embody oath-bound gods in the middle levels
as well as tantric priests (the "black hats") and other
figures mysterious to the villager. Monastery oracles, most
of them male villagers, embody gods that are on the point of
becoming civilised. And it is a figure in dough or paper
that holds the enemy. In the last section, the ritual murder
was presented as the dramatic climax to the day or to the
festival as a whole. 	 From another perspective, this murder
appears as little more than a jç climax. It takes
hours to collect all the gods but only a few minutes to
dispatch the enemy. Minimally, the long prelude displays the
weight c' f civilisation and suggests that the next cc'nversic'n
will be equally suc ':essful. Once civilisatic'n has been
properly assembled, there is no doubt that it will be
victorious;	 the conquest of the enemy is a	 foregone
conclusion, an autc'matic consequence.
My discussic'n of the oath-bound represents an attempt to
generalise beyond the category cif mc 'nastery prc'tectc'rs to the
rank order of the pantheon overall and to one image of
civilisation which, I have suggested, is created and set in
constant motion by a process of legitimate conquest. I have
attempted to shc'w how this prc'cess applies tc' the oath-bound,
to the gods possessing m.:'nastery ora ':les and to the enemy
itself. I have implied that it is relevant also to the peciple
involved as a.:tors and spectators.
	 In the con':luding
section, mc'nastery oracles are reccinsidered in the light of
this picture. It should be emphasised, however, that this
perspective is an analytical construct. Whilst it places
monastery oracles firmly within the general dramas, it
necessarily creates a highly unified picture out of a series
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of episodes which are rarely integrated by Ladakhis. Ladakhi
villagers do not describe the enemy as a future god, they do
not necessarily agree that some of it is saved and they do
not relate monastery oracles to the wider drama.
	 The
interpretation offered of 'cham makes it pc.ssible to
integrate what initially seem to be oddly juxtaposed images
of Guru Rinpoche's missions, the murder of the enemy king,
funerals and the wild antics of monastery oracles. This
integration is achieved, however, at the cost of over-
systematising a drama that is enjoyed by Ladakhis partly
through the disjunction between comedy, ritual drama,
ora':ular frenzy and stately pageantry. As noted (fn 41), it
also privileges an optimistic view of history ending in an
apocalypse.
2L1
Ladakhi villagers rarely describe the principle of
conquest frc'm the perspective of the higher ranking gods.
Monastery	 protectors	 are individualised,	 with	 names,
iconographic forms and biographies.	 Yet, little is known
about them in the village and their past conversion is almost
forgotten for they are now part of initiate 	 monastic
practice.	 Villagers point instead to the enemy or, at other
times, to monastery oracles. Only the gods that take over
oracles are still seen, like their village counterparts, bc'th
as enemies and as gods working for the welfare of the world.
They are nc't yet fully integrated into the monastery and
their shrines are often found outside, in the hills.	 Two
points are emphasised in ccsnclusic'n: first, the significance
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of the wider reli q ious backcloth that frames the appearance
of monastery oracles and, second, the links between
monastery and village oracles.
The gods that visit monastery oracles are a bit like
(other) gods; they reveal the truth, they give blessings and
they sometimes help prepare for the ritual murder.	 They are
also a bit like (other) enemies. They may still bear the
mark of subjugation; an impression of thunderbolt on the head
cur of chains arc'und the legs, and they remain largely on the
margins. This position "in-between" suggests that monastery
oracles, like their village counterparts, dramatise the
pro':ess cf be':oming civilised (captured by the term 	 L)
rather than the established fact of conversion and victory.
This prcucess has been discovered in the bic'graphies
associated with monastery oracles. While the histories are
similar to those of (other) oath-bound gods, they are
attached to different ritual behaviour on the part c ' f spirits
whc' move in and out of the monastery and cif c'fficiants
practicing possession. Possessic'n is violent and
uncc'ntrc'lled. Ecstatic trance in Ladakh seems to evoke
ambivalence wherever it appears insofar as it connotes the
untamed and the at least potentially harmful c'r demonic.
Mary Douglas anticipates this kind of interpretation when she
sees bodily control as an expression of social contrc 'l; to
abandon the one is to be free of the other (Douglas 1970a).
Ecstatic trance behaviour can nc't be fully accomodated to the
ordered religious hierarchy and so it is dangerous and
possibly disruptive. At the same time, the wild behaviour cif
monastery oracles provides a vitality that might be contained
in the mc'nastic hierarchy and provide a force for renewal.
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This image of violence and of a lack of control is seen
in the relationships established between vessel and spirit.
In Ladakh, the vessel is not conscious during trance but it
is clear to all that a spirit is moving and speaking in a
human body and that some compromise is effected between the
spirit and its vessel. The god may harm the person, as in
the case concerning the Spituk oracle cited previously (fn
3). Monastery oracles complain of tiredness and pain, like
their village ccsunterparts. The dangers of this vitality are,
however, balanced against an image of beneficial work for the
welfare of all (42).
The pc.sitic.n cif the gods can be compared tc' other
accounts of middle ranking spirits. 	 Kapferer comments upon
the position of dvat	 in the Sri Lankan pantheon as a
transitional pi:.int between deity and dem ':.n and between
culture and nature (Kapferer 1983:117, foilciwing Ames 1964).
They provide, he claims, a major point of articulation in the
pantheon and embodiments of ambiguity and instability.
Trance pra ':ticed by monastery oracles at 'cham, I suggest,
embodies just this point at which the vital force in enemies
begins	 to be released as they are incorporated 	 into
civilisaticin.	 The trances provide an aesthetic form which
embodies disorder in the process of being ordered (43). As
nc.ted previously, the Hhistc,ricalhl dimension frames this
point in relation to the past, when the spirits were pure
enemies and the future, when these spirits will becc.me pure
divinity.
One key vision of charn concerns the victciry of religion
in the world and the consequent renewal of wc 'rldly life.	 In
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other words, the long process towards enlightenment is
associated with a temporary and contingent renewal that makes
it possible for worldly beings to learn religion. This vision
has been described both in relation to the religious New Year
and the new life that will fc'llow death for villagers. 'Cham
bring snowafall and water for the crops (44) and a better
life for people. Within the performances themselves, there is
little direct focus on the process of renewal. I have
stressed the production of food from the bc.dies of enemies in
this context.	 At some 'cham, comic episodes are associated
with renewal (45).
	 Further specific features might be
tentatively discerned in the activities of ora':les.
Monastery oracles are visited by gods that still belong
to the village (46). They might ai:cordingly be related t':'
the activities of (other) village gc'ds which have been seen
to play a major role in the agrarian cycle (Chapter 2). In
the monastery, it is cinly possible to discover hints of the
productive and creative r':'le of c'racles as far as worldly
reproduction is concerned simply because çç in the
monastery is never closely involved with the messy business
c' f wcirldly life.
	 During	 arn perfc.rmances, it is the
conversion of the enemy that is stressed rather than the life
that results directly from this conquest.
	 Indeed, Ladakhis
said firmly that eating the rao ("enemy") was a custom not
written	 into the religious texts.
	 Although	 I	 have
continually emphasised how "religion" reproduces the better
side	 of life in this wc'rld,	 this emphasis	 requires
qualification.	 The	 renewal	 of worldly life
	 remains
contingent and of a lower order, predicated upon the qLlest
fc'r salvation.	 Accordingly, oracles are portrayed as ex-
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enemies on their way to enlightenment. Nonetheless, there
are hints of a vitality in oracles that seems to have little
to do with a specifically religious quest and more to do with
partially distinct secular concerns.
During 'cham, monastery oracles make prophecies with
violence. THEY strike their vessels and other people and THEY
spit out blessings in beer, saliva and soemtimes biciod. The
blood that is spilt, the saliva mixed with beer that is spat
cut and the beer that is sometimes thrown from the rc'oves and
walls of the monastery courtyard might be analysed as more
than a god's blessing. They might be seen as sacrificial
substances which actually fertilise the ground. The flocir of
the shrine rc":'m (mgon khang) ti: Rongtsan in Matho mi:nastery
is cc.vered with barley. Apparently, the grain is brought
after the harvest and, the following spring, some is used as
seed for the lands of the king (Dargyay 1985:56).	 In the
past, it is said, this grain was also used for the pots in
the royal iha tho (Pargyay 1985:61).	 Oracles also predict
the future ':'f the year's i:r': 'ps and, at Stok, THEY distribute
food.	 Embodied gods generally change their own shrines and
are seen explicitly to renew them as well as predict the
future. These features lead Dargyay to emphasise the links
between oracles, kings and fertility in her conclusion tcu an
article on Mathc':
"Each religious phencsmenon taken individually does not
disclose anything remarkable, but when put together they
tell a cc'herent story of gc.ds epitomizing the fertile land
with its abundant wildlife whose supreme guardian and lord
is the king." (Dargyay 1985:63-4)
These few comments suggest that the ambi guities and
instabilities asscsciated with the religic.us position of
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oracles' gods can be extended to their involvement in life
itself. The tentative suggestions made about gods who live
most of the year outside the mcunastery and who are closely
associated with predictions about food and life in the coming
year remain speculative. However, they point to more
uncontroversial associations between the gods that visit
monastery and village oracles.
It is suggested that monastery curacles construct an
image comparable to that associated with village oracles,
namely the building of a village religion discussed at the
end of Chapters 4 and 5. Monastery oracles crystallise the
unreconciled nature of that position in-between, in the
present day, neither fully demonic nor fully divine; neither
in the village nor in the monastery. Only with time and with
movement up the pantheon and into the mcunastery will there be
a reconciliation and by that time they will be a true part of
civilisation. The conversic'n of village oracles was seen in
terms .:f the .:onquest of village demons and village pr.:blems.
Monastery oracles have been discussed in the context of their
appearani:es at and it has been suggested that conversion
is portrayed as a central Buddhist concern during these
dramas. The narratives, then, show that where oracles are
tcuday is but a moment in a cc'nstant series of transformations
that will become fixed and still in the distant future with
universal enlightenment. 	 Narratives and trance behaviour
tc.gether	 give monastery oracles a central positii:in in
dramatising the motive force of ba, which has made a
civilisation out of people and spirits and which will keep
that civilisation alive, in motion, as long as there are new
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enemies to be conquered and absorbed. This process of
conquest brings new gods to the pantheon and new life to the
wor 1 d.
Insofar as the divide between monastery and household
orients perceptions of Ladakhi ritual, it also obscures
important continuities between trance practice in and out cif
the monastery.	 Village oracles have also been seen "in-
between".	 Initial and continually reaffirmed associations
with the demonic are balanced against gradually constructed
links with the monastery and with religion.
	 This life
trajectory is strikingly similar to the biographies of gods
possessing monastery oracles.	 The vessels and spirits of
village oracles are also "oath-bound", living out the process
of	 in the village context. 	 Although village oracles
attract	 much	 more	 scepticism	 than	 their	 monastery
counterparts, a single model can be used to explain the
dramatic action at and the making of a village ciracle.
A unitary vision can be applied towards the prc'cess of
civilising people and spirits in the world (47).
The differences between life histc'ry and bic'graphy are
as important as the similarities. I have suggested that the
ambi guities associated with monastery c'racles are sorted ciut
c'ver	 a	 long time s ':ale with	 the	 consolidation	 c'f
civilisation.	 But, this cc'nversion is a much more certain
affair than the very re ':ent and partial transformation of the
gods in village oracles. The histories of both types of
c'racle are concerned with conquest and the transformation of
converts. Both types of gc'd are moving slowly towards
enlightenment but the timing is different: the monastery gods
have travelled further and they are consequently ranked
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higher. They are more fully civilised.	 Moreover, monastery
oracles appear in the midst of great monastery gods, in the
world and beyond, and the supreme figures of As noted
with reference to the enemy, victory is a foregone conclusion
of the process of constructing a Buddhist civilisation on
stage. The precarious position of those possessed and in-
between, which is so evident in the village, becomes part cf
a wider fabric in the monastery, from the perspective of a
lay audience. On the one hand, it is known that monastery
oracles will continue ti: join the side of religion and so
their position in-between represents just one moment in the
march cf civilisatic'n.	 On the other hand, the position of
all is seen in-between, between one life and the next or
between life and enlightenment.	 The distinctive aspe ':ts cif
pc'ssessic.n, which dramatise the unstable and ambiguous
position of those in the middle, are theref ':'re l':":ated in
a larger framework that applies to all who live in the wc'rld.
On ':e links between processes inside and outside the
mcinastery have been made, it is possible tc. recc 'qnise the
centrality of this principle of
	 to many aspects of
village life that have been discussed.
	 Fi:'r example, victims
of "witches", who are "pc'ssessed" 	 can be compared
to ora':les in very general terms.	 One point of entry is
prc'vided by an interesting episode at one of the festivals.
It has already been suggested that the audience also
participate at 'cham and the following illustration provides
further support for this reading.
I saw nothing at Hemis of an episode that was described to
me by several people. I was told that monks dress up as
"witches" Carn2) and women sitting around the courtyard
become hysterical or lose cc'nscic'usness at the sight of
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them.	 In other words, they are possessed. It is assumed
that these people are already victims of jealousy from
other people. They may not have known that they were
affected but the power of the dancers causes the witches to
material i se.
These barno are not mentioned in other accounts of the Hemis
çarn, with the exception of Kaplanian:
"Ensuite ... quatre bhamo. Celles-ci, au masque brun-noir,
sont chauves. Habituellement mauvaises et craintes surtout
pour leur pouvoir de possder les corps, ces sorcires sont
ici soumises au gyapo qui les tient en son pouvoir. Elles
portent dans une main des petits personnages articuls, de
couleur." (Kaplanian 1981:297) (48)
It is more likely that monks are incarnating oath-bound gods
(dam can) but this account shows that ordinary people who
seem, at first, distant from the central action, jc.in in and
become "possessed" like those on stage. The power ':' f great
gods in rinpoche and monks is seen to evoke "demons" in sc'me
of those watching.	 These demons are then "converted"; they
are liberated and, as the dough effigy is cut up, executed.
Women victims emerge from Hemis tshes bcu cured. This
example suggests further that the custc'mary distinction made
between rituals inside and outside the monastery become
blurred for Ladak his themselves in some contexts. 	 Nc'rmally,
witchcraft possession is seen as an affair of women in the
village. 2!gp2 Fj is nc't discussed in the context c'f
religion (chos) by Ladakhis. Nonetheless, this episode at
Hemis suggests that the divisions are conventional and
arbitrary; gc'nrnc. zhughes can be accomc'dated tc' wider
discussions of 'cham if only in the light ':' f this single
epsiscide. Yc'unger women tcuc' are in the process c' f being
converted and civilised, most obviously in relatic'n to the
hc'usehc' ld but alsc' in relation tc' that long path tciwards
enlightenment.
A ' 'b
If the three types of Ladakhi ugsh are related to
the central action of 'cham, it can be suggested, baldly,
that monastery curacles are seen after conquest while village
oracles are seen during conquest and those involved in
witchcraft are seen beforehand. With luck and help,
treatment will ensure that witches and victims become part of
the wider order of transformaticun in the household and
civilisation generally.
MLICh cuf this thesis has been concerned with the role cif
village oracles, which has been explored in terms of the
links between different types of possession My
attempt to des':ribe the general place ':' f village oracles in
Ladakh has caused me to neglect other important tu:upics. The
next chapter turns directly, fu:ur the first time, to everyday
activities and common treatments.
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CHAPTER 7
VILLAGE ORACLES AT WORK: THE EXTRACTION OF SUBSTANCE
I
-"-I-,
7.1 Introduction
In the last two chapters, village oracles have been
elucidated with reference to village affliction and monastic
ritual. All three types of in Ladakh have been
characterised as privileged moments dramatising the process
of transformation from the worse side of life in the world
towards the better. This moment is, however, dramatised most
completely in the life histories and practices of village
oracles who sit precariously in-between a more definitively
demonic possession, induced by "witches", and a more
thorough-going divine possessicin, captured in the vessels of
monastery oracles.
The discussion so far has focused primarily on lc'cal
spirits. Yet, it may be recalled that village oracles work
more often with bad substances than spirits; they deal with
pollution, poison and bad magic more often than zhugshes. In
this chapter, the everyday work of village oracles is
explored. As the discussion fc.cuses upon the body, it should
be emphasised that neither oracles nor their clients make any
radical distinction between bodily and spiritual problems.
Ladakhi village beliefs show none of the individualism and
dualism associated with a Western, Cartesian tradition even
though many beliefs and practices discussed in this thesis
suggest that bodies of various kinds can be separated from
the souls and powers that they temporarily hold.
Village oracles deal with problems. Apart from the
occasional periodic ritual such as the renewal of a village
shrine and the revelation of truths hidden to people, they
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deal almost exclusively with what has failed in the normal
course of village life. By far the majority of their cases
involve the extraction of bad "food", as shown by the
introductory descriptions of trance in Chapter 4.	 A more
detailed account has not been given previously for two
reasons. First, as noted, my concern to document the role
and pc'sition of village oracles within the wider context of
Ladakhi ritual has led me to examine the relationships
between different • forms of possession in most detail.
Second, it may be apparent from the initial accounts in
Chapter 4 that the simplest trance is extremely difficult to
understand without extensive knowledge of Ladakhi ritual and
social life. For practical reasons, it has been thought best
to keep more detailed accc'unts until this point. These will
be simplified as far as possible and new terms for rituals
and diagnoses will be kept to a minimum.
7.2 Trance
The following descriptions are organised in terms of the
trance "session" and the treatment offered to clients by
c'racles in trance (1). Clients generally consult village
oracles as individuals but it is also apparent from accounts
in Chapters 4 and 5 that visitors are treated collectively.
Supplicants are not differentiated during the opening and
cic'sing peric'ds of a trance when they are often cc'llectively
harangued with a sermon and blessed. Sermons are seen both
as "religious teaching" (see, fc 'r example, appendix 4 and the
extracts from the
	 mo's trance cited in Chapter 5) and a
kind of "fool's commentary". They attract a mixture of awe,
mystery	 and,	 afterwards,	 scepticism.	 Blessings	 are
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frequently received by all.	 The thunderbolt blessing may be
administered with violence. Grain or rice is also often
given or thrown around a room; this is to be cooked in water
that will be drunk as a "purgative' 1
 of all bad things that
have not already been expelled.
Treatment that reaches the whole room cannot be wholly
divc'rced from individual cc.nsultations, first, because of the
mood generated by incarnate gods and, seccund, because it is
hard to remain a spectator. Even if an individual does not
intend to approach the oracle, gods often fori:e treatment on
the unwilling or the uninvolved.
Some general aspects of individual treatment have been
mentioned.	 It may be recalled that c'racles are specialists
in referral (Chapter 4). 	 When oracles name a problem, they
sugg est a remedy which frequently involves a visit to a given
specialist. In this way, they negotiate a particular image
cif the divisicun of labour associated with prcublem sc.lving.
As nc.ted previously, the performance of rituals of crisis
also seems to be related to periodic ritual cycles insofar as
particular solutic.ns are regularised by incorporation into
the annual repertoire (2). Hcuwever, few overall assc'ciations
could be discovered between recommendations for particular
rituals and the cure of particular symptoms (some exceptions
are discussed belciw). As Ladakhis say, similar symptoms are
mediated by the wider environment affecting the individual
and there are anyway 84,000 (with variations) different ways
of executing an actic'n in the wc'rld.
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A number of trances are described in order to illustrate
the range of treatments offered and the individual
idiosyncracies associated with particular practitioners. For
reasons of space, only a few examples can be given (see also
appendix 4). These include trances of a relatively new
oracle so that the differences between recently and long
established practitioners can be seen. Passages that I could
not interpret (with the help of a Ladakhi friend) are marked.
! Thr
All three trances took place in the oracle's house and
all three have been mentioned before: two were primarily
concerned with the initiation of the Choglomsar novice
(des ':ribed in Chapter 4) and the third included the case of
witchcraft possessicin mentioned in Chapter .
i) 13.6.82.
Dc.lma's initiation was not very successful. Her gods had
come back with':'ut permission from the teacher, Ayu th2:
they had been banned so that Dolma ':c'uld take her exams.
After the two lharn9 had prayed, singing tcugether, for five c'r
ten minutes with bell and drum, Ayu oracle spc 'ke in her
chara':teristi: high-pitched voice, very quickly but in short
spurts, punctuated by the Tibetan style refrain, "have you
understood?"	 Dolma said nothing to her ':lients though SHE
did speak to the senior oracle during teaching (as described
in C:hapter 4).	 Both extracted substances, each dealt with
abc'ut 20 people.	 At the end of the trance, THEY sang and
prayed together and together THEY blessed the audience, one
by one.	 Ayu csracle spoke and Dolma threw a blessing of
barley and mustard seeds at the audience.
The kitchen was packed with pec.ple; a cosmopolitan atmosphere
with Ladakhis from a number of regions, Indians and Tibetans,
myself the only foreigner but nc't out cuf place; a cicise,
smoky atmosphere; the family w ':'r king hard to separate ':' ra ': les
from audience and supply the former with incense, water and
fire; a rushed feeling, a sense of pressure, as the clients
were hustled forward one after another, no more than two
minutes spent on each. It was only at Ayu 1harno house that
there were ever so many people from so many places, who were
dealt with at such speed. Typically, the oracle spo::e to
less than half the people she treated. On this c.':casi':'n, SHE
spoke to 14 while SHE and Dolma together removed "pc.11utic'n"
c'r L2	 from about 40. About 15 individuals did not go
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forward.	 It is impossible to know who is a spectator during
trance for there is no firm line dividing client from
onlooker.	 Many intend to ask for help and are later too
scared to ask.	 Many intend to stand back but are pushed or
dared forward by their companions.
The two oracles sat side by side, facing outwards, once they
had finished praying. The audience faced them in a semi-
circle, the front rows sitting on carpets behind tables, the
ones behind squatting, those at the back standing and moving
around. The first client was called with a high-pitched "ci
"what is it?" and a look around the room.
	 It may be
recalled that the oracle's mouth is covered so great
attention is focused on the eyes, where the first signs of
trance often appear in rolling eyes c'r an unfocused gaze. The
first questions are invited by a more piercing, rooted look
around.
There was a shuffling, a murmur, and the first man came up.
He had a s':arf which he draped c 'n the ora':le's crown. He
then sat on his knees, mumbled an explanation that I could
n:'t hear and, in response to a gesture from Ayu ':'racle,
uncovered his stc'mach while the oracle bent over him and
sucked something c'ut through a stick. SHE spat into a bowl on
the altar.	 SHE said nc'thing but waved the man away. He
tu':ked in his shirt and went back to his place. There was a
plate fc'r mc'ney on the flc'or bLt I did not see whether the
man made his c ':'ntributic'n then or later. About Rs 400 was
cc' llected that day. The scarf was left c'n the c'racle's crc'wn
fc'r a while but, as ea ':h ':lient made his c'r her offering and
as the crown and the oracle's face were gradually hidden in
white scarves, the oracle's son-in-law removed them, t ':'
 a
pole on the carpet where the c'racles were sitting.
pollution, had been extra ':ted from the man, his
treatment was finished. He was fc' llc'wed by others, whc' made
their offerings t ':' one ':' f the twc' oracles, knelt before them,
bared their stomachs, suffered the extraction and returned tc'
their places. The basic or standard extra ':tion is elaborated
in various ways. At this particular trance, substances were
extracted from the stoma':h, from around the eyes and the
channels Ctsa). Bc'th c 'racles removed the s ':arf from their
mouths tc' suck out substances, either with their mouths c'r
through a stick. The senic'r oracle also sometimes placed a
"thunderbolt" or the yeliciw marker in her "prayer beads"
('phreng ba) on the affected spot before sucking frc 'm it.
Some of the more extensive treatments given can be seen in
the following examples with Ayu ora ':le as the ':'ffi':iant.
A boy frc'm Leh came fc'rward. I cc'uld not hear what he said.
Ayu ora':le su':ked something frc 'm his stomach with her sti':k.
SHE put it in the bc'wl of water and poked at it. It was a
pie':e a paper which was gradually unrolled to quite a length.
People around me said it was	 paper, that is, sc'rcery
c'r "bad magic" (3),	 a substance that had been given to the
boy by someone whc' wished him harm. The paper was red-
colc'ured and my companic'n said it may have had writing c 'n it
once.
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A child from a Leh suburb was brought forward, complaining of
bad eyes.	 The oracle put her prayer beads upon his eyes and
extracted something which SHE spat into the bowl. The
extract from the child was not named nor prodded, it lay as
black slime in the bowl. The child had not been deliberately
harmed; he had fallen ill "naturally" (through pollution).
A woman from Leh had pollution extracted from her stomach.
She was told that she was suffering from the pollution (ti2)
of lu. She should feast the L-
An Indian woman complained of a painful leg.	 The oracle
extracted something from her leg and tc' ld her that the pain
was due to cold.	 SHE gave her an "amulet"
	 a
knotted scarf, and told her that her husband's transfer w':'uld
proceed smoc'thly. An Indian man, her cc'mpanion, complained
of a bad stomach and, after the usual treatment, was told
that he had eaten too much in the army.
A Tibetan man said he was ill (zurnc'
 ongs).	 This tc'c' was
tie.	 A substance was extracted from his stomach. He sh':'uld
read a hagic'graphy c' f the Dalai Lama and raise prayer flags
The ora':le's g':'d remarked, "I come frc 'm the same
valley as you", in c'ther wc'rds, SHE too was a refugee frc'm
Tibet.
Others who complained simply c' f illness (j), like the
Tibetan, also had taken from their stomachs but the
illnesses were explained in various ways. Tc' c'ne, the ciracle
said:
111 forget what I said befc're (this, to a pregnant woman frc'm
Leh whi:' had previously visited the c'ra ':le and ':':'uld nc't
remember what she had been tc ' ld).	 But, you have ghi:usts
running up and down your house."
The gc'd is very angry and beats the wc'man with her stick:
"I told you to do	 ujzç (sp?) but you may d ':' changbu
(chang bu brgya rtsa) instead. These (storma) you
should throw in the water or the cremation ground (4)."
Ayu c'racle tc' ld another woman frc'm Leh to pray and make
prostratic'ns. SHE told a woman from a Leh suburb to read a
text "tc' clear the rc'ad of hindrances" (2archad 1arns1),(bar chad lam gsal) which would help her rebirth. SHE told
her friend frc'm the same suburb, tc'
 go to a (Western style)
do ':tor rather than an	 çflj for medical help.
There were a few who came before Ayu ora ':le who had nothing
taken from their bodies. Near the beginning c ' f the trance,
the ':'ra ':le addressed a woman from the same village wi,: ' asked
about the nature of her illness:
"You quarrel too mu':I, with yc'ur neighbours. "
The woman asked, "What shall I dc'?"
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The oracle replied, "You send " spies "
 to each other and you
always quarrel. There's nothing to do but to stop. Has y':'ur
son died? Do you hear him running up and down and shouting
at night? He won't be reborn for 500 years because you're
"mixing with your hands" (5).	 People who give poison won't
be reborn either. 	 I'm not keeping this a se ':ret. I'm not a
"house god" (}byj! 1)
	
but a god of the level of Buddha
(Sangyas gi sa kosa tabkhan Ln). The first (god) is ..."
(the oracle tells of some of her gods and where they came
from before she addresses the next client).
Another woman from Lower Ladakh is beaten and accused of
giving poisc'n. The god says that if she does it again, SHE
(the god) will punish her. Poisoning is a major theme of the
day for the ora ':le also addresses the room at large on this
subject towards the beginning and end of the trance. At one
point, SHE lc":' ks around and begins to declaim:
"I'll kill that persc'n who's brought pc'ison (i) into my
hc'use. But not until you get home."
The vessel's son says, "Show me who it is."
SHE replies, "This time I'll not tell.	 But, if you bring
poison here again, you'll not reach home alive. Yc'u may not
kn ':'w me but I'm Lhashrin Tsemara. This w ':'rk isn't go':'d.	 If
it were a tjo. tao, then it would be like a black shadow,
you can't knc'w what you do.
	
But, with poisoning, you know.
You even use poison against c'utsiders. You put poison in the
higher water which is drunk by someone dc 'wnstream.	 YOU wish
dysentry (lit: blood-diarrhoea) on people. You st ':ip the
channels (rtsa) in their eyes. Yciu may not be rebc 'rn for 500
years."
There were three c'ther cases. Two concerned truths hidden to
pec'ple and revealed by the g ':ud. The gc'd advised her vessel's
daughters c'n their sc hc'ol i ng, r e': ommendi ng one sc h ':' c' l rather
than another.	 SHE also revealed the truth about a theft c'f
Rs 70 from a tea shcip in a neighbouring village.	 A boy who
sometimes stayed there and helped the Indian owner asked:
"Who stc'le m ':'ney from the hotel?"
The god said,	 "Oh,	 yc'u ':':'me t':' che':k up (6).	 Y':'u tc":' k the
money yc'ursel f and gave it to somebody. You enemy () "
The last ':ase ':c'n ':erned the husband of the Sabu oracle. 	 He
brought an ill cow to be treated.	 The cow was tethered
c'utside.	 The c'ra ':le suddenly got up and went out, carrying
her thunderbolt, bell and drum. Her pupil followed. Others
came to':', one with incense, some to watch. The cow was held.
The god sucked from its neck and flank and then raced back to
the house in a fury.	 No-one had brought th bowl for her to
spit in.	 Inside, SHE spat out an item which I did not see
though I was told that it was a "needle", kha	 (7).	 SHE
sp':'ke tc' the man inside ab ':'ut his wife:
"She must make prostrations. 	 She must recite (twc' kinds of
"prayers"). If she doesn't re':ite these mantra (ng), she
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won't be able to help people or animals.
	 You need more
cleanliness at home.	 I'm a	 with a palace.	 (SHE gives
some names).	 What did the teacher tell the iha (the man's
wife)?	 The lharno hasn't taken the iha.	 How can she look
after people or animals?"
The man replied, "She is not making prc'strations."
The god says, "If she's not prostrating herself, if she's not
saying rnan, how can she look after the welfare of animals
and people? If she doesn't learn with a master, then she
must g':' to anc't her and then another."
The man interrupts, "She wc'n't go."
Ayu oracle explains, "No-one has given her bad magic (j).
There is no pollution (U2) cr bad magic	 ç) in her.
She is just lazy.	 If she doesn't make good relatic.ns with
her teacher, perhaps the god will becc 'me difficult. That is
Shemul Gyamc' (the god afflicting this woman). 	 Shemul Gyam':'
also foretold the future. She made revelatic 'ns abc'ut the end
of the wc'rld.	 She said there would be wooden houses at
Melcing Thang (a place nearby where the army are currently
stationed). At T.P., there would be a gate. On the Indus,
there would be n irc'n bridge and a Buddhist school close by.
There w':'uld be a palace for the Dalai Lama. All these things
have come tc' pass. What is the reasc'n (for all this)? Do you
know?	 It is the time that the world will end, the time of
Sangyas Oshrung ('Od-srung)."	 SHE is interrupted by a
quest i ':'n.
At the end c'f the trance, when the two c 'racles had been
singing in prayer for a few minutes but before they had begun
tc' bless/cure the audience with the thunderbolt, Ayu oracle
drew the event tc' a close in a high-pitched and rapid voice,
tc' the accc'mpaniament c' f her small drum. It was nearly 4
h ':urs sin ':e SHE had first spoken that day. SHE said:
"Have you understoc'd? If yclu' re Muslim, make 	 i f you're
Buddhist, make	 archok.; a ':cording to y ':'ur religion	 e:.
These are bad times (kal2a tarna). 	 It is the end cf the
wc' r].d.	 Stranger meeting stranger in the street beats him.
One man drinks another's blood."
More was said by the oracle, not just to her pupil who was
the centre-piece of the trance, but also to clients and the
room at large. However, the rest was unintelligible to me,
tc' my Ladakhi companion and, I suspe ':t, to everyone else. In
cc'ncentrating upon what the oracle said, I have perhaps
biased the description towards the level ':' f discourse. I
should stress, then, that clients and gods were speaking fc'r
only half the time or less and, in the majority of cases, it
was the extractic'n of substance that drew attention; the
materialisation of bad magi ':, poison, pollution c'r, in one
case, metal. My overwhelming impression was of two lines of
people, shuffling forwards, giving scarves, kneeling and
receiving treatment; shuffling fc 'rward again, kneelin g and
re':eiving a blessing. The scene was bounded by the altars,
stove and the mc'vements c' f the ora ':les as well as the sc'Llnds
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and rhythms of drums, bells, strange voices and songs that
were almost always high and eery. Ayu oracle had some
difficulty in coming out of trance, hiccuping, reaching
towards her back and arching it. Water was poured on the
nape cif her neck and finally she slumped forward on her knees
(9).
ii) 27.7.82.
On this occasion, the Chc'glomsar novice received another,
more successful, initiation.	 SHE separated gods and demons
and received permission to extract J2 on the scm
	 of her
teacher's vessel, as discussed in Chapter 4.
The arrangement of the kitchen was similar to the one
described above but there was less of a crowd for it was not
Sunday. There were about 35 people. 28 were treated and all
but three had substances taken from them. The novice, D':'lma,
extracted pollution from just two clients. There was c'ne
Indian family, 2 women and 1 man from Da Hanu (10) and
approximately equal numbers cif Balti (Shiites) and Buddhist
locals. Clients apprc'ai:hed Ayu oracle after the novice had
successfully received permissii:.n to extract substances.
The trance was opened and cls:ssed with ':ommentaries from gods
that possessed the teacher ciracle. First, the two women
washed at one end of the kitchen. They came into tran':e,
prayed and c.ffered a joint "golden drink" (serkyern).
	 The
monk passed a
	
civer their heads, which was thrown
outside, and went to work upstairs in the offering room.
Then, Ayu oracle took a glass c'f beer. SHE stc'c 'd, with a
scarf draped over her left arm, the beer in her right hand.
SHE danced:
"These are bad times.	 Times when people dci not believe in
birth or death taboos (anga	 cg)."
Movements and expressic'n ':hange.	 The oracle is possessed by
a new god, a crow:
"Crawk, crawk. (An incc'mprehensible passage.) The water and
rain will c ':'me in time. Perfc'rm an offering (gsoi (11))."
There are further changes and the dance becomes quicker and
more fluent. There is another god:
"Do you under st and? (Another incomprehensible remark.) 	 I' m
not a gongrn or a	 c'r anything. I'm Tsemara. Don't think
I' m like a I have to dance. I am a protector c'f
religion, Sheza Traktung (flesh eater, blood drinker). I am
the chc'skyong (religious prote ':tc'r) Sheza Traktung. (More
that is impossible tc' understand)."
Then, Dc' lma's initiation began.
During the initiation, there were further episodes of this
kind, when the tea.:her gods proclaimed their reli g i':'us status
and spoke of the times we live in. For example, there was a
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brief altercation between a god and the monk present when the
former spoke of prophecies which had come to pass during our
time, the time of Sangyas Odpagmed. The monk interrrupted to
tell the god that this was not so. The god continued:
"It's the time of Guru Rinpoche. Nc 'thing will be accomplished
without Guru Rinpoche. He can solve any problems.
	 All the
protectors (skyQg may nc't stay in the village
now, they may live in the mountains. Now it is Guru
Rinpoche's time, so everyone has tc'
 say many Benza guru. Now
is the time fc'r the opening of the Chang Shambala gate."
The monk still does not believe her.
"You go and make an enquiry. If I'm not right, don't call me
a god, call me a demon. I'm going now. You (that is, Dolma)
may also go and practice lc 'c' king after the welfare of people
and animals."
There were songs and prayers in what members of the audience
described as Tibetan. The n ':'vice came out of trance but the
teacher cc'ntinued to speak as SHE took her cic'thes off.
There was a des ':riptic'n of the Potala in Lhasa, of the Dalai
Lama whc'
 undertakes both religious and kingly rule. The
audience was told that all the monks are quarrelling amongst
themselves and using swc'rds and knives. The gc'd became very
angry at this point.	 SHE referred to a current political
dispute:
"The	 c'f Hemis sent three letters tc' the monastery.
(Incc'mprehensible passage.) These mc'nks are cheating Sc' much
that he (the jcbe) is coming from the direction of
Darjeeling. The mc'nks don't c 'bey the advice of the "lamas of
the three times" (12) these days. Yi: 'u've got a g ':id (SHE says
tc' the monk present:) but yc'u have made a ban."
Ayu oracle finished taking her god-clothes off and ':ame c'ut
of trance, again with a marked effcirt.
M ':' st of the time had again been taken up with the extra':ti':'n
c' f substances. On this c'ccasic'n, the tea ':her c'racle beat
those wh ':'
 did not kneel before her quickly enough. The pipe
was used fc'r most cases and the substance extracted was
generally spat into a small bowl, filled with water which was
emptied into a larger b':'wl. The smaller one was shown to the
audience. Ash was occasionally added from a third bowl.
Ayu oracle spc'ke to several clients after they had suffered
extraction.	 SHE asked one man from Leh whether his visit to
the hot springs last year had been useful.
	 SHE told him tc'
go again, with an
	 SHE told a Balti that the
	
he
suffered was due to lu, he sh ':'uld throw a lustc'r.
SHE talked to the couple from Da Hanu at some length, asking
them why they were not following their traditional customs
(lugs ngairna), why they were eating meat and eggs, why they
did not believe in their gc'ds. SHE
	 beat the man and
cc'nt i nued:
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"Do you understand? Keep your outside and inside very clean.
If you don't believe in your traditions, you will have a very
difficult time.	 You people are very jealous and do harm to
each other.	 Some of you bring	 trj (13) and do bad
things for religion.	 Why do you do this?
	 These things
aren't good. None is allowed."
SHE told an Indian couple that their work would go well.
They were to throw a SHE asked them why they were
lying, they did not come from Nepal but from B. (an Indian
town near the Nepali border). The couple had brought their
baby for treatment. The god gave a knotted scarf, containing
barley, as an amulet and said that the baby should not be
washed. Then, SHE gave the three of them some uncooked rice.
They were to cook the rice the next morning and drink the
cooking water. All
	 would be finished.
Another Indian woman was told to go to a doctor for an
injection.	 The cause of my companion's condition was
explained: poison had reached him from the south and it had
been given by a student who said "brother, brother" (kagie)
very respectfully and gave him tea in his home.
A further three people had nothing extracted from their
bodies though they came before the oracle and were addressed
by the god. There was a woman from the same village and she
was told, "it is not a good idea, why are you thinking of
this?" The god was angry. I cc'uld not understand the
consultation but my friend, whc'
 knew the client well, thc'ught
that she wanted contraception but did not dare to ask the
curacle's advice. There was a Balti woman who was beaten. The
gc.d mimed the acticun of writing and thus accused the woman of
pra':tising bad magic ("giving paper", shuu tangches).
Finally, there was the man from Hemis, mentioned in the last
chapter. Ayu c'racle confirmed that the man was an oracle and
attributed his problems ti: the monks and to pois.:'n.
iii) 25. 10.02.
It was a Monday morning and Ayu 1rno agreed to go into
trance because clients had arrived: there were 10 women, 7
men and 2 children from Lower Ladakh, Purig and local
villages. Most were Ladakhi but there was one Kashmiri who
lived in the Hc'using Colony below Leh and an Indian wc'man
from Choglomsar. The god spoke about 12 of the 16 cases and
she extracted substances frc'm 13. One of the women was a
zhuskhan, a possessed person, who has been described in
Chapter 5. The c'racle also spoke generally abc.ut the state of
the world.
Some of the substances extracted were clearly more serious
than a cumulative pollution. The god spoke of tuk (poison) in
one case and (bad magic) in another. The case of
"poison" concerned a man from Lower Ladakh who complained of
painful wax in his ear.	 The god su':ked through her stick
from his sinuses, neck and wrists, explaining that pc'isc.n
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(tuk) had caused illness but the man should consult a dc'ctor
too. In this example, there is nothing to show for sure that
the man has not fallen ill "naturally".
The second case, which involved bad magic, was a complicated
one involving an old couple from Purig. 	 The god began by
saying that the grandmother was ill because of j
.	
SHE
took her stick and extracted a long, black piece of paper
from the woman's stomach. SHE tc.ok this paper on her stick,
poured water over it and showed its full length to all in a
small cup before throwing it cm to a large enamel plate to
which ashes were added. SHE turned to the man:
"A tsanlha has come to you but you haven't treated it
properly. Why not?"
The man did not answer. I learned later that he came from a
household traditionally associated with a Mulbek god. Ayu
oracle said that the grandmother was suffering from bad karma
SHE shc":ik barley cm her small drum and read the
signs .rnc'
 tabche). SHE told the couple to do c.ne exc'rcistic
rite and c'ne offering (14). That was all fc'r the time being.
After the blessing at the end of the trani:e, however, the
c' ld man asked again, "What shall we do? Nc.wadays, all c'ur
for tune has gi:'ne." The g ':'d read the signs on her drum and
told them again to do two (different) rites (15). Sc'mec'ne
wr.:' te down these names for the couple who seemed to think
that they would have to sponsor all four rites.
The ora.:le advised and harangued some of her clients.
	 SHE
told c'ne woman to gc' to a doctor and another tc' gci tc' an
arnchi.	 She told one woman to make a pilgrimage and an
c'fferin q c'r tc' make a statue cf the goddess A soldier
was told to dci a rite appropriate to his position in the
twelve-year cycle (16). The mother-in-law cif the
was told simply to keep very warm. A man was told that he
had been attacked by the eyes of a tirn. He should get an
amulet (tishrung).
The very first
tethered outside
was	 extracted
previc'usly: the
animal's flank,
the substance.
"client" that the god had chosen was a
by a father and son frc'm Sabu.	 A "needle"
frc'm the dzc'
 in the manner described
c'racle rushed outside, sucked from the
breathed in.:ense into her mouth and spat out
Two wc'men frc'm Sabu asked about the future.
	 One had lc'st
something, it was not clear what. She was told, "it is
somewhere up-down, you wi 1 1 not recover it." The cit her woman
asked whether it would be alright if she went to see the
"lady" L., in other words, would her request for political
help be successful. She was obviously very con ':erned about
the answer fc'r she asked the oracle twice and, on both
occasions, the gc'd replied, "yes, it will be alright".
Ayu oracle's manner c' f working is iliListrated further
through a comparison with other oracles.
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b) Skarra chomo
The Skarra oracle has been described as an exceptional
village oracle, who was initiated through a journey to death
and back and trained by akula rinpoche (Chapter 4). Her
trance equipment is distinctive. She wears many-colciured
materials hanging frc.m her crown and she rarely covers her
mu:'uth with a scarf. She also wears pieces of silk which hang
down to her shoulder, joined by a thread over the crown. The
strips of material, she says, form hair for the gc.ds for,
being a nun, she has nc' hair of her own. The oracle is
relatively easy to understand in trance though ncit all of the
gc.ds speak. As c'ne god departs, a hiccup or sneeze indicates
the arrival ':' f another. The nun rarely pra':tices; during my
entire stay, I di:' not suppcise she went into trance more than
ten times and, cm all those occasions, she had only a
handful of clients. The vessel refuses to practice, she is
always turning pe.:.ple away. I only saw the nun working twice,
once at a house in Gongma cm the evenings of 4. and 5.4.82,
and once at her own house on 7.5.82. Extensive extracts have
already been given from the first event (Chapter 5) and so
only a few comments about the overall stueture ':if the the
trance will be given.	 The second event will be described in
more detail.
It may be recalled that the nun castigates all cither
village c'rau:les, she says that they are counterfeits for they
extract substances from people and animals. The following
examples show how the nun performs and re.:ommends rituals
(skurirn) instead of extractions.
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i) 4-5.4.82.
The first evening cc'nsisted primarily of a sermon lasting 3-4
hours. It was given partly for the benefit of myself and
three Germans I had brought who who were anxious to see a
trance. Thus, the nun gave a lesson in religion for
beginners. SHE spoke of the triple jewel, the killing of
animals, the ten sins and the ten virtues. 	 SHE spoke of
death and rebirth, our souls and our borrowed bodies. SHE
spoke of prayers and compassion. Her eloquent and accessible
sermon on religion, with the standard proverbs, aphorisms,
myths and stories, was suddenly given a twist as the god
moved into song or dance, or a strange recital about the past
and future. Thus, the jIç spc'ke cryptically of the evils
of tobacco; SHE told of the blood of devil women, who vomited
a snake and an elephant and, it seems, brought tobacco into
the world (see Chapter 5), just before SHE spoke of the
importance of understanding religion in typical teaching
style (see appendix 4).
During the evening, gc'ds gave general advice to thc'se present
as well as one spe ':ifi ': solution to a neighbour there. It
may be recalled that SHE told the boy how to cure his spots
by res':' lving a quarrel about land and visiting the hc't
springs (Chapter 5). Then, the gods said that it was
impossible to work or to listen in the p ':' l luted atm ':'sphere c.f
smoke, onions and garlic. In this way, SHE built up to the
second trance which was far more private, indeed, exclusive
to the household, and which focused upon the throwing away cuf
bad things. The rite performed involved	 jh, "harmful
gossip" speci fically 	 This se ':u:'nd tran':e was more elaborate
because cuf the preparations, the performance of the
ritual and also the structure of discourse between gods
c'ccupying the nun's bc'dy at different times.
The nun spent an hour praying, making prostrati':uns, gossiping
and preparing the stc!rrna. There were two dough men with hats,
c'ne seated and one standing. There were also two women, one
with three arms and c'ne with a beak which was des ':ribed as
the i ! b stc'rma. "Harmful gossip" takes the shape of a
person with a beak c'r, sometimes, the entire head of a bird.
The nun recited from a text which seemed to be a summary of
the rnikha text, telling of all the bad things attau:hed to a
man whc' was sent to one place and then another as directed by
Guru Rinpu:uche until he was eventually removed and sent far
away (17:).
Eventually, the nun went into trance, signalled by a sneeze
and the questicin:
"What kind of sorrc'wness do you have, shinde, sondre L ba1
tsan (see Chapter 5 on these terms),	 ga1gcung ("king
demons"), ("quarrelling enemies"), all of the
w.:urk dc'ne by men in this bad wc'rld that is discordant, and
all bad things?"
SHE makes everyc'ne bc'w dc'wn before the altar. There is a
song and a few gods appear, one of whom reads more of the
text. The stc'rrna are thrown.
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The trance begins on a high, excited note with the throwing
of Then, there are many diagnoses, discussions,
songs and sermons. The diagnc.ses are accompanied by a sense
of privacy, of things said that will remain within those four
walls. Thus, the man responsible fc'r harming the youngest
brother is eventually named. The god says to the brother that
he knc'ws someone who is jealous of him. The man suggests a
name. The god agrees but adds that there is a monk too who
is specified in dismay, as a close friend; one who, the
oracle says, sold him a watch.
The gods also refer to each c'ther. Fc'r example, one rather
fierce god was followed by a peai:eful god, who called herself
a khandcirna (mkha' 'grc. ma, a high-ranking goddess) and
cc'mmented upc'n the previc.us gc'd's appearance:
"Don't you understand what SHE said?	 You must believe her.
SHE came and spoke tci yc.0 because you sometimes feel sorrow,
sometimes,	 compassion;	 sometimes, you are afraid and,
sometimes, symphathetic. SHE said about you, S., that you
are sometimes aware of danger, and sometimes yc . 0 see people
eating meat after suffocating animals and then you feel
compassion.	 Si:' that's why the god came and spoke ti:' you.
The nun diagnc'ses "medical" problems in words that are more
commonly associated with rn!jhi. Other oracles fcu.:us
particularly on intrusions or undigested substances in the
body but the nun speaks also c'f illnesses invc' lving an
imbalance of the three humours ir of heat and cold	 both
inside and ciutside the body. On the seccind evening, for
example, SHE says to father's sister, after listing her
symptoms:
"It's because of bloc'd, serum (lit: yellow water) and bile.
These are the main reasons. A persi:un is made ':'f bone, blood,
bile, "phlegm" C2atkao, bad kan (18)) and sometimes (these
substances) increase and decrease ciut of proportion with each
u:.ther . . . .
She tells N.:
You're 1 Sc' j. 1]. because c' f the weakness of your heart
and you're ill inside and c ':' ld in the upper half of your
body. This illness is because cf blc'c'd and wind. .
The gi:'ds fc.cus on the ': ':' rporate hs:'usehold as well as the
individual members and THEY comment briefly on the village as
well. Towards the end of the evening, the oracle speaks cif
another househc' l d who, SHE says, have damaged the wal ].s of
her ':lients' house. Their cow had died:
"The mother isn't good for the children and the children
aren't gc'od for the mother. The mother goes ii ke a tirnc. to
her son and the son goes 1 ike a tio to his mother,
invisibly."
The trance is gently drawn to a cc'nciusic'n after the
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distribution of special amulets, called
five	 coloured threads which had been wound
thunderbolt and which were then cut into sections,
for everyone. The evening was protrau:ted by further
about the family.	 The final note was struck with
power and fortune for the house and a last remi
there remained one or two questions.
formed of
round the
a piece
questions
a wish of
nder that
ii) 7.5.82
It was the fifteenth of the third month, Buddha's true
birthday, so the cura.:le said, and the gods came especially to
make their personal devotions. This summary focuses upon the
central part of the trance, which was again based on a
ritual performance more cc'mmonly associated with monks cir
astrolog ers than oracles. On this •: 'ccasion, ç.hngu a1tsa
(chang bu rgya rtsa) was staged.
It was evening. We were late and had to stay in the kitchen.
We u:c'uld see an Indian man, clut':hing a scarf, ':'utside the
locked d':.cir of the nun's glass room. After a few minutes, he
was called inside for what was obviously a private talk. We
could nc.t foilciw the other cc'mings and goings but, when we
were called into the glass ro':'m half an hour later, the
Indian	 was sitting cic'se to the oracle with a Ladakhi
friend.	 Three	 women	 sat	 in front	 and	 the	 nun's
daughter/interpreter sat beside her, to her right. As we
came in, we heard how the Indian's problems were to be
attributed to his personal god (rangi ib, "e'Wfl gu:'d"(19)).
The stc'rrna was on the ficucir. It was simply a bowl containing
lots of hagb which, it may be recalled, are lumps of dough
squeezed within a clenched fist and passed over the body to
cc'llect defilement. Alth ':iugh the oracle said that this rite
was fc'r the benefit of everyone in the house, it was clearly
organised primarily for c'ne client, a woman from Lower
Ladakh.	 This woman received a	 blessing from the god,
who then felt her stomach and heart fc'r a lump. She had
illness in her bones, her head, her bile. Worst of all was
the "heart pain", nyinga. She needed fire treatment from an
arnhi but not until the autumn for fear that the heat (given
in the hotter time of year) wc'uld harm her. There were
negotiations about the cause of illness. Was it a nc.ise she'd
heard?	 Was it a tirno?	 There was also talk of fc'c'd
restrictions for herself and her child.	 Then, the woman was
asked to put blood with her in the ':entral plate.
She tu:ok a companion out of the r':.':'m with her, holding a
splinter cif glass, and returned with a piece cif dough around
her hand.	 The god asked again about the woman's illness.
The latter bared her breast.	 The god took a thunderbolt in
her left hand, with which SHE had been abc.ut ti:' bless her
client, and held it as if it were a dagger.	 SHE struck her
patient hard, praying the while. The woman was treated in
this violent fashion three times in all. Later the same god
returned and pushed the woman hard cm her back and, again, on
her stomach.	 At this point, someone rushed forward to
support her.	 My friend said that the g ':.d was treating the
nyingka.	 On the third occasion that this g od appeared, SHE
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hit the woman on her head with the thunderbolt with what
perhaps was a divine curative power. The god said: "Anyway,
most of your illness and most of the danger from the
will be cured by the (g	 g)."
This gi:.d, who had pushed and beaten the patient, then circled
the stc.rrna and the patient, praying to the sound of a bell.
The cirumambulation initiated a spellbinding interlude when a
series of gods appeared, one after another, dancing and
praying around the seated wc.man and the plate of At
least seven gods appeared, each for a few minutes. Some were
fierce.	 Some prayed. Some only smiled. Some danced to the
sound of bells and drum, some to the sound of the god's voice
alone.	 This dance displayed a divine repertciire sitting in
Skarra nun. At other times, the repertoire is introduced
through a list of names c'r simply a rapid succession of
distinct voices and gestures. After about half an hour, one
cuf the gods sat back on the carpet behind the table and
started to light incense. SHE asked her main patient to wash
her hands and then to light a lamp fcur the ciffering. More
changbu were made by us (the latecorners) and from the animals
below. The plate was put cm the woman's head and then passed
over everyi:une else before it was thrown at a crossroads, near
water, a':cc'rdinq tc' instru':tii:'ns.
One or two episodes did ns:'t beli:ing to the main business of
the evening, which had been completed. A Tibetan gcud appeared
and gave a prophecy. This god mimed what the audien ':e agreed
must be a war; cutting throats, firing guns, throwing bombs.
It was 1 i ke a charade, ':1 i ents asking quest i cuns, the god
answering with mc're mime. It was thought to be the Falklands
war. The f.:' l lowing actc'r , the major god whu: ' had d ':'ne most of
the work that evening, explained that war threatened, but
•:ould be averted, that fire threatened, but might be averted,
that floods threatened but there was nc' plan tc' stop this
danger.	 The danger was due to a star that appeared in the
early morning.	 The god prayed in cirder to stop the imminent
fi u:u:'ds.
At another pcui nt, the nun spoi::e with some despair cm f the
monks u:u f today. This is a standard refrain in trance whi.:h
reminds the audience that the speaker is indeed a god who has
authority ti: offer u:c'mmentaries u:.n the parlous state of
reli g ion in our world today.
The oracle blessed her audience before SHE came out of
trance. SHE threw barley around the rc' u:'m and at her clients
(20).
These summaries ill List rate much that is di st inc t i ye about
the nun: instead of extram:ting substanu:es like other ora':les,
SHE perfcurms	 and SHE gives sermons. The nun is a key
figure	 in this discussicun f.:ur her refusal tcu extra':t
substan':e is simultanem:uusly a refusal ': u f one cuf the m':ust
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distinctive identifiers of village oracles. To most
Ladakhis, these specialists are first and foremost the ones
to bring bad things out of the body.
2. Ibii	 1b	 !I1b
Taklangsha is a poor man, a grandfather and a drinker
who lives alone in an offshoot house. He presents a somewhat
dishevel led and shabby appearance in contrast to the nun from
Skarra and the Ayu Liia . Because of his living ':c'nditions,
he almost always works away from home and he is particularly
well known for his work with "bad magic" and living demons,
which he sometimes burns. The vessel said that he was almost
always called to Chillin g ti: burn t,jrnc' and ti: Spituk, a
village nearby, fc'r poison and bad magic (} and In
his own village, he said, he dealt mostly with harm caused by
living dcmc'ns, ghcists and	 rj (jg	 ti2o	 a	 hineL
sundre nod2a).	 Taklangsha has trained the majc 'rity of young
oracles in the area. In trance, HE says very little by way
of interpretation or analysis and HE rarely teaches religion.
His t ran': es are general 1 y short and, though HE boasts the
same range c' f gods as Ayu and Skarra c'racles, their
characters are less fully developed and they can generally be
identified only when the work turns from a pea ':eful Czhi&
to a strong (rag) mode. However, I was told that one god
spoke cif religic'n while ancuther was responsible for
e>tracticuns. Ladakhis u:'ften distinguish the gods, who are
gc'cud, strong and fierce, frc'm the vessel, whc' is poor,
"irreligious" and a drinker. One trance at which the oracle
diagnosed a case of possession has been menticaned in Chapter
5 and this is described in greater detail.
A
12.10.82.
We walked across the Indus and the marshy grassland to the
village, arriving at the house just after the tran ':e had
begun: the oracle was praying and making the first offerings.
There were 15 or 20 people in the kitchen. The prayers were
almost spat out or thrown, like the grains of barley and the
beer which were hurled at the wall, in an extremely high-
pitched voice that might have belonged to a girl. The oracle
held a bell and a spoon in his left hand; the spoon was used
for offerings of beer, the bell fc'r the prayers. HE held a
drum in his right hand, which a':companied the bell. After an
angry demand for juniper incense, the prayers culminated in a
ci inda, an archaic Tibetan, "what's the matter?" As HE
turned round, I could see only the whites of his eyes in the
now hushed room, silent but for the sounds of panting from
the oracle and rhythmic bellows at the stove.
	 The first
episode con':erned the potential oracle, mentioned in Chapter
5.	 The second concerned the hciuse as a whole.
	 The g.:'d
turned to the father and said:
"You're all suffering frc'm bad magic (g	 ç) and I can't
get rid of it.
	 Y.:.0 must say 1,000
	 (a short prayer).
You must do a "fierce fire offering" (
	 jjj)."
The father said that he had already asked the monks to d ':' so
but they had refused (21). The god replied:
"In that case, do an "increasing fire offering" (gy
zhinshrek).	 It will be better if y.:.0 di:.
	 as well (rta
dul (?) , see below) . "
The g ':id placed a few grains cit barley on his small drum,
m ':'ved it about with his fingers, shook the drum and said:
"You're all ill in this hcuuse.	 You must dci a yanguk (see
Chapter 2) to stop this.
The father said that grandfather was ill in bed.	 He was
seventy or more. Was his life go':'d? The g.:.d said that he
would be air ight if he was kept warm but on nc' account should
he be given fire treatment for it would kill him (22:).
Thikse oracle turned away abruptly and a woman was told that
she had tuberculosis.	 Did the doctor tell her this, HE
asked.	 HE sucked something from her stomach and spat it cm
to a white enamel plate. 	 HE gave some advice that I could
not hear tc. another woman with a child. Then HE turned to a
s':' l di er wh.:. lived nearby.	 There was no talk. 	 The god felt
the man's pulses in his wrist, and HE felt his chest and the
prc.te.:tive medallion there.	 HE took a brass tube, the same
scirt of size as the more commc.n wi:'c'den pipe, and placed it
just below the man's ribs. HE pushed very hard and the
soldier was immediately given support from my friend. Then,
the oracle showed the audience twi':e c'r thrice that HE was
not about to trick them by opening his mouth and sh.:.wing
every.:'ne that it was empty.	 The god sua:ked throu gh the pipe
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and spat black saliva and hair on to the plate. 	 HE rinsed
his mouth out with water. Finally, HE blew	 mantra,
on to the affected spot.
The procedure was repeated with greater violence.	 The
patient lay back on my friend.	 He was told again and again
to arch his back.	 The god attacked a point low in the
stomach, this time without the pipe, and eventually spat a
piece of black paper or plastic onto the plate. Everyone
gathered around tc' look, exclaiming digad, "poor thing",
and marvelling at the eviden':e of two bits of bad magic. The
gc.d now spoke:
"This was given to yc.0 and to your captain.	 You were
drinking together..."
There were hints about the identity of the poisoner which
sh ':'cked the ss:'ldier.
The gc.d spoke to me and asked, "Which way dci you gc.? Right or
left?" I quickly said right, the prc'per way t ':. make a
circumambulatic'n. The god then performed what I suppose was a
test. HE shook three grains on to the small drum whi ':h was
placed on a plate of grain cm the table. I had to choose one
grain which was the ':'nly ':'ne to be left on the drum. The god
shc'c'k bell and cymbals, causing the grain ti:' move cm 	 the
drum, at first, to the right and later to the left. The
divinatic'n seemed ti:' be satisfactory as I was told that the
grain had travelled to the right.
Later, the father of the house was told that their problems
had something to do with the masters ':if the earth (sadag) and
the	 . He must sponsor a
"Is everything prepared for the sgo aa m ?" (see Chapter 1:)
The gcmd began to recite frc'm a religious text, using his g':ing
fc'r the first time. The wc'rds were inccmmprehensible. The
skull of a sheep and dog were brought and the father began to
plait the straw which would hold the skulls and tu:' prepare
the wc'cmden sticks which w ':'uld display the numbers and ages cif
the pecmple in the hc'use. The gc 'd interrupted:
"Can you dci this?	 N':', you ':an't.	 I'll send ym:mu the
(empty vessel).	 Later on, the g':'d will return to dci çfl
(religion) (23)."
There were the usual prayers, and the c 'racle took off his
special clothes, facing the wall, kneeling. The transition
was marked by a sneeze and the man put cm his glasses and
lc":' ked round the r':":'m. He then made the sao narncm and went
into tran ':e briefly again.	 This time, the god gave "gm:mlden
drinks"	 (y)	 tc' all the Euddhas and	 g':mds	 and
"consecrated"	 the dc'c'rs tc' sky and earth.
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Thikse oracle is distinguished by the violence of his
gi:'ds and his skill in extracting a range of bad substan.:es,
particularly sorcery (ju, see below). The example
described shows that Skarra c'racle is not the only one to
perform kujrn.	 Taklangsha directs a rite that is normally
per formed	 by astrologers but only the consecration is
performed in trance; the preparations are made by the vessel.
The above examples concern well-established oracles; a
final acc ':'unt is given of a recent initiate s': as to
illustrate further variations associated with the early
period of a':':c'm':.datic'n between god and persi:in.
Shey ciracle, like her teacher fr.:'m Thikse, lives in a
p.:.or •:.ffshoct house and so she t ':'o works in other people's
houses m':'st of the time. I attended two trances which were
sh ':irt and largely incomprehensible. The gods, a group of
brc'thers, were violent to their vessel and to clients.
.4	 'i	 C)..
. .. c.
It was morning and the second trance of the day in the
village. Shey iharno always practiced in the morning and,
because the trances were short, SHE often held one after
another, in different houses. The first indications of trance
showed that the c' r ac 1 e was newly est abi i shed for, as she was
possessed, SHE started flailin g around and throwing all that
she could grab from the table into the rc 'c.m where we were
sitting - there were about ten ':' f us by the stove and the
wall. SHE was held down until the violence subsided into a
swaying movement and a petulant demand fi:ur a scarf. SHE then
recited further prayers and threw cifferings cif barley at the
audience.	 SHE treated several children, the woman of the
house and a man. I taped the trance but, even with the help
of a Ladakhi whcu had been there, I could translate very
little that the curacle said. The trance was c'ver within half
an hour
The woman came first, complaining of pain inside like a
needle. The god took a plate and a b ':'wl ':' f water. SHE
grabbed the woman's breast and sucked at her nipple with a
wooden pipe.	 SHE spat bicucud into the plate and rinsed HER
mcuuth cuut with water. The god began to speak quite amicably,
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advising the client to visit a dc'ctc'r, but gradually SHE
became more and more heated.	 The woman, SHE said, was proud
and quarrelsome. "I'll punish you", SHE said. There
followed a comment about a lamp which, as far as I could
understand, implied that this woman had lit a lamp in the
morning after eating rather than before and had thereby
offended the
	 She should light incense to the jjj every
morning. She should alsc'
 visit the monastery on pilgrimage.
There were prayers. Then, substances were sucked from the
stomach of each child. These attracted no further attention.
I could not understand what was said and I do not think the
children could either. They, and their mother who had just
been treated, were to':'
 frightened of the gods to ask for
clarification. Later, a man was told that it would be
possible for him t ':' ':hange jobs.
The treatment of clients was interspersed with prayers but
not with any general talk of religion. It was not possible
tc'
 distinguish the gods who visited the person but the state
of tran':e was strc'ngly demar':ated frc'm ordinary
cc'ns':ic'usness. As the c'racle emerged from trance, SHE rolled
over. Like many ora ':les, SHE gave great attention to her back
and neck as the gods were sent away. SHE shrieked, hiccuped,
sneezed and pulled her clothes off violently, as if they were
c'n fire.
20.3. 82.
I fc'und another more truncated trance c'f the lharnc"s similar
in most respects.	 I had been to see her a few days earlier
at another neighbour's house.
	 In trance, SHE sucked c'ut
"needles" (khaa) from a cow.
	 SHE also treated a man with
"gastric problems" ( 2atkan) who I knew. This man, a Muslim,
tOld me that he had suffered fc 'r three years. He had been to
a dc":tc'r but he had not been cured until he visited Thikse
lhaba and, mc're recently, Ayu oracle whc'
 had sucked hair and
spit frc'm his stomach. Shey rno extracted only the
standard substance, a blau:k liquid. His abscess, SHE said,
cc'uld not be ':ured, for it was ':aused by the heat in the
bakery where he wc,rked. He was tc '
 visit a doctor.
These tw ':'
 trances were probably typii:al of that period
of work but I suspect that they changed as the c'racle
a':quired further tea':hings and greater ':onfidence. When I
first spoke c' f the girl to people in Leh, no-one had heard of
her. When I left, some ten months later, she was well -known
and clients who could not find her guru, Thikse lhaba, c 'r the
Ayu J, in the villages either side of Shey would
sc'met i mes cc'nt i nLte thel r jc'ur ney until they found the new
ora':le.	 The tran ':es described seem t': '
 be typical of newly
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established oracles insofar as the gods and vessel are still
struggling towards a peaceful accomodation which will be of
benefit to their clients. New oracles are also scared of
illness. Shey oracle explained, for example:
"I used to go to (a largely Balti village across the river)
but now they have to visit me here because there is too
much poison (tuk) there. I'm afraid that I (the person)
will be affected after I come out of trance."
"If the Lha are polluted for example, by dirty
things or things that don't agree with them, then I myself
(the person) fall ill."
For reasons of space, further trances are not described
although a transcript of one of the Skarra nun's trances and
an accc'LInt of the week's work of some oracles is given in
appendix 4 so as to show more of both what is said in trance
and what is done. These few examples show hc'w gods refer
their patients, cure them through extractions and rituals and
reveal a truth hidden from people. They show an elaborate
aesthetics to trance where a sequence of gods is internally
differentiated in terms of their characters, the work they do
and a discourse of song, speech, mime and dan':e. These
examples alsc'
 reveal elaborations of the ritual structure c'f
trance described in Chapter 4. The use of different items c'f
equipment is illustrated, including the fire (ashes) and
water used to neutralise bad substan':es. As noted
previously, I am unclear about the eventual fate of these
substances. I gather that oracles often bury them outside. I
suspect that they may also be added to other waste, in the
toilet or elsewhere. On occasion, the oracle swallows bad
substances.
The trance sequence has been shown to move from general
commentaries	 on religion at the beginning to specific
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connections that are drawn in the world around individual
problems and the closing sermons and blessings. At the same
time, the diversity of trance practice is illustrated through
the contrastive styles of these four practitioners. It might
also be noted that aspects of Ladakhi practice remain
distin ':t from the Tibetan refugee oracles. In Chapter 4, a
number of differences were mentioned with reference to
training, both between Tibetan refugees and Ladakhis and
between the refugees and other Tibetans. A similar pattern
can be detected in the sphere of treatment. The four Tibetans
interviewed in Ladakh suggested that the overall structure of
trance and the range of problems treated were similar to
Ladakhi practices (24) but the mirror seems to play a more
imp ':'rtant role among Tibetans (25) and all four Tibetans said
that they were pc'ssessed by only one god (yui th) (26). The
reports contrast with Berglie's material on hero oracles
(dpa' bo) in a number of ways (Berglie 1976, 1978, 1980) (see
footnotes 24-6 as well as references made in Chapter
differences may be related to regicinal specialisatic'n for the
dpa' bc described by Berglie all seem to have come frc.m
Northern and Eastern Tibet (1978:39-40).
	 They may als ':'
 be
attributed to the very small samples involved. 	 The four
Tibetans that I met compare with six "hercies" discussed by
Berglie (1976 and 1978).
	 The extraction of needles from
animals and the gradual acquisition of more and more higher
ranking gods may be espeu:ially elaborated in
	
Ladakhi
practice.	 However, it is also clear that the Tibetans in
Ladakh accomc'date themselves to local practice for example,
they nc.w bring out needles even if they did not dci sc'
previously (27).
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7.3 The extraction of substance
The preoccupation with bad substances in these examples
is striking and this is the only aspect of treatment that is
discussed further. 	 Only the nun refused to suck out
pollution, poison and bad magic.	 All the others were busy
extracting liquids and solids from various parts of the body,
particularly the stomach, and constructing differences
between the substances that were spat into a bowl or plate
and occasic'nally swallowed.
The simplest extraction concerns a black liquid,
sometime mixed with blood, which is generally taken from the
stomach. The liquid attracts little attention and the god
rarely makes any further comment cm its qualities. This is
ti (defilement, pcmllutic.n) c'r jj ('jib, literally, to suck
but used only with reference to the extracticmn of an unmarked
"pollution"; see Chapter 4). fl, as noted previously, is
ingested naturally in the course of life.	 It is related to
the natural qualities of fcuc.d and drink and to the prc'blems
cf in':orpc'rating them int ':' the body.	 taken from
animals, are explained in similar terms. Every Tibetan oracle
attributed ib	 in Ladakh to the poor quality of cattle's
fodder.	 Neither ti2 nor	 are caused by the ill
intentions of others. However, the term (poison) is
generally used to refer to deliberate poisoning by another
person, who is often vaguely implicated by the oracle. Iic is
sometimes used to describe malice transmitted unknowingly
and, more rarely, as a virtual synonym fc'r ti2. Poisoning is
often associated with women who unknowingly harm others in
the same way as they dci during gongrnc' attacks.	 Likewise,
women are seen to be more susceptible to poison than men. One
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man treated by the Ayu c'racle was told that the "painful wax"
in his ear was due to poison (see above, 2.1O.82) but there
was no suqgestion that this had been caused deliberately by
someone who wished him harm. I. generally looks like
pollution.	 It is usually a black liquid that is extracted
frc'm the stc'mach.	 Sometimes, however, scud objects such as
hair or metal are described as poison. I	 seems to describe
a range of substan ':es in-between the purely natural
consequences life in the world and a scircery that is
deliberately manufactured and administered.
Jadu, shugu or ngan ch 	 is intentionally given. 	 The
sorcerer knc'ws what s/he is doing and wishes harm to a
vi ':tim. "Bad magic" is generally marked off as a solid
object during trance. The substance usually turns out to be
paper which is pr ':'dded and shown round the room. It is
unravelled with a slc'w deliberation that draws gasps and
exclamati ':'ns from the audience. Bad magic is also found in
hc'use buildings, buried under the entrance or in the walls.
Today, villagers speak primarily of paper magic which is said
to be bought frcim a few skilled Buddhist and Muslim holy
men.
Stories alsc' tell of other kinds c'f bad magic ranging
from particular larvae found under trees to hair impregnated
with harmful spells. Ladakhis are particularly fascinated by
the written formulae and I suggest that the present
materiality of this particular magic is established largely
through the trance practices described. Ladakhis talk less
about the supposed sorcerer than they do about the substance
itseif. Their interest is apparent in many stories:
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N. came back from a visit to Ayu oracle talking about two
men from Lower Ladakh. He said they were ill from jdu.
The lharno had brought two birds out of their stomachs.
They were very difficult to bring out because they were
running around inside.	 Later, they were burned in a
special fire while religious texts were read.
	 If they had
been allowed to stay (inside), they would have grown and
grown and become very dangerous.
	 Somebody must have hated
the men and made ,jLi. is always made deliberately
(lit: artificially), it is not like possession. He asked
if I knew about the case in their household - an oracle had
uncovered a piece of paper under the gate which would have
grc.wn and destroyed the house. It was burnt.
In clarification of this strange account, I was told by
someone listening:
"Jadu c'r, in Ladakhi,	 (rdzum sprul, counterfeit
magi.:) is even more dangerous than
	 Very bad c'r
.jealc.us people in high positions, that is, lamas and
make jadu.	 It 's done with paper.	 After a year or sc' the
paper, which is now inside the body or the house, grows
wings.	 If it	 flies, y.:.u'll never be prc'speri:ius again
thc.LIgh it dc'esn' t always kill you.	 Sc', you have to stop
the dadu bef ':ure it flies and it takes about a year to get
to that stag e.	 au1 Crta 'dul?) is the rite to dci (see
belc'w) ... The lha can always find the j
	
paper ..."
(28)
On another occasion, I asked Thikse oracle about his work.
That very day, he said, he had been tc' a house in Leh and
brought adu out cif a girl:
"the paper was already turning into meat and it already had
hands and even feathers."
Taklangsha saw our fascination and continued:
"Once, I was called to treat a girl who sold apples in the
bazaar • There was jadu in the house. It jumped from
corner tc'
 corner, making bird-like sounds. First, I (that
is, the vessel:) went there and I saw the
	 gc.ing all
over the plai:e but I couldn't catch it.	 So, I went into
trance and did	 I used five ritual daggers
which I had borrowed, and trapped the jadu in a
cc'rner.	 Then, the 1h tc,c.I:: a sword and cut down that side
of the house. Afterwards, the monks did	 Yc'u need
twi:' h ':' rns from a red bull. They prayed and made mantra and
Sc' Ofl for seven days.	 Then they buried one hcsrn under a
rnni wall and the other under a spring to completely finish
the	 Later, the hc'use called me back to check up.
The j	 found that everything was airight.
"Jadu always turns into a tabi (literally, bird of the
night but Lisual ly used to refer tc' a bat). It dc.esn' t have
many feathers.	 If it grows tc' the point where it can fly,
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then it is bad for the whole world: wherever its shadow
falls, it causes harm, for the house at that spot becomes
very poor and there's no possible remedy."
Chanspa oracle explained how	 grows:
"ji are birds but they can't have babies. 	 Only very bad
people make it's against the religion. They make a
paper and deposit it in a room, on a doorstep or in some
food so that people will quarrel, animals will die or the
h ':iuse will become poc'r, according to the accompanying
mantra. If the bird escapes, the house becomes irreparably
poor and everything is lc'st.	 People say that	 is like
a baby bird with wings and a proper life (that is, fully
alive) so I imagine that the	 just flies away but I do
not know for I never saw it."
The fascination generated by the unravelling c' f a piece
c' f paper can be better understood in this context, where adu
is described as an animate substan ':e which erupts ':'ut c'f a
person or a house in the form c'f a bird/bat and flies away.
The evocative force of the image seems to derive espe':ially
frc'm the idea c'f a defc'rmed fcietus; a bad life created in the
wrong way. In s ':'me ac ':c'unts, the victim is killed straight
away while, in others, we are just told that the bird causes
harm wherever its shadow falls. Unlike other problems taken
to oracles, sc'rcery attacks are horrifying to Ladakhis and
difficult to contemplate, based as they are upon notions c' f a
strange creature that grc'ws frc'm paper and writing.
These terms were the c'nes used for the substances
extracted. Pollution (ti2) described black liquid, a by-
product of everyday life in the world while bad magic (jadu)
described solid objects, usually paper, ass':'ciated with the
malice of c'thers.	 Poison (t) described bc'th liquids and
c'bje ':ts. The substances were seen as a natural consequence
of eatinq, drinking and accepting hospitality from others who
might harbc'ur ill-feelings and unintentinally transmit them
in food.	 They were als':' seen, at times, to be deliberately
manufactured and intentionally given, like bad magic. All the
substances described are generally extracted from the stomach
but some are taken from the "channels" especially around the
neck and face and some are taken from the affected part cif
the body. Bad magic may also be extracted from a house. Nc '
-one cc.uld tell me exactly how different substances were made
and transmitted, nor how they then circulated within the
hc'usehc' ld and bc'dy. But the majority were assumed to have
been given in food and then eaten. Two stories about poison
illustrate different forms cif transmission to food, through
the fingernails and through breathing:
A common story about Bakula	 reveals his infinite
charity. One version reads: "a woman in M. gave him a bowl
of milk.	 He said, "y':'u have poisoned this milk from your
fingernails." He showed the milk to his companions, it was
n ':'w bla ':k. Bakula, however, drank the milk and came tu:. no
harm. He turned to the woman and told her kindly that she
was nu:' t to blame, she did not kn ':'w what she had du:'ne.
N. told about a recent visit to Ayu curacle: "there were two
women quarrelling and each au:cused the c 'ther of poisoning.
The curacle knew the truth but, to demonstrate it to all of
us, she made ea ':h woman breathe over a bowl of milk. As X.
breathed, we could all see that the milk had turned black.
The ':'r ac 1 e beat her . . . .
Poisoned fcuc'd may then be eaten.	 Similarly, p01 lut ion and
bad magic are ingested in fcuc'd. The extracts taken •:'ut of
the body by curacles are typically seen as the result of
failed digestion and so ideas abu:'ut digestion are explored in
greater detail.
The dangers of eatin g and drinking have been discussed
(see espeu:ially Chapters 2 and 5). The natural properties u:uf
food and drink may cause lethargy and greed; hu:uspitality is
accompanied by jealcuusy and quarrels. Elaborate etiquette
assc'ciated with an initial refusal to eat or drink is seen to
pri:' te':t guests from a	 attau:k,	 fru:'m pc' l luticun,	 p':'is':un
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and bad magic. The afflictions described in this chapter,
like those associated with the making of an oracle or with
witchcraft, are related to an initial weakness such as a
failure in etiquette, low spiritual power, bad karma and
insufficient religious practice. The same categc'rical
distinctions between different types of people are made
regarding susceptibility in the present context. As nc.ted,
women are more susceptible to poison than men.	 Laymen are
more susceptible than monks or rinpoche.	 The story quu:.ted
above shows that Bakula rinpc'che can drink poison withi:.ut
falling ill. He can digest or convert it tc' food. Holy
individuals (and gods) can also neutralise or digest bad
magic while ordinary villagers, it seems, must call in ritual
help.	 It is sometimes said that monks di:' not suffer fru:m
tiQ.
The desu:riptic.ns in this chapter show what happens when
these prc'tei:tions di:' n':'t work. In general, villagers should
be able ti: incorporate, digest and turn foc.d into bc'dily
substan ':e. Oracular treatment shows that, sometimes, they
cannot. Oracles return villagers tcs the course of daily life
once they have "unblocked" the digestive system.
Extractions mi ght be described as "exc'rcistic rituals",
like many .:' f the others per formed by village ora.:les. Images
c'f di gestion might even be said tc' echo the ritual process
described in the last chapter. Ideally, bad and gc'c'd fcuc'd is
first separated; then the bad is excreted and/or transformed
while the good is in.:u:.rporated in the body. This image of
digestion was not described tc'
 me by Ladakhis but might well
appear tc' them as obvious 23:. It is formulated in this way
sc' as tc'
 indicate parallels between images c' f c'rdinary
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digesticin and the great religicius victories enacted at çJnj
that were discussed in the last chapter. Before turning to
this topic, it mi ght be emphasised that the oracle is c'nce
more performing a particular kind of exorcism which has
implicaticuns fcur his or her status.
The .:irdinary prc.cess of digestive transfc'rmaticun does
nc't seem to have been effe ':ted by visitors to oracles who are
said to suffer from tin, tuk cir adu. The ora ':le therefore
takes cut what can be neither digested nor excreted. This
procedure attracts a certain amount of scepticism. It may be
recalled	 that the Skarra nun dismisses extracti.:'ns as
trickery.	 Other	 Ladakhis question certain	 types	 cf
extraction and often look cm the materialisatic 'n of needles
•:' r bits cuf paper in some disbelief. Whether or n.Dt Ladakhis
believe that substances can be taken ':'ut m:mf people in this
way, the procedure itself seems ti:' attract some ambivalence.
Other ritual specialists mi ght give medi':ines or blessings..
They mi ght r eccimmend particular practices or per form the
appropriate rituals. But only village c' rau:les were ever said
to make physu:ial contact with the badness, suck it out and
neutralise it through swall':'win q and c'ra ':ular digesti ':in or
through the addition of ashes and water to a substance that
might then be disp:used cml like other refuse. Ladakhis often
set village oracles apart fri:.m and below other ritual
prau:titicmners,	 including monastery c.rau:les, by reference ti:'
this procedure.
This ambivalence mi g ht be explained in terms cii an
engagement in the village world which has been des':ribed
in Chapters 4 and 5. As suggested, the abi].itites of village
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oracles to exc.rcise the bad and strengthen the good are
uncertain, particularly by comparison with monks and
rinpoche. Living as they do, village c 'racles can never prove
that they too do not give or receive "poisoned gifts" c'r
"jealous thoughts" for they belong to the same world as c'ther
villagers where scu:ial interaction and particularly
hospitality threaten the integrity of the person. Their gods
may likewise turn out ti:' be demonic rather than divine. Yet,
it is precisely this involvement in the village that seems to
explain the p ':'pularity of i:'racular treatment. Village ora.:les
in tran ':e accept and indeed negotiate the shape of local
spirits, pollution, p ':iiss:in, s ':'rcery and witchcraft.	 When
they	 extract substances,	 they formulate	 fears	 about
h':'spitaiity ':'r exchange and give them a concrete shape.
Oracles as well as their clients identify problems in
the prc":ess of extra ':tic'n. For example, Shey tha2 suggested
that too much pois ':n w':uld damage her (the vessel) (see
above).	 There is always the possibility that too much ci c'se
contact with dangerous substances will harm the c'racle. It
is also possible that the g ods whc' , at times, swalli:'w and
presumably digest bad substan ':es, will be p ':' lluted and
thereby turned intc' demonic spirits.	 Both vessel and (most
of the) gc'ds bel ':'ng to a sc'ci al w':'r id and, like other w ':' r ldl y
people and spirits, they are gradually c ':'ntaminated. These
spe ':ialists are theref ':' re cc'mprc'mised by the problems they
deal with every day and their abilities tc' treat and heal
other villagers must constantly be re-negotiated. Ora':les
must repeatedly demc'nstrate their ability to digest the ills
':' f a village w':'rld.
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In Chapter 2, Ortner's analysis of rituals was discussed
and extended.	 Ritual bodies were discussed subsequently in
some detail (Chapters 3-6). Food has also been dis ':ussed but
primarily in the context of secular hospitality. One section
in the last chapter concerned the transfc 'rmation of a ritual
body of the enemy into food for a ccingregati ':'n or the
Buddhist order more generally. 	 In Chapter 2, it was also
shown that the hc 'mes provided for gcuds were eqLal ly conceived
as bodies and food supplies. It would have been possible ti:
look at possession beliefs and practices in relatic 'n to the
symbolism .:' f "fc. ':id" as well as "bodies" but, unf.:.rtunately,
restrictions of space have caused this theme to be neglected.
However, it is relevant to point out that the discussi ' n in
Chapter 2 and Part II of the thesis shows that village
oracles provide gods with n ':'urishment as well as a place ti:
live. Witchcraft victims are sometimes reco gnised because
they st ':.p eating.. This refusal to eat is related to the
behaviour c' f an assailant who is cc'nsuming the victim as well
as ':":':upying her bi:idy.
The practices c ' f village oracles in trance highlight
images of the normal or everyday by showing what has gone
wrong. It is possible tc ' link extra ':'rdinary states in which
g ':'ds or demons o ':cupy a bc 'dy/foc'd supply (a persi: 'n) with
c ':'nstructs c'f the ordinary person in which a soul or
intelligence sits in the b ':'dy. Problems with demons, gods and
other l ':'cal spirits that are addressed in trance have already
been seen to bear a close relationship with the intelligence
or soul (sems) of a person (C:hapters 4 and 5),	 ii ch is
sometimes lc":ated in the heart.	 When spirits cause harm,
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they cause confusion, loss of memory and madness as well as
c'ther symptoms. Problems with bad substances are lc'cated
espe.:ially in the stomach. This asscuciation prompted the
interpretation of failed digesticin suggested above and it
also prompts an exploration of the links constru ':ted during
trance between other spirits and the persc'n.
The ba':k of a person has been seen previously as a
particularly dangerous and vulnerable part cuf the body. The
sight of a tsan's exposed back causes madness while demons
are located in the shadow of a witchcraft victim or in her
back. Gods similarly seem ti:. be ass.: 'ciated with the backs ':f
curau:les at the beginning and end cif a trani:e (fn 6, Chapter
4).	 L,	 by ':.:.ntrast, seem to be twinned with the bi:idy.
F:ap 1 an i an not es:
Les	 (lu) rag issent de manire quasi autcimatique aux
bi essur es et aux soul 11 ur es qul 1 eur scint in f 1 1 gees. Ii s
renvoient, en ,quelque scirte, la blessure c'u la sc'uillure
qLti les a frappes. Les Ladakhi disent explicitement que les
lhu fi:'nt subir l'auteur d'un mifait exa.:tement le m'me
mfait (12). Tc'ut fc'nctionne cc'mme si le corps des lhu
gtait le doublet du c.:urps humain. A des 1sions relles
(bi essures) c'u symbol I que sc' ui 11 ures) du cc.rps d' un lhu va
ccirrespu:.ndre les m'mes lsions sur le corps de 1 'hc'mme,
auteur dL mefait...
(12:) On dit par exemple: 1b a	 lhui	 (s)nt
tanganok, Si cm frappe un ihu ii VcmuS dcmnne le (s)nc'tpa.
(I:aplanian unpub ms (a):7)
He adds that L are especially linked with the lower b.:.dy:
"us (lu) sont aussi	 l'c'rigine de la majc'rit	 des
maladies	 des membres infrieurs (en particulier
	
les
douleurs au genou) et des maladies de peau, (lpre et':.).
us prc.vcmquent l'appariticmn de pustules (shc.a
	 shuba)"
ibid. )
Kaplanian contrasts l, which are located in the lower body
as well as the c ':.ntainer, with gods, which are located in the
upper parts and the inner person (ibid.) (30). In the
examples described,	 u are assciciated with skin problems.
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Rites to are advised to cure pimples (Skarra oracle,
4.4.82 and, in Chapter 4, Martselang oracle 11.3.82) and
watery eyes (Martselang oracle, ibid). In one case, they are
advised to cure illness in an entire househc' ld (Thiks
oracle, 12.10.82) and they seem ti: be loosely associated with
problems of eating in another example (Shey oracle, 24.3.82).
It was imp.:ussible to assess the relevant symptoms in several
cases treated by Ayu c'ra ':le when the jjj were said to be
polluted. Leprosy is sterec'typically attributed to L	 in
Ladakh.
Lu	 are	 said to be respu:insi bl e for
	 bodily	 and
particularly	 skin pru:iblems during treatment by village
oracles. The ba ':kground, sketched in Chapter 2, suggests
that u bear a generally close relationship to the pr ':i:ess .:'f
growing, gathering, storing and preparing food. It takes no
g reat leap u:'f faith to see	 als.:' in relati.:' n to .:cuoI::ed f.:,c.d
in the stomach of the pers.:'n. Indeed, the mythical sheep's
stomach used at yanguk was seen as a body and food supply
that mi ght be identi fied with u (Chapter 2). The process of
digesti.:.n implies that will then be transformed again and
re-constituted in the form of bc.dily substance. A.:cordingly,
oracular extraction can be related ti:' the separation and
removal of bad substances from u as well as the body and
undi g ested food.
Trance practice draws upon many images .:.f the persu:.n
but this image is singled out be.:ause it is evo':ative .:f the
partnership between gods and jj that was stressed in the
first part of the thesis. The person can be seen as a union
of god (soul) and lu (body/fo.:id), related to many of the
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(other) ritual structures described, while the process of
digestion, which involves the separation of bad from good,
the exorcism of the bad and the incorpciraticin cf the good,
can be related to (other) ritual processes that are applied
to these structures.
If this interpretatic'n seems plausible, it becomes
possible to iciok at other rituals described in this thesis in
a new light. Demons have been presented primarily as "failed"
gods and they have been interpreted, in relation to gods, as
vital and homeless spirits, manifestations of sin cir
igni:rance and an aspe.:t ':' f the world. Both gods and demons
have been described in terms of an insubstantiality that
contrasts with the materiality of lu, which appear in the
shape of lizards, fish, snakes, food and b.:sdies. However,
the above remarks suggest that the appru:ipriation of food frc.m
the natural world can be likened to the incoporation of
enemies,	 containing	 demons,	 enacted	 at	 charn.	 The
similarities between these processes suggest that l and
demons ':an both be interpreted in terms ':'f a natural vitality
which is turned into the stuff of civilisatic'n as it is
transformed	 through proi:esses of digestion and (':uther)
ritual. It should be emphasised that this reading is one cf
several possible interpretations which has been selected in
c.rder to emphasi se the parallels between what oft en seem t ci
be dis.:rete domains of life.
Every spring, j are wc' ken and, every autumn, they are
sent back to sleep as the crops are taken into the house. In
this way, j beli:.ng to the natural flux of seasons and they
are depleted and renewed over the cc 'urse of the year.
However, it should be noted further that lu are also grouped
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with autc'chthonous masters of the earth and the place
which own the fertility of particular territories
but which are not depleted and renewed c.ver the course of the
agrarian cycle. are mentioned along with ag and flag
in ritual recitals naming the owners of particular places.
At times, j
	
and	 are used as virtual synonyms 	 see
Kaplanian 1985:137-8 for an example from a trance of Ayu
ora':le).	 The rite	 was always des ':ribed as a
rite for lu (31). This link between lu and fertile
territ ':.ries is evocative of imagery des':ribed in the last
chapter.
At	 it was argued, the murder and liberation of
enemies under the supervision of Bc.dhisattva-rinpc.che brings
new and ordered life to the world.	 The enemy was seen as a
body containing demc'ns, sin and all negative aspects of
w.:irldly life. Demons were aci:i:.rdingly des.:ribed as the
"unconverted" whi ':h will, one day, become religious gods.
However, dem ':'ns can equally be seen as the uncultivated.
Enemies were des ':ribed as the autcuchthons of Ladakh (and
Tibet:) which drew forth the missionary zeal cf figures such
as Guru F.:inpc.che. They might be seen in terms c' f the land
itself, upon whi':h today's •:ivilisation has been built.
Civil i sat i cm di:'es not cmi y prc'vi de converts but al Sc' a place
to live and eat. Many myths and legends speak of this pr.:cess
cuf civilising the land. For example, the first Buddhist king
cif Tibet, Src.ng-btsan sgani-po, is said to have built a temple
upon the heart of a demc 'ness lying cm her back:
"The she-demon is Tibet itself, which had to be tamed
before it could be inhabited and civilized. Her body
already covered the whole extent cf Tibet in its period of
	
military greatness (eighth and ninth •:enturies). 	 Her
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outspread limbs reached to the present boundaries c'f
Tibetan settlement. The conquering and civilizing function
of the first king, c'nce he was established at the centre,
was performed in accordance with Chinese ideas: in square
concentric zones, each boxed in by the next and extending
farther and farther from the centre. Temples erected at the
four corners c'f three successive squares stand for the
nails driven, as it were, into the limbs of the demoness,
crucifying her. The land is held firm and made fit for
habitation." (Stein 1972:38-9)
In the monastery, the enemy represents both the negative
sides of life and the uncultivated, unconverted virgin strata
which will provide the basis for civilisatic.n in the future.
In the village, these senses are rarely merged. Lu may be
related to fertility but demons are generally imaged in terms
of their threat to life. My account has revealed a plethora
of village spirits which possess fier ':e desires for homes,
food, sex and children (see especially Chapter 5). Villaqe
spirits are depicted in terms of a cha':'ti.: vitality which
seems to represent a problem to the ordered reproduction of
worldly life be ':ause these beings have be ': i:'me "stuck". Their
desires and attachments to the world have led to a failure in
reincarnati ':'n; none has a ':hieved a proper rebirth. At the
same time, it seems that these village spirits can be
converted thr.:'ugh religii:n; through the oaths imposed by
monks and rinpcche as well as the action of crn and cithe
ritual.	 Sometimes, the oaths imp.:'sed by village oracles are
also deemed effective.
Although and demons appear to describe two distinct
categories in the village, they are brought into a cl':'ser
relationship thrc'u gh two further terms; "women" and the
"body". It has been seen that women stand in a close
relationship ti: a number of demons and t ':' lu. The links with
lu have not been described in great detail but it has been
A 7
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shown that women work closely with in the daily round of
agricultural and kitchen prc.du.:tion and, on occasions such as
weddings, come to be identified with them. It might be
suggested that women, through their relationships with both
lu and dre, create a semantic field associated with the
unconverted, the uncultivated and the virgin.
Similarly, the body, the focus of this chapter, is
sometimes seen as a problem. The body is the seat of the
three sins and,	 generally,	 the source of desire and
attachment to the wcrld Although it is always emphasised
that sins are committed through thoughts and feel ings, there
is also a tendency to equate the sinful with the physical
side of life as shown in discussions of life cycle imagery in
Chapters 3 and 6 Over the course of a lifetime, it is the
body that is used up and eventually burnt as an embodiment •:uf
demons and sin while the soul is enlar ged and liberated
towards rebirth in the form of a "g ':'d" with a subtle body,
scarcely a body at all as far as villagers are concerned. In
village exegesis of Buddhist doctrine, the body is viewed
with some ambivalence. Whilst the body/demon is seen as a
problem and the source of sin, the body/lu is seen as the
source of physical life.
Village oracles operate in an environment that is at
once religious and secular. 	 They have been described as
villagers	 who become acquainted with religion	 through
afflicticun.	 In trance, they deal equally with religious and
social	 problems	 and	 so trance practice	 provides	 a
particularly appropriate sphere in which to explore the
continuities	 between	 these	 domains	 from	 a	 villgae
perspective. One particular line of enquiry was prompted by
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an attempt to understand what the extraction of bad
substances had in common with other oracular treatment. Bad
substances are usually related to a social disequilibrium; to
pcicur food, bad relations with a poisoner or sorcerer, the
cold, jealousy and so forth. But cures combine the extraction
of bad substances with referrals to cither specialists, advice
on religious conduct or reu:c.mmendations about the performan.:e
c'f particular rites. The brief remarks that I have made
suggest that this seemingly jumbled series of treatments need
n.:'t be placed beyond the sphere of critical enquiry because
c'f the "non-human" l':'gic and behaviour of incarnated gods.
One image c' f the person was isolated that included just one
image u:.f the b.:.dy, and just one set of correspondences
between "r el i g i ':'n" and "society" have been presented. The
ordinary persc'n has been seen as one further variati ':'n ':'n the
"ritual body" which, it has been argued, includes also the
p ':'ssessed villager, ritual spe.:ialists and a variety ':'f
manufactured objects. It was acccirdingly suggested that a
model of successful digestion ':an be seen as yet ':'ne m':'re
variaticin on the ritual prc'cess c'Lttlined in this thesis,
which in ':ludes the theme ':' f "legitimate conquest" presented
in the last chapter.	 Similarities were	 simultaneously
suggested bet ween what normally 1 cic'k ii ke tw':' di st in ': t
cosm ':' lc'gies. j dci not figure prominently in the villager's
religioLls universe in cc'mparison with demc'ns who are depicted
and regularly overcome in grotesque detail. Yet, there is at
least one sense in which the jj of a three-tiered cc'smc'logy,
that has been explored through the household, and the demc'ns
of a religic'us ccsm ':logy, that has been explored thr':'ugh
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village perspectives on the monastery and 'cham, come tu:' look
like two aspects cf a single underlying reality.
Accordingly, the distance between two seemingly distin':t
cc.smolc.gies, located in two different places, is narrcuwed.
It is hoped that this disu:ussion suggests at least one
ccuntext in which the work of village oracles can be seen to
draw upon wider village con':erns about the relationship
between "religion" and "society".
This brief discussion has departed from the trance
session itself. In conclusion, it should be reiterated that
village cur acles deal with what goes wrong in the processes
described.	 Ideas	 about sorcery,	 pcuiscun	 and	 failed
hospitality frame the trances of village oracles and
distinguish them from all other fu:'rms of treatment. Village
ora ':les deal with problems and they are ccumpr ':'mised by
contact with the ills cuf the world. The term narnstc'k
pru:uvides a useful way of looking at this pru:.cess. It may be
recalled that this wu:'rd means superstition cur su:ruple: if you
believe in something, then you are susu:eptible to its effe':ts
(see Chapter 5). Village c'racles materialise bad substances;
they show that they exist and (therefore) demonstrate their
personal vulnerability to a visible pollution, pu:uisc'n and bad
magi ':. Only monks and others, who have left the village
and its problems behind, and especially rinpoche, whcu have
also left the world behind, are ultimately able to guarantee
village life and make the crops (and everything else) grow.
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CONCLUSION
The questions posed in this thesis were formulated by my
first visit to a village oracle. The Ladakhi who accompanied
me that first time was excited by the event and especially by
the training which he had not seen before. But, when we were
talking about the trance later at home, I heard that oracles
could not be trusted, that some oracles could be trusted,
that they dealt with bad things, that they did not know much
religion, that sometimes they turned out to be incarnations
cf the demonic rather than the divine.
I began to try and make sense of these conflicting
opinions and the general ambivalence shown towards village
oracles. It appeared that oracles were damned by their
initiatory afflicticun (Chapter 4) and further comp 'mised by
their style of treatment (Chapters 4, 5 and 7). Yet, it also
seemed that oracles could partially transcend these negative
c ':'nnc'tati ':'ns by speaking the truth in tran.:e and practising
reliQion.	 I tried to establish the positicin cif village
oracles within the wider context of Ladakhi ritual. In
Chapter 4, the making c' f a village oracle was discussed in
terms of the transformation frc.m patient to healer. In
Eliade's wc'rds:
"the shaman is not only a sick man; he is above all a sick
man who has been cured." (Eliade 1964:27)
Trance practice reconstructs the initiatcury affliction in a
particular way so that the oracle is no longer seen as a
patient who is mastered by spirits but still remains a
villager whose spirits still belong to a village social
world. The transformation that has occurred frc 'm patient to
healer, affliction to ritual power and demons to g c'ds cannot
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be leqitimised solely within the village.	 Accordingly,
village oracles must continually turn towards the superior
religious power located in monasteries in order to
demonstrate that this transformation has occurred and has not
been reversed (Chapters 4 and 5).
It was therefore suggested that village oracles are
caught in the middle. Their training by senior oracles,
monks and rinpc'che helps them tc' shed the demc'nic or turn it
into something better, settle local gods and, ideally,
acquire a few religious protectc'rs. When Ladakhis express
doubts about the authenticity and ritual power of village
oracles, it is the success of this transfc'rmative prc'cess
that is questioned. As described in Chapters 4 and 5,
village oracles make tentative and halting steps towards the
monastery but they can never move very far without losin g the
base to their powers. Their unique attributes situate them
between the worst side of village life, affliction, and the
best, pious devotion.
Support for this cc'nclusic'n came from an expicuration of
two further types of possession (high) in Ladakh. My
initial cc.nfusic'n had been c ':.mpciunded by an introduction to
monastery oracles, at the winter ca! which were occurin g at
the same time as the initiation of Sabu novice. I learned
that there were monastery L y as well as village 1ua. Not
surprisingly, I grouped the two types together. I was scion
disabused of this simple perspective. I had watched the Matho
oracles in trance one day before visiting the Sabu village
oracle. Back at home, I attempted to confirm my initial
impression only to be told "but those luya are monks, they
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meditate before trance, they are elected by their brother-
monks not through inititiatory madness, they do not suck out
substances or burn witches".
Later still, I heard about witchcraft possession and
learned that village oracles were both like and unlike these
other victims of possession.
The discussion in C:hapter 5 was intended to show just
how far village oracles cc'uld transform their initial
afflictions into ritual pcswers. On the one hand, a distance
was revealed between the vessels and gc.ds of oracles and the
patients and demons they treat.
	 On the other hand, specific
continuities were demonstrated in the behaviour of possessed
villagers and the attributes of their spirits. Although
established ciracles often distance themselves from afflicticun
in the village, the limits to this movement were seen in
trance practice - in the exorcism of witches and als:.,
subsequently, in the extraction of substance (Chapter 7).
While village oracles maintain a precarious position
abc've cither possession practices in the villa g e, they never
attract the respect of the monastery c'ra.:les described in
Chapter 6. The biographies attached to monastery oracles
reveal a successful cc'nversi.:.n but the life histories of
village oracles reveal a prc.cess of transfc.rmation that can
never be completed c'r stabilised.	 Similarly, the trance
practiced by a monastery oracle is situated within a
celebration of the victory of Buddhism while the tran.:e
practiced by a village oracle is compromised throu gh contact
with the worse side of life.
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The pc'sition of village oracles in the middle becomes
even more striking in relation to other Ladakhi possession
practices. Witch and witch victim are returned to the status
of ordinary villagers (but see below). The spirits settled
in monastery oracles were once demons and are now gods in the
monastery. Their vessels are seen to have chosen rather than
been taken over by a particular ritual role in which they
become vehicles for the gods just once a year. Village
oracles sit above witch victims and below their monastery
brethren.
This more general approach to possession caused me to
look aqain at the division between monastic and secular life
which had struck me so forcefully when I arrived My first
impressions introduce Chapter 1 of the thesis. The attention
of every visitor is caught at once by the cc'ntrastive
appearance and mo':'d of massive monumental buildings at the
top of a mountain in relation to those below as well as the
dress and behaviour ':'f those who live at the top in cu:.ntrast
to thc.se who live at the bottom. These distincti': 'ns are self-
evident to Ladakhis and they were soc'n assimilated to my own
view cuf the place. H':'wever, I was forced to reconsider the
divisions cince I began to study possession, for it seemed
that the practices and beliefs associated with village
c.ra.:les, witchcraft victims and monastery oracles straddle
the marked bc'undaries between "religion" and "society"
presented in the first part of the thesis. One way of looking
at these cc'ntinuities was developed. I explc'red the prc.cesses
asociated with producing a good life in the world, as
summarised below.
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The major question in this thesis about the position of
village oracles was thus answered by looking at life
histories, trance practice and other types of possession. It
should be appreciated that this presents a preliminary
attempt which has been concerned only with one important
aspect of Ladakhi society, namely the division into two
ranked	 but	 mutually dependent components	 icucated	 in
monasteries and households. Further research might usefully
look at other ritual specialists in greater detail, including
local doctors (arncj) and astr':'lo gers (onQo) as well as
yi:igins and monastic specialists, in order to refine this
pi ctLlre of "rel i gi on" and "society".	 Perhaps even more
critical is a historical study.	 It may be recalled that the
"traditicunal" Ladakhi state was disbanded in the mid-l9th
century.	 Oracles have n.:' t been discussed in relation to the
•:'r g anisatic'n cif the state. However, there are indications
that they played an important role in the construction of
kingship and lc.cal tributary powers. Thus, it seems that the
cha at Matho used to be also a royal ritual at which ora':les
foretold	 the future fcur the kin g and were	 generally
associated with the fertility of land belonging to the king
(Chapter 6). Historical research might establish whether
Ladakhi oracles in the village and monastery should be
situated mc're generally in relation to secular power.
The contemporary ritual position of village oracles has
been discussed but further research may allc'w this account to
be	 refined and given historical depth.	 The	 limited
perspective	 that	 has	 been employed	 ncsnetheless	 has
implications for the study ':' f Ladakhi ritual more generally.
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In particular, the nature of possession as a ritual technique
has been explored in relation to a general ritual process and
the nature of the pantheon. Throughout this account, the
term possession has been retained to describe a category of
experience. Ecstatic trance has been used as a synonym,
which is cipposed to ascetic trance (a g loss for meditation
prai:tices). The retention of this term may have seemed
strange in the face of evidence linking possession with other
ritual techniques and experiences (Chapters 3, 4 and 6) but
it has been retained fc'r two reasons. First, it is generally
used to translate the Ladakhi zhugshes, a term that links
village oracles to their mu:snastery counterparts and to
witchcraft victims, and which is never used to refer tu:'
meditation	 pra.:tices assc":iated with yogins, monks and
rinpcuche. The term is therefore used as a simple gicuss.
H':iwever, possession also has certain u:onnotaticuns in English
which are, to some extent, continuous with Ladakhi images cuf
zhugshes.	 Attitudes to possession in Ladakh have been
explored in an attempt to understand why oracles and
witchcraft viu:tims should be classed together throu gh the
experience cuf pcissessicsn and oppc.sed to cuther fi g ures who are
associated with experieni:es and teu:hniques that are sharply
demarcated.	 In this context, the term possession cannot be
seen as a simple gloss. One particular image cf possessicun
in Ladakh mi ght be clarified by reference to the conclusions
reached in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
The village oracle has been described "in-between" but
it has been repeatedly emphasised that this position is also
conceived in relation tcu the past and the future. Witch
victims and monastery cura':les are also cc.nu:eived in terms of
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movement. In Chapter 5, it was suggested that the cure of
witchcraft possession involved a transformation comparable to
the cure of a novice oracle. Cross-cutting informal ties
among younger women were said to be turned into ties
regulated by household relationships and religious piety. The
proper initiation of an oracle ensures ordered social
repru:'duction as gods-in-people work for the welfare of the
world. So tcio dc'es the cure cuf younger women ensure the
social reproduction of the household. In both cases, cha':.tic
and vital forces which have the pc'tential fc'r disrupting
s':i ':ial life are turned into powers that sustain it.
The gods that pcissess monastery .: 'racles have already
been "i:c.nverted" Nonetheless, it was shown that g.:'ds and,
often, vessels move between the monastery and the secular
world. They are seen as recent converts who have not been
fully incorporated within the monastery and whose powers are
directly deployed for the benefit of secular concerns such as
the fertility of the lands It was also suggested that the
wider icigi': of charn implies that these recent converts will
become increasingly reli g ious thrc'ugh g.:ic.d work and they will
therefore move further into the monastery.
A discussion of hrn imagery and, in the last chapter,
scicial reproduction suggested that thc'se who practice
possession cannot be dissociated from c.ther Ladakhis nor frc'm
other religious and scucial cc'n.:erns. A principle of
"legitimate conquest" was described according to which the
p.:'ssessed could be seen at different points on a chain
linking religion and society as well as this world and the
next throug h the transformation of the mc're worldly (demons,
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enemies, the land) in the production of civilisaticin and,
ultimately, the enlightened. (Successful) production,
consumption, digestion and rebirth in the person parallel the
process of religious conquest and incorporation of enemies
enacted at charn. The predicament described with reference to
the possessed and, particularly, to village oracles can
therefore be seen as a general predicament for all of us who
live in the wc'rld. We all sit between the demonic, vital and
natural barbarism of our "past" and the fixed but sterile
enli ghtenment, the ultimate product, that we shall all
achieve together at the end of time.
Yet,	 it	 is also clear that possession practices
dramatise and enact a particular image of or mc'ment in this
process. Seemingly bizarre behaviour and elliptical
statements on the part of powers that di:. n':'t nc 'rmal ly reside
in human bodies make it possible tc. recc'gnise states of
p.:'ssessic.n. This behavic'ur makes gods and demons palpable in
the world. The spirits are angry and violent. As noted,
witch ':raft victims are seen in the power of stri:.nger demons
which are then converted, with equal violence. Oracles are
seen after their conversi.:'n, as h.:'sts to g ':'ds. However, their
past tells cuf a violent cc.nquest which is re-enacted in the
present upon a cc.ngregatic.n and, indeed, the vessel.
Possession is assc'ciated with violence and with fierce
spirits. However, the stories and histories that are attached
to trance behavic'ur suggest that witches and their victims
will ideally turn into life-giving mothers and/or seniors in
the household. The gods possessing oracles will, it is
hoped, w.:'rk their way up the pantheon until they float .:'ut of
the world. The anger and vic' lence asscuciated with possession
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contrast with the image of peaceful and blissful
enlightenment, which villagers also associate with the higher
reaches of the pantheon (Chapter 2). Possession behaviour
plays an important role in constituting one aspect of the
picture described, that is, the building of a civilisation
and its (hopefully) ordered reproduction, which has been
outlined with reference to many aspects of Ladakhi life. It
can be seen to constru':t a concrete image of a chaotic
vitality which produces life in the world once it has been
"tamed" and which will ultimately be refined to the extent
that it will pass out cit this world. All three types cit
possession seem to construct a particularly vivid picture cit
the transfcirmations necessary to a gocid life. All three types
also create images of the difficulties of this process; the
witch is "stuck", her victim is weak; the village oracle is
always liable to re-definition as one affli ':ted by the
demc'ni c and the monastery oracle has not yet ful 1 y .jc ' i ned the
mi:'nastery. Indeed, this point might be made more strongly.
Possession	 behaviour	 creates a	 particular	 image	 of
"legitimate conquest" which is concerned with the
difficulties and hazards of cc'nvertinq an unordered vitality
rather than the unquestionable victories associated with the
action of a higher ranking reli g ion in the world. As far as
village ora ':les are con ':erned, it might be n ':'ted that even
sceptical Ladakhis always emphasised c 'ne feature c' f training.
Possession leads c'rai:les to reli g ion, characterised by an
especially intense lay piety and devotion. The gradual
ritualisation of the oracle's suffering out of what is often
a	 perfectly ordinary village occurrence thus takes 	 a
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particular course: the building cf civilisation and religion
appear as an uncertain and precarious affair when it is
viewed from the bc'ttom up
It can be seen that this image of possession relates as
much to ideas about the nature of spirits as to trance
behavicuur. My attempt to place village oracles in the
Ladakhi ritual context has involved lengthy discussions of
the pantheon; more specifically, different village cc.nstructs
cif the pantheon. The in-between status of village oracles
was explained partly in relation to the position of their
gcids. The demonic and the divine are complex categories.
Demons	 were	 seen	 initially as gcids	 without	 h':'mes.
Subsequently, they were described in terms ':sf sin, the
b:.dily, the physi.:al.	 They were presented as unhappy or
failed rebirths..	 The dem ':'ni ': was also seen to describe the
polluted or dirty aspect cuf the wc'rld.	 The divine might be
opposed to the demonic on each count.	 Hu:.wever, gu:uds are
subdivided into an infinite number of ranks and attention was
focused	 particularly	 on	 tw':'	 partially	 overlapping
distinctions, between gods of the village and monastery and
between worldly and enli ghtened gods. Worldly, village gods
have homes; religious, enlightened gods have no need cu f them.
Worldly gods may be assu:.u:iated with merit and happy rebirths;
enlightened gods have transcended such states.
Demons and higher ranking g ods were shown t':u define the
status of worldly gods ,just as their "vessels" were shu:.wn to
define the status of villa ge oracles. Worldly gods gradually
turn into demcuns through contact with the world and higher
ranking gods make them divine once more during rituals. I
have shown that none of these supernatural cate g ':'ries can be
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given fixed identities; indeed, the discussion in the last
chapter suggested that, in some contexts, demons might be
understoc'd better as autochthonc'us barbarians, similar to lu,
rather than "failed gods", "unhappy rebirths" and pollution.
The discussion in Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6 suggested that
worldly gods which possess oracles can only be understood in
relation to the demons below and the gods abc've.
	
Images of
the	 pantheon are suggestive of an unfolding "history"
according to which lower ranking spirits eventually promote
themselves up the pantheon. During rituals, however, their
elevatic'n in status is generally seen as a temporary affair
which will be reversed gradually through their involvement in
the world. During rituals, higher ranking gc'ds are similarly
broug ht down temporarily into the world.
These movements LIP and dc'wn the panthec'n were explc'red
in terms c' f a fundamental ritual process in Ladakh whereby
spirits and powers are housed in ritual bodies and changed.
It shc'uld be reiterated that this is not the only ritual
process in Ladakh even thc'ugh it is highly elaborated and
probably	 the ma.jc'r type ':' f ritual in which villagers
participate as spectators c'r cifficiants.	 High ranking gcids
are, in Ortner's words, "pc' lluted" and thereby engaged in the
world.	 Their powers are used to "pun fy" lc'wer-ranking gcids
and demons trapped in other bodies. This basic ritual
process was refined in the cc'ntext of possession pra':tices
and it was shown that much Ladakhi ritual is concerned with
the separation of "bad" and "good" and the transfc'rmatic'n of
both.	 The bad may be expel led th':'ugh some interpretations
sugg est	 that	 it	 is re-incc'rporated	 The	 good	 is
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strengthened. This model applies both to rituals that are
described as exorcistic (that is, "rites to finish bad
things") and to others described as offerings or feasts, such
as Abstract images of the pantheon may represent the
history of civilisatic'n and the gradual conversion of enemies
who then move up the pantheon through religious work but the
effectiveness of ritual depends equally upc'n bringing the
hi ghest gods back into the world.	 In a sense, this ritual
process involves the reverse of the one described abc 've with
reference to possessic'n. While angry and violent local
spirits might be tamed sc' that their vitality can feed the
world; peaceful and blissful enlightened gi:'ds have to be made
angry sc' as to mc'bilise their power in the world and perform
the work of taming (Lba).
One cc'nclusic'n might be emphasised frc'm this more
general explc'raticun cit Ladakhi ritual. Possession i:annot be
analysed in terms of a distinctive ritual prc'cess in Ladakh.
It has already been suggested that "ecstasy" c 'r possession is
an aspect of much ritual behaviour and cannot be ex':luded
from the dis':ussic'n of te':hniques such as meditatiu: 'n. It has
also been suggested that the cc'nversion or cc'nquest enacted
so dramatically through possession also applies to ':'ther
images of life in the wcurld. It must be emphasised finally
that pc'ssessii:'n practices describe just one elab,:irati,:n ':' f a
central ritual process in which pciwers are embodied accc'rding
tc' a rank order that enables the highest powers ti: be used tc'
change the state of the world and the self. Attention was
drawn tci the incarnation and evu:":atic.n of pc'wers both in
c' ther human bcidies (ranging frc'm rinpc'che and mc,n::s to witch
vi ':tims) and in other ritual structures (shrines, chod,
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storma and other ob.jects). The analysis cif the enemy in
Chapter 6 depended upon recognising links between the
evocation of gods in peciple and demons in dough effigies.
The efficacy of ritual was also analysed in terms of the
"externalisation" of internal states, that is, merit and sin,
which are ritually changed in the form of gods and demons. A
discussion of the wider ritual context therefore demonstrates
convincingly that the generation and deployment c'f ritual
power in oracles as well as the offerings made to them
describe a prc.cess that is central tc' many c.ther Ladakhi
rituals.
Lambek	 has	 noted that the radical devaluation	 of
possession in the West tends t u:' lead to its assc":iation with
peripheral counter-cultures (Lambek 1991:6-7). 	 Possession
itself	 comes to be seen as a marginal c.r peripheral
teehni que. H.:'wever, the term pc'ssessi on has been retained in
this thesis precisely to ':apture the generally ambivalent
attitudes to possession (zhugshes) in Ladakh, where it is
associated with a lack of control and potential disrupticin.
In this ccnu:lusicn, I have attempted tc' show that pcissessi.:un
cannot be seen as a separable ritual technique, either in
terms of the generati.:in cf ritual power or its deployment.
However, possession ranks low in Ladakh and an attempt has
been made t u:. explain the suspici.:un that Ladakhis show towards
village oracles by looking at their position in-between, and
the uncertainties and ambi quities assc..:iated with their
particularly vivid dramatisatic.n cf the process of
constructing a civilisaticin.
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This account has been formulated in the context of lay
perceptions about Ladal-hi society and religion. It has been
suggested that pc.ssession practices establish continuities
between institutions which are autonomous in other respects.
Accordingly, the division 0f Ladakhi society into two parts,
household and monastery, might be said to provide a setting
for the story c'r a stage for the drama that has been
outlined, concerning the produu:tion of a good life in the
world. The vision of civilisaticin that has been presented is
not visible if the bifurcation of Ladakhi (Buddhist) culture
int ':' two parts is taken for granted.
It is possible to extend this approau:h by lookin g at
discussions of spirit possession elsewhere. The division cuf
"rel igicun" into separate spheres in South East Asia seems to
suffer limitations similar to the divisions described for
Tibetan sciciely. A few comments about Tambiah's accounts of
Thai village reli g ion (Tambiah 1968, 1970) and Spiro's book
on Burmese supernaturalism (1967) indicate areas u:' f interest.
Bu:uth accounts suggest clear analogies with Ladakhi
Tambiah des ':ribes hc'w Thai phi i range from the su dem iDni l: li ti:
the "divine:
"their	 characterisitics	 extend from	 benevolent	 and
disciplinary	 guardianship	 to	 extreme	 capricious
malevolence." (Tambiah 1968:54)
Spircu shows that Burmese nats range from the great Hindu
protectors to what he calls "nature spirits" and a host cf
pu:stentially malevolent spirits, produced from people wh ':' have
died vic' lent deaths, that must be regularly placated. The
word nat can be used ti: refer to religious protectors, l';":al
spirits and capricic'us ghosts just like the Ladakhi word 1b.
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Spiro's ethnography of the local spirits is mLlch more
thorough than Tambiah's. In Burmese Supernaturalism, for
example, he notes how the gods and spirits (nats) are
converted, subordinated and given Buddhist legitimacy (1978
C1967):249). He writes that flats are upgraded (1978:277-8),
that is, they move towards nirvana just like their analogues
in Tibet.	 However, it seems that this movement is promoted
through the merit that pe.:'ple make for spirits as documented
in a number cf Theravada societies (see, for example
Obeyesekere 1963, 1966, 1977 cm Sri Lanka). In Ladakh, the
emphasis is rather upon the m ':'vement initiated by spirits
themselves thr.:mugh good work.
Spiro devc'tes most attention to the sc-cal led "37 nats"
wh.:'
 are the fc":us cf much religious activity. Stories
attached to these spirits all tell of violent deaths (for
example, Spiro 1378:93,113-6) which are ':' ften presented as
sacrifices or self-sacrifices (1978:105,110). The details
presented on one festival, Taunqbyc'n, suggest that the
conquest c' f nats brings vitality. Shamans c'fficiate amidst
much dancing , drinking and sexual activity (ibid:118). The
festival ends with a tree-cutting ceremony which seems to re-
enact a victory over the nats (ibid:124-5). A tree is cut
by the main actors and then grabbed and tc'rn to pieces by
the crowd. The fragments bring good lu':k and g':' :' d crops.
Spiro simply alludes ti: Buddhist overtones when he remarks
up':'n the feasting c' f m.:'nks which makes merit for the nats
(ibid: 125).	 Towards the end of chapter 14, Spirc. n':'tes an
implicit threat that "animism" hc'lds out to Buddhism and he
n ':'tes	 hc'w the former makes c'r permits the latter tc'
"persist".	 There are several suggestive hints of
	
the
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relationship between nats, royalty and Buddhist institutions
but there is not enough information to deduce the processes
that I have described for Ladakh. However, it might be noted
that Lehman claims:
"What Spiro fails tc' c.bserve is that the matter is
complicated beyond the capacity of his framework to
describe. Thus, e.g., the canon not only defines spirits,
it also requires of a Buddhist sou:iety (monarchy), as a
necessary conditic'n of the religion's sc.cial survival, that
the spirits of the country be converted ':.r subverted by the
doctrine." (Lehman 1972:379)
These very brief comments hint at important similarities
with the Ladakhi process cif conversion and the Burmese
material also suggests close links between this process and
pc'ssessi cm practices.
Lehman's remark, cited above, suggests that demons are
conquered by religion and society (world monarch and Buddha).
He c':ntinues:
"The paradigm, as Tambiah understands, is the Jtaka
stories u:'f 13c,tama' s conquest c' f and prea ':hing to the host
of Mra and various demons who tried tc' keep him from
reai:hing enlightenment." (Lehman 1972:379)
In cither words, Tambiah c'perates within a framewc'rk that
rec ':'gnises the central importance c' f conversion but, in
Lehman's eyes, he d ':'es not properly apply it to local
spirits. Lehman emphasises h.: 'w dissatisfied and malevolent
phi may be cc'nverted:
"their power can be cc'ntrc' lled and harnessed fc'r prcmtectic'n
rather than merely placated. They are the spirits who
become guardians." (ibid:726)
One of Tambiah's analyses ':oncerns Bun Phrawes and an
invitation to Phra Uppakrut. Withc'ut gc'ing into the details
of his interpretation, it is important to note one ': ' f the
themes which cc'ncerns conversion. DLtring the processic.n that
.:pens the festival, images of conquest are prominent (see for
I d
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example Tambiah 1968:79). 	 At the pond, where Uppakrut is
invited, victory shouts and blessings are given. "Divine
angels" (thewada) are also invited and the festival cc'n':ludes
with a sermon about the defeat cf Mra ("the enemy") and what
happens after death.	 The festival is the major calendrica].
rite of the village; it brings merit and rain and Mra, the
enemy of Buddha and man, is held at bay (ibid:82).
Tambiah offers a number c'f interpretations of Phra
Uppakrut. One inv':' lves aligning Uppakrut with naga (roughly
equivalent to Lada::hi kiLl) which are analysed in terms of
animality and sexuality harnessed by doctrine (1970, chapter
10). Tambiah therefore sees doctrine conquering nature:
"What was interpreted as "invitation" (to IJppakrut) by
villagers seems to me the taming and conversion of the naga
':.r spirit of the water to Buddhism Note that the Buddha
images were shown to Uppakrut, that he was then coaxed with
puffed rice ti: ':ome ':'n to the sedan. Finally the kettle cit
water is carried to the sala (preaching hail). Cries of
victory and the m':'nks' victory blessing express the su':cess
of the encounter.	 Thus the ritual successfully recruits
the power of the naga ti: protect human society and
Buddhism,	 and it enacts the two phases:
	 submissicin
(invitation) and then protection." (1968:05)
Tambiah	 suggests	 that	 different messages	 are	 given
simultaneously: the rite of Bun Phrawees dramatises
cc'nversic'n whilst the myths elaborate the service given by
Uppakrut and his protection of Buddhism (1970:302). However,
another reading is evoked by the Ladal::hi material. It may be
that the festival ':c'ntains a dynamic similar to that
suggested fc'r Ladakhi chrn in Chapter 6 where cc'nverts are
bound to religion and gradually turned into guardians.
In chapter 16 of his monograph, 	 Tambiah analyses
guardian serpent spirits in a similar fashion, that is, in
terms of the relations between nature and ':ulture.	 The
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regional spirit is nest benevolent in the same way as
Uppakrut; it is only temporarily placated and has to be
treated delicately by its officiants, who fall into trance
during the procession to the swamp where the spirit,
Tapubaan, lives. Whilst the Naga is the servant of Buddhism
at Bun Phrawees and the life c'ver which Budda achieved
conquest, it becomes the spirit cult at Bunbangfai, a more
autcsnu:'mc'us nature that must be prcspitiated. Lehman has
criticised the ccmparis.:.n between naga and the local serpent
spirit fc'r its structuralist obfuscation:
"Buddhism requires that nature, that is, spirits and
deities, be ccsntinually subverted tcs doctrine lest religicun
be unable t ':' flourish and s':s ':ial order as a c ':'nditic'n for
merit-making be impossible. Buddha himself did this
preeminently, and Buddha was b ':' th a sacred and secular
"wheel-turning" ruler (a king and a Buddha)... The
cc.nver si on is never per feet: Upagut ta (Tamb i ah' s Uppakrut)
must remain meditating in his watery abode until the ccsming
of the next Buddha: guardian spirits must be regularly
placated." (Lehman 1972:727)
The ethncsgraphy suggests that conquest and conversion are as
important in Thailand as Ladakh. There are hints cuf a similar
dynamis: tcs cs:'ns:epts .:.f civilisation.
Bs:' th the Burmese and the Thai ethns:'graphy assc'ciate
possessii:.n with ritual c.:snquest and conversion that brings
life to the world. It is possible that possession in these
places dramatises that position in-betwe2n ciutlined for
Ladakhi oracles. This position may be assc.ciated with spirits
which, like Sri Lankan dvat, ou:cupy a transiti ':'nal point
between deity and demc'n and betwen nature and culture
(Kapferer 1983:117, see above Chapter 6). P':'ssessic'n in
these areas may provide an aesthetic form which emb ':'dies a
vital disorder in the prs:.cess of bein g sc":ially ordered.
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Further and more detailed compariscin would require a much
wider ranging review, including a discussion of the state.
It wc.uld also be possible to compare the Ladakhi picture with
Hindu India. A few parallels were suggested in the
Introduction with reference tcu the status of lc.wer ranking
gods. These might be extended to the picture of a great
tradition in the making, tc. the process of Sanskritization
described by Srinivas (Srinivas 1952:30). As Parry notes:
"Sanskrit is far mc're than a language.	 It is a badge of
•:ivilization.	 Indeed the word itself means "cultured" or
"refined". ... c'ne can begin to appreciate the cultural
appositeness c' f M N Srinivas's choice of the label
"Sanskritizatic'n" for the prc'u:ess by which the lower castes
':cme to take over the customs and style •:.f life c ' f their
superiors. Sanksritization is something far more than is
suggested by the dry sociolo g ical jargon "referen ':e group
behaviour". It took a Brahman anthrc 'pculc'gist to cc' in a term
whi ':h sc' perfectly captures the idea that it is above all a
pr.:'cess c'f refinement and civilization." (Parry 1985b:205)
These points of similarity should not, of course, lead
to	 the neglect of distinctively Ladakhi	 beliefs	 and
practices.	 It should be re.:al].ed that the position ':'f
B.:'dhisattva-rinpcsche at the hub of Tibetan society as a whole
carries	 particular implications.	 As suggested in	 the
Introduction, the continuities between ritual practices are
much	 more evident in Tibetan Buddhist sc. ':ieties	 than
Theravada scucieties to the south. Oracles themselves were
seen t':' play an important role in the mi:'nastic system and
techniques akin tc' possession were shc'wn t u:' be central to a
high prestige religic'n in the monastery (Chapter 4). I have
been cc'ncerned to extend the understanding of cc'ntinLtities
between possession and other ritual prau:tice. 	 Much of this
thesis documents the details surrcuunding links suggested in
other accounts of Tibetan ritual.
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This account has shown that oracular ritual is as much
secular as it is religious. It has shown that village
c'racles spend most of their time in trance extracting bad
food and dealing with the negative results of social
relations among villagers. However, my analysis of the
continuities between the secular and religious dimensions of
c'racL(lar practice has privileged religious discourse. It has
been based in some respes:ts upon local exegesis and, as we
have seen, this is coloured by the hegemonic qualities of
religious discourse (Chapter ). It is hard to imagine talk
':'f illness, hospitality or c'ther aspects of village life
which is not permeated with the language of chs, "religion".
This quality to Ladakhi explanations of their world is even
more striking at the higher levels of abstraction, concerning
scu:iety and civilisatic'n. The place of the household in
Ladakhi images of society is inevitably described through the
language of religion. Households are patrons; they provide
food and sons for the monastery; they might even be described
as mini-kingdoms responsible fc' r turning the wheel and
ensuring the social survival c ' f religicun.	 It is hard t':'
imagine an account c' f Ladakhi Buddhist si:":iety whi ':h is not
simultaneously an account of chc's and its history. Insofar
as my analysis of "civilisatic'n" and prc'cesses of reprciducing
the world have been built up ':'n Ladakhi categu:'ries, my account
preserves the bias that was discovered in c'ther accc'unts cf
Ladakhi and Tibetan ritual. One important qualificati ':'n must
therefc' re be added tc' the cc'nclusions reached. An attempt
has been made ti: sh ':'w that village oracles play an important
rc' le in cc'nstructing ideal images of Ladakhi life thr':'ugh
their treatment of its negative aspeu:ts. 	 As oracles deal
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with the angry spirits, jealousy and bad food resulting from
social relatioships, they simultaneously help to build the
positive picture, the proper village in which individuals
practice reli g ion, till the land and work in a developing
modern sector in harmony with their neighbours. My
discussion cif the imagery of a proper life in the world shows
that the secular and religious are inseparable but it must
also be emphasised that the "secular" is not reducible to the
"religic.us" in ora':ular practice. Village orau:les situate
themselves simultaneously and equally in different spheres c'f
life. Their life histories and their sermons in trance may
promote a Buddhist view c'f worldly life but their references
to a particular p ':.isu:iner, the pollution of a specif.: place, a
recent problem at a scicial g athering or the jealousy of a
close friend simultaneously construct a partially autonomous
view c'f social life. Their trance activities are similarly
g rounded in a world of se ':ular exchan ge as much as divine
revelati.:.n for they su.:k out substances as they speak the
truth. Because village oracles stand "in-between", they can
only be understood through equal reference to the secular and
religious aspects of their practice.
Spirit possession is a widespread phenomenon and the
practices that have been described suggest similarities with
many other parts •f the world. Beliefs and practices
assc'u:iated with pu:.ssessic.n in Ladakh mi ght have been explored
in a number of ways. My apprc.ach, which situates possession
firmly within general Ladakhi ethnc'graphy, is not intended ti:
suggest that pc.ssessicin c ':'uld not alsc' have been understood
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from a comparative perspective. Comparisons migFit profitably
also look for universals in the structure of human cognition
and experience.
Uncontrolled possession is very generally related to
spirit atta':ks and contrasted to a superior communication
with divine cr ancestral figures. Much of the anthrc.pc ' ]ogy on
spirit pc.ssession reveals a dynamic similar tc' that c.utlined:
"good" and "bad" forms of possession are mutually constituted
both within the career •:' f a figure comparable to the Ladakhi
village curacle and with reference to possession practices in
different peu:uple. Moreover, possession generally establishes
direct relations between people and their "guts", be these
witches, ancestors cr gods. Therefore, the ambiguities and
uncertainties assc.ciated with Ladakhi possessii: 'n might be
related to properties c' f possession in general, c.:'nstituted
as an irrupticun of the supernatural into human society. As
Lambel.:: has said of p ':'ssessic'n in a very different context:
"somehow,	 spirits always manage to discc' n ':ert"	 Lambek
1981: xvi:).
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APPENDIcES
4 •9
APPENDIX 1: LADAKHI AND TIBETAN TRANSLITERATION
Ladakhi terms correspond to local prc'nunciatic 'n in the
Leh area.	 All underlined words represent a rouqh phc'neti':
transliteration. 	 Some commonly occurring terms such as
lhaba/lhamc'
 or rinpoche are nu:st always underlined.
	 Where
appropriate, the Tibetan spellinq is also given after the
Ladal::hi. Transliteration in Tibetan is not underlined:-
e.g. "enemy" (drao (Ladakhi), dgra' bo (Tibetan).
The Tibetan alphabet is transliterated as follows:
consonants
I' a	 f(	 k ha	 g a	 n g a
':a	 u:ha	 .ja	 nya
C
ta5.
paj.
tsa
zha (,•
ra
ha
v.:'wel S
a
tha
pha 
14
tsha
za.
laQJ.
a(JJ.
daS
ba 
LZJ
dza
'af.
sha
ef\
I
na
ma
wa
Yaw.
sa 
N'
SOt)
The "wa-zur" is transliterated as " w " as in
-	 grwa pa (a), monk
4
Hyphens are only used to separate syllables in proper names,
where the rcuot letter is also capitalised as in Spyan-ras-
gzigs (Chenrezig).
The Ladakhi infinitive form is different from the Tibetan and
the "rhes" (ces) is not transcribed:
(Ladakhi) darn tangches	 -	 (Tibetan:) dam gtc'ng-
A question mark indicates that I am unsure cif the Tibetan
spelling.
(H) indicates honorific.
Dictionary citatic'ns are usually given by reference to name
only (Das, Jaschke, Ramsay). Full details are:
Das, S C:haridra	 1981 (1902) Tibetan-English Dictionary.
Kycito: Ri nsen Bc' c' k Cc'.
Jaschke H A	 1980 (1891)	 A Tibetan-English Dictionary.
Delhi: Mc'tilal Barnarsidass
Ramsay H 1890 Western Tibet: A practical dictionary of
the language and customs of the districts in ':luded in the
Ladakh wazarat. Lahc're: W Ball and Co.
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APPENDIX 2: GONGMA
1. POPULATION AND HOUSES
number of houses:-
28 khanchen (including between 2 and 13 residents)
1	 bgk
1	 trashak
26 inhabited khangun distributed between 17 households
(including between 1 and 7 residents)
Lt1a: -
population - 76
total - 290 (including 2 servants and I monk from Tak Tok)
religious personnel - 2 nuns in house nos. 13 and 16 (6
monks, 2 novices and 1 un do not live in the village)
These figures are much lower than the figure of 455 rep':.rted
in the 1981 census. Some of the differences may be attributed
tc'
 the definition of Gongma. There are 11 outlying houses
(cune of which is divided into 3) which Gongmapa dci not
include in the village but which may have been in':luded in
the census enumeration.
A figure cif 328 has been reported fcir 1978 (Cambridge
Undergraduate Ladakh Expedition 1979).
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cit her houses
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.
11.
12.
6
10
5
5
10
4
10
6
8
3
3	 3
4
1	 1	 5
1
1
1 ersa
1
1 house in Leh
1/2 shop, Leh
2. fli	 Lv..t12!2	 .t	 2Q Ltic	 L 12
Khangchen are numbered 1-28.	 They belong to the village
trQn	 which are sometimes said to number 28 and sc'metimes
26.	 In the latter case, the Mon and Gara households are
enumerated separately.	 A 29th house is included in the
village for some purposes. 	 This is the Muslim	 which
includes 5 people. The village also has a where one
monk lives most of the time. Landholdings range from nothing
(tb}) to 10 kanal in the Muslim house and a maximum of
over 100 kanal (house no. 25) (1 kanal = 1/8 acre).	 Only 7
households (rQn) have more than 45 kanal and only one has
less than 30.	 The houses are distributed between 16 has2un
based in the Leh area.
1.	 2.	 3.	 4.
1. 8	 1
2. 6
	
S
3. 7	 2
	 1
(summer house)
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
4
6
6 (2)
B
9
7
10
13
4
10
8 (3)
9 (4)
11
7
9
1
6
2	 6
7
3	 2
5	 4
4
1
3
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(1)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
shc.p and houses
in Leh
Nc. t es
(1) house nc. 14 also rent a jhagn in Leh containing 8-10
people (not included in Gongma enumeration).
(2) house no. 15 includes 1 servant in the k'angcn. They
also rent a khan in a Leh suburb with 5 people (ni:.t
included in Gon gma enumeration).
(3) house no. 24 also rent a Fng	 in Leh with 2 people
(nu:.t included in G.:'ngma enumeration).
(4) hc.use no. 25 includes 1 servant in the khangchen.
c)	 Internal househ ':' ld divisic.ri
There have been a number of problems c ':.ncerning the internal
arrangement of households in the present generation.
house no. 2
When the senior generation died, the children consulted
the tehsi 1 .:' ffice (rather than the courts) and divided the
land equally among themselves, between three s.:.ns and cirie
daughter.	 One son and one daughter married ':'ut and left
their shares with the khangchen. 	 The two remaining s.:'ns
shared their land and the khangchen, tc. which they made two
entrances. Recently, the younger son has made his own
khangun ti: which about a third cuf the household land has been
permanently alienated.
house nc. 3
Their land was orginally divided through the courts in
the late 196c:' s between 2 sons and 3 dau ghters. The 3
daughters gave their shares to the eldest son. The ycunger
s .:.n married out but has n .:.w returned to a 'khngun" that he
has built with land that may be permanently alienated.
house nc. 7
In the absence of children, the father and mother were
both adopted from other houses in the village.
house no. 9
In ab.:'ut 1975, the father divided the land equally
between his two sons and retired to a khangun. 	 The mother
retired to a separate khanun. At first, the two sons
divided the khangchen between themselves but, today, the
younger brother lives in a separate k.hangun with his family.
house n:. 16
Kngu	 nc. 2 has bought land in Gon gma which is held
independently cif the khngchen. The other 2 khangun will
pr c.bab 1 y revert to the mai n house on the death cf thei r
residents (FyB and wife in khan gun 1 and FyZ in khangun 3.
house no. 22
In the absence cf children, a " son " , related through the
father's side, was adopted. He was married to a bride who was
related to the m.:.ther.
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2. HOUSEHOLD RITUAL
Gu:ungma villagers sponsor a cycle of regular peric.dic ritual
associated both with the month and the year. All but two
hu:'uses sponsor the icucal Gelugpa monastery at Sankar. One
house (no.9) sponsors the Sakyapa monastery at Matho and
another (no.11) spc.nsc.rs the Drugpa Kagyupa monastery at
Hemis.	 A few rituals such as skanso1 involve a number of
monks from the monastery concerned but most are per formed
just by the regular officiant. Scume rites listed below are
also per f ':' rmed for houses by lay astrc.lc'gers or the resident
Nyinginapa mc'nk.
The infc'rmatic'n below is derived from interviews at the end
of 1982. While the details on regular ritual probably give a
reliable picture of the situtation at that time, the details
on "irregular" cur 'crisis" h ':'usehc' ld cc'nsultat ions are
prc'bably less accurate. First, the infc.rmatic.n could not be
che ':ked scu extensively with neighbours; second, individuals
were more 1 i kel y to forget irregular occurrences and, in some
':ases, feel embarrassment ab ':'ut reporting them.
l	 !:it1
27/28 trona sp.:unscur a regular sngs and 11 hc'usehi:ulds
sp ':'nu:'r addi t i ':'nal ritual, to a maxi mum ':' f fc'ur regular rites
per month. Some rites, such as ngs, may also be performed
in aagn.
Fi gures for the most commonly sponsored rites cuf the annual
':ycle are given bel ':' w.	 Regular sp.Dns ':'rship of rites by 7 cr
more househ ':' lds is listed individually while the tc'tal
number ':' f rites sponsu:ured each year is given in the right
hand c cu 1 u mn.
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&iuL	 21 E.LL th	 b2bL i 12
house 2L	 !L12.	 gazhi total
2OL	 nC.
1. 1	 3	 1	 7
2. 3	 3
3. 1	 3	 4
4. 1	 3	 1	 1	 6
5. 1	 1	 2	 1	 6
6. 1	 3	 4
7. 1	 1	 2	 5
8..	 1	 3	 1	 1	 9
9. 1	 1	 2	 5 (1)
10. 1	 1	 1	 1	 5
11. 1	 1	 I	 3
12. 1	 3	 4
13. 1	 1
14. 3	 5
15. 1	 3	 1	 9
16. 1	 1	 3	 1	 6
17. 1	 1	 6
18. 1	 2	 1	 5
19. 1	 3	 4
20. 2
21. 2	 1	 3
22. 3	 4
23. 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 7
24. 3	 1	 4
25. 1	 3	 I	 1	 11
26. 3	 4
1	 1	 3	 1	 1	 8
28..	 1	 1	 1	 1	 8
(*) A number of rites are generally performed with
The figure 2 indicates that	 ags1 was performed together
with yg
	
(often for a se':ond time that year) and the
figure 3 indicates that it was performed tc'gether with
mandel (sGrol-ma man-dal) as well.
(+) Iot!n is performed in the winter when the men csf the
household read texts associated with Guru Rinpoche all night
1 cing.
n cut e
(1) Every year, this household is also given directions by
the Matho oracles for the performance of a particular ritual.
They sponsor Matho mcunastery.
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b) Crisis ritual in 1982(*)
household number consultations
1. Oracle - "bad things"
3. Oracle - "poison" (tuk).
4. Oracle - sick animals (khaa were extracted).
Astrologer - ill health; 	 He performed gnjg.
5. Oracle three times - sick animals (fl	 were brought out
and rituals performed).
Astrologer - same problem.
7. Oracle - sick animals (needles were sucked out).
8. Doctor (Western style) - ill health of grandmother.
Arnchi - same reason.
9. Astrologer - ill health.
10. Ora':le - sick animals and ill people.
13. Old sect monk - ill health (1rngy). He performed
16. Doctor - injury to knee.
Rinpoche - tc' consecrate new building.
19. Doctor -	 coughs.
Arnchi - same reason.
20. Oracle two or three times - sick animals (he brought out
kha) and zhushes.
23. Ora':le - illness in people and animals.
24. Oracle twc' or three times - illness.
25. Oracle twice - once for ill people and once for animals.
Rinpc'che performed rituals for two days.
26. Oracle - problems related to a recent marriage.
Amchi - illness.
27. Old sect monk -	 (he performed gig).
28. Oracle twice - once for zhugshes and c'nce for animals.
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(*)	 These data only concern visits by spe':ialists to the
households concerned.	 The vast majority of prc.blems are
taken to the specialists. Thus, ora.:les are cinly likely to
be brc.uaht to a house to deal with animals which can not
easily be transported and, sometimes, because of the privacy
surrounding the issue,	 Visits made to houses by
rinpoche who were already in Gongma to perform village ritual
have been excluded.	 Rinpoche visited at least 7 houses in
this way in 1982.
Oracles were brought to at least 11 Gcingma households on at
least 18 c.ccasions during 1982.
Lay astrologers and astrcilc'ger monks (Nyingmapa) were brought
to at least 5 hc,usehcilds on 5 occasions.
Arnchi and doctors were each brought to at least 3 households
on 3 occasions.
F:inpoche visited at least 2 houses on 2 occasiu:ns.
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EEEI1	 t	 L IiE	 ti
The numbers refer to village oracles who are described in
greater detail below:
Ladakhi s
1. Kakshal cur Kirzi oracle
2. Serchung or Chanspa oracle
3. Skarra nun/oracle
4. Leh Mon
5. Sabu oracle
6. Ayu oracle
7. Choglomsar oracle
8. Matho Ngabral oracle
9. Matho Tukchikpa oracle
10. Hemis oracle
11. Martselang Li
12. Martselang Korpon oracle
13. Martselang tha
14. Sakti oracle
15. Nang oracle
16. Thikse Beda oracle
17. Thikse cur Taklangsha oracle
18. Shey oracle
Tibetans
19. Agling oracle (1)
20. Agling c'racle (2)
21. Choglomsar Tibetan oracle
22. Agling oracle (3)
In addition, I was told of a Ladakhi oracle working in Leh
and of another Tibetan in Chc.glomsar. There are a number of
Ladakhis who have not yet been initiated or who have not been
properly trained.	 An uninitiated relative of the Thikse
teacher was mentioned in Chapter 5. An Indian in the army,
who was trained by Thikse teacher and wh ':'
 works as an c'ra':le,
was mentic'ned in Chapter 4. A woman in a house below Gongma
has been recognised as an cracle for about a year.
	 Kushok
Bakula recc'gnised the god. The wc'man has not had a
separation because, she says, sh cannot afford the training.
Another middle aged woman in Leh is described as a novice but
she does not want to work as an c'ra ':le and "the god is not
very good". A young man in Chushot is also described as a
" novice " . Doubtless, there are a number of other curacles in
the area as well as individuals whc' have been "elected" but
not (yet) undergone any training (1982). There are aiscu at
least three oracles wc'rking in the army which is c'ften based
in the Leh area.
The Tibetan refugee from Choglomsar (no.21) stopped wc'rking
in 1981 and Sabu oracle (no.5) does not practice.
It can be seen that there are at least 23 oracles working in
the Leh area.	 The following table con ':erns the oracles
numbered above.	 The 4 Tibetans are men.	 The 18 Ladakhis
include 9 men and 9 women.
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Qi	 t.t&ic
.tLg .^.2.	 t.Lc 112! 1±!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
V
	 S, K, T, Sh
V
	 S, T
V
V
	 S, T
V
	 S, T, K
V
	 8,1
Y
	
S, T, K, Sh
V
	
S, K, T
V
	
S,T,K,Sh
V
	 S, DK
V
	 9, (T?),K
V	 unclear
V
	 9, K, T
S
Y
	 8, K, T
V
	 S,K,T
V
	
S, K, T
V
	
V
V
V
Y(es)
V
- (No)
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Ex	 (1)
Ex	 (2)
performs ritual
Ex,Lh
- novice
Ex,Tr
Ex	 (3)
Ex, Sh, Lh
Ex
Ex,Sh
Ex
Ex	 (4)
Ex,Sh, Tr
Ex
Ex
Ex,Lh
Ex,Sh,Tr (5)
Ex (6)
Ex
Ex,Sh
Ex,Sh	 (7)
following(*) The order of training is given in the
abbreviations: -
S - separation with arrc'ws and/or stc'nes etc.
T - ti 1un (also described at ji j)
K - kha2 1un
Sh -	 aJjh L
eg no. 14 (Sakti oracle) - S,K,T. In other words, once the
gods had been recognised and tested, the novice first had a
separaticin, then	 ig and finally ti2
(+) In addition to revealing the truth through speech and
divination and referring clients:-
Ex - extraction (unless otherwise specified, includes the
extras:tion of
	 (pollution),	 (poison),	 }.th
(needles) and jt (bad magic)).
Sh - shrak ':hes (burns troublesome demons)
Lh - changes or has ever changed 1bth (shrine) to lc'cal
god who also possesses oracle at that time
Tr - trains novices
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Notes
Does not yet extract bad magic (jadu)
Does not extract needles
Only extracts pollution and poison. Still training.
Unclear whether god received specific permission for
pollution
Also had permission to extract bad magic (ju).
Unclear whether	 1ng was given.
She says that she will change her village shrine in
trance.
Three	 of the four Tibetans said that they
	 were
recognised by lama.	 These may have been rinpoche or
monks.	 One mentioned some training by an oracle but
this	 does nc't seem to have conformed to Ladakhi
practices.
Ladakhi oracles in the Leh area
Brief notes are given on the process of election and the gods
present dLring trance. The gods are not listed individually
because of the problems of producing a standard list.
Oracles, both in and out of trance, name different gods cm
different occasions and onlou: ' kers are often sceptical about
the presence of high ranking religious protectors. An
example illustrates the problems:-
ZL cb1
gods: Nezer gyapo (Ne-ser rgyal-po)
Murtse gyamo (dMu-rtse rgyal-mo)
Khartse gyamo (mKhar-rtse rgyal-mo)
All three are local gods with village shrines in the area.
They were all, fc'r example, named by Migi grandfather in the
New Year offerings to the icical gods of the area. Khartse
gyamci has a shrine in Skarra, a suburb of Leh. Murtse gyamo
has a shrine in a place of the same name near Choglomsar,
which the novice is supposed to change in trance. Nezer gyapo
is a lcmu:al protector of several places in the Leh area,
including Gongma village. A number of these gods also visit
other oracles; for example, Nezer gyapo and Khartse gyam.:'
visit Kakshal oracle in trance.
There are possibly other gods. Chogicumsar ora.:les thinks that
she is also possessed by Thangiha (Thang-iha). She thinks
that this is the god that originally visited her at school
and later possessed her husband. The god said that he came
to the novice after he had been made free by an old Skarra
oracle (nc't the one in the text), who had banned him.
On another c.ccasion, three lo ':al gods were again named but
Khartse gyamo was replaced by Yurc'n gyapo (gYu-sgron rgyal-
po).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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The picture becomes even more confusing when trance practices
are included. Dolma tells her teacher in trance that she is
possessed by:-
Nezer gyapo
Murtse gyamo
Khartse gyapo (note change of gender>.
The teacher says that the novice is not possessed by Khartse
gyo but by Trashi Yuron.
At anc'ther trance, the god in the novice describes herself as
Shemul.	 Ayu and Sabu oracle also pcissess Shemul gyamo
(Sha'i-dngul rgyal-mo) who has a local village shrine. 	 The
tea':her tells her pupil that it is not Shemul but Shemul ma
tid song.	 Out of trance, the teacher remains unconvinced
that Dolma is possessed by this god at all.
Because of these kinds of prc'blems, I have simply indicated
below whether gods are described as local Ladakhi cr Tibetan
gods or high ranking protectors. Most of the local gods also
have shrines in villages, towns or village sections,
and si:.metimes m':'nasteries. A number are claimed by more than
one oracle.
1. aksiai lhaba (Kirzi)
He was elected about five years ago (1976) through illness
and madness.
He was trained by Thikse oracle over ab ':'ut 2 years - 1br
eches, then jha and hchs He has
not had permission to bring ciut bad magic (j) but plans to
di:' so.
Cc'st apprc.x Rs 1300 (Rs 400 in cash and full dress for the
god).
He describes himself as	 "hereditary" (as there were
oracles in his family 4-5 generaticins ago).
14-1 gods ':'Dme, most of them Ladakhi and all lc.cal plai:e
gods. One cif his gc'ds lives in a local shrine. The curacle
does not change the shrine but becomes possessed for the
whole day. Another god is a	 who possesses him once a
mc'nth.	 He stays in bed all day because he can not do
anything and has to make sure that no-one sees his back.
2. bt 1tib	 ii2L Li
He was elected at about 40 years of age (more than 30 years
ago), after his father died. He was ill for a year
(unsettled, mad), until he received his initiation and
practised meditation.
He	 was recognised by Bakula rinpoche who	 consecrated
(rabnes) his clothes.
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He was trained by Mulbek oracle (now dead). 	 The training
only lasted one day; it was an exam.	 He also accepted jj
Lung. The teacher showed him how to take out substances and
how to pray and he told him the names of his gods. Later, the
teacher said that he had given permission to extract needles
but the god replied that it would not accept this permission.
He paid the teacher Rs 20 and gave him a scarf.
He is possessed by two local place gods. Usually, the gods
swallow the substances that are extracted.
Although he has not trained any novices, he did welcome the
nephew/grandson of the old Mulbek oracle when he was first
possessed.
3. Skarra nun
She was elected at about the age of 29 years ("when the
Baltis came", i.e. arciund 1947). She was rei:cugnised by
rinpoche Bakula and by the gc'ds themselves through a jc'urney
to death and back.
She has had no training by other oracles.
She performs no extractions.
Her status is not hereditary.
In the early years cuf her prau:tice, when she was based at
Sankar, she was possessed by 5 gods. Nowadays, she names 15
(sometimes 12) gods, ini:luding many high ranking protectors
and some Tibetan goddesses. One visits just on the 15th of
the 1st month. One answers questions, one deals with enemies
(drao), one performs blessings and c.ne recites mantras.
4. Leh Mon oracle
He was elected throu gh ill health that lasted fc'r 3 years
from the age of 11. One god came before his father died but
the novice did not work until the age of 30, after his
father's death.
The gcuds revealed themselves and were settled 	 thrc'ugh
religious practice. There was no special training.
Gud2a. He wears the clothes that his father used.
The oracle names 5 gbds. One extracts pollution and needles.
Another very fierce god dc.es rituals.	 A third is pea.:eful.
All five answer questions.	 Sometimes, he changes the shrine
to his	 on the ninth day of New Year, in trance. The
does not however normally possess the oracle.
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He claims that he has initiated three novices. His status as
a teacher is not generally recognised and so the curacle has
not been described in the text as a teacher.
5. Sabu lhamcu
She was first elected at the age of 30 years, 13 years agc.,
when she was mad and unsettled.
She has had an incomplete initiation from a total of three
or ac 1 es: -
2 unsuccessful attempts by Ayu teacher.
4 Lhh	 from Thikse oracle.
2 1b pbQic so far from Martselang oracle.
The oracle has given Martselang oracle a cow and calf wc.rth
about Rs 1,000, some s:lothes for the god worth about Rs 250,
a ringa worth Rs 150 and a drum worth Rs 70 as well as other
items.
She has received permission to extract pollution but not
needles.
Her training has been interrrupted by seven attempts to ban
the gu:uds by rinpoche from Hemis, Spituk, Thikse and Tak Tok.
Her status is not hereditary (but see p.270). 	 The oracle
names one lo':al god that also visits Ayu oracle.
6. 1Li
The oracle says that she was first elected at the age of 4
years and suffered intermittently for the next 20 years.
Early cm, gods were banned because of danger to the person.
She was validated by Stakna rinpoche Iha lung).
Stakna and Spituk riripoche both tested her and asked the gods
why they came and what they were called. They separated and
banned the demons.
Training by 3 senior oracles:-
She first received permission to extract pollution from
Tangiha, a Leh oracle who moved to Manali (mentioned above in
relation to Choglomsar novice). She had to say what the five
colciurs on five arrows represented and separate them. She
also made offerings to the gods. There was a welcome cake and
a number of witnesses, including a monk. This permission was
not completed f cur many years.
Eventually, after 10-15 visits, she successfully received
permission to extract pollution from Thikse oracle. She paid
him a total cf Ps 3,000. She then requested permission to
extract needles, unsuccessfully, and turned to Martselang
oracle. On this occasion, the guru put a needle wrapped in
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the five coloured threads into a ball of dough. He forced an
animal to eat it and the novice had to bring it out of the
animal.
Ayu oracle is one of the three teachers who are generally
recognised in the Leh area. She has trained two men and one
woman as well as attempting to train Sabu oracle. The two
men were referred to her by rinpoche.
Hereditary.
Possessed by 7-8 local gods and 5-6 Tibetan gods.
Originally, she was possessed by just one lo':al god and later
by three.	 All the local gods had previously visited oracles
in her "lineage".	 They perform most of the extractions. One
fierce god who came early on in her life as an oracle has
been banned.	 Another local god extracts 
.j2 and comes mostfrequently. A third is described as a flebrang.
All five Tibetan gods were a':quired in India and these did
not previously visit any of her relatives. For example,
about 2 years ago (c. 1980), 2 or 3 new gods came in India.
One is called Bc'dlha, a Tibetan refugee. The Tibetans mcistly
answer questic'ns.
7.	 b1'	 1b
Her election probably began with episodes of illness during
sch ':'c' l nearly 10 years ago (in the early 1970's).
The novice was reccignised by Ayu oracle and validated by
Stakna rinpoche.
She was initiated by Ayu c'racle - jJhcik and permission to
extra':t pollution.	 She has not yet received permission to
extract needles.	 Initiation and training started 3-4 years
ag:.	 So far, she has had 10 th hok and will probably have
another 5 or 6 after meditation. She has had two separation
rituals with witnesses and monks; the first was unsuccessfLll.
She has already paid her teacher Rs 600.
Not hereditary.
The novice usually names three village gods.
	 She has
c'ccasionally seen them in meditation with her tea':her.
She is suppc'sed tc'
 change the shrine of one of her gcids near
Choglomsar on the 14th of the 4th month. In the past, she has
changed the shrine to the in Chushot. She comes into
trance after a ritual wash and plays the drum. This is the
only time that she is possessed by that god, he does not
belong to her normal working repertoire.
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8. LLib QittiQ!
This man was elected abc'ut 3S years ago (he is now 55 years
of age) during an illness that lasted 4-S years and through
"madness", when he ran to the mountains.
He was diagnosed by Matho monastery L .	 He also visited
Spituk and Stakna rinpoche.
His	 jgJ was given by Sakti lhamo (now dead) during a
period of 5-6 years when he first received a separation, then
permission to extract pollution (tin	 inches), kha	 and
finally permission to burn The separaticin toc'k
place •once in Mathc. and once in Sakti when the novice had to
separate white and black stones in front of witnesses,
including a monk from Tak Tok. IL	 was learned on a
patient under the supervision of the teacher and kha
was performed in the same way, on an animal. The
teacher told him to go into meditation for a month and to
practice religion.
The teacher was a relative and he only paid about Ps 5 and
s':'me barley and wheat (to perhaps a total value of Ps 100).
(possessed about 20 years after his father's death).
The god is his	 He changes the shrine in the high
pastures at New Year.	 He used to cc'me into trance for this
ritual but does not di:' so any longer.
9. ILthiL.	 !titb92.
This woman was elected through illness (unsettled, fits) at
about the age of 25 years, 2 years ago. She made pilgrimages
to all the local monasteries and practiced religion on the
advice of rinpciche.
She was initiated by Thikse c'racle during 11 or 12 visits; 6
or 7 times in Matho and 5 times in Thikse. During the first
2 or 3 sessions, she was taught how to make offerings. Then,
she had a separation and the god was tested in the presence
of witnesses.	 She had to separate a group of arrows and
black and white stones (ju karna
	 heches). Afterwards, she
had the training.	 She was taught how to pray. Then, she had
the permission tc'
 extract needles from animals and, later,
pollution from people (j 	 The god can extrai:t bad
magic but can not yet exorcise demons by burning (r}jhes).
She may still receive permission to burn. The total cost so
far in money and goods is approx. Ps 2,000. She has been on
pilgrimage with her teacher.
Hereditary (her house name is the same as one of her gods).
She is possessed by two gods.
	 One speaks Tibetan and is
probably a Tibetan god. She cannot remember his name. He is
one of a grciup of 6 brothers.
	 Maybe, she says, he came to
Matho with one of the monks.
	 The other is a local goddess
who does peaceful work but does not visit very often.
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10. Hemis ihamo
She says that she was very unsettled for about a year during
her election in the late 1970's.
The lha diagnosed the condition herself though the woman also
visited rinpoche. One of the rinpoche attempted
unsuccessfully to ban the god as she did not want to be an
or ac 1 e.
She was trained by Thikse teacher during the last year. Most
sessions have been in Hemis. During the separation, she had
to take white stones away from the black in the presence of
many witnesses. She took permission to extract polluti':'n
next, by imitating her teacher and curing a client.
	 Then,
she re ':ieved permission to extract needles by copying her
teacher and sucking out needles from an animal. She also
claims to have received permission to burn witches and to
cure through moxibustion (no-one else agreed).
She has only paid Rs 3-400 be.:ause, she says, the Thikse
teacher is a relative. (He repudiates this relationship.)
Hereditary.	 She names •:.ne Ladakhi god but not the same one
that visited her father.
11. th^
This woman says that she was elected thrc.ugh illness (mad,
unsettled) at ab ':'ut the age •:' f 18 years (20 years ago).
Diagncused by Tak Tc'k rinpc.che.
She has been initiated by two oracles:-
first by her niece in Upshi, which was unsuccessful, and then
by her (future) husband (Martselang ora':le).	 She rep':.rts
only cne 1ha2h	 at which she received permission fc'r
whatever the god requested. A monk was present.
Hereditary.
She named cinly c.ne Tibetan "refugee" goddess.
12. K:oron lhaba (Martselang)
He reports an election about 5 years ago (he is now in his
early 30's) thrc'ugh illness and madness - he was uncc.nsci ous
for 4-7 days, sick, mad and always quarrelling.
He was recognised by a number of oracles and rinpoche.
He was initiated by Thikse ciracle.
He had one sessicin with Martselang oracle inititally, when
the guru attempted to ban the god.
He has had 4 training sessions so far with Thikse oracle.
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The first and second were to test the status of the god.
	 He
learned to use the drum and perform divination. 	 At the
fourth session, he learned to take out needles from animals.
His training is not yet complete.	 Two monks from Hemis and
"witnesses" were present for the 	 He says that only
the permission to burn (th) remains but it is unclear
whether	 he received a special permission	 to	 extract
pollution.
yua	 (a distant relative used to be possessed by one of
his gods).
He names three gods. 	 Two are	 (household gods); one
does peaceful wc'rk and the other fierce work.
	 The latter
(Kangri Lhabtsan) is like a	 and comes from Chang Thang.
The third god is a religious protei:tor (huUgrn).
13.
I have no details on the recognition cir training c ' f this
oracle. In trance, he performs all types of extra ':tion and
shr akches.
Guda (his house name is Lhaba; he carries with him a
personal shrine that was given to his forefathers by Hemis
monastery).
He named only one local, fierce god in trance but I failed to
ask him to name all the gods.
He dc'es nc't change the village shrine but appears there in
trance on the 15th of the 4th month to treat ill people and
animals.
He is recc'gnised as a teacher in the Leh area and has trained
a number of nc'vi ':es, including Ayu and Sabu c'ra':les and his
wife (Martselang Lb).
14. Sakti oracle
This man was elected abc'ut five years ago at the age c.f 34
years through illness - he was unsettled and then mad; he
went in the water, climbed mountains and jumped from the
house.
He was reccignised first by rinpcche and he received
purifications at the monastery. This was followed by four
months' meditaticin.
He was then initiated by Thikse oracle (lha2hok) according to
the rinpc.che's suggestion.
	 First, he was tested and had to
find hidden things.	 Then he recieved kha2
	 g and then ti
1un. 15-20 witnesses were present on these occasions. He
had kha2 lung two or three times in bcith Thikse and Sakti.
Needles were fed to dzo in dough, wrapped in the five
coloured threads. The novice had to reu:ognise the affected 2
or 3 animals in a group of about 30 and then extract the
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needles.	 Permission for
	 also took place in both Sakti
and Thikse in front of witnesses. He has decided not to have
permission for
	 This training took about 3 years.
He paid his teacher Rs 230.
Two gods are named; a Tibetan god which also lives in a
Lhatho in Sakti who does the peaceful work and a Ladakhi god
who does the "serious" work. This latter god possessed his
relative previously.
(first possessed two and a half years after his
relative, rj Ib9, died).
15. Nang
The oracle was elected about 50 years ago at the age of 30-40
years through illness and "madness". She went on pilgrimage.
She was initiated by the older brother of the current Thikse
oracle (now dead). All she remembers is that she had to make
offerings and separate red, yellow and white prayer flags.
She alsc'
 remembers that she paid 4 khal in barley (a thai is
a variable measure but it is sometimes described as 13.5 kg).
She does not think her status is hereditary. She is
possessed by a fc'l lower of Dor je Chenmo as well as two other
gods. She always swall ':'ws pi:illutic'n, poison and needles in
trance, when she is no longer deaf.
16. Thikse Beda lhaba
He was elected at the age of 20 (65 years ago) through
illness - he was mad and ran everywhere.
He was recognised by a Hemis rinpoche who, he says,
	 made a
sago narngo (see Chapter 1) to separate the gc'ds and demons.
He spent 7 days at the monastery for pun ficat jon.
	 Another
separatic'n orchestrated by the rinp':.':he involved 2 black and
2 white stones.	 When the rinpc.che said mantra, these stones
quarrelled.	 Eventually, the white ones were on top and the
black below.	 The white were cm the right and the black on
the left. The black stones were thrown away as if they were
tonj. The nc'vice had to carry the white stc 'nes c'n his
person fc'r 7 days, together with an amulet that the rinpoche
gave him. Only then did the novice go into trance when he had
to prove he was a god by finding some clothes that the
rinpc'che had hidden. The rinpc'che also asked the novice a lot
of questions.	 He gave him permission (rj) to use the
clothes and to say prayers. 	 He told him to go on pilgrimage
and later the novice went to Lahul, Sham and Nubra.
The rinpo':he sent him to Igu nun (now dead) for the rest of
his initiation. First, he recieved kha2 1ng. During the
permission, a needle wrapped in yarn of one colour was eaten
by the guru and the novice had to extract this from her
stoma ':h. Next, he received jung. He had to diagnose the
problem in a client and then suck cut the substance in front
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of his teacher. Then, the novice had to answer general
questions (ugtg) and he was told that he could go anywhere
to practice.
He paid the rinpoche Rs 15, "a lot of money in thc'se days".
The rinpoche returned Rs 5. He paid the nun Rs 10 in kind;
he gave her a belt.
(first possessed about 3 years after his grandfather
died, by the same local god).
He says that he is possessed by two gods: a follower of
Kangri Lhabtsan and the local village god. The first does
peaceful work and the second fierce work, including all the
extractions. On anc'ther occasic'n, he describes the local gc'd
as his	 and says that he changes its shrine c'n the
first day of New Year in trance.
He says that he has given two initiations; one to a
	 in
Sakti who is now dead and one to a lharno from Nubra. Both
were referred frc'm rinpoche. He received a g ':'at and a
measure of cloth from the Sakti oracle while the NLIbra c'racle
paid for the keep c' f his horse one winter when he was there.
Because his status as a teacher is not generally reccignised,
it has not been mentioned in the text. In general, his
history has not been confirmed by other accounts as the
oracle is n':'t well-known, even in his own village.
Now, because of his age, he hardly works.
17.
He was elected at about the age of 40 years, "at the time of
the C:hinese invasic'n". He was ill - he lost consciousness,
ran into the river and into a well.
He was recc'gnised by a high lama and then cc'nfirmed by
rinp ':i ':he from Stakna, Spituk and Hemis. On their advice, he
went c'n pilgrimage.
He was initiated by Sakti oracle (nc'w dead). 	 Her father had
given his father	 The present c'ra ':le's father had
given the Sakti oracle an initiation. She then initiated his
older brother.	 He himself (the present oracle) gave LbL
to her	 (either nephew or grandson).
His "test" took place on 2 or 3 occasions and was witnessed
by 5 men and 5 women as well as 3 lama. 	 At first, he had to
prove he was a	 by finding things that had been hidden.
Then, he had 1b
	
cs and the specific permissions.
First, he had ib jjg, just once, alsc'
 in Ircint of
witnesses. A man with both father and mother alive wrapped a
needle in the five-coloured threads and fed it to the tea':her
with a drink of water.	 The novice sucked it out and showed
it to the lama present in proof. 	 Later, he had adu
which involved a similar process although he had to learn a
text.	 Last, he had J12 )jyg.	 The teacher gave him a pipe
and	 he extracted pollutic'n from clients.	 The	 whole
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initiaticsn took three or four months.
	 It is not clear
whether his teacher also gave him permission for
dga (first possessed about 10 years after his older
brother, who was an oracle, died).
He names 5 local gods.	 One does fierce work, including
shrakches. In Brauen's account, this oracle is assc'ciated
with only three gods - rGyal-po dkun-dga', Tshe-ring mched-
inga and Shang-kong-ka (Brauen 1980a:152).
He has initiated 7 novices (Ayu, Sakti, Martselang Korpon,
Matho Tukchikpa, Shey and Kirzi oracles as well as an oracle
from Chushot). All were referrred by rinpoche.
18.
The oracle was elected five years ago at the age of 20 years
through an illness that lasted three months (or, she said on
another ciccasicin, two years). She says that she was
unpredictable, stole things, suffered fevers and shivering;
she was very angry.	 It was 2 years before a diagnosis was
made.
She	 made	 many visits to	 rinpc'che	 and	 monasteries.
Eventually, she was recognised by Ayu oracle.
She was initiated by Thikse oracle - permission to extract
needles and then pi:ulluticin. She was taught in the same way as
other pupils c'f this teacher (see, for example, Matho thao).
So far, she has had 4 Lac (involving about 10 visits) but
her training is not complete. She has to meditate one winter
in preparaticin for the permission to burn demc.ns. 	 Sc' far,
she has paid her teacher Rs 1,800. When the training is
complete, she will make him a set c'f clothes to wear in
trance. She has been on pilgrimage with her teacher.
She is possessed by a group of brothers, local place gods,
variciusly said to number between 3 and 8. She says they all
dci the same work. She alsu:' says that next summer (1983), she
will change her own shrine in trance for the first time.
Not hereditary.
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1. 8Lio	 112.
He was elected at the age of 15 (he is now about 68 years of
age) through illness. He was ill in his back and chest, he
could nc't breathe and he fell unconscious.
He was initiated by the god himself although a monk gave him
advice according to which he went into meditation for ab': 'ut a
year in total. The g ':'d told him what clothes to wear, what
equipment to use and how to perform divination. He wears one
set of clothes that his mother had and one set of new
clothes.
Gud2a	 (his mc'ther died twc' years before he was first
pcissessed by the same god).
His god is named Kangri Lhabtsan, who is described as a
wc'r idly prcutectcir (nj1jrjg jrugrn).
This ciracie seems to be the one who is alsc. described rather
differently and in more detail in Brauen 1980a:155-59.
2. Agjng	 (2.
He was elected around the age c'f 25 years through a brief
spell of ill health when he was unsettled. He is now 54 years
cf age.
He was recognised by lama and	 The lama banned the
demons by means of ritual and the throwing of	 An cii d
ais ':' ':he':ked the status of the g':d but there was n ci
special training.. (On another occasion, he said that he
recieved permissi':'ns - a separation and the permission t ci
extract pollution and needles - in one day). After 3 cur 4
months, he began to work as an c.rau:le. At the beginning, lie
had to practice much religion.
He is not gyuda.	 He is possessed by one god frcum Chang
Thang, a
3. ILt	 Lb
He was ele':ted aru:uund the age of 13 years, about 35 years
ag ':, in a pastcural area of Gerge. He sLiffered an illness
lasting several m.:'nths during which he had "heart painii
(nyjnga), ran away from hc'me and acted as if he were dead.
He was recognised by a lama who did a purification and
separated demons frc'm gods by drumming. The demons were
banned. This was his cunly training apart frc'm the practice
of religion and it lasted c'ne day,
He is not yud2a.
He names cine gcud, Kangri Lhabtsan.
He stopped practising one year ago. He says that he just
stopped doing the rituals to bring the god; no ban was
nec esssary.
4.	 LLc	 12.
This man says that he was elected nearly 60 years ago at the
age of 13 years. He was elected through an illness during
which he was unsettled for a few days.
A lama recognised the god and performed a consecration and a
thunderbolt blessing.	 The novice went into meditation fc.r a
year and then on pilgrimage. The lama accompanied him tc.
check if it was a proper god. He then gave him permission to
pra':tice but there was no special training.
He is possessed by the same gcud that visited his
father, a fc' llc'wer of Kangri Lhabtsan who is described as a
protector (gonbo, mgi:n po). He was first possessed after his
father died and uses the clothes that his father wore in
trance.
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APPENDIX 4: TREATMENT IN TRANCE
i. Qo
	
S!1 !2!i	 !2	 QL	 i.ra t.ia Li &.
&:i.tiQ Qc.t.2	 I2
c!iL!. !
8.10.82.	 The oracle was called to the house of a Muslim man
in the Housing Colony below Leh. The oracle sucked out
pollution and recommended a curative rite. He tc.ld the man
that he was ill because he drank too much alcohol and also
because he was not properly converted. He had married a
Buddhist girl.
12.10.82. A woman from Likir who was working as a servant in
Sankar came to the oracle's house, . She complained of
stomach pain.	 The oracle sucked out pollution and told the
girl to go to an	 i, not a doctor.
15.10.82.	 A child from Gangles was brought to the oracle's
house by his mother's brother, who lived in Chanspa. 	 They
had met the oracle the day before on their way to hospital.
After visiting the doctor, the child had deteriorated. The
following morning, they visited the oracle. In trance, the
god said that the child was ill because of the bad karma
(lanchaks) of the older generation.. 	 They should do
gyaitsa. The child should have a ritLial wash. The oracle
said that they brought an astrolcuger to perform the ritual
that evening. The child began to get better.
Leh Mon oracle
He said that he came into trance just once that week. 	 A man
from Skarra had brought a sick 	 and the god had extra':ted
needles (kha).
2g12. Qrc.L
The woman said that he had little work:-
She treated her relatives-in--law in Chushot. 	 They were all
ill. One had miscarried.
She was called to Stok because two boys who had cut down a
tree of the gods (g) were ill. They were both lame.
She sent them to the rinpc'u:he for a ritual wash and blessing
(chinlab).
At home, in Choglc'msar, she was sent a child from the
Choglomsar Skyabgun rinpoche.
	 It was a problem with the
masters of the earth (sag).
	 The god recommended a
performance of	 dondol.
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tflQ	 QL
The oracle said that he had worked twice in the week. He was
called to two houses in Matho and he extracted on both
occasions.
tb Icbik2 2L!
She said that she had worked once a day in Matho that week.
She came into trance seven times and all the problems were to
do with illness. The only episode that she remembers in any
further detail concerned a trance at which she extracted ti
due to food.
Hemis oracle
That week, she said, she only came into trance once because
she was at a wedding in Martselang.
	 Normally, she said, she
practices every day.
	 The one case concerned illness in her
neighbour 's house.
Thikse oracle
25.10.82.	 He worked at a hc'use in Thikse where he extracted
a needle from a
	 . There was illness which, he said, was
due to tirno ( t i	 nc!d2a). He gave amulets
26.10.82. He worked at a house in Thikse where he simply
extracted pollution (tLa)
.
 He said that the god gave no
adviCe.
27. 10.82.	 He worked at three houses in Spituk.
	 At one, he
treated an ill d. A person was recommended to get an
amulet from a monk to cure prc.blems due to tsa and tjrng. At
the second house, he extracted pollution from a man and the
god did not give advice.	 At the third house, there was a
c ':u':'lie suffering from bad magic (d). 	 The god extrau:ted
the magic but did not speak.
30.10.82. The oracle worked at one house in Spituk where he
extracted needles from two d 	 and pollution from people.
31.10.82.	 He brought out pollution from a sick child at a
hc'use in a suburb of Thikse.
112.
He said that he had only worked once that week. He had
extrau:ted pollution from a man. He does not come into trance
very often now because of his age and because he, the vessel,
is ill.
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(transcribed with the help of Mutup Tsering).
Offerings were made and a song sung to a Buddha, Lama
Dor,je Chang. The oracle was fully possessed and addressed
grandfather:
"You, old man, what illness do you have? At that time,
you made the life of an animal free ( h ) ; now you must
pray and think constantly of your gods. You were made ill by
food (zQ
	 k) so be careful what you eat. No doubt, you'll
be ill again.	 You must make sure that you pray from your
heart.	 Unless you pray properly, you'll have a difficult
time after you die	 lam).
"After someone is born, he has to die.	 But, death is
like rain and we can't tell where it will fall.	 Death is
like a rolling stone falling from the mountain top; no-one
can say when it will arrive. 	 You can't return the stone to
the mountain top while you get ready to die.
"Everyone has religion and everyone has goodness but
(*). Buddhism will help us mc'st.	 If we don't follow the
teachings of the "three gods" (QjQ triple jewel),
then there may be fighting, war, theft and internal dis':ord.
If you don't control this internal trouble, there will be
many external problems.	 There is a chance of danger from
outside.	 First, do skabdro (the refuge formula). Secc'nd,
do not speak ill of anyone; if you do, you'll accumulate
great sin (diga).	 Instead, say many	 i and you will
gather the fruits of your labour. Q
	
are the summary of
all the 40,000 religious books. Even a very wealthy man
cannot get rid of an illness or a sorrow without practising
religion in this way. Do you understand?
"To stop all these evil things - damage from ghosts,
from living demons, frc'm ji.j, from masters of the earth - we
have to pray to Padma Jungnas, benza guru (prayer, c'm ah
hum).
"Some people smoke, some drink beer and then they decide
to pray to the tha.	 However, it is not for the	 but
for your journey after death that you pray. 	 After you die,
you'll stay in the intermediate state for 49 days. 	 On the
50th, you'll be born somewhere (- a list of places including
the cold hell).	 There will be a new life on the 50th day
from blood and flesh. It is very very difficult. 	 If you
can't face up to your illness now, how will you be able to
deal with the problems of rebirth?	 You can never avoid the
pains of rebirth.
(*) ... represent passages that we could not understand.
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"When you're ill, if you do anything for yourself, you
must still remember the gods - don't forget the lama and
jg The first lama is Lama Dorje Chang himself.
Then, there is Sangyas who has already reached enlightenment.
One who prays from the heart without any mistakes can
understand Lord Buddha's teachings with the help of lama.
You'll find the way of religion.
	 For this teaching, Phakspe
Gyendun can show the way.
	 Many people can read and
understand the teachings and, if they practice properly,
they'll gain merit (jygi-j).	 But, it is better to have a
lama as teacher and then more merit will be gained.
"If you ask how consciousness () comes about, it is
from the father's bones and the mother's flesh together. As
the bone and blood mix, a flower forms inside the body which
gives channels (t.)
. The flower grows in the body and, after
about nine months and nine days, it emerges in the shape of a
child. After birth the child is so soft that it suffers many
hardships from heat and hardness. 	 Some are happy and some
sad. Then, they acquire a human body (. L) . After a
while, some children will become educated, some will be
doctc.rs (it may be recalled that a German doctor was present
- I	 doubt that this would have been said in
	 normal
circumstances), some will be rnhi, some carpenters, same
picius and some against religion.	 Everyone thinks that
they'll su':ceed if they pray to the triple jewel.
"You, father (that is, the same man - grandfather) have
made a life free	 but you made a mistake.	 You put
some bad medicine on your hip. You thought it would get rid
cf the "yellow water" (y) but the infe ':tion didn't heal.
A few days before your illness, you were ill at ease and you
didn't sleep. Someone heard a bad sc'und (The
man's son interrupted to say that he had heard a fox in the
morning and a crow.)
"Yc'ur father (addressing the son) is ill because of a
blo':'d condition.	 Nothing worse will happen if he eats
prc.perly.	 If you (grandfather) eat bad focid, yciu'll fall ill
again.
"You (to a new client) are saying many wj, but in a
daze. It will be good to continue your i but it will be
much better if you count from your heart very clearly (SHE
prays). You must think about the meaning of each of these
words and imagine Sangyas standing in front of you. These
rnanj are fc'r the benefit of everyone. You must think of your
father, your mother, of men, gods, "not gods" (thth),
animals and of those who suffer.	 You must think of another
three things.	 Lama Odpagmed, Chenrezig.	 From your hand.
Pray completely from your mouth. Mind, speech and hand must
act tc'gether, they must be kept together. 	 Then, the
will bring most merit.	 You must not look in one direction,
finger the beads and talk about something else. You must
concentrate/meditate (gcirn) as you say your We have to
think that Phakspa Thukje Chenpc' and Sangyas Odpagmed are
really in front of us and we have to pray for every human,
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animal, insect and any suffering being who we might save.
Then, there'll be more merit than if you pray just for
your sel f.
"All living things are like a family with a father,
mother and children. You should pray with a very clear mind.
We have to of fr the refuge formula, 	 and
nza guru to the triple jewel. 	 We have to remember this
always.	 Don't think badly of anyone. 	 Don't feel jealous.
Don't make gossip.	 Don't keep something that you borrowed.
We must have compassion for all. Even to kill ants or lice is
to act badly.	 All this is important in preparing for your
rebirth.
"If you have a child who is ill or badly hurt,	 what do
you feel? My advice requires the same dedication and feeling.
We have to have that cc'mpassion. If you ever kill or damage
anything, even in speech, it is critical: Lama Yuthog Jalna
said, "if someone acts against religion, there are many
repercussions/hindrances. The lama tried to suppress bad
things to protect the community - first with a spear, then
with a sword and with fire - but, even so, he could not
control them. Then, the lama prayed to the eight religious
protectors, like Chemshrin, to summon them. Then, I3eshe Wang
Gangpo was possessed by some of the religious protectors and
THEY said: "Whoever attempts to damage your religion will be
destroyed. If a toc'th hurts yc'u, pull it c'ut."
"It is a turning point now. That is why I talk to you.
Otherwise, I am unable to speak; even when I dci, most people
don't listen and they don't understand. This is the critical
point now.
"A lot of monks can't drink beer or eat meat; still, a
lot have died of swelling(?) 	 So, they asked
Buddha if they could eat meat at the critical point.
	 They
used to swell all over their bodies and so many monks died
that they implored Lord Buddha again and again.
	 Finally, he
allowed them to eat meat at that point. If the animal has
completed his allotted time, then it is alright. If they are
not cured, then this meat can be given to a pig and then they
can eat the pig (?) This, Sangyas Buddha did against his
better judgement.
"These things are not far distant but near at hand and
you will see all this as you are about to die. Everyone can
see and your soul leaves your body and you are in shirna. One
soul () goes downwards and one upwards. 	 But there are
not twc' souls - it is our own power (gj 	 j}s) that makes
the soul act in different ways. If we follow the advice of
guru, follow the ten merits and stop the ten demerits, fc'llow
our lamas' advice, then our soul will leave straight from the
top because of our spiritual strength.
	 If we behave badly
and go against the advice of the lama or 	 then the soul
may go straight downwards.
"At the time of (taking the soul out of a corpse),
if the dead person has behaved well, when the lama makes this
sound - "chargh, hop, hop, hup" - to encc'urage it, then the
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sc'ul goes straight upwards. The soul goes up with the lama
to catch the feet of the lama. Then, he'll get a good path,
thinking that he (the lama) is his guru.
"If someone is against the religion, speaks against the
lama, does damage to animals - after death, through greed, he
won't find the proper road and the soul may stay at home,
inside. It may go by the earth road or the water road.
Staying at home may be due to wealth or to the pull of
children.
"Someone who is half sin and half merit faces many
difficulties. It is much better for a person to read the
phoa texts before he dies to a lama and then the lama can
explain the parts he doesn't understand. The text explains
how the soul can go from the bottom or from the heart and all
this must be kept in mind as you die so that yc'u have the
power to send your soul where you will.
	 So, familiarise
yc'uself with the text.
"After yc'u die, it is important tc' read
	 ("the book
of the dead") every seven days.
	 It is important to be
familiar with this too so as to find the right path. Have yc'u
ever read it?
	 (SHE prays and recites the text.) (There are)
84,000 religious books and some of these must be learned by
heart.	 (SHE prays).	 All the bc'oks are the same and if
someone gives you advice about religion, you must look and
listen.	 Even	 if	 you don't understand but
	 if	 you
watch/listen, then you will get the fruit (reap the rewards).
"If you make these offerings (çflQ), there is no need
cf atonement. The offering of thought is that which is
offered from the heart and accompanied by prostrations. And
then you give alms to the poor • The heart becomes so clear
that it is like Sangyas'. This offering is cc'ncerned with
the welfare of all. If there is no doubt at all, then you
will be reborn with such a mind. This will give yc 'u the pc'wer
of Di:'rje.
"The vessel is very old now and the god can not come
again and again. Some people speak badly of me and we are not
all in harmony. Have any of you smoked? Smoke tastes good in
the mouth and puts the mind at pea':e. But, if I tell you
where it comes from: - it comes from the blood c' f a
menstruating devil woman. She prayed, "if the smoke does not
cover the whole world, then may I vomit a snake and an
elephant".	 Then, she vomited a snake and a big elephant
which breathed fire from its mouth. Why is it a sin? The
leaves of the grass are sinful and the prayer that devil
woman made was bad.
(to a German tourist, a medical student) "When you give
medicine what do you feel? Your mind is very clear. The
ac bj says "take this as Buddha's medicine" and the doctor
must feel as he would giving medicine from his heart to his
own son and daughter. You must work so that your heart will
be helpful for all. Now yc'u think I'm unreasonable but after
you die, you'll find the truth.
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"Most of you have eaten onion and garlic. If I say more
now, yc'u will not understand, the advice will not penetrate
your mind and you will become anti-religious.
"Because of the deeds of the gods, our bodies are
borrowed. Your body is just borrowed. If it were not like
this. If a stone is rolling down a steep mountain, we cannot
turn such a big stone back. When we die, we cannot take our
bodies (with us), nor money, jewels, diamonds, wife and so
forth. (We cannot take) even a single grain of barley. This
borrowed body may be burned, buried, thrown in the water or
given to the birds. Everyone has to leave their body though
the paths may be very different. Is this true? Everyone is
the same, whether Hindu, Christian or Muslim. They may have
different roads but everyone tries to search for a way. No-
one is thinking of what will happen after they die but they
are all making themselves comfortable in this life.. With
Buddhism, if our hearts really hc'ld faith with the lama, we
can be comfortable in both the present and the next life and
for generation after generation.
"Whether it is a lama, a Buddha, a hungry ghost
(yidags), a dc'mestic animal or even a small insect. After
yc'u have died several times, after you have gone thrc'ugh the
very hot and the very cold world, we can get the power to
show the rc'ad tci
 all of them and escape from these difficult
paths.
"I am not allowed to say that my religion is good and
yc'urs (i.e., mine) bad. If sc'me':'ne wants to understand, then
it is like this - you dc'n't have very long to wait because
y ':'u will die after ZO or 60 years. Then you can see the road
c' f death. You must have faith in someone like a lharnc ' or a
lama, y':'u must do as they say and you can reap the fruit. We
cannot avoid gc'ing to the road after death. If sc'meone gives
advice to drink beer, to smoke, to steal, to snatch things,
to keep borrowed things. Why isn't it gc'c'd to be greedy?
Because you will suf fer after death. You must repent f':'r
having smoked.
"After death, c'ur sc'ul is still alive. The number of
souls is always increasing. The thought of enlightenment
(g çhubi semba) is the most important thing to have. It
means not damaging anything, not eating meat, nc't killing
anything, not smoking, not eating fish or poultry, not
damaging a soul. We have to give up the ten sins and obey the
ten virtues. If you follow the ten virutes, for the welfare
of all with life, yc'u will be reborn just as if you were
moving to the house next door and moving from a poor house to
a rich house. If yc'u keep this in mind, I may say some more
but if not it will be harmful tc'
 you for me to speak. Keep
this in mind like milk, like a light ray in the mind, like a
pala ':e in the eyes. If some ':'ne believes thus, then he has
much religious knowledge that can be explained to you. If
people have nothing in which to keep all this advice, then
there is no point in speaking. If someone has the capacity to
listen, then I shall tell them and I have a lot to tell. What
is the capacity? If you turn large cymbals upside dc'wn and
put water in the bottom, the water will not stay there and it
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will not go inside. If it is made of good material but has
holes in it, the water will flow through. If you have a pot
with dirty things like saliva in it, any pure water in the
pot is similarly useless; it cannot be used.
"Here are three examples. the upside down cymbals are
like someone who goes for advice and stays but does not
listen. The second example is like visiting a religious
ceremony for blessing but forgetting what you have been told
like the beer or milk that passes through the pot. The third
pot, the dirty one, is like someone who won't go to the
ceremony because he thinks it dirty and a waste of time. If
you try to understand very hard, I have given you three clear
explanations.
"In your case (the German), you have to take the names
c' f the gods when you give the medicine to make it
efficacious. At this time, the heart/mind medicine is much
more useful than actual medicine. Everyone, whatever their
work, has first to take the names of the gods. In your case,
if you practice virtue, if somec'ne has nothing to eat and you
give one çhagbu (a piece of dough clenched in the fist,
passed c'ver the body and thrown as a
	 then when you
die you will get one hundred times the merit.
"You have to say prayers but, if you do not know, hc'w
can you? It would be good if you prayed. There would be some
virtue if you knew. People who read texts and mantra and
belittle their virtues will go to hell. Even if they
understand the text but do nc't believe in it, there are so
many people like this, they will all go tc' hell. If we make
prcsstrations cr say prayers or perfom circumambulatic'ns to
the triple jewel, we must pray thus from the mind/heart. If
we do not, it is like the wind or like dust. No-one knows
where it comes from. It is a formality. The god, Jigshed, and
all the religious protectors will become angry and there will
be a communal disturbance in the world between Buddhist and
Buddhist, Muslim and Muslim and many people will be killed.
There will be nc comfort. Nc' doubt there is a lot of luxury.
Pec'ple now are be':c'min g richer - all have clothes, animals,
music and entertainment. Then we will not be able tc' find
even a stone in the mountains because pec'ple have made so
many houses. There will come a time when there are not enough
peciple to live in these houses. After 90 years, this will
come to pass. The time is very near. I might come tomorrow if
you are interested but tc'day you have eaten c'nic'n and garlic
and some have drunk beer and smoked. You may understand if I
speak now but you will not remember my advice.
"Our hearts are a sphere and we have to open it to
receive advice. Then we have to close it again and tie it up
so as to retain all the advice. After we have kept it inside,
we have to avoid doing anything wrong by always asking the
advice of the lama. Tied does not mean "to tie" but "to
control".
"What is yc'ur religion? Christian (where there is) c'ne
god for all.	 As far as Buddhism is concerned, we have three
gc.ds (konjiJ	 nj) while Muslims and Chistians may have only
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one. This one god is said to have come from a monkey. The
origin of these religions is the same. This one god came from
a monkey on the father's side. Originally (the one) who
became the first god was just like a monkey with hair on the
face and his heart was a Bodhisattva's. He pointed out the
way of religions. Afterwards, the people showed the way. The
monkey figure had a lot of trouble from other religions and
he held them back on either side and punished them with iron
nails. He had three reasons to punish these religions but I
won't describe them now because you would become very sad. He
did not want to cause any damage, his mind was not like that.
He had a pure mind. In Shiah Islam, there are also three
causes. Shiites are not afraid of sin, they are not doing
more virtue. The religion does not agree with other religions
because the people eat meat and kill animals. In Shiah Islam
there are three contentious religions: meat religion, bad
religion, angry religion. If you kill an animal, the Shiite
says that there is no sin but how can yc'u say that it is not
a sin when you see a young animal about to be sacrificed? How
can that become a virtue? There are no animals or insects
which have not been our fathers and mothers. These are simply
people who have not found the right path. It is like a blind
man who is left on a huge plain. If someone of gou:'d mind
comes along and asks, "what are you doing?" the man may reply
"I can't see so I can't go anywhere". Then, the seu:ond man
guides him and explains, "here is water, cc 'me this way",
"here is a big stone, follow me". Then the blind man can find
his way. Then the blind man and the sighted c'ne are just the
same. If the blind man does not follow his guide, he will
stay in the same place. When the guide says "come with me",
the blind man (might) say "I'll stay here. If there is water,
I might fall intc' it and if there is a stone, I might walk
into it. If there is a narrow path, I might fall down." Then
the person with good eyes will nc't fall and the blind man
will. Religion is like this and the blind man is the one
withc'ut knowledge while the sighted one is a religious
person.	 The man who will not fol low others will meet
obstacles.
"If the blind persc'n goes tc'ward the sighted one, he can
go everywhere with his help. If you do not drink beer, smoke,
eat c'nic'ns then maybe I'll return. If someone has the mind of
a ':'dhisattva (chan cubi egba), that is the main religious
requirement and there is no need to study the texts. If
someone cfc'es not have such a mind, it is mc 're difficult to
perform religion properly. With the mind of a Bodhisattva,
you do not have to search anywhere for religion. The
enlightened one (ç.rg chubi is the one with belief
for the benefit of all humanity - all living beings, animals,
and to think nothing sinful of anything. You have many
questions and I may answer them tomorrow. Now I am going.
(to a boy) "What is your question?" ... Have you just
had an exam or what? In your house, there has been a quarrel.
What kind of quarrel was it? It was about land. There were
many reasons for the quarrel. You have sworn many oaths and
you need to make many excuses. ... You may succeed in your
exams but there is somebody in the middle (causing trouble).
If you behave properly, 	 you will do well.	 Yc'u were
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disparaging about the religious protectors so light a butter
lamp. Put up a big prayer flag (hen) and do
(raise prayer flags). You are very hasty. You sometimes dci
nc't feel well because of gossip (kha). Sometimes, you get
very angry. There are very many big and little problems. But
I have already spoken with you and given you a lot of
religious advice so now you should understand. Internal
problems, external problems and illnesses, all may be
finished with consultation. I'm not a household god (}jirnbe
lha) but a goddess who protects Sangyas' faith, a religious
protectcir. I'm not a household god who sucks out poison and
needles. I have come to the people of this land to give
advice about the people's religion and enlightenment. You've
got a lot of pimples. Hciw did they start?"
(reply) "I've had them a icing time."
(the g:.d) "This is first of all bes:ause of the L
. 
You did
s':imething in a place where j live. It w':uuld be good for you
ti: visit the hc't springs."
(client) "Which direction is best?"
(the god) "The east side is better. After crossing a
mountain. ... After crossing this mountain. ... Go to
Panamik and it will pr.:.vide an effective cure."
(to grandfather) "Yciur hip hurts and it is swollen. You
put a poison grass c'n the skin when it was raw. Put a powder
cm
 it to make it better. You do nc't feel well at night. Yciu
say	 but scimet i mes you fc'r get."
(grandfather) "I can nc't do it."
(god) "If you cannot do them from the mouth, then think frc'm
the heart. You dc'n't have to prostrate yourself. Yc'u can
acc ':'mpl ish the same with your heart. Yi:'u must say fr ':'m your
heart, "I am a persc'n whose sin has not been atoned" and
also, with the refuge formula, you must c' ffer to the three
jewels. With yc'ur mani, remember that they are for the whole
of humanity, fc'r the gcids, the "nc't gods", animals, hungry
ghosts and everyone in hell. If you say just c'ne you
must think that you are saying many and that they are for the
welfare c'f all. Yc'u shc'uld read tc'dc ' l (E4oc' k of the Dead) and
then, if yc'u eat well, you will have a lcing time to live and
you will be better off if you read before you die.
I'll make a prayer for your death road but meanwhile don't
scold c'thers. If you do, maybe I will scc'ld god. Dci yOU
understand? Di:'n't upset him by teasing.
"One c'r two of yc'u have not eaten onion and garlic bLt
the rest of y ':'u have and so you may not understand religic'n
properly and you may speak against the religion.
(to a boy) "Sometimes you do the opposite of what you
are told and sometimes you behave badly tc' people. (prayer).
(The boy is blessed, a text is read). Don't ever smoke c'r
even handle cigarettes. You must make an offering of hair
(shra2). Do you understand? (Another prayer).
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'Now Jetsun Dolma may come for a little while to do the
work of Nastan akula. Then Dorje Trakgyal, I call this name.
Jigsten Odzinma is to do the work of the whole world, that is
why I was called. Then I call Tronyingma. I call Jetsun
Padma Dolma for the work of the gods. SHE is also for
enlightenment. Then I call Kachodma to get rid of devils
( bti ). Then I call Uljangma who interprets what Jetsun
Dolma says. Chezungma comes to work with j. Khandro de
chokma gets rid of bad people who damage the world and SHE
protects you against them. There are 12 goddesses altogether.
Kolo de chenma is for the welfare of animals. SHE teaches
religion to animals. Chuchodma is for offerings to the gods.
Norgi Kapelma is for the benefit of all eyes, stomach. If it
is possible, you should have a second trance in the morning
because people may have eaten onions or garlic by the evening
and that is not good.
"I may throw a	 tomorrow. There are two kinds of
... Ijc!L gg2g ("king demons").
Mostly, tirno ("living demons") are coming to you because
people are jealous of the animals. Near here there is great
jfla (gossip) as well. You need nothing apart fom faith and
then I can throw these two Without faith, it will nc't
do you any good even if Sangyas comes."
Jetsun Dolma appears: "Jetsun comes fc'r the wel fare c'f
all.	 When	 people	 visit you,	 they	 sometimes	 reach
enl i ghtenment.
(to another German) "What are yc'u thinking?" (three sneezes,
bell and drum, two sneezes and a new god appears).
Kachc'dma: long prayer and song.
Jigsten Odzinma: prayers, songs, finishing with:
"Nc'w the time has cc'me fc'r me tc' go. Life is limited and we
have many sorrows. There are many internal things at variance
with religion. There are many channels (t) inside which are
also at variance with one another and so there are many
diseases in the body. There are many enemies (r) which
interfere with our work. De':ause of the lama's work (lit:
plan), we can get rid of all these problems. If we don't work
well now, w might repent after death. We have prayed in such
a way so that we may reap the fruit. That is the way to
a ':quire merit. You don't know now, but everyone has to face
problems after death. If you don't repent now, you will have
to on that road. Try and harvest the fruits of what I have
told you."
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FOOTNOTES
Footnotes to Introduction
(1) See Brauen 1980a, Dargyay 1985, Kaplanian 1981, 1983.
(2) See appendix 1 for an explanation of Ladakhi and Tibetan
transi iterations.
(3) This usage is in keeping with standard anthropological
classifications. Firth, for example, proposes a three-fold
classification that discriminates between spirit possession,
spirit mediumship and shamanism in terms of the increasing
control that a human agent wields over spirits (Firth 1964).
Such typologies are not explored below because they may lead
to over-rigid distinctions.	 As shown in Part II of the
thesis, Ladakhis link possession, mediumship and also
shamanism in central ways. Ladakhi oracles are "spirit
mediums;" they do not, themselves, travel to other worlds in
trance (in contrast to shamans). Yet, many of their songs and
items of clothing are tied to images of movement and flight.
Their gods travel widely outside their vessels. 	 Moreover,
closely	 related trance practices in the Tibetan	 area
sometimes involve travel when the "shaman" goes in search of
a lost soul for example (Holmberg 1980). 	 Ladakhi "mediums"
are also difficult to distinguish unambiguously from other
people suffering "spirit possession" which they
	
canni:'t
contrc'l (see Chapter 5). In Ladakh, at least, a
classification of the kind proposed by Firth is n ':'t very
useful.
(4) Furer-Haimendorf uses twc' terms: "spirit-media or oracle-
priests" (1964:254).
(5) Fuller has recently argued that low ranking practices in
the Hindu context may define themselves as inferior while
high ranking practices establish no relationship with the
lower (Fuller 1988).	 His argument should be seen as a
rebuttal of Dumont's view which is discussed below. A
similar point might be made of the Ladakhi material in a more
limited way for, as shown subsequently, monks may dismiss
local beliefs and pra ':tices as the results of superstition
and ignc'rance. However, it is also true that aspects of
monastic Buddhism are based upon the incoporation of the
lower ranking (as discussed in Chapter 6). The issues raised
by Fuller are not directly relevant to my point about the
mutual definition of low and high ranking practices for I
restrict my comments to a village perspective.
(6) This perspective is c'nly one of several that might be
utilised in a discussion of village oracles. My ai:count of
ritual is based upon a central Ladakhi image of division
between the monastery and the rest of the village, which is
described in Chapter 1. Other accounts of "religion" divide
the field into three parts: Buddhism, Bon and the folk or
nameless religion (Tucci 198(1, Stein 1972). Samuel describes
a simple four fold division (Samuel 1978). My perspective is
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intended to illuminate the position of oracles in particular.
Some of these specialists belong to the monastery and some to
the village. Sometimes, they are described as a single group
but sometimes they are sharply distinguished. The
ambiguities surrounding oracular practice relate closely to
their place within this image of a society divided into two
parts.
(7) See, for example, the collections on recent research in
Ladakh (no.1, 1983; no 2, 1985; no. 3, in press); Brauen
1980a, 1983; Cambridge Undergraduate Ladakh Expeditions 1977
and 1979; Dolifus 1988; Kaplanian 1981; Murdoch 1981 and
Phylactou 1989.
(8) See Chapter 4 for further comments on the distinction
between shamanism and spirit possession. For the purposes of
this introduction, the differences are not important.
(9) I describe the Buddhism practiced in Ladakh as Tibetan or
Mahayana Buddhism. Sometimes, Tibetan Buddhism is specified
further in terms of its tantric practices as Vajrayana.
Tibetan Buddhism is also practiced in Sikkim, Bhutan and
Nepal although Theravada Buddhism has also become popular
recently in Nepal. Mahayana Buddhism is opposed to Hinayana,
the lesser vehicle, whose only remaining branch is the
Theravada Buddhism described in accounts of Sri Lanka,
Thailand and Burma. Buddhist and tantric pra':tices in other
places such as the Western world, East Asia, Indonesia and
India are not mentioned in this thesis.
(10) Cunningham discusses a number of estimates for the early
19th century before the smallpox epidemic and the Dogra wars.
He suggests a figure of about 12,000 monks and nuns for a
population of about 165,000, which is the figure suggested by
Moorcroft, but perhaps as low as 146,000, as suggested by
Csoma de Koros, or as high as 172,800, as estimated by
Cunningham himself in 1847 (Cunningham 1977 (1854):285-6).
Ramsay suggests that one sixth of the population were monks
and nuns (1890:83).
(11) Evidence of a Tibetan presence in Ladakh in the 8th
century is found, for example, in Denw.:.od's analysis of a
rock inscription near Alchi.	 The names in the incription
resemble those in documents from Tunhuang and Khotan. The
term stc'ng dpon (commander of 1,000 men) suggests a military
presence (Denwood 1980).
(12) In order to make it easier to read Tibetan words,
spellings are altered so as to conform to the transliteration
described in appendix 1. Thus, Petech writes p'yag-mdzod
which, in my citation, is altered to phyag mdzod. However,
phonetic transliterations used by writers on the various
Tibetan speaking areas reported in this thesis are not
altered. If these transliterations seem to be difficult to
understand, I include either the Tibetan spelling or the
Ladakhi equivalent alongside.
-J
(13) These brief notes are intended simply to introduce
monasteries that will be mentioned subsequently and to
emphasise the importance of links with Central Tibet through
the monastic hierarchy. Further details can be found in many
sources. The best are Petech 1977 and Sneligrove and
Skorupski 1977. Petech also discusses Drigungpa history in
Ladakh (Petech 1978). The Tibetan spellings of the
monasteries can also be found in these sources.
(14) Sven Hedin reported in 1910 that 400 of the 3,800 monks
at Tashilunpo in Tibet were Ladakhis (Sven Hedin 1910
(vol.1):352). Today, at the monastery of "Kyilung" (a
pseudonym) near Leh, only 2 of the 20 monks over 40 years of
age have not visited the main monastery of their sect in
Tibet for further training (Goldstein and Tsarong 1985: 18).
(15) It might be noted that Lewis too questions rigid
typologies of spirit possession in another chapter in his
recent book, which extends a paper originally published in
Folk 23 (1981) (Lewis 1986). He questions the distinction
between positive and negative trance experiences and suggests
that these are better applied to different stages in a
shaman's career. This more dynamic approach might have been
extended to the related distinction between "peripheral" and
other possession cults, presented in an earlier chapter of
the book.
(16) This figure includes the population of outlying villages
such as Gongma (see appendix 2).
(17) The pattern of trading is described in many accounts.
See particularly Cunningham 1854, Moorcroft and Trebeu:k 1837
and Ramsay 1890 (pp.78-9,136) for the 19th century. More
re':ent accounts include Carrasco 1959, Heber and Heber 1926,
Pallis 1974 (1939), Rizvi 1983 and Grist 1985. Lamb 1960
gives a good description of the trade between Ladakh and
Western Tibet in the 18th early 19th centuries. Accc'unts
based on those involved in the carrying trade are also
available (Joldan 1985, Radhu 1981). Similar patterns cuf
short-distance internal trade that fed into the long-distance
networks can be found in accounts of Nepal. See, fc'r
example, Furer-Haimendorf's work, including Furer-Haimendorf
1975; Goldstein 1974, Jest 1975.
(18) Francke 1926:350. See also Petech on the treaty with
Tibet in 1684 when the details of the reciprocal cha pa and
lo phyag missions were fixed (Petech 1977:77-8). Ramsay
describes the trade gocuds involved in these Ladakh-Tibet
trading missions in his dictionary. He sugqests that the
"lapchak" leader always belonged to one c ' f the noblest
Ladakhi families (1890:86). Petech, however, suggests that
the lo phyag was organised under an ecclesiastical official,
either a Ladakhi or Tibetan resident in Ladakh (ibid:161).
(19) See, for example, Fisher, Rc'se and Huttenback 1963,
Rahul 1970.
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(20) A Cunningham 1854, Drew 1875, Ploorcroft and Trebeck
1837, J D Cunningham 1844, Ramsay 1890. See also Lamb 1960 on
the period from 1767-1905 and Carrasco's discussion of these
19th century sources (Carrasco 1959).
(21) Well-known travellers include Chinese pilgrims such as
Hui-ch'ao (see Petech 1977 chapter 1) and Jesuit missionaries
(see Wessels 1924). The first Jesuits arrived in the 17th
century but it is not until Desideri's visit a century later
that any extensive impressions are recorded (Filippi 1932).
In the 19th century, a number of British explorers visited
Ladakh; Vigne's account was published in 1842, Thomsc'n's
description of the geology and botany in 1852 and Drew's
account in 1875. See also Izzet Ullah 1843. In the latter
half of the 19th century, a new type of missicinary was
introduced to Ladakh, namely the Moravians who established
themselves in Leh. The Moravians provided much of the early
research on Ladakh. Important works include Jaschke's
Tibetan-English dicticinary (1881), Ribbach's biography of a
Lower Ladakhi villager (1940) and Francke's voluminous works
(see Brauen's 1980a biblic'graphy for many of these; some are
cited in the referen':es to this thesis). The Hebers
published a general account (1926) and Asboe wrcste on many
aspects of village life (f or example, Asboe 1938, 1947). The
literary activities of the Moravians have been discussed in
Bray 1985.
(22) Petech 1939, 1977; Francke 1926; Marx 1891, 1894, 1902.
A Ladakhi version of the chroni ':les and a number c'f other
sources has been published by Gergan 1976. Fisher, Pose and
Huttenback also make use of the Ladakhi material in their
discussion of Sino-Indian rivalry in Ladakh frc'm 600-1962
(Fisher, Pose and Huttenba':k 1963).
(23) Petech discusses different versions of these events
(Petech 1977:14-17).
(24) A son of the king Tshe-dpal rnam-rgyal, who ruled until
1840, was als':' recs:.gnised as a Hemis incarnation He married
and seems to have been king for a short while (Petech
1977: 135-7:).
(25) Ladakhi households no longer pay tax apart from very
minor dues on animals, fruit trees and vegetable gardens.
(26) This figure rose rapidly in the early years. 1,980
tourists visited Ladakh in 1975 as compared to 10,000 in 1978
(Leh Tourist Office).
(27) Reincarnate lamas are also described as tu1k (sprul
sku) (see Chapter 3) and they are generally adressed as
skushok or	 (sku gshcigs), "excellent body".
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(1) See Kaplanian 1983:93-4 for a slightly different version
of this myth, apparently from the same source. Similar
stories are told about the founding of particular Ladakhi
villages. For example, the Dard people of Da tell of their
beginnings:
"The Dah people say that their ancestors, when they first
came, lived by hunting, not by agriculture. One of their
mighty hunters dropped his bow (called in their language
Dah) on the hill-side. It became a water channel which
fertilized the fields of what afterwards became a village.
One of their Chiefs found certain seeds growing wild which
he sowed near the water-course. 	 These seeds proved to be
those of wheat and barley.	 Thus the village was founded."
(Shaw 1878:33-4)
See also Clarke 1977, Vohra 1983, 1985 on Da and Rigal
1983:172 for a story about the foundatic'n of the village of
Clii 11 ing.
(2) The association between jij and natural fertility is made
by many c'ther Tibetan speaking peoples. Jest, for example,
quotes Kagar Rinpoche from Dolpo:
"ii faut les (that is, klu) respecter puisque nous sommes
agriculteurs et (que) toutes les rcoltes dpendent de leur
bon vouloir" (Jest 1975:299).
(3) This	 term	 may be translated as charity (bsod
snyoms).	 Doilfus also suggests the term "gso-nyung", "a
little to eat" (Dollfus 1988:81).
(4) BUt see section 1.3 for an alternative image where two of
these sponsors are denied full village status.
(5) The details of sponsorship by Gongma households are nc't
given	 below but it should be noted that Gongma also
contributes to a number of regular rituals and
	 other
collective activities staged in Leh because it is a suburb of
the city.	 Details on chjng relationships in Lower Ladakh
can be found in Grimshaw 1983 and Dolif us 1988.
(6) As noted above, a village is defined partly in terms of
its monastery or temple and so the monastery should be seen
as part of the village. However, the term "monastery and
village" is used for convenience to refer to this contrast
between monastery and the rest of the village.
(7) It can be seen that the context of discussion influences
the way in which these relationships between monastery and
village are portrayed. The image of reciprocity is not
simply an artefact of the outsider's perspective; it is
elaborated by Ladakhis themselves when discussing their
social organisation. Should the conversation turn to
religious matters (chos), then it becomes a question of
disinterested gifts rather than payments on the part of the
villager and dedication to the salvation of all rather than a
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ritual service on the part of the monk.
	 The term mentioned
above, (fn 3) can be translated as payment, gift or
charity but its particular sense is often clear from the
wider context of the conversation.
(8) Kinship ties are also important inside the monastery.
Goldstein and Tsarong note that the teachers of novices who
join the monastery of "Kyilung", close to Leh, are generally
FB, MB, grandparent's brother, or the child's family are
sponsors of that teacher:
"In Kyilung, at least 21 (627.) of the monks were related to
at least one other monk in the monastery ..." (Goldstein
and Tsarong 1985:20).
(9) In Ladakh, t!
	
are the spirits that are first mentioned
at this middle level, in relation to gods above and
	 below.
Accordingly,	 is generally transliterated as bar btsan;
the intermediate space or middle level of	 rj spirits.
However, the term seemed to be pronounced most often with a
final m and so bar mtshams,	 "the middle space",	 is
tentatively suggested as an alternative spelling.
are often described as beautiful women from the front.
But, should they be seen from the back, then the beholder
will be struck ill by the sight of a being whose insides are
exposed (see Kaplanian 1981 for further details). are
also associated with movement; they have their own roads and
they	 are often depicted cm	 horseback.	 Phylactou has
suggested that their appearance from behind indicates the
problems associated with departure (Phylactou 1989).. 	 are
related to a host of capricious beings that share the world
with people, which are discussed in Chapter 5.	 In other
Tibetan speaking areas, (btsan) take on many different
roles. Jest, for example, writes about btsan as spirits
occupying the rooves of houses, in altars (Jest 1975). They
may be produced from bad deaths as in Ladakh (ibid:300)..
They may also have the status of local deities, protecting
given territories. In some Tibetan speaking areas, 	 are
embodied in oracles.
In some Tibetan speaking areas, gnyan are somewhat cc'mparable
to btsan in Ladakh (see, for example, Tucci 1966). Among the
Dc'lpo of Northern Nepal, a four-fold cosmolcsgy is described
with gods (white), gnyan (yellow) and btsan (red) above and
klu (blue) below (Jest 1975 chapter 21). yrj are certainly
not central to the local cosmology around Leh, although I
have heard them mentioned. Efut, they have been given greater
prominence in some au:counts. Ribbach, for example, wrote:
"The most feared spirits are the Nyan (gnyan) which wander
round mountains and valleys dwelling in first this and then
that mountain or tree. If they are angered, even
unintenionally, they send sickness and death to human
beings." (Ribbach 1986 (1940):118).
(10) I watched Thikse ora':le making one such device. He said
later that two should be made; a dog's skull for the earth
door over the back entrance to the house, s.: 'metimes replaced
by a wolf, and a sheep's skull for the sky door c'ver the
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front entrance, sometimes replaced by a goat. Doilfus
reverses this association and says that the skull of a
sheep/goat guards the earth door while the skull of a dog
guards the sky door (Dolif us 1988:236). Around Leh, only one
device is generally visible and I was told by an astrologer
that the earth door is buried under the front door step. See
Kaplanian 1981:225 for yet another version.
(11) The horizontal part of the plough which joins the yoke
to the vertical section is called a plough arrow (!QL).
The vertical section is guided by a man behind and finishes
in an iron point at the bc.ttc.m which pierces the soil.
(12) This gender complementarity is symbolised similarly in
many other contexts. For example, the "plough arrow" is used
first of all in the "mother field" (rnazhin).
(13) On Ladakh, see, for example, Kaplaniara 1981, Doilfus
1988, Pommaret-Imaeda 1980, Murdach 1981. Corlin has
des':ribed the domestic use of space in ri3yal-thang and among
Tibetan refugees in Nepal (for example, Corlin 1978, 1980).
(14) I have mentioned 28 households in Gongma previously.
Two households, Mon and Gara, are not generally seen as true
trona. This information comes from Migi or grandfather
who was describing the situation in the 1920's, 30's and
40's.
(15) See also Ramble 1984 part 3 on Lubra househc'ld
c'r g anisation. Schuler's discussion of single women in Chumik
is based in the same area (Schuler 1987).
(16) Similar material can be found on other groups in Nepal.
Clarke, for example, describes class relations between Lama
and dependent Tamang hc'useholds in Yolmo. He relates Lama
hc'useholds in Yolmo to the Tibetan tax payer (khral pa)
status and Tamang households to the Tibetan dud chung status.
Tamang cannot jc'in temple communities which are financed by
Lama households (Clarke 1980).
(17) It may be recalled that Mc'n and Gara live in hc'uses
which are sometimes seen as households.	 In G ':'ngma, both ':'wn
land. These "low castes" are not found in all parts of
Ladakh. Beda are even lower ranking wandering musician-
beggars.
There are other enumerations of See, for example,
Ramsay who lists five types with sub-divisions: the royalty,
mc'nks (who are not often described in these terms), upper
class c.fficials, zamindars and finally, artisans, musicians,
dancers and jugglers (Ramsay 1890, under "caste"). In Ladakh
today, only the distinctions between aristocrats, peasant
smallhc'lders and lc'w-caste artisans are important.
(18) Schuler has argued that "nc'n-marriage" in Chumik,
Mustang,	 North Central Nepal, should be understood in
relation to the provision of labour. She suggests that single
adults,	 particularly	 single women,	 are socially	 and
economically peripheral. 	 They provide cheap labour for the
entitled (Schuler 1987:59, see also pp.60-64). In 1978, 22-3V.
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of women aged 35 years or over had never married as compared
with 287. of women aged 45 years and over (Schuler 1987:47).
The numbers cannot be explained purely in terms of the
incidence of polyandry and religious celibacy (ibid:3).
(19) See also Ramble 1984:194-202, Schuler 1987:56
(20) Francke has published material on Khalatse to the west
of Leh in Sham which shows that the holdings at the end of
the 19th century were the same as those of the 17th century
(Francke 1906-7a: 239-4C)).
(21) The irrigation system to which Gongma belongs actually
waters the whole Leh area and the I3ongma	 works with
others in Leh.	 A distribution system is negotiated and
Gongma generally has access to water from 4.00 to 10.00 am.
(22) See Prince Peter 1956 and Carrasco 1959 among others.
See Brauen 1980b fc'r a brief review of this literature. 	 In
contrast to the Leh area, in Zangskar seem to be
recruited through patrilineal links (Dargyay and Lobsang 1980
th Crocuk in press).
(23) Tibetan kinship terminology has been described as Eskimo
cur Hawaiian type where relatives are cu:.unted bilaterally up
tcu the 7th generation cur "rib" (in thecary). See Benedict 1942
fu:'r an early description of the terminology which is linked
to crcuss-ccuusin marriage.
(24) Such exchanges involve women of the same generation
travelling in opposite directions.
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(1) The opposition between a high ranking priesthood which
worships high ranking deities and lower ranking mediums who
embody lower ranking worldly gods is well-established in the
Hindu context as well as the Tibetan. See, for example,
previous references to Dumont in the Introduction. See also
Hofer 1974b:162-3, Aziz 1976, Samuel 1978.
(2) See also Ortner 1978a on the Sherpa use of the term, sku
rim:
"In the broadest sense, kurim could be glossed as "rites of
protection" (in this-worldly endeavours). ... The only
rituals that are probably not categorised as kurim are
those enacted almost entirely for merit making, whose
focus, in other words, is other worldly." (Ortner
1978a: 179)
Kurim are restricted to "religious work" and do not include
rites performed by shamans (in my terminology, oracles)
(ibid:fn 2). In Ladakh, jrjp are generally performed by
monks but oracular ritual may also be described by the same
term.
Sku rim sometimes refers to ritual in general:
sku rim "reverence, respect, particularly in the spei:ial
sense of a solemn sacrificial ceremony, performed
on public and private occasions, e.g. in cases
of disease" (Jaschke p.22)
But, the term may be used more narrowly and contrasted with
£bc a; prescribed rites and observances, such as the ten
kinds of religious rites c'bserved by Buddhists (Das p.426) c'r
rituals performed by initiates,
	 generally monks (Tucci
1980:169).	 See also Jaschke whc '
 understands chc'
 ga to refer
to magical performances (Jaschke p.161).
(3) A standard list of the guests who are given gtor ma
includes
"(1) the main deity, who represents as well all the gurus,
high patron deities, Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and so on; (2)
the protectors of the Law in general; (3) the "lords of the
soil", the local spirits who rule over a particular spot
and whose influence for good or ill can have a
profound effect upon the success of the Law in any
locality; and (4) the sentient beings in all the six
destinies." (Beyer 1978:217)
(4) Beyer cites the relevant parts of the text during the
offering to hindering demons:
"I give this torma, inexhaustible as a space-vast treasury
of all sublime desires, agreeable to each individual mind,
to the 80,000 families of hindering demons, ... may there
arise and increase - in accord with their various wishes -
endless enjoyment until this world is emptied out! may they
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all	 be freed from their sufferings,	 and have	 the
opportunity	 to quickly attain the precious rank
	 of
omniscient Buddhahood! may all their enjoyments be
inexhaustible as a space-vast treasury' may they be without
contention and without injury! may they practice in self-
sufficiency'" (1978:343-4)
(5) There are other problems to Ortner's analysis which are
less relevant to my theme. For example, the specifics of the
argument depend upon an analysis of three steps to the altar,
progressing from the outer offerings at the bottom to the
inner and secret offerings at the top. Ortner reads this
series in the opposite direction to the actual ritual
sequence and suggests that once the gods have been forced
into their bodies at the top of the altar, they are given
senses (the inner offerings) and delights for the senses (the
outer offerings) and finally a meal of real human food shared
with worshippers in the feast that concludes Sherpa ritual of
this kind. This spe':ific sequence is not necessary to the
general argument and makes it difficult to generalise to
other examples such as the ritual described above where only
the outer offerings are presented to the main gods..
(6) In other Tibetan speaking areas, oracles may be more
closely associated with the performance of periodic ritual.
Aris, for example, describes the place of oracles in
Bhutanese New Year celebrations and Aziz describes their role
during D'ingri marriages (Aris 1976, Aziz 1978).
(7) The construction of the annual cycle varies in different
Tibetan speaking areas. For example, monastery festivals are
especially assc'ciated with the winter ritual season in
Ladakh. Aris's account of Bhutanese New Year celebrations
suggests that winter is the great ritual season in Rhutan as
well:
"(New Year is, fc.r the areas described in southern Bhutan)
the culmination of the intense religious activity which is
apparent during winter throughout those areas of the
Himalaya where Tibetan forms persist. .," (Aris 1976:635)
Among the Dcilpci, however, religious rituals cluster in mid--
summer and include the expulsion of demons as well as
monastic dance--dramas (b) (Jest 1975).	 In	 Ladakh,
exorcisms should not be performed in the summer.
These variations show that the significance attas:hed to
Ladakhi thnj or to cither rites of the the annual cycle cannot
be generalised to other areas.
(8) The Ladakhi year presents a compromise between lunar and
solar reckoning. There are usually several competing versions
of the calendar as different areas add or subtract days and,
every third year, whole months are added in an attempt to
match the lunar year with the passing of the seasons. Some
reference is also made tc' the solar cycle in calculating
-
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agricultural tasks.
	 The winter and summer soistices are
ritually elaborated as the points "when the sun turns".	 The
year in turn belongs to larger cycles, of 12 and 60 years.
(9) Leh (gtor zlog) is described in a number of
accounts, including Brauen 1980a, which also refers to a
number of other rituals that are not discussed below.
(10) See, for example, Francke 1902 (song 22 for example) and
Hanlon 1892 (songs 7, 97, 113 for example) on Ladakhi wedding
songs. More general references can be found in Brauen 1980a
and 1983 and Kaplanian 1981 and 1983.
(11) Kaplanian builds his analysis upon the contrast between
arrows with points and those without (1981:287-9). I did not
discover such a systematic contrast but it is difficult to
distinguish these two types of arrow as the point is
frequently invisible in a pot of barley.
(12) ut (gsur or bsur). A tsha gsur ceremony is discussed by
Jampa L. Panglung (1985).
(13) See Chapter 5 for a further discussion of these terms.
The English "spiritual power" is chosen to translate arka
because it is the preferred rendition as far as English
speaking Ladakhis are concerned. rka might also be
described as strength though it has a further more restrii:ted
meaning associated with divinaticun.
(14) Different types of bsangs are described in Nebesky-
Wojkowitz 1975 chapter 17. See also Tucci 1980:199-202. In
Jest's account of the Dolpo, bsangs refers to a fumigation
with .Juniper incense (1975:78, 82, 92) and to aspects of more
elaborate rituals that sometimes involve the recital of the
iha bsangs text to local gods (ibid:299, 321, 331). Dc'llfus
lists the relevant texts in Ladakh: for Drigungpa hc'useholds,
bsangs man gi cho ga nyis pa rnam sel / mnam med gsol bskad
/ dam chos dgcngs pa yan zab; f ':'r Drugpa hc'useholds, bsangs
dpe bkra shis re sgon ma; for belugpa househc.lds, bsangs kyi
cho ga dngos grub kyi gzhi od 'bar ba no ma tshar rin p0
che'i phren ba shes bya ba / nam dag chos sku ma.
Some of the issues that have featured in this discussion have
been raised by Ortner (Ortner 1973:59-60).
(15) Ladakhis, in fact, "cheat". They transform the sickle
into another instrument with another name by adding a long
handle to it. It is used to prune trees.
(16) Compare with the descriptions in Brauen 1980a, Kaplanian
1981 and Doilfus 1987, 1988. Dolifus' account of a village in
Lower Ladakh describes a very different ska frc.m that
perfc'rmed around Leh. Note especially the role of the "dumb"
(han idang) bciy, dressed in white, whose mouth is stuffed
with dough so that he cannot answer the questions put to him.
He ploughs the field in the village rite and leads the dzo in
the subsequent household rite.
	 See also Ribbach 1986 for an
earlier accoLint of the "king's first plc.ughing". aka is
given the full name of "sa kha phye", and the ritual is
described in terms of the cupening of the earth-doors:
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"which were closed in the winter. ... the Earth is now
ready to pour out from her womb her fertilising power"
(Ribbach 1986:134)
(17) The Gongma	 tja did not hold an arrow. See, however,
Kaplanian's comments on this figure:
"coiff d'un long chpeau noir en form de lame de poignard
et portant une flche	 la main" (Kaplanian 1981:68).
(18) Such Lc.hQr or (dkar 'byor, "white" or "good"
riches) often consist of butter milk or even water rather
than beer but, at	 beer was used to "irrigate" the land.
(19) This title seems, in fact, to describe two separate
texts: gnam sa snang gyas and bkra shis rtsegs pa (Do]lfus
19B7). See also F:ibbach 1986:135 and, for an example outside
Ladakh which involves the gnam sa snang rgyas text, Ramble
1984: 209.
(20) See for example Brauen 1980a, Kaplanian 1981, Karmay
1975:209-11. See Lessing 1951, among other a ':counts, on the
ritual c'f tshe gug which calls back the "soul" rather than
"fortune".
(21) The monk told me that the text also listed earth from a
pala':e, earth from the assembly roc'm of a monastery, old
clothes frc'm a mother of seven sons, old cicithes from c'ne
with power (a king or a minister), wool frc'm a good animal,
with much milk and many offspring (and not from a dog or a
donkey).
(22) The bag does nc't only cc'ntain grain. It contains hard,
pre ':ic'us jewels and coins which will n ':' t rc't away as well as
potent foods such as medicine, butter, tea and salt.
(23) Other versions are more elaborate. The ice is des':ribed
first as gold, then as a series of c'ther valuables: a house
full of people, a shed full of cows, a shed full of sheep, a
stable full of hc'rses, a stable full of yak, a stable full of
donkeys. Another version that des ':ribes precious minerals
can be fc'und in Rigal 1985:191.
(24) Grandfather began:
"I am making these offerings because of the pc 'llution of
men and gods.	 Excuse me if I say tc'o much or too little.
I purify (bsang-) all the place gods th). I purify
all the castle gods..." followed by a list of 30 odd names
and a repetition c' f the c'pening dedication.
"An auspicious day has arrived and the stars are good.
These are offerings for all the gods,	 ij, masters of the
place who hear at this very spot.	 These offerings are for
our 2has1h..." He recites a similar list and finishes by
offering to the spirits of	 place again.
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(25) Grandfather also forgot to make an offering to the cross
beams and the pillar itself.
(26) These dough figures are not killed or dismantled if
someone is pregnant, not until the child is born.
(27) Bad luck translates bala which connotes misfortune akin
to the evil eye. Misfortune translates (rkyen) which
also means the reason for misfortune. These terms are
discussed in Chapter 5.
(28) An arrow is often shot instead. The symbolism of the
arrow and spindle are important to the rite and certain
aspects are discussed in Kaplanian 1983:98-102. See also
Asboe 1938.
(29) They sing:
"Greetings, mc'ther, please give all of us butter lamps,
give butter lamps to all of us Gongma children.	 The body
cf meat brought by the kid with tiny ears. 	 The butter
brought by the kid with tiny ears.	 That large, heavy
plate, circle it and bring it here. The yak stable is full
of yak. The dzo stable is full of dzo. There is a store
full of gold. Yc'ur left pocket is full of silver. The stove
is the colour of gold. The room is the colour of silver.
What is father's pigtail. It is gold and a shower of gold
powder falls from it. What is mother's pigtail? It is
silver and a shower of silver powder falls from it."
If nc'-c'ne answers, they continue:
"If mother does not give, who will give?
	 If father does
not give, who will give? 	 If daughter does not give, who
will give?"
There are further standard refrains if there is still no
answer:
"If you are going to give, then give and excuse us. If you
are not going to give, then don't and excuse us. Be there
only one dog and one person inside, still we have to ask.
Don't make us late."
And, worst c'f all:
"What is father's pigtail? It is a donkey's tail and a
shower of farts falls from it. What is mother's pigtail? It
is a horse's tail and shit falls from it."
If someone comes to the door with food, the children sing:
"The meat is not good. Give us mc're."
(30) A far more complete account can be found in Dolifus
1988. See pp.331-6 on the renewal of shrines to j)j;
pp.317-320 on the renewal of shrines to the gods of the
village division; pp.228-230 c'n the renewal of the shrine to
the village god. Doilfus' account of these rituals makes an
important contribution to Ladakhi village ethnography.
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Other ritual structures are similar to shrines in some
respects. One example describes the finishing touches made
to a statue for Gongma temple recently:
"A soul wood was made of sandalwood. If you cannot get
sandalwood or if it is too expensive, juniper is airight.
It was put on top of the insides (ijgs, gzungs). ... The
soul wood and the insides make (the statue) live and the
monks made a consecration (rj) to bring her to life."
(31) Ritual pots also seem to be the most important component
of shrines to in other areas. Sherpa shrines, for
example, are said to contain similar pots:
"A 1 pot contains various substances symbolising the eyes,
hands, heart, liver, kidneys, lungs and intestines of the
Lu, as well as grains of maize, wheat, barley and rice, and
pieces of gold, silver and beads." (Furer—Haimendorf
1964:267)
(32) The feast for relatives (yon) varies together with
the entire marriage process. In the most prestigious weddings(bagston):
"you have a feast for the relatives after the wedding in
the boy's house first and then the girl's. But, in "stolen
weddings" (juste), yciu only have the feast in the girl's
house." (woman from a village outside the Leh area)
Chorol	 had	 elciped (shorches) and elopements
	 can	 be
assimilated to stealing in this context.
In the Leh area, the feast for relatives is the last cif the
wedding.	 But, elsewhere, there is a final feast at the
groom's house which "shows (the bride's relatives) the door"(r^	 ghes) and repudiates any further claims.
Nyendrc'n is also described as a feast that involves the newly
married less than all the others who helped stage the
wedding. Ribbach, for example, des ':ribes this feast as an
entertainment for all who have served in any way during the
festivities (Ribba':h 1986:102).
Just as yrrj varies according to the wider context, so do
the accompanying	 abzan links.
(33) New Year celebrations would provide this chapter with
more continuity but the entertainments at Mig were either
specialised or informal and so they are not appropriate to a
basic and brief description of hospitality.
(34) Pollution: tj2 (grib). Poison: (dug). Jealousy
translates a range of terms which will be described in
Chapter 5.
(35) This is the term used by M.. Phylactou 1989.
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(36) Not surprisingly, drinking also leads to quarrels and
ill-feeling. As mentioned, these problems are blamed on men
while more "surreptitious" harm, such as the case involving
SFi.	 house cited above, is generally blamed on women.
Drinking has been seen as a means of bringing about social
life. It also has negative connotations, particularly in
religious discourse, where it is seen to engender the three
sins in the Wheel of Life (see Chapter 3).
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(1) "Monastery" translates the Tibetan dgon pa which itself
means "solitary place". It refers to a range of religious
institutions which are not all monasteries: to small
uninhabited temples and hermitages as well as great training
establishments.
(2) The importance of charity was noted in Chapter 1 where it
was also shown that the household is constructed partly
through gift-giving to monasteries. The role of gifts in
making merit has been well documented for other areas,
particularly to the south. See, for example, Tambiah's
account of a Thai village (Tambiah 1970).
More detailed accounts of Tibetan Buddhism from the village
perspective, which include discussions of charity and non-
monastic religious specialists, can be found in Ekvall 1964;
Aziz 1978 on the D'ingri Furer-Haimendorf 1964 and Paul 1982
cm the Sherpa.
(3) See Crook 1985 on some Ladakhi ycigin traditions. Many
Gonqma villagers know about the centres at Gotsang (Drugpa)
and Lamayuru (Drigungpa).
(4) See Furer-Haimendorf 1964 and Paul 1982 on Sherpa
religious personnel. 	 See also Ramble 1984:20-39 for a
discussion c'f the problems of classifying "secular clergy".
(5) Corlin also reports a division of labour between Gelugpa
and Nyingmapa in gYal-thang (Cc 'rlin 1980).
(6) Cham are not discussed until Chapter 6. 	 Other rituals
associated with the king, such as 	 (mdos mo che) and
tQ.LQ (gtc'r bzlog), can be assimilated to that dis':ussic'n
in general terms.	 As noted (fn 9, Chapter 2), accounts can
be found in Brauen 1980a.	 Burnskor, mentioned in the last
chapter, is nc't discussed further. Remarks made about
monastery oracles in Chapter 6 draw upon the heterodox Shey
festival of shrubiha but this event is not des':ribed in
detail.
(7) This rite is more closely associated with the elderly in
Ortner's account (Ortner 1978a) but March reports a
preponderance of younger women at the event she attended
among the Sherpa in Solu (March 1979:284).
(8) Merit-making is often seen as an individual pursuit in
discussions of Tibetan Buddhism (see, for example, Ortner
1978a). Rub and many other calendrical rites suggest, to
the contrary, that merit-making is above all a collective
quest for Ladakhis.
(9) Buddha's return from the wc'rld of gc.ds is also celebrated
in a smaller way on the 22nd of the 9th month.
(10) Infants are buried in the walls of the house and
children up to the age of 8-12 are buried in the mountains or
thrown in the river.	 Participation in the funerals is
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truncated; for example, there are no food distributions for
children who were too young to eat and a special distribution
is given just to children for the older age group. The
religious rites are also cursory; it is said that the soul
() of the child has an easy transition between life and
death, it returns to the same condition in which it existed
before its (last) birth in the world and it will achieve a
similar life again. Indeed, infants who are buried in the
walls of the house are often said to return to the same
mother. See also Asboe 1932. Brauen suggests that burial
inside the walls of the house is to retain luck (1982:319).
Child deaths are often attributed to 1cL (lan chags) or
(bad) karma. This is not associated with the child especially
but often with the mc'ther, especially if she has suffered
repeated miscarriages or child deaths. Steps may then be
taken to prevent the rebirth of an infant and the corpse may
be buried in the moutain or outside the house, weighed down
with a ritual device.
(11) Other "bodily" imperfections such as small pox may also
lead to burial rather than cremation. Saraswati notes
burials for those dying of cholera (1967:266). He suggests
that those who have committed suicide are cremated (ibid) but
I was told that people who died violently,
	 including
suicides, are buried. Moorcroft and Trebeck noted that
wealthy Rupshu individuals are burnt but poor people are left
where they died with their faces covered (Moorcroft 1971
(1837), vol.2:49).
(12) It is particularly unfc'rtunate to die during mid-summer
"when the sun stays still" fc'r, then, there can be no
mortuary ritual at all for fear of pc 'llution. Similar
prohibitions apply in other Tibetan speaking areas. See, for
example, Ramble 1982:356-7.
(13) Aziz notes how elderly D'ingri join religious
communities; old retired ascetics are known as rgas chc's
(Aziz 1978:247). There is a large literature on old people as
a special religious categc'ry. An example can be fc'und in
Ortner 1978a on the Sherpa.
(14) See, for example, Ortner on gift-giving. Merit is made
when gifts are given unselfishly and according tc '
 a
universalistic moral idiom (Paul, SO. ( Ortner) 1970).
As noted previously, the material organisation of religion
and the place of charity in particular is central to a
discussion of merit and negle':ted in this account. It might
be noted, however, that gift-giving is interpreted in terms
of intentions. The following comment is typical:
"A villager can do better wc'rk through lighting a single
lamp on behalf of all than a monk with superior knowledge
who nevertheless uses that power c'nly to achieve his c'wn
enlightenment." (monk)
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(15) Parry's discussions of death in Hindu Benares are
relevant to this section. Parry analyses death as a self-
sacrifice (Parry 1981) and he also discusses gifts as
containers for sin (Parry 1986). It is suggested that the
impure sins of the deceased are ingested and digested during
mortuary ritual (Parry 1985a). It is interesting to note
that the metaphor of digestion involves an initial emphasis
on the separation of bad and good. This is discussed further
in Chapter 7 below.
(16) In Ladakh, villagers do not use this term for ritual
generally but for funerary rites and occasionally for a
particular set of rites for the living.
(17) See for example Obeyesekere 1968, Gombrich 1971a. Re-
evaluations of these themes can be found in Keyes and Daniel
eds. 1983. Merit transfer is also discussed in the context
of death ritual (Gombrich 1971b) and ordination ritual (Keyes
1983).
(18) Note,	 for example,	 this account of smyung gnas(described under the Ladakhi term,	 in the last
sec t i cm):
"smyung-gnas is a ritual cubservance of fasting, silence,
and abstinenu:e in general, the object of which is the
transfer of merit. By transferring merit to the sinful,
participants in smyung-gnas hope for specific results
appropriate to their vows. ... In Tsum, one young man
explained smyung-gnas as merit for the yi-dwags (pretas)."(Lichter and Epstein 1983:236)
(19) See Brauen 1980a for a general summary of Ladakhi death
rites. The summary has aiscu been published in English (Brauen
1982). Earlier sources include Asboe 1932, Heber and Heber
1926, Saraswati 1967. On Tibetan death rites, see, f cur
example, Wylie 1965 and the articles in Kailash 9 (4), 1982.
Corlin 1988 discusses bcuth texts, especially the Tibetan Book
of the Dead, and rituals. See also Furer-Haimendorf
1964:224-250, Dcuwns 1980, Macdonald 1980 and Snellgrcuve
1957:262-74 on Sherpa death ritual. Bonpo mortuary ritual is
discussed in Snellgrove 1967:116-123, Brauen 1978 and, in a
particuarly detailed account au:companied by photographs,
Kvaerne 1985.
(20) Wang also means consecration or initiation.
(21) The soul is in fact housed in a special	 body but
few Ladakhis spoke of it. The consciousness of the dead
perscun is thought tcu be uunLtmbum for the first three and a half
days after death, when there are no mortuary rituals. Then,
it miawakens u to the second stage of the intermediate state
when the	 body, which is radiant but otherwise just like
the physical bcidy,	 is born (Ccurlin 1988).	 'tmDeath'm
recognised after 3 1/2 days (Stablein 1980:203).
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Ladakhis generally use the word	 to refer to the rnam
shes specified in the texts.	 can be translated in a
number of ways and,	 in this thesis, the terms soul,
intelligence, mind and consciousness are used.
(22) Monks often see local gods and demons as reflections of
karmic states rather than independent entities.
Ames makes a similar distinction between internal and
external states in his discussion of Buddhist and magical
ideas about purity and pollution in Sri Lanka:
"Buddhism is concerned with purity of a psycholcugical
nature - the eradication of mentally defiling attitudes
(klea). This is purity akin to virtue or morality.
Pollution in a Buddhist context - that condition negatively
affecting one's store of actions (karmaya) and balance of
merit - is denoted by the presence in the individual's
thoughts of greed, anger, delusion, conceit, or any of the
other defiling attitudes. This is pollution in the sense
of "sin" c'r demerit; klea is in fact a synonym fc'r pava
(demerit or bad a':tion).
Magical-animism, the propitiation of spirits, is cc'ncerned
with polluted (kiluu) entities external to the psy':he -
none of which directly affect one's karmaya - such as fc'c'd,
meat, fried foods, oil cakes, excrement, poison, possession
by a goblin. Much of magic ritual is devoted to
"purifying" an individual who has somehi:'w come into contact
with one or more c'f these polluted objects and thereby been
made sick..." (Ames 1964:38).
With reference to the Ladakhi material, hc'wever, I am
suggesting that this most Buddhist of occasions, mortuary
ritual, works partly through the transfc'rmatic'n of the
"internal" into the "external ", which can then be "magically"
enlarged or destroyed.
Others have also noted that karma can be changed ritually in
Tibet. See, for example, Stablein 1980.
(23) According to Corlin's account of death rituals in Tibet
itself, the rigs lnga crown is worn c'nly by a man. A
deceased woman wears a rgyan cha "noble hairdress" to the
dismemberment site (Corlin 1988)
(24) Strictly, 52 1/2 days later (Ccrlin 1988).
(25) Two translations are widely available in English: Evans-
Wentz 1960, Fremantle and Trungpa 1975.
(26) Village accounts generally stressed the terrifying
visions althc'ugh it was sometimes said that those with good
karma would not be afflicted in this way. Textually, the
"wrathful bar do" is specified for the 8th to the 14th days
(Stablein 1980:203).
(27) S/he is also subjected tci a shamanistic experience c'f
dismemberment before moving into the chosen womb (C':'rlin
188).
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(28) As noted, Ladakhi villagers are not particularly aware
of bodies other than the physical, gross body and so they
speak of
	
as a disembodied state.
	 A number of "souls"
might be distinguished, including the three mentioned so far
in the text. Ladakhi villagers distinguish the "breath"
(dbugs) which expires at the point of what we would describe
as death, the sems or "intelligence" which is reborn (Sherpa
similarly describe that which is reborn as the sems, Paul
1982:40) and the srog or "soul" which has been described in
the last chapter.
	 This soul is indivisible from the
(current) person like the breath and is sometimes translated
as a life-principle.	 Only Tibetan speaking Ladakhis use the
term rnam shes. However, it should be emphasised that the
!Q consciousness is not disembodied from a textual,
religious or medical perspective.. See, for example, Stablein
1980 for a discussion of the body, the primordial
karmic body, in terms of the three channels of the inner
body and tantric practice.. Moreover, from this perspective,
bodies and soul are equally and mutually created through
karma during the intermediate state..
(29) Dge ba, merit or virtue. The Tibetan bsod, bsod pa and
bsc'd nams are nc't used in Ladakh to describe merit in
general.
(30) See Southwold 1983 on this central Buddhist tenet..
(31) Lam-rim chen-mca by Tshong-kha-pa, 	 1357-1419, who
founded the Gelugpa sect.	 This is a commentary c'n a work by
Atisa. See Samuel 1975, chapter 3; Tucci 1980:37.
(32) Similarly, Sa-skya individuals of higher social or
religious rank are cremated in the "Heruka posture" (Wylie
1965:235) and the Book of the Dead is not read to individuals
from the ruling monastic lineage, since they are already
enlightened (ibid:238).
(33) Many authorities suggest that the tulku tradition
evolved with the se ':ond rather than the third Karmapa, as
Wylie argues (see, for example, Ray 1986:49. fn 39)..
The term lama (bla ma) is often used for all monks in Ladakh.
However, the more important bla ma are generally tulku. See
Wylie 1977 or Samuel 1975 on the etymology and significance
of this term.
Sprul sku has alsc' been translated as "magically produced
body" (Samuel 1975), a term which captures the idea of a body
chc'sen at birth (reincarnation) as well as the idea of a body
produced from divinity (emanation). It also c ':'nveys a sense
of the powers which a rinpoche has in the world fc 'r he can
produce all sorts of "bodies" in ritual and evoke deities
into them.	 Brief examples are given in Chapters 5 and 6
below.
(34) Michael estimates well over ten thousand reincarnations
in Tibet at the turn of the twentieth century who were
divided into fc'ur broad ranks (with the Dalai Lama c'ccupying
one category on his own) (Michael 1982:43).
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(35) Processes of selection do not necessarily conform
exactly to this pattern. Some tulku do not remember their
previous lives nor do they all perform tests. See, for
example, Norbu and Turnbull 1968:228,236,243).
(36) See also Paul's description of Sherpa tulku:
"Reincarnate lamas, especially the high ones, do nc't so
much possess ong (that is, dbang) as embody or express it.
They are themselves sources of this power for others,
partaking as they do of the absolute. They are like an
eruption into the conditioned world of absolute Buddhahood,
and thus become a source from which flows a continuous
supply of the ong stored in the limitless ocean of the
void. Thus, it is said, for example, that a single
reincarnating being meditating in a community can not only
magically heat his own body, but also provide enough heat
for the whole village. In other words, that to which he
has access is indivisible and in infinite supply, and not
c'bedient to the economic laws of the conditioned world."
(Paul 1982:85)
As noted abc've, the normally polluting remains of a corpse
be':ome invested with spiritual power in the case of rinpoche.
During life too, bodily excretions are invested with
spiritual power:
"L'urine de lama vnerable est particulirement efficace,
c'est un remde contre lie rhumatisme, barn." (Jest 1975:325)
As Ramble concludes:
"Dead flesh and bodily excretions may normally be sc'urces
of pollution, but in the case of high bla-ma foul becomes
fair, and means are sought to extract and benefit from
their sacred properties." (Ramble 1982:353)
(37) A good account can be fc'und in Samuel 1975.
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(1) See p.271 below for a qualification.
(2) Personal pronouns are capitalised when a god is speaking
or acting through an oracle. I reserve capitals for
unequivocal cases of possession, excluding the few in-between
times when an oracle is coming into or out of trance. As
noted below, an oracle may be possessed by several gods in
succession.
(3) References to the Kesar epic in Tibet include David Neel
& Yongden 1933, Helffer 1977, Rc'erich 1942 and Stein 1959.
Lorimer has told a version from Hunza (Lorimer 1931).
References on Ladakh itself include Francke 1901-2, 1905b,
1906-7b, 1905-9 and Tsering Mutup 1983.
(4) In this case, the monk offers drinks (srkyrn) tc' thank
the gods. As noted below, oracles also offer golden drinks
to gcids while or immediately after incarnating them at the
beginning of a tran ':e, during the invitation
spyan 'dren).
(5) In other Tibetan speaking areas, the mirror is perhaps
the sing le most important item as it provides a place for the
spirits to stay (Berglie 1976:94, Jest 1975:325). Berglie's
articles describe the trance practices of dpa' bc' , "heroes",
in some detail and these contrast with Ladakhi practices in
several respects (Berglie 1976, 1978).
(6) Spirits are assc'ciated with the back elsewhere in the
Himalaya as well and not .just in Tibetan speaking areas.
Macdc'nald, for example, n ':'tes that spirits alight on the back
among .jhakri of the Muglan in Nepal (Macdonald 1976a).
In Ladakh, the back of the person is associated with
dangerous spirit attacks in general. A person's back is
always covered and it is extremely rude to point your back at
anyone (Chapter 1); indeed, this is the expression for "to
quarrel".	 "Bad back" also refers to supernatural damage
(Chapter 5). During treatment for witchcraft possession, a
demon is sc'metimes located in the shadow of a victim whilst,
it is implied, the soul () remains inside but obscured.
Witchcraft victims often complain of painful backs. The
g	 ("witches") described in the next chapter are seen as
spirits behind or in the back:
"You don't know why you're possessed c'r what happens when
you're possessed because the spirit is at yc 'ur back. Yc'u
usually beat the shadow of a person possessed" (layman).
Isan, it may be recalled, expose what lies inside from the
back view and the sight of a t's back causes madness or
other illness (fn 9, Chapter 1). The attention that village
oracles pay to their backs as they come in and out of trance
should be seen in this more general context, concerning the
relationships that are established between people and spirits
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in the village (for further examples, see Chapters 5 and 7).
Many oracles also complain of back pain when they come put of
trance.
(7) Berglie describes a concluding "game" with this crown
among Tibetan "hero" oracles (Berglie 1978:47).
(8) Das comments of the "thunderbolt rite" (bka' bsgo) in his
dictionary:
"When any one falls ill either naturally or from the
supposed malignity of an evil spirit, he goes to a lama or
Tantrik priest and begs of him for a bkah bsgo - permission
to invoke the deity. The lama touches the patient's head
with the consecrated sceptre called Dorje (vajra), with the
sacred dagger called the phurbu, a string of beads, an
image of a Buddha or a deity or a holy book, and repeating
some charms exhorts the deity to be propitious to the
patient. Those who do not actually suffer from any kind of
illness also ask for such protective religious measures."
Village	 oracles often perform this rite and generally
describe it as a kind of blessing. It is accordingly
described in shc'rthand as the "thunderbolt blessing" in this
thesis.
(9) I was told that this was a less serious illness than the
mentioned above. See also Kaplanian, who was told that
yama meant pus in the ears and also a humoral imbalance
(Kaplanian 1985: 140, 145).
(10) There are numerous examples of more elaborate imagery in
the Himalayas. Cc.mpare, for example, with the Sherpa lha pa
whose consciousness stayed in the heart while the gods spoke
through him (Peters and Price-Williams 1980:404) or with the
Tamang b':'mbo wh':' begins to gain some cc 'ntrol over the
possessed state as he is "ridden by the guru" (or has the
guru upon his shoulders) and be ':c'mes a shaman who ':an per form
ritual when it is he who rides the guru (Peters 1982:25-6).
(11) See, for example, Nebesky-Wo.jkowitz 1954, 1975 & 1976,
Prince Peter's numerc.us articles, for example, 1978a and
197Gb (see bibliography), Rock 1959, Stein 1957 & 1972,
Govinda 1966 on Tibetan monastery oracles. These monastery
oracles, and Nechung especially, are also mentioned in many
travellers' accounts. See, for example, Harrer 1953: 180-3,
273-4. See Ribbach 1986, Brauen 1980a, Dargyay 1985 on Ladakhi
monastery oracles.
(12) Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975 list many of the references.
(13) Thus:
"after building Samye monastery, Padmasambhava decided to
appoint a deity as guardian of the shrine's treasures. He
addressed himself first to the king of the klu, named Zur
phud lnga pa, "the one with five toupets of hair" - a deity
mostly identified with the moutain god gNyan chen thang
lha	 ,	 who refused,	 however,	 this position.	 Then
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Padmasambhava himself, in accordance with a suggestion of
Zur phud inga pa, went to Hor (Mi nyag) with an army,
bringing eventually the deity, which became from then on
known as Pe har." (Nebesky Wojkowitz 1975:100)
An interesting variation in popular belief replaces Guru
Rinpoche with Kesar:
"Pe har had acted at one time as the personal protective
deity of the king Sa tham of iJang, who was defeated by the
legendary hero-king Ge sar of Gling. In order not to
displease Pe liar by reminding him of the defeat he had
suffered, it is forbidden to sing the Ge sar epos at
Nechung (gNas chung) monastery, Pe liar's present main seat,
and also not at the neighbouring Drepung monastery ('Bras
spungs dgon pa). This verifies an observation made by
Waddell (1895:719), though the latter author gives a
different reason for this peculiar prohibition, claiming
that Pe liar had been subjugated by Ge sar while being a
deity of the "Turki" tribes." (Nebesky Wojkowitz 1975:101)
In Ladakh, I alsc' heard accounts that featured Kesar. Kesar
has been encountered in the initiation rite that opened this
chapter. Although he is not discussed in detail, further
references will be found below.
(14) Prince Peter 1978a:288, Lama Chime Radha 1981:30.
Nebesky-Wo.jkc'witz has three variants, 1975:105-6. See also
Tucci 1949 (vc'l.2):643, 734-6.
(15) The	 earlier references on Ladakh
	 suggest	 some
differences from the present day. Thus, Ribbach reports "an
unusual means" of investigating a theft in his bicigraphy of
Drc'gpa Namgyal which suggests that c 'racles could be cc'nsulted
at any time in the past, at least by the highly pla':ed
(Ribbach 1986:191-2). Today, it is very common to consult an
oracle about a theft, but it is always a village ora':le.
Monastery oracles are consulted only c'n the c'ccasion of the
annual festival.
Not all monastery oracles are elected or appointed. The Shey
oracle seems to inherit his position in mu':h the same way as
village c'ra ':les. Many other ecstatic practices can be seen in
the monastery. For example, the ele ':tic'n c'f a rinp':":he,
described in the last chapter, suggests interesting
parallels: the birth of a tulku is accompanied by miracul':'us
pc'rtents and the yc'ung child has extrac'rdinary non-human
powers.
(16) Nebesky-Wc'jkowitz	 1975 again provides a
	 central
referen ':e on Tibetan village oracles.	 The other main s':'urce
tc'
 be cited is Berglie whc'
 has written three impc'rtant
articles on the subject (Berglie 1376, 1978 and 1980). See
also Lama Chime Radha 1981, David Neel 1965, Govinda 1966,
Stein 1972, Tucci 1980. Interestingly, Govinda notes an
assc'ciation between oracles and blacksmiths in Western Tibet,
which I have not found in Ladakh (Govinda 1966:277). There
are a number of recent descriptions c'f Ladakhi oracles, for
example, Brauen 1980a and Kaplanian 1981 & 1985.
	 Some of
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these focus on life history; Brauen, for example, records a
number	 of	 histories;	 while others focus on
	 trance;
Kaplanian's 1985 article describes a single trance. There
are also a number of passing references in the earlier
literature (for example, Shaw 1878:30).
The Nepali literature is vast.	 Much of the work on Sherpas
adopts basically the same perspective as the work on Tibet.
Berglie refers to Sherpa iha pa. 	 Other references are found
in Furer-Haimendorf 1964, Ortner 1970 ( S Paul) and 1978a,
Paul 1976 and 1982, Samuel 1978 and Schmid 1967. See also
Jest 1975 on Dolpo trance. Work on other groups includes
Hofer 1974 & 1981, Holmberg 1980, 1983 and 1984, Peters 1982
on the Tamang; Gorer 1938, Morris 1938, Siiger 1967 on the
Lepcha; Aris 1976 on Bhutan.
There is also a large literature on groups with "Buddhist
elements" in Nepal. In addition to thc.se cited, see Miller
1979 and Jest 1976 on a variety of ethnic groups in Nepal;
Pignede 1966 and Messerchmidt 1976a and b on Gurung
spe.:ialists; Fournier 1976 on Sunuwar spe.:ialists; Allen
1976a cm the Thulung Rai and, on the Limbu, R Jones 1976, S
Jones 1976 and Sagant 1973, 1976.	 Allen gives a brief
general overview of the anthropological literature cm
Nepalese possession and the division of labour among the
Thulung F:ai, Sherpa, Limbu, Magar, Tamang and Gurung (Allen
1376b).
<17) Allen has described this as a general problem in Nepali
studies. He describes the image that emerges frc'm the
anthrc.polcmgy of Nepal as
"a mosaic of sub-areas, ea ':h with its own lan g uage, custc'ms
and ethnonym" (1981:168)
that makes appropriate comparison difficult.
(18) See, fc'r example, Furer-Haimendorf 1964:255 on Sherpa
"soc'thsayers" c'r mindung. Paul's account of trance amc 'ng the
Sherpa does not clearly separate these mig thong from lha pa:
"There is in Sherpa culture the role of a non-clerical
curer whi:' heals by entering into trance or altered state in
the course of which he .jcmurneys to the other world, manages
to make direct conta ':t with the gods for purposes of
discovering the supernatural source of illness and its
possible cure, and may also exhibit other oracular powers.
Such a per son may be known in Sherpa as (Gc'd One);
rnin-dun (corruption of mik-t ':'ng, to see with the eyes:); or
2en-bu (Bon-pc', practitioner of the Bc'n religion, the pre-
Buddhist religion of Tibet, still surviving in some areas
of Nepal, and identified by the Sherpas with shamanism.)"
(Paul 1976:144).
(19) A biography of one such Ladakhi dog is given belc'w.
Among the Sherpa, these people are known as da-j- (Paul
1976:143). See Epstein 1982, especially pp. 58-62, f ':'r a
number of biographies of and a discussion of their
shamanic chara ':terist ics.
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(20) See also Roerich who notes that rhapsodists often sing
the epic in a sort of trance and are often well known as
exorcists as well as story tellers (1942:285)..
(21) Restrictions of space prohibit a discussion of Bc'n, and
its relationship with Buddhism, despite its importance to the
present topic. A brief overview can be fciund in Ramble
1984:14-19 where the major sources are cited. See especially
p.19 on the use of the term bon po for "shamans" in the
Himalaya.
(22) Arnj are discussed in Alice Kuhn's Ph.D. on healing in
Ladakh (Kuhn 1986).
(23:) See Ramble 1984:34-37 for a discussion of the literature..
(24) Exact numbers are difficult to calculate. Ai:cording to
one set of pub i i shed figures, there were 3, 000 monks in
Ladakh distrii:t; 2,800 in Leh Tehsil and 200 in Zanskar
Tehsil in 1971 (from a memorandum of All Ladakh Gc.mpa
Association 1971, quoted in Singh 1977).. Singh calculates a
ratic' c'f 1 "priest" to 18 laypeople for Leh Tehsil from these
figures (ibid). The area in Map C includes most of the major
monasteries in Leh Tehsil; namely, Phyang, Spituk, Matho,
Stakna, Thikse, Hemi s and Tak bk as well as most c ' f the
assc'ciated sub-monasteries.	 It does nc't include Likir,
Lamayuru or Rizc'ng. Working from the figures and sour':es
qLloted abc've, there would be nearly 2,000 monks in the area
':cirresp ':'nding to this map..
In fact, the numbers are prc'bably smaller. Singh's estimate
is conservative and numbers have been dei:lining. Over the
last decade, fewer bc'ys have been joining monasteries and
more monks have been leaving. Other estimates might be
compared with Singh' s but this is unnecessary to my general
point which concerns relative numbers. There must be 1500
monks in the area represented by Map C as cc 'mpared to 25
village c'racles.
(25) Grandfather frc'm Mig, for example, said that he knew c'f
23 pra':tising oracles today as compared with 15 thirty years
ago and 12 sixty years agc'.
(26) The falling number of monks is not thought to imply a
decline in Buddhism. There seems to be an increasing stress
on lay religiosity in the form of a protestant Buddhism,
fuelled and, to some extent, fc'rmed through Western interest
in the area and constructed in opposition to a growing Islam
fundamentalism. The f:hinese takeover cif Tibet in the 1950's
has also played a role. Monastic training has been gradually
relocated in India. Tibetan practitioners have been absorbed
int':' Ladakhi institutions at all levels and the current
"prcutestant" strand to Ladakhi Buddhism seems tc' have been
encouraged by Tibetan attitudes to what they consider
corrupted Ladakhi versions of Tibetan practices.
(27) The recognition and training ':' f Tibetan oracles varied
in a number of ways from the Ladakhi, as indicated below and
in appendix 3.
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(28) Similar links with monasteries are found in other areas.
Gorer, for example, notes how the Mun (equivalent to the
Ladakhi oracle in this context) is validated by the Lepcha
lama (Gorer 1938:219). Berglie writes of tests given by
lamas in a Tibetan refugee camp in Nepal (Berglie 1976 and
1978).
(29) Furer-Haimendorf implies a greater reciprocity among the
Sherpa than my data suggests for Ladakh:
"Lhawa often advise their clients to commission the
recitation of sacred texs by lamas as one of the means of
averting the wrath of an offended spirit or deity, and
similarly lamas may suggest the consultation of a lhawa, if
an illness does not show signs of improving as a result of
the recitation of the appropriate scriptures." (1964:261)
(30) Eight of the 9 oracles described in detail by Berglie
come from such "lineages". The exception was one of the
Sherpas in the sample (Berglie 1978:40).
(31) Bell mentic'ns that women ciracles are possessed by klu mc'
in Tibet. Apparently, a daughter inherits the i:alling from
her mother (Bell 1928:169).
(32) Chc'd is a wc'rd sp ':' ken by the pious before eating, as a
morsel of food is thrown in ciffering. Chc'd means "tc' offer"
and is commonly said in rituals as offerings (choda) are
made.
(33) Permissic'n translates the Ladakhi lUng. It is one of
the three stages cif a teaching; instru':tion (khrid, khrid),
permission (Lg, lung) and empowerment/consecration (wang,
dbang).	 Authorities differ as ti: the precise order of these
three stages tc' a teaching.
	 Compare, fc'r example, Samuel
1975:253-4, Stein 1972:179 and Tuc':i 1980:44-5.
(34) Lha bdag generally refers to individuals whc' inherit
particular duties con ':erning the worship of lo ':al gods. In
Hemis Shukpa Chan, for example, lha bdag pa are also called
mkhar dod pa, "representatives of the pal a':e" (Doll fus
1988:103, 230) and, in Da, they are responsible for worship
of the village deity (Vc'hra 1985). Vohra has written of the
priestly class where the rc' le c' f iha bdag is passed from
father to eldest son. One plays a central role in the Bonona
festival, where he is said to fall into trance and tc' bring
the gods down to the trees. He is not, however, possessed by
god(s), nor dc'es he reveal the truth. At the time, there
were no practising lIia pa (Vohra in press) (see hc'wever
Francke 1905a). Ramsay suggests that lha bdag are a
subdivision of the '1 caste" of upper class officials (Ramsay
1890:18) while Erdmann translates iha bdag as temple guard(Erdmann 1983:146). See also Asboe 1933:196 cm Lahuli iha
bdag. My Ladakhi friend understc'c'd lha bdag tc' refer to an
individual who interprets the pronouncements of iha pa.
However, it is possible that Kirzi oracle is referring to one
who makes offerings tc'
 gods or, more likely, to a Mulbek
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oras:le. In some contexts, both lha bdag and lha pa seem to
refer to "priests to the king" (see also Dargyay and Lobsang
1980 cited in Crook, in press).
(35) This refers to the decision to become a nun. Only lay
women wear these shell bracelets; nuns wear no jewellery.
(36) Oracles in other Tibetan speaking areas are also elected
through an initial affliction when they lose control and "go
mad". Berglie reports on Tibetan "heroes" (dpa' bo):
"Having the heritage of a spirit-medium, however, is not
enough. If a persc'n is to become a spirit-medium, this has
to be confirmed by an election, or a call from the gods.
Atutu ... saw things no one else saw ... He wandered in the
wilderness without being able to take care of himself...
Rig-'dzin ... was often angry and irritated for no apparent
reason. He did not eat for days, he walked in his sleep
and so forth. (Berglie 1978:40-41)
(37) The nun repudiates these associations for she claims
that she has only ever been possessed by high ranking
protectors. High ranking gods do not attack people in this
way; indeed, Ortner has argued that their anger and
involvement with the world must be incited ritually (Ortner
1978a; see also above, Chapter 2).
(38) The term, Penpe, is probably a version cf Bon.
(39) One c'f the Tibetans described how he had to meditate
upon his tutelary, represented in a print of a religious
painting (thangka), to go into trance. Ayu oracle says that
she has to make herself believe that she is the god
represented in the painting, at least during rigorous
practices in her meditation hut. She then offers her bc'dy to
demons and other beings for the welfare c'f all (çjç
gc':'d gugs).	 In meditation, she notes that she sees all the
g ':'ds.	 One wears the turquoise headdress (erag), another
l ':'oks like a nun.
	 A third, a blood-drinker and flesh-eater,
appears in the form of a skeleton.
(40) Nebesky-Wo.jkowitz mentions three ways of dealing with
these troublesc'me spirits; driving them away, swearing them
to oath and burning them. (Nebesky-Wojkc 'witz 1975:417-8.) In
Ladakh, they were supposedly swc 'rn to protect the faith in
all cases, whether they were then driven away or installed in
a vessel
Oracles do not necessarily accept the authority of rinpc'che
in all cases. Note the following acs:ount frc 'm Ayu ora':le:
"As a new oracle (lhasar), the lamas welcomed me (rjden)
in the local monastery. When I was in trance, Kushc'k
Bakula asked me whether he should ban the god. The g':'d
said, "No, why should I accept a ban frc'm you when I've
already refused Stakna rinpci ':he?" Bakula answered that the
gc'd would have tc' accept; "You're a god and the gc'ds are
servants of the lama." The god refused again and said,
"No, I'm of the status of Sangyas. Do yc 'u fc'r g et that you
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were born in the broken palace of Matho? I'm the god who
recognised you as a rinpc'che of the monastery." akula
laughed, gave me a scarf and welcomed the god."
(41) Lhadre (lha 'dre) are both "gods and demons" and a
particular type of local spirit, a "god-demon' (see also
Blondeau 1371). The term is translated below as "gods and
demons" because this is the most c 'bvious sense in the
initiation rite.	 However, it is not clear whether the
Ladakhi j-j (lha 'dre), mentioned in the next chapter,
should be treated as a distinct spirit, a "god-demon", or
simply an alternative pronunciation of the same term. Ramsay
translates	 as demon,	 devil, ghost and phantom.
is said to mean "ugly" (Ramsay 1890).
(42) These are clothes and equipment for oracles.
(43) It should be emphasised once more that Ladakhi ora':les
do not actually travel in trance, with the rare exi:eptic'n c'f
"journeys along the death road" or In this song, it
is the god alc'ne who is addressed and summoned, in effect,
tr' ld t ':' stop travelling.
(44) This phrase, jj dus gsum gyi bla ma, was
explained as lamas ( } .Lj) whc' know the past, present and
future.
(45) These are presumably four of the five Buddhas cif the
rigs inga, the Dhyani Buddhas: in the East, rdo rje sems dpa'
(blue); in the South, nfl chen 'byung ldan (yellow); in the
West, snang ba mtha' yas (red) and in the North, d ':'n ycid grub
ba (green) (Nebesky-Wojkciwitz 1975:525). The central Buddha,
rnam par snang mdzad (white) is omitted, at present. It is
always difficult to be sure of the names spi:'ken in trance
bei:ause of the ora ': le' s "non-human" voice.
(46) The brackets enclose wc'rds which I have added to make
the sense easier to fc'llciw.
(47) It may be recalled that there were arrows in the first
rite, described at the beginning of the ':hapter. They were
never used, prc'bably becaLise the oracle was not fully
possessed for long enc'ugh to perform the apprcipriate
separat i c'n.
(48) Alternative actions with these arrows have been reported
to me. Thikse oracle des':ribed an initiation that HE
per fc'rmed:
"There is a Hindu sc' ldier at Spituk who possessed Paldan
Lhamo (dPal-idan lIia-mo is known as the major protector of
the mc'nastery there).	 Everyone thought he was mad. I was
called eventually and the Hindu prostrated himself. 	 I was
possessed and the soldier began to shake and shout. 	 I
threw barley at him to make the spirit go away. 	 Then we
arranged the room prc'perly for a second trance.	 I gave
golden drinks to the new god.
"On the second visit, I gave him an initiation (lha2hc'k).
Five arrows were arranged on the carpet and the captain
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separated them in trance. He threw away the blue and the
green arrows and kept the black, red and whites The black
arrc'w was himself (herself), Paldan Lhamo, the white werej	 in general and the red, t.san.
"We repeated the separation ritual four times. Once we
brought an astrologer from Spituk, some army officers and
thirty cur forty villagers as witnesses. ..."
This is the only occasion on which I was told that the black
arrow was kept and described as a god. Perhaps, the black
symbolises Paldan Lhamc"s ferocious nature or perhaps a non-
Ladakhi (Hindu) understanding of the rite. Red and white are
the normal colours of
	 rj and 1b respectively.
Thikse oracle mentioned associations of the colcuured arrows
with reference to his own initiation, in which the black once
more represented devils:
"The arrow with the black cloth is the devil (bdud). The
other four arrows (red, blue, yellow, white) represent the
four cardinal pcuints and they correspond to the colours of
the "four great kings" (rgyal chen bzhi) who guard the four
directic'ns and protect the entrance tci all monasteries. (He
is trying here to tea ':I, me.) Als':' , the red, blue and
yellow arrows are earth ( 2ararn) , the underworld (yoklu)
and the world abc've (tangiha) while the white is gods
present in all three worlds."
This account confc'rms mc're closely with that given in the
text and it can be seen that the four arrows generally stand
fc'r religicus protection.
(49) These comments apply tc'
 the Ladakhi rather than Tibetan
c'ra ':les. I met four Tibetan ora ':les in the Leh area. I was
told of a further c'ne c'r two living in the camps but I never
fc'und them. All four had practiced in Tibet and all fi:,ur
claimed that no Tibetan had been initiated in Ladakh. One c'f
the four, from a pastoral area near Chang Thang (Agling
curacle (1)), described a ritual journey and meditation.	 He
spoke of his god, Kangri Lhabtsan, and hc'w he had ti: meditate
when the god first cameo He spoke of the holy site, Kangri
Rinpc.che (Mt. Kailash in this context), where corpses are
left for the vultures. Nearby are many meditation huts. The
oracle des ':ribed how he had to stay in c'ne of these huts, in
front of the cc'rpses, meditating and learning how to perform
cod kukshes, a rite in which he learned to offer up his own
body tc'
 hungry spirits and later reconstitute himself. It
seems that this is the same oracle as the one des ':ribed by
Brauen in a rather different a':cc'unt.
	 Acccurding to Brauen,
the man first learned the epic of Kesar in a trance state,
when he suffered "madness".
	 He made a pilgrimage to M':'unt
Kailash (Kangri Rinpoche) where he was initiated by a senior
c'racle (Brauen 1980a:155-159). 	 A second Tibetan, from Chang
Thang (Agling c'ra ':le (2)), said that he had been recc'gnised
and trained by a senior oracle and a monk.
	 However, nothing
like the separaticin rite des ':ribed above was mentioned. The
c'ther two Tibetans I met had received cunly a blessing , a
permission to pra':ti':e.
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The ritual journey of one Tibetan to the place of his god
shows some similarities with the pilgrimages of dpa' bo
("heroes") (Berglie 1980). Tibetan dpa' bo used to travel to
Mount Targo and Lake Dangra to discover whether they were
truly oracles. The associations of these places with Guru
Rinpoche have been noted above. In one account, a true oracle
is said to find a treasure on leaving the cave such as the
flat bell, a drum or a powerful medicine that can be used in
trance (erglie 1980:40). These places are the homes of
incarnating spirits, just like Kangri Rinpoche is said to be
the home of Kangri Lhabtsan.
It should be noted that a number of other oracles I met
(Tibetan and Ladakhi) also named Kangri Lhabtsan (Gangs-ri
lha-btsan) as one of their gods and it is not clear whether
all are referring to the one god, associated with the same
sacred place.
(50) This doctrinal interpretation is not necessarily the
only salient one for monks. It is possible that village
notions about spirits are also impc 'rtant tc' monks, perhaps at
an affective rather than a cognitive level (Gombrich 1971a).
(51:) This song c'r dream is generally sung separately frc'm
epic recitals. The dream fits better with Druguma's second
marriage to Kesar, fc' llowing her recapture from the Hcsr enemy
king.
(52) These are the two arrows described previously, in
Chapter 2. A multitude of ritual arrows are described in
other Tibetan speaking areas.
	 See, for example, Nebesky-
Wi:'.jkowitz c'n the	 rjçu mda'-dar which he calls "divination
arrows". The "wedding arrow" is seen as a special sub-type,
a lu ':k arrow or gyang mda' (Nebesky-W':'jk 'Dwitz 1975:366). See
also Karmay 1975:211-12.
(53) The white of the welcome scarf is added to the four
colours of the Buddhas. See fn 45, above.
(54) Very c'ccasic'nally, kha are alsc' taken out of people.
Every year, apparently, Ayu oracle extracts Lib from an old
Sankar woman. In the past, an oracle from Leh used to do the
same. Ayu oracle imagines that this woman must have given
needles, bones, nails and so forth to animals in her last
life and so now she suffers from these substances herself.
(55) One practitioner told me that the training must take
place on a particular day c'f the week, at night, in winter,
when the are asleep. It will be re ':alled from Chapter 2
that rites to finish bad things are clustered in the winter
for this reason. Some astrologers (monks and laymen) also
perform this rite privately in c'rder to expel troublesome
spirits. It is usually "witches" that are burnt, as noted in
the next chapter.
(56) Pregnancy, childbirth and small children were said tc'
pollute the spirits in several a ':counts and so the god(s) are
temporarily banned.
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(57) Ayu oracle says that her initiation was very hard
because of the jealousy of her teacher:
"I had received the teaching to suck out polluticin ten or
fifteen times with Thikse guru and I was finally qualified
about nine years ago. I then asked for 	 to take
out needles. An ill dzo was brc'ught to Ayu, the guru
sucked out half a needle and I sucked out the c'ther half.
Since the performance was successful, I imagined that I was
qualified to treat animals in this way. However, the god
itself refused to take out needles on subsequent occasions,
claiming that the proper permission had not been given.
"I consulted Bakula rinpoche and he explained what had gone
wrong. Apparently, Thikse guru had made a ban dam)
(which involved a knotted cloth on an arrow at the village
shrine).	 We were told how to "undo" the ban (by untying
the kn':'t )
"I alsc' visited Stakna rinpoche. He tc'o said that my guru
had placed a ban on the training. Perhaps I had not paid
him enough.	 It would be better to have another guru. The
rinpoche gave me a message f':'r Martselang guru
and he told me nc't to worry abc'ut pollution even th':'ugh the
man himself was poor and dirty.
"I fu:llowed the advice of both rinpc":he and I eventually
received my teaching at Ayu when I successfully sucked out
a needle wrapped in the five ':':'lc'ured cl ':'ths, fed to the
animal by a witness, wrapped in barley dough."
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Etat t
(1) I use this term loosely to refer to possession by living
demons (gson 'dre) in general and by 'gong mo (QQg2) in
particular. See below for an explanation of terms.
(2) Nodpa does not necessarily have the same meaning in other
Tibetan speaking areas. In classical Tibetan, refers
to harm in general. Lichter and Epstein translate gnod pa as
I have here, writing about Tibetan refugees and an area in
Northern Nepal (Tsum) (Lichter and Epstein 1983) while Aziz
implies that gnod pa are a spirit amongst the D'ingri:
"Of course, Tibetans believe people are bad because they
are possessed by malevolent spirits;" to which is appended
a footnote -
"Two common names for these spirits are no-pa (gnod-pa) and
lu (klu)." (Aziz 1978:40)
It should be emphasised also that Ladakhis may use these
terms in different senses drawing, for example, on the
literary Tibetan and the lc'cal Ladakhi in different cc'ntexts.
Usage is also highly localised.
(3) This classification has a textual history but I quote it
as a Ladakhi, village typology. Villagers are not interested
in refinements of these typcilogies; I never heard, fc'r
example, this further note (taken from the second book of the
rgyLld bzhi):
"There are stated to be 404 kinds of common diseases.
There are 101 diseases due to unbalanced humours, of which
42 are due to Air, 26 to Bile and 33 to Phle gm." (Rechung
Rinpoche 1973:54 from chapter 12 of the bshad rgyud)
(4) See, fc'r example, Rechung rinpc 'che 1973, A Kuhn 1986.
(5) Local doctors (çflj) would be expected to diagnose oda
and refer as necessary but Western trained do ':tors ':annot be
relied upon to recognise the problem.
(6) Nebesky-Wojkowitz writes of a list of 18 that attack
children (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975:310-11) but I never heard of
this number in Ladakh. Gdon are described as demons by
Helffer, who writes of the "gdon rendus rponsables des
maladies" (Helffer 1977:534) and by Ribbach, who describes
the diagnosis of a "fortuneteller" in Ladakh: "don and dre
demons are not favourable" (Ribbach 1986:50).
There are also references to the more general usage, where
gdon is seen as supernatural damage. Epstein follows this
latter usage in an extract quc 'ted in an article by Lichter
and Epstein (1983:239). In its most general sense, gdon
refers to the powers that bring abc'ut illness, not just
demons and spirits, but also sin and other faults (Tu':ci
1980: 175).
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(7) See also Kaplanian unpub. ms (a). His second footnote
lists many of these distinctions and the article, as a whole,
presents an extended attempt to describe different types of
!322.
(8) (bgegs or geg) also refers to a particular class of
spirits, like gdc'n and gdc.ng: to a class of obstacle-creating
demons,	 usually numbering 80,000 in classical accounts
(Nebesky-Wojkc'witz	 1975:285,	 Beyer 1978:300).	 In	 my
experience, the word generally described "trouble" as in the
çr (bgegs gtor) thrown to get rid of trouble in general
when a spouse enters her c'r his new hc'me or the diagnosis
labelling "troubles" caused by a clash of elements between an
individual's birth year and the present year (cngyak, Jo
bgegs).
(9) Further synonyms might be provided for the phrases cited
above: klu'i gnod pa yin nog (a LA	 damage) and klu'i skyon
yin nog	 (a	 fault). Klu'i rkyen yin flog might be
translated as "it is due tc' a Lu" and klu'i phogs as "a	 j
st y uc k'
(10) the evil eye, may verge towards intentional
cursing. Unintentional damage can be caused by those c' f lc'w
status (rigs ngan). A Mon, Beda c'r I3ara might pollute a
higher status individual by sharing his cup, for example.
Su':h damaae may also be caused by those whc ' are looking,
speaking c'r feeling in a way that unintentionally harms
ot her s.
(11) With respect to my earlier comments c'n ritual (Chapter
3),	 it could be argued equally that gossip must
	 be
c'bjectified for ritual purposes.	 In Ladakh, the ikha text
is read while a human figure with a beak is constructed
(Lisually at the centre of a group of three figures). This
need not be seen simply as a character, "gossip", but as a
fc'rm constructed tc' hold that gc 'ssip so that it can be
expelled. This argument is clarified with my discussion c'f
ritual in the next chapter. See Kaplanian unpub.ms (b) on
mikha in Ladakh.
(12) also refers to the Chinese set of divinatory signs
and has a similarly specialised sense in Ladakhi astrology in
addition to the general sense described.
(13) riung rta, wind hc'rse is commonly understood to
refer to 1) the print c'n the flag, 2) the flag itself and 3)
the rite to raise spiritual power. One type of flag (dar
lcog) is described as the mc'st important variety c ' f riung rta
that is beneficial for the next life while another (dar rgc'd)
is used just to solve immediate problems (Tucci 1966:192).
See also Norbu's discussion in the same volume (Norbu 1966).
(14) In the literature on this topic, dbang thang, rlung rta
and a term for merit, usually bs ':'d nams, are linked and
compared. See, fc'r example, Helffer 1977:544-5 and, on dbang
thang in particular, footnote 19 to p.545.
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(15) Lichter and Epstein argue that the close analogy between
belief in karma and supernatural causation makes it easier to
move from one system to the other. They say that they
"are analagous to the point of frequent interchangeability"
(1983:246)
and easily reconciled (ibid). While Lichter and Epstein
divide Tibetan and Tsumba beliefs into two systems, their
sensitive approach implies that the use of metaphor virtually
turns causation into a single overarching system. See
comments on Furer-Haimendorf below.
(16) Allen also comments on Furer-Haimendcirf's shrindi:
"The word appears to be the same as Sherpa
Tibetan shi-re (Snellgrove 1957:290) and Funke's
(see his index - probably also the same as his chend	 and
sende).	 Chendi is summarised as
	 and is
said to accompany a man through life as well as causing
harm after his death. Cf. also Hc' fer's ju "ghosts of the
recent dead". The Thulung recc'gnize Sindi as a dangercius
Sherpa gc'd and either c'fficiant may perform rites tc' him."
(Allen 1976(b):538 (fn 13))
(17) See Ortner for a distinctic'n between 'dre and bdud which
seems to be broadly similar to the Ladakhi:
"The du (bdud) seem to be a more general type of demc'n, who
vie with de ('dre) in the Sherpa system t ':' be the generic
demons c'f the system. Some peciple actually said that de
were a special kind of du (bdud), but the de seem to have
more of a role in the pcipular imagination, while the du
seem t ':' represent a Buddhist attempt to supersede the de
with a higher and more general type, whose main attribute
is that they can be dealt with (read: are created by:)
Buddhist myth and ritual. While both de and du are greedy,
vii:icius, cannibalistic, and antireligicsus (as any proper
demon must be), du show up mainly in tales and rituals as
being defeated by lamas, while de perform more specific and
immediate antisocial and antipersc'nal acts (especially
atta ':king hospitality events) and can be combated by lay
people and local lamas without the help of higher
representatives c' f the religion." (Ortner 1978a:180 (fn
8)).
Ortner mentions four types of demc 'ns:	 ,	 j, de and
dnbu. Simbu may correspond to the Tibetan srin p':' while
and	 correspond to the Tibetan bdud and 'dre. 	 I am unsure
of the deriviatic'n of dirnbu (1978b:279).
(18) Efforts have been made to distinguish these senses.
Allen, for example, implies that scapegoats should be
distinguished from prestations (Allen 1976b:545,550; 1974).
Paul distinguishes a s ':apegoat strategy when evil forces are
coaxed into a vehicle and destroyed, a sacrifice-offering
strategy when evil forces are appeased by offerings and a
ransom strategy when evil forces are offered a copy of
whatever they desire (Pau11979:284). However, my earlier
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discussion of ritual in Chapter 2 makes it clear that
presents to spirits can be turned into traps for them.
Moreover, representations of the spirits themselves can be
seen as "gifts" of bodies which are then offered other gifts
of food,	 precious things or the substitute bodies of
potential victims.	 Ortner has anticipated these points in
her valuable discussion of seats, bodies and food for spirits
(Ortner	 1975,	 1978a)	 (see	 also Chapter	 6	 below).
Accordingly, the different senses of	 and related terms
are not distinguished in this account.
(19) This was the classification offered by the officiant.
In other accounts, mdos are distinguished from glud. 	 Tucci
describes glud as a type of mdc 's (Tucci 1980:176). See also
Beyer 1978:325-330 on the different senses captured by mdos;
as demon traps, substitutes and a representation c'f the
universe. Similarly, the term glud is seen to refer to the
ritual as a whole while ngar mi or ngar glud are said to
refer to the image of the one who is to be ransomed
(ibid: 177).	 At this performance of gyp, ngar glud were
des':ribed more generally as offerings to get rid of badness
and trc'uble and it was the boy and girl 1u that were
des':ribed spe ':ifically as substitutes or ransoms for the
people in the house. The mdc's c'r demon traps used in the rite
had different thread crosses attached (nam mkha') which
identify classes of demons (Lessing 1951:282). These fc'ur
outer offerings were described as bodies for the devils (see
above nc'te).
(20) On another occasion, a lay astrologer gave the following
interpretation which was also thought to be based on
dc'ctrine. He said that gazhi was "an invitatic 'n of the four
dud tc' a feast, so that VOLt can get rid of them."
He said that the	 come in fc'ur shapes;
and rna. He explained that Fjoj were bio cr ghcists (see
belc'w) while mam':' were manmc' (also discussed belc'w). Tsan
have been mentic'ned in Chapter 2 while the nature c'f gao is
explored further below. The named by the monk are a
kind of demonic spirit. Lta and ydags are creatures in
the Wheel c'f Life.
(21) The cover term "people demon" is nc 't c' ften used in the
Leh area. The classifi ':ation normally offered includes
"demons of the dead" (ghc'sts), "living demons" (witches) and
"god demons". The term 1hand, "god demons", is spelt in the
same way as lhadre (lha 'dre), previously translated as "gods
and dem':'ns". See fn 41 in Chapter 4.
(22) Sbas yul. See, for example, Reinhard 1978 on sbas yul in
Nepal.
(23) Rinpoche, it should be noted, can reveal these hidden
places but only at the risk of poverty and unhappiness to
hidden people who live, like Adam and Eve, in these Gardens
of Eden.
(24) In Ladakh, the Hemis Pegar seems tc' be a form c' f Pehar
(see Chapter 4). He is said to have been tamed either by
Kesar or by Guru Rinpoche:
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"Guru Rinpoche asked Pegar, "what can you do?" (after
defeating him). He replied S•j can become the owner of
something." Guru Rinpoche asked, "in what shape?" He
replied, "in the shape of giving disease and madness."
(monk)
One version of his arrival at Hemis explains:
"Gyapo Pegar once guarded Kesar's property. Kesar's
cymbals were acquired by Hemis. Subsequently, there were
many problems in the monastery and the monks cc'nsulted
oracles who said that Gyapo Pegar was angry; they should
give back the cymbals.	 The monks did not want to return
them for they were very valuable so they made the gyao
into	 their	 monastery protector (dgon lha)
	 instead."
(1 aywoman)
He is obsessively interested in his property and territory
today also:
He fc'llc'ws objects (monastery property) and he gives slow
damage to people, not necessarily to the ones who stole
things but to those who have them nc'w. (the same wc'man,
par aphrased)
(25) Thus, the village gc'ds in Gongma are called King Nezer
(Nezer gao) and Queen Traitse ( IL s ). are
also often called kings and queens.
(26) For further examples, see Jest 1975:300, Nebesky-
Wojkcwitz 1975:417.
(27) The derivation is 'dre mo but tirnc ' are not seen as
female dr; indeed, there is a mas':uline form, tj2o ('dre
p':' ). While 'dre are demons in a generic sense, 'dre mo/'dre
po describe a particular type of demon that sits c'n the
boundary between spirit demons and living demons in the
classificatic'n given above. They are mc're like spirits when
they are classed with btsan and rgyal po and more like living
demons when they are classed with the witches described
below. The differen ':es between the dem':'n type	 and
the	 generic class	 are not captured in dicti':'nary
definitions.
An example of a problem attributed to
	 o, tirno and
together has been given in the previous chapter. A girl
consulting AyLI c'racle was told that these spirits were
responsible for her unsettled mind.
(28) Mmo were assimilated to the categc'ry ma mo by the lay
astrologer quoted above (fn 20). Ma mo are a class of fierce
oath-bound goddesses who serve religion under Paldan Lhamc'
(dPal-idan lha-mo). Nebesky-Wojkowitz and Gorer write that
ma-mo, fierce female demons in Tibet where they sometimes
accompany gShin-rje as messengers, are o2 in Lepcha,
fierce female deities/demons (1950:72).
However, the Ladakhi an	 is more likely to be derived from
sman mo in Tibetan; some Ladakhis pronounce the wc 'rd smanm2:
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"sMan ... is often used as the appellation of the consorts of
the	 the meaning of this word being both "woman" and
"medicine"." (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975:199). See also Tucci
1949 (vol.2):720 who describes sman mo as consorts of any
class of god or demon.
(29) Men deprive	 of their livelihood when they hunt
game. Wild women steal sex from men in return. This is nc't
purely a negative reciprocity but also a dangerous pact which
might bring further wealth and fortune to the hunter for, in
many accounts, men become fabulously wealthy if they do not
speak of their encounters with
(30) Shed and	 are also used interchangeably to refer
to ghosts.
(31) Allen suggests that a general process may be involved in
the naming of evil spirits:
"This suggests that the life cycle c ' f a named evil spirit
is as f ':.11ows: he is reci:'gnized as a cause of affliction
usually after his death, when a diviner first implicates
him. If he catches on, he may enjoy a certain local vogue
before his individuality is merged with that of other named
spirits or lc'st in the swarms of potentially harmful
anonymous spirits." (Allen 1976b:533)
(32) I was a close friend and so I could be told these
things.
(33) Material on the courts and witchcraft in Nepal describe
similar situations: see, for example, Ma ':d ':'nald 1976b.
(34) Ning ngan /tgp	 (snying ngan pa/rtsc'g pc' ) - bad
heart; serns ngana/tsogc' - bad mind; samba ngan/tc'g
(bsam pa) - bad thc'ugts.
(35) The terms amç ggc, tirno can be used interchangeably
to describe trouble. A very common response to problems c'f
all kinds is fc'und in the phrase:
LLt	 zhugsteraQ - "a witch is possessing you"
At the other extreme, all three are sketched in fantastical
shapes, often to frighten children. An example is evocative
of witch stories the world over:
are meetings of ggrn and 	 jmo.	 hetra1 (sha'i
gral, flesh turn) are organised, that is, a rota for
bringing meat. The boss calls a meeting. In P. village,
there is a boss of all the gonmo but I don't know whether
the same is true of cither pla':es. The boss sends them out
turn by turn to find a victim. 	 There is a place in T.
village where 6 c'r 7	 always used to be called to
meetings. Everyone can see their fire and hear their
voices bLit when yc'u get really close there is no-c'ne there
and only ashes to be seen." (Gongma villager)
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However, distinctions are often made between these demons. In
Gc'ngma, the word is most often used spontaneously to
describe the unexpected deaths of babies and young children:
bamo zoste in - "a witch has eaten it"
is also used in a rather different context, to describe
particular appearances at mcinastery festivals, as described
in the next chapter. Both usages contrast with a rather
elaborate folklore concerning the same witches, that can
be elicited with direct questions. They are then described as
women who are conscious of their powers which they use
intentionally. They are foreigners or strangers:
"with two prc'truding canine teeth, hanging breasts and
very long braided hair",
often northerners who speak a different language. In Gongma,
these were fairy tale figures.
Around Gcangma, the term gggrn is reserved f or real people
who are not evil for they know not what they dc. They emanate
bad feelings, primarily jealousy, which they cannot control.
These feelings travel and cause the victim prciblems cr, in
extreme circumstan ':es, loss of cc'ns':ic'usness.	 Any minor
problem might be attributed to as nc'ted above, but
the persc'n respc'nsible can c'nly be identified during cases cif
possession, when the wit ':h talks through her victim (see
below). The term gg
	
is often used to describe all living
demons in Gc'ngma, that is arno,	 and	 Sometimes,
is used in the same way.
Ii are less clearly human. In Gc'ngma, they are sc'metimes
classified with these c'ther witches, when they are seen as
.jealc'us, thwarted women. At other times, they are classi fied
with tsa and gyo, when they seem to be cic'ser tc' (other)
spirits than to people.
(36) In Ladakhi eyes, madness generally pc' ints tc' gya, gods
(lIia), rabid dogs ':'r, rarely, a "natural" senility.
(37) I saw very few cases cif full-blc'wn witchcraft pcissessic'n
and so my dis ':ussic'n is necessarily limited. The reasons I
saw so little are two-fold:
1. Ladakhis are embarrassed about this illness and, during
attacks, they virtually bar the dc' c'rs to the house so that
no-one should knc'w what is happening. I could have attended
curing sessic'ns but I felt that this would be an unwarranted
intrusion. Though I cannot des ':ribe many cases c' f full-blown
possession, it is worth nc'ting that Ladakhis too see
possession only in their ':lose friends and family.
2. Fc'r reasons outlined below, I feel that the c'ccurrence c'f
full possession is exaggerated. Therefore, the fact that I
saw so little prc'bably reflects the empirical reality mc're
a':curately than it would at first seem.
(38) See alsc' , for example,	 Reinhard c'n the E:aji of
Southwest Nepal in the same volume, especially 1976b:279-82.
(39) Men suffered symptoms which looked very like rnidehes
to me but these symptoms were rarely systematised. In
treatment, they were often played down. Thus:
A Muslim man turned up at the house where Kirzi ora ':le was
in trance. He described symptoms of anxiety (tsechs, see
fn 40 below). He said that he had troubles at home. The
god did not classify these symptoms, HE did not dwell on
the man's emotional state or his personal problems. Rather,
HE spoke of troubles in the house which he attributed to
its construu:tic'n at a place where three roads meet.
In other cases, men may be told that they are trc 'ubled by
U but this diagnosis does not imply possession and a
concurrent weakness in the same way that it dc'es in women.
(40) nin zurn' onerak, snying zur mo yong-. Snying means
both heart and mind.
ningka, snying kha,"heart" and also an illness, often taken
to experts, which seems tc' be best translated as "heart
pain"
tsherj, tshe re rag. Tshe re and tsher ka mean sorrow,
grief, pain, affliction. Mtsher ba means to sorrow cir to be
afraid.
iabii2;	 lab,	 "talk",	 lib, "all" c'r "all at once". Ladakhis
also translated the word tc' me in English as "palpitations".
When I questioned her, Diskit explained that barncs were the
same as gc'nrn'D.
(41) Ladakhis who spoke English gave the translation cited.
The term was used t ':' des ':ribe a state of c ':'nfusic'n. It may
be related to sab sc'b which, in Das, is translated as
in':omplete c'r defe':tive.
(42) Like many of the terms cited, including hugh itself,
this word can also be used for more speci fic and dramatic
symptoms. Kaplanian translates the term thus:
"Les Ladakhi attribuent s ':'uvent aux	 un phnomne appel
de2tet ('dre-ded). Une personne, frapp par la colre d'un
j (le plus sc'uvent un yu].ha), disparait pendant plusieurs
.jours, errant dans la mc'ntagne, incapable de se situer, de
s'cirienter, de retrouver son chemin. Au bout de quelques
jours, elle reprend conscience, retrouve sc'n chemin et
repparait. On dit qu'elle avait perdu sa conscien ':e: }th
tanba stortok: "il est incons':ient"..." (Kaplanian unpub.
ms (a):11).
(43) I shall draw upc'n the wider context below but it might
be noted that Chorol eloped during this peric 'd. I left
Ladakh in January and so I dc' nc 't know whether the December
episode c ':'mpleted her illness.
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(44) By true or full blown possession, I refer simply to the
displacement of consciousness. As mentioned above, Ladakhis
often use the word possession () more loosely to
include episodes of anxiety.
(45) The account may already evoke earlier descriptions cuf
novice oracles. Novices, likewise, are most fully possessed
during treatment.
(46) 1 was told that dugzes referred to incense but was used
to specify (white) mustard seed (yungs dkar) incense.
However, Kaplanian suggests that the term refers to an object
thrown in the fire to expel demons (as in the case mentioned
below where a pieu:e of material is burnt in the fire) or to
the pouring of water (derived from the the Tibtan ldug-, tcu
pour out cur to cast, rather than bdug-, to burn incense). He
also cites the Tibetan dugs, a medical term dencuting heat c'r
external application (from Meyer 1981) (Kaplanian 1985:145).
(47) Capitalised letters for personal pronouns indiu:ate
possession, as with c'rau:les, though the individual is taken
over by a witch rather than a god. It is not always clear
when a woman is possessed so I use capitals only in
unequivocal cases.
(48:) Witch victims are often possessed by more than one witch
just as curacles are pu:issessed by m ':'re than one god.
(49) According to this repu:irt, the oracle was ncut going to
beat Chorol 's shadow but the girl herself. I di: ' not kn.:'w how
often this c'ccurs. The logic is similar to the treatment c.f
witches in .:ither areas. Mau:du: 'nald cites an example from La':'s
where, according to Condc'minas:
"every a ':tion that he (mu:' mon (the healer)) undertakes ':un
his victim is reproduced on the body of the phi pop; if he
whips the patient with his stick, the latter does not
suffer from it, but the phi pcip is wc'unded; if he shaves
his head with a half of a cu:uconut, the sorcerer reappears
shaven. Thereby denc'unced, the phi pop is chased by the
inhabitants" (Ma ':dc'nald 1976b:382 (fn 7::.
I asked how the oracle knew who the witches were and I was
t o 1 d:
"It's in the nature c' f gods, they know immediately. 'I
(50) One of the most interesting fau:ets of Ladakhi witchcraft
con ':erns the creation of a ritual context out of the
everyday. How is an elaborate ritual built upon the odd
headache, some sour milk, an anxiety attack? Who creates it?
And what are the effects? Lambek has suggested that illness
be seen as an aesthetic idicim for trance rather than its
result (1981:53) and, in Ladakh, illness in women of the
right age provides a fc'rum in which a range of rituals can be
elabc'rated, involving laymen and ritual speu:ialists.
Particuarly interesting are the divergent views about what is
and is not ritual. In De':mber, Chc'rc' l resisted her
diagnosis; she simply did not feel like working. Yet, her
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household managed to construct a ritual out of her situtation
in which she had to participate. The rites described do not
occur automatically; at times, they are resisted or redefined
and, at times, some participants will see a ritual where
c'thers see only the mundane. Ladakhi witch attacks are
described below as rites of passage (see also Stirrat 1977)
but it should be emphasised that these rites are not clearly
demarcated from everyday life and they involve an element of
C oer c i on.
(51) The audience are sent out in order to bring the witches
in: if there is someone in the roc.m with high spiritual
power, the witches will be too frightened to come in.
Note that it is again the woman rather than her shadow that
is beaten (see fn 49).
(52) It was suggested that Shangkongka might be derived from
wolf (gj; Tib: spyang kyi) and witch ('gu:'ng). Thikse
oracle also seems tc' be possessed by this god (Brauen
1980a: 152).
(53) Lit: shetral, sha'i gral, rota for bringing meat. In
folklore at least, witches are sent to kill a person, bring
back their flesh and share it out (see fn 35 above).
(54) See, for example, Mary Douglas 1970b and references
cited in the article.
(55) These comments apply specifically to gcingrnc. Barnc '
 and
.Lrno sometimes present a contrast on this point.
(56) The fc.l lowing discussion suggests that older women
occupy a less ambigu':uus household position than younger
women.	 Many women move at marriage but some marry at home
and some never marry. I have no figures cm the inciden:e of
"non-marriage" in Ladakh but, in cither Tibetan speaking
areas, it is relatively high. In Limi, 207. of the women aged
35 years and over had never been married (G':'ldstein 1976:223-
233) as compared with 22-237. of women in Chumik in the same
age bracket (Schuler 1987:47).
	 Although gongrno attacks are
interpreted as a rite of passage into motherhood, this
clearly only applies tc. some women.
	 Others, with time, come
to belong in .just one pla ':e without marrying. All, with old
age, cc'me tc'
 acquire a more respected religious position. A
series of ':hanges are therefore associated with the absence
of gongrno attacks among older women and the process of
marriage provide just one particularly elaborated focus.
(57) Gender is dis ':ussed very sele':tively,	 fri:m	 the
perspective of possession.
	 In particular,	 it is the
signifi ':ance of the comparison made with novi ':e ora':les that
orients the discLlssic'fl.
 When oracles are likened to
witchcraft victims, they are also, by implication, ass':'ciated
with women and ranked lc'w. It shc'uld be emphasised that the
categories, "women" or "younger women", are only relevant in
certain contexts such as possessic'n.
(58) An asso':iation between w ':'men and nature and men and
culture has been explored in anthrc'pc' lc'gical wc'rk c'n gender.
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Ortner, for example, discussed the transformation women carry
out on	 "raw" nature in a 1974 article.	 Her apprc'a ':h has
been extended in a more recent discussion of demonic
possession in Sri Lanka (Kapferer 1983). Kapferer argues that
women are equated with the house where they perform the
groundwork of creating culture from nature. They suffer more
in the process of creating this female culture (which is
opposed to a male culture) and they are seen, in many ways,
to be more vulnerable and therefc're appropriate vehicles of
disorder and the demonic. This kind of analysis could be
applied to Ladakh; it cc'uld be said that women create a
female culture out of nature while men reproduce a higher
order culture in the realm of mc'nastic religion and the
organisatic'n of formal inter-household ties.	 However, it
wc'uld be misleading to single out c'ne particular image cif
gender in relation to "nature" and "culture" without
discLlssing c'ther images and the relevant Ladakhi ethnc'graphy.
Restrictic'ns of space prohibit a more general discussion but
it should be noted that Ladakhis also stress the partnership
of male and female in many contexts. The main house, for
example, is often contrasted to c'ther houses because it
contains the proper balan':e of male and female, in ':luding a
properly constituted reprc'ductive couple.
(59) Although I have been told of Ladakhi male witches and
male witch victims, I dci nc't have information on their social
circumstances and so I ':annot describe their h':'usehold
pcisitic'n. However, it shc'uld be emphasised that problems
ass ':'ciated with the hc'usehold ideal are not pr ':ijected purely
c'n to younger women. Younger brothers are often in a highly
ambiguous position espe':ially with respect to marriage; see
Phylactc'u 1989.
(60) Interestingly, women in Sri Lanka are sLisceptible when
they are alc'ne; Ladakhi women are susceptible when they are
tc'o much tc' gether. Kapferer 's perspective has some
similarities to my analysis of different forms ':' f Tibetan
pc'ssessic'n and the associated gods and demons. However, I
argue that demons represent more than di s ':.rder, they also
represent the raw material for civilised life.
(61) Kirzi oracle is also integrating Chorol's physical
symptoms with the diagnc'sis. It will be recalled that she
had flu, ':olds and sore throats as well as various skin
complaints which might have been due tc' cither causes. Kirzi
Lh is claiming that possession and flu are caused equally by
witchcraft, he is claiming that the different symptc 'ms have a
unitary shape and a single cause.
(62) This is the woman wh ':' was described at length in the
last chapter, Dc'lma from Chc'glc'msar.
(63) Men are also linked with living demons on c'ccasic'n, as
shown in the fc' llowing account:
A man from I3ongma was diagnosed by Bakula rinpc'che as an
ora':le. After several attempts, the god was su':cessfully
banned. This case seems to have been fc'rgc'tten until Kirzi
oracle spoke some years later for now the g ':'d' s words in
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trance are often cited. One version reads:
"A couple of years ago Kakshal (Kirzi) oracle came to
Gongma. One of his gods, a Tibetan, told the stciry of Nezer
HE greeted the god as a brother (r) and
introduced him, saying, "now I may call you a god." It
seems that Nezer had gone away because the people of Gcngma
treated him so badly and pcslluted him. L. father was drunk
at a village (ritual) about ten years ago. Suddenly, he
shouted "the	 has come".	 Everyone thought it was a
chang gçfg (chang 'gong, beer demon). So, we threw a
carpet on him and we put shoes on his head. The same thing
happened again and again. It happened so many times that
they took him to Bakula rinpciche. The rinpc 'che said it was
a L . 	 L. father did not want tc' be an oracle and, after
some time, the gc.d accepted a ban.
"Nezer came to Kirzi ora ':le in trance.	 HE explained that
HE had gi:ine up the mountains to stay with another god, a
(queen). But, Nezer said HE wu:iuld not return. 	 HE
said, "my village people, I am going to my ciwn place."
Pi:.ssession is blamed on a type of g2g22, a particularly male
witch, a beer-demon.
It wcuuld be repetitive to give further illustraticins. But,
it might be reiterated that the process ':.f diagnosis also
works in the opposite directicin: a god is assumed tc ' be the
agent of possession but turns out to be one c'f these demons.
"When I was a child, a schc' i:' lboy from Chu. fainted in the
fields when we began ploughing. 	 He was treated for
epilepsy.	 But, back at home, he danced on the roof of the
house and ran up and d ':iwn, just like a
	
Later, a th
came and cured him and we found out that he had not been
pc.ssessed by a god but by a girl from Leh (that is, a
gongrno)." (Leh doctor)
(64) Ladakhi s use competing model s cif religious time. In the
next ':hapter, I des ':ribe an ':iptimistic view c' f civilisaticin.
Yet, a pessimistic model of a degenerating c ':.smc's is part of
c.rthc'dcix Buddhism and also seems to inform the old woman
speaki ng.
(65) People from Sham often make such ccimments. They have
relatively few practising ora':les in their villages but Sham
clients c.ut number all cit hers at many of the trances around
Leh, partii:ularly those with Ayu and Skarra oracles.
(66) It mi ght be noted that these fierce gods alsu:' cause
illness in their vessels. Ayu oracle, for example, des':ribed
how she had c'ne c.f her gods banned because c'f the physical
symptoms he ':aused:
"Early in my life as a vessel Thanglha used to
come. I suffered greatly from the upheaval because the god
jumped up and down all the time and my knees beu:ame painful
and swollen. I didn't like this so Nashrung rinpciche made a
ban."
In this way, similarities are re-established between healer
and patient through affli':tic'n.
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(67) I have drawn attention to the marked variations between
village oracles. The Skarra nun was described in the last
chapter as a religious educator, who does not extract poison
or pollution from clients and who bases her own history on a
journey to death and back (!LQ).
Further details of this trance will be found in Chapter 7 and
a full transcript is appended (appendix 4).
(68) See also March 1979 on the contrasts between Tamang and
Sherpa lamas and shamans.
(69) This is true even of the nun who claims much closer
relations with the m':.naster y than other vi 1 1 age or a ': 1 es. She
tc.o possesses fierce gods who cut up living demons in dough
effigies:
"I used to build a great dung fire.
	 I tc'c'k a (large,
shallow pan f.:' r rc'asting barley) with river sand in it, and
put this cm the fire. Then I took the linga and burned
them one by one. Before possession, I would have drawn the
picture and I burned them in trance after I had called the
living demons to the person. She (the ':lient)
would beccume pc'ssessed by the ggçf and I wc'uld burn the
papers. At first, the ggrn would say, "yc.0 can't di:.
anything to me." Later, my god, Jet sun Dc' l ma, would come
and SHE is very strong and angry. 	 Then, sounds would cc'me
from each side c'f the pan.	 I wc.uld add the fcicitprint c'f
the c'nrnc' . I would add her shadow. These were col le':ted
by my patient before the trance (in earth where the gc'ngrnc'
had walked and stood). Then, sounds would come forth. The
gc'ngrno would say, "I am dying of burns. I can't run away.
Father, mc'ther, help me. " "Leave me alone, I won't hurt
anyone." Then, I wi:'uld add some hair ':if the gongrno to the
pan. She would cry, "I'm dying." And then, the patient
wciuld fall uncc'nscic'us and the sounds wc'uld cease. Later,
the patient would re':over.
"If I use a	 (dough) figure, it does nc't pollute me as
much as bLrning (shrkch). 	 Sometimes, the dough is very
difficult tc' cut and sometimes blood comes c'ut when I do
cut it.	 First of all, I collect the "intelligence" ()
in the figure. Then, I cut it with my sword. Still the
gç.ngrno cries when she is c Lit cipen, just ii ke she dc 'es when
the paper is burned. I gave up doing hrakhes (burning)
through cc'mpassion, now I sc'metimes dci this ritual with the
dough figures." (Skarra c'racle)
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E22n2.	 t.2 Qat.i.
(1) This man attended one of Ayu lharno's trances.
	 It was
Dolma's initiation.	 The senior god at one point told both
the Hemis 1ua and the attendant monk:
"I may say things wrong because I'm a new lha. If you want
to check up properly, you should ask
	 guru."
Later, after the successful initiation, the senior god said
to the man from Hemis:
"There are problems at Hemis.
	 Some of the monks in Hemis
don't want the j	 to possess in the monastery but you are
the monastery ]j. Why is this? It is because some of the
monks stole	 (religious paintings) and other things.
They are afraid of what the j might reveal. .. You
should go into meditation and then everything will be
air iciht."
The c'racle gave the man and the monk a scarf.
After talking later to the man from Hemis and Ayu ora':le, I
learned that the "Hemis oracle" had come to ask the lharno
what he should do. He had already been to the Hemis rinpoche
who had arranged a fc'rum with all the monks to discuss the
situation.
(2) The oracle is possessed by Dc'rje Chenmo. Sometimes, Dor.je
Chenmo is described as the tutelary god of the sch':'lar,
Rinchen Zangpo (Rin-chen bzang-po), sometimes as a form of
the goddess Tseringma (Tshe-ring-ma) and, sometimes, just as
one who has achieved enlightenment. No-cine is very sure. The
oracle rides a hc'rse tcu different parts of the village, the
castle and the upper monastery. SHE (the vessel is a man but
the spirit is usually described as a goddess) is offered beer
by villagers before questic 'ns are asked. On the seccind day,
the 10th of the 7th month, the god also visits the lo':al
"governor's" (1onc., blon po) house and the small monastery
where SHE changes her own shrine. SHE answers questicuns from
spirits as well as people, from	 and the invisible men from
invisible lands knu:'wn as bi1unga. 	 SHE dances on a field of
grass (srna) and throws a on the second day. Her
past tells of forceful conquest but by the royal family
rather than the monastery. Local histciry suggests that Dorje
Chenmo originally lived at a shrine some miles away, east of
Thikse. The king or, some say, the queen wanted to bring the
god to the castle in Shey. A delegation was sent but the god
refused to move.	 Enticements were offered in the form of a
horse, a lion and people dressed in fine clothes.	 Dorje
Chenmo came part of the way but stopped in a field where she
grabbed some of that res grass mentioned above. She
refused to go any further. To this day, the grass in that
field grows in special shapes and no-one is allowed to touch
it. The royal helpers quickly cut some more grass that grew
nearby and lay it along the road to Shey. In this way, they
persuaded the god to ai:company them. She was built a small
shrine which can be fc'und nc'w on the roof of the small
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monastery below the castle and, every year, the harvest
festival commemorates this history with a lion figure, a
horse figure, men holding branches and a scapegoat to please
Dorje Chenmo. Part of the festival is held in a field
covered with dresma, which is also strewn on the floors cif
all Shey houses, again to please the god (see also Brauen
1980a: 143).
	 This history shows Dorje Chenmo to have been
tamed and housed by the royal family in a way that is similar
to the gods that possess oracles at 'cham. However, the
festival will not be discussed further in the present
context.
(3) However, a monk who appears at Tak Tok festival will be
mentioned in this context, for the light he throws on the
area in-between monkly meditation and oracular possession.
He is not, however, a monastery oracle.
About 30 years ago, another oracle was banned from the
festival of the 11th month at Spituk. Allegedly, the god
nearly strangled his vessel in trance and was banned because
of the danger.
Other curacles appear ciutside the Leh region.
	 For example,
"brs:' thers" to the Stc' k and Matho gods are said to appear at
Gya, to the east. A seventh brother (or, sometimes, a pair
of brothers) is said to appear in an ora.:le at Skyurbachen,
in Lower Ladakh.
Monastery oracles are also associated with harn in other
Tibetan speaking areas.	 The highest ranking state oracle of
Tibet, for example, appears at the 'cham celebrated
occasionally at Nes:hung at the beginning of the first month.
The oracle is visted by the god Pehar and HE delivers a
se':ret prc.phei:y to the regent of Tibet. 	 HE then makes a
public prophecy ccincerning the coming year. Further
ceremonies and processions follow as the state oracle is
taken to Lhasa where HE meets the Dalai Lama cr Regent and
helps drive the famous scapegoats and the evil accumulated
c'ver the previous year out of Lhasa. There are a number of
accounts of this period: see, for example, Nebesky-Wojku:.witz
1975:422-4.
(4) References to 'cham include descripticuns of Tibetan
festivals and especially those associated with the New Year
in Lhasa. See, for example, Bell 1928, Chapman 1938, Harrer
1953, Karsten 1983, Land ':.n 1905, Ma':Du:'nald 1929, Nebesky-
Wojkc.witz 1975 and 1976, Rcuckhill 1891, Snellgrcive and
Richardson 1968, Stein 1972, Taring 1970 and Waddell 1905.
There are aisci references to per formances outside Tibet. See
for example Fischer 1946 and Fedotev 1986 on 	 in China
and Mongolia	 Downs 1980,	 Furer-Haimdendorf 1964, Jerstad
1969 and Paul 1979 for accounts of Sherpa ch; Aris 1976 on
Bhutan and Nebesky-Wo.jkowitz 1976 on Sikkim. There are also
many references to çharn in Ladakh. Older accounts cc'ncentrate
on the Hemis festival: see Godwin Austen 1865, Gompertz
1928, Heber and Heber 1926, Jaschke 1865, Knight 1971 (1893),
Waddell 1972 (1895) and the summary given in Nebesky-
Wo.jkowitz 1976 (pp. 38-41) which includes further references.
More recent references to Hemis can be found in the tourist
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literature. See also Helffer 1980 and Kaplanian 1981:295-7. A
more general account of monastery oracles can be found in
Brauen 1980a and an account of the Matho Rong-btsan can be
found in Dargyay 1985.
(5) nj are staged throughout the year in other Tibetan
speaking areas also (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1976) and, in some
places, the dates may be changed from year to year (Jerstad
1969:97).
(6) Since I left Ladakh, the Thikse festival has been moved
to the summer. In the past, Phyang festival was staged in
the winter (Heber and Heber 1926:239, Brauen 1980a) but in
1982, it was held on 22-23 July.
(7) This episode is described in several of the accounts
about Hemis tshes b.:u. See, for example, Knight 1971:221-2,
Heber and Heber 1926:265-6, Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1976:23-4, 40,
Heiffer 1980:119. See also Jerstad 1969:110 on the
consecration of yak in the Sherpa mani rimdu.
(8) Nebesky-Wo.jkcuwitz presents the iccinography of many of the
gcuds and describes the dance sequences of 'chams performed by
the different sects (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1976:9-64). A number
of other accounts describe the particular dance sequences.
See, for example, Jerstad 1969 for the thirteen dance
episc.des that occupy the second day of the Sherpa mani rimdu
or Coombe on the episodes that make up a Nyingmapa 'cham at
Tachienlu (Coc.mbe 1926: 179-197) and Helffer 1980 on the two
days of Hemis tshe bcu. Heiffer's account implies that the
dance sequences on the second day were confused by comparison
with the first (1980:118). Many accounts emphasise the
importance of comic figures such as Hashan g gyao who is said
to represent the teacher of a Chinese sch ':uc' l of Buddhism
defeated in Tibet in the 8th century by a rival Indian
teacher. (Alternative interpretations are also suggested.
For example, the abbot of Darjeeling told Heiffer that this
episode celebrates the merit made from charity (Heiffer
1980:120).) Hashang is an c'b.ject c'f fLin, who is ridiculed by
accompanying boys. The dramatic and dance sequence of fla
are not immediately relevant to my focus on oracles.
(9) It should be nc.ted that the rinpc'che dc'es not always
orchestrate 'chams frc'm the edge of the stage. Sometimes, he
appears as master of the black hats.
(10) Only the Shey oracle wears the five-lobed crown, rina,
seen on all village oracles. The individualised characters
appearing in monastery c'racles are often marked in other ways
too. The great state orau:le of Tibet is ass ':. ':iated with the
following signs:
"Various other signs, indicating that the candidate is a
true medium of Pe har and which may be observed at the time
of a trance are: if the saliva flowing out of the mouth of
the medium at the beginning of a fit contains blo': 'd, if the
medium keeps the tongue, when nc 't speaking, rolled backward
and pressed with its tip against the upper palate, and if
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the outline of the thunderbolt with which Padmasambhava has
subdued Pe har becomes visible on the scalp of his cleanly-
shaven head." (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975:420-1)
and
"a strong medium of Pe har, when pcissessed, should have a
brilliant white complexion, its saliva should smell of
saffron, and blood should shoot out of its nostrils in a
strong ray." (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1976:28)
(11) Traditionally, the Shey oracle appears in Lhaba house,
said to have been appointed to the role by the king, like
other dancers involved in the festival. Shaw remarked c'n this
hereditary position a century ago:
"An annual incarnation c'f one of these demons (Lha) (a
female) takes place at She, a village of Ladakh, in the
month of August; but though Lamas are so plentiful in the
country, it is to one of the lay members of a certain
family that the honciur of giving a temporary body tc' the
deity belongs, . . ." (Shaw 1878:73)
normally refers to incarnations within this household.
However, after a period of 3-4 years recently when the god
did not come to anyone, SHE reappeared in the old oracle's
daughter's son, who lives in another house. This man is also
described as a hereditary oracle though the link
passes thrc'ugh the female line and across houses.
(12) Heber and Heber, writing in the 1920's, report that the
ora':les came instead from two Math ':' families fc'r a few years
in successic'n (1926:206).
(13) Brauen has also written of these oracles and his
information differs frc'm mine in several respe':ts. As our
data cm monastery oracles are based on only a few festivals
and interviews, I cite some of his ':c.mments and also
Dargyay's on Matho in the hope that a later visitc 'r will be
able to corroborate the details. Brauen suggests that each
of the Stc'k families provides oracles in turn (1980a:134).
(14) See, for example, Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1975 on Tibetan
monastery oracles. He describes an annual feast of Tibetan
ora ':les on the 10th of the 5th month where lower ranking
ciracles pay their respects to the state oracle in trance
(1976:28-9). This feast is accompanied by 'cham in which most
of the lamas represent the retinue of Pe har (ibid).
Govinda's ac ':ount of the ele ':tion of a monastery c'ra':le
through an initiatc'ry illness also illustrates the extensive
training for oracles in Tibet:
"To make sure that my case was genuine and neither
imagination nor fraud, I was sent to Lhasa and confronted
with the Great Oracle c'f Nechung. We were made to sit side
by side during the Invocation, and only after various
trials and a careful observation of all symptoms was I
admitted as a candidate fc.r the priesthcm ':'d of the Ora ':le. I
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had to take the vows of celibacy and observe all the rules
of the Vinaya (monastic discipline). From then on I wore
monastic robes and was given special tutors, who taught me
to read and write and instructed me in the S.:riptures. I
had to observe special rules of cleanliness and diet. My
life was completely changed and more strictly regulated
than that of an ordinary monk, because the smallest
transgression or mistake in my conduct might make me
vulnerable and lead to my destruction by the very pc'wers to
whom I had devoted myself, to whom I had surrendered my
body and my life. It was only after a long and severe
training that I was finally declared fit and was sent to
Dungkar Gompa, where the throne of the Oracle had become
vacant... " (Gcsvinda 1966:190-1)
See also Rock 1959 on the selection of mcinastery oracles.
(15) Brauen has 15 days C1980a:14).
(16) Heber and Heber report different patterns for the
1920's. A new oracle had to meditate in a mountain retreat
for up to 4 months before the festival while an established
practiticiner had tc' retire for .just one month (1926:206).
Compare	 my summary cuf Matho with the	 more	 detailed
description in Brauert (1980a:136-142). Brauen suggests, for
example, that both monks go into se ':lusion for a year
together. This was nc't the practice in 1982-83, at least.
(17) Jc'hn Crook, personal communication.
(18) It will be recalled that village oracles often come intcu
trance on auspicious days as well, tc' honu: 'ur religiu:' n and the
g c'd s.
(19) Dargyay suggests that
"the oracle monks change their attire frcum that suitable
for a rgyal po (spirits whi:' have the appearan ':e of a king)
to that suitable for a tantric one" (Dargyay 1985:58).
She also suggests that it is on the fifteenth rather than the
fourteenth that the oracles recieve the upper garment cuf the
fcuunder of the monastery, with which they used to fly in
ancient times.
(20) Unfortunately, the c'ne time I saw these questicuns, the
oracles refused to tell the future; instead, THEY beat the
representatives frcum the radic' static'n and asked why THEY had
not completed the dire':tives given the previous year.
(21) Brauen has a slightly different version: if an u:uracle
appears with red hair in certain months, there will be a bad
accident the fcullowing year; villagers have not done as they
were advised (1980a: 138).
.22) Brauen adds that, afterwards, when the gcuds have left
the orau:les back in the monastery, villagers mix with the
masters of the ceremony in this field and they try tc' put
flour on each others' faces. If suc ':essful, the person who is
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covered with flour has to pay a fine (Brauen 1980a:136).
Similar episodes are reported at some rituals of first
ploughing (}j) (Doilfus in press, Phyla':tou 1989) where
this smearing with flour seems to be related to a more
general emphasis on renewal in the village world.
(23) The association between monastery oracles and the
secular state is also underlined in the prophecies given at
Matho. Traditionally, these were given to the king and
informed statecraft for the new year. Brauen also notes a
dualism between church and state in the oracular practices at
Matho, between the "queen's house" and the "monastery of
Hemis" (l9BOa). Unfortunately, I can provide no further
details on the role of oracles in the secular state.
(24) According to one of the current oracles at Stc.k, the
shrine in the high pastures is renewed at the time c'f
IjruJha by an astrologer and
	 (see fn 34, Chapter 4).
(25) In fact, it is generally claimed that the rituals are
supported rather by Hemis m':'nastery and Stok castle (Dargyay
1985, Crook, pers. comm.). Brauen reports another version
ac ': i:' rding to which c'ne horse comes from Shey pala ':e, which is
assc'ciated	 particularly	 with	 the	 queens	 c'f	 Ladakh
C 1 980a: 1 4 0)
(26) Brauen suggests that the oracles stc 'p half-way on their
.jcsurney to rest and eat a little of the fc":'d that is to be
given to the gods. It is frc'm this point that they fall into
trance (ibid:140) (see also Dargyay 1985:59).
(27) According to Brauen, the two oracles hold their heads in
c'r over the juniper and the g':'ds then vanish until the first
month of the fcillc'wing year (ibid: 140). :rc,c,k suggests that
the c'ra ':les jump int':' the Lt.b and the gods then leave
their h':'sts (pers. comm.).
(28) Brauen suggests that the Mathc'
 Rc'ng-btsan appears in a
pea ':eful form in one ora ':le and a fierce fi:'rm in the c'ther(1980a: 137).
(29) The converted enemy is nc't always a spirit. Nebesky-
Wojkowitz describes the appearan ':e of an ora':le at the
Gangtc'k 'cham on the 15th of the 7th month. The c'racle
speaks in the voice of a Lep ':ha who was conquered in the 17th
century. The defeated king speaks today thrc 'uqh his mun or
bc'ngthing vessel (Nebesky-Wojkc'witz 1376:22).
(30) Stein also comments upon an inversion that takes place
at birth.	 At death, the soul (sems) travels from the heart
to the head at which pc' int it leaves the body. According tc'
a Bonpo text that Stein cites, the soul enters an embryo at
the same point on the head and descends to the heart befc're
birth (Stein 1957:232). See also Stablein 1980.
(31) There are a number of accounts of texts used at death
rites. See, for example, Skc'rupski 1982, Sneli g rove 1957 and
the translations of the Bc,c4:: of the Dead (fn 25, Chapter 3).
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(32) For other accounts, see for example MacDonald 1929:217,
Coombe 1926:186, Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1976:36,55. 	 The 'cham
text published by Nebesky-Wojkowitz includes a passage
describing how the corpse in turned into food for pea':eful
gods and holy people or wrathful deities who are invited to
the feast (Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1976:183-7, and summary on the
root dance, pp.104-5).
(33) Although my discussion goes beyond most village
interpretations, it still simplifies the sequence of events
frc'm the perspective of meditation practice, as shown by
Cantwell's dis ':ussion of a ziog pa ritual (Cantwell 1985).
Her account of the "Liberating Killing" reveals a number of
transformations during three expulsions (1995:20-27). The
murders themselves are seen tc' destroy only the "fc'rms" car
bodies	 of	 hostile fc'rces fc'r their consciousness	 is
liberated.	 Thus, the first expelling section culminates as
the master of the ritual, in the form of the yi dam, brings
down	 the	 dagger above the	 ng	 and	 purifies	 the
consciousness of the hostile fc 'rces who pass out in the state
of i3reat 8liss (ibid:22).	 Their merits are dissolved into
the yi dam. Only the body of the poisons is destroyed when
the linga is cut up (ibid). Afterwards, the remains are
transformed in meditation and c' ffered to the yi dam and his
retinue. Later, in the second expelling section, wa:.rldly
trc'LIbles are expelled and diverted against the hostile
f c' r c es:
"Rather than destroying the causes of disturbances in the
natural and social world . . gro-lod (the yi dam) expels
them, gathering them into his retinue tc' j':' in the ritual
attau:k which is symbu:ili ':ally displayed on the twenty-ninth
day." (ibid:23)
My simplified presentation is intended only to show that
there is a "double sa ':ri fice". The "bad sa ':red" is
transferred tc' a victim whose consciousness ("good sacred")
is saved through tranferen ':e ba ':k t ':' the ritual offi':iant.
After the "bad sacred" (either the body alone or the body and
the bad part of the soul) has been destrc'yed, it is sub.je':t
tc' further transformations providing (good) sacred fc ' c'd fc'r a
congregation. Whether or not the c ':'nscic'usness is then
incorporated can the side of religion tc' continue the fight
against enemies seems t ':' depend on the nature of the
particular explusic'n.
(34) This emphasis is cc' mmc'n to many accounts c' f 'cham. Thus
Jerstad reports the Abbot's explanation of the ritual
executc'rs who:
"kill the enemies of Buddhism in such a manner that their
souls are led to higher spheres ..."
"When these demc'ns are overcome by the wizards, their bad
karma is purged, and they consent to being converted and to
using their strength to protect Buddhism. They are,
therefore, reborn in a higher realm." (Jerstad 1969: 138-9)
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(35) Coombe cites doctrinal interpretations of the murder at
a Nyingmapa 'cham. He says that the more docile evil spirits
are incorporated with the guardians of the faith but the more
obstinate and rebellious are cut up with the ling ga or
burned with the gtor ma (Coombe 1926:196). See also fn 33
above on the gathering of worldly troubles into the yi dam's
retinue in order to continue the fight against hostile
forces.
(36) Ladakhi villagers tended to restrict their use of the
term du1b to the vinaya or rules of monastic discipline. My
usage of the term extends beyond the Ladakhi.
(37) My earlier discussion of the triple jewel in Chapter 3
described the Community purely in terms of people that
belonged to it. In the present context, the Community should
be seen in a wider sense. Buddhas teach Doctrine to all
sentient beings, in':luding spirits, as shown by the
narratives attached tc' oath-bound gods.
(38) It should be appreciated that this prinicple is not
necessarily reflected in actual changes in the composition cif
the pantheon marshalled at 'cham. I do not know whether new
gcuds have been added tci the dramas historically. However, the
importance of movement in the pantheon is confirmed in c'ther
sc'urces. Nebesky-Wojkowitz, for example, writes:
"The existence in the class of the 'jig rten pa'i srung ma
(that is, worldly protectors), though it may extend over
periods beyond human comprehension, is believed to be
limited and subject tc' the karmic law, all the deities of
this grc.up passing eventually, by the power of the merits
which they acquired by prc'tecting Tibetan Buddhism, intc'
the rank of the 'jig rten las 'das pa'i srung ma (that is,
other-worldly protectors). While the ascent intc ' this
higher class is said to be a progress c' f infinite slowness,
if judged by human standards of time, the number of the
'jig rten pa'i srung ma by comparison increases rapidly due
to the circumstance that many harmful spirits of the ':lass
called nag phycigs gi bdud are still being conquered and
changed into prc'tectc'rs c'f the Buddhist creed by
appropriate ceremonies of the Tibetan Buddhist priesthood."
(Nebesky-Wojkc'witz 1975:5)
It should also be noted that this image of the pantheon
ignores a number of the higher layers which are of little
interest to villagers, namely gods important in monastic and
tantric ritual such as yi dam, mkha' 'gro ma and sgrub thc'b;
tutelary deities, dakini and sages.
(39) Hc'lmberg has made a related and interesting analysis c'f
oaths (dam) among the Tamang. See particularly Holmberg 1980
and 1984; also Hc'fer 1981:18-19. It might be noted further
that the conquest of spirits sometimes also inv':' lves the
conquest of specialists who deal with them. In Chapter 4,
referen ':e was made to the defeat of Tamang bc'mbo. The ora':le
figure was defeated by his elder lama brother in csne versic'n
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(Holmberg 1984:714). In another version, it is Guru Rinpoche
who defeats the bombo through oaths (dam) and the process of
'dul ba:
"By the techniques of damla taba (the casting of oaths) he
(that is Padmasambhava, Guru Rinpoche) compelled all evil
bein gs, nc'ecen, to content themselves with a scape-goat
(glud) of the sick, instead of taking the soul of the
latter. Today, whenever the shaman presents such a scape-
goat for his patient, he has to remind the nocen of this
obligation. Padmasambhava also "tamed" (dulba) the First
Shaman, Tusur Don, and the present division of ritual tasks
between	 the	 làma and the bombo is
	 a	 result	 of
Padmasambhava's victciry over Tusur Don.
	 Tusur Don's
descendants or disciples (?) are the spiritual ancestors
and tutelaries of the Tamang shamans. They are called
phamo or gytpa meme, and the spiritual descent line
connecting them with the present shamans is denoted by the
term kwa (pillar)." (Hofer 1974a:173)
(40) See, for example, Ortner 1978a. Her model of coercive
hospitality, cm which secular and ritual life are said to be
modelled, has been summarised previously. Ortner suggests
that high ranking gods are kept in the wc'rld to defeat
enemies but she does not apply her thesis to the relations
between different parts cuf the supernatural hierarchy, as
dis':ussed in Chapter 2.
(41) Clearly, this optimistic view c.f history is just one c'f
several. At the end of the last chapter, Ladakhi views cuf a
perceived increase in the numbers of c'racles were quoted.
One old woman suggested that, to gether with more gods, there
are more demons today. Another wc 'man said that there were
more demons because people had lots of money and were .jealc'us
c'f each other. A model of a degenerating cosmos is not
peculiar to Ladakhi villagers. Aspeu:ts of the dc":trine set
c'ut in Chapter 3, concerning salvation and the karmic cycle,
are frequently a':cc'mpanied by thei:.ries about progressive
degeneration in the cosmos. Man is becoming smaller in
stature and in mind as his life-span shc'rtens and as evil
accumulates in the world. The quest for a better rebirth and
for salvation be.:omes that much more urgent against this
backcic'th. Tucci c.utlines such a view with respeu:t to the
Gelugpa New Year and '':ham:
"The dGe lugs pa have given it (the smc'n lam
	 celebraticin
that	 ai:company New Year and consists of
	 liturgi.:al
ceremc'nies) an additicinal, more secret meaning. The
community is situated in a period of general de.:line, in
which evil grciws and the doctrine preached by Sakyamuni is
becoming c'bs.:ured. It thus becomes necessary to overcome
or at least to lessen the evident marks of this period of
time, plagues, war and famine, and above all to help the
saving activity of the next Buddha, 	 Byams pa (Skt.
Maitreya) by preparing for his coming." (Tucci 1980:152)
The view of histc'rv that I have c'ut 1. i ned is not an esc.t er i c
one;	 the renewal cf the year, preparaticins f':.r
a new	 commemoration of re].igic.us and secular
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victories of the present order. In this context, it is not
perhaps surprising that an optimistic view of history is
presented.
(42) Lambek's account of the aesthetics of trance culture in
Madagas ':ar provide a good illustration of the compromise
effected between person and spirit. Lambek shows how spirits
are brought into an uneasy and always uncertain accomodation
with human sciciety (Lambek 1981:46-48, 79-63, 168-171).
(43) Kapferer's account deals primarily	 with	 dem':'nic
pc'ssession.	 The demonic is seen as nature disc'rdered and
outside the order of culture. Exorcistic ritual transforms
the demonic and creates culture out 0f this natural disorder.
The cosmic order is rebuilt as demons lose their terrifying
aspect and are reduced tc. a fitting absurdity. As ncited in
Chapter 5 (fn 58), there is no general equation in Ladakh
between women and "nature". Witchcraft possession might be
des':ribed as anti-cultural insofar as it is seen as the
"wc'rse side cf life", the "anti-religious" cir the "anti-
s ':": jal".
44) in other Tibetan speaking areas are also
incorporated into the a gricultural cycle. Among the Sherpa,
"Dumje" is held just before the first planting and the first
rains. Funke quotes his informants:
"The Dumje is carried out s ':' as to ask God for rain. We
need rain for a gc'od harvest. God is supposed to make LIS
happy by preserving us from sorrow and by sending rain for
the harvest." Funke 1969:118, translated by Paul IN Paul
1979:279).
Paul's analysis builds upc'n the nature cif the ritual as a
spring fertility rite by arguing for an equation between
agricultural and human fertility (ibid:278). He points to
the opportunities fc'r sexual license among villagers and ti:
an episode in the dances, concluding that
"Dumje is also a festival that is patently both for and
aboLt children. The boys in the tek-tek masks at c'nce
represent sexuality and alsc'
 the multitude of children whc'
are the desired result of sexuality." (ibid:286)
My analysis of the life-bringing character of çfl is very
different from the c'ne presented by Paul (Paul 1979, 1982)
but the emphasis on renewal c'f life in this world through an
uneasy alliance with religion is similar.
(45) Some of the burlesque episodes in Ladakhi can be
interpreted in these terms. Elsewhere, the old man, rgan
dkar, intrc'duced to the New Year 'cham in Lhasa this century
"kills"	 a tiger skin and regains his youthful powers
(Nebesky-I.Jc' jkowi tz 1976: 44).
A particular fi gLire at the Pan-nam dga'-gd ':'ng monastery in
Tibet is likewise linked with the renewal of life:
'-JQ
"Whenever the 'chams is held women who are pregnant travel
to Pa nam dga' gdong to have a view of the mask which is
supposed to ensure an easy delivery. The principal dan':er,
shortly after donning the mask, is supposed to fall into a
state similar to strong intoxication." (Nebesky-Wcijkciwitz
1976:51)
(46) Dorje Chenmo's shrine, which is renewed at the Shey
harvest festival, is the only one to be intimately associated
with the mc'nastery. It is fc.und, however, on the roof and not
inside.
(47) In fact, my analysis c' f one form of possession has been
informed by other types. Thus, material on village or a ': 1 es
helped to make sense of monastery oracles whose role is
opaque insofar as they are often described as a mere
irrelevancy to the general drama of
(48) It seems that similar episodes occur at other 'cham.
Apparently, mc'nks dress LI to represent troublesome female
demons which were •:c'nquered l ':'ng ag:'
 at Sa-skya monastery in
Tibet. S':'me of the women watching are said to display signs
cf possessic.n, indicating their propensity for wit ':hcraft (C.
Cech, personal communicaticsn).
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(1) These accounts are based upon the people or "vessels" in
trance. Ladakhis sometimes make further discriminations
according to the appearance of particular gods. As the style
of a trance episode is derived partly from the character of
the god embodied at that point, the following presentation
blurs some important distinctions.
The perspective on treatment that is obtained by looking at
trance sessions is incomplete. Appendix 2 documents the
occasions on which Gongma households called oracles to their
own homes in 1982. It might be noted that villagers generally
call "cheaper" and more accc 'modating oracles who live close
by as they have to pay transport costs as well as the normal
fee. They might choose different oracles for other purposes.
One house,	 for example,	 preferred Thikse, the senior
Martselang or Kakshal 1b	 for cases of	 ygb	 and the
Skarra flUfl for general misfortunes in the household. Case
histories in Chapters 4 and 5 illustrate how individuals take
their prc'blems from one ritLial specialist to the next.
(2) A comment frc'm the highest ranking household in a village
close to Leh prc'vides an apt illustration:
"We perform rites to L twice a year but we never used to
do this... When my brother was ill, we were told to spc'nsc'r
the rites. Now, everyone does the same.	 We also sponsor
gyazhi (see Chapter 5) once a year. This started when
grandmother was ill and my mother was tc'ld to perfc'rm the
rite. We do it every year now and almost all the houses c'n
this side of the village do the same."
(3) It may be re':alled that bad magic is described as jadu
(Urdu), ngan chc's (Ladakhi) or simply "paper".
(4) Both rites mentic'ned are exc'rcistic rites "to finish bad
things" but the latter is cheaper to sponsor and the woman is
poor.	 A performance of	 gij	 is described belc'w,
at a trance of Skarra nun's.
(5) "To mix with your hands" 	 21b) is a more formal
expression for "to give poison".
(6) This is a favourite refrain, used in the face of
scepticism and disbelief, and also to assert authority, t':'
emphasise that the god knc'ws all.
(7) Paul aptly cites such treatment among the Sherpa in an
argument against the psychotherapeutic explanation of cures
(Paul 1976:146).
(8) The former are flags that Shiites hang on mosque roofs.
The latter are prayer flags that Buddhists hang on h':'use
roc'fs, bridges, mountain tc'ps c'r trees, as described
previously.
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(9) Oracles frequently focus on their backs as they come in
and out of trance, as noted in Chapter 4. See also the
description of Kirzi oracle in Chapter 5.. A further example
can be found below in the description of Shey oracle.
(10) These are Drogpa, the so-called Aryan Dards mentioned
previously (for example, fn 1, Chapter 1), who are seen to
have a distinct culture as shown below in the comments made
by Ayu oracle.
(11) yçj is the honorific for These are offerings
made to gods on a regular basis in monasteries and many
households. At Mig, the rite was performed just once a year
but it was offered daily in the local monastery.
Animals and birds occasionally appear in trance.
	 I do not
know whether these are seen as forms of gods.
	 Ladakhi
oracles are n ':'t, however, possessed by a series of animals,
as	 in other Tibetan speaking areas (Berglie 	 1976:98,
1978:45).
(12) This phrase seems tc' describe rinpc.che, see fn 44,
Chapter 4.
(13) 2an2on seems tc' refer to "bad monks" in this
ccsntext.. Pan2c'n is probably a form of 	 , that is bc'n p'
which is generally used simply to refer to "monks who do
things the wrong way round". See fn 38, Chapter 4.
(14) These were	 gj	 (sp?) and doIrn mandel (sGrc'l-
ma man-dal )
(15) These were manle dc'chc' k (sMan-bla'i mdo-cc'q ) and
"for the animals" (see Chapter 1).
(16) This was the rite to avert the misfortunes from years
ending in the number nine (gurni, dgu mig). I was told that a
storma comprising several groups of nine items is thrown,
just befc're an astrologically inauspicious year c 'r in the
event of illness.
(17) This is what the nun told me; I could not understand the
recital. But the nun's summary was similar tc' another summary
given to me by a literate villager,. There are several
different mi kha texts (see, for example, Kaplanian unpub.ms
(b)).
(18) Patkan has been translated as "gastric prc'blems" in
Chapter 4. The term is c' ften used to refer to such problems
or "indigestion" but it also means phlegm or mucous.
(19) Oracles are sensitive to the different cultural systems
brought before them. My Ladakhi companion could not make
sense of the diagnosis given, involving "your own god".
(20) Barley had been used at several points previously, in
divination. Unlike AyL% oracle and mc 'st c'thers, the ç. rno held
the grains of barley in her hand rather than on a drum when
SHE read the signs.
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(21) As noted in Chapter 1, monks will not necessarily
perform all the rites that a household sponsors. In
particular, Gelugpa monks are reluctant to perform a number
of exorcistic rites, such as the fierce fire offering.
(22) This refers to treatment that might be offered by an
amchi.
(23) By chos, the oracle seems to be referring specifically
to the necessary consecration for the object. Apparently, he
had previously suggested that this device be made for the new
house.
(24) Choglomsar oracle, from Gerge, said that he is told that
he treats people mostly for g (or tiE) . He himself does
not remember what happens in trance. He also apparently sends
people "in different directicuns" to dc'ctors, jj and mc'nks.
He uses the	 blessing to cure visitors.
Agling oracle (1), from a pastoral area near Chang Thang
(which sounded like Nak-zan shed-za song) said that he
treated lcu':al visitors for poison, cold, He divined
the truth with barley and drum and, most of all, he brought
ciut tip
	
He said that he never burned gongrno.
A second Agling oracle, from Chang Thang (Agling oracle (2)),
said that he primarily extracted through the bell, drum
or mirror. He also made referrals, revealed knowledge hidden
to people and performed curative rites. 	 He spoke of the
exorcism of ogQ:
"I call the gongrnc' tcu the person, then I free the person
and send the gcingrno in a particular direction, telling it
how bad this (pc'ssessicun) is. If the gçg is very
strong, I sometimes burn it; I burn a drawing (ga) of
the gongrno in a big fire ':.f dung."
A third oracle from Central Tibet (Agling curacle (3)),
explained his work:
"Most people are cured by the extracticin of 	 Scume need
rituals too, for example, raising prayer flags, reu:iting
prayers, setting free the lives of animals and fish. 	 In
Tibet, we had the same illnesses. 	 I bring out ti, Lta,
nails and bones. ... I perform burning for 	 I make
a dough figure and collect the ggg inside it. 	 They are
thrown away together. .. I bring out }thag with a scarf,
the small drum (damaru), the pipe or with a prayer flag.
3i2 is extracted in the same way. Sometimes, I send peu:uple
to an arnchi or a doctor, depending cm the problem. .."
It should be noted that I saw none c'f the Tibetans in trance
and these comments are based upon what the vessels told me.
Berglie's account of Tibetan "heroes" reveals a more
elaborate interpenetration between gods and person than
reported by Tibetans in Ladakh. Ribbcuns tied to the hands
during an initiation cc.ntrcul the visibility and entry of
spirits through the "channels" in the right cur left hands
(Berglie 1976).
	
Berglie's material suggests an important
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distinction between seeing and embodying the gods which was
not emphasised by any of the Tibetans in Ladakh (Berglie 1976
and 1978). One of the refugees described simply how the god
entered him through the "channels". A number of other
distinctions are apparent; in the oracle's equipment, in
ritual performances (for example, there were no reports of
rites in Ladakh to collect the soul (bla)), and in the use of
a translator - "hero" oracles used a formal intermediary
unlike the Tibetans in Ladakh.
(25) Choglc'msar oracle explains that he meditates upc 'n his
tutelary deity and enters trance.	 Then, the god looks in a
mirror cm	 the altar to discover what is wrc.ng with the
pec'p le.
Agling oracle (1) gave a mc 're extensive account of the
mirror:
"The comes as a guest with the help of a mirrc'r. The
god is collected in the mirror and that is what makes
possession possible. First, I do a wash (Ihatrus) with the
mirror (the god is ritually washed in the mirror). Then, I
throw black tea tc' make the god come and gc ' , like writing a
message to someone, telling them where to come and when.
Then, I stand the mirrc'r in a plate of barley. At the end
of a trance, when I want the god to go, I take the mirror
ciff the plate and put it away."
Agling oracle (2) said that he thought the gi:id stc 'pped in the
mirror and came to him (the vessel) from the mirror. Agling
oracle (3) explained that the mirror was mostly used in
divinatic'n, echoing the first man's account.
The Tibetans in Ladakh described only one mirror. 	 Berglie's
account of Tibetan dpa' bo mentions three mirrors fc'r three
classes of spirits; ilia, klu and btsan (1976:194).	 Some
Ladakhi oracles also mentic 'ned the mirrc'r as an important
item of equipment.	 F':ur example, it was said that the s:'racle
from Phyang, who is now dead, used to place a mirror in front
':' f him. He be':ame possessed as the g':'ds travelled to him
from the mirror. Another Ladakhi claimed that the mirrc 'r was
the lha's eyes.
(26:) Chogicimsar oracle incarnates a god that he describes as
a place god (ul th& by the name of Kangri Lhabtsan. Agling
oracle (1:) also mentic'ned a single god, with the same name.
The Tibetan from Chang Thang, als ':' based at Agling, described
his spirit as a dergya (sde brgyad) and a fc ' llc'wer of Paldan
Lhamc' (Agling (2)). Agling oracle (3) (from Central Tibet)
likewise named just one god, this time a follower of the
ubiquitous Khangri Lhabtsan.
(27) Only one of the four Tibetans, the Agling oracle (3)
from Central Tibet said that he had extracted kha2 befc 're he
came to Ladakh. Howevr, he noted:
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"It is true that there were less kha2 in Tibet but that is
because the fodder here is very rough."
The other three learned to extract needles in Ladakh.
(28) Indeed, many Ladakhis said that oracles were the best
people to find jy. There was no oracle at Spituk and the
villagers said that they always sent for an oracle to deal
with the astrologer and monks could deal with
everything else.
(29) J Parry outlines a similar image in his discussion of
North Indian mortuary rites.	 Digestion is seen as a way of
conceptualising ideas about proper circulation and
transformation within the wider social and cosmic orders
while improper circulation is expressed in the langauge of
digestive malfunction. After death:
"Ely "digesting" the deceased his pure essence is
distilled, and translated by the digestive fire cif the
stomach to the c'ther world, while his impure sins are
eliminated. This distilled ancestral essence then becomes
the sc'urce of progeny - as is the sexual fluid distilled
out of the good part of food." (Parry 1985a:614).
See also Dlc'ch 1986.
(30) Kaplanian builds a three-tiered cosmos into imgery of
the person, suggesting that L are lo':ated in the bottom,
in the middle and gods above (unpub.ms (a):13). Than,
it seems to me, are more cicusely related to dis':riminati':'ns
made between back/front and inside/c'utside. Kaplanian also
draws firm distin ':tic'ns between the damage caused by these
three classes of spirits and by demons (ibid:19). These
distin ':ti ':'ns seem to be too rigid, given the difficulties in
labelling spirits (see Chapter 5)
(31) In other Tibetan speaking areas, 	 are also twinned
very closely with these autochthc'ns. Among the Sherpa, fc'r
exmaple, kiLl are described as cc'nsorts of sa bdag (Ortner
1978b:273, Paul 1979:294).
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Ladakhi	 Io 211i!g
ani	 a ne
amchi	 am chi
sbag mo/po
bardo	 bar do
thgthg
chomo
c hc'r ten
chas
m':hc'd pa
mchod khang
Jo mo
mchod rten
chos
chos skyong
chos spun
dadar	 mda' dar
d r a c'	 dgra bo
dra	 dgra
sdig pa
bhe da	 wandering musician
cham(s)	 monastic dance drama
sbyin bdag
	 patron, doncir
byin rlabs	 blessing
tshes bcu
	 "10th	 day", village
ritual assc'ciated with
Guru Rinpoche
(Padmasambhava)
Beda
c ham
chinlab
chi shu
GLOSSARY
Ladakhi terms which appear frequently or which are important
to the sense of the text are given their spellings and rough
English gloss. Entries are made under the Ladakhi
transliteration and they are organised according to the
English alphabet.
EogLib gI
father's sister, nun
"local"	 (traditional)
doctor: also srnan2a
(sman pa) and tharje
(lha rje)
"witch', living demon
intermediate space,
trouble
ritual offering
offering room
nun
stupa, Buddhist shrine
religion, Buddhist
doctrine, dharma
religious protector,
divinity
religious siblings
"wedding arrow"
enemy
sin, demerit
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IL	 !PLUJiQ	 EU2LL!±! LQLadakhi
dre
dos
dron
dul ba
dud
Gar a
1!gp
i dam
ji
khandoma
kal chor
'brang rgyas
dre
Br i -gung-pa
Brug-pa
mdos
mgr c'n
mqron p0
'dul ba
bdud
mqar ba
dge ba
dGe-1 ugs-pa
dgon pa
'gong mo/po
rgyal P0
brgya bzhi
b r g yud
rgyud
yi dam
Urdu
'jib
bKa' -brgyud--pa
mkha' 'gro ma
dkar 'byor
dough welcome cake
demon
religious sect, under
Kagyupa
religious sect, under
Kagyupa
thread cross and rituals
involving thread crosses
feast
guest
Vinaya, to tame,
convert, cultivate,
educate, conquer
devi 1
blacksmith
merit, virtue
religious order,
"r e fc'r"
monastery, solitary
place
u wit,:h s ,	 living dem':'n
king, spirit
exorcistic ritual
"lineage", heredity
tantra
tutelary deity
bad magic
to suck, "pollution"
religious order,
comprising Druga
	 and
high ranking goddesses,
amLil et
pure offerings
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!brgp khang pa
khang chen
khang chung
bka' bsgo
1 ama
khyim lha
bla ma
1 anchaks
1 as
1iog
lan chags
las
ling ga
1 ha
ihaba (m)
lhamc' (f)
lhande
lhadre
1 hathc'
1 c'sar
lu
iha
lha pa
lha mc'
iha 'dre
II	 II
lha 'bc.gs
lha tho
lo gsar
k 1 u
lud
lu bang
glud
Lyg lung
riLing rta
Ladakhi
	
ILt.n	 LLLo	 EuUi Lc
kha btags	 white ceremonial scarf
house, "unnamed house",
household
main house
offshoot house
blessing, exorcism ("the
thunderbolt rite")
house(hold) god
monk, religious teacher,
sprul sku (see
accumulated (bad) karma
"work", karma
effigy, type of
that is burnt in a
flinshrek offering
god
c'racle, spirit medium
wandering spirit
gods and demc'ns
ciracle's initiatic'n
shrine tc' gc'd
(secular:) New Year
spirits of the
underworld and of water
shrine to L
scapegoat ':'r substitute
of f er i n g
permission, instruction
wind-horses, prayer
flags, ceremony to raise
spiritual power
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Qi2!2
	 dbc'n pci
spar kha
Laclakhi
mi rdeches
mi kha
Iibto	 ru1ib
lus gyar	 "vessel", oracle out of
trance
mi bde-	 to be unsettled
mi kha	 gossip
mig 'phog-
Mon	 mon
n am st o k	 rnam rtog
sngags
!32
	 gnod pa
rNying-ma-pa
arsarn	 bar btsan C?)
ba-mtshams (?)
"to cast the evil eye"
musician
"superstition", "scruple"
mant r a
"supernatural damage"
religious order,
"unrefor med"
astrologer
spiritual pc'wer, also
signs associated with
divination
the middle world
.Lo2cfl
saka
pha lha	 god of the
pha spun	 ritual group of houses
bum pa	 ritual pot
rigs	 kind, social strata
rigs ing a	 five lobed crown worn by
ritual cifficiants
rin p0 che	 "precious (jewel)",
reincarnate lama
sa bdag	 spirit of the earth
sa bdag gdc'n 'grol rite for lu and sadag
sa kha, sa ka	 ritual opening the
agrarian year, the first
ploughing
Sa-skya-pa	 religious order, as at
Matho monastery
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Lad a k hi Iibt! .L11
	 O.IiL! Q1Q
sems
shinde
shr o k
bbia
shrubi ha
gcL
sk ':.r r a
skur i m
s k LI sh ci k
k LI sh ci k
sondr e
st c'r ma
tam
thaban
bsangs
bsangs mda'
sems
gser skyems
shi 'dre
sr cig
srog shing
srLlb iha
srung ba
srung ma
bskang gsol
skc'r ba
sku rim
sku gshogs
gsc'n 'dye
steng iha
gtc.r ma
dam
thab zan
'dre mo/po
grib
drag po
grc.ng
 pa
offering of incense for
gods
"ritual arrow"
intelligence, soul,
mind, consciousness
golden drinks, offerings
to the gods
ghost
soul
sc'ul wood
offering of the first
f r LI its
amulet
religious protector,
divinity
ritual and feast
celebrated after the
harvest, an ex':use
c ircumambul ati ':'n
(religicius) ritual
term of address fc'r
r i npoche
living demc'n
the wc'rld above
ritual ciffering that is
thrc'wn away
oath, binding promise
"stove food", New Year
offerings
living demon
pollution, dirt
fierce, wrathful
hc'usehol d
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Ladakhi
t san
tshetar
tQg
t r us
t LI k
tul ku
Iit.a	 LLi.o
btsan
tshe (m)thar
tshogs
khrus
dug
sprul sku
EuUi LQ
spirits without backs in
the middle world
to set free the life of
(animals)
assembly, ritual dough
offerings which are
distributed among a
congregation
wash, ritual wash
poi son
emanation body, rinpoche
c!L1
I.I1 1b
zemches
ig
.big
zhiwa
zFes
z umo
dbang
	power, initiation,
cc'nsec rat ic'n
gyang 'gug
	 ritual to colle':t
fc'r tune
' ':'g klu	 the world below
yul lha	 village gc'd, god of the
place
'dzem-	 avoidances after birth
and death
zhwa nag
	 "the bla.:k hats"
gzhi bdag
	spirit, master of the
place
sbyin sreg
	 burnt offering
:hi ba	 peaceful, mild
jug-	 to be possessed
zur mc'
	 illness, pain
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